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Abstract

This thesis presents topics in the grammar of South Efate, an Oceanic language of Central Vanuatu

as spoken in Erakor village on the outskirts of Port Vila. There has been no previous grammatical

description of the language, which has been classified as the southernmost member of the North-

Central Vanuatu subgroup of languages. In this description I show that South Efate shares features

with southern Vanuatu languages, including a lack of serial verb constructions of the kind known for

its northern neighbours and the use of an echo-subject marker. The phonology of South Efate reflects

an ongoing change in progress, with productive medial vowel deletion and consequent complex

heterorganic consonant clusters.

A key feature of South Efate grammar is the grammaticalisation of a benefactive phrase in pre-verbal

position. There is thus a discontinuous verbal complex including a closed class of auxiliary verbs

that occur in a fixed order preceding the benefactive phrase and then the verb.

Mood-marking is central to any utterance in South Efate and there is no grammatical expression of

tense. The interplay between mood and aspect marking is an interesting feature of the language.

The present research is set in the context of increasing attention being paid to the state of the world's

smaller languages and their prospects for being spoken into the future. In addition to providing an

outline of the grammar of the language, I describe the process of developing an archivable textual

corpus that is used to make example sentences citable and playable, using software developed in the

course of the research. An attached DVD provides playable versions of most example sentences and

of the example texts.

Appendices to this thesis provide a dictionary and finderlist, and a set of interlinearised example texts

and elicited sentences.
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Abbreviations and conventions

a.a. used for the common backchannel and confirmation interjection, realised variously as

[m m], [n n] or [a a]

AD addressee deictic, deictic close to addressee (go)

ambi ambitransitive

ART article (used of na-)

ass.pl associative plural (mana)

BEN benefactive (used of possessive pronouns in pre-main verb position)

CND conditional (f  in PVC) . The related form fla is glossed as 'may'.

COMP complementiser

CONC concluding particle (nta)

COP copula

d. dual

DET determiner (te- )

ditr ditransitive

DK dyadic kinterm marker (used of tem as in  tem-palun 'a group of brothers')

DP direct possession

DST distant (used of =n clitic to distinguish a more distant location) (only glossed when

necessary due to considerations of space).

DUR durative (ta in the PVC)

ES echo-subject (kai)

ex/excl exclusive, ex is used in glossing, and excl is used in tables and in the body of the text.

EXCL exclamation

HAB habitual (to in the PVC)

HESIT hesitation, typically used of conventionalised hesitation markers like: na, nana, but also

used to gloss false starts

IF intensifier (used of pe in verb pe verb)

in/incl inclusive, in is used in glossing, and incl is used in tables and in the body of the text.

INJ interjection/ exclamation (as in a? tag question, or a.a.  affirmation)

INT interrogative (question-forming final tags like a? go?)

intr intransitive

IR irrealis  (on verbs with initial mutation, eg freg 'make:IR')

IRR irrealis subject

LOC locative

NEG negation particle (ta)

NEG2 second negation particle (mau)
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NEG2 second negation particle (mau)

NMLS nominaliser (used of wen/ ien on nominalised verbs)

O object

O1 / O2 first object, second object (of ditransitive verbs)

p. plural

p.name Proper name (including placenames)

PF perfect (glosses the aspect marker pe, and the post verbal particle su)

POc Proto-Oceanic

POS possessive

PR presentative particle (kia)

PROG progressive (of to in the PVC)

PS perfect subject

PSP prospective (used  for the aspect marker po/ fo)

PURP purpose, used of na 'in order to'

PVC pre-verbal complex

R realis (on forms that undergo initial mutation, eg preg 'make.R'). The realis form is taken

as basic and so is not marked except where needed to make a particular point.

RED reduplication of previous morpheme (especially of habitual (tototo) or 'until' from pan 'go'

(panpanpan) ) also written as a full stop between the reduplicated forms (e.g. mai.mai)

REL relativiser (used of nen, na, nag and kin)

RR Reflexive / reciprocal (used of the PVC particle tme/ tmo)

RS realis subject

sg singular

S transitive and intransitive subject

STAT stative (used for the PVC to)

SUB subordinator

SVC serial verb construction

TMA Tense, Mood, Aspect

TOP topic marker (used of wan, and ki  in post nominal position)

TR transitiviser (used of -ki)

TS transitive suffix (used to allow an O suffix to be expressed)

V used for the epenthetic vowel preceding DP suffixes.

VC verbal complex made up of pre-verbal particles, the auxiliary and the the verb and optional

O suffix.

VKS Vanuatu Kaljoral Senta (Vanuatu Cultural Centre, which includes the national museum of

Vanuatu)
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Conventions

In general the conventions followed in this thesis are fairly standard  for a grammar of our era. An

innovation of this work is that sources for example sentences are given in one of several ways. If the

example has linked audio then it has the name of the tape followed by a start and end point in

seconds, e.g. (98003bz, 58.3400, 63.4200). If the example comes from a transcript as yet unlinked

to its audio file then it appears with the speaker's initials and the tape number, or just the tape

number, e.g. (EK, 98015a), (98015b). If the example comes from one of the glossed texts it has the

text number followed by the sentence number if available, e.g. (80:34). Other sources for examples,

such as 'elicited' and 'written example', are self-explanatory.

The use of audio data as a primary authority means that examples may include discourse phenomena

such as hesitation and speech errors in order to be proper representations of the data. False starts and

broken-off utterances are represented thus [-].

Tape numbers followed by the letter 'z' refer to non-archival versions of the audiofiles, those that

were digitised before having access to appropriate equipment as discussed in §1.4.

References to the exemplary texts (in Appendix A) cite the text number and the line number , so

Text 1, line 18 is Text 1:18

The abbreviations p. (plural) and d. (dual) are used to avoid having the letter l followed by I and so

being difficult to distinguish in e.g. '3dlIRR', which I write '3d.IRR'.

Compound forms with analysable subparts are joined with a hyphen. Glosses of more than one word

for a single South Efate word are given with a full stop (e.g pak 'go.to', leg 'be.straight').

The full stop is used in different contexts to indicate a syllable boundary, e.g. kul.kror.
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Symbols used

(?) used to mark data which I am unsure of but which I have some reason for including.

ø / Ø (1) the zero expression of 3sgO, and (2) used to indicate where expected material is absent

(e.g. subject proclitics absent in clause chains).

= indicates a clitic break

- indicates an affix break. Also used to link two compound verbs.

m$ , p$ this is the ASCII representation of the character rendered in this thesis by the font

IPATimes as tilde m and tilde p, labio-velar nasal and stop respectively. Some datasets

produced in the process of writing this thesis require plain ASCII and so the dollar symbol

<$> appears.

' used to indicate primary stress on the following syllable.

% used to enclose a hypothesised or underlying form, e.g. %na-tok-on% for natkon  village.

Orthographic conventions followed in the present work are as follows.

g velar nasal

m simultaneous velar and labial nasal stop

p simultaneous velar and labial oral stop



Picture 1: Aerial view of Erakor and Port Vila.

Picture by Philippe Métois, reproduced with the kind permisssion of the artist. Labels added for clarification.
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Map 1: Map of placenames around Erakor village. These names were mainly collected by Kalskar Wayane. Their location on this MapInfo representation is approximate. A closer view of Erakor

Island (Eraniau) is given in Map 2.

The symbols written as p and m in the present work are given as ~p and ~m on these maps due to software limitations.
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Map 2: Map of placenames on Erakor Island (Eraniau). These names were mainly collected by Kalskar Wayane. Their location on this MapInfo representation is approximate.
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Picture 2: Limas and Kalsarap Namaf outside their house by the lagoon in Erakor village.

(Photo taken in 1998)

Picture 3: William Wayane, my host in Erakor village, in his house in Erakor village.
(Photo taken in 1998)
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Picture 4: The Erakor town council in the town hall after a court hearing in 1998. The then chief of

Erakor, Waia Tenene, is in the centre of the photograph.

William Wayane, town secretary and my host in Erakor, is on the right.

Picture 5: Tokelau Takau outside her house in Erakor village.

(Photo taken in 1998)
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Picture 6: Manuel Wayane, a good friend and assistant in the village who subsequently became

the Cultural Centre’s fieldworker for Erakor.

(Photo taken in 1998)

Picture 7: Endis Kalsarap helped with checking and translation.

(Photo taken in 1998)
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Picture 8: Silas Alban, the Cultural Centre’s fieldworker for South Efate in the mid-1990s.

(Photo taken in 1997)

Picture 9: An Erakor housing ‘yard’. The yard next door to William Wayane’s house. The kitchen shed

with an earth oven for making laplap is on the right. In the centre is a common style of housing,

concrete block with a thatched roof.  On the left is a more traditional style of construction, like Tokelau

Takau’s house in Picture 5 above, bamboo walls and a long sloping thatched roof.



Chapter 1,  Introduction

This thesis presents an overview of the grammar of South Efate1, an Oceanic language of Central

Vanuatu. There is much that is not covered in this work, which is why I call it 'Topics in' the grammar,

rather than 'A grammar', of South Efate. Recognising that much more always remains to be done in the

description of any language I have put some effort into creating a reusable corpus for the language. One

result of creating this corpus is that most example sentences in the present work cite their audio source

and are playable2, and that example texts are also playable audio or video documents.

§1.1. Methodology

The current thesis is the result of three periods of fieldwork in the villages of Eratap and Erakor in South

Efate, Vanuatu between 1995 and 2000.

I had previously worked as a linguist in various parts of Australia supporting indigenous languages. In

1987 I established a language centre in Port Hedland which trained indigenous people to record aspects of

languages from the Pilbara region of Western Australia. I later worked at the Australian Institute of

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS) where I had a national view of the state of

Australia's indigenous languages, and the role that linguists can play in supporting the recording and

1There is no indigenous name for the language which is referred to locally as nafsan ('language' or

'story'). I will follow the practice established by Tryon (1976) and Clark (1985) of referring to the

collection of dialects spoken in the south of Efate as South Efate.
collection of dialects spoken in the south of Efate as South Efate.

2I use the term 'playable' to mean that audio data can be played using the three part citation form of

audioname, start, end. A current instantiation of these audio links is presented as an attached DVD as is

discussed further in §1.4 below.

ongoing use of these languages. I came to Vanuatu with the perspective of recording what there was of
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small languages (those with few speakers and little institutional recognition or support), assuming, from

my own experience and from the growing literature on the topic, that small languages everywhere are

under threat from metropolitan languages. My MA thesis was on issues related to the maintenance of

Australian indigenous languages and I have had a strong interest in how to support speakers of indigenous

languages since the 1980s.

I first went to Vanuatu in 1995 as an Australian Volunteer Abroad3 when my partner Merrin began to

work at the Vanuatu Women's Centre. I planned to learn one of the local languages during the two or

three years that we would be living there. On arriving in Vanuatu I was struck by the incredible mix of

languages, and daunted by the seeming impossiblity of understanding the complexity of the language

situation. As we will see in chapter two, there are three official national languages, Bislama4, English and

French, as well as over 100 indigenous languages. In my first few months in Vanuatu I attended an

intensive Bislama language course which assisted considerably in learning the language. I was then able to

use Bislama for most daily interactions. This was particularly important when, in 1996, I started working

at the Vanuatu Kaljoral Senta (Vanuatu Cultural Centre) (VKS) which is a predominantly Bislama-

speaking workplace.

At the VKS I assisted with the work of supporting the network of some 75 VKS volunteer fieldworkers

around Vanuatu. They record local kastom (customary knowledge), and usually assist any researchers

working in their region (see Huffman 1996). Most of the fieldworkers have an interest in recording their

languages and have begun work on wordlists and collections of stories. I organised a workshop on

dictionaries with the fieldworkers in 1997. Ralph Regenvanu, the VKS Director, had suggested working

with the local South Efate fieldworker, Silas Alban, who had already begun writing a wordlist of his

language. In discussions with John Lynch and Terry Crowley in Vila it became clear that the most

appropriate language for me to work on would be South Efate, which, despite being spoken in villages

that formed the outskirts of the capital city, Port Vila, had received little attention from linguists (Lynch

and Crowley 2001:111).

When I met with Silas, we agreed on the aim of producing a set of stories and a wordlist of the language.

He had produced a handwritten English-to-language list which I keyboarded and checked, and then we added

example sentences where possible.We met occasionally, either in Silas's village, Eratap, situated a few

discussed further in §1.4 below.

3 Now known as Australian Volunteers International (AVI).

3 Now known as Australian Volunteers International (AVI).

4 A Melanesian pidgin language related to Tok Pisin (PNG) and Solomon Islands Pidgin.

kilometres east of Vila, or in Vila, working between 7.30 and 11.30 am, the usual morning work time in
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kilometres east of Vila, or in Vila, working between 7.30 and 11.30 am, the usual morning work time in

Vanuatu. As Silas's other commitments impinged on the time he could devote to this work, I began

visiting Kalsarap Namaf, a then 87 year-old Erakor man, and recorded stories with him, as well as

eliciting vocabulary and grammatical information. Kalsarap lived in Erakor village by the lagoon facing

Eraniau (Erakor Island) and I lived on the other side of the same lagoon in the Vila suburb of Nambatri.

One of the early projects I undertook was to document the building of a canoe5, and that canoe was then

my means of transport to Kalsarap's house for regular Wednesday morning fieldwork. The motivation for

this work was recording life histories and kastom narratives, and the beginnings of the production of a

dictionary. During this time I was learning South Efate but most of my interactions with South Efate

people were in Bislama, the national language of Vanuatu.

In 1998 we returned to Australia and I received a University of Melbourne Research Scholarship in the

Department of Linguistics and Applied Linguistics to undertake doctoral research on South Efate.

Preparatory to further fieldwork, I undertook library research to find early sources on the language. I also

interviewed Shirley MacRae, a missionary who had worked in South Efate in the 1950s and was then

living in Ballarat, and Lorraine Tompson, granddaughter of the missionary Daniel Macdonald who had

worked in the north-west of Efate in the late 1800s and who had published extensively on the languages of

Efate (see §2.3.5 for a list of publications on South Efate).

This research provided background information on the history of the region, and also turned up documents

in South Efate including a brief tape recording of two South Efatese men, Kalsei and Kalagis6 together

with some texts in Arthur Capell's papers written by Pastor Sope, presumably in the 1950s. A page

image of these stories is presented in Figure 1. The form of the language recorded in these sources is

archaic, but still recognisably South Efate, as we can see from some example words in Table 1:1. One

feature that distinguishes these early sources from current South Efate is the presence of medial vowels

that are no longer used in equivalent South Efate forms today (as discussed in chapter 3 on phonology).

The tape recording was taken back to the village in 1998. The stories were typed and reproduced with a

current South Efate and Bislama parallel version7.

4 A Melanesian pidgin language related to Tok Pisin (PNG) and Solomon Islands Pidgin.

5A photographic summary of how to build a canoe in South Efate was placed on this site in 1998:
http://arts.anu.edu.au/arcworld/vks/kenu.htm
http://arts.anu.edu.au/arcworld/vks/kenu.htm

6 Reproduced on tape 98008.

6 Reproduced on tape 98008.

7A copy of Pastor Sope's stories both as written by him and then in current South Efate and Bislama is
provided as a pdf document in Attachment 1.

http://arts.anu.edu.au/arcworld/vks/kenu.htm
http://arts.anu.edu.au/arcworld/vks/kenu.htm
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Table 1:1 Correspondence of forms in Sope's stories and in current South Efate.

This table gives examples of archaic forms found in Pastor Sope's handwritten notes from sometime in

the 1950s, compared with current forms, and shows the presence of vowels, both medially and finally, in

the archaic forms that are absent from the current ones.

Sope current meaning
baki pak to (preposition)

bakutofi paktofi to pay for

bereg preg to make

bisol psol to lay an egg

bunak pnak to steal

emulatig emeltig near

isikei iskei one

lotu lot pray

misal msal different

miti mit short

nafisan nafsan language

natokon natkon village

naulalikes nalkis medecine

pisawi psawi thank

toa to fowl

Later in 1998 I returned to Erakor village for three months, funded by the Department of Linguistics and

Applied Linguistics, during which time I attempted to become a more fluent speaker of South Efate, an

aim that was realised sufficiently to allow me to converse with speakers and to prevent them switching to

Bislama in our recording sessions.

The town secretary, William Wayane, invited me to live in his house which provided a base for my work

in the village. In those three months I interviewed a number of Erakor residents (listed in Appendix E) and

recorded narratives on audiotape. I also recorded information about plant use with several particularly

knowledgeable people, and plants were photographed for identification purposes.

In early 2000 I undertook a further ten week fieldtrip. During this visit I checked my analyses and data,

and ran two dictionary workshops which have improved the content of the still formative draft of the

dictionary.
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Figure 1. An image of the front page of Pastor Sope's stories from the Capell papers.
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§1.2. The corpus

Much of my time in Erakor village was spent recording stories with villagers. Nearly 50 villagers kindly

agreed to tell me stories, usually of their own choosing, but also on topics of my prompting. The

speakers are men and women, young and old (from children to nonagenerians). The type of stories told

include personal histories, customary (or kastom) stories and accounts of historical events. Two hearings

in the village court were recorded with permission of the town council. These include multi-participant

discourse with switching between Bislama and South Efate and total over two hours duration. One

conversation of some fifteen minutes duration was recorded with the permission of the participants.

Children at the kindergarten were recorded performing songs and recitations of stories. Over 40 hours of

recordings have resulted from this work, including about an hour recorded in the language of Lelepa Island,

to the west of Efate (see Map 3 on page 18). I also video-recorded some narratives, parts of a church

service, and a stringband8 performance.

Almost every recording was transcribed by Manuel Wayane in Erakor village who wrote the transcript into

an exercise book with a Bislama translation, and transcripts were typed in a standard word processor as text

files (mostly by Dina Thieberger in Melbourne). I then checked the transcripts against the digitised

version of the tape as I went through and linked utterances to timecodes, as described below (§1.4.).

Elicitation and data checking was mainly conducted with a few speakers and in particular with two

younger speakers, Endis Kalsarap and Kalsakar Wayane. Endis was particularly patient in working through

the questionnaire on tense mood and aspect (TMA) (included as an interlinearised document in Appendix

H).

All of this data became part of a textual corpus which was indexed by a concordance. The portion of the

data that was linked to audio files was also accessible via a concordance. Texts extracted from this data

were interlinearised and a selection was made into a book of narratives (Thieberger 2000).

South Efate data that will be archived9 as a result of this PhD project includes the following:

provided as a pdf document in Attachment 1.

8 Stringband music is the national popular music medium. A stringband consists of guitars, ukeleles, a
'bush bass' (made of a tea-chest resonator and single stretched string), and variously, thongaphones
(bamboo tubes struck with rubber slip-on sandals or 'thongs'), glass bottles tuned with varying content of
water and small percussion instruments. The lyrics of stringband performances are often sung in local
languages, as is the case for those I recorded in Erakor village.
languages, as is the case for those I recorded in Erakor village.

9 With PARADISEC (the Pacific And Regional Archive for Digital Sources in Endangered Cultures).

- Digitised versions of 32 sides of fieldtapes (around 18 hours) with time-aligned transcripts exported
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as XML, Quicktime and Shoebox format.

- Three Digital Video cassettes stored as raw data.

- Some 250 digitised transparencies, including pictures of storytellers, Erakor scenery, plant photos

as an aid to identification

- Keyboarded texts from historical sources: Genesis in South Efate and English (Bible 1874);

keyboarded version of handwritten stories by Pastor Sope from the 1950s found in Arthur Capell's

papers10; Jean-Claude Rivierre's South Efate wordlist; glossed 12 stories from the monolingual

book Tesa!! Mal natrausuen  (Wai et al. 1983)

- Dahl's (1985) aspect questionnaire data for South Efate (interlinearised)

- A lexical database of South Efate in backslash or standard format (currently a Shoebox file)

- A pdf version of this thesis.

§1.3. Language documentation and the South Efate corpus

Grammars are necessarily partial documents (as argued by Duranti 1997:114). They contain analysis of the

parts of the language that we currently consider it necessary to include in a style that is currently

fashionable. Looking back over grammars written in the past makes one aware of how such fashions

change and how difficult it can be to find information about topics not covered in the grammar. Efforts to

relearn languages based on historical materials (as is becoming increasingly important to many Indigenous

Australians, for example) have also highlighted the importance of a well-described broad range of language

usage data that is securely archived.

In 2000 I co-taught a course at the Australian Linguistics Institute (with Margaret Florey) on issues

specifically related to working on endangered languages. We explored the need for a researcher to be

recording as much information in as many contexts in the field as possible, as their recordings may well

be the only documentation made of the language. We also emphasised the importance of data management

for the preservation of our audio and video recordings and photographs so that they would be available for

others beyond our own use of them. Himmelmann (1998) observes that documentation and description are

two parts of the activity engaged in by field linguists, but that documentation has traditionally been

considered a secondary task to the production of a language description. In a similar vein, Woodbury

(2003) notes that language documentation has always been a part of the linguistic effort, but that new

technological approaches offer a way of refocussing our work. The technological consequences of

developing a dataset that will endure over time and remain accessible are discussed by Bird and Simons

(2003).

9 With PARADISEC (the Pacific And Regional Archive for Digital Sources in Endangered Cultures).

10 Produced as Natrausuen ni Pastor Sope ni nafsan ni ntau 1950 mana for distribution in Erakor village
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Emphasising the documentation means that certain products of our work, such as text collections and

dictionaries, become primary rather than incidental. Similarly, our concern with the reusability of our

work takes on a primary focus so that the data has a use for others after we have done our analysis.

Reusability is a concept from computer programming and from ecology ('Reduce, reuse, recycle') whereby

we should do a task once and then be able to address the outputs of that process rather than repeating the

work involved.

Making data available and reusable are two central foci of the present description of South Efate. A

concomitant is the need to have citable forms of the data, based in a public repository. During 2003 I have

been managing the development of such a repository, called PARADISEC, the Pacific And Regional

Archive for Digital Sources in Endangered Cultures. All South Efate field recordings have been digitised

by the project and are held in the mass data store that constitutes the digital archive.11 A table showing

correspondences of my fieldtape numbers to the PARADISEC universal resource identifiers (URIs) is

given in Appendix E.

Recognising that audio tapes themselves are becoming endangered as the media deteriorates and the

machines for reading them become obsolete, PARADISEC aims to transfer existing field recordings to

digital format. Establishing a good cataloging (metadata) set for the collection has required conforming to

international standards. These include those of EMELD (Electronic Metastructures For Endangered

Languages Data)12 and OLAC (the Open Language Archives Community), both of which have been

developing techniques for making endangered language material archivable and discoverable by providing

metadata standards. Similar work in Europe (Dokumentation Bedrohter Sprachen, DOBES13; The

Endangered Languaages Archive, ELAR14) may also prove useful in the near future, but was not accessible

during the current research.

In the present work I am concerned to provide an overview of aspects of the grammar of South Efate, but

in a form that allows access to the data.

10 Produced as Natrausuen ni Pastor Sope ni nafsan ni ntau 1950 mana for distribution in Erakor village

11A more general catalogue of data held in PARADISEC can be searched via

http://www.language-archives.org/tools/search.php4?query=
http://www.language-archives.org/tools/search.php4?query=

12http://emeld.org/, established by a consortium including the LinguistList.

12http://emeld.org/, established by a consortium including the LinguistList.

13http://www.mpi.nl/DOBES/

13http://www.mpi.nl/DOBES/

14http://www.hrelp.org/arch_home.htm

http://www.language-archives.org/tools/search.php4?query=
http://www.language-archives.org/tools/search.php4?query=
http://emeld.org/
http://emeld.org/
http://www.mpi.nl/DOBES/
http://www.mpi.nl/DOBES/
http://www.hrelp.org/arch_home.htm
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To this end the documentation of South Efate has taken into account newly emerging tools and processes

that can be used to represent language. Specifically these tools permit text and audio to be linked. There

are currently some 20 hours of digitised fieldtapes that can be accessed via a textual concordance, as

described further in §1.4. While a normal PhD thesis of this generation of linguists would not include

such detail in the production of the data, my personal conviction is that it is necessary, despite the limited

amount of time available to a PhD candidate to complete their work. Thus a significant part of the work

done towards this thesis has involved preparing a data set for analysis in a manner that will be reusable

and archivable. This carries with it certain implications for the data (adapted from Bird and Simons 2003),

namely that:

(i) it is stored on media that will persist into the future;

(ii) it is adequately described using standard controlled vocabularies so that it can be located;

(iii) its description is available for researchers via standard search mechanisms;

(iv) it is in a form that will be legible over time (not locked into transient proprietary formats) and

documents the use of any special fonts;

(v) the presentation and the structure of the data are kept separate so that the former is derived from the

latter;

(vi) recordings are provided unsegmented and with time-aligned transcripts to allow others to verify an

analysis;

(vii) it is described at a level of granularity that allows citation of individual utterances;

(viii) its copyright and intellectual property conditions are explicit and enforced.

I address each of these points in turn below with reference to the present data.

(i) All tapes have been digitised and are stored in the archive established by PARADISEC with copies

held at both the University of Sydney and at the Australian Partnership for Advanced Computing.

(ii) The metadata, or cataloguing information associated with the deposited material conforms to the

present standards agreed to by the Open Language Archives Community (OLAC)15  and uses their

controlled vocabularies for the role of participants, language names, and so on.

(iii) The data can be searched via OLAC, or on the LinguistList pages (http://linguistlist.org/olac/). As

the data conforms to the Open Archives Initiative (OAI)16 guidelines it can also be searched by any

OAI conformant search engine.

(iv) The transcripts of audio files are in plain text format marked-up to show the timecodes. Glossed

texts are in text format and presented via Shoebox output. The dictionary is also a plain text file

that is exported via Shoebox.  The special characters required for South Efate are described in the

14http://www.hrelp.org/arch_home.htm

15http://www.language-archives.org/

15http://www.language-archives.org/

16http://www.openarchives.org/

metadata, and are rendered as m$  and p$  in ASCII format, the equivalent forms required for

http://linguistlist.org/olac/
http://www.hrelp.org/arch_home.htm
http://www.language-archives.org/
http://www.language-archives.org/
http://www.openarchives.org/
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metadata, and are rendered as m$  and p$  in ASCII format, the equivalent forms required for

representation using the IpaTimes font.

(v) Presentation formats for the data derive from its structure (for the texts, transcripts and dictionary).

The grammar is produced in a word-processor and will need to be converted to a more suitable

format when one becomes apparent. It is archived in pdf format.

(vi) Recordings are archived and reference is made to the unsegmented audio file to maintain the context

of utterances and to allow other researchers to access the data.

(vii) Audio files are transcribed to utterance level.

(viii) Copyright and moral rights of speakers are asserted in the present work, and the archived data can

only be accessed by password. See §1.6. below.

Recently there has been a great deal of discussion in the Humanities about the need for data management

strategies to be incorporated into our work practices (Landow and Delany 1993, Lawler and Dry 1998).

The data that we create as part of our normal intellectual endeavour should be reusable, both by ourselves

and by others, first because any claims that we make based on that data must themselves be replicable and

provable by others, and second, because the effort of creating a digital representation of the data should not

be duplicated later by others, but used as a foundation that can be built on.

Linguists routinely record endangered languages for which no prior documentation exists. This is vitally

important work which often records language structures and knowledge of the culture and physical

environment that would otherwise be lost (see e.g. Maffi 2001). However, while it is typical for the

interpretation and analysis of this data to be published, the raw data is rarely made available. The data -

tapes, fieldnotes, photographs, and perhaps video - are often not properly described, catalogued, or made

accessible, especially in the absence of a dedicated repository. Developments in technologies now make it

possible for audio and video data to be made widely available and readily searchable, subject to intellectual

property issues, the enforcement of which is also gaining more attention.

In working to create reusable, citable and archivable data for South Efate my main effort has been in

developing methods for interacting with digital data and then on establishing a repository for safe-keeping

of that data.  The difficulties encountered in the simple task of establishing a textual index of an audio

corpus are discussed in the next section and are part of working at what is known as the 'bleeding edge' of

16http://www.openarchives.org/

17Bleeding edge: Derivation:  probably from the phrase leading edge which means the latest up to date

technology. Definition: Sometimes, especially with respect to computers and software, users on the

leading edge attempt to use equipment or programs which are so new that they are not fully tested in use

or do not have general acceptance. (http://www.internet-encyclopedia.org/wiki.phtml?title=Bleeding_edge,

a technology17.

http://www.openarchives.org/
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§1.4. Audio-linkage

"Il n'est pas davantage possible à la linguistique de représenter fidèlement

le parler des langues vivantes même à l'aide de ces transcriptions

arbitraires, tout à fait insuffisantes, imaginées faute de mieux, et

qu'aucun accord n'est parvenu à uniformiser. ... tout celà dont la

linguistique est incapable, le phonographe dès maintenant en offre la

possibilité." 18 (Léon Azoulay 1900:175)

Having committed myself to provide digitised audio as part of my thesis I then had to create a method for

doing this work. Audio recording technology is over a century old, and the possibilities of linguistic

recording were understood from early in the twentieth century as the quote from Azoulay (above) shows.

Personal computers have been around since the mid 1980s but there was still no method for linking text

and audio that was appropriate to my needs in the late 1990s. It has been possible since the late 1980s to

link audio and sound by segmenting the sound into utterance-length chunks (see Vallentine 1992 or

Thieberger 1994 for example). However, as I wanted to create an analytical tool whereby I could access all

of my fieldtapes via a textual representation, I ruled out segmentation as being too time-consuming, and

also as destroying the very context of the utterances it was so important to preserve.

On returning from Vanuatu in 1998 and starting work on the data, I digitised my audio cassettes using the

inbuilt soundcard on a Macintosh 7200 computer with SoundEdit software at 22khz, 8bit or 16bit. These

files then became the basis for time-aligned transcripts and the larger audio-corpus. In 1999 a digitisation

project at Sydney University (led by Jane Simpson and Linda Barwick) generously offered to digitise all of

my fieldtapes at a higher standard than I had used. The crucial difference, apart from the sampling rate, was

that the project made use of a superior soundcard (a Digigram VX Pocket PCMCIA) to that which is

standard in desktop computer.

I then had two versions of the digital files. As the cassettes were played back on different machines, they

or do not have general acceptance. (http://www.internet-encyclopedia.org/wiki.phtml?title=Bleeding_edge,

cited 11/11/03)
cited 11/11/03)

18"Nor is it possible for linguistics to faithfully represent the speech of living languages even with the

help of its arbitrary and totally insufficient transcriptions, made up for want of better and which no

agreement has ever made uniform.. ... all that of which linguistics is incapable, the phonograph from

now on makes possible. "

were of different lengths. The difference in length was not linear, so there was no simple way of
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transferring the time-aligned transcripts from the first set to the second. This has meant that the time-

alignment is to the non-archival versions of the files. In computer-speak this is 'sub-optimal'. The lesson

is that it is crucial to establish the best possible digital version of the data in the first instance as the basis

for all future work. Further, these files need to have persistent identification that can be tracked over time.

Having established a time-aligned transcript (one that had a chunk of text together with a start and end

point in the audio file) there was no simple way of then instantiating those links (that is, of hearing the

audio associated with any given textual chunk). I wrote a working tool in HyperCard (called Audiamus 19)

to allow me to access the linked data instantly. I combined Audiamus  with a version of Mark

Zimmerman's 'FreeText'20 to provide a concordance point of entry to the data. A second version of

Audiamus  has been prepared using the cross-platform software, Runtime Revolution. The data in this

corpus is citable by timecode, and, in the repository established with PARADISEC, it is locatable via a

universal resource identifier (URI). Using the data model established in the research for this thesis it will

be possible to provide streaming access to the audio in this dataset in the near future. This means that a

URL of the following kind will be able to be resolved: http://paradisec.org.au/NT1/NT198009-

98009A.wav:57.4200-60.2238. That is, a data repository can serve selected timechunks within media files

linked to transcripts. By creating the data in a reusable form, it ensures that such steps are possible in the

future.

The simple expectation that digitised sound could be linked to its transcript did not take account of the

formative nature of the technology and the solution proved to involve considerable effort. Nevertheless, I

consider it to be an important part of the present work that all possible examples and all exemplary texts

can be heard by the reader. A representative version of the fieldtapes is also presented with this thesis. If

we believe that linguistics employs the scientific method, then accessible presentation of the data is

necessary. In other sciences data is provided so that claims can be tested and results can be replicated. In

linguistics theses the data is usually given as an example sentence, often with no indication of its status

or provenance.

§1.5. Equipment and software used

A number of software tools were used in assembling, analysing and representing the linguistic data

recorded in South Efate. A fairly standard set of tools was supplemented with a more experimental

now on makes possible. "

19 A description of Audiamus  is given in Appendix F.

19 A description of Audiamus  is given in Appendix F.

20 Aboriginal Studies Electronic Data Archive item: aseda.aiatsis.gov.au:0311

audio-linking mechanism. The basic text manipulation software and word processor is Nisus which has

http://paradisec.org.au/NT1/NT198009-
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audio-linking mechanism. The basic text manipulation software and word processor is Nisus which has

an excellent macro and regular expression facility and a summary search that builds quick concordances

based on regular expressions. This is the basic tool without which much of the movement of text between

applications would not have been possible.

I recorded stories, conversations and court hearings with a single analogue cassette recorder and a standard

microphone. Initially I used my Marantz mono (PMD201) and subsequently a stereo Sony Professional

Walkman (NUM) from Melbourne University's Department of Linguistics and Applied Linguistics. I used

their Sony digital video camera to record some church sessions and individual speakers telling stories (less

than three hours of digital video have so far been recorded). I took 35mm photographs of each speaker, as

well as images of places, gardens, houses and plants for identification (some 250 images). These were

transparencies which were subsequently scanned into digitial images for representational purposes.

Transcripts for some 29 sides of cassettes were then linked to audio using LACITO's SoundIndex. This

linking also allowed me to proofread the transcripts. Texts were extracted from the transcripts

(maintaining the time alignment) and were then used as the basis for interlinearising, initially using the

interlinear glossing software IT and later Shoebox. Spectrographs of digitised audio material were

produced by Praat.

An interactive concordance of all the data files (including fieldnotes) was made using Conc. A lexical

database has been maintained in Shoebox, and two draft editions and the present version of the dictionary

have been prepared using the MDF output option in Shoebox 5. A selection of some 80 texts from this

data was then produced as a draft book called Natrausuen nig Efat (Stories from Efate) (Thieberger 2000)

using Microsoft Word as the presentation software. Multiple copies of this book and a draft dictionary

were produced and presented to the Erakor community in 2000.

The time-aligned transcripts were then imported into purpose-built software called Audiamus (see

Appendix F) which allows instant acccess to the audio on the basis of a click on the corresponding part of

the transcript.

Placenames were recorded together with a general indication of their location. Kalsakar Wayane produced a

map of the names which was then entered into MapInfo as geographic data. The map is provided in two

parts on pages v-vi of this thesis. Locations indicated on the maps are only approximate.

Genealogical information about the families I worked with was recorded in Reunion and charts were
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Genealogical information about the families I worked with was recorded in Reunion and charts were

prepared for those families.

§1.6. Copyright and the audio corpus

Recorded material used in the corpus for this research was provided by speakers of South Efate subject to

certain conditions. Nearly all participants signed release documents allowing the use of the material for

educational and not-for-profit purposes. The release form and accompanying information sheet is presented

in Appendix G.

The provision of an audio corpus with this thesis does not licence the distribution of the data in that

corpus and copyright is asserted on page iv above. The data is provided for the purpose of verification of

examples and as an example of the methodology and will subsequently be made available to researchers

subject to their agreeing to access conditions.

§1.7. Research in Vanuatu

All research in Vanuatu is supervised by the National Cultural Council via the VKS who issue research

visas subject to the Vanuatu Cultural Research Policy21. The contract between a researcher and the VKS

includes requirements that products of research be deposited in Vanuatu, and that tangible benefits should

accrue to the local people involved in the research programme. Amongst other things, I have deposited my

field tapes and have produced a book of stories in South Efate and English and a draft version of the South

Efate dictionary which I took to Erakor for distribution in 2000. Copies of these works were also

deposited in the Vanuatu National Library.

§1.8. Overview of the thesis

This thesis is a description of the grammar of the language of South Efate, with a particular focus on

verbal morphosyntax, nouns and the noun phrase, and sentence construction.

The present chapter summarises the approach taken to the data in this research project. The whole work is

developed with an emphasis on producing not only a grammatical outline of the language, but of

embedding that grammatical outline within a corpus that has the potential to be archived and accessed in

the future. Chapter two provides an ethnographic history of the region with particular reference to Erakor

village and then gives some background to the languages of Vanuatu and the local region and to previous

20 Aboriginal Studies Electronic Data Archive item: aseda.aiatsis.gov.au:0311

21The policy is available from their website: http://arts.anu.edu.au/arcworld/vks/vks.htm

work published on the South Efate language.

http://arts.anu.edu.au/arcworld/vks/vks.htm
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work published on the South Efate language.

I then discuss the phonology of South Efate in chapter three. There are fifteen consonant phonemes and

five vowel phonemes. For English speakers the labio-velar stop p and nasal m are unusual as is the

prenasalised trill phoneme nr but otherwise the sounds of South Efate are fairly straightforward. The

orthography used in this thesis follows that established by early missionaries. As we have seen the tilde is

used over /m/ and /p/ to indicate co-articulation. The velar nasal is written as /g/. It is in the phonotactics

that South Efate displays some unusual features with a preference for heterorganic over homorganic stop

clusters, most likely due to a historical reshaping of words and an ongoing process of medial-vowel

deletion.

In chapter four I describe word classes of the language, with particular attention paid to those classes

which are not covered elsewhere in this thesis. Next, in chapter five, I describe the class of nominals

which includes pronominals and nouns. There are eight pronominal paradigms, made up of free and bound

forms. Pronouns distinguish inclusive and exclusive and singular and plural, with a set of dual proclitics

but no free dual pronouns. Bound proclitics are portmanteau morphemes which encode subject role, person

and number, and a three-way mood/aspect split of realis, irrealis and perfect. Nouns are divided between

those that take direct possessive marking (typically for inalienable possession) and others.

In chapter six I discuss mood and aspect and show that the the primary distinction made in South Efate is

between realis and irrealis mood, as all proclitics encode mood and as proclitics are obligatory elements in

all sentences. This chapter also provides an analysis of the application of the Dahl TMA questionnaire to

South Efate. The questionnaire itself is provided with its South Efate translation in Appendix I.

Verbs (chapter seven) fall into several major classes, intransitive, semitransitive, and ambitransitive with

a small group of transitive and ditransitive verbs. There are several valency increasing and decreasing

processes that help identify the classes of verbs and these are discussed in chapter eight. Verb

combinations are discussed in chapter nine where we see that verb serialisation as described for languages

to the north of Efate, does not play a role in South Efate today. The group of verb-oriented chapters

concludes with a discussion of how pre-verbal particles and auxiliary verbs combine with verb stems in

the Verb Complex (chapter ten).

Simple sentence structure is discussed in chapter eleven, including verbless and verbal sentences, and

discourse prominence strategies like topicalisation and clefting. The prepositional phrase is next, and is

followed by a description of the benefactive phrase which is an unusual feature of South Efate in that it is
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followed by a description of the benefactive phrase which is an unusual feature of South Efate in that it is

a phrasal element that occurs between the subject proclitic and the main verb. I then describe question

formation and negation.

The final chapter discusses complex sentences, including co-ordination, subordination, complementation

and other forms of clause linkage.



Chapter 2,  South Efate, the place, the people and the language

This chapter will present a general introduction to the history of Efate1, with special attention to

ethnographic accounts of the people of south Efate. There is no general history written of Efate so this

account will provide the necessary background to an understanding of the impact of the coming of

Europeans in the nineteenth century. The ethnographic perspective is important because Efate is today

considered as lacking kastom, the Bislama term now widely used both in South Efate and in Vanuatu more

generally to describe a complex mixing of tradition and customary practices, and used as a justification for

many, sometimes opposing, current practices. While not attempting to reconstruct an authentic traditional

period, it is useful to explore the changes in cultural life on Efate since European settlement.  General

work on the anthropology of Vanuatu is not cited below, except where special reference is made to Efate.

Naturally there are many features of Efate life that are shared with other peoples of the archipelago and the

reader is directed to Speiser (1990) and Bonnemaison et al (1996) for a general ethnographic account.

In the second part of the chapter I review the literature on the language of South Efate and its neighbours.

This review will provide a background to the grammar of South Efate. I then discuss the language

situation in Vanuatu and the postion of the vernaculars, Bislama, and the metropolitan languages.

§2.1. South Efate, the place

Efate is an island in central Vanuatu (formerly known as the New Hebrides) at around 168.5 degrees East,

17.5 degrees South. It is 46 km long, 33 km at the widest point, with an area of 980 sq km. The highest

point is Mt Macdonald at 647 metres (Harcombe & O'Byrne 1995). The interior is hilly and densely

vegetated. While much of the coast is fringed with reefs, the island itself is not a coral atoll, but was

1 Efate island has also been known historically as Vate, Fate, and Sandwich Island.

formed from a Pliocene volcano; an uplift formation which continues rising out of the sea in periodic
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formed from a Pliocene volcano; an uplift formation which continues rising out of the sea in periodic

events. Somerville (1928:107) notes an uplifted coral lump found at 1800 feet above sea level. For the

residents of the island these periodic events take the form of earthquakes of varying degrees of severity.

Fringing reefs circle lagoons and coral islands off the mainland of Efate, islands which provided habitation

away from the vector borne diseases of the mainland. Erakor and Eratap are names shared by mainland

villages and coastal islands abandoned in the late 1950s due to the damage caused by a particularly strong

cyclone. Two other islands (Fila/Ifira and Mele) were settled at some stage by speakers of a Polynesian

outlier language (Clark 1998, 2002). Garanger (1972:32) notes the 1930 population of one of these

islands, Mele, which measures less than a square kilometre, as 500.

Map 3 Map locating Erakor village and Efate island

While Efate is not volcanic, the islands to the north (Nguna and the Shepherds) are extinct volcanoes. The

Shepherds were created in 1452 or 1453 when the volcano Kuwae exploded, creating an immense cloud of

ash and dust that covered the region and travelled over the northern hemisphere. This layer of ash has been

1 Efate island has also been known historically as Vate, Fate, and Sandwich Island.

2 The Kuwae eruption was one of the eight great volcanic events in the last 10,000 years and resulted in

ash circling the earth for three years. This cloud of ash is credited with contributing to the fall of

Constantinople in 1453 (Luders 1996:291)

a useful benchmark in dating archaeological excavations in the region2. It has been claimed (Luders 1996)

Devil's Point
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a useful benchmark in dating archaeological excavations in the region2. It has been claimed (Luders 1996)

that this volcano was responsible for a migration of the residents of the former island of Kuwae to Efate,

and then a resettlement of the Shepherds by Efatese, see also Clark 1996 on linguistic implications of the

Kuwae eruption.

§2.2. History and social organisation of South Efate

To understand the current linguistic situation on Efate we need to know something of the history of the

island.  It is a story of settlement, migration and mixing of populations. As little of this information is

publicly available, I will summarise primary sources in this chapter. I also want to explore the pre-

Christian beliefs and customs of Efate in order to understand the cultural history of South Efate. I will

draw on the work of various anthropologists and on my own observations to illustrate how tradition and

language continue to operate in South Efate.

Elkin, writing an overview of research in the region (1953) says of Efate (or Sandwich Island):

"No research has been done on this the 'capital' island of the New Hebrides. Our early

knowledge, which is purely descriptive, of obvious, and often unpleasant customs (war,

cannibalism, infanticide) comes from missionaries." (Elkin 1953:129)

Little has changed in the amount of documentation available publicly on South Efate in general or Erakor

in particular, with the exception of the work of Philibert in Erakor in the 1970s and Rawlings (2002) in

Pango.

§2.2.1. Archaeology

Archaeological evidence for South Efate is not abundant, but the work of Garanger (1972), the Shutlers

(1968), and more recently Spriggs (1997), suggests that the earliest human occupation of the island is in

the order of 3,000 years ago. Kirch (1997) summarises the archaeological evidence on 'Remote Oceania'

(the Pacific to the east and south of the Solomon Islands and PNG) which he says "knew no human

footprints until the advent of the Lapita peoples."  Lapita is a pottery style which:

"..is distributed in space from the Bismarcks to New Caledonia and eastwards to Samoa

and Tonga [and] has come to be recognized as the ancestral cultural stock from which

the modern diversity of Oceanic-speaking peoples and cultures ultimately arose. " Kirch

(1997:xxi)

Kirch notes that the Mangaasi pottery of north Efate was (arguably) a successor to the the Lapita pottery

tradition (Kirch 1997:160). Significantly, the use and manufacture of pottery was lost in Efate before
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tradition (Kirch 1997:160). Significantly, the use and manufacture of pottery was lost in Efate before

Europeans arrived.

While the archaeological record shows a straightforward picture of southward colonisation through the

Vanuatu archipelago, there are local creation stories (e.g. in Macdonald 1898a:759) which locate Efate as

the first land and home to Maui-tikitiki, his wife, Lei Maui-tikitiki, and his grandchild Tamakaia (whose

parents are not mentioned in the story). The grandfather and grandson enter into a competition, one result

of which is Tamakaia pulling Efate out of the ocean and founding it on the bones of a whale he has just

consumed.  Macdonald also recounts a story about pottery in which Lei Maui-tikitiki, who is identified

with the moon, dashes the water pots she is carrying to the ground. She does this as the island is rising

out of the water and by doing it stabilises the island. The fragments of pottery found over Efate are

(Macdonald says) called nabura mai ki Lei Maui-tikitiki or nabura ki supe , which Macdonald translates as

'shells of Lei Maui-tikitiki', or 'shells of the ancestors'. These terms are not known to the Erakor people

asked about them today.

A significant historical event for which there are both oral accounts (Garanger 1997) and archaeological

evidence is the rule of a strong leader sometime in the past five or six hundred years, called Roy Mata. In

the early 1950s Garanger (1972) found the burial of an obviously powerful leader on Retoka island, off the

west coast of Efate. Spriggs (p.c.) has subsequently excavated at related sites and redated the burial to after

the Kuwae eruption, placing it at earliest in the mid– fifteenth century.

Accounts of the significance of this leader abound, and it is always difficult to extricate historical from

ideological positions. The current view of Roy Mata is that he brought the people of Efate under one law,

joining the warring villages by use of the naflak  or clan system, whereby each villager became a member

of one of a number of exogamous matrilineal clans, hence promoting intermarriage between rather than

within villages. However, missionary and other records (eg Turner 1861, Don 1918:42) describing the

inter-village warfare of the mid-nineteenth century, indicate that the unity attributed to Roy Mata is more

of an ongoing wish for peace rather than a statement about it having been achieved once and for all in the

fifteenth century. Furthermore, Layard, (n.d.) writing in the 1920s on the naflak  system and its origins

makes no mention of Roy Mata as the source of the clan system3. The ideology of the Polynesian origin

of Roy Mata is today emphasised by those who would benefit from a patrilineal chiefly line in Erakor and

who therefore reject the matrilineal naflak  system as a foreign imposition.

Constantinople in 1453 (Luders 1996:291)

3"In the Efatese villages these are called Naflak; in the villages of Vila and Meli and in Nguna Metrau."

(Layard 1915:7). In South Efate both terms are current, but it seems that nametrau refers to the patriline.
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§2.2.2. Population

There has been a migration from inland Efate to the coast in the past century or more. Intensive

missionary work from the middle of the nineteenth century encouraged the growth and establishment of

coastal villages, which may have contributed to movement away from inland settlements. The inland

villages of Bufa, Wurantobau and Imtang among others, ceased to exist by 1900 (Miller 1987:54),

although older residents continued to move to the coast as late as the 1930s (Huffman pc). Rivers

observes (and see below in §2.2.6. on the depopulation of the interior through the labour trade):

"Not long ago Fate, or Sandwich Island, had a considerable population in which, as

usual in Melanesia, it was possible to distinguish between the bush-people and those

living near the coast. Now the bush-people have wholly disappeared and the few

survivors of the coastal districts have left the main island and live on one or other of

the small islands, such as Eratap and Erekor [sic], which fringe its coasts." (Rivers

1922b:84)

The movement of villages from the hinterland to the coast has linguistic repercussions. Erakor people

have not been one cohesive group over centuries in the way that one might expect of a village. Rather,

they are, for the most part, a group that have lived together for the past one to three generations only.

Previously some lived at Eratap, or Epuf, or Teouma, or even further to the north east at Eton. Clark

(1985:27) suggests that depopulation and migration to the coast have had little disruptive effect on dialect

variation because "the interior settlements were socially and hence linguistically simply a hinterland of the

coastal areas.. so that the  speech of the newcomers would not have been very different from that of the

original coastal dwellers." It appears from my fieldwork that there is greater knowledge of terrestrial life,

especially forest flora, than of aquatic life, which may also reflect the comparatively recent movement of

Erakor people to the coast from the interior, but also fits with Lynch's observation that "At some stage

after the settlement of at least the central and southern islands of Vanuatu, people turned away from the

sea and towards the land as the major source of food." (Lynch 1996:21)

Erskine (1853:333) says the population of Efate "appears to be considerable, but to be divided into tribes

of three or four hundred persons, which are frequently, as a matter of course, at war with each other."

Turner (1861) estimates the population of the island in the 1850s to have been 12,000. McArthur says

that such estimates were commonly wildly inaccurate, usually taking the relative sizes of islands and

multiplying from known population densities on other islands.  She suggests there were "perhaps 2,000

inhabitants of Efate in 1874" (McArthur 1981). Spriggs queries some of McArthur's conclusions and
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inhabitants of Efate in 1874" (McArthur 1981). Spriggs queries some of McArthur's conclusions and

estimates the population decline on Aneityum, the southernmost inhabited island in Vanuatu, to have

been in the order of 97 percent over the period 1830-1941 (Spriggs 1997:255).

Figures from Efate show that the population there suffered severe decline in the mid- to late-nineteenth

century, a product of new diseases and the local communities' responses to them. Miller notes epidemics

in 1891, 1895, 1903 which resulted in "many adult deaths". (Miller 1987: 54). On Nguna, the island

immediately to the north of Efate, the population was 3160 in 1884, 2000 in 1889 and 1361 in 1908

(Miller 1987:139), a decline of 43% in 24 years.

In 1966 it was estimated that 4,448 people lived on Efate (Anglo-French Condominium 1966).

Speakers of the different varieties of South Efate today live in villages around the coast of Efate. A recent

census (National Planning and Statistics Office 1991), conducted in 1989, gives the following population

figures:

Port Vila 18,905

East Efate 1,070

South Efate (excluding Pango and Erakor) 1,255

Erakor 1,387

Pango 758

We have no data on the number of speakers of the languages, but it is safe to assume that most, if not all

of the population in the last four locations speak the local language. Lynch and Crowley (2001:11) put

the number of speakers of all dialects of South Efate at just over 6,000.

There have been no linguistic surveys of the area, and there is no information about transmission of the

language to younger people. My experience with several families in Erakor is that the children are spoken

to and speak in their own language, as well as in Bislama. Conversations with children overheard from

neighbouring houses or around the village were all in the local language.

A number of people I recorded in Erakor told me that the village name referred to a fence (kor) behind

which the villagers provided sanctuary for others from all over Efate and other islands. This story reflects

the fact that many Erakor residents have ancestors from places other than Erakor. A significant minority

of the population has strong ongoing links with Mare in New Caledonia, including the chief in the late

1990s, Waia Tenene, who says (in Text 7 in Appendix A) that police from Mare were brought to the New
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1990s, Waia Tenene, who says (in Text 7 in Appendix A) that police from Mare were brought to the New

Hebrides by the French administration, aparently to assist in pacifying Malakula in the early 1920s, and

some stayed on in Erakor. Hollyman (1976:31) notes that many Efatese worked in New Caledonia in the

1860s.4 This long-standing population of descendants of migrants are completely assimilated into Erakor

and speak South Efate. More recent migrants vary in their linguistic abilities, but I know people from the

distant and linguistically distinct islands of Ambrym and Ambae who have moved to live with their

spouses in Erakor and who speak South Efate.

§2.2.3. Kastom

Kastom, the appeal to a body of customary practices, is a powerful force in Vanuatu today which can

justify most actions (cf Tonkinson 1982) or, as Rawlings (2002:106) puts it "Kastom is always

contingent". Certain parts of Vanuatu are considered to be strongholds of kastom, and this can include

emphasis on the everyday use of local languages and on rejection of Christianity. However kastom is

usually defined by current requirements, and may be used by opposing factions, religions or political

parties, to justify their policies. A minister in the government in 1996 whose allegedly corrupt deals had

been the target of a number of reports by the Ombudsman appealed to kastom in his attempt to have the

Ombudsman dismissed. The same minister is renowned for his personal wealth, and that of his home

community.

Such appeal to the ideology of kastom is less open to the people of South Efate who acknowledge that

they have given up aspects of tradtional life that are still practised elsewhere in Vanuatu. At the time of

national independence in 1980, Philibert reports that Erakor villagers sent a recorded message to Radio

Vanuatu saying that Erakor had sacrificed traditional culture so that the new world could come about.

"Ni-Vanuatu from other islands now working and living in Port Vila were the beneficiaries of this

sacrifice and they should not forget it" (Philibert 1992:128).

The inland villages of Efate and their dancing grounds are now long abandoned. The fact that they are

known and identified by the present-day population provides a sense of continuity with the kastom past.

The only anthropological work in Erakor has been that of Jean-Marc Philibert whose 1976 PhD thesis

was concerned with the impact of modernity and in opposing Erakor with the fundamentalist kastom of

(Layard 1915:7). In South Efate both terms are current, but it seems that nametrau refers to the patriline.

4My host in the village, William Wayane is a member of an extended family whose surname is reported

by Dubois (1975) as being a mythical giant from Mare.

John Frum on Tanna (Philibert 1976:6) which he says represent the two poles of New Hebridean reaction
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John Frum on Tanna (Philibert 1976:6) which he says represent the two poles of New Hebridean reaction

to cultural contact. Erakor is, he says, very receptive to outside ideas, "The inhabitants of Erakor cut

themselves off from their past, now forgotton, to turn completely towards the future" .. "To embrace the

'world of the light', they abandoned their wars, their festivals, and the dances between villages; they also

left behind them their traditional religion, ancestor cults, and the men's house" (ibid:7).

Erakor, he argues in later writings, exhibits 'conspicuous consumption' (Philibert 1990, 1992) implying

that consumption (and the prerequisite entry into the cash economy) is an end in itself, rather than a

means to an end. Further, this consumption is equated to an increase in focus on individual achievement

in contrast to a supposed collective past. Philibert (Philibert & Jourdan 1996:65) says "The ideal of the

'good life' in Erakor is, in fact, one of excessive consumption or over-consumption of [manufactured]

goods.." However, in this same article Philibert notes that there were forty refrigerators in the village of

130 households at the time he is reporting on, hardly excessive consumption, but rather an attempt to

enjoy cool water and preserve food. It is quite possible that there is more consumption of manufactured

goods than is found in villages on other islands, but this does not constitute the complete acceptance of

cargo to the exclusion of kastom that Philibert suggests. If consumption in Erakor is conspicuous, it is

because there is so little of it, certainly in comparison to the excessive and conspicuous consumption

indulged in by the first world residents of Port Vila.

Thus Erakor is known through the literature as being the home of people who have abandoned kastom and

embraced consumerism, in an essentialist all-or-nothing approach. This, together with Erakor's proximity

to Vila, the capital of the country, may lead one to expect little in the way of survival of kastom or

traditional knowledge.

However, a great deal of customary knowledge still circulates in Erakor. There is no doubt a breakdown in

the intergenerational transmission of kastom stories that is common to many parts of Vanuatu, but

Christianity and schooling over the past 160 years have not been entirely successful in 'bringing light' to

Erakor. Spirits are widely known about and feared as the cause of mischief or worse. These spirits vary

from sputan, small hairy creatures who eat unattended food, through to the major marik, mtulep  or natopu

who inhabit particular locations. A few kastom ceremonies continue, notably weddings, which typically

include both a kastom and a church event. Increase sites are still known, but I am not sure that the rituals

required to maintain them are still observed. Erakor people avoid places known to be inhabited by

dangerous spirits, and accord respect by way of offerings to those spirits if required. Individuals know their

totemic matrilineal clan affiliation (or naflak) although the practice of marrying out of one's clan is not as

strong as it used to be (Kalsarap p.c., Philibert 1992). Swidden agriculture is still responsible for a large
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strong as it used to be (Kalsarap p.c., Philibert 1992). Swidden agriculture is still responsible for a large

part of the food consumed in Erakor, and the labour of gardening is still seen by many as the proper way

to live a healthy life.

Language is another link to the past. As in most places, knowing the right story or the right word is a

powerful position to be in (see Lindstrom 1990 for a fine exposition on the power of knowledge on the

southern Vanuatu island of Tanna). Land tenure, the basis for agricultural production and hence the

economic base of the society, relies on oral accounts to determine succession. Whether these accounts

have more force if they are in the local language or in Bislama remains to be investigated, but at the

moment the keepers of kastom knowledge are old men who regard the use of traditional language and

knowledge of kastom as being two sides of the same coin.

The Bislama term storian is used to describe a key feature of everyday life in village Efate: sitting and

discussing events. Storian occupies a great deal of time and is the venue for sharing information about

everyday events, and for more general socialising.

Exegesis of revealed wisdom plays a key role in establishing personal authority both in local tradition and

in the Christian tradition (Lindstrom 1990); and the resulting use of parables, metaphor and allegory

continue into Christian syncretised faith. Stories in South Efate continue the tradition of opacity through

which tellers can reveal interpretations open only to themselves.

Animist beliefs sit comfortably with a professed Christianity. Despite the perception that European

culture has more influence in South Efate (see for example Philibert & Jourdan 1996) than in other parts

of Vanuatu, there is a strong popular belief in sorcery and the power of spirits. Jesus is another force to be

used in the constant struggle of good and evil spirits. Prayer is used to ward off evil spirits or to protect

against 'leaf' magic (the use of leaves as media for malevolent magic).

§2.2.4. Social organisation

Surprisingly little information is available in written sources about pre-missionary times in Efate,

especially considering the knowledge the missionaries had of the local language. A story told by Kalsarap

of Erakor village (Thieberger 2000:4), apocraphyl though it may be, suggests that any written records

kept by the earlier missionaries about the kastom or pre-contact life of the people of Efate were destroyed

by the missionary Dr Mackenzie in his struggle against 'darkness'. The story recounts how Dr Mackenzie

asked Chief Samuel to fill his canoe with papers and books, paddle out to the ocean and throw them over

the side. 'Darkness' is the term still used by Christians in Vanuatu to talk about pre-Christian times.
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the side. 'Darkness' is the term still used by Christians in Vanuatu to talk about pre-Christian times.

Philibert (1992:458 fn) observes that Mackenzie stopped warfare and cannibalism and abolished

polygamy, the ancestor cult, kava drinking, inter-village feasts, dancing, and the use of the men's house.

Steel quotes Mackenzie proclaiming that:

"We have a fence around our church of what was once their heathen gods. These gods were made from a

hard kind of a tree..They had set them up, a great many of them together, in their dancing ground."(Steel

1880:223)

The missionaries had deliberately destroyed symbols of the previous religious beliefs. These vertical

drums, or slit gongs, are a feature of much of Vanuatu5, and were described as follows:

"The dancing place at Pango consists of an open space; in the centre are placed

trunks of trees, upright and hollowed out, all of different sizes, being cut open

something after the fashion of a violin; on being struck with a piece of wood they

emit a dull monotonous though varied sound..."  (Palmer 1871:70)

While still a feature of dancing grounds in other parts of Vanuatu, these gongs are now absent from the

villages of Pango and Erakor.

Traditionally everyone on Efate is born into an exogamous matrilineal clan group or naflak, named for the

plant or animal with which it is identified, the characteristics of which they are said to share. Some of the

clans and their characteristics (according to Sailas Alban of Eratap village) are: kram a shell which sits on

the beach in good time but buries itself in the sand in bad times; nmal a wild yam whose shoots don't

follow the rope you put to train it. namkanr a plant which grows quickly, takes firm hold, but dies soon

after; ntal taro, skin is a little bitter but the inside is good; nawi yam, these people control their feelings;

and wit , the octopus who changes colour depending on its surroundings. Layard (n.d.) gives a detailed

description of the naflak  system in Pango from around 1915.

Macdonald (1892:723) maintains that the chiefly line was handed down by choice of the incumbent, and

that there were several chiefs in a village. This varies with the current view that there is a chiefly line

from which a unique chief should be drawn. He gives the following description of a typical Efate village:

"The Efatese people lived in small communities called launa, each occupying a certain territory or district.

Each launa was independent, and comprised: (n)afiti, slaves; (n)atatoko, native-born freemen;

by Dubois (1975) as being a mythical giant from Mare.

5 The slitgongs of Efate are illustrated in Speiser 1990:Plate109.

(na)manaki , sojourners (admitted from other launa); and the civil and religious heads, (na)uota, and
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(na)manaki , sojourners (admitted from other launa); and the civil and religious heads, (na)uota, and

natamole tabu."  (Macdonald 1907:xi). These terms are recognised today but their significance has

changed as the social structure of the village has changed.

A story in Ngunese told by Jack Tavimasoe (Schütz 1969b:274) elaborates on the status of slaves who

were people who had exhausted the ability of the chief to rule them through their general misbehaviour.

They could be put to death unless another chief intervened and took them to his village, where they would

then spend their lives working for no pay at the bidding of the chief.

Housing is not well described, but a large house is noted in two sources, one as the "common house of

the village", 100 feet x 28, all open on one side, bones suspended from rafters (Erskine 1853:331), the

other as Chief Tongalulu's house at Havannah Harbour in 1852: "in his house were bones suspended from

the roof, a memento of every living creature he had eaten". (Miller 1975:129). It is unclear that this was

more than a personal prediliction of this particular chief, but Turner (1861:393) notes "The greater the

chief, the greater the display of bones."

Janet Cosh, one of the first missionaries to South Efate, in a letter to her sister from Pango, (15/12/1866)

says "Native houses are low structures built of grass and reeds - without side walls but just a roof sloping

up from the ground." Somerville (1928:131) describes a village from the west coast of  Efate as "not more

than four or five huts, surrounding a small irregularly shaped open space. I did not count heads, but there

were about twenty inhabitants, of whom more than three-quarters were men." This style of hamlet is

common in other parts of Vanuatu today made up of small groups of houses along walking trails, and

contrasts with the large agglomerations of villages like Erakor today. Nevertheless, some houses in

Erakor are still built in this traditional style, as can be seen in photographs 5 and 9 on pages xxvi and

xxviii.

Traditional features of Efate life noted by early observers include: cannibalism; live interment of the

infirm, widows and unwanted newborn children; ancestor worship; and fierce intertribal warfare (Turner

1861). Some of these practices are reported on and publicised by missionaries whose observations must be

read in the context of their seeking funds to further their enterprises, hence painting a less flattering

picture of local life than might another observer.

Efate clothing of last century is described as follows:

"...a wide yellow belt made of bark or grass matting, with white and black patterns

in it. Their hair was tied in a lump behind their head, and formed, as it were, a
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in it. Their hair was tied in a lump behind their head, and formed, as it were, a

bundle of wool, surmounted, in some of them by a wooden stick or ornament, in

others by the long points of crabs' claws hanging from either side of their head. For

earrings they had small sticks or shells...Many of them had the cartilage of their

noses transfixed for the purpose of inserting ornaments, which consisted, for the

most part, of small round pieces of wood. Many had a large, round, flat piece of

shell suspended from their necks."

Women sometimes had a strip hanging from the belt "worked grass matting,

expanding at the end into a fringe a foot and a half long, and reaching to the calf of

the leg, looking very much like a tail." (Benchley 1873:222-223)

And another observer notes:

 "They are girded round the waist with half a dozen turns of fancy matting belts, eight inches deep.

Another strip is passed down in front and up behind. Hair woolly and short. Trinkets around the neck.

Amulets are also worn. No tatooing..." (Turner 1861:393)

Janet Cosh (ibid 15/12/1866) says:

"The people go about with only a narrow strip of calico twisted round their loins,

and the little children scamper quite merrily as naked as the day they were born"

Lissant Bolton (p.c. 1998) points out that "the textile designs and other clothing would indicate rank

and/or kin affiliations (on the basis of evidence from elsewhere in the region)".

Macdonald (1892:725) describes the people at Havannah Harbour wearing a bunch of feathers, maybe pig's

tusks attached to the hair round the base of the skull, with tortoise shell earrings. Dyed cords were wound

round the waist or legs. Men wore a hand woven mat girdle, and bark waist cloth (eg tapa6). Women were

'not so decent' with a belt of strings, woven mat of 'small dimensions' terminating in a bulky fringe.

While the missionaries were responsible for introducing western clothing, there came a point at which

some missionaries questioned whether less clothing might have actually suited  the climate ("We have to

rid ourselves of the idea that clothes make for a higher morality" Rev W.J.Durand 1922; see also Rivers

5 The slitgongs of Efate are illustrated in Speiser 1990:Plate109.

6A bark-cloth mat made from pounding the bast or inner-bark of particular trees, known as tapa in

Polynesia.

1922a throughout). Regardless of these efforts to return to local indigenous attire,  South Efatese today
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1922a throughout). Regardless of these efforts to return to local indigenous attire,  South Efatese today

wear European clothes exclusively.

Funerals were accompanied by a great wailing and by faces being scratched until streaming with blood.

Bodies were buried. Spirits go west and the entrance to the afterworld is guarded by Salatau with a hatchet

in his hand. (Turner 1861:394)  A point on the western side of the island, Tukituki (or Devil's point, it is

unclear which), is the entrance to the afterworld, everyone dies 6 times, each time passing to a lower stage

in the following sequence, following the first death in this world: 1- Bokas,  2- Magapopo 3- Magaferafera

4 - Maganaponapo  5-  Matika (a similar account in Ngunese is text 22 in Schütz (1969b)). This accords

with the fact that graves on Efate were at one stage oriented towards Devil's point (Garanger 1997:329).

Friends came and put presents of cloth on the dead body for their relatives in the afterworld. Women

covered themselves in ashes and scraped the skin off their cheeks and temples. The chief's grave was called

'zakkes', and was sacred. Feasts were then held every 5th day until 100 days.  "On the death of another

chief, three men were killed and their bodies sent round to neighbouring villages to be eaten." Sometimes

a dog was killed when a human died  (Macdonald 1892:727)-728. Burial in Erakor today is in a cemetery

with a Christian ceremony, with a five day and subsequent periodic feast marking stages in the

decomposition of the body.

The following information on childbirth is from the missionary Daniel Macdonald who was based at

Havannah Harbour from the 1880s onwards (Macdonald 1892:720): the main midwife (mitamauri), uses

leaves of a plant called nasuafa and performs an operation called koro on its leaves, the assembled women

then attach these to their waist bands, they must stay for five days until the performance of another

ceremony koroing of the noas (native cabbage) leaves, which are cooked and given to the mother to be

eaten. The mother and child are both purified with sea water. Men fear childbirth, believing that if they

approach it they will be weakened. On the 30th day if it is a girl one goes before carrying a nala (female

carrying basket) and intei (red powder) and paints objects on the way with intei, and hangs the nala on the

shore. If a boy, a bow is hung on the shore. Deformed newborn infants were buried.

Children were named using a prefix denoting the father's 'tribe'7, and a general term often suggested by the

circumstances or time of birth. It is unclear what Macdonald is referring to here as a tribe (nakainanga). It

Polynesia.

7 "Thus let the child's name be Turi tamate – tamate  means peace, and Turi  denotes that the father of the

child is of the Nakainaga naui (yam tribe). Tamate  (a very common name)  may be given, and no doubt

originally was given, because peace was prevailing at the time of birth." (Macdonald 1892:722)

could be the matrilineal clan, but this has a different name today (naflak  discussed elsewhere in this
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could be the matrilineal clan, but this has a different name today (naflak  discussed elsewhere in this

chapter), and why a child would be named for the father's clan (in a matriclan system) is not made clear.

Landholding was matrilineal according to Boyle (quoted in Maconi 1954:99) and was passed from a man's

mother's brother rather than from his father, which Maconi suggests implies a respect relationship

between a man and his mother's brother. Macdonald says that a boy's primary instructor was his maternal

uncle who was of the same 'tribe' (or naflak ). An avoidance relationship noted by Macdonald was between

men and their mothers-in-law: if passing where he was she crouched low. A man and his father-in-law did

not touch each other, and if they did, they had to kill a pig (Macdonald 1892:723).

The status of women is commented on by a number of observers. It is a difficult area for outsiders to

understand, and is frequently used today  (as it was by the early missionaries) as an example of the

problematic nature of Melanesian society. Macdonald, in his diary for July 1882 notes that one of their

teachers, Teribo, had been suspended for "brutally beating his wife."  Domestic violence today is a serious

issue in Vanuatu (Mason 2000), perhaps more so in the urban centres in which traditional authority has

broken down. Polygamy was practised on Efate (Maconi 1954, Turner 1861) and Macdonald (1892:723)

notes that a widow was inherited as part of the property. Speiser (1990:334) also observes that a widow

was passed on to her husband's brother.

§2.2.5. Economic base of South Efate society

The traditional base of the Vanuatu archipelago, as of Melanesian societies in general, has been swidden

agriculture. This involves the clearing of garden plots and planting of banana, taro and yam, as well as

sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas), manioc (Manihot esculenta), and pawpaw (Carica papaya). Gardens are

still an important source of food in South Efate, and excess crops are sold at regional markets, or in Vila.

Store-bought, and mainly imported products such as tinned meat and fish and rice are a popular and

integral part of the South Efate diet today.

Cash cropping was introduced by the missionaries to promote notions of reward for labour. The Biblical

material from late last century was printed with the proceeds of the community's arrowroot sales. For

example, a note stuck in the National Library of Australia's copy of the translation into mixed Efate

languages of Luke (Bible 1883) says, "The cost [of printing] was £60 which was borne by the Bible

Society, and refunded by the proceeds of sales of arrowroot." In addition, in 1905, the mission was able to

remit ten pounds to the mother church in Nova Scotia (Miller 1987:57).

Subsequent cash cropping focused on copra - dried smoked coconut flesh, sold for export. This is a

flexible crop which need only be processed when additional money is required, for example to pay for
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flexible crop which need only be processed when additional money is required, for example to pay for

school fees. Other cash crops have been tried in south Efate, including cotton and various fruit (guava,

cacao and vanilla among others).

In Erakor in 1983 137 men and 111 women earned wages (Philibert & Jourdan 1996:64) while much of

the population still used gardens as a means of providing staple foods. Philibert's thesis is that the

increasing use of western goods has resulted in more emphasis on the individual rather than the collective

in Erakor. Further, he suggests that proximity to Vila and poverty are factors in the marriage of villagers

to outsiders:

"...young Erakor men have started to cohabit in the village with women coming

from other islands, rather than marrying Erakor women, while the most socially

mobile among the latter now live in town with well-off urban dwellers. Unable to

fulfil village  social expectations and obligations, the poor are undermining the

collective dimension by asserting their social identity as individuals, rather than as

members of large social networks based on age, friendship or kinship."

If this is the case then we would expect some impact on the use of the local language, especially for those

leaving Erakor and living with non-speakers of South-Efate.

§2.2.6. Outside contact and settlement

De Quiros was apparently the first European explorer to find the New Hebrides, in 1606, followed by de

Bougainville in 1768, and Cook in 1774. These visits did not result in immediate colonisation mainly

due to the reputation of the archipelago as a rich source of disease and the fierce reception offered by the

indigenous population (Shineberg 1967:23). J.R.Forster, a member of Cook's expedition, apparently

recorded a list of words on July 26, 1774, in the Havannah Harbour dialect (reproduced in Lanyon-Orgill,

1970:73), but Geraghty (1983) casts doubt on the authenticity of Lanyon-Orgill's work as a whole, and on

the Havannah Harbour list in particular as it is unclear that Forster actually landed at Havannah Harbour.

Contacts increased when sandalwood was discovered, especially on Erromango and Santo, but also Efate.

Shineberg (1967) gives a detailed account of the sandalwood trade, beginning with the balance of trade

problems with China experienced by Australia, mainly due to an excess of tea consumption, and the need

to find an export (sandalwood) that China wanted in return for the tea for which Australians had developed

a strong desire. This is the beginnings of the intertwining of the history of Australia with that of the New

Hebrides. The other major part of this relationship was the labour trade, also known as blackbirding, in

which New Hebrideans were enticed, kidnapped and contracted to work in the sugar cane fields of
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which New Hebrideans were enticed, kidnapped and contracted to work in the sugar cane fields of

Queensland until about 1911 (Corris 1973) (although the labour trade to Fiji and New Caledonia

continued for another thirty years (Vanuatu Kaljoral Senta 1996) ). Returning labourers introduced new

ideas including both Christianity and its converse - disrespect for the missionaries. They had seen the way

Europeans lived, and how churches did not have the sort of control in Queensland that they did in the

islands. They were often rebellious, either evangelical Christians or pro-kastom, and so, as Spriggs

(1997:275) and Corris (1973) point out they were a destabilising influence in the indigenous political

system.

Corris (1973:33ff) notes the importance of the bush/saltwater distinction in the Solomon Islands in

explaining the renewal of blackbirding when in 1884 the Queensland government banned the use of rifles

as payment for 'returns' (islanders who had finished their contracts in Queensland). The coastal people,

who had previously made up most of the labour trade, and who had by then returned with their rifles and

other trade goods, were disinclined to assist in arming their inland potential adversaries. When weapons

were no longer used as payment, the saltwater people took on the role of employment brokers for the

bush people. This would have been similar to the situation in the New Hebrides, except that the New

Caledonian and German (Samoan) recruiters who worked the New Hebrides did not have the same legal

constraints as did those operating out of Queensland. Nevertheless the dynamic of the coastal people

having privileged access to trade goods would have contributed to depopulation of the interior of Efate.

Crowley (1995:340) notes that, despite their long contact with outsiders, it is the coastal people's

confidence in their use of their own language and their sense of their own identity, that prevent them from

shifting away from use of their own language (see §2.3.8. below for a discussion of language shift in

Vanuatu).

Local tradition records that a Samoan warrior, Sualo, came to Efate and married the daughter of the chief

of Erakor, Pomare, with ongoing consequences for the chiefly line that still resonate today. Campbell

(1974:34) dates this event to around 1825 and records that some fifty Samoans and Tongans arrived at

Erakor in a double-hulled canoe. After twenty years only nine survived.

The first large European settlement on Efate was at Havannah Harbour in the 1860s where land was

acquired for plantations of cotton, and later maize, coffee and coconuts (Scarr n.d.). Disease and severe

cyclones drove the planters away so that in 1879 there were only five Europeans living on the whole of

Efate. The focus of European settlement then shifted to Port Vila but the missionary, Daniel Macdonald,

stayed on at Havannah Harbour from 1872 until 1908. In 1894 there were 119 Europeans (including

children) on Efate, running thirty-four plantations.
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children) on Efate, running thirty-four plantations.

Initial incursions by missionaries met with little success. The first missionaries in the New Hebrides

settled on Aneityum in 1818, followed by Erromango and Tanna (Davillé 1895). White missionaries did

not settle on Efate until they had tested the waters sufficiently with Samoan 'teachers' (Mose and Setefano

at Erakor in 1845 (Thomas 1886:301), followed by five more in 1846 (Campbell 1974: 35). In 1852, the

missionary John Geddie took a Samoan teacher, Setefano to Havannah Harbour, leaving Iaone at Erakor

(Miller 1975:129). The Samoans were unpopular with the Efatese (according to Campbell 1974) and in

1852 Sualo8 returned to Samoa. Two Samoan teachers who had settled at Pango in 1853 were killed,

together with their wives and a child (and eaten if we are to believe Campbell's account). In 1854 all the

missionaries had left Efate and it was four more years before three Raratongans, Teamara, Teautoa and

Toma, settled at Erakor. Rev Donald Morrison arrived in August 1864, and was joined by Rev James

Cosh in 1866 (at Pango). Morrison left in 1867 and in 1868 two more Raratongans, Ru and Kakita came

to Erakor until Mackenzie arrived in 1872.

In the late 1860s Morrison had placed a missionary at Eratap but he was killed the first night he was

there. Mackenzie settled a teacher there some ten years later (Steel 1880:223). In 1853 Lelepa people had

killed (and, so the account goes, eaten) five Samoan missionaries. Geddie bemoans the fate of the

Samoans (through disease or through being killed by locals) : "This splendid land has been a most fatal

field of labour to the poor teachers."  (Miller 1975:58) Turner in 1848 noted no conversions yet at Pango

or Erakor (Turner 1861:445). He recognised that locals feared Christianity thinking that it brought disease

and death (ibid:164). The teacher at Pango (Taavili) had his house burned down because his wife "would

not yield to the wicked proposals of a neighbouring chief."  Eratap was abandoned by the mission in 1847

after the teachers Mose and Sepania saved a European from being killed (Turner 1861:447) and had to flee.

Resistance to Christianity is still a feature of some 'kastom villages' in other parts of Vanuatu today, and

in the early days must have been ubiquitous. Macdonald's diary entry of March 3 1875 details how, during

a prayer service, some local people beat drums and sang and danced, mocking, "so that we could not be

heard." Marifalu (of Lelepa) got up, brandished weapons and threatened to kill Macdonald. These attempts

to reject the outsiders proved to be rearguard actions. By 1859 Turner (1861:497) claims Erakor's entire

population was nominally Christian. A few years later Macdonald (n.d.) proudly proclaimed (in his diary)

originally was given, because peace was prevailing at the time of birth." (Macdonald 1892:722)

8Elkin (1953:129) reports that Sualo had lived "amongst the Efatese for perhaps twenty years" and was

the source of Turner's (1861) description.

that at Havannah Harbour, on October 18, 1875 "This is the formal abandonment of heathenism.... the
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that at Havannah Harbour, on October 18, 1875 "This is the formal abandonment of heathenism.... the

old village is to be burned next Monday."

The Catholics did not begin missionising until 1886 (after a brief earlier failed attempt on Aneityum in

1847). The Catholic historian Monnier (n.d.:3) notes  "On Sandwich [Efate] nearly all the locals have

been won over by the English Protestants. There is only one tribe that has resisted: that of Mele which is

well-placed on the coast. That is the only place to establish a mission". "After two years of exhausting

struggle (une lutte épuisante)" (ibid:18) at Mele, the Catholic missionary Charles Leforestier left and

joined the mission at Malakula.

The Catholic mission compound and school at Montmartre in the hills above Vila was started by Père

Loubière in 1903 (Monnier n.d.). In 1899 Joseph Lambotin built a mission house in Vila and Mele

(which was then called Franceville). He came into conflict with Macdonald. At Lelepa he said:

"Macdonald's followers are rebelling against him and are counting on Father (Lambotin) to take their part

and to speak for them." (ibid:138) Lambotin says Macdonald was a hard man (coriace), "He accuses us of

stealing natives and raping their wives. Twice he sent his men to build a school at Lelepa, and twice the

people of Lelepa destroyed the building posts9".  Macdonald then armed a gang of his followers and they

forced Lelepa to pay 10 pigs as compensation (ibid:215).

There was constant conflict between the Presbyterian English and the Catholic French (Maclellan &

Chesneaux 1998:42) which continued throughout the Condiminium and up to the present with disastrous

consequences for language policy and the education of the ni-Vanuatu population (see §2.3.8. below).

What has survived of Macdonald's diaries and correspondence are chiefly concerned with land conflict with

French settlers. Davillé, a French historian, observes that: "One must never lose sight of the fact... that,

if behind the English missionary there is nearly always a merchant, there is always a political agent."

(1895:110).

Miller (1987:27) notes resistance to Christianity from the inland village of Bufa and Eratap in the early

1870s, but there had been a remarkable conversion by the 1890s  (Erskine 1853). In 1884, 655 out of

the source of Turner's (1861) description.

9"Il nous accuse de voler les indigènes et de violer leurs femmes. Deux fois, il a envoyé sa bande essayer

de construire une école au village de Leleppa. Deux fois Leleppa détruisit les potaux de la case."

1000 were 'heathen', by 1891 the position was reversed.
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Miller  (1987:11) describes the first school at Erakor using ' the Erakor dialect of Efatese' in daily classes

with literacy in the language being the main goal. In section §2.3.5. I outline the publications translated

into South Efate by the early missionaries, Cosh, Morrison and Mackenzie. However, in 1891 Synod

resolved that missions aim to spread "the English language among the natives as thoroughly and as

quickly as possible".

This brief history shows that the people of Efate were reasonably keen to follow the missionaries and

adopt new values, however syncretically. A population of some thousands of Efatese was persuaded by a

handful of missionaries and sporadic contacts by blackbirders, whalers and sandalwood traders. Cultural

change and relocation to large coastal villages away from the interior of the island, together with

abandonment of many long-standing traditions, marks the history of south Efate in the second half of the

nineteenth century.

Proto Austronesian

Formosan languages Proto Malayo-Polynesian

Western Malayo-Polynesian Proto Central/Eastern

 languages Malayo-Polynesian

Central Malayo-Polynesian Proto Eastern Malayo-Polynesian

languages

Proto South Halmahera/

Irian Jaya Proto Oceanic

  Figure 2 Austronesian subgroups (Lynch et al 2002:4, after Blust)
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Proto Southern Oceanic

Proto Nuclear  Southern Oceanic

Various linkages in Proto Erakor-Kwenyji

Central

Vanuatu South Efate Proto Southern

Melanesian

Proto Southern Vanuatu Proto New Caledonian

Figure 3 Southern Oceanic subgrouping (Lynch 2001:165)

§2.3. The language of South Efate

There are three main languages on the island of Efate, each with dialects based in a geographic spread of

villages, as shown in Map 4. To the north is Nakanamanga, which takes in Ngunese and dialects spoken

in the north of Efate, also sometimes called North Efate, and including Lelepa, according to Lynch and

Crowley 2001. Ifira-Mele (also known as Mele-Fila and Atara Imere), is a Polynesian outlier language.

The interior of Efate is mountainous and currently largely uninhabited, hence the shaded area in Map 4.

South Efate is spoken in villages from Epau in the north-east to Devil's Point in the west. South Efate is

an agglutinating language classified as part of the Eastern Malayo-Polynesian branch of Austronesian

(Figure 2), and more specifically part of the group of languages descended from Proto Central Vanuatu

(Lynch 1994). More recent work (Lynch 2001) proposes that South Efate shares a number of innovations

with languages of southern Vanuatu that make for two potential subgroups for which Lynch has coined

the names Proto Erakor- Kwenyji (a high level subgrouping that takes in Proto New Caledonia)

(Figure 3), or Proto Erakor-Tafea (taking in only South Efate and Proto Southern Vanuatu) (ibid:189). In

either case there is clearly more work to be done here and it is hoped that the present work will provide

more usable data towards that end.

Basic word order for free and verbal pronominal forms is SVO, as it is for all of the described languages of

Vanuatu except Anejom (Lynch 1993:144) and the main form classes are verbs and nominals (nouns,

pronouns and bound-pronouns (also known as preverbal particles, or verbal pronouns)) with a small class
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pronouns and bound-pronouns (also known as preverbal particles, or verbal pronouns)) with a small class

of prepositions and adverbs.

Map 4. Languages of Efate and the Shepherd Islands, adapted from Lynch and

Crowley 2001:108.
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Crowley 2001:108.

The free pronouns distinguish subject, object and possessive forms, and have an inclusive/ exclusive

distinction. Bound pronouns in the verbal complex distinguish realis/ irrealis and perfect (past) subject and

a direct and oblique object. Bound verbal pronouns all distinguish a singular and plural number, and a dual

with limited person distinction, unlike the free forms where there is no dual expressed at all. Unlike some

other languages of the region there is no paucal (Paamese) nor is there a trial (Sakao, Anejom). In

common with other eastern Melanesian languages, there is also a possession suffix directly suffixed to

some nouns.

Features shared by this language with neighbouring languages include: initial consonant alternation in

some verbs reflecting aspect (also found in Nakanamanga/ Ngunese and Namakir); separate pronoun

paradigms reflecting mood and aspect (as in Sye to the south, and Nakanamanga/ Ngunese although the

South Efate system appears more complex than that of Nakanamanga/ Ngunese). A feature shared with

southern languages is the lack of a productive system of verb serialisation, unlike the northern languages

Namakir (Sperlich 1993) and Nakanamanga/ Ngunese (in what Schütz calls 'embedded phrases' (1969:57)).

A further feature, shared with Sye (Crowley 1998) and other southern languages is the use of an echo

subject pronoun.

There are processes undergone by South Efate that have resulted in innovations not seen in its northern

neighbours (especially final consonant dropping and medial vowel loss). This conforms to Clark's

observation (1985:22) that South Efate dialects are innovative compared to those on the north of the

island.

§2.3.1. Writing South Efate

As can be seen from the following list of previous work written in South Efate (§2.3.5.), there is an

established orthography for the language which still has currency, especially among older people whose

schooling included writing in South Efate. This orthography is used in the present work. The main

idiosyncracies of this system are that the velar nasal is written as /g/ and that the labio-velars have a tilde

over them, /p/, /m/.10 A report by Wislon Kaluat (1999) outlines the orthography chosen by speakers of

South Efate at Pango. The present work conforms largely  with that orthography.

de construire une école au village de Leleppa. Deux fois Leleppa détruisit les potaux de la case."

10Due to variable font representations, the labiovelars may appear as m$ and p$ which is the ASCII

representation of the font plus tilda combination in IPATimes, the font used throughout this thesis. An

occasional other representation is a tilda preceding the character /~m/, /~p/, as seen in the maps in the

front matter.
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§2.3.2. Previous work on the language

The first publication in this language appears to be Nadus iskei nig Fat (1864), a seven page booklet of

Biblical material, printed in Aneityum and translated by local teachers, followed by other work translated

by the Rev Donald Morrison (at Erakor from 1864-1867), then Rev. James Cosh (1867-1872), and then

the Rev Dr James Mackenzie. The earlier work that I have seen appears to be in South Efate, more

particularly, the Erakor/ Pango dialect of South Efate, but the later material, produced by Mackenzie and

Macdonald is a mixture of pan-Efate/ Shepherds dialects:

"Mr.Mackenzie and I thought it possible to make a kind of compromise literary

dialect for the whole of the people so understanding each other when speaking; and

most desirable, not only as lessening the expense of printing the Scriptures, but also

as a means of uniting the people together, and so helping, in accordance with the

spirit of Christianity, to put an end to the separation of tribe from tribe that had

been so large a feature of, and so fruitful a source of evil in, the heathen state, and to

make it impossible for the future." (Macdonald 1889:8)

Peter Milne in 1916 said the Old Testament translated as Tusi Tab Tuai was "not generally useful...on

account of over two thirds of it being in the dialects which they scarcely understand." (Miller 1987:82).

However, this criticism needs to be seen in the light of the subsequent vitriolic dispute between Milne and

Macdonald over demarcation of their respective territories and the language to be used in Christian books

on Efate. In an extraordinary set of events that lasted over fifteen years, the two entered into conflict over

various issues. In 1885 Milne got permission from synod to use supe for 'god' while Macdonald and

Mackenzie used atua. The dispute then escalated over who should missionise the island of Emae to the

north of Efate. Macdonald banned Milne's work on Efate (Miller 1987:89). Kakula island, a small

uninhabited island between Efate and Nguna, became the neutral ground in which north Efate people who

wanted to read the language of Nguna could do so, away from the mainland of Efate. In 1885, some 40

people lived there after Milne settled some teachers there the year before to provide religious instruction in

Ngunese (with supe).

Macdonald wrote and published widely, especially on his theory of a Semitic link to Efate (Macdonald

1883; 1887; 1889; 1892; 1894; 1898a; 1898b; 1902b; 1902a; 1904; 1907; 1913). He noted that there

were "several dialects of Efatese, differering from each other as do provincial dialects of England or

Scotland" (Macdonald 1889:6). His dictionary of some 3,600 entries is marred due to words not being

provenanced clearly for the dialect they are from. This is perhaps because the variety he was describing

was actually being used at Havannah Harbour, as the then British commissioner, Captain Rason, wrote:
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was actually being used at Havannah Harbour, as the then British commissioner, Captain Rason, wrote:

"..the language of the mission station became a medley of all the dialects around.

This gradually coalesced into a special dialect which became a lingua franca with the

natives and was partially understood by all. As the heathen natives died out or

became Christian the mission language was claimed as the language of the island.

Then the Bible was translated into this language and Dr Macdonald wrote a

dictionary of it as if the missionary language was the original language of the

various villages before they were Christian. The poor man only deceived himself and

is now deceiving others, but it is not wilful scientific dishonesty...It is a case of

self-deception."  (quoted in Churchill 1911:11)

Arthur Capell conducted a survey of the languages of the region, and wrote of Efate:

" ...there has been a complete change of the patterns of dialect distribution since

Macdonald's day. His dialect is practically extinct: in fact there is some doubt as to

what it represents. Macdonald's earliest translations (e.g. Luke in 1877) were

remembered in 1957 by only two old men, now living in Moso and Siviri

respectively. The latter informed the present writer that it was really a hill dialect

whose speakers moved to the coast when the Mission was established.."

"Leleppa alone retains its own dialect which may be regarded as the present-day form

of Macdonald's Havannah Harbour." (Capell 1962:219)

These observers paint a picture of a mixing of dialects which subsequently became the lingua franca of

Havannah Harbour over the period of some 40 years in which the settlement was in existence.

Macdonald's "compromise literary dialect" appears to have been based on this lingua franca, but failed to

be accessible to speakers of other dialects.

§2.3.3. Codrington and Ray

Codrington (1885:471) sketches the grammar of the language of 'Fate' based on a translation from the

Gospel of St Luke published in 1877. This is clearly the mixed language from Havannah Harbour.

Ray (1926) based his work on Bible translations and states that "Of the four main languages11 [of Efate]

the Nguna is undoubtedly the fullest and the best understood. ...the diction and words [are] less abbreviated

front matter.

11 The four 'languages' Ray refers to are Havannah Harbour in the north, Erakor and Pango (which are the

same language) in the south and the Polynesian language of Mele and Fila islands.

than in the two Efate dialects. Of these the Erakor is greatly contracted" (ibid:197). He has some examples
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than in the two Efate dialects. Of these the Erakor is greatly contracted" (ibid:197). He has some examples

from Erakor, and notes the consonant alternation (p/f), the loss of word-final vowels, and medial vowel

loss ("Sometimes in E. the vowel is omitted, at other times the full vowel appears: msak or masak,

sick." (ibid:199)) and then proceeds to present a grammar of Ngunese. His earlier work (Ray 1893)

includes a substantial comparative word list of languages of the New Hebrides. List number 16 is from

Macdonald's mixed Efate, and list 17 is of Ngunese.

§2.3.4. Recent work

The most detailed work on the language is that done by Shirley McRae in the 1950s, a schoolteacher who

recorded the language of various villages of South Efate including Ifira-Mele. The only copy of this work

is held by Wilson Kaluat of the Vila SIL office. I have had a brief look at it and found texts, three exercise

books of example sentences and translations, and a large set of paper slips with words and English

equivalents. There is also a brief grammar sketch, written in a classical style. She used a phonetic script

in some places. It is to be hoped that this material will be copied and safeguarded for future use. I met

Miss McRae in July 1998 and she told me that she had attended an International Missionaries Bible

translation course at Berwick in Victoria (a precursor to the Summer Institute of Linguistics) for

linguistic training. She became fluent in the language and notes that all church services were in the

language. Schools at Pango and Iririki used the local language for the first few years, with readings from

the Bible in English.

The only academic linguist to have worked on South Efate is Ross Clark. His main interest has been in

the Polynesian outlier known as Mele-Fila (cf Clark 1998), spoken in the southern village of Mele and

the island of Ifira. He has written on the relationship between the Efate languages, and between them and

the local Polynesian outliers (Clark 1978; 1982). His focus has been lexicostatistics and reconstruction of

lexical forms but he has also written on transitivity (Clark 1973) using data from Ngunese.

Clark notes that ."..in careful speech speakers of both Tongoan and North Efate pronounce all

orthographic vowels. In all other dialects, at least some vowels appear to be categorically lost." I will

return to this point when I discuss the phonology of South Efate and suggest that this process continues

today, and that careful speech in South Efate is still characterised by the presence of vowels that are lost in

fast speech. As this alternation is also noted in Ray (1926) it would appear to be either a stable feature of

the southern dialects, or reflect a long process of change working its way through the lexicon. Whichever

is the case, it has certainly contributed to a phonotactic pattern for the language that stands in contrast to

those of its more predicatble northern neighbours (§3.4).
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In his comparison of the dialects of South Efate, Clark (1985) shows that Eton (on the east coast) is the

most innovating of the South Efate dialects, but that "the picture is complex, and no obvious large-scale

boundaries emerge..." (ibid:21) However, given the population movement of late last century, Clark notes

that there is a surprising clarity and cohesion to the sound changes and dialect relations on Efate. He

suggests that "It is likely that in many cases the interior settlements were socially and hence linguistically

simply a hinterland of the coastal areas" so that when missions encouraged movement to coastal villages,

the "newcomers would not have been very different from that of the original coastal dwellers."  (Clark

1985:25)

Tryon (1976), as part of his lexicostatistical comparison of languages of Vanuatu, has collected wordlists

in South Efate for the villages of Eton, Pango and Eratap12. He suggests on the basis of this work that the

languages of north and south Efate should be considered separate languages. This terminology is

somewhat confusing, as most of the communities of north-Efate speakers actually live to the north of

Efate (rather than in north Efate) on the islands of Nguna, Pwele, Tongariki, and the Shepherd Islands as

far as Tongoa, with the only list of words representing north Efate originating from Efate coming from

Siviri. Tryon characterises the linguistic situation of the region as multi-dialectal and gives the following

cognate percentages for mainland Efate (excluding Mele-Fila and including the island of Lelepa) (Tryon

1976:158):

Siviri

Pango 69

Eratap 86 65

Eton 76 83 70

Lelepa 71 65 72 78

Clark (nd) provides a lexicostatistical comparison of languages of the region and Clark (1985) considers

that the languages of Efate constitute a single dialect chain, with no clear dividing lines. He does,

however, observe that the south constitutes "an unmistakable area of innovation" (ibid:25).

Rivierre (n.d.) has a vocabulary of the language of Erakor with some 1450 entries, prepared by Maxime

same language) in the south and the Polynesian language of Mele and Fila islands.

12Tryon's wordlists are incorporated into the South Efate lexical database from which the current

dictionary is extracted.
dictionary is extracted.

13A copy of Rivierre's list as a field-oriented standard format ('backslashed') file is included as electronic

data with this thesis.

Carlot (later Prime Minister of Vanuatu) in the 1960s. He kindly provided that list13 and it has been
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incorporated into the lexical database accompanying this thesis.

Lynch has worked on reconstructing proto-Southern Vanuatu and concludes (1996:21), "The settlement of

Efate antedated the settlement of Southern Vanuatu by a period sufficient for significant changes to occur

in the South Efate dialect chain which made it quite different in many ways from its closest relative and

nearest neighbour, Nakanamanga" (Nakanamanga takes in Ngunese and other dialects of north Efate). He

goes on to speculate about a South Efate-Southern Melanesian linkage (using Ross's (1977) term)

because, "South Efate shares a number of innovations with all Southern Melanesian languages exclusive

of other Central Vanuatu (CV) languages" but "South Efate (but not Southern Melanesian) remained in

contact with other CV languages after Proto Southern Melanesian split off, and apparently participated in

some later CV innovations."

More recently, Lynch, using an earlier draft of the South Efate dictionary, has written on the phonological

history of South Efate. He shows the changes undergone between Proto Oceanic and current forms14 and

posits a set of rules to account for the changes, which he claims are shared with southern Vanuatu

languages. He concludes that there is a clear relationship between South Efate and the languages of the

south which requires further research.

§2.3.5. Publications in South Efate

O' Reilly (1958) lists most of the work in the language from 1864 to 1923, all of it translations of

Christian material. Much of this material was written in the mixed dialect (discussed above) thought by

the missionary Daniel Macdonald to be more accessible to a greater number of Efatese.  I have or have

seen most of these old Christian texts. As part of the current research I took the keyboarded version of the

1874 translation of Genesis (Kenesis) and produced an interlinear text with the King James version15. An

image of the first page of Kenesis is given in Figure 4. In the following list, a three-digit number

following the reference indicates the work (or parts of the work) that are in my collection, other references

are to the library in which the book is held:

Anon. 1868. Nalag nig Efat. Trans. D. Morrison. Sydney: Mason, Firt, nigar asler (Mason, Firth and Co).

data with this thesis.

14Lynch's tables of correspondences between Proto Oceanic and South Efate consonants and vowels is

reproduced in §3.4.
reproduced in §3.4.

15This text is provided on the accompanying DVD.

037, Mitchell 264.3/4A1
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Anon. 1892. Tusi nalag Efate Niu Ebrites. Sydney: F.Cunninghame and Co.

Anon. 1979. Natus nalag. (213 pp)  009

Bible. 1864. Nadus iskei nig Fat. Aneityum: Mission Press. 038, Mitchell 499.86/ Pa 1

Bible. 1866. Nafsanwi nig Iesu Krist nag Mark.  Trans. D. Morrison. Sydney: Sheriff and Downing.

Mitchell 266.3/8A1 (LOST)

Bible. 1874. Kenesis natus a bei nag Moses ki mtir i. Trans. Cosh, J. Sydney: British and foreign Bible

Society.  008,   Mitchell P364.105/3

Bible. 1875? Nafisan nafousien. Sydney: F.Cunninghame and Co.  Mitchell 238/3A1Bible. 1883. The

Gospel according to Luke. Trans. Macdonald, D.D. Melbourne: M.L.Hutchinson.

Bible. 1885. The Gospel according to John, Tus Nanrognrogona Uia ni Iesu Kristo nag Ioane i mitiria.

Trans. Mackenzie, J. Macdonald, D.D. Sydney: F.Cunninghame and Co.  005,   Mitchell 226.5/

5A1

Bible. 1919. Natus bei ni nafisan ni Efate. Sydney: Epworth Press.  004

Bible. 1919. Tusi tab fao (New Testament).  Trans. Mackenzie, J. Macdonald, D.D. Melbourne: British

and Foreign Bible Society. NLA McN 1056

Bible. 1923. Scripture History. Sydney: Epworth printing and publishing house.  036 (first 13 pp only),

Mitchell 264.3/4A1

Bible. n.d. Nawisien nig Nagmer Apostol. Sydney: F.Cunninghame and Co.  007

The only recent publications are Kalopog Wai et al. (1983) a monolingual collection of stories from

Erakor (which I have glossed and partly translated in texts 001-012) and a collection of stories produced as

part of the research for this thesis (Thieberger 2000). Small readers have been written and used at Pango

school as part of the work done by Wilson Kaluat of SIL. A Bible translation team from SIL has been

working at Pango.

I observed several kinds of uses of literacy in the language in Erakor village, mainly reading hymns from

Natus nalag (1979) (reprinted from earlier editions) and reading personal correspondence. It was also clear

that older people write in the language of South Efate. My main teacher, Kalsarap Nmaf has kept a diary

for some years, written in the language. I observed meeting minutes being taken in the language, and

personal diaries and other notes also written in South Efate.
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Figure 4. Image of the first page of the 1874 translation of Genesis by the Rev
James Cosh.
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§2.3.6. Sources on neighbouring languages

To the north of Efate, the grammar of Namakir (from the Shepherds Islands) has been described by

Sperlich (1991) and a sketch grammar and texts of Ngunese have been produced by Schütz (1969a/b).

Facey (1988) produced texts in Ngunese. Capell's unpublished work (Capell n.d.) sketches Ngunese

grammar, treating Efate as a dialect. His papers include handwritten stories in South Efate and a typed

vocabulary list. The language to the south of Efate, Sye, on the island of Erromango, is described in a

grammar by Terry Crowley (Crowley 1998). The language of Lelepa island off the west coast of Efate is,

as yet, undescribed. I spent a day on Lelepa and recorded a wordlist and some stories with the VKS

fieldworker, Douglas Meto.

§2.3.7. The linguistic situation in Vanuatu, vernaculars, Bislama and metropolitan

languages

There are over 100 indigenous languages in Vanuatu (Lynch and Crowley 2001). As will be clear from the

brief history presented in this chapter, France and Britain (and more recently Australia) have been the

dominant and competing colonial interests in Vanuatu. Perhaps because of the geographic isolation of

most of the archipelago and certainly because of the inability of either of the colonial powers to fully

assert itself, neither of the colonial languages ever achieved the status of a national lingua franca. This

role was taken up by the local variety of Melanesian Pidgin known as Bislama (see Crowley 1990 on the

development of Bislama). There are speakers of the indigenous languages of Vanuatu who worry that the

use of Bislama is encroaching on local languages, especially as people travel more and intermarry between

language groups. Hence we can see an inherent ambivalence towards Bislama in which the language

provides a source of national identity, but is resisted by many at the local level for the threat it poses to

the vernaculars.

Bislama today is the national language and one of the three official languages, but was, until the late

1990s, expressly forbidden from being used in most educational institutions. Government paperwork is

likely to be in either or both English and French (or, with the francophone government of the early

1990s, in French only), while most everyday interaction is carried out in Bislama.

As urban centres develop through migration from other islands and marriages between speakers of different

languages become more common, Bislama will become increasingly important, at the expense of local

languages. It is the main language of the announcers of the two national radio stations and is used at

public functions, in parliament, and in court (often being unofficially interpreted for the benefit of those
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public functions, in parliament, and in court (often being unofficially interpreted for the benefit of those

lawyers, magistrates or judges for whom Bislama is not a first choice of court-room language).

The Constitution of the Republic of Vanuatu (Article 3:1) states that "The national language of the

Republic is Bislama" and further that "A citizen of Vanuatu may obtain, in the official language that he

uses, the services which he may rightfully expect from the Republic's administration." (Article 62:1).

A committee to assist in standardising Bislama was established in 1986, and included media, government,

and USP linguists, but had no official status. It addressed issues of language use in the media and

spelling. It ceased functioning in the late 1980s and was succeeded in 1996 by a Bislama spelling

committee, bringing together community groups, the Literacy Association of Vanuatu (LAV), the

Bislama Bible translator's team, Terry Crowley (author of the Bislama Dictionary), and other linguists.

This committee succeeded in reaching consensus about the spelling system which is now in use in the

dictionary (Crowley 1995) and Bible. True standardisation of the spelling system will take some time,

especially as there are so few official media which conform to the spelling guidelines.

In the 1990s so-called Critical Literacy workshops were run throughout Vanuatu by the local non-

government organisation, the Nasonal Komiuniti Developmen Trast (NKDT), emphasising the use of the

vernacular for initial literacy (see Sima 1995). They are typically run in Bislama and accompanying

literature is in Bislama. They emphasise the importance of local control and local production of materials.

After one such fortnight-long workshop on the southern island of Tanna which I attended in 1995, the 200

participants left with outlines of their curriculum for teaching initial literacy in pre-school, as well as

programmes for adult literacy. This approach takes advantage of local skills, requiring little external

support. It is appropriate for the linguistic diversity of Vanuatu that such small-scale programmes can

operate with a local focus that is not available to centrally constructed monolithic curricula. Workshops of

this kind have also been run in South Efate.

In the late 1990s the World Bank supported initial vernacular literacy programmes for pre-primary

kindergartens (see Crowley 2000), and also for primary schools which could show that a dictionary and

texts were available for the local language. The dictionary and texts produced as part of the present research

were given to the Erakor school but I have been unable to determine if a vernacular program was begun

there.

§2.3.8. The future for Vanuatu's vernaculars, with special reference to South Efate

There has been no study of language shift in Vanuatu. Dixon (1991:250) states that: "Of the 105
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There has been no study of language shift in Vanuatu. Dixon (1991:250) states that: "Of the 105

languages on Vanuatu it is improbable that more than a dozen or two will be spoken by AD 2100 (they

are most likely to be replaced by the local creole, Bislama)."  Mühlhäusler (1996:307-8) claims that the

languages of the region are no longer Melanesian languages, but "have begun to undergo massive

restructuring in the direction of intertranslatability with SAE [Standard Average European] languages."

Such a position would be dramatic if it were true, but Mühlhäusler actually provides no evidence, as is

convincingly stated in two reviews of his work (Lynch 1995 and Siegel 1997). Further, Crowley

(1995:332) says that Mühlhäusler and Dixon's estimates of the decline of Melanesian languages were not

based on fieldwork and that their observations should "clearly not be taken too seriously."

Expressing the common view of the time that the indigenous peoples and cultures of the region were

doomed to die out, early observers held little hope for the future of the languages of Melanesia (e.g.

Capell 1962).  Schooling (1990:2), in a study of language maintenance in New Caledonia notes that

despite these earlier fears, the languages of New Caledonia were still "alive and well". He used a social

network analysis to show that ongoing use of traditional languages relies on dense social networks of

speakers, providing a conservativism resistant to strong pressure to change. Kulick (1992), writing of a

village in Papua New Guinea shows that the Melanesian pidgin, Tok Pisin, has prestige associated with

its worldliness (what is characterised as 'save' or worldly knowledge), and that children who are perceived

as being wilful and lacking knowledge are associated with the vernacular. This formulation results in

devaluing the vernacular and promoting languge shift to Tok Pisin. My impression is that this is not the

case in Erakor.

Crowley (1995) suggests there is no immediate prospect of large-scale language shift despite the very

small average size of individual languages in Vanuatu. He acknowledges that Bislama has prestige as a

lingua franca ("just about everyone ends up speaking the language (Bislama) by their teenage years."

(ibid:337)), but that this has to be understood in relation both to a tradition of multilingualism and a

powerful attachment to the village. Vanuatu, an archipelago with the densest number of languages to

population in the world, must always have had languages with comparatively few speakers. The ongoing

use of these languages must also have been due to the affiliation their speakers felt with them, itself a

result of the identity function provided by the home village and language.
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§2.3.9.  The current state of the South Efate language

Tu ta pes taos tiawi ni malpei mau. Mal ni tiawi ru pes leg

me mes kin akit tu pregi ito, i mai pi konfius.

We don't talk like the old people before. In the old people's time they spoke straight

but today when we use the language, it gets confused. Kalsarur Nawen (20003az,

678.0600, 686.5000)

To talk of the future of a language we need, of course, to talk of the future of its speakers. As we noted

above, Erakor is part of the peri-urban fringe of Port Vila, a city which is experiencing high rates of

urbanisation. One result is an increased pressure on the local landowners to make land available for the

newcomers. The word dispiut  has entered South Efate and Bislama because of the prevalence of problems

caused by land tenure and by the diminishing amount of available land (Rawlings 2002). Immigrant

populations speak languages other than South Efate, including Bislama.

There are a number of immigrants to Erakor but I have no figures on how many speak South Efate.

Mixed marriages between South Efate speakers and outsiders can result in a Bislama speaking household

where children may have Bislama as their first language, even though their playmates will usually all be

South Efate speakers. However, there are also mixed marriages in Erakor in which the outsider has learned

South Efate and uses it in all their interactions in the village (EW is an example in the current corpus).

There is concern among some South Efate speakers that the language is being mixed with Bislama. A text

recorded with a man in his twenties (Thieberger 2000:136) is a statement blaming families for not

speaking proper South Efate and thus not teaching children properly. His statement includes Bislama

terms and is itself a good example of the importance of these terms in everyday South Efate discourse.

The village court hearings recorded as part of the present corpus include substantial switching between

Bislama and South Efate, mainly for the benefit of outside participants in the proceedings. This switching

should not be taken as a sign of the language's weakness, and in fact in the 3 hours of recordings, there is

a clear preference for switching back to South Efate whenever possible.

The Erakor primary school principal in 2000, Kalsarur Nawen, estimated that 5-10% of the 380 pupils at

Erakor primary school did not speak South Efate (fieldnotes 23/3/2000).

Fishman (1991:87ff) provides a graded typology (Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale or GIDS) of

eight threatened statuses of languages in which the eighth stage is the most threatened. While his
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eight threatened statuses of languages in which the eighth stage is the most threatened. While his

typology is aimed at describing stages in the process of reversing language shift, it is also a useful guide

to stages of endangerment. South Efate fits into his sixth stage with the following characteristics: it "is

the normal language of informal, spoken interaction between and within all three generations of the

family". As in Fishman's stage six, not all families are entirely constituted by South Efate speakers, with

marriage outside the language group becoming a vector for the increased use of Bislama in the home.

Unlike stage five there is little literacy in South Efate. Teaching oracy or literacy in South Efate is no

longer part of the primary or secondary school curriculum (except for sporadic initiatives in primary

school). Unlike stage seven, speakers are still to be found at all age levels. To conclude, South Efate is

currently at risk of being lost but not in the immediate generations of speakers. There is every reason to

expect that South Efate will be spoken for the next generation at least and beyond that into the future.



Chapter 3,  Phonology

In this chapter I provide a brief overview of the phonology of South Efate, showing the phonemic

inventory, syllable structure and stress assignment system. This overview is provided to give the reader a

basic understanding of the phonological system. I make no theoretical claims and attempt to provide the

data in a fairly classical phonological style. In addition to phonetic transcription of the forms, some

examples are accompanied by an audio source.

As we observed in Chapter 2, South Efate is part of a string of dialects, and is one of the more innovative

of those dialects (Clark 1985, Lynch 2000a). The most detailed analysis of South Efate historical

phonology is Lynch (2000a) who notes that South Efate "seems to form a transition between the

phonologically more conservative central Vanuatu languages and the more 'aberrant' languages of

Southern Vanuatu" (ibid:320). In particular, the historical loss of final short vowels that are not preceded

by a lower vowel (as observed by Clark 1985) has resulted in the highly atypical phonotactics that we see

in §3.5., with heterorganic consonant clusters as in (1). In fact we will see in Tables 3:4 - 3:6 below that

heterorganic clusters actually predominate over homorganic ones.

1 pnak to steal p + n

ptal to choose p + t

ntmat peace t + m

msal different m + s

As these examples show, the onsets of syllables in South Efate can be quite complex. A process of

unstressed medial vowel deletion has occurred and is still underway, resulting in consonant clusters that

are more complex than we would expect for a Central Vanuatu language. This change was noted by early

observers (e.g. Ray 1926) and the variable production of words with and without medial vowels is

suggestive of an ongoing change in the language.
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suggestive of an ongoing change in the language.

South Efate has fifteen consonant phonemes and five vowel phonemes, as can be seen from Table 3:1.

(the orthographic representation is indicated in brackets where it differs from the IPA symbol). Voicing is

not phonemic.

Table 3:1, South Efate phonemes

Consonants

Labiovelar Labial Labio-dental Palatal Alveolar Velar

Stop kp 1 (p) p t k

Fricative f s

Nasal m (m) m n  (g)

Lateral l

Trill r

Pre-nasalised trill ndr (nr)

Semivowel w j (y)

Vowels

Front Central Back

High i  u

Mid e o

Low a

§3.1. Current orthography

I use a practical phonemic orthography throughout this thesis. As outlined in section §2.3.1 in the

previous chapter, missionary translators produced the first written work in South Efate. The orthography

used in these publications works well and has some currency, especially among older people who were

schooled in its use. In common with other languages of Vanuatu, a tilde (or snek 'snake' in Bislama) over

the relevant consonant marks it as being a coarticulated form. The velar nasal [ ] is represented by the

letter g. In some cases an orthographic vowel may represent a phonetic semivowel, as we will see in

§3.5.3. below.

1 The overbar [kp], [ m] is used to indicate phonetic co-articulation.
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§3.2. Consonants

The consonants of South Efate are produced at five places of articulation, and are discussed by manner of

articulation in turn below.

§3.2.1. Stops /p, t, k, p/

The phonemes in the stop series contrast at the labial, alveolar and velar places of articulation, and also

contrast with the coarticulated labiovelar stop. The coarticulated labiovelar stop /p/ is ideally produced by

simultaneous labiovelar closure, but is also realised as sequential velar and then labial closure.

Contrastive pairs are given below for the stops and phonetically similar segments.

2 p/t/k tak [tak| ] to husk a coconut

pak [pak| ] to go to

kak [kak| ] mesh formed at the base of palm trees

lat [lat| ] a bubble

lak [lak| ] to marry

lap [lap| ] many

p/p nap [nakp|] tree sp.

nap [nap| ] pumice stone

pas [kpas] to chase

pas [pas] dolphin

pau [kpau] head

pau [pau] weave

t/p tuk  [tuk| ] 1p.exIRR

puk [puk|] to swell

t/s tap [tap| ] taboo

sap [sap| ] where

p/f preg [pre ] make, do (realis)
freg [fre ] make, do (irrealis)
pat [pat| ] seed

fat [fat| ] stone

Stops are generally unaspirated and are unreleased word finally. Voicing is not distinctive. Stops are

typically unvoiced initially but may be voiced medially. There is no clear pattern to medial voicing as can

be seen from some examples in (3) where both voiced and voiceless allophones of the same phoneme

occur following sonorants or intervocalically, where we could expect voicing to occur. This is not a
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occur following sonorants or intervocalically, where we could expect voicing to occur. This is not a

comprehensive list of variant forms. No specific motivation for this variation has been observed and it

seems that lenition of word-internal stops is largely a feature of fast speech.

3  /k/ > [k] narka tree sp. [nar.ka] (98015bz, 1357.6600, 1360.9200)

gkafik tree sp. [ ka.fik| ] (98003bz, 18.7690, 19.8599)

takuer sea-snake [tak.wer] (98015az, 2757.6800, 2761.4400)

paikor to stalk an animal [pai.kor] (98015az, 266.6800, 269.8599)

namkanr wild arrowroot [nam.kandr] (98015az, 1951.2399, 1956.1800)

/k/ > [g] ntankep firestick [nda gep] (98015az, 897.8401, 901.4200)

numtapilkap coconut type [num.dabil.gap]

nak iat canoe cross-member [na.g iat] (98017b, 2726.8010, 2727.7000)

/k/ > [ ] nak iat canoe cross-member [na. iat]

/k/ > [h] nafnako theft [naf.na.ho] (98010bz, 604.2481, 605.1)

/t/ >  [t] namtagot tree sp. [nam.ta. ot] (98015bz, 1247.6400, 1251.5001)

/t/ >  [d] namtlen segment, its segment [nam.dlen] (98015az, 2783.7600, 2787.8401)

ntai fish sp. [ndai] (98015az, 1608.9400, 1612.1199)

/p/ > [b] natopu spirit [na.tobu]  (98015bz, 499.4401, 502.5600)

tuput rainbow [thu.but] (98015az, 2273.4001, 2276.9200)

pulpog morning [kpul.gbo ] (98015az, 1216.6000, 1220.9800)

Variant realisations of stops are presented in context in the next few examples. The phoneme /k/ is often

lenited intervocalically, and may appear as [h], as in example (4) from a man in his early twenties.

4 Ru=pnak loto, nafnako fserser.

['naf.na.ho]

3p.RS=steal car theft various

They steal cars, various (kinds of) theft. (98010bz, 598.1149, 606.0644)

Example (5) is spoken by a man in his sixties and includes lenition, or complete elision of the initial /k/

of the transitivising suffix -ki.

5 Go kineu a=skul i=lakor pi, a=mro-ki-n Erakor skul.

[a.'mroin]
and 1sg 1sgRS=school 3sgRS=maybe beIsgRS=think-TR-3sgO p.name school

And I went to school at, I think, Erakor school...(98011a, 95.1805, 98.1341)

In (6) the initial /k/ of the complementiser kin  is fully lenited. This sentence is also from an older male

speaker, showing that this is not just a feature of younger people's speech.

6 Franis kampany ga kin i=weswes nanre ne.

[ ain]

French company 3sg COMP 3sgRS=work side this

A French company that worked over this side.  (98017az, 2187.8799, 2194.8800)
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The medial stop /k/ is elided completely in some examples of kerkrai, (also kerkerai) as shown in

example (7).

7 Namolien ki=pe kerkrai malfane.

['ke.rai]

life 3sgIRR=PF hard now

Life is hard now.  (98010bz, 460.1893, 462.9)

Labiovelars may also be realised as a stop-nasal or stop-stop combination rather than as a coarticulated

segment. This can result in one or other member of the pair having prominence, and the other being

unrealised, as in (8), and as exemplified below.

8 p>[kp] napei front ['nak.pei] (004b, 1240.4303, 1242.3399)

p>[kp] uplim ceremony after a death ['u.kplim] (98007bz, 15.1, 16.5200)

p>[k] uplim ceremony after a death ['u.klim]

p>[p] uplim ceremony after a death ['u.plim] (98001az, 894.7, 895.5544)

The labiovelar stop in nape 'slitgong' in (9) is formed by simultaneous velar and labial closure.

9 I=pi nape. Ru=preg-i-ø i=pi nape.

['na.kpe] ['na.kpe]
3sgRS=be slitgong 3p.RS=make-TS-3sgO 3sgRS=be slitgong

It is a slitgong (drum). They made it into a slitgong.  (98017bz, 2022.7799, 2025.1599)

Example (10) shows napei  'in front' realised as [nakpe]. The false start of [nak] with a final velar stop is

further evidence that the realisation of the labiovelar /p/ in this example is a sequence of [k] then [p] rather

than as coarticulated [kp].

10 Ruto nak- napei ru=pak nakoinrok Morinda.

[nak] ['nak.pe]
3pplRS=STAT HESIT in.front 3p.RS=go.to behind p.name

They were at the front, they went to the back of the (ship) Morinda. (004b, 1882.8, 1887.8201)

While speaker age may be a factor in the variable production of labiovelars, the following example shows

that, within one sentence, the labiovelar p in napo is realised first without, then with coarticulation.
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11 Ra=puri me i=to napo . I=na "E a=trau mur

[na.'po]
3d.S=make.laplap but 3sgRS=STAT smell  3sgRS=say hey 1sgRS=really want

ka=fam tete nen i=to napo wi.

[na.'kpo]
1sgIRR=eat:IR some that 3sgRS=STAT smell good

They made laplap which he smelled. He said "Oh I really want to eat some that smells so good. "

(20001a, 1616.4000, 1624.0400)

The variation in production of /p /and /p/ is clearly identifiable when a word-initial p undergoes stem-

initial mutation (see section §6.4.5.1), a process otherwise only open to the labial stop, hence pnut >

pnut > fnut, as in (12).

12 Pa=fnut tu san tu me neu ka=fa=n
2sgIRR=quiet:IR stay here at and 1sg 1sgIRR=go:IR=DST

wes napum mai, ka=fo tu-o-k.
get fish.sp come 1sgIRR=PSP:IR give-TS-2sgO

You stay here quiet, and I will bring some yellowtail fish, I will give it to you. (98007b, 1776.6599,

1780.5800)

§3.2.2. Fricatives /f, s/

Fricative phonemes are produced at the labio-dental and alveolar places of articulation.

Contrastive pairs are given below for the fricatives and phonetically similar segments.

13 f/p fai [fai] stingray sp.

pai [pai] to fill

f/p nafet [na.fet| ] group

napet [na.kpet| ] meaning

s/f sak [sak| ] to climb

fak [fak| ] go to (IR)

s/t sraf [sraf] to miss

traf [traf] to dig

s/n   naures    [nau.res] grater

nauren   [nau.ren] top of tree or plant

§3.2.3. Nasals /m, m, n, g, nr/

Nasals contrast at the labial, alveolar, and velar places of articulation, and also contrast with the

coarticulated labiovelar nasal. /nr/ is a prenasalised alveolar trill.
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coarticulated labiovelar nasal. /nr/ is a prenasalised alveolar trill.

Contrastive pairs are given below for the nasals and phonetically similar segments.

14 m/n/g pan [pan] to roast

pam [pam] to eat

pag [pa ] to climb

m/m mol   [ mol] live, be alive

mol [mol] hunt (for coconut crab)

mas   [ mas] only

mas  [mas] to saw

k/g lak    [lak| ] marry

lag   [la ] to sing

malik    [ma.lik| ] dark

malig   [ma.li ] spill, drop

n/g naton   [na.ton] dust

natog   [na.to ] mangrove

pan   [pan] to go

pag   [pa ] to climb

nr/n nrag [ndra ] a claw

nag [na ] to say

konr [kondr] shellfish sp.

kon [kon] to be stuck

The coarticulated segment /m/ can also be produced as [m] or as sequential segments [ m] with a similar

range of realisations as that discussed above for /p/. Realisation as sequential segments is particularly

noticeable medially where the coda of one syllable is made up of the first segment, and the onset of the

second syllable consists of the second segment. Thus the form namer is realised as both [na.mer] and

[na .mer], the latter is illustrated in the song text in (15)

15 Yesu i=mur namer lap.

['na .mer]

Jesus 3sgRS=want people many

Jesus loves us one and all (Lit:wants many people). (98003bz, 1801.1799, 1850.5000)

I analyse /nr/ as a unit phoneme on distributional grounds because it is the first part of what would

otherwise be the only permissable four consonant cluster (funr.fnoi), and it would otherwise be the only

consonant cluster which can occur syllable finally before another consonant cluster (nr.fn; nr.pr). The

phonotactic tables below show that treating /nr/ as separate segments would result in the cluster /n/ + /r/

occurring with disproportionately high frequency.
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The segment /nr/ is produced with an intrusive stop [ndr]. This pronunciation is illustrated in the next

examples.

16 Me nrak.pei a=ta su nmaro mit mau.

[ndrak]
but time.first 1sgRS=NEG catch breath short NEG2

But back then I hadn't caught asthma yet. (98003az, 1426.7639, 1429.1599)

17 A=to san nrir  pak sanpe a=mer nrir.ler.

[ndrir]
1sgRS=STAT here fly to there 1sgRS=again fly.return

I am here, fly to there and fly back.  (98017bz, 1409.6205, 1411.4763)

§3.2.4. Liquids /l, r/

There are two liquids, a laterial alveolar /l/ and a rhotic alveolar trill /r/. Contrastive pairs are given below

for the liquids and phonetically similar segments.

18 l/r/nr kol [k l] to be crippled

kor [k r] to block

konr [k ndr] shellfish sp.

kal [kal] digging stick

kanr [kandr] black ant (98015az, 2407.1000, 2411.3400)

ru [ru] 3rd plural realis subject proclitic

lu [lu] to vomit

nru [ndru] two

karo ['ka.ro] naked (98015az, 1297.5001, 1300.9200)

kalo ['ka.lo] interjection (98015az, 1029.0199, 1032.3599)

lak [lak| ] marry

nrak [ndrak| ] occasion, time

rak [rak| ] dual irrealis subject proclitic

It is common, but not obligatory, for /l/ to be pre-stopped following /n/ as in the next two examples.

19 Natrauswen ga i=taos nlag.

[ndla ]

story 3sgPOS 3sgRS=like wind

His story is like the wind.  (98009a, 1925.7473, 1930.7599)

20 Iwelkin ke=fitlak nlagwat pur tefla=n ke=mai.

 ['ndla wat| ]

thus 3sgIRR=have:IR cyclone big like=DST 3sgIRR=come

So there was a big cyclone that came. (98014az, 2657.9317, 2662.9401)
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§3.2.5. Semivowels /w, y/

There are two phonemic semivowels, the labiovelar /w/ and the palatal /y/. Contrastive pairs are given

below for /w/ and for phonetically similar segments.

21 w/m/p wit [wit] octopus

mit [ mit| ] mat

pit [kpit| ] fish sp.

torwak ['tor.wak|] to anchor

folfolmak ['fol.fol. mak|] to rub one's eyes

metpakor ['met.kpa.kor] to forget

In addition, phonetic semivowels (i) are inserted between adjacent falling vowels (/i.a/ > [i.ja], /i.e/ >

[i.je], /u.a/ > [u.wa]) or (ii) take the place of one of the vowels (/ia/ > [ja], /ie/ > [je], /ua/ > [wa])

depending on the speed of the speech and on other factors that have not yet been determined. While we

have given the word iak  'mother', for example, as vowel-initial in the accompanying dictionary it should

be considered as /y/-initial. Similarly, while orthographic vowels appear in the following examples, they

should be understood as representing an underlying phonemic semivowel.

22 nanwei /'nan.wei/ man

napiau /'na.pjau/ swell (of the sea)

naturiai /na.'tur.jai/ lad

urtaiak /'ur.ta.jak/ crayfish, large crayfish

kalafiei /'ka.la.fj i/ fish sp. parrotfish

For a discussion of how phonetic semivowels are assigned to each of these categories see §3.5.3.

§3.2.6. Non-phonemic glottal stop

The glottal stop [ ] often occurs preceding a vowel-initial word, as we see in (23) where the highlighted ag

'2sg' is phonetically  [ a ].

23 I=wel ag ku=to esago.

[ a ]

3sgRS=thus 2sg 2sgRS=stay there

Well, you are there. (98003bz, 843.6382, 845.2799)

The glottal stop is also used in the very common feedback particle (cf §4.12.2) we write as a.a as seen in

(24), or m.m  [ m m] in (25).
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(24), or m.m  [ m m] in (25).

24 A.a. Naliati ilim.

[ ?a?a ]

yes day five

Yes, five days.  (98003bz, 1117.3799, 1118.9440)

In (25) the first use of m.m. is in response to a question asking whether the speaker had seen any natopu

'spirits'. She answers the question in the negative and then finishes with m.m. meaning something like

'like that'

25 M.m. Kin a=to nrog-o-ø me a=tap lek tete mau. m.m.

[ m m] [ m m]

no COMP 1sgRS=STAT hear-TS-3sgO but 1sgRS=NEG see some NEG2 like.that

mm, (no),  I heard it, but I didn't see any,  mm. (20001az, 1787.4400, 1792.4000)

§3.3. Vowels

There is a five-vowel system typical of languages of the region (e.g. Ngunese, Schütz 1969; Namakira,

Sperlich 1991). Back vowels /u, o/ are produced with lip-rounding and front and sentral vowels /i, e, a/ are

produced with lips spread. Vowel length is not distinctive. Vowel phonemes and their allophones are

listed below. The distinction between semivowels and the high vowels /u/ and /i/ in some environments

remains problematic and in need of further investigation.

26 a >  [ ]

e > [ ] preceding another vowel neu ['neu] I (98015az, 587.9400, 591.1401)

> [ ] elsewhere masmes ['mas.m s] knife (98015az, 682.2800, 686.0001)

i > [ ]/[ ]unstressed syllable negar [n .' ar] theirs (ni+gar) (005a, 417.7434, 418.5521)

 + adjacent velar nalkis ['nal.k s] medicine (98015az, 1124.2600, 1127.8800)

> [j] syllable initially + vowel napiau ['nap.jau] swell, in the sea (98015bz, 784.0599, 787.7999)

> [j] following [a] tai [taj] to cut (98003bz, 535.27, 535.6)

> [j] following C preceding VVkalafiei ['ka.la.fjei] fish sp, parrotfish

> [ ] elsewhere nipu ['ni.pu] palmtree (98015az, 1618.8000, 1622.6800)

o > [ ]  before the rhotic [r] pakor ['pa.k r] to appear (98003bz, 651.1200, 652.4)

> [ ] elsewhere pakot ['pa.kot| ] to pay (20003az, 36.59, 37.4)

> [ ] following another vowel tao [ta ] give me (20001az, 1745.3, 1745.7)

u > [ ] unstressed syllable kapu ['ka.p ] laplap, pudding (98015az, 727.8800, 731.2000)

> [w] syllable initially + vowel takuer ['tak.wer] sea-snake (98015az, 2757.6800, 2761.4400)

> [w] following [a] tau [taw] to leave (98003bz, 1346.6, 1347.1)

> [w] following C preceding VVtuei [twei] long ago

> [ ] elsewhere tut [tut| ] to drown  (98015az, 2681.5000, 2684.7400)
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> [ ] elsewhere tut [tut| ] to drown  (98015az, 2681.5000, 2684.7400)

Contrastive pairs for the vowels are given below.

27 par [kpar] to be stuck, closed

por [kp r] to break sthg.

pur [kpur] full

per [per] to fart

pir [pir] to braid

sar [sar] to mix

ser [ser] every

sirsir ['sir.sir] to drizzle

sor [s r] to sell

sur [sur] to scoop out

§3.4. Proto Oceanic and South Efate correspondences

Lynch's table of South Efate correspondences with Proto Oceanic (POc) (Lynch 2000a:328) is reproduced

here as Table 3:2. Forms in parentheses show conditioned reflexes between current South Efate segments

and Proto Oceanic, bracketed forms have conditioning which is not clear, and question marks indicate

where further research is required. Examples from Lynch (2000a) follow.

Table 3:2 South Efate correspondences to Proto Oceanic (POc)

POc *bw *b *pw *p *t *d *k, *g *q *c, *s *j

SEf kp p (kp) p? f (m,Ø,w) t ? k Ø s t? s?

POc *mw *m *n, n * *r *dr *R *l *w *y

SEf m m ( m) n  (m, m) r [nr] nr (r) [r,Ø] l [nr,r] u (Ø) (s,Ø,e)

POc *i *e *a *o *u

SEf i e a (e) o (e) u

Examples of these correspondences between POc and South Efate follow.

*bw>p$ POc *bwatu head pau

*b>p POc *bati- tooth pat

*b>p$ POc *bo i night pog

*pw>p POc *p(w)ilak lightning na-pil

*p>f POc *patu stone fat

*p>v>m (POc *p=) PNCV *v *garavu clam kram

*p>Ø POc *pulu hair ululu 'hairy'
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*p>Ø POc *pulu hair ululu 'hairy'

*p>w POc *pose a paddle wes

*t>t POc *toqa fowl to

*k>k POc *kutu louse kut

*g>k POc *baga banyan m-pak

*q>Ø POc *qumun oven um

*c>s POc *paluca paddle palus

*s>s POc *siko kingfisher sik

*j>t POc *jila boom na-tir 'mast'

*j>s POc *tajim sharpen tas 'shave, plane'

*mw> POc *mwata snake mat

*m>m POc *manuk bird man

*m> POc *molis citrus mol

*n>n POc *tanoq ground n-tan

*n>n POc *namuk mosquito kat/nam

* > POc *la it sky, weather e-lag 'above, high'

* >m POc *pa an eat fam

* > POc *pu a flower fum

*r>r POc *saRu comb n-ser

*r>nr POc *raqan- branch nra

*dr>nr POc *draRaq blood nra

*dr>r POc *-dra their -Vr

*R>r POc *baRa fence tper

*R>Ø POc *paRi stingray fai

*l>l POc *matolu thick matol

*l>nr POc *kalo ant kanr

*l>r POc *jila boom na-tir 'mast'

*w>u POc *mawiRi left (hand) maur

*w>Ø POc *waiR water nai

*y>s POc *yumwa house na-sum

*y>Ø POc *yaRu Casuarina n-ar

*y>e (*aya>e) POc *maya- tongue na-me

*i>i POc*kini(t,p) pinch kin

*e>e POc*qeno sleep en

*a>a POc*taqe excrement tae-

*a>e POc*saman outrigger nsem

*o>o POc*bo i night pog

*o>e POc*pose a paddle wes

*u>u POc*sus breast sus 'suckle'
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§3.5. Phonotactics

In this section we will discuss how phonemes can combine and in what positions of the word and syllable

they can occur, first by describing the syllable in South Efate and then looking at consonant and vowel

combinations. The current word list of some 2,500 words forms the basis for the discussion of syllable

structure and phonotactics.

§3.5.1. The syllable

When approaching the task of syllabification we must be aware (following Blevins 1995:217) that there

are languages in which the syllable may have complex onsets and not complex codas, like Sedang, or

complex codas and not complex onsets, like Klamath, or still other languages in which neither onset nor

coda may be complex, like Hua or Cairene. This makes it impossible to apply any universal heuristic for

syllabification. The approach I follow here is to proceed by induction from monosyllables, where the

syllabification is unproblematic, to abstract the syllable structure and then apply this to the syllabification

of longer words.  In monosyllabic words in South Efate we find the patterns of consonants and vowels

shown in (28), resulting in the following syllable schema: (C)(C)(C)V(C)(C).

28 VC us rain

VVC eut sea

CVC til say

CVV tae know

CCV nra False Nutmeg tree

CCVC tlas enough

CCVV nrpag slap

CVVC tien pregnant

CVCC silf hug

CCVVC slaor route

CCCVC nsfen 'something like that'

CCCVV nskau reef

As we see in (28), the burden of complexity in a South Efate syllable is on the onset rather than the coda.

Thus in our syllabifyication of longer words we assign consonant clusters to initial or onset rather than

coda position. Nevertheless, it is not always possible to determine an  ideal syllabification. For example

nafsan 'language' could be syllabified as /naf.san/ or /na.fsan/ on the basis that /fs/ is an acceptable initial

consonant sequence.The possible set of syllables is given in (29) based on monomorphemic stems.

Inflected forms such as directly possessed nouns (§5.3.2) appear here in their basic, un-possessed form.

Borrowed forms are excluded from this analysis.
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Borrowed forms are excluded from this analysis.

In the following sections we will discuss the constraints on which consonants and vowels can fill the

syllable schema given in (31), but first we illustrate and enumerate possible syllable types more generally

than in the monosyllabic stems given above. Of the following syllable types, just four (CV, CVC, CVV,

CCVC) out of a possible sixteen syllable patterns account for 82% of the tokens.

29 V o .raik to go fishing 126 in first syllable 145 total

VC ag you 40 in first syllable 40 total

VVC eut seashore 10 in first syllable 10 total

CV ni.pu palmtree 760 in first syllable 1033 total

CVV ki.neu I, me 202 in first syllable 347 total

CCV mla to be bad, of food 178 in first syllable 223 total

CCVV fnau to preach 47 in first syllable 78 total

CVC mla.kes blue 827 in first syllable 1543 total

CVCC silf to hug 1 in first syllable 2 total

CVVC suer to shit 105 in first syllable 166 total

CCVC a.fsak  turtle 264 in first syllable 331 total

CCVVC traus to tell 15 in first syllable 17 total

CCCVC ntmat peace 2 in first syllable 2 total

CCCV nkra.ful vine 2 in first syllable 2 total

CCCVV nskau reef 1 in first syllable 1 total

There are only two syllable final consonant clusters, /lf/ and /rk/ in silf 'to hug' and ar.work.su

'ambidextrous' and the prestopped trill /nr/ occurs in this position 26 times (this unique distribution is the

main reason that we regard nr as representing one and not two phonemes). Initial consonant clusters often

result from the presence of the article n (discussed in §5.2), and the only five initial three-consonant

clusters are all /n/-initial, as shown in (30).

30 nkra.ful ['nkra.ful] vine sp.

nsfen [nsf n] 'something like that'

nskau [nska ] reef

nsla.wos ['nsla.wos] channel

ntmat [nt at| ] peace

As can be seen from the distribution figures given in (29) the most common syllable type is CVC,
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followed by CV. Based on the forms in (29), the general syllable structure is as in (31).

31 (C1)(C2)(C3)V1(V2)(C4)(C5).

The segments that can fill these positions are as follows:

C1 - any consonant when followed by a vowel

- word-initially, if C2 and C3 are present, can only be /n/

- word-initially, if C2 is present, can be any C except /w/ and /r/

- in medial syllables, following an open syllable, if C2 is present, can be any C except /g,

w, r, nr/ as in Table 3:5

- in medial syllables following a closed syllable is restricted as shown in Table 3:7

C2 - in a word-initial syllable can be any consonant except /nr/

- in a medial syllable can only be /k, l, m, n, r, s, t/

C3 - only in initial syllable

- can only be /r/ following /k/

- can only be  /f, k, l / following /s/

- can only be  /m following  /t/

C4 - can only be /l, r / if C5 is present

- can be /f, g, k, l, m, m, n, nr, p, p, r, s, t/ otherwise

C5 - can only be /f, k/

- can not occur if C2 and C3 are present.

V1 - can be any V

V2 - can be any V except /e/ if V1 is /o/

§3.5.2. Consonant distribution

In this section we will show the distribution of consonants, both singly and in combination with each

other. All consonants may start or end a word or a syllable, as shown in Table 3:3. There is a strong

dispreference for homorganic clusters, as can be seen by the significantly higher number of clusters

indicated in the Table 3:4 and Table 3:5 outside of the grey areas. These tables show that there are over

twice as many initial consonant combinations in word-initial syllables as there are in later syllables.

Labials are not usually permitted in homorganic clusters (here we are treating all labials, that is bilabials,

labio-velars and labio-dentals as homorganic), with the small exception of some thirteen /m/ and /m/

initial forms, and as these all occur in nouns we consider assimilation of the article na-/n-  to the labial

place of articulation to be a likely cause. Assimilation of the article na- is also a likely explanation for

the sole /g/-initial cluster which only occurs in gka [ ka] 'father' (presumably from [nka] > [ ka]). If we

set that aside, then /g/, /w/, and /r/ never occur as C1 in a mono-syllabic cluster.
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set that aside, then /g/, /w/, and /r/ never occur as C1 in a mono-syllabic cluster.

Table 3:3 Examples of consonant distribution in words and syllables

Word initial final Syllable initial final

f freg sef mel.fer taf.taf

to make (IR) to escape charcoal diarrhoea

g gag ka.frag nam.ta.got nag.rof

2sgPOS scab tree sp. tree p.

k ker.krai pi.tlak nap.kor na.puk.mo.kul

hard to have bush nut tree sp.

l lag naul npa.lo mal.ko

to sing leaf cliff darkness

m mol na.sum met.ma.kur nam.ta.mot

alive house selfish dust

m mun.wei ftom at.mat nom.ser

healer to grow plus every

n naot ftin ka.no kin.ta.pul

chief to be hot person ring finger

nr nrom smanr na.nrur nanr.wor

to love to slap earth tremor yolk

p paf.pof sap fra.po le.sap.sap

adult mistake beetle to not recognise

p pag so.klep ta.met.pel sop.tao

to climb rich k.o. damselfish k.o.shellfish

r ra.ru tar ta.ro tor.wak

canoe white k.o. bird to anchor

s sao.tog ta.pes sai.sei sus.kei

to exchange swamphen to meet caterpillar

t ta.kel ma.lo.put ta.gi.ter met.ma.tu

crooked middle k.o.moray eel to be wise
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The forms used in this analysis are a subset of the headwords in the current dictionary. Only

monomorphemic stems were used, which brought the number of stems down to 1,830. No reduplicated

forms, and no borrowed forms were included for the purposes of analysing these consonant clusters.

In the following three tables the black cells represent prohibited geminate consonants and grey cells show

where homorganic clusters are represented. /nr/ is included in Tables 3:4 & 3:5 as a sequence of /n/+/r/ to

show its aberrant distribution if treated as two segments, and is not counted in the totals. There are four

examples of word-initial clusters beginning with /nr/.

Table 3:4  Word-initial 2-consonant clusters

Heterorganic 54 types, 272 tokens. Homorganic clusters 19 types, 112 tokens

C
o 
n 
s 
o 
n 
a 
n 
t 

1

k

g

w

p

m

p

m

f

s

t

n

l

r

nr

Consonant 2
k g w p m p m f s t n l r nr

 

1 1 1 2 7 19

1

3 2 1 1 3 3

2 2 1 2 2 3

5 5 10 4 7 5

2 1 8 3 15 10 19

4 1 1 5 8 3 5 9

8 1 1 2 3 1 5 3 1 1 7 6

6 1 7 3 3 6 2 3 11

27 1 7 2 6 24 8 15 33 13 61*

2 1 1 1

3 1
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Table 3:5  Medial syllable initial 2 consonant clusters
Heterorganic 25 types, 77 tokens. Homorganic clusters 4 types, 9 tokens (excluding /nr/).

C
o
n 
s 
o
n 
a 
n 
t 

1

k

g

w

p

m

p

m

f

s

t

n

l

r

nr

Consonant 2

k g w p m p m f s t n l r nr
 

1 3

2 18 10

4 2

1 2 2 4

1 1 2 3

5 2 4 1 5

6 5 2 1

2 3 3

2 46*

1

Table 3:6  Heterosyllabic 2-consonant clusters
Heterorganic 87 types, 511 tokens. Homorganic clusters 34 types,  146 tokens

C
o
n 
s 
o
n 
a 
n 
t 

1

k

g

w

p

m

p

m

f

s

t

n

l

r

nr

Consonant 2

k g w p m p m f s t n l r nr
 

2 1 4 8 6 10 10 6 8 5 1

3 1 1 1 2 6 3 2 1 1 2

2 4 3

2 1 2 2 1

3 1 3 2 4 5 3 1

3 2 2 2 3 3 11 1 3 4 1

6 1 1 1 3 6 2 4 3

10 2 6 1 6 2 3 6 3 7 2

6 2 8 1 5 6 5 6 1 8 5 1

7 1 2 1 2 1 10 3 2 1

10 2 4 5 3 4 6 8 10 9 1 1

11 4 2 1 7 5 3 4 6 2 3 1

1 1 1 1
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For the purposes of illustrating the type of complex heterosyllabic consonant clusters tabulated aboove,

consider the following forms, which include derived and lexicalised compound forms which are established

phonological words. For example namtl-e-n 'segment of fruit -V- 3sgDP' is derived from an unattested

root %namtel% and only ever occurs with a direct possessive suffix (-n '3sgDP').  Similarly, sulsl-i  'to

soften in a fire +TS', illustrates the creation of a complex consonant cluster (/lsl/) by medial-vowel

deletion (%'sul-sul-i% > 'sul.su.li > 'sul.sli).

The three-consonant clusters shown in Table 3:7 occur across syllable boundaries (as shown in 32), with

the final consonant in the first syllable in the left column. Syllable initial consonants in these clusters

(that is, the second consonant in the cluster) can be any consonant except /r, w, g, nr/.

32 σ σ

C C C

Table 3:7 Heterosyllabic C.CC clusters

25 types, 33 tokens

k lk, sk, sm

l nk, pl, pt, pl, pr, sl, sm

n fn,  pt

nr pr

r kr, mr, mr, pr, sm

s pl,  pr, pr, pt

t sf

Examples of these forms follow. Those marked with an asterisk are known compound or derived forms.

33 ker.krei strong, hard pat.sfir* clitoris

kel.sman drive pus.pta.ki* arrange

kur.smanr* slip sek.ska* shake

na.sel.slam* Sterculia tannensis sok.lkau* jump over

nam.tlen* segment sul.prog lizard

npat.nka.fik* adam's apple sul.sli* soften sthg in the fire

nsul.nkanr.pram* fish sp. Emperor sur.fun.fnoi* erase, obliterate

pa.pol.plo* walk with legs apart tem.tmen* father and his child
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pa.pol.plo* walk with legs apart tem.tmen* father and his child

§3.5.3. Vowel distribution

All vowels can occur in first or second place in a vowel pair, except that /e/ is not attested after /o/, and

two like-vowels cannot co-occur as we see from the examples given in Table 3:8. I treat vowels in

sequence, as seen in forms like kineu 'I, me', tae  'to know', slaor 'passage, route', as tautosyllabic on an

impressionistic basis in that the syllables containing them appear to have comparable durations to

syllables with a single vowel. As discussed elsewhere (§3.2.5.), falling vowel sequences are broken by the

insertion of semivowels.

Table 3:8 Examples of vowel pairs

i e a o u

i fiet nakiat pios naniu

to be fierce canoe 
cross-member

to call out coconut

e nanwei nreapis misleo manreu

man, male somersault voice, tune to be thirsty

a tai tae tao tau

to cut to know to give me to leave

o naroi - namroan wou

plot of land - thought 1sgO

u rui= puel nuasog nuo

3plPS be absent smoke k.o.parrotfish

Table 3:9 lists the number of tokens of each VV combination in the data and shows that there is a strong

preference for vowel sequences starting from the low-back vowel /a/ (some 75% of all two-vowel

sequences begin with /a/).
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Table 3:9 Distribution of VV
combinations anywhere in a word

a e i o u

a 22 107 49 131

e 2 50 4 14

i 25 17 2 18

o 1 - 12 11

u 18 13 4 2

As we saw in §3.2.5., phonetic semivowels can occur in one of three categories. They could be regarded

as always being phonemic (as is the case, for example, in many Australian languages) but the analsysis

here regards them as being phonemic just when they are not predictable from their environment. They are

phonetic variants of the vowel phonemes /u/ and /i/ in a falling vowel sequence or when they are the first

vowel in a two vowel sequence immediately following a consonant. The semivowels may also be

intrusive, as for example in the second phonetic form in (34). In other words, phonetic semivowels may

be: (a) phonemic semivowels in which case they are invariant; (b) allophones of /u/ or /i/ before another

vowel, in which case they may vary with the full vocalic pronunciation; (c) intrusive glides between /u/

and /a/ or between /i/ and /a/.

34 aliat  ['al.jat| ] [a.li.jat] day

na.ftou.ri. en  [na.'ftour. en] [na.ftou.ri. en] wedding

na.nro.mien [na.'nro.mjen] [na.nro.mi.jen] gift

na.sieg ['na.sje ] [na.si.je ] skirt

na.ki.at ['nak.yat| ] [na.ki.yat] cross-member of a canoe

nakau kofua   ['kof.wa] [ko.fu.wa] tree species, Sterculia banksiana

sa.lia ['sa.lja] [sa.li.ja] to make sthg float

twei  ['twei] [tu.wei] before, olden days

§3.5.4. Stress

Stress is not contrastive in South Efate. Examples of stress placement in open syllables of

monomorphemic stems can be seen in the forms in (35) which all show initial stress.

35 'fareki to go towards (IR) (98017b, 2568.4, 2570.)

'latana lantana (n) (98015az, 723.9200, 727.7000)

'lereki to depend on (no audio)

'limuti clearing (n) (20001b, 258, 259.6645)

'pakati to hit with a club (no audio)
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'pakati to hit with a club (no audio)

'pareki to go towards (R) (20001az, 1631.2188, 1631.9641)

'sukati to step down (no audio)

'tafafu to hatch (98002bz, 1722.8, 1724.)

'tokape moorhen (n) (no audio)

'toreki to wait (98009b, 1472.8, 1474.0608)

Initial stress is the dominant pattern  for most monomorphemic roots in the data, as further illustrated for

combinations of syllable types in (36a).

36a 'ki.neu I, me (98015az 458.5401 462.7800)

'mis.leo echo (98015bz 1692.9601 1696.5800)

'nrer nrer to shine (98015bz 198.9999 202.5999)

'met.ma.tur to be sleepy (98015bz 13.8599 17.5001)

'mro.per.kat to remember (98009b 1794.3 1795.1)

'tfa.le  how (98015az 400.6200 404.0600)

'nrae.na.tu shin shinbone (98015bz 194.6601 198.6600)

'pal.kau to step over (98015bz 1119.5200 1123.2800)

'konr.kai sow with no piglets (98015az 1756.2801 1760.8800)

'krak.smanr to miss (target) (98015az 1187.3400 1191.3800)

However, with words beginning with the article na- stress marks the first syllable following na-,

presumably an earlier stem-initial stress marking that continues.

36b na'fanu heaven (no audio)

na'fenu hell (no audio)

na'susu tree sp. (98015bz, 1078.7999, 1082.6801)

na.'we.sien work (n) (98003bz, 944.7599, 945.4)

na.' fi.sok.lep.wen wealth (98003az, 1795, 1796.02)

na.' mro.per.kat.wen keepsake (005a, 1931.3402, 1932.36)

na.'mo.lien life (98003bz, 356.197, 356.92)

na.'mu.rien desire (98010bz, 1617., 1617.6)

Some na- initial words take initial stress which could reflect an ongoing change to initial stress

throughout.

36c 'nal.wa.nik.su sea-urchin (98015az, 2743.6801, 2748.3399)

'na.ta.mol 2 person (98015az, 1698.4801, 1702.1400)

'na.to.pu spirit (98011a, 984.3200, 985.9)

1 The overbar [kp], [ m] is used to indicate phonetic co-articulation.

2 John Lynch (pers com) suggests that the earlier form of both natamol and natopu was *na 'qata-
'person' which lost *q. The resulting na'ata- then degeminated, resulting in a predictably stressed 'nata- .
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A further group of words has penultimate stress. All are multisyllabic plant names, and it is possible that

they retain an earlier stress pattern, or represent former compounds.

36d nau.'la.las plant sp. (98015bz, 389.1200, 392.5200)

fa.ni.'ko.ro type of flower (no audio)

na.fa'ri.fa tree sp. (98015bz, 1197.4801, 1202.2400)

§3.6. Morphophonemic processes

Several morphophonemic processes occur when morphemes combine, for example, when a transitivising

suffix and object suffix is suffixed to verbs, or when direct possessive suffixes attach to eligible nouns.

We discuss these processes under three headings: Medial vowel reduction (MVR); nasal assimilation; and

degemination.

Examples of all processes are given in (37)

37 root gloss process derived form MVR Degemination Assimilation

nep throw - a-ø  '-TS-3sgO' ne.pa npa mpa

min drink + nrog 'taste' min.nrog 'mi.nrog

'na.met eye -e-n '-V-3sgDP' 'na.me.ten 'na.mten

ku=pus you put - i-ø  '-TS-3sgO' 'ku.pu.si 'ku.psi

A feature of South Efate (discussed in §6.4.5.1) is stem-initial mutation, whereby initial  /p/ and /f/

alternate for a number of stems correlated with realis/irrealis mood.

§3.6.1. Medial vowel reduction (MVR)

There are two processes whereby vowels in unstressed syllables can be reduced. The first is highly

restricted and centralises /i/ in ni 'of', or ki 'PREP' to [ ]. The second is more general and deletes

unstressed vowels entirely. In some cases both rules apply as we will see in the following discussion.

§3.6.1.1. /i/ to [ ] vowel centralisation

The high front vowel in nig 'of'' is usually centralised to [ ] when it is prefixed to the forms in (38), as

nig does not attract stress. The exceptions are the last two forms, 1sg (neu) or 1p.ex (mam), where the

consonant cluster blocks medial vowel reduction. Conventionally, this reduction is represented
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orthographically by use of e for the reduced vowel.

38 nig-ag 2sgPOS > negag [n  a ]

nig - ga 3sgPOS > nega [n  a]

nig- gar 3p.POS > negar [n  ar]

nig- gamus 2p.POS > negamus [n a.mus]

nig-akit 1p.inPOS > negakit [n a.kit]

nig-neu 1sgPOS > *negneu

nig-mam 1p.exPOS > *negmam

Similarly, the high vowel in the preposition ki 'PREP' is reduced to schwa preceding the demonstrative

nen 'that'. Forms with the vowel both reduced and deleted are found in the data.

39 ki- nen to, of that > kenen, knen

§3.6.1.2. Medial vowel deletion

Clark, (1985:20) observes the phonological changes that have been undergone historically by South Efate.

In particular he posits the rule in (40) which provides for medial vowel loss when the vowel is [-low],

that is, not /a/. The rule provides that a vowel will be deleted under the following conditions: if it is not

final; if it does not precede a consonant cluster; and if it is not part of a sequence of vowels.

40 V [-low]  -> ø / C ___ CV

Historically this rule followed a dissimilation rule so that Proto Efate *nasama > *nesema > nsem.

This rule has applied historically to give the forms in (41) in South Efate today, but /a/ is not always

protected from this rule as we see in takau > tkau, or mataku > mtak. As a guide to the earlier form we

use the equivalent word from the more conservative northern languages, North Efate/Ngunese (Schütz

1969a) or Namakir (Sperlich 1991) (and see also the forms used in Sope's stories from the 1950s in Table

1:1 in Chapter 1), which suggest that at that time forms with medial vowels were available to speakers,

either as 'classical' forms of the language, or as current usage.

41  North Efate or Namakir South Efate
emeromen (Ngunese)  emermen earth

napokasi  (Ngunese) napkas meat, flesh

nafinaga (Ngunese) nafnag food

mataku (Ngunese) mtak fear (v)

takau  (Ngunese) tkau hook (n)

maromar (Namakir) marmar rest

mitir (Namakir) mtir write, draw

pilak  (Namakir) plak with

tama (Namakir) tma father

piragi (Ngunese) preg make

masimas (Namakir) masmes knife
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masimas (Namakir) masmes knife

In addition to the historical change there is a similar process of vowel reduction active and productive for

current speakers of the language. Medial vowel reduction (MVR) continues to operate in South Efate

today, through forms that contrast in formal and casual speech by the presence or absence of the medial

vowel. Hence we have medial vowel-less forms which are fully derived and stable, and for which the left

hand version in (41), representing the more conservative North Efate or Namakir form does not appear in

current usage. And then we have other forms for which there is currently a careful speech form and a fast

speech form as we see in (42).

42 Careful speech Fast speech

natokon  (004b, 538.1720, 539.6372) natkon village

mukal mkal ant

fakfukal fakfkal comfort

puserek (005a, 1495.86, 1498.1200) pusrek talk

sera sra hang

tesa tsa child

Examples of careful and casual usage follow. The description of careful or casual is not entirely accurate as

the distinction in usage also reflects age of speakers, with older speakers, as we would expect, using more

archaic forms which contain more vowels. In (43a) the speaker is speaking slowly and reading from notes

and we see a full form of the word natokon  'village'. In (43b) the same speaker, still reading, uses the

contracted, and much more commonly heard form, natkon .

43a Selwan ru=tok natokon negar tok me man tar i=nrir ur elag.
when 3p.RS=stay village 3p.POS at then bird white 3sgRS=fly follow high

When they were at their village, the white bird flew up high.  (004b, 536.3400, 545.3599)

43b Go u=sak pak Tanmaru, natkon ni namer malik.
and 1p.exS=climb to p.name village of people dark

And we climbed up to Tanmaru, the village of heathens.  (005a, 283.9799, 300.0401)

There are also morphologically complex forms in which a suffix is added to the stem, altering the shape

of the word for stress assignment purposes and resulting in destressed medial vowels which are then lost.

We illustrate this process in (44).

 44 'fa.kis to decorate + i TS 'fa.ki.si > 'fa.ksi

 'a.sel  friend + ak 2sgDP 'a.se.lak > 'as.lak

'na.lof  track + en 3sgDP 'na.lo.fen > 'nal.fen

'na.men  tongue  + em 2sgDP 'na.me.nem > 'nam.nem
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'na.men  tongue  + em 2sgDP 'na.me.nem > 'nam.nem

'nta.lig ear    + ek 1sgDP 'nta.li.gek > 'ntal.gek

'pes talk . + na...an NMLS 'na.fe.san > 'naf.san

'mro.pir dislike  + ik  2sgO 'mro.pi.rik > 'mro.prik

There are some forms which appear not to undergo this rule synchronically, which may be a result of a

lack of data, but which may also be evidence that the sound change has not yet moved completely through

the lexicon:

45 timen *tmen arrow3

maurikat *maurkat mangrove type

maloput *malput middle

toreki *torki wait for

MVR does not occur when the resulting consonant cluster would be aberrant, even by the fairly liberal

standards of South Efate phonotactics. For example, it cannot apply when there is a consonant cluster

following the target vowel (as per Clark's rule in 40), or when identical consonants occur on either side of

the target vowel (which would create a prohibited geminate, see §3.6.3.).

46 fetkasu *ftkasu  be jealous

kokon *kkon  bitter

mankotik *manktik  wounded

MVR may apply more than once in a word (this could be the result of a form that has already become part

of general usage undergoing the rule a second time):

47 serakor-o -> serakro >  srakro - to hide it

§3.6.2. Nasal assimilation

There is a regular process whereby nasals may assimilate to the place of articulation of a following

consonant. The most common examples of nasal assimilation involve word-initial /n/ which usually

represents the article (on nouns) and is often realised as a nasal homorganic with the initial consonant of

the stem. This phonetic variation is illustrated in the following forms.

48 nkal clothes [ kal]

npat tooth [mpat]

npat club [mkpat / pat]

'person' which lost *q. The resulting na'ata- then degeminated, resulting in a predictably stressed 'nata- .

3It is possible that the rule did not apply when it would have resulted in a homophonous form, e.g. tmen
- her/his father.
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In some cases the assimilated form is now taken as basic, as in mpak 'banyan tree' and mpakur 'Tamanu

tree'. That ntuam 'devil' is occasionally heard as [mtwam], or even as [mutwam] suggests that its current

form has an assimilated initial nasal.

Examples of other cases of nasal assimilation in the data are given in context below.

49 Malnen ra=tigpiel i=nom.

['tim.pjel]

when 3d.RS=exchange 3sgRS=finish

When they had finished their exchange. (004b, 1041.0601, 1044.4944)

50 Me te-ni sanpe=n kin ru=po sef mai lek-mom.

['sam.pen]

and det-of there=DST REL 3p.RS=PSP escape come see-1p.exO

But those from over there came over to see us.  (20001az, 865.1000, 867.8151)

Nasal assimilation has not been observed to affect the relic stative prefix (discussed in §8.2.1.), so mlap

'the last one' and msal 'different' do not appear as *nlap or *nsal.

§3.6.3. Degemination

A general rule of degemination holds that when any two contiguous identical consonants occur they are

realised as a single consonant, e.g.:

51 C1 C1 -> C1

The input sequence may cross morphological or word boundaries. In verbs ending in /k/ followed by the

transitivising suffix -ki, only a single /k/ is realised as shown in the following three examples, first with

mtak 'fear', then tik  'to not have' and finally kraksok 'to grab hold of'.

52 Ser natamol ni Erakor ru=nomser mtak-ki natopu.

['mta.ki]
every person of p.name 3p.RS=everyone fear-TR spirit

Everyone in Erakor is scared of the natopu (spirit). (98007az, 575.7600, 579.3730)

53 Tu=tik-ki mane nen tu=fuet ntan ke=ler.

['ti.ki]
1p.inRS=not-TR money that 1p.incRS=take:IR ground 3sgIRR=return

We don't have the money to get the land back . (98017bz, 511.0199, 513.3)
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54 Ke=kraksok-ki, nen kin i=mur-i-n.

['krak.so.ki]
3sgIRR=grab-TR that COMP 3sgRS=want-TS-3sgO

He grabbed  the one that he wanted.  (20003bz, 747.4199, 750.4452)

55 I=mer mai lek-wou nrak karu, i=mer mai nrak katol.

['nra.ka.ru]  ['nra.ka.tol]

3sgRS=again come look-1sgO time second 3sgRS=again come time third

He came again  to see me a second time, he came again to see me a third time. (98017az, 187.3111,

190.8000)

Contiguous words undergo the same process of degemination, thus ntal lap > ['nta.lap] 'many taro' , or

nrak karu > ['nra.karu] 'many times', as seen in (55). The demonstrative ne 'this' similarly becomes

phonetically attached to the preceding word if it ends with /n/, as in nawen ne [nawene] 'this sand' in

example (56).

56 I=tao nawen ne

['na.we.ne].

3sgRS=left sand this

She left this sand bank. (98017bz, 278.6574, 281.0161)

Compound verb forms undergo degemination when the final consonant of the first is identical to the

initial consonant of the second. Thus pes sa ki 'to swear at, to speak badly to' > ['pe.sa.ki].

The 3p. focal pronoun gar followed by the subject clitic ru= '3p.RS' shows the effects of degemination,

as in (57).

57 I=to me, gar ru=to lot.

['ga.ru]
3sgRS=stay but 3p. 3p.RS=STAT pray

He (the local spirit)  is there but they pray. (98011a, 1083.8799, 1086.3254)

The three complex phonemes /m, p , nr/ also participate in degemination. Either element of the

coarticulated stops can pair with the preceding consonant, which is evidence of their status as coarticulated

units rather than sequential segments (even though they may be realised as sequential segments

allophonically). For example, the compound verb sak - prai 'climb and break' is produced as saprai with

the final velar stop of the first verb lost, as the first segment of the coarticulated labiovelar, the velar /k/,

is deleted under identity with the preceding /k/. Similarly, the /p/ in the coarticulated   p is lost in the verb

nep - prai 'throw and break' which is produced as neprai leading to the conclusion that both parts of the
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nep - prai 'throw and break' which is produced as neprai leading to the conclusion that both parts of the

coarticulated segments are eligible for degemination. In (58) the final /k/ in wak 'pig' is combined with

the following labiovelar /p/ in an ambisyllabic segment.

58 Wak pur i=skei i=mai.

['wak.pur]

pig big 3sgRS=one 3sgRS=come

The big pig came. (004a, 50, 52.1200)

Example (59) illustrates degeminated sequential g + m  in leg mas 'correct only' which does not occur here

as [ + m].

59 Ru=leg mas.

[ru.'l mas]

3p.RS=correct only

They are just correct.  (98018az, 1166.3, 1167.7601)

The initial /n/ of /nr/ is eligible for degemination so that the compound verb min+nrog 'taste by drinking'

(made up of min 'to drink' and nrog 'to taste'), is realised as ['mi.ndro ], as in the audio provided in (60).

60 minrog taste by drinking (98015az, 1020.7000, 1024.3400)

Similarly, in (61) when -n '3sgO' precedes the initial phoneme of nre 'to turn' degemination occurs.

61 Malen tm-e-n i=tme-n nre-a-ø4.

[i.tme.ndri.ja]

then father-V-3sgDP 3sgRS=RR-3sgDP turn-TS-3sgO

Then his father turned himself around. (98009b, 222.8, 225.0176)

§3.7. Whispering and ingressive voice

Whispering is used, in addition to wanting to be quiet  for the sake of not disturbing someone, when a

speaker is embarassed by what they are saying. In example (62) the speaker was trying to remember a

story about an angel and was confused about how it went. The whole of this example is spoken as a

whisper.

62 Ga i=ta pi agel kia mau, me natamol kia.

3sg 3sgRS=NEG be angel PR NEG2 but man PR

He wasn't an angel, but he was a man. (20003b, 1085.3600, 1088.8599)

Ingressive voice is used several times in the data to encode resignation on the part of the speaker to the

- her/his father.

4This speaker pronounces nre 'to turn' as [nri] rather than [nre].

event described as if to say 'that's the way it is'. In (63) the speaker has just told about making offerings
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event described as if to say 'that's the way it is'. In (63) the speaker has just told about making offerings

to a spirit and concludes with the ingressive tefla 'like that'.

63 Me kineu ka=fo pan ga ps-i-ø, me

and 1sg 1sgIRR=PSP:IR go 2sgBEN put-TS-3sgO  and

ka=fo plak-e-k ler. Tefla.

1sgIRR-PSP:IR with-TS-2sgO return like.that

I will go and put it there for him and I will return with you. (98009bx, 1099.7, 1105)

In (64) the same speaker discusses making the roof of a house, using the ingressive to mark the material

used  (sum rowat 'house of sago leaves' ) in a summary of the previous discussion.

64 Go pakor na, nasum nen kin rowat, sum rowat.

and cover HESIT house that REL sago.leaf house sago.leaf

And cover the house with thatch, a thatch house. (98003b, 1098.4999, 1104.23)



Chapter 4, Word classes

The major word classes in South Efate are nominals and verbs, and minor word classes are prepositions,

adverbs, and adjectives. The major groups are discussed briefly here and then in more detail in other parts

of the current work. The other word classes will only be discussed in this chapter.

A note on affixes and clitics. We take affixes as being able to attach to a single wordclass only, for

example object suffixes canonly attach to verbs and so are not considered to be clitics. Subject proclitics,

on the other hand, attach to whatever follows, whether it is a verb stem, a particle in the pre-verbal

complex or the benefactive phrase.

§4.1. Zero conversion and word class

In South Efate there are many forms which can appear as verbs or adjectives with no derivational

morphology, that is, they are identical in form in each of these functions, and some can, in addition,

function as adverbs e.g. kerkerai 'be strong, strongly, strong'. There are also forms that can act as

prepositions or verbs (see §9.1.2.3 on prepositional verbs). The ability for words to appear in several

classes has been used to argue for precategoriality, for example in Samoan (Mosel and Hovdhaugen

1992), but for South Efate the fact that not all members of a class can act as members of another class

(for example not all stative verbs can function as adjectives) and that in some cases the conversion

between classes may be quite idiosyncratic (for example, the word for 'fan' nif acts as both a noun and a

verb) suggests that words can convert between classes.  There are several productive processes of

nominalisation (discussed in §5.4 on nouns) and one that includes nominalising denominal verbs

(discussed in §5.4.2) that has little current productivity. In the dictionary a form is listed as having

membership of three word classes if it can function as all three.

Osumi notes that "as in other Oceanic languges, words in Tinrin often move between categories by zero
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Osumi notes that "as in other Oceanic languges, words in Tinrin often move between categories by zero

derivation" (1995:37). While the system described for Tinrin is far more fluid than that of South Efate,

we consider that words convert between categories and that a word belongs to a class based on its

distributional characteristics in the absence of any morphological evidence of its word class membership.

§4.2. Nominals

Nominals are distinguished by being able to head a noun phrase. In this section we describe the

characteristics of the subclasses of nominals in the order set out in Table 4:1.

Table 4:1 Subclasses of nominals
Nouns

Personal nouns
Placenames
Kinship address nouns
Temporal nouns
Common nouns

Directly possessed
Indirectly possessed

Pronouns
Demonstrative pronouns
Focal

S/O focal pronouns
Oblique (possessive/benefactive) pronouns

Nouns form a large open class with several subclasses. Other than being able to take the locative prefix e-

nouns do not mark case nor do they display a person/number distinction. They can co-reference the subject

(which is obligatorily marked by a proclitic) or act as the object of a sentence.

Personal names typically do not have an article (na-), but this is not sufficient to distinguish them from

other nouns which also do not have to have an article, and there is no other formal means of

distinguishing common and proper names. Placenames are almost always prefixed by the locative prefix

e- (§5.2.2).

Temporal nouns (§5.2.3) can function as temporal adjuncts and in adverbial sentential modifiers. Kinship

nouns are like personal names in not taking the article na- but, unlike personal names, are also used to

address members of one's family. A small group of these terms (for 'father') display clan-specific lexical

choices, and one (ati 'grandmother') can also be directly possessed.

Nouns form two subclasses on the basis of the type of possessive construction they can enter into (direct
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Nouns form two subclasses on the basis of the type of possessive construction they can enter into (direct

and indirect possession) (§5.3.2). Directly possessed nouns are those which mark possession directly on

the noun stem by means of a pronominal suffix; normally they refer to body parts and their products and

to kinship relations. They may also appear without direct possessive marking. Indirectly possessed nouns

mark possession with (1) a possessive pronoun; (2) the preposition ni 'of'; (3) the rarely used possessive

pronoun nakte 'my'; (4) the form knen 'of it; and, (5) by juxtaposing the possessor and possessed.

Many nouns (some 40% of the nouns in the current lexicon) are n- initial, reflecting an article of the

shape n(a)- which is fused to the stem in some cases today. The article is still analysable to some extent,

especially if the stem undergoes a morphological process, such as reduplication for example, in which

only the stem and not the article reduplicate (e.g. namapmap 'Looking-glass tree' which is not

*namapnamap). The article can also be dropped when there is prefixation, for example with a locative

(nasum house, e-sum 'at the house').

Nouns can be derived from verbs by prefixation with the article alone, by reduplication, or by prefixation

with the article and a suffix (-wen/-ien/-an) (§5.4) or by the prefix te- followed by a demonstrative,

adjective, possessive, ordinal number or quantifier (§5.4.3).

Pronouns (§5.1), unlike nouns, distinguish person and number (singular and plural), with dual marked

only in the proclitic subjects, which, together with first person plural also mark an inclusive/exclusive

distinction. Pronouns can act as an NP on their own but can also (rarely) combine with demonstratives

(see §5.4.3). There are six paradigms of bound pronominal forms and two free pronoun paradigms, focal

pronouns and oblique pronouns. Focal pronouns can act as subject or object, and oblique pronouns

function as possessives and benefactives. Oblique pronouns are mainly derived from focal pronouns by

means of the preposition ni(g) 'of', e.g. +ag 'you (sg)', negag 'yours (sg)'; +ga '3sg', nega 'his/her'.

Separate bound subject pronoun paradigms distinguish realis, irrealis and perfect forms (§5.1.4.2).
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§4.3. Conjunctions and subordinators

Coordinating conjunctions are go 'and', me 'but', 'and', ko 'or', and ale  'and then' (§12.1). They may

conjoin pairs of NPs, clauses or sentences.  Subordinators are kin 'COMP, REL', nen 'REL, that', and na

'say' 'COMP' and the range of subordinate clauses they introduce include complement clauses (which can

also be simply juxtaposed to the main clause) and relative clauses, as discussed in §12.2.1.

§4.4. Numerals

Numerals form a class on the basis that they can function as a nominal modifer (1) or as a complete NP

(2). They can also take an irrealis form of the subject proclitic (3) (and thus appear to be acting

predicatively).

When acting as modifiers, numerals take a subject proclitic which often appears to be bleached of any

referential value as in example (1) where ilates 'six' acts as a quantifer with the noun ntau 'year'.

1 A=pes skul malen a=pitlak  ntau i=lates.
1sgRS=start school when 1sgRS=have year 3sgRS=six

I started school when I was six years old. (98009a, 369.4801, 377.1330)

The same numeral ilates 'six' in (2) acts as the subject NP.

2 A=pitlak tesa ru=pi nain. Me i=lates ru=mat.
1sgRS=have child 3p.RS=be nine and 3sgRS=six 3p.RS=die

I had nine children. But six died.  (98011a, 714.3800, 727.3400)

Nevertheless, the subject proclitic can appear in either the realis or irrealis form, as we see in (3) which is

from a story about working on a plantation, and how the owners would increase the size of their land by

getting the workers to move the fence posts out by a foot whenever they were being replaced. The

numeral ke=skei 'one' has the irrealis subject form in this example which is all set in the irrealis mood.

3 Ke=fo preg boy ruk=mer  preg natu-e-r ke=skei.
3sgIRR=PSP:IR make boy 3p.IRR=again  make leg-V-3p.DP 3sgIRR=one

Wan foot, ale post.
one foot then post

He (the boss) would make the boys add one of their  feet. One foot, then a post.  (98017az, 2539.6600,

2546.1200)
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Numerals in South Efate follow a quinary system in which terms for 7 to 10 are recognisably derived

from terms for 2 to 5 as we see in (4).
4 Cardinal Ordinal

i-skei one pei first
i-nru ; nran ; nru two karu second (other)
i-tol three katol third
i-pat four kafat fourth
i-lim five kalim fifth
i-lates six klates sixth
i-laru seven klaru seventh
i-latol eight klatol eighth
i-lfot nine kilfot ninth
ralim iskei ten
ralim iskei atmat iskei eleven
ralim inru twenty
tifli iskei one hundred
pon iskei one thousand
ponti iskei one million
man uncountable, many

Numerals above ten are formed by a base of ten directly followed by its multiplier, followed by digits

added with atmat 'and' which can only conjoin numerals. Examples of numerals formed in this way

follow.

5 ralim  inru atmat itol.
ten two and three

Twenty - three

6 Tete nrak ntau ralim iskei atmat inru, ko ntau ilaru tefla.
some time year ten one and two or year seven thus
Some times twelve years or seven years, like that. (from a discussion of the age at which a boy
could be circumcised).  (98003b, 1533.6, 1540.8797)

Most counting today is done in Bislama and higher South Efate numbers in particular are not widely

known, especially by younger speakers. During my stay in Erakor, a church elder decided to announce

hymn numbers in South Efate (rather than the more usual Bislama numbers) which caused problems of

comprehension for the congregation.

§4.5. Verbs

Verbs function as the head of a verbal complex and take an obligatory subject proclitic. A pre-verbal

complex of markers of TMA and polarity identifies the verbal position. There are large classes of around

350 intransitive (§7.1.3) and 300 ambitransitive (§7.1.5) verb stems in the current lexicon with much
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350 intransitive (§7.1.3) and 300 ambitransitive (§7.1.5) verb stems in the current lexicon with much

smaller classes of 20 semitransitive (§7.1.4), 12 transitive (§7.1.6), and 4 ditransitive (§7.1.7) verb

stems.

Table 4:2 Summary of verb classes

Class

Auxiliary

Copula

Intransitive

Semitranstive

Ambitransitive

Transitive

Ditransitive

Sub-class

Stative
Active

Active 

A-type
U-type

A-type
U-type

Intransitive verbs are defined by not being able to take an object suffix. Subclasses of intransitive verbs

are: stative intransitives, which can also act as nominal modifiers (and function adjectivally); active

intransitives which are further divided into those that cannot derive transitive forms and those that can, of

which there are A-type (the subject becomes the actor when transitivised) and U-type (the subject becomes

the object when transitivised) subclasses (following Ross 1998).

Semitransitive verbs take suffixes from the oblique bound pronoun paradigm, typically with a locational

sense. Ambitransitive verbs can take an object suffix and also distinguish A- and U-type subclasses. There

is a small group of eleven verbs which have distinct stems when acting transitively and so are classed as

transitive verbs. Finally, the small group of ditransitive verbs can occur with two following objects.

A separate subclass of thirteen auxiliary verbs can be identified based on their ability to precede the

benefactive phrase. We show that there is internal ordering between the auxiliary verbs that constrains

their function and provides evidence of their reduced verbal status. The copula is in a class of its own; it is

used to link a subject to a predicate nominal or adjective.
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§4.6. Prepositions

Prepositions form a prepositional phrase with a following noun phrase. Most prepositions in South Efate

can also take an object suffix which makes them difficult to distinguish from verbs in some cases.

Prepositions fall into three main classes,1 depending on whether they take an object or distant suffix, as

outlined below. The small group of prepositions which have the highest distribution and functional load

are: ki  'to', 'at', 'with' (allative, locative, instrumental) (see also the discussion of ditransitive verbs

(§7.1.7) and valency changing (§8.1.2.2)); pak 'to' (allative); and ni 'from' (ablative, possessive).

Prepositions which take no object suffixes are listed below.
7 kat / kati because of nmaota, nmaoto between

maloput in the middle pan, panpan until
nakpei in front of pak to
nal inside pato be at
nanre beside, at the side tkal until, reach a point in time or space
natik at the edge, at the side totur through, by means of
ni / nig from, for tup until

One preposition takes just the distant clitic =n.
8 reki for, as for

Prepositions which take object suffixes are listed below.  With the exception of ki these are deverbal

prepositions which can function both as prepositions and verbs (cf Durie 1988). Prepositional verbs are a

feature of Oceanic languages and are further discussed in §9.1.2.3.

9 Preposition Verb
ki to, for
plak with accompany
skot with be with
taos like, similar to be like
toklos towards, in front of be in front of

Examples of the use of some of these follow.

10 Ra=tok wat-pun namer nig Erakor kat ntan negar.
3d.RS=HAB hit-kill people of p.name due.to ground 3p.POS

They would kill Erakor people because of their land. (98009b, 1701.7001, 1712.4800)

1 The locative prefix e- could be considered to be a preposition, but it behaves as a case marker and so

we discuss it in the section on placenames in §5.2.2.
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11 Ale i=pato maloput Egis go naur.
ok 3sgRS=be.at middle p.name and island

Okay, he was in the middle of  Egis and the island. (98003bz, 2122.35, 2125.8800)

12 I=tap tu loia nen ru=to nakpei-wer
3sgRS=NEG give lawyer REL 3p.RS=STAT in.front-3p.O

jens nen ruk=fes wi mau.
chance that 3IRR=talk:IR good NEG2

He didn't give the lawyers who stood in front of them the chance to talk well. (TK 98004)

13 Tu=mai mes reki nen tu=lek nanre ni damage go nanre ni ntan.
1p.in.RS today for REL 1p.in.RS=look side of damage and side of land

We have come here today so that we can look from the perspective of damage and from the

perspective of the land. (98018az, 975.0220, 978.1400)

14 Ku=su ur natik PWMU, sum ni nmatu.
2sgRS=descend follow side " house of woman

You go down along the edge of the PWMU2, the women's house. (98017az, 1081.2001, 1088.6148)

15 Go totur Roy Mata kin i=po pitlak ntmat
and through p.name REL 3sgRS=PSP have peace

nmaota famle go nametrau sikskei.
between family and line individual

And through Roy Mata there would be peace between individual families and family lines.

(053:82)

16 Me famle neu rui=pe tar taos ag.
but family 1sgPOS 3p.RS=PF white like 2sg

But my family was white like you.  (98017bz, 933.2999, 942.6999)

Example (17) shows the preposition toklos 'facing' with a 3p.O suffix.

17 Reki nen welkia, ru=kens-ki-r, gawanki go
as.for that HESIT 3p.RS=be.against-TR-3p.O thus and

ru=po  stat preg nafkal toklos-i-r.
3p.RS=PSP start make war facing-TS-3p.O

As for them being against them, that's the way, and they would then start to make a war with

them. (98011a, 959.3599, 965.1933)

we discuss it in the section on placenames in §5.2.2.

2 Presbyterian Women's Missionary Union
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Tkal 'to touch' appears as a preposition meaning 'until' and can be used to indicate a point of time reached,

as in the next example, in which the speaker uses tkal when talking of the amount of time he worked as

an orderly for the British government.

18 A=po weswes e, kai=pe metpakor atlag ipi kin a=weswes
1sgRS=PSP work ah 1sgPS=PF forget month how.many REL 1sgRS=work

ko i=lakor tkal ntau iskei plak tete atlag.
or 3sgRS=maybe until year one with some month

I would have worked, oh, I forget how many months I worked, or maybe it  got to a year and some

months.   (98002az, 2120.5200, 2133.4400)

In (19) tup functions as a preposition meaning 'until' in a narrative in which a natopu 'spirit' promises to

look after kastom 'until today'. The same form tup also means 'to hit'.

19 Me kineu ka=fo gakit to nanre ni  kastom. Tup mes ne.
but 1sg 1sgIRR=PSP:IR 1p.inBEN stay side of kastom until today this

But I will be a custodian of kastom for you. Until today. (98007az, 705.9599, 718.2799)

§4.7. Adjectives

Adjectives modify nouns. In South Efate adjectives are a subclass of intransitive verbs which can function

attributively with no verbal morphology (such as subject or TMA marking). When used predicatively

adjectives are preceded by subject proclitics and modality marking that do not occur when they are used

attributively. In the current data there are 115 stative verbs that can function as nominal modifiers,3

following their noun heads, and examples are given in Table 4:3. For example, the following sentences

show adjectival forms occurring predicatively (pram 'to be long', mit 'to be short') and attributively (pram

'long', top 'too much').

20 Nkal neu ke=fo pram.
dress 1sgPOS 3sgIRR=PSP:IR long

My dress would  be long. (98003b, 841.7520, 843.1667)

21 I=pi nlaken ki=pe mit.
3sgRS=be because 3sgPS=PF short

It is because it was short.  (98002az, 1847.1200, 1848.7596)

2 Presbyterian Women's Missionary Union

3 By elicitation of individual verb forms it was determined that at least 115 of the 212 stative verbs can

modify nouns.
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Examples of adjectives as nominal modifiers follow.

22 I=piatlak nagis ni Eter ga i=pi nagis pram.
3sgRS=have point of p.name 3sg 3sgRS=be point long

There is the point at Eter, that is a long point.  (98002az, 1838.7401, 1843.1657)

23 Go pa=traem ad-ki mane ne go naor ne, mane sespal top.
and 2sgRS=try add-TR money this and place this money small much

And you try to add more money, but here, the money is too little.  (98016bz, 573.8873, 575.9800)

Wetzer (1996:15), in a discussion of the typology of adjectives notes that "in many languages there

appears to be no grammatical basis for distinguishing a separate adjective class." Wetzer also distinguishes

languages in which adjectives are aligned with, or derived from nouns ('nouny' languages) from languages

in which adjectives are aligned with, or derived from verbs ('verby' languages). Furthermore, he notes a

strong correlation between languages which do not mark tense on verbs and those which have 'verby'

adjectives. South Efate fits this typology in having 'verby' adjectives and no grammaticalised tense.
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Table 4:3 Examples of adjectives

fiet fierce, good fighter mnamnon yellow

fket sour spicy mailum quiet, slow

flos twisted, crooked mam ripe

foum new matol thick

fserser different met raw

fsofus young miel red

ftin hot mil wild

gar dry mlakes blue

got black mlanr cold, cool

kakas sweet msal different

karo grey pafpof adult

karu other, two paru fat

kerkerai strong pram long, tall

kokon bitter ptin sore, pain

kos dense pu naked

ksakes green sa bad

lap many, more ses small, narrow

lep big soklep rich

lom wet tap taboo, forbidden

marak clever tar white

milo dirty was burned

Adjectives in Oceanic languages are often considered to be a subclass of intransitive verb. This is the case,

for example, in the Vanuatu languages Lolovoli (Hyslop 2001), and Lamen (Early 2002). In South Efate

adjectives are distinguished by being able to occur in certain environments best characterised as being at

the least verbal end of a continuum of possible verbs. Thus the same form may appear at one one end of

the continuum fully marked for its verbal status, including deriving a transitive verb with the

transitivising suffix (-ki) with an object, bearing aspectual and other pre-verbal particles, and at the other

end it appears as a nominal modifier with none of those verbal characteristics and being eligible for

nominalisation with the te- prefix. Those forms that can only appear at the attributive end of this

continuum (that is those that do not occur in typically verbal constructions) can be considered most

adjectival. There is no reason to suggest that these forms represent different lexemes when they act as
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adjectival. There is no reason to suggest that these forms represent different lexemes when they act as

adjectives or as verbs, they are the same forms performing different functions. Examples of verbs that

occur in each of these categories are given in Table 4:4, where we see the typical distribution of the forms

that can function as adjectives and as intransitive verbs.

24   VERBAL NON-VERBAL
Take O with  -ki Aspect marking Subject proclitic (with no TMA) Nominal modifier

1 2 3 4
Predicative Attributive

Table 4:4  Examples of verbs and adjectives

1
Take O with -ki

2
TMA marking

3
S proclitic only

4
Nominal 
modifier

kos dense namlas kos 
'dense forest' 

milo dirty  (be) nanr i=milo 'the 
banana is dirty'

nanr milo ' a 
dirty banana'

matol thick (be) nmalok i=matol 
' the kava is 
thick'

nmalok matol 
'thick kava'

kfet astringent (be) nafnag i=fket 
'the food is dry'

nfnag fket 'dry 
food'

tar white (be) ki=pe tar 'it was 
white'

to i=tar 'the 
chicken  is 
white' 

i=pi to tar 'it 
is a white 
chicken'

lap many  (be) ruk=fo lap 'they 
will be many'

raru i=lap 'the 
canoes are 
many'

raru lap 
'many canoes'

mlanr cold  (be) ke=fo mlanr 'it 
will be cold'

nai i=mlanr 'the 
water is cold'

nai mlanr 
'cold water'

sa bad  (be) sa-ki 'be bad 
for'

ki=pe sa  'it was 
bad'

napu i=sa 'the 
road is bad' 

napu sa 'bad 
road'

wi good  (be) wi-ki  'be good 
for'

ke=fo wi 'will be 
good'

tesa i=wi 'the 
child is good'

tesa wi  'good 
child'

wo to fall, of rain ke=fo wo 'it will 
rain'

i=wo  'it rains'

malig to be spilled ki=pe malig 'it 
spilled'

i=malig 'it 
spilled'
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Examples of the same form in each of these four contexts follow.

Example (25) shows wi 'good' acting as an intransitive verb (1 on the continuum) and taking the

transitivising suffix -ki to allow the expression of an object, with the meaning 'be/do good to'.

25 Go komam u=na i=wi-ki komam.
and1p.ex 1p.exRS=say 3sgRS=good-TR 1p.ex

And we say it is good for us. (98010bz, 795.5, 797.8869)

In (26) wi 'good' occurs with the prospective (future) particle po in the pre-verbal complex which indicates

it is in a typically verbal context (2 on the continuum).

26 Ka=fo tu-mus ki. Mani gamus, go i=po wi.
1sgIRR=PSP:IR give-2p.O PREP money 2p.POS and 3sgRS=PSP.R good

I will give you it. Your money, and it will be good. (98017az, 432.2, 436.2320)

In (27) wi 'good' has a subject proclitic, but no other part of the PVC (3 on the continuum).

27 Natus nen i=wi.
book that 3sgRS=good

That book is good.  (98001a, 2618.68, 2619.7)

In (28) wi 'good' is modifying the nominal namolien  'life' attributively and has no verbal characteristics (4

on the continuum).

28 Atua i=tao4 namolien wi.
God 3sgRS=give.me life good

God has given me a good life.  (82:16)(98010az, 469.1199, 471.13)

As a subclass of intransitive verbs, adjectives can further be distinguished by taking the nominalising

prefix te- (see §5.1.1) as we see in (29), where the prefixed adjective is te-wi  'a good thing' rather than

'good' as it would be without the prefix.

29 A=mur-i-n nrik-mus kin na nfaketanwen i=pi te-wi.
1sgRS=want-TS-3sgO tell-2p.O COMP ART respect 3sgRS=be DET-good

I want to tell you that respect is a good thing. (98007bz, 940.8000, 951.7)

modify nouns.

4 The verb tu 'to give' has a suppletive 1sgO form tao.
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Certain groups of verbs occur more frequently in the adjectival or attributive function (4th slot on the

continuum in 24 above) than other verbs. This group conforms to Dixon's (2002) semantic types of age,

dimension, value and colour5. When functioning in this role they have no mood or aspect marking and as

nominal modifiers they follow the noun they modify.

Table 4:5  Typical adjectives, listed by Dixon's semantic types
Age

faum new motu old (also meaning 'thick, dense')

Dimension
lap many top much
pur big ses small

Value
wi good sa bad
potae different

Colour
tar white miel red
got black

There is a predictable difference betweeen the attributive reading of the adjective and the predicative reading

of the verb, as outlined in (30).

30 Attributive meaning Predicative meaning
miel red to be red

nagmoru deep to be deep

nrotik silly to be silly

pur full to be full

According to Dixon (2002:17), ordering of adjectives following a noun can be predicted to be as in (31).

31 colour, age, human propensity, speed, physical property, dimension, value

However, due to a strong dispreference in South Efate for strings of adjectives it is not possible to make

any generalisations about internal ordering of adjectives. The following is the only example of more than

one adjective involving pur 'big' or got 'black'.

32 Ale me kineu a=pitlak kori got pur iskei.
OK and 1sg 1sgRS=have dog black big one

Okay, I had a big black dog. (JC   98012 )

4 The verb tu 'to give' has a suppletive 1sgO form tao.

5Also Wetzer's (1996:77) "prototypical property concepts"
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In (33) the quantifier lap 'many' follows the dimension adjective seserik 'small'. In both the previous

example and in (33) the ordering of adjectives conforms to Dixon's generalisation above.

33 Tetwei i=piatlak natkon seserik lap ru=tok Efat.
long.ago 3sgRS=have village small many 3p.RS=stay Efate

Long ago there were many small villages in Efate. (053:57)

To show how rarely adjectives are found in combination consider the following adjectives which do not

occur in combination with any other adjectives in the data.
tar white
faum new
miel  red
potae  different
sa bad
wi good

By elicitation it was possible to chain adjectives as in (34), all of which were acceptable to speakers, and

it is quite likely that all possible orders would be equally acceptable. There was some preference for (34d)

among the speakers who were asked.

34 a nasum tar pur faum.
house white big new

b nasum pur tar faum.
house big white new

c nasum faum pur tar.
house new big white

d nasum faum tar  pur.
house new white big

§4.8. Adverbs

Adverbs are "a class of words, normally uninflected or at best inflected for comparison, which occur in the

syntactic position of modifiers of constituents other than nouns and which cannot be identified as

belonging to any other word class" (Sasse 1993:664). Schachter's (1985:20) definition of adverbs is

similar: they "function as modifiers of constituents other than nouns." In South Efate there are a number

of forms that satisfy these definitions, but some adverbs that fit this definition can also function to

modify nouns attributively (e.g. naot leg 'correct chief'; nawesien mailum 'easy work'; natamol kerkerai

'strong man') and so also function as adjectives.
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The criteria for distinguishing adverbs in South Efate are that they can (1) modify verbs and (2) modify

clauses or sentences. Adverbs typically follow the verb they modify, but a small group of adverbs precedes

the verb (§4.8.1.). We should also bear in mind that a number of adverbial functions are carried out by

auxiliary verbs in South Efate, which encode modality (lakor 'maybe'), repetition (mer 'again'),

intensification (trau 'really') among others, as discusssed in §10.1.5.

We list typical adverbs in South Efate and give textual examples below.

Temporal adverbs

There is a class of temporal adverbs (listed in 35) which can act as the head of a temporal adverbial phrase

(see §12.2.5), to establish the timeframe for the following clause. Some of these forms are lexicalised

modifier-noun combinations (e.g. sernrak - ser  'every' nrak 'occasion'; tetemal - tete 'some' mal 'time').

Temporal nouns (§5.2.3) also act as sentential adverbial modifiers.

35 malfane now, at the time of sernrak always

malnen that time tetemal sometimes

malpei long ago, 'first time' tetenrak on some occasions

selwan while, at the time that

36 Tetenrak nanwei i=nrom nmatu i=lek-a-ø nmatu i=maos
sometime man 3sgRS=love woman 3sgRS=look-TS-3gO woman 3sgRS=tired

go nanwei i=po welu-a-ø.
and man 3sgRS=PSP:R help-TS-3sgO

Sometimes a man loves a woman, he sees that she is tired and the man will help her.  (98003bz,

950.0799, 957.0200)

Manner adverbs

Manner adverbs, listed in (37), specify the manner in which the activity encoded in a verb is carried out.
37 tefla similar sikskei each, individually

termau for good, properly kerkerai hard, difficult
leg straight, correct
pelpel quickly

In (38) the modifer pelpel 'quickly' follows the verb it modifies, ansa 'to answer'.

38 Me malen ku=paus-ki kwestin, i=ansa pelpel.
but when 2sgRS=ask-TR question 3sgRS=answer quickly

But when you ask a question, he answers quickly.  (98009a, 1983.6000, 1990.5000)

In (39) pelpel 'quickly' modifies the action of raising a new chief, and here the adverb follows the object

of the verb it modifies.
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of the verb it modifies.

39 Go i=wi na ... ruk=freg, ruk=sik naot faum pelpel.
and3sgRS=good COMP 3p.IRR=make:IR 3p.IRR=raise chief new quickly

And it is good if they make, they raise a new chief quickly. (20003az, 1956.0400, 1963)

Similarly, in (40), pelpel 'quickly' modifies the action of 'going to Vila' and follows the locational

complement sto 'store (= Vila)'.

40 A=pak sto pelpel.
1sgRS=go.to Vila quickly

I went to Vila quickly.  (98017az, 406.1301, 407)

Degree adverbs

A small group of adverbs specify the degree to which an activity encoded in a verb or clause is carried out.
41 kotkot really pok half

mas only top much
perkat(i) really (emphasis)

In (42) mas 'only' modifies the verb pakor 'to appear' to mean 'only or just appear'.

42 Pan pan namrun  i=na i=pakor mas.
go go something 3sgRS=INCH 3sgRS=appear only

Until this thing began to just appear. (98009az, 921.7399, 924.25)

In (43) mas 'only' modifies the verb marmar 'to rest' to mean 'only or just rest'.

43 Ru=marmar mas.
3p.RS=rest only

They just rest. (98001az, 2634.6, 2635.5000)

The adverb pok 'half, partway' is used to express something that is not fully done6, e.g. mam pok, literally

'ripe half' means 'unripe'. In (44) it is used when talking about schooling that was half done.

44 A=tu, a=ta weswes mau. Me u=skul,
1sgRS=stay 1sgRS=NEG work NEG2 but 1p.exRS=school

skul nigmam i=pan pok.
school 1p.exPOS 3sgRS=go half

I stay, I don't work. But we went to school, our schooling went  halfway.  (98010bz, 402.9799,

415.0600)

5Also Wetzer's (1996:77) "prototypical property concepts"

6 The equivalent adjective is kotfak 'half'.

The adverb top 'much' modifies the verb matur 'to sleep' in (45).
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The adverb top 'much' modifies the verb matur 'to sleep' in (45).

45 Ku=tae i=matur top a?
2sgRS=know 3sgRS=sleep much INT

You know he slept too much eh? (20001az, 1316.8201, 1321.7600)

The adverb top 'much' modifies the verb lek 'to see' in (46).

46 Akit tu=lek top ki stael ni western country.
1p.In 1p.RS=see much PREP style of " "

We see too much of the style of western countries. (20003az, 1714.3000, 1719.4801)

The adverb perkat(i) intensifies the meaning of the form it follows. As a post-verbal modifier it often acts

as the second part of a compound verb (§9.1.1.).

47 Neu a=ta tae perkati mau.
1sg 1sgRS=NEG know really NEG2

I don't really know. (98014az, 660.3600, 662.0400)

48 Or namolien ni tetwei i=wi. I=wi perkati.
yes life of long.ago 3sgRS=good 3sgRS=good really

Yes, life in the olden days was good. It was really good. (98007az, 2312, 2316.2)

Direction / location

Directional or locational adverbs specify position in space, and, in some cases, metaphorically, in time.

The following group of these adverbs rarely occurs without the locative prefix e-.
ektem outside
elag above
emae distant
emrom inside

Examples of some directional adverbs follow.

49 Ga me ke=fo pa=n join namer ni ektem.
3sg and 3sgIRR=PSP:IR go=DST join people of outside.

He joined with people from outside. (98011a, 2395.5634, 2399.9802)

50 Ka=fau tefkau ke=nom, go ka=fo
1sgIRR=weave:IR mat 3sgIRR=end and 1sgIRR=PSP:IR

pakor nakir emrom, i=nom.
cover coral inside 3sgRS=end

I weave a mat, and I will cover the coral floor inside, that's all. (20001az, 214.3599, 221.1600)

The following can occur both with and without the locative prefix e-.
meltig close, soon
sa here
sago / sagope close to you (addressee)
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sago / sagope close to you (addressee)

sas / saspe long way behind
san / sanpe long way
sanie / sanien this place / that place, middle distance
tan underneath ; down (also 'ground')

A single form, nakoinrok 'back, behind', never occurs with the locative prefix.

In (51) we see the addressee deictic go with the demonstrative sa 'here' forming a directional adverb

meaning 'here, nearer to the addressee than to the speaker'.

51 Ag ku=totan sa-go me kineu a=mur-i-n na ka=taf
2sg 2sgRS=sit here-AD and 1sg 1sgRS=want-TS-3sgO COMP 1sgIRR=leave

You sit down here, but me, I want to leave.  (98003bz, 845.2599, 849.7999)

In (52) the adverb tan 'down' acts as the second part of a compound verb fak-tan 'to respect' (Lit: to go

down'). Compounds such as this are discussed in §9.1.1.

52 Ko=fak-tan-ki tem-mus go rait-mus.
2p.exRS=go.to:IR-down-TR father-2p.POS and mother-2p.POS

You respect your father and your mother. (Lit: go down to your father and your mother) (98007bz,

953, 957.5200)

The adverb meltig 'close' can also have a temporal meaning:

53 Mes ne ki=pe lakor tkal meltig ki ntau  80. 
today this 3sgIRR=PF maybe touch near PREP year 80

Me ga go i=ta mol to.
but 3sg AD 3sgRS=DUR alive stay

Today, he might be near to eighty years old. But he is still alive/healthy. (98017bz, 1042.0737,

1047.8000)

§4.8.1. Pre-modifiers

A small group of manner adverbs modify the following main or auxiliary verb, and so occur after

the subject proclitic and any element of the pre-verbal complex.

inrok later, after pei first

mailum slowly, softly trau really, just, looks like

A sentence encoding an event occurring after another event uses inrok  'after' (an adverb related to the verb

nrok 'to bend', but with a fused 3sgRS proclitic) as in (54).
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nrok 'to bend', but with a fused 3sgRS proclitic) as in (54).

54 Me tafra ru=po inrok mai.
but whale 3p.RS=PSP:R after come

But the whales came afterwards.  (005a, 1008.7799, 1012.2200)

The adverb pei  'first' is seen modifying the verb paus 'to ask' in (55), and can also function as an adjective

following a noun (e.g. atlag pei 'first month = January').

55 Go  ru=pei paus-ki naot ki-ø go naot ki=na "I=wi".
and 3p.RS=first ask-TR chief PREP-3sgO and chief 3sgIRR=say 3sgRS=good

And they first asked the chief and the chief said "Okay". (98014az, 747.4600, 750.3421)

The adverb mailum 'slowly', 'softly' precedes the verb it is modifying.7

56 Pa=freg-pun te-ne me tak=fo to mailum traus.
2sgIRR=make:IR-kill DET-this but 1p.IRR=PSP:IR STAT slow talk

You turn off this (tape recorder) and we will talk calmly. (98007b, 1899.9, 1903.1119)

57 Ke=fo nrok-puetsok nkal ga i=pak-etan,
3sgIRR=PSP:IR bend-hold clothes 3sgPOS 3sgRS=go-down

nen kin ke=mailum tol nanwei.
that COMP 3sgIRR=slow pass man

She would bend and hold her dress with respect so that she could slowly pass the man. (98003bz,

884.7799, 891.5199)

Trau can mean 'really', 'just', or 'like, looks like':

58 trau mat really dead / looks like dead / only dead

trau mtak very scared / looks like being scared / only scared

Identifying which of these meanings applies is not always clear as can be seen in the following examples.

59 Taos natkon i=piatlak krup seserik ru=pan a? Ru=trau lap.
like village 3sgRS=have group small 3p.RS=go INT 3p.RS=very many

Like in the village there are many small groups, eh? There are lots.  (070:120)(98009az, 1445.5701,

1449.6999)

60 Ga i=trau mro-sa pe mrosa-ki D.
3sg 3sgRS=really think-bad IF think.bad-TR D

And he really but really thought badly of  D. (98004)

6 The equivalent adjective is kotfak 'half'.

7 By elicitation it was posssible to get speakers to agree to mailum occurring both before and after the

verb, e.g. ku mailum siwer / siwer mailum 'you slowly walk/ walk slowly', but all the textual examples

show mailum occurring pre-verbally.
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61 Boyfren neu a=kano trau daerek pan lek-a-ø.
boyfriend mine 1sgRS=can't just straight go look-TS-3sgO

My boyfriend,  I can't just go straight and look at him. (066:90) (98003bz, 1330.2406, 1334.2)

Example (62) shows trau modifying the auxiliary verb to.

62 Go i=trau to nrus ki Ermag.
and 3sgRS=just STAT move PREP Erromango

And he just kept going to Erromango. (98007a 010, 482.1400, 491.7200)

§4.9. Interrogatives

A group of proforms are used to form content questions. They can be described, as we have done here, as

forming a functional class, or else as belonging to the word-class of the word that the interrogative is

functioning to seek information about, as discussed in §11.5 on question formation. Interrogative

proforms generally occur sentence-finally, as we see in the examples below. Polar questions are formed

by use of intonation or the tag-question marker ko 'or', discussed in §11.5.2.
fei  who sef which
gas when sefmal when
iku why swa where
ipi how much tfale which
nafte what tkanwan how

Textual examples of some interrogatives follow.

63 I=na te-ni fei?
3sgRS=say DET-of who

Who did he say? (20003bz, 2038.6599, 2039.5)

64 Pa=fo ler-ki-ø gas?
2sgIRR=PSP:IR return-TR-3sgO when

When will you return it? (98017b, 502.4400, 510.8999)

65 Me ag ku=pi te-ni sua?
but 2sg 2sgRS=be DET-of where

But where are you from?  (20001az, 922.3, 924.1192)

66 Go tuk=fo tae develop-ki natkon gakit tfale?
and 1p.exIRR=PSP:IR know develop-TR village 1p.exPOS how

And how will we be able to develop our village? (98016az, 652.4800, 655.5141)

An alternative available with most interrogative proforms (all the above forms except ipi 'how much'), is

for them to be fronted and followed by a subordinating particle, with the content of the question acting as
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for them to be fronted and followed by a subordinating particle, with the content of the question acting as

a subordinate clause.

67 U=tap tae fei kin ke=fo mos-mam pak Ist Hog Haba, mau.
1p.exRS=NEG know who REL 3sgIRR=PSP:IR carry-1p.exO to p.name NEG2

We didn't know who would take us to East Hog Harbour.  (004b, 1272.4601, 1281.1599)

68 Me i=tfale kin mal  i=to preg-sa-kit, i=to pam-kit.
but 3sgRS=how REL hawk 3sgRS=HABIT make-bad-1p.inO 3sgRS=HABIT eat-1p.inO

But how does it come that  the hawk harms us and eats us? (98001b, 733.1459, 737.4460)

§4.10. Quantifiers

In addition to numerals, there is a small group of modifers that express dimension and quantity and so are

called quantifiers. They fall into three groups, those that occur post-nominally, pre-nominally and in the

pre-verbal complex.

Post-nominal quantifiers
karu other, next  (e.g. natrauswen karu  'another story')
lap many  (e.g. namer lap 'many people')
mana associated group  (e.g. Apu mana 'grandfather and them', fei mana 'who all?')
nenpa last, past (e.g. wik nenpa 'last week')
nentu next (e.g. atlag nentu 'next month')
nrfal few  (e.g. tiawi nrfal  'a few old people')
pur full  (e.g. napu pur 'the big road')
warik few  (e.g. naniu warik 'few coconuts')

Pre-nominal quantifiers (discussed in §5.5.2)
kotfak half, small amount (e.g. kotfak nafnag 'leftover food')
nafet group of (e.g. nafet tiawi 'a group of old people')
ser every (e.g. ser naor 'every place')
silu all (e.g. silu nafnag 'all the food')
tete some (e.g. tete nrak 'some time')

Pre-verbal complex
mau(i) all, big group  (e.g. Gar rui pe maui mat 'they all died')
nomser every, all (e.g. Unomser pak eut 'we all went to the sea')
nru two, both (e.g. Ranru mat 'Those two died')
skei one, alone (e.g. negar ruskei 'they alone')

69 Go i=tap pi negar ru=skei mau.
and 3sgRS=NEG be 3p. 3p.RS=one NEG2

And it isn't them themselves at all. (Lit: 'them themself') (004b, 512.0200, 522.7401)

70 A=na ka=fan, neu a=ta skei plak-e-ø pa=n mau.
1sgRS=want 1sgIRR=go:IR=DST 1sg 1sgRS=NEG one accompany-TS-3sgO go=DSTNEG2

I wanted to go, I didn't go with them myself.  (98018az, 374.3, 376)
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I wanted to go, I didn't go with them myself.  (98018az, 374.3, 376)

In (71) quantifier nru 'two' occurs following the prospective (future) marker and preceding the verb pa 'go'.

71 I=wel ag ku=pi nasap, akit tak=fo nru pa.
3sgRS=thus 2sg 2sgRS=be foreigner 1p.ex 1p.exIRR=PSP:IR two go

As you are a foreigner, we will both go.  (98007bz, 1702.2800, 1706.9339)

§4.11. Interjections

Syntactically, interjections share the ability to function as a complete sentence on their own, or "always

constitute an intonation unit by themselves." (Ameka 1999:215). In many languages interjections can

also be phonologically anomalous (Sasse 1993:683) and we will see below that two non-phonemic

segments [ ] and [ ] appear in South Efate interjections. In this discussion of interjections we include:

- lexical interjections, including greeting and leavetaking

- hesitation markers

- non-lexical interjections (including feedback or backchannel vocalisations)

§4.11.1. Lexical interjections

The following lexical interjections can function as pro-sentences. Greetings and leavetaking forms are

discussed in §4.11.1.1.
ale okay
gawan/tkanwan thus
ore yes
itik no

Each of these is exemplified in turn below.

The particle ale  'okay, so, then' is from French via Bislama and commonly occurs as both a conjunction

and an interjection. It is mostly used to start a new sentence, as in (72).

72 Ru ga sat serale  pan ps-i-ø pan i=nom.
3p.RS 3sgBEN take everything go put-TS-3sgO until 3sgRS=end

Ale ru=lao-ki-ø.
okay 3p.RS=plant-TS-3sgO

They took everything for him went and put  it, until it was over. Okay, they put it there (lit:

planted it).  (98009b, 498.4201, 504.5201)

The following two examples are typical of the use of ale  in introducing sequential actions. Example (73)

is from a story told by a nine year old boy who uses ale  more than an older speaker would.
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is from a story told by a nine year old boy who uses ale  more than an older speaker would.

73 Ale i=sel kai pan i=na i=nom mer tapo-ki fat.
okay 3sgRS=take shellfish until 3sgRS=want 3sgRS=finish again turn-TR rock

Ale i=mer pak e-sum pa.
okay 3sgRS=again go.to LOC-house go

Okay she took shellfish until she'd had enough and turned the rock cover over again. Okay, she

went back home.  (98003bz, 2064.6799, 2070.6399)

Example (74) is from a middle-aged woman and, together with example (72), shows that the use of ale  as

a sentence introducer is not limited to children's usage.

74 Ale a=weswes tkal 1975, ale a=mai na a=to e-sum to
okay 1sgRS=work until 1975 okay 1sgRS=come in.order.to 1sgRS=STAT LOC-house at

pan, ale a=mer pan ni MC pi haoskel.
until ok 1sgRS=in.turn go of p.name be houegirl

Okay, I worked until 1975, then I came back to stay at home until, okay I then became a housegirl

for MC. (98010bz, 1271.6999, 1280.8799)

There are two particles, tkanwan and  gawan, that are used to introduce sentences with a meaning like

'thus', 'that's the way', 'hence', 'how'. They both often occur in collocation with kin  'COMP' or kia 'this

one'.

75 Tkanwan napu ni nafet apu nen ru=mai.
thus road of group g.father that 3p.RS=come

That's the path by which all the old people came.  (98002az, 457.7600, 460.7162)

76 Tkanwan natrauswen k-nen kia.
thus story DET-that PR

That's how the story of it goes.  (98002b, 1210.8200, 1213.2599)

77 Mama, me tkanwan kin ag ku=to maet kuk pog tefla?
mother but thus COMP 2sg 2sgRS=STAT fright cook day like

Mother, but why are you scared to cook in the daytime like this?  (98017bz, 2535.7335, 2539.5406)

The expression tkanwan ki or tkanwan kia  'that's the way' is used to emphasise what has just been said,

as in (78).

78 Gar ru=seserik mas, a.a. Tkanwan-kia a.a.
3p. 3p.RS=small only INJ that's.the.way-PR INJ

They are only small, aha. That's the way, aha.  (98017bz, 203.3842, 207.8199)
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79 Gawan-kin i=preg-i-ø taos ag ku=paos. Ore. Gawan-kia.
thus-COMP 3sgRS=make-TS-3sgO like 2sg 2sgRS=ask. Yes. thus-PR

That's how he did it, like you asked. Yes. Like that. (98017bz, 2098.8599, 2103.882)

80 Gawan-kia, kano nen i=nrik-i-n ki-n me i=po psig.
thus-PR man that 3sgRS=tell-TS-3sgO PREP-3sgO but 3sgRS=PSP disobey

That's the way, that man said it to him, but he disobeyed. (20001az, 1277.2, 1280.9200)

Ore 'yes' is used when the speaker agrees with a proposition, as in (81), and can also function to introduce

sentences, as in (82).

81 <Chief> William ku=kraksok nagi namer ne? <William> Ore.
p.name 2sgRS=catch name man this yes

<Chief> William, did you catch the name of this man? <William> Yes. (98016az, 1210.7400, 1213.2)

82 Ore, a=mrokin nafsan ki=pe lakor leg, go i=tlasi
yes 2sgRS=think story 3sgRS=PF maybe correct and 3sgRS=enough

Yes, I think that the story might be correct, and that's enough. (98016bz, 871.9800, 876.8400)

The negator itik 'no' acts as a complete sentence in (83), as discussed further in the section on negation

(§11.6).

83 <Nick> Me ag ku=skul  franis? <DW> Itik.
but 2sg 2sgRS=school French no

<Nick> But did you go to a French school? <DW> No.  (98010bz, 1089.7600, 1093.2599)

§4.11.1.1. Greetings, leavetakings

While not a formal class, these terms are grouped together for discourse considerations and for the benefit

of the reader who may want to know how to exchange pleasantries in South Efate. The most common

form of greeting is pulpog wi, or just pog wi 'good morning', aliat wi 'good day', kotfan wi 'good

afternoon', or pog wi 'good evening/night' depending on the time of day.

84 <1> Pulpog wi <2> Pulpog wi. A=tap letae-k mau kia.
good.morning good.morning 1sgRS=NEG1 recognise-2sgO NEG2 PR

<Speaker 1> Good day. <Speaker 2> Good day, I didn't recognise you!.  (98007az, 2287.8399,

2294.4000)

In (85) some new participants arrive and there is a general greeting between those who had been sitting

with me and those arriving.

85 Pogwi. aliat wi.
good.morning good.day

Good morning, good day. (98001az, 2568.3000, 2577.1000)
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When meeting a group of people it is usual to shake hands (talof) with everyone. When walking along

the road, you announce where you are going to anyone you encounter, as if you were getting their

permission to proceed. And if you don't, they will usually ask Pa fak eswa? , 'where are you going?' or

Ku to eswan mai? 'Where are you coming from?'.

Another common greeting is Iwi ko? 'is it okay?'.

When leaving, you say Nta 'alright, that's all', or commonly the equivalent Bislama term ale  to indicate

that you are about to go. Example (86) was recorded when someone came into the house in which I was

recording and asked for one of the residents. He was told they were at the town hall, and he then said ale

nta 'okay, that's all' as a parting salutation.

86 I=pato lameri e? Ale nta.
3sgRS=be.at townhall eh ok CONC

He's at the town hall is he? Okay, bye. (98017a, 1409.9600, 1414.4799)

A different use of the conversation concluder, nta 'CONC', is seen in (87), where it signals that the

previous part of the story is over.

87 Malfanen ra=to wi. Nta ka=fo tu-o-k gag mit.
now 3d.RS=STAT good CONC 1sgIRR=PSP:IR give-TR-2sgO 2sgPOS mat

Now they are good. OK, I will give you your mat8. (98003b, 1223.0599, 1227.3307)

show mailum occurring pre-verbally.

8 The position of the possessive pronoun gag '2sgPOS' is unusual here. Normally it would be expected

to follow the possessed item but here it precedes it.
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§4.11.1.2. Hesitation markers

Hesitation markers include the following:

88 nana 'the.the', thingamy, whatchamacallit
nafte-mena, nafte-kia whatsit
ena LOC-the
kalo ?

Examples of hesitation markers follow.

89 Go ru=wat nafte-mena, nafte-mena, nana , i=skei, mis Australia.
and 3p.RS=hit what-HESIT what-HESIT HESIT 3sgRS=one missionary p.name

And they hit, whatsit, whatsit, the, missionary from Australia. (98002b, 1712.4800, 1721.3000)

A hestation involving a location is often of the form e-na LOC-ART as in (90).

90 Ru=pato ena, elag sanpe.
3p.RS=stay HESIT above there

They stay, um, up there. (20003b, 1147.5800, 1149.9802)

Example (91) shows a number of occurrences of hesitation markers.

91 Runa, "E", kalo. Nafteme, nana, ki=pe to na,
3p.RS=say  eh HESIT HESIT HESIT 3sgPS=PF stay HESIT

til nana "Tu=kraksoksok nasum."
say HESIT 1p.exRS=make.ready house

They said, "Hey," like, whatsit, um, he said, like, "We should prepare the house" (for a cyclone).

(98002bz, 1255.3000, 1264.3399)

§4.11.2.  Non lexical interjections

The form kuse / couchez! [ku' e] from French, often reduced to just se [ e ] is used to quieten a dog. The

fricative [ ] is not a phoneme of South Efate.

Similarly, the glottal stop features in feedback to the speaker by an addressee of the form a.a [ a a] also

produced with a closed mouth as m.m [ m m]. The speaker may repeat the form in response to the

addressee's back-channel, as in (92).

92 <M> Me kin u=taf tefla kui=pe pan kia. <N> a.a <M> a.a.  [ a a]
but REL 1p.exRS=exit thus 1p.PS=PF go PR " "

<M> But, (if you ask) did we leave like that, we had already gone. <N> aha. <M> aha. (20001a,

532.8600, 537.1401)

93 I=pi nagis ni Sauma. A.a. [ a a]
3sgRS=be point of p.name "

It is the point at Sauma. Aha. (20003bz, 427.6800, 432.5704)
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It is the point at Sauma. Aha. (20003bz, 427.6800, 432.5704)

In (94) the form a.a is used to conclude and emphasise the truth of the preceding sentence.

94 I=tme-n preg-i-ø i=pi natamol wi me i=pi ntuam, a.a.
3sgRS=RR-3sgDP make-TS-3sgO 3sgRS=be peson good but 3sgRS=be devil "

He made himself out to be a good person, but he was a devil, aha. (20001az, 1064.7, 1070.08)

In (95) the speaker is talking about never having seen a natopu 'spirit' in the bush. She concludes with

the confirming m.m.

95 Kin a=to nrog-o-ø me a=tap lek tete mau. m.m.
REL 1sgRS=STAT hear-TS-3sgO but 1sgRS=NEG1 see some NEG2 m.m.

I heard about it, but I haven't seen any at all. m.m.  (20001a, 1787.4400, 1792.4000)

Similarly in (96) m.m is used to confirm the statement after my response of ore 'yes'.

96 <MJ> Lisan nen i=pi lisan pur, me i=pi lisan nen
clam that 3sgRS=be clam big but 3sgRS=be clam that

kin i=pi lisan tap. <NT> Ore <MJ> mm.
REL 3sgRS=be clam sacred yes m.m

<MJ> That clam is a big clam, but it is a clam which is a sacred clam. <NT> Yes. <MJ> m.m.

(20003bz, 782.3800, 791.4399)

The same form m.m is used with question intonation to form a question in (97), meaning something like

'you know?'.

97 Ru=f tae tilusus-i-k ko ruftil-ki-k, ko. mm?
3p.RS=CND know talk.badly-TS-2sgO or 3p.RS=gossip-TR-2sgO or m.m.

They can spread rumours about you or gossip about you, (you know?).  (98009a, 450.1600, 457.2600)

Exclamatory calls rising to falsetto or falling from falsetto are used to indicate shame. Following a good

joke which has caused some laughter, a falling falsetto [ei] or [oo] is not uncommon. In the following

interchange there are two exclamations. The speaker in (98a) is reminding a group of her friends that I

wanted to talk to all of them, which provoked some embarassment about being recorded on tape.

98a <I> Me ke=fo mer traus skot akam.
but 3sgIRR=PSP:IR again talk with 2p.

But he will then talk with you. (98007az, 1011.8200, 1014.6200)

98b<E> Eeee [laughter] Me i=tik mer psa-psir-ki Ooooooo [laughter]
eeee "  but 3sgRS=not again talk-lie-TR ooooooo "

Eeee. But don't lie to him. Ooooooo  [laughter]. (98007az, 1014.6200, 1026.4200)

A similar exclamation is a sign of embarrassment as in (99) where the speaker has just had their photo

taken.
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taken.

99 Ya ioraet. Yuwi.
yes okay "

[Bislama] Yes, it's okay. Yuwi. (98014a, 853.5600, 859.6400)

A final example of surprise encoded by a long 'oooo' is given in (100) in which the speaker has just heard

about a misssionary who used to live in South Efate in the 1950s.

100 O Miss MacRae, oooo!
oh p.name oh

Oh. Miss MacRae, ooo!  (98010bz, 924.5206, 926.8863)



Chapter 5,  Nominals and the Noun Phrase

The class of nominals in South Efate is made up of pronouns and nouns. All nominals can act as heads

of NPs, but we take the subject proclitic as representing the subject argument, so any other nominals

acting in the role of subject are either cross-referencing the proclitic or acting as adjuncts. As the object

suffix can alternate with a lexical object, either of the two must be considered the object NP. In this

chapter we will first discuss subclasses of pronouns and nouns and move on to outline productive

nominalisation processes, before describing the noun phrase. The ways in which noun phrases act in the

sentence are discussed in chapter 11 on simple sentences.

§5.1. Pronouns

The pronominal inventory of South Efate is fairly rich, encoding singular, dual and plural, inclusive and

exclusive. There are separate paradigms for free and bound forms. The class of free pronouns comprise

demonstrative pronouns, focal pronouns (which can function as both subject and object), and a set of free

possessive/benefactive forms. Bound pronouns include paradigms of portmanteau subject proclitics

encoding realis, irrealis and perfective. O suffixes encode reflexives and reciprocals, direct possession,

object and oblique object. The paradigm set for all pronominal forms is given in Table 5:1. A distinction

between first non-singular inclusive and exclusive is made for all forms. There are no dual forms of focal

pronouns. As dual is only expressed in the proclitic subject forms, the category of plural covers numbers

greater than one for free pronouns and greater than two for clitic subject pronouns. We discuss each of the

columns in Table 5:1 in turn below.

Gender is not a feature of South Efate nominals. There are, however, two examples of a nominal prefix

indicating gender, lei/li 'female', kalo/kei 'male'. These are apparently archaic forms that only appeared in

discussion with Kalsarap Namaf, an 87 year old man, who gave the following examples: Liku wan go

ipa? 'Who is that (woman) going there?' Kaloku wan go ipa? 'Who is that (man) going there?'
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ipa? 'Who is that (woman) going there?' Kaloku wan go ipa? 'Who is that (man) going there?'

Table 5:1 Pronominal forms in South Efate

1sg

2sg

3sg

1d. 
(in)

1d. 
(ex)

2d.

3d.

1p. 
(in)

1p. 
(ex)

2p.

3p.

Free pronouns Bound pronouns

Focal 
Pronoun

Oblique 

(Indirect 
Possess- 

POS/ 
Benefactive

- BEN)

Subject 
Realis 

Pro-
clitic 
(RS)

Subject 
Irrealis 

Pro-
clitic
(IRR)

Subject 
Perfect

Pro-
clitic
(PS)

Object 
(O)

Oblique 
Object 
(OBL)

Direct 
Poss
(DP)

kineu / 
neu

(nig)neu a= ka= kai= -wou -wou -k

ag (ne)gag ku= pa= kui= (TS)-k -wok -m

ga (ne)ga i= ke= ki= (TS)-ø / -n -wes -n

ta= tak= takai=

ra= rak= rakai=*

ra= rak= rakai=

ra= rak=
rakai= / 

rai=

akit (ne)gakit tu= tuk=
tu=, tui=/ 
(tukoi=) -kit -kit -kit

komam (nig)mam u= ko=
ui= / 
koi=

-mam / 
-mom/ -m -mam

-mam / 
-mom/ 

-m

akam (ne)gamus u= ko= koi= -mus -mus -mus

gar (ne)gar ru= ruk=
rui= / 

(rukui=) (TS)-r -wer -r

* 1d.ex IRR unattested in the data
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§5.1.1. Focal pronouns

Focal pronouns (Lynch 2000:40), or independent pronouns (Crowley 1998:40) can function as both

subject and object and do not attach to a verb. Focal pronouns can form NPs on their own, and, unlike

bound pronouns, make no realis/irrealis distinction. They express only singular and plural and do not

distinguish dual number. Examples (1a) and (1b) show the 1sg focal pronoun acting as subject and object

respectively.

1a Me kineu a=tap nrogtesa-wes mau.

but 1sg 1sgRS=NEG fell.bad-3sgO NEG2

But I don't feel bad about it.  (005ax, 1031.1, 1035.2400)

1b Ruk=fo wat kineu.

3p.RS=PSP:IR hit 1sg

They will hit me. (98002b, 357.87, 358.8400)

Similarly, (2a) and (2b) show the 2sg focal pronoun as subject and object respectively.

2a Me ag ku=mol to go tak=ler.

but 2sg 2sgRS=alive STAT and 1d.IRR=return

But you are alive and we will return.  (98017b, 667.2599, 676.4600)

2b Kano nen i=na ke=wat ag  nanom.

man that 3sgRS=want 3sgIRR=hit 2sg yesterday

That man wanted to hit you yesterday. (elicited)

§5.1.2. Oblique free pronouns

Oblique free pronouns function as possessives and benefactives. The possessive pronoun follows the

possessed NP and is made up of the preposition nig ‘from', 'of’ and a full or reduced form of the focal

pronoun with predictable phonological processes of geminate reduction (nig+gar = nigar) and lowering of

the high vowel in an unstressed syllable (nigar -> negar). These pronouns often occur in the data without

the initial syllable (ne/nig) which is shown in brackets in Table 5:1. Examples of possessive pronouns

are given in §5.3.1.1.

The oblique functioning as a benefactive pronoun occurs before the main verb as we discuss in §11.4.2

on the benefactive phrase.

For the purposes of making clear the distinction between the dual functions of the oblique free pronoun

we gloss it as POS when acting as a possessive and BEN when acting as a benefactive.
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we gloss it as POS when acting as a possessive and BEN when acting as a benefactive.

§5.1.2.1. nakte 'my' '1sgPOS'

Nakte '1sgPOS' is the only possessive form that occurs before the possessed item. It has no paradigmatic

equivalent for 2nd or 3rd persons. It is also unusual in occurring before the possessed noun (see the

equivalent term in Sye, nagku (Crowley 1998:43) with a distribution that appears identical to nakte). It

only occurs a few times in the data as the preferred expression is neu '1sgPOS' following the possessed

item.

3 Ka=fo puetsok nakte nkal wel, a=tuleg me a-na ka=taf.

1sgIRR-PSP:IR hold my clothes thus 1sgRS-stand and 1sgRS-want 1sgIRR-leave

I will hold my skirt like this, I will stand up to leave. (65:13)(98003bz, 849.7999, 856.8200)

4 Nakte nasum kin hotel i-to-wes tu.

my house   REL hotel 3sgRS=STAT-3sgOBL stay

It is my house that the hotel stands on. (76:12)(98009b, 651.8, 654.9200)

§5.1.3. Bound pronouns

Bound pronouns include subject proclitics (§5.1.3.2.); object suffixes (§5.1.3.3. ), and; direct possessives

(§5.1.3.6.). Each is discussed in turn below. The pronominal suffixes use plural forms for numbers

greater than one. There is no separate set of dual object or oblique forms as there is for the subject

proclitics. We regard obligatory subject proclitic pronouns as being arguments of the verb, and the

optional presence of a lexical noun cross-references the clitic.

§5.1.3.1. Number agreement

As nouns have no formal number marking, number is expressed by the pronominal markers on the verb.

So, in (5) the noun tesa  'child' is unmarked for number, but the following subject proclitic is plural,

indicating that more than two children are the subject.

5 A=pitlak tesa ru=pi nain.

1sgRS=have child 3p.RS=be nine

I have nine children. (98011a, 714.3800, 717.0993)

In (6) it is the dual subject proclitic (rak=) that tells us there are two mothers who will go to the garden.

This is an inclusory construction as discussed in §5.1.3.4.

6 Komam mama gamus  rak=fa talmat.

1p.ex mother 2p.POS 1d.IRR=go:IR garden

We, your mothers, we should go to the garden.  (20001a, 1586.4, 1589.0400)

In (7) the focal pronoun only specifies a number greater than one, but the dual proclitic gives more
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In (7) the focal pronoun only specifies a number greater than one, but the dual proclitic gives more

detailed information about the number of the subject referent.

7 Gar ra=pak talmat pan.

3p. 3d.RS=go.to garden hither

They (two) went to the garden. (20001a, 1639.4201, 1640.76)

When higher animates are not involved, number marking may not reflect the number of the cross-

referenced subject or object as we can see in (8) where both the marked subject and object are singular,

while the referents (all the listed sea life) are described as being lap 'many'. This treats the referents as a

collective noun, as in the English translation where each type of sea animal is a collective noun. The

difference is that the grouping of all of these animals is treated as a plural in English, but not in this

South Efate sentence. Animacy is a precondition for number agreement, with lower animate and

inanimate plural nouns more likely to be treated as collective nouns and so cross-referenced by singular

proclitics.

8 Ke=piatlak kai go ke=fo piatlak wit go ke=fo piatlak

3sgIRR=have shellfishand 3sgIRR=PSP:IR have octopusand 3sgIRR=PSP:IR have

naik go ke=fo piatlak te-fserser i=lap

fish and 3sgIRR=PSP:IR have DET-different 3sgRS=many

nen i=to slat-i-ø elau ntas.

REL 3sgRS=HAB carry-TS-3sgO sea saltwater

There was shellfish, octopus, fish, and there were many different others that she would take

from the sea. (029:7)

In (9) we see another example of a plural subject referent (nagier 'their names') being referenced by a

singular pronominal form, i= 3sgRS.

9 Nagi-e-r kin i=pi Tkaimaal go Kalros.

name-V-3p.DP REL 3sgRS=be p.name and p.name

Their names were Tkaimaal and Kalros. (98009b, 1701.7001, 1712.4800)

In (10), taken from a written text (Wai et al 1983:text 12), we see a singular subject proclitic referencing

the plural nalur 'their hair'.

10 Nlaken ru=tau nal-u-r i=pram.

because 3p.RS=leave hair-V-3p.DP 3sgRS=long

Because they leave their hair long. (012:23)
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In elicitation or by corpus analysis the following nouns were found to usually take singular proclitic

cross-reference for plural number.
11 kau cow naromet tears

man bird nkas tree
nagi name raru boat
naik fish wak pig
namor hole

In contrast, the following nouns take plural reference for plural number.1

12 temol animal tesa child
natamol person naot chief
nmatu woman

The tendency for inanimates to be treated as collective singular entitites is not absolute as the next

example shows that the same speaker refers to (many) pigs as singular, but (many) cows as plural.

13 Nrakpei wak mil i=lap i=lap pe lap pe lap.

long.ago pig wild 3sgRS=many 3sgRS=many IF  many IF many

Kau mil ru.lap pe lap.

cow wild 3p.RS=many. IF many

Long ago there were many wild pigs. There were many wild cows. (98017b, 1169.4400, 1178.3600)

As we would expect, the same tendency to treat nouns with inanimate referents as collective can be seen

in cross-referencing of the object, as in (14) where the plural fish (it seems unlikely that the net would

catch only one fish) only have singular agreement on the verbs mai 'come', sor 'to sell', slat 'to take' and

fam 'to eat'.

14 I=sol net nen ke=fa=n preg naik i=mai

3sgR=carry net in.order.to  3sgIRR=go:IR=DSTmake fish 3sgRS=come

ale i=sor-i-ø ko ke=sat-i-ø reki e-sum nen ruk=fam-i-ø.

okay 3sgRS=sell-3sgO or 3sgIRR=take-TS-ø as.for LOC-home that 3p.IRR=eat-TS-ø

He got a net in order to get fish, then he sold it or he took it  to eat it at home.  (086:13)

§5.1.3.2. Bound subject pronouns (proclitics)

The proclitic subject pronouns cannot stand alone but must attach to the first element of the Verb

Complex. They are considered clitics as they attach to whichever part of the Verb Complex that follows.

1When lower animates behave as human characters in a story they have plural reference as an attribute of

being human.

Subject proclitics occur in three paradigms, realis, irrealis and perfect as illustrated in (15), and as
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Subject proclitics occur in three paradigms, realis, irrealis and perfect as illustrated in (15), and as

discussed in the following sections.

15 (a) a=pam (b) ka=fo pam (c) kai=pe pam.

1sgRS=eat 1sgIRR=PSP:IR eat:R 1sgPS=PF eat:R

I eat / am eating I will eat I have eaten / I ate

As the subject proclitic is the only obligatory element in a sentence besides the verb, we analyse it as

representing the subject argument.

§5.1.3.2.1. Realis/irrealis pronominals

Proclitic subjects distinguish realis and irrealis forms. The realis is the unmarked form, and the irrealis

form is used in marking subjects of actions that have yet to be realised, including many (but not all)

future events and all imperatives and hortatives (see chapter 6 on Aspect and Mood). Thus, in (16) we see

the realis forms of pronouns in all cases except the subject of the verb mai 'to come', which is inside a

desiderative complement. As noted in §12.2 there is a strong preference for subjects of certain

complement types (desideratives, achievement predicates and so on) to be in the irrealis form. While we

may expect that the conditional in the final clause, encoding a possibility as it does, would take an

irrealis, it nevertheless has a realis subject form, as do most conditionals in the data.

16 A=nrik-i-n ki na "He  a=muri-n na pa=mai

1sgRS=tell-TS-3sgO PREP COMP   hey 1sgRS=want-TS-3sgO COMP 2sgIRR=come

ni Kaltog preg nalkis, i=wel ku=f tae preg-i-ø".

BEN p.name make medicine 3sgRS=thus 2sgRS=CND know make-TS-3sgO

I said to him, "Hey, I want you to bring some medicine for Kaltog, if you can do that." (20001b,

1216.5199, 1227.0800)

§5.1.3.2.2. Perfect pronominals

We use the term perfect (glossed as PS) for this proclitic series because we are dealing with aspectual

past, that is events that are over (aspectually 'perfect') with regard to the speaking event, and hence often

with past time reference as well. Perfect proclitics are typically, but not necessarily, directly followed by

the perfective particle pe. Perfect proclitics never occur in imperatives.

In the data we find perfect proclitics in narratives dealing with long past events such as, for example, the

second world war. Example (17) is from one such narrative where the speaker is talking about the

American presence in Vanuatu and how some of the old people worked with the Americans, but that

many died in the war. The perfect proclitics refer to those who are long dead. This example also shows

the variation in the form of the 3p.PS between rui= and rukoi=.
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the variation in the form of the 3p.PS between rui= and rukoi=.

17 I=piatlak tete nen kin ru=weswes skot-i-r. Go, ru=lap te-pur

3sgRS=have some that REL 3p.RS=work with-TS-3p.O and 3p.RS=many DET-big

rui=pe mat.  Rukoi=pe mat.

3p.PS=PF dead 3p.RS=PF dead

There are some who worked with them (the Americans). And very many died. They died.

(98003az, 436.8400, 455.2799)

Example (18) is from a hearing where the speaker is telling the court that he has apologised for a past

event and that it is all over now, using perfect forms of the proclitic.

18 Kai=pe til-sori-ki=r, ui=pe pes ki=pe nom.

1sgPS=PF tell-sorry -TR-3p.O 1p.exPS=PF talk 3sgPS=PF end

I said sorry to them, we talked, it is over. (98016az, 1819.2346, 1823.3000)

Traditional (also called kastom 'custom') stories set in the past often use perfect proclitic forms as in (19).

19 Kaltog i=kel ntak Selwin tefla=n go rakai=ler mai pak esum

Kaltog 3sgRS=hold back Selwin thus=DST and 3d.PS=return come to LOC-house

Kaltog rubbed Selwin's back like that and they returned to the house. (20001b, 1372.6, 1378.6800)

Example (19) also shows that the perfect particle pe need not co-occur with the perfect proclitic.

§5.1.3.2.3. kai echo-subject marker

In South Efate the echo-subject proclitic kai2 can act as the subject of second and subsequent clauses

clauses where the verb of the first clause is inflected and the subject is identical to each of the following

clauses. An 'echo subject' marker in Lenakel (Lynch 1983) can appear on a verb "if its subject is wholly

or partly coreferential with the subject of the preceding clause" or even coreferential with some other

argument of the preceding clause. Crowley (1998:100; 246 ff) discusses an echo-subject in Sye, used

"when a verb follows another verb in a sentence and the two share the same subject categories". The form

of the echo subject prefixes in Sye varies depending on the subject's number. Its function is the

coordination of two (or more) clauses and it can imply temporal priority or simultaneity (Crowley

1998:248). The echo-subject marker in Anejom is almost identical in function, but not in form, to that

of South Efate (Lynch 2000:96): the Anejom form does not occur with following aspect markers, unlike

kai in South Efate which may only take the tense marker pe 'perfect', and so need not share the tense

being human.

2Lynch, Ross & Crowley. 2002:85 reconstruct POc *ka as a conjoiner meaning 'and then' which could,

by combining with the 3sg subject i= be a historical source for kai .

category of the preceding verb with whose subject it is coreferential. As the echo-subject cannot take any
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category of the preceding verb with whose subject it is coreferential. As the echo-subject cannot take any

tense marking other than the perfect marker pe (as in example 25), and the homophonous 1sg.PS kai

takes the perfect marker pe, it is possible that the echo-subject marker can now also take pe by analogy.

In South Efate kai  occupies the position that would otherwise be filled by a subject proclitic, but it is

invariant in form regardless of the person or number of the subject referent. In this way it shares features

with both a subject proclitic (by position and paradigmatic relation) and a conjunction such as go 'and'.

Overall it is closer in function to a subject marker than a conjoiner. Elements of the PVC rarely follow

kai as they would with other subject proclitics, though, as we noted above, there are examples of the

perfect aspect marker pe occurring after kai . Example (20a) shows a sequence of verbs conjoined by go

'and' which requires subject marking on both verbs. In (20b) the same sequence is conjoined by kai which

takes the place of the second subject proclitic, lending support to the interpretation of kai  as an echo-

subject marker rather than purely a verbal conjoiner. While the subject of both clauses linked by kai must

be the same, there is no such restriction on clauses linked by go which can link clauses with the same or

with different subjects.

20a Me marik nen i=na i=tok go i=preg ptak-ki sernale.

but man that 3sgRS=want 3sgRS=stay and 3sgRS=make ready-TR everything

20b Me marik nen i=na i=tok kai preg ptak-ki sernale.

but man that 3sgRS=want 3sgRS=stay ES make ready-TR everything

Then the man began to get everything ready. (Lit: The man was there and he got everything

ready) (elicited)

Similarly, in the following description of a journey, kai  is used to link clauses in a pattern in which it is

interchangeable with the sequence of the conjoiner go followed by the subject pronoun i= '3sgRS'.

21a Ale pak etan esan ru=sos-o-ø ki Emlemasei

okay go.to down place 3p.RS=call-TS-3sgO PREP p.name

kai pak Emelpat.

ES go.to p.name

Okay, down to the place they call Emlemasei then to Emelpat. (090:46) (98017bz, 402.0800, 413.8599)

21b ØPak3 Emelpat kai pak Elaknunimal go i=pak Erkau go i=pak

to p.name ES go.to p.name and 3sgRS=go.to p.name and 3sgRS=go.to

by combining with the 3sg subject i= be a historical source for kai .

3The null symbol 'Ø' is used to indicate a mising subject marker here, indicating that this clause is part

of clause chain, as discusssed in §12.3.2.
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Etkoraf Øpak e-sap me ....

p.name go.to LOC-place. thingamy but

To Emelpat then Elaknunimal, then to Erkau then Etkoraf, to... (090:47). (98017bz, 413.9599, 422.1999)

21c Urpa kai pak elag esan ru=sos-o-ø ki Emelpokas

p.name ES go.to above place 3p.RS=call-TS-3sgO PREP p.name

Emelpokas kai su pak Emasin Øsu pak Emasin

p.name ES descend to p.name descend to p.name

Øsu pak elau Emer.

descend to saltwater p.name

Urpa, then up to the place called, Emelpokas, then down to Emasin, then we go down to the sea

at Emer. (090:48) (98017b, 422.5999, 438.3599)

While the preceding examples have 3sg subjects, kai  can reference any person or number as shown in the

next examples where kai  references 1sg in (22), 2sg in (23), 3d. in (24), and 3p. in (25).

22 Go a=na a=tok kai sos "Jemis".

and 1sgRS=want 1sgRS=stay ES call Jemis

And I stayed and called out "James".  (015:16)(004a, 1628.8400, 1632.9943)

23 Ku=pan lelu teflan pan pa raru gag kai pak namos pan.

2sg=go avoid thus go drive canoe 2sgPOS ES go ocean go

You avoid (a rock) like this, take your canoe and go to the ocean. (015:43) (004a, 1801.69, 1806.5)

24 Ra=slat sernale ni talmat kai pa.

3d.RS=carry everything of garden ES go

They(2) carried everything from the garden and they went. (019:4)(004a, 30.3200, 33.2801)

25 Ru=pa=n raru kai pe pa.

3p.RS=go=DST canoe ES PF go

They went in the canoe and were gone. (98017bz, 871.4151, 872.9914)

More than two clauses can be joined by kai , as shown in (26) where three sequential actions are joined in

this way.

26 Ale, ntuam i=na i=to kai slat-lu nua-nait iskei kai pam-i-ø.

then devil 3sgRS=want 3sgRS=stay ES take-out fruit-fig one ES eat-TS-3sgO

Then the devil stayed and took a fig and ate it. (19:37 )(004a, 343.7600, 348.2000)

The following example (from Text 4, Appendix A) shows three clauses concatenated, with no subject
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The following example (from Text 4, Appendix A) shows three clauses concatenated, with no subject

marking on the second verb and kai  on the third (numbers indicate the beginning of each clause). (The

lack of subject marking on the auxiliary verb mer 'do again' in the second clause is an example of clause

chaining which is discussed in §12.3.2.)

27 I=tok panpan Ømer pak emat nig tem-e-n pan kai lek nkas.

3sgRS=stay until do.again go.to grave of father-V-3sgDP go ES look tree

1 2 3

He stayed until (he) returned to his father's grave and saw a  tree. (014:13) (004b, 849.6400, 857.4801)

The subject referenced by kai  must include in its denotation the subject of the preceding clause, but it is

also possible that its denotational range merges with both the subject and object of the first verb, in what

we can call an inclusive echo-subject (following Lynch 1983:214). An inclusive echo-subject is most

likely to occur when the subject referent of the preceding clause accompanies or takes the object referent

and they then act together as the subject of the subsequent verb.

28 Go spun i=tir plet kai sef pan.

and spoon 3sgRS=put plate ES escape go

And the spoon took the plate and (they) ran away. (98003b, 1954.9932, 1958.7228)

In (29) the subject of the first verb (plak  'be with') is the man (who took his woman), but the subject of

the second verb (pak 'go to') includes both the man and his wife, again illustrating an inclusory echo-

subject construction.

29 Karu i=plak nmatu ga, nmatu ni wak ne, kai pak e-sum ga pa.

other 3sgRS=be.with woman 3sg woman of pig this ES to LOC-home 3sg go

But the other one took his woman, the woman pig, and they went to his house. (013:17) (004b, 1034.4,

1039.9800)

Echo-subject marking has been described as a shared feature (whether an innovation or independent

development) of Southern Vanuatu languages (see for example Crowley's 2002:181 discussion of

echo-verbs and switch-reference). It is clear that the shared function, if not the form, of echo-subject

marking extends at least as far north as South Efate4.

§5.1.3.3. Bound object pronouns

There are separate paradigms of object suffixes for direct objects (O) and obliques (OBL) (listed in

Table 5:2 and discussed in the following sections) that can be distinguished by the roles they encode and

of clause chain, as discusssed in §12.3.2.

4 Schütz's 1969b Ngunese texts include a form poo which functions as a clause-linker but may, with

further analysis also prove to be an echo-subject marker (see also Stevens 2001).

the type of hosts they attach to. The O suffixes encode the object of the predicator to which they attach.
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the type of hosts they attach to. The O suffixes encode the object of the predicator to which they attach.

The OBL suffixes encode oblique objects, typically locations. In the case of semitransitive verbs, only

OBL suffixes are available, based on the semantics of the relevant verbs which typically include reference

to movement to, at, or from a location. The O and OBL suffixes do not co-occur with the lexical NP

with which they share a role.

Table 5:2 Form of the object and oblique object suffixes

1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl 
(excl)

1pl 
(incl)

2pl 3pl

Object 
suffix

-wou -k -ø / -n -mam -kit -mus -r

Oblique 
object 
suffix

-wou -wok -wes -mam -kit -mus -wer

The paradigm of object suffixes has recruited forms from the oblique suffix paradigm in 1sg, 1p. and 2p.

to fill gaps in the paradigm which apparently reflect the partial Proto Oceanic object enclitic inventory as

reconstructed by Evans (1995:137), and shown in Table 5:3. Ross (1998:20-21 fn) suggests the focal

pronoun was used in the remaining positions, that is those positions for which South Efate uses the OBL

forms. South Efate reflects the distribution of the Proto Oceanic paradigm, but has lost the 1sg form.

Table 5:3  Reconstructed POc object enclitics compared with South Efate object
suffixes (Evans 1995:137)

1sg 2sg 3sg 3pl

POc *-au *-ko *-a *-ra

South 
Efate 

- -k -ø /-n -r

§5.1.3.3.1. The object suffix paradigm

Object suffixes encode the objects of derived transitive verbs (30), ambitransitive verbs (31), ditransitive

verbs (32) (where they represent the recipient) and of the preposition ki (33).

Reference to an object can be encoded either by an object suffix or by a lexical NP. In South Efate the

object suffix cannot co-occur within the Verb Complex with a co-referential lexical NP which we take to
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object suffix cannot co-occur within the Verb Complex with a co-referential lexical NP which we take to

be evidence for both the object suffix and the object lexical NP being the expression of the O argument in

South Efate.

An example is (30) in which the intransitive verb pes-kerkerai 'talk harshly' takes the transitivising

suffix -ki  and an O suffix in its first use, but if the O is emphasised, as in the last clause, then the focal

pronoun ag 'you (sg)' is used instead of the O suffix.

30 Ke=fo pes-kerai-ki-k tete nrak, tete nrak, masta nen kin

3sgIRR=PSP:IR talk-strong-TR-2sgO some time  some time, boss that REL

i=wi, i=pes-kerkerai-ki ag  mas.

3sgRS=good 3sgRS=talk-strong-TR 2sg only

He will speak harshly to you, some times, some times a good boss will just speak harshly to you.

(As opposed to beating you)  (98017az, 2334.2400, 2342.4200)

An ambitransitive verb typically requires a transitive suffix (TS) of variable shape (illustrated in §8.1.3.1)

to facilitate the addition of the O suffix, as in (31) where the 3p.O suffix -r refers to a participant

mentioned earlier in the discourse.

31 I=f wel ku=f tae trok-wes go

3sgRS=CND thus 2sgRS=CND know agree-3sgOBL and

ka=fo plak-e-r ler.

1sgIRR=PSP:IR with-TS-3p.O  return

If you agree with it, then I will go back with them.  (20001b, 1303.9200, 1306.25)

With a ditransitive verb (see §7.1.7.) the O suffix encodes the recipient, as in (32) where the speaker says

he is now going to tell 'them' one (story), where the suffix -r 3p.O encodes the addressees.

32 Or ka=fo mer nrik-i-r ki i=skei.

yes 1sgIRR=PSP:IR in.turn tell-TS-3p.O PREP 3sgRS=one

Yes, I will now tell them one (story). (004a, 1509.9401, 1516.6600)

In (33) the preposition ki  follows the lexical O ntuam 'devil' and the theme is referenced by the 2sgO

suffix on the preposition.

33 Ga kin i=tu natopu ki-k.

3sg COMP 3sgRS=give devil PREP-2sgO

He is the one who gave you to the devil. (98009bz, 1086.04, 1092.74)

§5.1.3.3.1.1. The problem of 3sgO, zero marking and the 'distant' clitic

In general the 3sgO suffix has zero representation. There are, however, instances in the data where the
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In general the 3sgO suffix has zero representation. There are, however, instances in the data where the

3sgO appears as -n5. In §5.3.2. we show that -n is the 3sg direct possessive suffix. A small group of

verbs take a 3sgO of the form -n which stands in a paradigmatic relationship with other object suffixes, as

shown in (34)

34 fra to beg fra-n to beg him/her/it fra-k, fra-r 2sgO, 3sgO

ma to grate ma-n to grate it ma-k, ma-r 2sgO, 3sgO

paumra to slaughter paumra-n to slaughter (animal) paumra-r 3sgO

tak to husk tak-a-n (tkan) to husk a coconut tk-a-r 3sgO

tok to burn tok-o-n (tkon) to burn it tk-o-r 3sgO

mur to want mur-i-n to want it mur-u-k, mur-u-r 2sgO, 3sgO

The same form -n '3sgO' also appears as a suffix on both the transitivising -ki, as in (35) and on the

preposition ki (36).

35 Go kano ga i=pios, i=safeu-ki-n.

and man 3sgS 3sgRS=call 3sgRS=whistle-TR-3sgO

And the man, he called out, he whistled to him.  (20001az, 1368.5200, 1383.7200)

36 Nanromien ses ru=mer negar wes-i-ø pan tu-e-r ki-n.

present small 3p.RS=again 3p.BEN take-TS-3sgO go give-TS-3p.O PREP-3sgO

The y will take them a small present and give it to them.  (005a, 935.8, 940.6600)

Consider examples (37a) and (37b) which show how the zero 3sgO contrasts with the 3p.O of the verb

skot  'to be with' in the same position.

37a A=po weswes skot-i-r.

1sgRS=PSP work with-TS-3p.O

I would work with them. (98002az, 1421.6, 1423.0600)

37b Naustap i=pi te-ne=n na tiawi [ru] ru=ple skot-i-ø.

sacred.bone 3g=be DET-this=DST REL old.people 3p.RS 3p.RS=argue with-TS-3sgO

The sacred bone is what the old people argue with6(Lit: they argue with it).  (98003az, 802.2400,

809.5599)

further analysis also prove to be an echo-subject marker (see also Stevens 2001).

5 In Sye, Crowley (1998:191) observes that the construct suffix takes the form -n for a small number of

verbs and can occur variably with a lexical object. When the construct suffix is absent, the preceding verb

root behaves as if the following noun were morphologically bound to it.
root behaves as if the following noun were morphologically bound to it.

6The bone is a weapon produced in a ritual, as the speaker goes on to say in Bislama: They sing over it

to make it tabu, then they tie it to shoot a man, in the way of kastom, now they must fight.

While there are no textual examples of the 2sgO occurring in this position, we know from elicitation that
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skoti-k 'with' and the 2sgO suffix is the form we would expect for 'with you', completing the paradigm

(of 2sg, 3sg and 3p.) for O suffixes that can occur with the transitive suffix.

In addition to the zero 3sgO, there is a clitic =n which encodes what we call distance (DST) on

demonstratives (e.g. ne 'this', nen 'that, see §4.4.), prepositions (reki 'for' rekin 'for that') and some

verbs (pa 'go', pan 'go there'; pitlak 'have', pitlaken 'to have it'). Further examples are given below:

  38 esa here esa=n there

eswa where eswa=n where (distant)

ne this ne=n that

tene this one tene=n that one

tefla like this tefla=n like that

reki for reki=n for that

We need to distinguish the distant clitic from the object suffixes since the former has no paradigmatic

relationship with the latter. That is, the distant clitic occurs on forms from several word classes for which

there is no comparable 2sg or 3p. suffix, as there would be if it were a 3sgO suffix. Thus in (39) we see

two verbs and a preposition with the distant suffix and the accompanying ungrammatical forms with

2sgO and 3p.O.

39 pa=n go=DST *pa-k  (2sg) *pa-r (3p.)

pitlak-e=n have=DST *pitlak-e-k,  (2sg) *pitlak-e-r (3p.)

reki=n for=DST *reki-k (2sg), *reki-r  (3p.)

The distant clitic also has a deictic function of referring to earlier parts of the discourse as in (40) where it

refers to the subject of the clause.

40 Go nafiaselwen ni tiawi gakit, tu=tae pitlak-e=n mes.

and friendship of old.people 1p.in 1p.inRS=know have-V=DST today

And the friendship of our old people, we can have that today. (98014az, 1991.0599, 2001.1600)

§5.1.3.3.2. The OBL object paradigm

We saw examples of focal pronouns acting as objects in §5.1.1. above. The next example shows the

OBL form wou '1sgO' acting as object. In the position following the preposition ki  and acting as the

object, the focal pronoun kineu occurs more often in the data than does the oblique form wou.

41 Ru putkau-ki-wou i=top.

3p.RS against-TR-1sgOBL 3sgRS-big

They were against me too much. (095:2) (98017az, 77.0399, 82.6599)

The oblique (OBL) pronominals have an inherent locational meaning7 similar to the ablative pronoun
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The oblique (OBL) pronominals have an inherent locational meaning7 similar to the ablative pronoun

paradigm described by Schütz (1969:39) for Ngunese.

42 Go mit  nen ru=matur-wes.

and mat REL 3p.RS=sleep-3sgOBL

And mats that they sleep on...  (98007a, 2742.3801, 2760.6400)

The location specified by an OBL pronominal can be temporal as well as spatial, for example, encoding

the day that a race was held in (43).

43 Naliati nen rak=fo res-wes me

day this 3d.IRR=PSP:IR race-3sgOBL but

katom i=pei usrek-ki ser nagis.

hermit.crab 3sgRS=first go.round-TR every point

That day they would race, but the hermit crab was first around every point. (036:7) (98009a,

57.4200, 67.4600)

Wes can also express location in a more abstract sense, for example it can refer to the place or time where

an agreement between two parties is reached, as in (44), where the semitransitive verb trok  'to agree'

requires the oblique object form.

44 Go kai preg natus neu pak provins reki nen ka

and 1sgPS take paper 1sgPOS to province so that 1sgIRR

mai pi sekreteri go ru=mer trok-wes.

come be secretary and 3p.RS=in.turn agree-3sgOBL

And I took my paper to the province so that I could be secretary and they then agreed to it (my

becoming secretary). (067:26)

§5.1.3.4. Inclusory construction

Following Lichtenberk (2000) we identify an inclusory construction8 in which the referent of a pronoun

is further specified directly by an NP: thus komam Silas '1p.ex Silas' meaning 'we, Silas and I'. In some

languages such relations are morphologically marked, as in Sye's 'coordinate pronouns' (Crowley

to make it tabu, then they tie it to shoot a man, in the way of kastom, now they must fight.

7In the Australian language Pintupi (Heffernan, 1999:70) the O suffix has an additional (and now

archaic) locative function, exemplified by a sentence translated "The dog urinated on me!" in which the

1sgO suffix is glossed "on me" rather than simply 1sgO.
1sgO suffix is glossed "on me" rather than simply 1sgO.

8 Singer (2001) provides an extensive overview of inclusory construcions with reference to Australian

languages.

1998:44), but there is no morphological marking of this construction in South Efate.  The pronoun is
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typically followed by a personal name as in (45), here expressing the name of the other person making up

the dual subject. Similarly, in the following  examples we see a pronoun further specified by a following

NP.

45 Me u=tol Janweri go komam Limas ra=mer nag,

and 1p.exRS=pass January and 1p.ex p.name 1d.RS=again say

"Rak=fa=n saof-i-r".

1d.IRR=go=DST visit-TS-3p.O

We passed January, and Limas and I said, "Let's go visit them". (005az, 954.1599, 964.3600)

46 Gar mtulep rak=fo nru mai.

3p. wife 3d.IRR=PSP:IR two come

They (he and his wife) will both come. (Lit: They wife they (2) will come). (20001az, 2215,

2218.3600)

47 Tuk=mer ler lek nafet desison nen kin

1p.inIRR=again return look group decision that REL

akit kaonsil tu=pe slat-i-ø.

1p.in council 1p.inPS=PF take-TS-3sgO

We should go back over the decisions we, the council, have taken.  (98016bz, 1771.68, 1775.8600)

§5.1.3.5. Impersonal reference

Impersonal reference, as in 'You'd like to think that...', or 'They say that.." can also, as in English, be

encoded by second singular and third singular forms in South Efate. So in (48) the subject is a 2sg form,

but the reference is to a generic subject. The direct possessive form in this example, npaum 'your head'

also has generic reference here ('one's head').

48 Selwan ku=min nai kokon nen i=preg npau-m i=fif.

when 2sgRS=drink water bitter that 3sg-RS=make head- 2sgDP 3sgRS=spin

When you drink that bitter water it makes your head spin / When one drinks that bitter water it

makes one's head  spin. (017:64)

The impersonal object in (49) is encoded by the 2sgO suffix (-k).

49 Ru=f tae tilusus-i-k ko ruf til-ki-k, ko.

3p.RS=CND know tell.off-TS-2sgO or 3p.RS=CND tell-TR-2sgO or

They could tell you off, or they might talk to you, or something.  (98009az, 452.0800, 468.8400)

A non-referential subject, or one that refers to a whole proposition rather than to a single participant in it,

as in the general statement 'It's good' in English is similarly encoded by a 3sg pronoun in South Efate. In
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as in the general statement 'It's good' in English is similarly encoded by a 3sg pronoun in South Efate. In

(50) the 3sg subject is used for the generic statement, 'today it is the same'.

50 Mes  i=pitkaskei, naflak ru=ta tme-r taulu-e-r.

today 3sgRS=be.same clan 3p.RS=DUR RR-3p.DP marry-V-3p.O

Today it is the same, the clans still marry each other. (98010az, 1362.8146, 1364.8586)

In (51) the speaker is talking about how close a relative can be to be a suitable marriage partner. The

anaphoric referent of the 3sg subject of wi 'to be good' is the whole preceding proposition, 'if the

relationship is distant'.

51 Me i=f wel i=nrus pi emae, go i=wi, me

but 3sgRS=CND thus 3sgRS=just be far and 3sgRS=good but

i=welkin meltig top, rak=fo kano trok.

3sgRS=thus close much 3d.IRR=PSP:IR unable agree

But if it (the relationship) is distant, it is good, but if it is too close, they won't be able to agree.

(98009a, 1381.2201, 1386.8400)

§5.1.3.6. Bound direct possession pronouns

The direct possessive (DP) suffix only attaches to the class of directly possessed nouns (see §5.3.2.) and

the reflexive/reciprocal morpheme and so is not analysed as a clitic. For singular and 3p. forms a

synchronically unpredictable vowel (V) may be inserted to facilitate suffixation of the DP suffix9. The

3sg is the most common form of the DP found in the data, and for many directly possessed nouns only

3sgDP forms are attested. Examples of these suffixes follow:

52 Gar nen ru=lek-a-ø ki namt-e-r.

3p. REL 3p.RS=see-TS-3sgO PREP eye-V-3p.DP

It was they who saw it  with their own eyes.  (98018az, 1647.7000, 1649.7)

53 Komam u=weswes-ki nar-mom u=farfar-ki namol-mam.

1p.Ex 1p.=work-TR hand-1p.exDP 1p.exRS=move-TR body-1p.exDP

We worked with our hands, we moved our bodies. (064:25) (98003bz, 525.0000, 529.4)

languages.

9In our discussion of a similar epenthetic element, the transitive suffix, in §8.1.3. we conclude that it

still has some function, but note that in other languages it is classed as an empty morph (e.g.

Lichtenberk's (2001:146) analysis of Manam and To'aba'ita). We consider the vowel inserted between a

noun and the direct possessive suffix to be an empty (and unpredictable) morph whose shape is a result of

diachronic processes.
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54 Me tm-e-r go rait-e-r mas ruk=to gar preg sernale.

but father-V-3p.DP and mother-V-3p.DP only 3p.IRR=HAB 3p.BEN make everything

Only their fathers and mothers would do everything for them. (070:37) (98009a, 667.5400, 671.2)

The reflexive/reciprocal morpheme tme-/tmo-10  is followed by the direct possessive pronoun in the

second part of the pre-verbal complex (PVC2), discussed in §10.1.6. In the 1p.ex the only form of the

DP suffix that can occur with a reflexive is -m, thus tmo-m '1p.exc (also dual)' and not *tmo-mom.

Examples (55 a-c) show that -m is the same form for 1p.ex, 1d., and 2sg subjects. DP pronominal

suffixes underspecify the dual/plural distinction so reference to dual subjects is provided through the

subject proclitics, which, as shown in example (55b) below, do differentiate a dual category.

55a Ale u=tmo-m welu komam nawesien.

ok 1p.exRS=RR-1p.DP help 1p.ex work

Okay, we helped each other with work. (DW 98010b, 1395.2805, 1397.32)

55b Komam ra=trau tmo-m fes-ki komam.

1p.ex 1d.RS=just RR-1p.DP face-TR 1p.ex

Us, we (2)  just faced each other. (98003bz, 1353.79, 1355.8799)

55c Ku=fo tmo-m lek-ki namt-a-m.

2sgRS=PSP:IR RR-2sgDP look-TR eye-V-2sgDP

You will see it for yourself with your own eyes. (KK 98008a)

The first person plural reflexive has the same form (kit ) for dual (56a) and plural (56b). Sentence (56a) is

part of a discussion about traditional behaviour between girls and boys. The speaker says that in her

youth they could not look at each other, they could not literally 'make to ourselves look at our faces',

using the dual subject form tak='1d.IRR'.

56a Preg tak=tmo-kit lek nrae=kit i=tik.

make 1d.IRR=RR-1p.DP look face-1p.DP 3sgRS=not

Look face to face, no (Lit: Make we(2) to ourselves look at our faces, no) (066:89)

In (56b) the subject is a plural, tu= '1p.inRS' and =kit  still marks the reflexive object.

56b Tu=tae tmo-kit fafat-kit.

1p.inRS=know RR-1p.DP trust-1p.incO

We can have confidence in ourselves. (98014az, 2045.3091, 2047.4000)

diachronic processes.

10tme is the third person form and tmo is used for 1st and 2nd person subjects.
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§5.2. Nouns

Lexical nouns account for some 1360 headwords in the current lexicon of South Efate. They do not

inflect for person, number or role. Common nouns make up most of the class of lexical nouns, with the

remainder being proper nouns (including kinterms and placenames). Proper nouns cannot be marked by

the article na- while many common nouns can. While it is generally the case that names of people and

places are not prefixed by the article na- only some 40% of all nouns in the dictionary are n- initial, so it

is a sufficient but not necessary condition of common noun status.

At this point it is useful to describe the status of the article in South Efate. In the absence of any detailed

work on the language, and in a broader typological study, Crowley (1985:161) classed the use of the

article in South Efate as a "residual, non- productive system, involving a morphologically fused reflex of

*na or *a, which is attached only before some nouns, and is possibly separable with some nouns, and is

used only in some marginal constructions." He proposed the following Proto Oceanic noun class system

(1985:184) in which na was prefixed primarily to nouns encoding lower animates and inanimates, as in

(57):

57 *na *ø

human none all

animate non-human some most

inanimate most some

Clark (1986:31), with the benefit of more data, says that Proto-Efate *na- "is a prefix rather than simply

part of the noun: (1) some morphemes occur as nouns with *na- and in other contexts without it.[..]; (2)

*na- is productively used, along with the suffix *-ana, to nominalize verbs[...]; (3) the Polynesian

languages Mele-Fila and Emae have borrowed hundreds of Efate nouns, but almost never with *na-

incorporated [....](4) Epau and Eton have lost *na- before bases of three syllables or more."

Of the 1360 nouns in the current South Efate sample, 530 begin with n-. Nouns which are not n- initial

typically refer to the following semantic fields (conforming largely with Crowley's Proto Oceanic system

above):

- kin terms (gka, apap, tem, 'father' )

- names of places, days of the week, animals (afsak  'turtle') and fish (fai 'stingray' ), natural features

(orfale 'cave', al 'sun')

- certain body parts (e.g. fingers, teeth). Of 103 body parts or products, 34 do not begin with n-
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As an indication of the productivity of article affixation, the article is still used in the process of

nominalisation, described in §5.4. Further, the second noun in a compound noun, which would occur

with the article in isolation, may not have the article in the compound, as can be seen in kortas

'washstrake, canoe rail' (made up of kor 'fence' and ntas 'sea'), or nafumkas 'flower' (made up of nafum

'flower' and nkas 'tree'). And finally, the article is used productively with loanwords, as we see in (58)

where sifil wo  'civil war' is prefixed by the article. In sum, the article in South Efate is still analysable as

a productive prefix in many cases.

58 Ale ru=pan preg nafkal skot te-ni Emlakul malnen i=piatlak na sifil wo.

okay 3p.RS= go make war with DET-of p.name as 3sgRS= have ART civil war

Okay, they went to fight with those from Malakula when there was a civil war. (98002az, 345.7199,

352.5400)

§5.2.1. Kinship nouns

Kinship nouns are a small group of address terms for relations which in general are distinct from directly

possessed kin terms (an exception is ati 'grandmother' which is both an address term and directly

possessed). Like proper nouns, personal nouns cannot take the article na.

59 apu grandfather11

ati grandmother

awo uncle

iak mother, mother's sister,

ta father's sister

Speakers note that terms for 'father' depend on the speaker's naflak 'clan' membership, so that using one

of the three available terms identifies the speaker as belonging to a particular naflak  as outlined below.

This is the only example of clan-specific vocabulary encountered in the data.

60 apap father, general address term, used by those in naflak  other than kram 'clam' and

namkanr 'wild arrowroot'

gka father address term used by members of naflak  namkanr  'wild arrowroot'

tata father, address term used by members of naflak kram  'clam'

As noted in the introduction to this chapter, gender is not marked morphologically in South Efate, but a

current reflex of an earlier gender distinction is found in personal names. Names beginning with Li are

10tme is the third person form and tmo is used for 1st and 2nd person subjects.

11 A common form of naming is to take the last syllable of a personal name and append it to an address

term, thus apu Srap  'grandfather Kalsarap/Kalsrap', ati Skau  'grandmother Kaskau'.

female (e.g. Limas, Litapurog, Lias), and those beginning with Kal are male (e.g. Kalsarap, Kaltapau,
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female (e.g. Limas, Litapurog, Lias), and those beginning with Kal are male (e.g. Kalsarap, Kaltapau,

Kaloros).

§5.2.2. Placenames and the locative affix e-

Placenames are identified by being prefixed by the locative e- as in the list below. Of 114 placenames

recorded in the data, only four do not begin with the locative e- as can be seen from the map of

placenames around Erakor on pages xxii, xxiii.

61 Efil Vila

Emlakul Malakula

Epag Pango

Erakor Erakor

Ermag Erromango

Esanr Santo

The locative affix e- is used more generally to form a location with the following nominal. The locative

can also mark a location in time as we see in (62) where matol 'tomorow' has the locative prefix. In this

example the word for sea, elau has a fused locative prefix, as do a number of locational terms in the

current lexicon.

62 Komam ko=fo matur esan, e-matol pulpog,

1p.ex 1p.exRS=PSP:IR sleep there LOC-tomorrow morning

ko=fo sel naot negar pak elau.

1p.exRS=PSP:IR take chief 3p.POS to sea

We will sleep there, the next morning we will take their chief to the sea.  (005a, 346.1600, 354.4800)

It appears from a few examples that the locative (e-) can also act as a directional particle following the

locational NP, hence we call it an affix rather than a prefix. It is attested in the data with the verb en 'to

be at, to lay', occurring after the location specified by the object of en.

63 I=en namlas-e / e-sum-e.

3sgRS=lay bush- LOC LOC-house-LOC

It is in the bush /  the house. (elicited)

Another example of the locative directional particle is with the verb meltig 'to be close' as in (64).

64 I=pi e-meltig-e, kin ag ku=su ntaf tefla.

3sgRS=be LOC-near-LOC COMP 2sg 2sgRS=descend hill thus

It is close, that you go down the hill like that.  (20001az, 1838.9400, 1842.5)

A final example comes from a song where the locative directional particle is in a position that needs to be
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A final example comes from a song where the locative directional particle is in a position that needs to be

filled by the meter of the song.

65 Pa=taf emae-e.

2sgIRR=leave far-LOC

You go a long way.  (98009b, 1322.4896, 1326.3599)

§5.2.3. Temporal nouns

There is a class of temporal nouns (listed in 66) which can act as the head of a temporal adverbial phrase

(see §12.2.5.), to establish the timeframe for the following clause. As can be seen, this group of nouns

includes reference to non-specific time long ago, to the names of days of the week (based around aliat

'day'), to parts of the day, and to days relative to today (tomorrow, yesterday, the day before yesterday, the

day after tomorrow). The noun mal 'time' does not occur as a temporal noun on its own, but features in

several of these forms in (66). It also means hour, although the usual way of talking about time within a

day is by using Bislama or English (wan klok 'one o'clock'). Nouns that cannot act as temporal nouns

can become the head of an adverbial clause by the addition of the adjectival expressions karu 'other',

'second', nentu  'next' or nenpa 'past', thus nrak karu  'another time', wik nenpa 'last week', ntau nentu

'next year'.

66 aliat fnau Wednesday malnen as, at the time when

aliat ftoumlap Thursday malpei before, a long time ago

aliat karu Tuesday matol evening, tomorrow, the future

aliat pei Monday mes today

aliat pot Friday nanom yesterday

aliat tap Sunday nas day before yesterday

aliat toknak Saturday nrakpei long ago

as day after tomorrow pog night

inrok after, behind, later pulpog morning, dawn

kotfan afternoon, evening selwan while, at the time that

malfa short time tetwei before

malfane then, at that time

While not strictly a subclasss on distributional grounds, these nouns form adjunct NPs by themselves

which can function to establish a temporal frame for a sentence as in (67) and (68).

67 Nanom pog u=mai praktis. U=praktis ser mal, sum ni Ben.

yesterday night 1p.exRS=come practice 1p.exRS=practice every time house of  Ben

Yesterday night we came and practiced. We practice every time, at Ben's house.  (98010bz, 687.4,

697.3972)

68 Aliatfnau nentu ru=totan sa, nlaken kes ne ke=fo mer pakor

Wednesday next 3p.RS=sit here because case this 3sgIRR=PSP:IR again appear

Next  Wednesday they'll sit here, because the case will be on again. (98018az, 2296.6000, 2301.3000)
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Next  Wednesday they'll sit here, because the case will be on again. (98018az, 2296.6000, 2301.3000)

69 Pa=fo paus-ki asl-a-m ki raru mes,

2sIRR=PSP:IR ask-TR friend-V-2sgDP PREP boat today

me ku=kano paus-ki-n matol.

but 2sgRS=can't ask-TR-3sgO tomorrow

You will ask your friend for a canoe today, but can't ask for it tomorrow. (98002b, 2373.6800,

2377.9599)

§5.3. Possession

As is the case for other Oceanic languages, there are two ways of marking possession in South Efate, by

means of a possessive pronoun, or directly on the noun, commonly called indirect and direct possession

respectively. The first is used for general possession and the second for possession of closely associated

items, like body parts, family members and so on, as discussed in the following sections.

§5.3.1. General possession

General possession refers to the form of possession entered into by most nouns and is encoded

morphosyntactically by means of a possessive pronoun (§5.3.1.1.); the preposition ni 'of' (§5.3.1.2.); the

form knen 'of it' (§5.3.1.3.); or by simply juxtaposing the possessor and the possessed (§5.3.1.4.). The

juxtaposition of a possessed and possessor NP is limited to nouns that would otherwise be directly

possessed as seen in example (84) discussed in §5.3.2. The idiosyncratic possessive pronoun nakte 'my',

'mine' was discussed earlier in §5.1.2.1.

§5.3.1.1. Possession marked by a possessive pronoun

Possessive pronouns follow the possessed NP.

70 Nasumtap pur nigmam nen i=tarpek.

church big 1p.exPOS REL 3sgRS=fall.down

It was our church that fell down.  (98010az, 1591.3156, 1594.3000)

71 A-pes nawesien neu, namolien neu kineu a=tap taf

IsgRS-start work 1sgPOS life 1sgPOS 1sg 1sgRS= not leave

pak nawesien tete naor mau.

to work some place NEG2

I started my work, my life, I didn't leave to work somewhere else. (45:3) (98003az, 145.1600, 151.5799)
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§5.3.1.2. ni possession

Possession is marked by the preposition ni 'of' when the possessum is a noun, and has the form

'possessed ni possessor'.

72 Me i=mailum pnak-lu kom ni tapes.

and 3sgRS=slow steal-completely  comb of moorhen

And he slowly stole the moorhen's comb.  (98009b, 1585.3, 1588.5)

73 I=pi nawesien ni Atua.

3sgRS=be work of god

It is God's work. (005a, 1977., 1978.7600)

The preposition ni 'of'' can also have an ablative meaning (like 'coming from' or 'denizen of') which is not

always possible to distinguish from a possessive reading.

74 Plisman ni natkon ru=kerkrai, naot i=kerkrai, i=pitlak namtakwen.

policeman of village 3p.RS=strong chief 3sgRS=strong 3sgRS=have fear

The village's  police (the police from the village) are strong, the chief is strong, there is fear

(among the populace).  (98011a, 2615.9201, 2622.5000)

75 Famli ni nafet tiawi ni Emar nen ru=tu san ru=lap.

family of group old.people of p.name that 3p.RS=stay here 3p.RS=many

The family of many of the old people from Mare are here.  (98002az, 467.0819, 472.0800)

§5.3.1.3. knen 'of it'

A further type of possession marking involves the form knen 'of it' (presumably from ki+nen = 'to that')

used of an inanimate referent which cannot be referred to by nega '3sgPOS'. Knen  is often used to refer

back to a previously mentioned discourse participant, as in (76) where David knen 'David of it', refers to

the story told about David.

76 Natrauswen a=gag traus-i-ø. Ga kin i=pakor to esa.

story 1sgRS-2sgBEN tell-TS-3sgO 3sg REL 3sgRS=appear stay here

Me kineu a=lek-a-ø ki namt-a-k. David knen i=tu tu.

and 1sg 1sgRS=look-TS-3sgO PREP eye-V-1sgDP p.name of.it 3sgRS=stay:RED

The story I told you. It came out of here. And I saw it with my own eyes. David of it (the story) is

still around.  (98001bz, 158.2600,  172.7)
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77 Tetwei perkati i=piatlak nafkal toklos nanre nig ntan

long.ago really 3sgRS=have fight about side of land

go natrauswen knen i=tepla=n.

and story of.it 3sgRS=thus=DST

A very long time ago there was a fight about ground and the story of it is like that. (98009b,

1685.7801, 1685.4400)

78 Natrauswen karu [im-], i=pitlak nalag knen, i=pitlak nalag.

story next 3sgRS=have song of.it 3sgRS=have song

The next story, it has its song, it has a song.  (98009b, 1158.6600, 1167.7999)

§5.3.2. Direct possession

There are 124 nouns in the current sample that take direct possession marking. Similar groups of nouns

in other languages of the region are called bound nouns (Hyslop 2000:79) or obligatorily possessed

(Lynch 2000:42) as they require a possessive suffix. They are also generally known as inalienably

possessed nouns (Payne 1997:104) and in Paamese (Crowley 1996). In South Efate these nouns only take

possessive marking to show possession by a pronominal possessor, that is, they also occur without

possessive marking when the possessor is encoded by a noun (as we will see later in this section) and so

we prefer to use the term 'direct possession' to indicate that they take directly suffixed possession markers.

As in other languages of the region, directly possessed nouns typically refer to relationships of part/whole

or close association as can be seen by the sample in Table 5:4. Examples of deverbal nouns taking direct

possession are given in (90) below.

Table 5:4 Examples of directly possessed nouns
Kin / associated human terms

asel friend pal brother

ati grandmother rait mother

kor sister tem father

Body parts

mpag buttocks natu foot

nafinr ribs ntalig ear

namet eye ntawot bone,  skeleton

nas  jaw nua vein

Body products

mar, maron breath name urine

nalof tracks
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nalof tracks

Associated parts

kut louse napirkit coconut stalk

nagi name ntapukor shell cover, operculum

Examples of directly possessed nouns in context follow.

79 Go ra=paus-ki-n ki, "Gag tm-a-m go rait-o-m wa?"

and 3d.RS=ask-TR-3sgO PREP 2sgPOS father-V-2sgDP and mother-V-3sgDP where

And they asked, "You, where are your father and mother?"  (98009b, 58.3600, 63.9000)

80 Gar nen ru=lek-a-ø ki namt-e-r.

3p. REL 3p.RS=see-TS-ø PREP eye-V-3p.DP

It is they who saw it with their own eyes. (98018az, 1647.7000, 1652.9801)

If a directly possessed noun occurs without a possessive suffix it indicates that the referent is unowned or

disembodied. Thus a photograph of me is nanik  'my photo' (directly possessed), but a photograph owned

by me is nan neu 'my photo' (indirectly possessed).  Blood that has sprayed onto one's clothes, for

example, is no longer possessed, and so appears with no possession markers. Similarly, in (81) the blood

that is no longer part of the body has no direct possession markers.

81 Me ru-kraksok disentri me ru-taf-ki nra.

Then 3p.RS-catch dysentry  and  3p.RS-shit-TR blood

Then they got dysentry and they shat blood.  (56:25) (98002bz, 962.1800, 972.2200)

In contrast to (81), example (82) shows nra 'blood' with a direct possessive marker.

82 I=tap mai leg nra-n nig nafinaotan leg mau.

3sgRS=not come straight blood-3sgDP of chiefly.line straight NEG2

He doesn't come straight from the blood of the chiefly line.  (053:52)

When the owner of a directly possessed noun needs to be specified more fully than by pronominal

reference then possession is indicated by juxtaposing the possessed and possessor. In (83) nar 'hand'

appears first directly possessed ('her hand') and then possessed by the proper noun 'Walter Lini'.

83 Me nar-u-n ga i=taos nar, kalo, Walter Lini.

but hand-V-3sgDP 3sg 3sgRS=like hand HESIT p.name

But her hand was like, um, Walter Lini's. (98017bz, 573.3999, 580.6599)

The otherwise directly possessed noun rait 'mother' is possessed by the noun tesa 'child' in (84) which is

from a narrative about child birth. The speaker has just said that the mother should stay quiet for five days

following the birth, but that after five days she can get up and do light work.
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following the birth, but that after five days she can get up and do light work.

84 Go rait tesa ke=fo tae toleg preg tete namrun ses.

and mother child 3sgIRR=PSP:IR able stand.up make some thing small

And the child's mother can stand up and do some small things.  (98003bz, 1169.9399, 1175.5000)

A possessed noun may further possess a second noun, as in (85) where nagien 'his name' is directly

possessed and the juxtaposed possessor is a lexical noun that itself is directly possessed (tmen 'his

father').

85 Tme-n nagi-e-n Thomas, gar kin ru=pa=n weswes-ki naprai   sanpe.

father-3sgDP name-V-3sgDP p.name 3p. REL 3p.RS=go=DST work-TR cane there

His father's name was Thomas, they are the ones who went and worked on the sugarcane.

(98011az, 2164.8600, 2170.5200)

§5.3.2.1. Dyadic kinterm construction

Groups of kinterms can be linked in a construction which we call a dyadic kinterm construction (Merlan

and Heath 1982), which has a very limited distribution in the data. The only examples found so far are

given in (86) and involve a prefix tem which indicates that there is a group of kin.

86 tem-pal-un / tem-palpol-un tem+brother+un a group of brothers

tem-tm-en tem+father+en father and child

tma-kor-en tem +sister+en sisters, group of sisters

According to Evans (2003) dyadic morphemes are commonly either identical to or clearly related to

reciprocals, and the South Efate prefix tem looks like the reflexive/reciprocal morpheme tme/tmo

especially if we take into account that the dyadic form only occurs before consonants in the three

examples in (86) and so does not undergo medial vowel reduction (see §3.6.1.). The reflexive/reciprocal

particle could be analysed as being reduced from tem following the addition of a vowel which serves as the

base for the reflexive pronominal suffix, e.g. tem+en >  tme-n 'RR - 3sgDP'.

With only these examples it is not possible to generalise about the meaning of tem as shown in (86).

The first form appears in textual data and examples are given below. The second, temtmen, was elicited

from Rivierre's (1965) wordlist and remembered by older speakers only.

87 I=piatlak tem-pal-u-n i=tol.

3sgRS=have DK-brother-V-3sgDP 3sgRS=three

He had three brothers. (030)
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88 Tu=pamori na tem-palpal-u-n, ru=nom to tme-r ple-ki-r.

1p.incRS=find COMP DK-brother:RED-V-3DP 3p.RS=all STAT RR-3p.DP argue-TR-3sgO

We find that all of these brothers are arguing with each other . (98014a, 2080.7201, 2084.2200)

§5.4. Nominalisation

Nominalisation is highly productive, both in terms of the number of stems that can undergo the process

(there are some 170 deverbal nouns in the data formed by the process discussed in §5.4.2.), and in the

frequency with which nominalised forms occur in the data.

There are three nominalising processes. The first simply prefixes the article na- to the verb stem

(§5.4.1.), the second involves prefixing with the article na and suffixing -wen / -ien /-an / -n  to the verb

stem (§5.4.2.), and the third employs the prefix te- (§5.4.3.). They are discussed in turn below.

Nominalisation of other word classes is not as common but some examples are also given in the

following sections.

§5.4.1. na- nominalisation

Some verbs can be nominalised simply by prefixing the article na-(or n-). There is no correlation between

verbs which can be nominalised in this way and the classes established in Chapter 7, that is, we find

intransitive  (89b, c, d, f, g, ), and ambitransitive (89a, e, h, i) verbs both being nominalised by prefixing

na-.

89 a atlak to own natlak owner

b fsup to be peaked nafsup the peak (eg of a roof)

c fum to flower nafum flower

d kal to dress nkal clothes

e lag to sing nalag song

f msak to be sick namsaki sickness

g milo to be dirty namilo dirt

h nre to turn nanre the side

i prai to cut naprai sugarcane

Depending on the semantics of the deverbal noun, it may further be eligible for direct possession (e.g 89c

nafum-e-n 'its flower'), as in (90).

90 a gor to grunt nagor-in his / her / its nose

b lu to vomit nalu-en his / her / its vomit

c mol to be alive namol-in his / her / its body

d tanu to spit ntanu-en his / her / its spit
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§5.4.2. Nominalisation of verbs using na-...-wen / ien / -an

The second type of nominalisation involves prefixing the verb with the article na- and following it with

-wen/ -uen /- ien/ -an. This type of nominalisation operates on intransitive stems, but also on compound

forms which are ambitransitive. If the verb undergoes initial consonant alternation (cf §6.4.5.1.) then the

/f/-initial stem is used in the nominalised form, as in the following examples.

91 a pakelag be proud nafakelagwen pride

b paus to ask nafauswen the question

c psir to lie nafsirwen the lie

d puserek to discuss nafuserekwen discussion

The result of this process is an abstract noun, as found in nouns ending in -ing or -ness in English. We

give examples below, but first we will contrast the meaning of a verb nominalised with this process (on

the right in 92) with one nominalised with just an article (as described in §5.4.1.) (in the middle in 92).

92 a lag to sing nalag song nlagwen the singing

b mol to be alive namol body namolien life

c mten to be heavy namten weight namtenwen heaviness

Examples (93a) and (93b) illustrate the two nominalised forms of mol 'to be alive', and show that it takes

direct possession in (93a) when nominalised with just the article. Contrast (93b) with the -ien form

where possession is indicated by the indirect possessive form neu '1sgPOS'.

93a  Komam u=weswes-ki nar-mam, u=farfar-ki namol-mam.

  1p.ex 1p.exRS=work-TR arm-1p.exDP 1p.exRS=move-TR body-1p.exDP

Us, we worked with our hands, we moved our bodies.  (98003bz, 525.0000, 529.4590)

93b  Ale, namolien neu, a=skul naur.

  ok life 1sgPOS 1sgRS=school island

Okay, my life, I went to school on the island. (98003az, 999.2400, 1007.6399)

Some deverbal nouns like those in (94) have such high frequency that we regard them as being fused (and

thus they occur as headwords in the lexicon), despite being recognisably derived from verbs. The forms in

(94) enclosed with % are underlying and do not necessarily appear in everyday speech.

94 a natkon village %na - tok -on% ART - stay - NMLS

b nafsan language %na- pes - an% ART - talk - NMLS

c nawesien work %na - wes - ien% ART - work - NMLS

There are four forms of the suffix associated with this type of nominalisation: -n, -(i)en ,-wen or -(i)an.

The -n suffix occurs on vowel-final stems, e.g. nafregnrogo-n 'the attempt'. There is a tendency for
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The -n suffix occurs on vowel-final stems, e.g. nafregnrogo-n 'the attempt'. There is a tendency for

ambitransitive verbs to take the -ien  suffix when the transitive form of the ambitransitive verb ends in -i,

(thus nrom-i-ø 'to love it', nanromien 'love'; pam-i-ø 'to eat it', nfamien  'feast') but it is also the case that

some of these verb stems take the -wen  suffix (nfamwen  'feast' occurs about as many times in the data as

does nfamien  'feast'). While some verbs occur with only the -ien ending (e.g. nawesien 'work'; namolien

'life'; nanromien 'love') there are also a number of stems for which more than one suffix may be used, as

can be seen from the attested forms in (95) which occur with varying suffixes.

95 nakarwen / nakarien itchiness

nakerkraian / nakerkeraien difficulty, hardness

namroperkatwen / namroperkatien keepsake

nsaiseiwen / nsaiseien meeting

ntaewen / ntaeien knowledge

Some textual examples of this variation in the form of nominalising suffixes follow. Kerkerai 'hard', is

nominalised with the suffix -an in (96a) and with -en (96b)

96a Pan nmatu i=piatlak na-kerkerai-an.

go woman 3sgRS=have ART-hard-NMLS

Until the women has her quickening. (98003bz, 1192.6199, 1195.6459)

96b Na-kerkrai-en ni kafman i=piatlak-e-n.

ART-hard-NMLS of government 3sgRS=have-TS-3sgO

It had the power of the government.  (MK 98012)

The variation in endings with the nominalised form of ftour 'to marry' is shown in (97).

97a Ru=preg nafnag pur, taos, e, na-ftour-ien.

3p.RS=make food big like HESIT ART-marry-NMLS

They make a big feast, like a, um, wedding. (98011az, 1581.9200, 1593.5199)

97b Ru=gamus preg na na-ftour-wen gamus.

3p.RS=2p.BEN make HESIT ART-marry-NMLS 2p.POS

They will make your wedding for you. (98009a, 1406.6279, 1410.1200)

Candidates for this form of nominalisation are (i) simple verb stems, (ii) compound verbs, (iii)

reduplicated verb stems, and (very rarely) (iv) verbs and incorporated nouns. Each is illustrated below.
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i) Nominalisation of simple verb stems

Simple verb stems are the most common source for deverbal nouns.

frak to be slow nafrakwen slowness

fsofus to be young nafsofuswen youth

ftil to gossip naftilwen gossip

ftour to marry naftourwen wedding

ftup to hit naftupwen a blow

kil to dig nakilwen, nakilien the digging

pnut to close nafnutwen the end

preg to make nafregwen making

psir to lie nafsirwen a lie

ptin to be hot naftinwen heat

ptom to grow naftomwen growth

puk to cough nafukwen cough

ii) Nominalisation of compound verb stems

Compound verbs (as discussed in §9.1.1) are nominalised in the same way as simple verb stems.

krak-pun to crawl-kill nakrakpunwen killing

mro-perkat to think-really namroperkatwen remembrance

preg-nrog to make-try nafregnrogon attempt

puet-sok to grab-jump nafuetsokwen grabbing

iii) Nominalisation of reduplicated verb stems

Verb reduplication (as discussed in §7.3) can provide base forms for nominalisation. In one case in the

data it is the non-reduplicated intransitive form wes  'to work' and not the transitive weswes 'to work' that

undergoes nominalisation (> nawesien).

le to look nalelewen opinion

lum to be moist nalumlumwen moisture

tur to sew naturturwen the sewing

iv) Nominalisation of verb + noun (incorporated nouns)

A handful of verb + incorporated noun combinations occur in the data (cf §9.1.1.2.). All examples in the

data are presented below.

pi asel to be friends nafiaselwen friendship (being friends)

pi atlak to be the owner nafitlaken ownership (the owning)

pi naot to be chief nafinaotan the chiefly line

pi soklep to be rich nafisoklepan wealth (being rich)

pi tiawi to be old nafitiawian old age (being old)

preg nafnag to make food nafregnafnagwen the food making
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The noun in this construction has to be generic, as we would expect from what we know of noun

incorporation (e.g. Mithun 1984, de Reuse 1999). There are no examples of a noun encoding a specific

food type being incorporated (e.g. *nafregkapuen - 'the laplap making'). Some textual examples of

nominalised incorporated nouns follow.

98 Me na-freg-nafnag-wen ser-nrak i=pi nmatu kin i=preg nafnag.

but ART-make:IR-food-NMLS every-time 3sgRS=be woman REL 3sgRS=make.R food

But food preparation is always women's work. (065:30) (98003bz, 957.0399, 963.1799)

99 Natamol pet ke=sat na-fi-naot-an.

man different 3sgIRR=take ART-be:IR-chief-NMLS

Some other man would take the chiefly line.  (98014az, 1282.55, 1284.2)

100 Na-fi-asel-wen ni tiawi gakit, tu=tae pitlak-e-n mes.

ART-be:IR-friend-NMLS of old.people 1p.inclPOS 1p.incRS=be.able have-TS-3sgO today

And the friendship of the old people, we can still have that today. (98014az, 1991.0599, 2001.1600)

101 Ru=pi namer wi. Na-fi-soklep-wen gar i-top. Ku=tae America.

3p.RS=be men good ART-be:IR-rich-NMLS 3p.POS 3sgRS=much 2sgRS=know p.name

They were good men. Their wealth was great. You know, America. (98003az, 1793.0399, 1799.0799)

§5.4.3. te nominalisation

There is a productive process in which the determiner prefix te-combines with demonstratives, verbs,

possessives, ordinal numbers, quantifiers, and nouns that results in a large class of indefinite but specific

demonstrative pronouns12. Some forms prefixed with te  are now treated as lexical items and appear as

headwords in the dictionary, thus temol 'animal' (from mol 'be alive'), telekor 'guard' (from lekor 'to look

after'), temat  'corpse' (from mat 'to die'). We illustrate forms prefixed with te- below.

te + demonstratives
ne this tene this one

nen that tenen that one (distant)

go near addressee (AD ) tego that one (near addressee)

Addressee deixis is encoded in three demonstratives, ne 'this', nen 'that' and go 'location closer to the

term, thus apu Srap  'grandfather Kalsarap/Kalsrap', ati Skau  'grandmother Kaskau'.

12te- is the article in Ifira-Mele (Clark 2002:684)

addressee than to the speaker'. In (102) from a court hearing, the chief is asking the secretary about some
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people standing near the secretary to whom he refers as tego 'that/those near you'.

102 Te-go ru=to, fei kin i=repot?

DET-AD 3p.RS=stay who REL 3sgRS=report

Those (near you) here, who will report? (98016az, 1306.0800, 1313.6601)

103 I=pi nser ni tapes, te-ne, i=pi te-ni tapes.

3sgRS=be comb of swamphen DET-this 3sgRS=be DET=of swamphen

It is the swamphen's comb, this one, it is the swamphen's. (98009b, 1557.6849, 1561.8800)

te + verb
fsofus young tefsofus the young one

got black tegot the black one

kerkerai strong tekerkerai  the strong one

miel red temiel the red one

msak sick temsak the sick one

plaksok teach teplaksok the teacher

psir lie tepsir the lie

pur big tepur the big one

pei first tepei the first

wi good tewi the good

104 Te-ni te-fsofus, ga i=to to ser aliat fetaumlap.

DET-of DET-young 3sg 3sgRS=STAT stay every Thursday

The young people's one, it is always on every Thursday. (98009a, 1516.9249, 1520.6)

te +  possessive pronouns
neu mine temeu the one that is mine

gag yours (sg) tegag the one that is yours (sg)

ga his / hers tega the one that is his / hers

gakit ours (inclusive) tegakit the one that is ours (incl)

nigmam ours (exclusive) tenigmam the one that is ours (excl)

gamus yours (pl) tegamus the one that is yours (pl)

gar theirs tegar that which is theirs

105 I=f=wel kin ku=mur pa=prai

3sgRS=CND=thus REL 2sgRS=want 2sgIRR=break

natus gag me i=pi te-gamus.

paper 2sgPOS then 3sgRS=be DET-2p.POS

If you want to break your paper (marriage vows) then it is up to you. (98009a, 1329.3599, 1333.6800)
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Example (106) shows a number of uses of the te  determiner combining with possessive forms (ni 'of' and

possessive pronouns) to form demonstrative pronouns, in a discussion about the relative wisdom of the

people of yesterday and those of tomorrow.

106 Go te-ni matol ke=fo mer na "I=wi-ki matol".

and DET-of tomorrow 3sgIRR=PSP:IR in.turn say 3sgRS=be.good-TR tomorrow

Ale komam ko=fo psawi-ki te-nigmam. Ale ni tiawi ni tetwei

then 1p.ex 1p.exIRR=PSP:IR thank-TR DET-1p.exPOS then of old.people of long.ago

ke=fo psawi-ki te-ga. I=na te-ga i=wi,

3sgIRR=PSP:IR thank-TR DET-3sgPOS 3sgRS=say DET-3sgPOS 3sgRS=good

me komam ko=fo psawi-ki te-nigmam.

but 1p.ex 1p.exIRR=PSP:IR thank-TR DET-1p.exPOS

And those of tomorrow will say, "It is right for tomorrow." And we will thank ours (our old

people). And the old people from before thank theirs. They say their (old people) are good, but

we will be grateful for ours. (98010bz, 799.6399, 814.8599)

te + ordinal number

Ordinal numbers greater than one are formed from numerals with the prefix ka and are further specified by

the prefix te  to form demonstratives.

pei first tepei the first one

karu second tekaru the second one

katol third tekatol the third one

kafat fourth tekafat the fourth one

107 Tag i=pi te-karu, te-katol i=pi Andre.

p.name 3sgRS=be DET-second DET-third 3sgRS=be p.name

Tag is the second, the third is Andre. (98014az, 621.0600, 626.8799)

te + quantifier
lap many telap the many

karu other tekaru the other

nrfal few tenrfal the few

skei one teskei the same

108 I=pi nlaken ru=prai sto lap. Te-lap ru=pak klapus.

3sgRS because 3p.RS=break store many DET-many 3p.RS=go.to gaol

It is because they broke many shops. Many of them went  to gaol.  (98014az, 1913.7400, 1918.6380)
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109 Me  tu=pi naflak i=skei, tu=pi te-skei.

but 1p.inRS=be clan 3sgRS=one 1p.inRS=be DET-one

We are of the same clan, we are the same. (98017a, 370.9, 373.9200)

te + noun

There are some examples of te- combining with nouns to form non-specific nouns. In (110) nmatu

'woman' and nanwei 'man' become indefinite when prefixed by te.

110 Gar kin ru=to lekor-wou. Te-nmatu i=skei, go te-nanwei i=nru.

3p. REL 3p.RS=HAB look.after-1sgO DET-woman 3sgRS=one and DET-man 3sgRS=two

They looked after me. One woman and two men. (98011a, 753.0600, 758.4999)

In (111) the verb mes 'to play' has been nominalised to form nameswen 'game', which then takes te- to

form an indefinite noun, 'a game'.

111 Ru=preg lo i=pi te-na-mes-wen.

3p.RS=make law 3sgRS=be DET-ART-game-NMLS

They make the law into a game. (98011a, 2366.8726, 2369.0600)

§5.5. The noun phrase

The noun phrase (NP) as shown in the schema in (112), consists minimally of a clitic pronoun. NPs that

do not consist solely of a clitic pronoun can function as O or as an NP in apposition to the clitic S, or in

an oblique role as an adjunct.

Lexical nouns and focal pronouns can co-occur with demonstratives and the limiting determiner and

relative clause (RC), and lexical nouns can further have premodifiers drawn from a small closed set and

post-modifiers drawn from an open set. Clitic pronouns can only occur by themselves in an NP. Each of

these elements will be discussed in turn below with the exception of the relative clause (RC) which is

discussed in §12.2.4..

112     
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Focal pronoun
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Before moving on to a discussion of the parts of the NP we need to identify forms that can occupy the

slot of lexical noun. Directly or indirectly possessed nouns, as described earlier in this chapter, can act as

a lexical noun in an NP.
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a lexical noun in an NP.

113 Nlaken e-sum ga, i=pato elag e-sampe.

because LOC-house 3sgPOS 3sgRS=be.at high LOC-there.distant

Because his house, it  is up there somewhere.  (98009b, 476.5800, 487.9401)

Compounds can be made up of a pair of lexical nouns or a lexical noun and verb as shown in Table 5:5.

Table 5:5 Examples of compound nouns

nfalfat cave nfal hole fat stone

nlak namsaki cause of sickness nlak  trunk namsaki sickness

tesa nanwei boy tesa  child nanwei man

tesa nmatu girl tesa  child nmatu woman

nlagwat cyclone nlag wind wat hit

§5.5.1.  Noun modification, Premodifiers

A small group of modifiers, listed in (114) and mainly consisting of quantifiers, occurs immediately

before the lexical noun. The possessive nakte 'my' occurs in this position and as it is discussed in

§5.1.2.1. it will not be further dealt with here.

114 nafet group of

ser every

silu all

tete some

None of these four modifiers can occur in the postmodifer position. We give textual examples of each in

turn below.

115 A=to e-sum me a=to lekor  nafet tiawi, tiawi

1sgRS=stay LOC-house and 1sgRS=HAB look.after group old.people old.people

lap nen kin ru=pi tiawi neu, a=lekor-wer.

many that REL 3p.RS=be old.people 1sgPOS 1sgRS=look.after-3p.O

I stayed at home and I looked after all the old people, those that were my relatives, I looked after

them. (98003az, 404.7198, 413.1199)
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116 Me mes i=pi teni ser matol, nmalok i=pi teni ser matol.

but today 3sgRS=be of every afternoon kava 3sgRS of every afternoon

But now it is (something) for every afternoon, kava is for every afterrnoon. (98007bz, 663.3401,

670.3400)

117 Rak=fo krakpun silu namer nig Erakor.

3d.IRR=PSP:IR kill all man of p.name

They will kill all the people of  Erakor. (98009b, 1736.5265, 1739.8800)

118 Tete kano tar i=mur na ke=ius-ki tete raru e-sa.

some men white 3sgRS=want COMP 3sgIRR=use-TR some boat LOC-here

Some white man wanted to use some boats here. (98002az, 1296.1201, 1302.1000)

§5.5.2.  Noun modification, Postmodifers

Postmodifers are drawn from a large set of adjectives and quantifiers with no apparent internal ordering

between them, although this lack of internal ordering could be an artefact of so few examples of them

co-occurring in the data. As we discussed in §4.8. there are very few examples of more than one adjective

occurring together in the data, and this is also the case for adjectives and quantifiers. Some of the very few

available examples are given below. In (119) the adjective perkati 'really' follows the quantifier lap

'many'.

119 Ru=lap ru=lap perkati kin ru=preg nawesien nen.

3p.RS=many 3p.RS=many really REL 3p.RS=make work that

They were many, very many, who did that (kind of) work.  (98017bz, 982.3799, 985.7254)

Example (120) is from a song translated from English and sung by a young child. It shows the adjective

ses  'small', followed by the quantifier itol 'three' and then the limiting determiner mas 'only'

120 Me to ses i=tol mas ru=ler mai.

but fowl small 3sgRS=three only 3p.RS=return hither

But only three little chicks came back. (98003bz, 1906.1, 1909.4362)

§5.5.2.1. Adjectives and stative verbs

The adjective position is filled by those words which can function attributively as in (121) and (122)

which we have called a subclass of stative verbs (§4.8).
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121 I=pitlak namkanr tar go te-miel, me kineu

3sgRS=have wild.arrowroot white and DET-red and 1sg

a=pi naflak namkanr miel.

1sgRS=be clan wild.arrowroot red

There is a white wild arrowroot and a red one and I am of the red wild arrowroot clan . (20003az,

917.7999, 922.4800)

122 Nlaken katom ptae kin i=to nagis karu.

because hermit.crab different REL 3sgRS=stay point other

Because a different hermit crab was at the next point. (98009a, 159.1157, 161.6)

§5.5.2.2. Quantifiers

Post nominal quantifiers include numerals as well as the following set of quantifiers.

123 karu other, next nentu next

lap many nrfal few

mana associated group pur full

nenpa last, past

124 Go kineu a=ses a=lek tiawi nrfal mas.

and 1sg 1sgRS=small 1sgRS=see old.people few only

And when I was small, I would see a few old people only. (PW 98019)

125 Ntau nenpa kia a=traus, natrauswen ses i=skei kia.

year last here 1sgRS=tell story small 3sgRS=one here

Last year now, I told that small story.  (98007az, 1122.8600, 1133.3600)

Example (126) shows the numeral iskei 'one' following the modified noun fat pur 'big rock'.

126 Ale i=po pa=n pi fat pur i=skei.

ok 3sgRS=PSP go=DST be rock big 3sgRS=one

Then she would become a big rock. (98003bz, 2125.9000, 2128.3974)

The form iskei 'one' has a role in determining the specificity of the noun it modifies. Iskei 'one', which

in other positions is a quantifier, functions here to indicate that noun is specific but indefinite (as shown

by François (2002:56) for the translation equivalent mo hese in Araki). It is typically used at the

beginning of a story in the formulaic pattern nrak iskei 'one time' ('once upon a time') and to mark new

participants, as in (127), where we are told tapes 'moorhen' is man iskei  'a (specific) bird', as opposed to

simply man 'a bird'.
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simply man 'a bird'.

127 Tapes i=pi man i=skei nen kin nrak lap u=tl-i-ø na

moorhen 3sgRS=be bird 3sgRS=one that REL time many 1p.exRS=tell-TS-3sgO COMP

i=to preg-sa-ki nanr gakit.

3sgRS=HAB make-bad-TR banana 1p.inPOS

The moorhen is a bird that,we have said many times, he spoils our bananas.  (98001b, 700.7201,

706.7000)

The form iskei is made up of the 3sgRS, i=, and the numeral skei 'one'. However, when iskei functions

as a demonstrative it behaves as a fused form and the erstwhile proclitic i= '3sgRS' has no referential

value. The two functions of skei 'one' can be seen in (128) where the demonstrative marks a specific, but

indefinite, 'Saturday' while the later form, occurring with a referential 1sgRS, acts as a verb meaning 'to

be one' or 'alone'.

128 Me mal-ne aliat toknak i=skei me a=skei pak sto aliat.

but time-this Saturday 3sgRS=one but 1sgIRR=one to store day

But that time, a Saturday, I went to the shop alone in the daytime. (063:90)

§5.5.3. Demonstratives go, nen, ne and the presentative kia

Demonstratives are go 'that, near addressee', ne 'this', and nen 'that' . These forms serve both spatio-

temporal and discourse deictic functions as we see in the following examples. These demonstratives can

aither modify the head of an NP, or follow directional adverbs as shown in example (129) below. They

cannot be used alone as the only exponent of an NP; for this they must be prefixed by the nominaliser te-

(e.g. tene 'this one') as in example (133) below.

The demonstrative go 'that, near addressee' refers to a location nearer the addressee than the speaker, or to

something the addressee has said. The spatial location encoded by go 'AD' can be close to the addressee, or

it could be some distance away, but the crucial factor in the choice of this term is that, from the speaker's

perspective, the location is further from them than from the addressee. Thus ga-go '3sg AD' means 'the

one near you'. In example (129) the speaker is asking the addressee to sit down where they are, using

sa-go 'here-AD.'

129 Ag ku=totan sa-go me kineu a=mur-i-n na ka=taf.

2sg 2sgRS=sit here-AD but 1sg 1sgRS=want-TS-3sgO COMP 1sgIRR=leave

You sit down here (near addressee) but I want to leave.  (98003bz, 845.2599, 849.7999)

In (130) go 'AD' is used first to indicate the place, sago 'here, where you are', and then to specify that the

pig is near the addressee, wak go 'pig AD'.
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pig is near the addressee, wak go 'pig AD'.

130 Pa=to  sa-go me pa=tao wak go.

2sgIRR=stay here-AD and 2sgIRR=give.me pig AD

You stay here, and give me the pig (near you).  (20001az, 1743.1268, 1746.4000)

In (131) go 'AD' is used with the noun kal 'digging stick' and can mean either 'the digging stick near you'

or 'the digging stick you talked about', the first with a spatial sense and the second wth a discourse sense.

131 Me kal go i=na i=mailumlum.

but digging.stick AD 3sgRS=INCH 3sgRS=soft:RED

But this digging stick (near you) is soft. (98003az, 2532.8, 2534.6800)

Speaker <2> in (132) uses gawan go 'like that' adverbially, to agree with my immediately preceding

question, illustrating the use of go as a discourse deictic to refer to what the addressee has said

132 <1> Ntau ni condominium? <2> Ore, Gawan go.

year of condominium yes that AD

<Speaker 1> At the time of the condominium? <Speaker 2> Yes. like you said.  (98014az, 2437.7600,

2441.5001)

In (133) the speaker uses the addressee deictic go with the determiner te- to form a demonstrative pronoun

(tego) referring to my earlier question (see §5.4.3. on nominalisation with te-).

133 E i=tik, i=ta pi te-go mau.

eh 3sgRS=not 3sgRS=NEG be DET-AD NEG2

Ah, no, it is not like you said. (98014az, 1837.6200, 1840.5399)

Similarly, the proximal and distal demonstratives ne 'this' and nen 'that' are used to indicate a location

which can be spatio-temporal or discourse related. In (134) tesa ses  'small child' is previously mentioned

and referred to in this sentence by means of the demonstrative ne 'this'.

134 Ale tesa ses ne  i=to kai.

okay child small this 3sgRS=STAT cry

Okay, this small child was crying. (98003az, 2458.4999, 2460.0674)

Looking at a book of stories in South Efate the speaker says (135), using the demonstrative nen 'that' to

refer to the book. This shows the use of nen 'that' as a spatial demonstrative, referring to an object

observable to both the speaker and the addressee.

135 Kala me natus nen iwi, a?

EXCL but book that 3sgRS=good eh

Gee, but that's a nice book eh? (98001az, 2616.0599, 2618.7442)

In (136) the focal pronoun komam '1p.ex' is further specified by the demonstrative ne  'this'.
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In (136) the focal pronoun komam '1p.ex' is further specified by the demonstrative ne  'this'.

136 Me komam ne , u=ta pi traeb ni esan mau, komam u=pi te-ni E.

but 1p.ex this 1p.exRS=NEG be tribe of here NEG2 1p.ex 1p.exRS=be DET=of E.

But us, we aren't a tribe from here at all, we are from E. (98017b, 748.5799, 757.2999)

Finally, example (137) shows the use of ne  'this' following and referring to the NP tesa nmatu  'girl',

which is mentioned earlier in the discourse.

137 Tesa nmatu ne , ga kin i=po pi mama neu.

child female this 3sg REL 3sgRS=PSP be mother 1sgPOS

This girl, she would be my mother. (98017bz, 596.1000, 599.4799)

138 Go nafet famle ga nen mas kin ru=pitlak raet nanre ni nafinaotan.

and group family 3sgPOS that only REL 3p.RS=have right side of chiefly.line

And only all his family have rights to the chiefly line.  (98006)

Both ne 'this' and nen 'that' occur in a common collocation with mal 'time': malne 'this time', malnen

'that time', as we see in the following example.

139 Ga me i=po sain mal ne .

3sg adn 3sgRS=PSP sign time this

He would sign it this time. (98002az, 954.9400, 957.2116)

140 Kineu ka=fo gag traus te-ni natowen ni tiawi mal nen

1sg 1sgRS=PSP.IR 2sgBEN tell DET-of being of old.people time that

u=to naur ses.

1plexRS=stay island small

I will tell you about the old people's life when we stayed on the small island.  (98003bz, 275.3400,

288.6600)

The presentative morpheme kia  'PR' patterns rather differently to the other demonstratives and is used to

draw attention to the preceding nominal or whole utterance. It functions as a demonstrative but is not in a

paradigmatic relationship with the two demonstratives discussed above.  It is glossed as a 'presentative'

(PR) following Hyslop (2002:97) and can also mean 'here' or 'this one'.  In (141) kia emphasises the

nominal it follows, kineu 'me', to mean 'it is me'.
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141 I=tae mai nrik naot ki-n na,

3sgRS=can come tell chief PREP-3sgO say

"Ore kineu kia, a=preg proplem".

 yes 1sg PR 1sgRS=make problem

He can come and tell the chief, "Yes, it is me who caused the problem."  (98018az, 2139.68,

2143.5600)

The presentative often occurs in collocation with interrogatives, such as fei kia 'who here', nafte kia

'what here'. It can also occur with fillers like iwel, gawan, tkanwan which are all used to mean 'thus',

'that's the way', or 'like that'. Gawankia is used as a comment at the end of a story meaning 'like that', or

'that's the story', as in (142).

142 Me apu neu kia i=mat pato Erueti naur to.

and g.father 1sgPOS PR 3sgRS=die be.at p.name island at

Me  kineu a=to Efat. Naur pur. m.m Gawan kia. Gawan kia.

but 1sg 1sgRS=stay p.name island big " like.that like.that

And my grandfather died at Erueti island. But I stay on Efate. The big island. m.m. Like that.

Like that. (98017bz, 1369.1399, 1379.7800)

Tkanwan kia 'like that' also functions to emphasise the preceding utterance, as we see in (143).

143 Ku=pan tkau, ko ku=pan nrup, ko ku=pan pan elau. Tkanwan kia.

2sgRS=go fish or 2sgRS=go dive or 2sgRS=go cook beach like.that

You go fishing, or you go diving, or you cook on the beach. Like that. (004a, 673.9401, 686.5999)

Welkia 'thus' is often used as a filler as in (144).

144 Ore i=welkia nmatu kin ru=tkal-i-ø.

yes 3sgRS=thus woman REL 3p.RS=touch-TS-3sgO

Yes, well it is women who do that work. (Lit: women who touch it) (98010az, 398.5800, 401.7599)

In (145) the 3sg ga is specified by the presentative kia  which also shows that the demonstrative can

follow the focal pronoun, as per the schema in (112) above.

145 Ga kia ku=nrog na tawi nen pato i=tl-i-ø.

3sg PR 2sgRS=hear COMP brother.in.law that stay 3sgRS=tell-TS-3sgO

That now, you hear what tawi over there says? (Tawi is a borrowing from Bislama)  (98016bz,

995.7599, 999.6400)

146 I=pitlak natamol i=skei kia, kai=pe traus-i-ø tete mal pei.

3sgRS=have person 3sgRS=one PR 1sgPS=PF tell-TS-3sgO some time first

There is this man here, I talked about him once before. (98017bz, 255.6999, 259.8881)
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There is this man here, I talked about him once before. (98017bz, 255.6999, 259.8881)

§5.5.4. Limiting determiner

The limiting determiner, mas 'only', has scope over the whole NP which it follows. In (147) the NP is

the noun and modifier kaonsil iskei 'council itself'.

147 U=pan pakor lamerie me naot go kaonsil i=skei mas kin ra=to.

1sgRS=go appear townhall but chief and council 3sgRS=one only REL 3d.RS=stay

We went to the town hall but only the chief and the council were there. (98014az, 1312.4, 1316)

In (148) mas 'only', follows the focal pronoun kineu 'I/me'.

148 Go telap ru=tefla. A=mro-ki=n i=ta pi kineu mas mau.

and DET=many 3p.RS=thus 1sgRS=believe=DST 3sgRS=not be 1sg only NEG2

And many are like that. I think it isn't just me. (20003az, 1133.1, 1134.9999)

Mas also acts as a verbal modifer as shown in §4.9.



Chapter 6, Mood and Aspect

South Efate has a productive and obligatory system of marking the cross-cutting categories of aspect and

mood. The pronominal subject system has complete paradigms for the categories of realis, irrealis and

perfect (Table 6:2) and as the subject proclitic is an obligatory element in any sentence speakers are

always required to make the distinction between these three categories.

For a small set of verbs and particles a further strategy for encoding mood is that the initial consonant

alternates between /p/, marking realis, and /f/, marking irrealis (§6.4.5.1.). Particles in the pre-verbal

complex distinguish prospective and perfect aspect, together with alternating initial consonants for realis

and irrealis. These particles are listed in Table 6:1. Sentences with no such morphological temporal

markers usually have a non-future reading and realis pronominal forms, which we take as indicating that

realis is the unmarked category, not just for stem-initial forms but generally for all forms. This means

that we only gloss the realis form (with ':R') when there is a particular point to be made in that example.

Table 6:1 Particles encoding temporal information in the pre-verbal complex

pe Perfect (PF)

po Prospective, realis (PSP:R)

 fo Prospective, irrealis (PSP:IR)

to Habitual / Stative / Progressive (HABIT / STAT / PROG)

ta Durative (DUR)
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Table 6:2 Proclitic pronominals which display an aspect/mood distinction

 Realis

Irrealis

Perfect

1sg 2sg 3sg 1d. 
(in)

1d. 
(ex)

2d. 3d. 1p. 
(in)

1pl. 
(ex)

2p. 3p.

a= ku= i= ta= ra= ra= ra= tu= u= u= ru=

ka= pa= ke= tak= rak= rak= rak= tuk= ko= ko= ruk=

kai= kui= ki= takai= rakai= rakai=
rakai= 
/ rai=

tu=, 
tui=/ 
(tukoi=)

ui= / 
koi= koi=

rui= / 
(rukui=)

The two aspects grammatically encoded in South Efate are perfect and prospective. We use the term

perfect rather than perfective, following Comrie (1976) to refer to a past situation that is completed and

over. Thus the perfect statement I have lost my penknife encodes a completed action in which there is an

implication that the penknife continues to be lost, as opposed to a perfective I lost my penknife which

indicates a complete action, but not necessarily one that is over (Comrie 1976:52). Another reason for

using the label 'perfect' for this aspect in South Efate is that it is in opposition with 'prospective' aspect.

In contrast, the category 'perfective' would be in opposition to imperfective which does not reflect the

facts of South Efate. The prospective aspect is a type of relative future used to encode events that are

prospective from the time established within the utterance, or the 'temporal frame'.

We will use Dahl's terminology in discussing the encoding of time. Dahl (1985:30) discusses the

importance of the notion of the 'temporal frame' of an utterance which he distinguishes from the point of

speech, the point of the event and the point of reference. Thus for example, in the sentence, When I

arrived, Peter had tried to phone me twice during the preceding week, the temporal frame is during the

preceding week, the point of reference is when I arrived, and the points of events are Peter trying to

phone.

In this chapter we will tabulate mood and aspect interaction (Table 6:4 below) to show that the primary

distinction is one of mood. This is further exemplified by the correlation of proclitics and TMA markers

in Table 6:5. We then present an overview of the encoding of time using data obtained through Dahl's

(1985) 'TMA questionnaire'. We use Dahl's analysis to show that temporal relations are grammatically

expressed as aspect and mood. We then proceed to discuss first mood (§6.4.) and then aspect (§6.5.) in

more detail.
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§6.1. Lexical framing of time

In this section we will see that there is no grammatical marking of tense in sentences even when the

temporal frame is in the past or the future. It is by the use of words encoding temporal notions that we

can identify the temporal frame of the sentence. Grammatical marking to encode events that have occurred

in the past is not obligatory, but the marking of realis mood is obligatory, thus in example (1), while the

timeframe is nanom 'yesterday', there is no morphological encoding of past time in the sentence and the

realis form of the proclitic is used.

1 Nanom pog, u=mai praktis.
yesterday night 1p.exRS=come practice

Yesterday evening we came to practice. (98010bz, 687.5, 691.2017)

Similarly, in (2) there is no tense or aspect marking associated with the verb tae  'to know' even though

the temporal frame is nanom 'yesterday'. In the second clause of this example the prospective aspect is

marked by an irrealis form of the subject proclitic (and not with the prospective marker po).

2 Pal-u-k i=tae nanom na nai ke=fo mlanr mes.
brother-V-1sgDP 3sgRS=know yesterday COMP water 3sgIRR=PSP:IR cold today

My brother knew yesterday that the water would be cold today. (elicited Dahl questionnaire

#118)

Again, in (3) the timeframe is established by tetwei 'long ago' but there is no morphological encoding of

past time in the sentence.

3 Go tetwei gar ru=ta pakot-ki mani, go ru=ta pakot-ki tete
and long.ago 3p. 3p:RS=NEG pay-TR money and 3p:RS=NEG pay-TR some

namrun pet mau. Gar mit mas kin ru=to ptu-ki-ø.
thing different NEG2 3p. mat only REL 3p:RS=HAB give-TR-3sgO

And, long ago, they didn't pay  with money or with anything else. They only gave mats.

(98002bz, 436.1599, 444.3200)

Another method of encoding the timeframe of a sentence is by fronting a temporal noun phrase and

linking it to the rest of the clause with go 'and', typically with a rising intonation on the temporal noun.

4 Atlag ne namba 18 go u=pan witnes-ki, na, title, hand-over title.
month this number 18 and 1p.exRS=go witness-TR HESIT title handover  title

That month, number 18, and we went and witnessed the hand-over of the title. (98002az,

1055.4401, 1073.4399)

Similarly, in (5) we see that the temporal framing information is fronted and the subsequent sentence is

introduced by go 'and'.
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introduced by go 'and'.

5 Go Jun 77 go a=mer stat wok polis ni munisipal, taon.
and June 77 and 1sgRS=in.turn start work police of municipal town

And in June 1977, I started to work at the municipal police in town.  (98014az, 301.0400,

308.9401)

We list words (drawn from various classes: temporal nouns, adverbs and prepositions) that are commonly

used to frame temporal events in South Efate in Table 6:3, and then provide some examples of those

which have more idiosyncratic usage.

Table 6:3 Words whose meaning includes temporal reference
as day after tomorrow nas day before yesterday
inrok after nrakpei 'time-first', formerly
mai to come ntau / atlag / wik nen pa last year / month / week
malfanen now ntau / atlag / wik nen tu next year / month / week
malnen at that time panpan until
malpei before pei first
matol tomorrow tetwei long ago
mes today tkal to reach
nanom yesterday tol to go past

Panpan 'until', is formed by reduplication of the verb pan 'to go', which sometimes is found in several

iterations correlating to the length of time the speaker wants to portray, as we see in (6).

6 Kai=pe nom, kai=pe mai tu.
1sgPS=PF finish 1sgPS=PF come stay

Panpanpanpanpanpan tu=preg nawesien seserik.
until:RED 1p.inRS=make work small

I finished, I came and stayed here. Until .... we did a little work.  (98003az, 1022.6800,

1040.8199)

Past events, such as the coming of Christianity in (7) nmalko tetwei in the 'time of darkness long ago',

frame a sentence that has a realis subject marker but no grammatical marker of time.

7 Nmalko tetwei, i=pitlak nafkal kenen.
darkness long.ago 3sgRS=have fight of.it

Long ago in the time of darkness, there was a fight for it (for Christianity).  (98011a,

909.4528, 914.3399)

The relative order of events can be encoded using the verbs pei 'first', and inrok  'later'. In (8) the speaker

emphasises the importance of hard work, and that, if one wants to live well, one must first get tired

through hard work. She uses the prospective marker with pei  'first' to mean 'we would first get tired', to

indicate the order of events which are stated in non-iconic order (the event marked by the prospective
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indicate the order of events which are stated in non-iconic order (the event marked by the prospective

(being tired) precedes the state expressed as its consequence (being well) temporally but not iconically).

8 Komam u=weswes u=maos u=mur-i-n na ko=to
1p.ex 1p:RS=work 1p:RS=tired 1p:RS=want-TS-3sg say 1p.exIRR=stay

wi ko=fo pei maos.
good 1p.exIRR=PSP:IR first tired

We worked and we got tired, if we wanted to stay healthy, we would (have to) get tired

first.  (98003bz, 561.4801, 568.3599) (064:32)

In a discussion about the missionary teachers of the 1950s the speaker in (9) says that Shirley McRae

would come later, ipo inrok mai, using inrok, literally 'behind', as 'later', that is, after the temporal frame

of the 1950s established in the discourse. The expression malfanen kia 'now here' is a reference to the

temporal frame, where 'here' is the 1950s.

9 Shirley McRae nag i=po inrok mai malfanen kia.
p.name REL 3sgRS=PSP after come now here

Shirley McRae was to come later than that. (98002bz, 1493.8600,, 1503.4401)

§6.2. Clause combination and TMA marking

In our discussion of clause linkage in chapter 12 we show that irrealis mood marking is often found in

complement clauses (§12.2.3) expressing unrealised events such as desideratives, achievement predicates

and negative predicates. Other forms of clause linkage have less predictable mood implications. Besides

complementation, clause coordination and juxtaposition are two means by which clauses can be linked

and we will show that both of these forms of linkage can be used to express temporal meanings.

Coordinate clauses (§12.1) allow iconic ordering, with the coordinating particle overtly marking the

sequential order of events. The general coordinator me (§12.1.2) has several meanings, including 'then',

encoding an activity sequential to that of the preceding clause, as shown in (10).

10 Me ntuam i=lek-a-ø me i=na ke=sok.
but devil 3sgRS=look-TR-3sgO and 3sgRS=want 3sgIRR=jump

Me i=sok, me i=frak.
and 3sgRS=jump but 3sgRS=slow

But the devil saw it and he wanted to jump. Then he jumped, but he was slow. (98017bz,

2775.5, 2779.9200)

The iconic order of juxtaposed clauses (§12.3.1) can express the relative ordering of events, as in (11),

where a succession of events is given as a list of clauses with no clause-linkers indicating sequential

action.
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action.

11 Namba wan Oktober, go u=tao Ajen, raki nort-wes.of.Malakula.
number wan October and 1p.exRS=leave Atchin as.for north-west Malakula

U=pan torwak Tontar, naor ni Malapar namba 1. Namba 2 Janwari raru.
1p.exRS=go anchor p.name place of p.name number one number 2 January boat

Namba 2 Janwari u=pak u=pa=n tan, u=pak Tanmaru.
number 2 January 1p.exRS=go.to 1p.exRS=go=DST down 1p.exRS=go.to p.name

Namba 6, Espigel Bei, Emlakul go Malua Bei.
number 6 p.name Malakula and p.name

The first of October we left Atchin for the north-west of Malakula. We went and

anchored at Tontar, Malapar's place on the first. On the second of January, on the

boat. Second of January we went to Tanmaru. On the sixth to Espiegel Bay, Malakula

and Malua Bay.   (005az, 200.8800, 253.7200)

§6.3. The morphological expression of mood and aspect

Examples of the interaction of mood and aspect are given in Table 6:4 where we show that the primary

choice for speakers of South Efate is one of mood, namely between expressing events that have been

realised (realis) and those which have not yet been realised (irrealis). The use of aspect marking is

secondary, so that the prospective marker only marks future time when it is in the irrealis form fo, and

marks a relative future or incipient future when it is in the realis form po.
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Table 6:4  Examples of mood and aspect interaction

Mood 
marking 
of S 
proclitic

Aspect marking 
using particles 
in the PVC

Time reference Example Example 
numbers in 
this chapter 
that refer

realis perfect past kai=pe lek-e-r 
1sg.PS=PF 
look-TS-3p.O

'I saw them'

6, 44, 45, 46

prospective past / present incipient; 
relative future

a=po lek-e-r 
1sg.RS= PSP.R 
look-TS-3p.O

'I will see them (and 
have done so)'

9, 14, 47, 48, 
50, 51, 58

none past / present a=lek-e-r 
1sg.RS=look-TS-3p.O

'I see/saw them'

1, 3, 4, 5, 7

irrealis prospective future / past unrealised ka=fo lek-e-r
1sg.IRS=PSP.IR 
look-TS-3p.O

'I will see them'

8, 12, 18, 57

none (used for imperatives, 
negated clauses, and  and 
for possible/likely 
outcomes in complement 
clauses)  

ka=lek-e-r
1sg.IRS=look-TS-3p.O

(I want)
'That I see them'

22, 23, 24, 25, 
26

There is a strong correlation between the mood marking of subject proclitics and the TMA particles of the

pre-verbal complex, as we see from a tabulation of attested forms in Table 6:5. The columns in Table 6:5

list the pre-verbal particles and the environments in which the subject proclitics display some variation:

imperatives (including hortatives) and conditionals. Negation is not included in this table as all three

subject forms can occur with the negative ta, and the negative complementiser (tap 'to not do sthg') takes

an irrealis complement just as do similar complements discussed in §6.2. Conditionals formed with the

particle  f always have realis subjects in the protasis, but the subject of the apodosis is attested with both

realis and irrealis forms. Similarly the subject of fla 'may' clauses is always in the realis but there is no

apodosis (cf §10.1.4.) with fla clauses. Numbers in the columns refer to example sentences in this

chapter.
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Table 6:5  Subject proclitics and mood and aspect interaction

Subject 
proclitic

Past Future 
realis

Future 
irrealis

Imper
ative

Conditional  f Conditional 
fla

pe po fo Protasis Apodosis

Realis - + 9 - - + 27 + 27 + 27

Irrealis - - + 39 + 33 - + 30 -

Perfective + 32 - - - - - -

§6.3.1. The Dahl 'TMA questionnaire' in South Efate

In Table 6:6 we set out the correlation between categories established in Dahl's (1985) TMA

questionnaire and the responses for South Efate. The completed questionnaire is provided with an

interlinear gloss in Appendix I1. Dahl identifies a number of TMA categories in his cross-linguistic

survey which he then associates with particular sentences in the questionnaire. In the first column in the

table we give his category name, and in the next column is the page on which he correlates that category

to sentence examples. In the third column we see the form that expresses the category in the South Efate

examples. The example numbers are given in column four to facilitate cross-checking in the data provided

in Appendix I. If a form other than that indicated in column three was used in the translation then it is

listed in column five. If a sentence was not translated into South Efate (usually because it couldn't be, or

because it was the same form for several sentences in a row and the speaker skipped them, e.g. 11-14,

19-21) that is indicated in the sixth column. Column seven discusses any examples that don't fit the

dominant pattern.

1This data was elicited from one 20 year old woman, Endis Kalsarap, in April 2003.
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Table 6:6 Correlation of results of Dahl's questionnaire

1. 
Dahl 
category

2. 
Dahl 
1985 
Page 
ref

3. 
Gloss

4. 
Example 
# in Dahl

5. 
Example # 
with 
different 
form

6. 
Not 
translated 
into 
South 
Efate 

7. Discussion

Future 107 fo
Prospective 
irrealis

15, 23, 
27, 36, 
103, 

Predictive 111 fo
Prospective 
irrealis

16, 17, 
31

81

Past 118 pe Perfect 10, 11, 
12

26 to , 
progressive
171 uses -n 

20

Perfect 131 pe Perfect 42, 53, 
54, 56  

67, 139, 
unmarked for 
aspect. 134 
go/po

64, 136 134 immediate 
past is marked 
with the realis 
future po , and with 
go

Habitual 
(and 
Habitual G)

97, 
99

to Stative, 
habitual

18, 19, 
20, 21, 
31, 40, 
71, 191

193 uses fo

Progressive 92 to Stative, 
habitual

5, 6, 9 83

" " pe Perfect 11, 12 Past progressive 
uses the perfect 
marker

Perfective 78 - 91, 92, 
100, 
101, 
162, 
165, 175

99 No marking used at 
all

To summarise the results, Future2 is always marked with fo 'irrealis prospective'. Past and Perfect are

mainly marked by pe 'PF' (perfect), and less commonly are unmarked. All Past forms are marked by realis

forms of the TMA particles (thus po rather than fo) except in past expressions of unrealised or generic

1This data was elicited from one 20 year old woman, Endis Kalsarap, in April 2003.

2We use capitalised forms to reflect Dahl's categories.

events, as in (12), where the irrealis form is used with a desired outcome, one that isn't considered 'real'.
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12 Me malpei i=tik nmatu, malen tiawi i=toreki nmatu i=skei
but formerly 3sgRS=not woman when old.people 3sgRS=wait woman 3sgRS=one

i=slat tesa, ke=fo mas pnut to i=kano farfar.
3sgRS=take child 3sgIRR=PSP:IR must quiet stay 3sgRS=be.unable move.around

But before, no, when the old people waited for a woman to have a baby, she has to sit

quiet, she can't move around. (98003bz, 1135.0200, 1147.0000)

The realis form of the prospective marker po is used in (13) to talk about a group of people in the distant

past who survived being eaten by Eratap people, and then (in the relative future), returned to Erakor.

13 Te-ni Ertap ru=pam tete natamol kenen. Me tete ru=po ler mai.
det-of p.name 3p.RS=go some people of.it but some3p.RS=PSP:R return hither

(talking about an earlier narrative) Those from Eratap ate some of the people from  that

story. But some (of those people) would return again.   (98001b, 218.8201, 223.7201)

§6.4. Mood

Mood and modality, which can be broadly defined as "the grammaticalization of speakers' (subjective)

attitudes and opinions" (Bybee et al. 1994:176), can take in varying subtopics, including those discussed

in this section, but also negation which is discussed in §11.6. Of the categories of modality outlined by

Bybee et al. (1994) only those represented in the South Efate data are discussed below, that is (i)

obligation, (ii) ability, (iii) imperatives/hortatives, (iv) possibility, and (v) realis/irrealis, which overlaps

with the previous categories but needs to be discussed separately from them. We take these semantic

categories as the organising principle for the following discussion.

§6.4.1. Obligation

Obligation is concerned with conditions which compel the agent to complete the predicate action (Bybee

et l 1994:177). Obligation is expressed by the auxiliary verb mas 'must' which has been recruited into

South Efate from Bislama as there is no indigenous equivalent. Thus, in (14) mas expresses the

necessity for the teacher to speak the correct language, and in (15) mas expresses an order that the young

person at a court hearing must know that the village council is his council. Both irrealis (ke= '3sgIRR')

and realis (tu= '1p.exRS') subjects can be used with mas as illustrated in these examples.

14 Tija i=kano pan pes prakot, ke=mas pes taos nafsan leg.
teacher 3sgRS=can't go speak anyhow 3sgIRR=must speak like language right

The teacher can't talk any old how, he must speak the correct language. (20001b, 648.3,

651.8786)

15 Go, tu=mas tae na council i=pi council gag.
and 1p.inPS=must know that council 3sgRS=be council 2sgPOS

And we must know that council is your council.   (98016az, 550.2999, 554.7902)
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And we must know that council is your council.   (98016az, 550.2999, 554.7902)

§6.4.2. Ability

The ability of the agent to undertake the activity encoded in the predicate is expressed by use of an

auxiliary verb tae  'to be able to', which means 'to know' when acting as a main verb. The semantic range

of 'know' and 'be able' mirrors that of the Bislama term save 'to know, be able to'.

16 Ku=pakot pis nkal ses nen me ku=tae paktof-i-ø ki wan vatu.
2sgRS=pay piece cloth small that but 2sgRS=be.able pay-TS-ø PREP one vatu

You buy a small piece of cloth but you can buy it for one vatu. (98017az, 2151.8000,

2162.2799)

17 Go malpei komam ko=fo tae welu tiawi.
and formerly 1p.in 1p.inIRR=PSP:IR be.able help old.people

And, before, we would be able to look after the old people.  (98003bz, 735.0200, 740.6799)

§6.4.3. Imperative

We take the notion of imperative to include hortatives in South Efate as they are expressed by the same

construction, which we will simply call the imperative. The only difference between them is that

hortatives have non-second person subjects. They both encode an order or strong desire on the part of the

speaker. The subject of an imperative is always in the irrealis form and no other element of the PVC

except the negative particle ta can intervene between the subject proclitic and the auxiliary or main verb,

both of which may also have irrealis forms if eligible, that is if they can undergo stem-initial mutation

(as discussed in §6.4.5.1.). So, the verb preg 'to make:R' appears in the irrealis form freg 'to make:IR' in

the imperative in (18). There is no other grammatical marker of the imperative.

18 Pa=freg.pun te-ne me tak=fo to mailum traus.
2sgIRR=make:IR.dead det-this and 1p.inIRR=PSP:IR STAT slow speak

Turn off this (tape recorder) and we will have a little talk.  (98007bz, 1900.4, 1906.2400)

The only indication of the imperative status of (19) is the irrealis form of the subject proclitic.

19 Pa=to sa.go me pa=tao wak go.
2sgIRR=stay there.AD and 2sgIRR=give.me pig and

You stay over there and give me a pig. (20001az, 1743.5892, 1746.4000)

In (20) the irrealis form of the pronominal subject is used, together with the irrealis form of both verbs

which in this example are both eligible for stem-initial mutation (pnut 'to be quiet', pes 'to talk'). This

example is from a court hearing where the council is telling a young defendant to shut up.

20 Ore pa=fnut! Pa=ta fes mau!
yes 2sgIRR=quiet:IR 2sgIRR=NEG1 talk:IR NEG2

Okay, you shut up! Don't you talk! (98016az, 1132.4999, 1135.4400)
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In example (21) the speaker is asking his wife to go and fetch a book that has been previously discussed.

Again we see the irrealis form of the pronominal subject and the irrealis form of the auxiliary verb pa

'go'.

21 Pa=fa=n lel=es slat-i-ø a?
2sgIRR=go:IR=DST look.for-3sgO carry-TS-3sgO INT

You go and look for it and bring it eh? (98001b, 412.8600, 418.9600)

As we would expect, the plural imperative uses ko, the 2p. irrealis subject proclitic, and the verb is in the

irrealis form.

22 Tesa, ko=fam nanrmem!
child 2p.IRR=eat:IR banana

Children, eat the bananas!  (98017bz, 646.9200, 648.2)

The hortative example in (23) shows a 3sg.IRR subject with an irrealis verb showing stem-initial

mutation. In (24) a 1d.IRR subject occurs with a verb sef 'to escape' that is not eligible for stem-initial

mutation.

23 Ke=fa=n pato emae.
3sgIRR=go:IR=DST stay far

Let him go and stay a long way away. (Lit: That he go ) (98001b, 853.1220, 854.4504)

24 I=nrik kori ses ga nen kin na, "Tak=sef".
3sgRS=tell dog small 3sgPOS that COMP say 1d.IRR=escape

He said to his small dog, "Let's go". (98017bz, 2491.4000, 2503.1399)

Example (25) is from a story about a chicken and a moorhen talking to each other, who together make up

the 3rd person dual subject. The hortative "Let us go swim" uses an irrealis subject proclitic and irrealis

form of the verb, pa 'to go'.

25 Me nrak iskei go ra=tl-i-ø na, "Rak=fa=n los".
but time one and d.RS=say-TS-3sgO say  1d.IRR=go:IR=DST swim

But one time they said, "Let  us go swim".  (98009b, 1531.0401, 1535.9600)

The subject of a dual imperative is expressed by the dual pronoun which is not specified for person (cf

§5.1), as in the first sentence in (26). We know the subject is second person because of the focal pronoun

akam '2p.'. These two sentences also illustrate the use of an irrealis subject proclitic form in the

imperative and a realis proclitic form in the indicative sentence.

26 Akam rak=fa! Akam ra=west-ki mal.
2p. d.IRR=go:IR 2p. d.RS=waste-TR time

Go away! You waste time. (98007az, 1283.18, 1285.2239)
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§6.4.4. Possibility

The possibility of an event occurring is encoded by means of one of two particles in the pre-verbal

complex, a conditional particle f, and fla 'may' (both discussed further in §10.1.4.) which are illustrated in

example (27).

27 I=f wel kin taos nametrau lap ru=fla to weswes te-naor
3sgRS=CND thus REL like family many 3p.RS=may STAT work some-place

welkia ru=lap, ru=f tae tilusus-i-k.
thus 3p.RS=many 3p.RS=CND be.able gossip-TS-2sgO

If, like, lots of the family might work someplace, well there are lots of them, then

(others) could gossip about  you.  (98009az, 446.3600, 457.2600)

28 Me ag nen ku=to meltig-ki tiawi, ku=fla psir ko ku=fla
but 2sg REL 2sgRS=HAB be.close-TR old.people 2sgRS=may lie or 2sgRS=may

tilmori, me ku=f nrog natrauswen.
tell.truth but 2sgRS=CND hear story

But you who are close to the old people, you might lie or you might tell the truth, but you

might hear stories. (98009a, 1851.9, 1858.8999)

In Table 6:4 above we set out the interaction of subject proclitics and conditionals to show that the

protasis of conditionals always takes a realis proclitic. This is exemplified in (29) where we see the realis

is used in the protasis, setting up the condition, and the irrealis in the apodosis, the unrealised but desired

outcome.

29 I=f wel ag ku=f mur-i-n go ka=tu-o-k nmatu
3sgRS=CND thus 2sg 2sgRS=CND want-TS-3sgO and 1sgIRR=give-TS-2sgO woman

neu me ag pa=tao nmatu gag.
1sgPOS but 2sg 2sgIRR=give.me woman 2sgPOS

If you want, I'll give you my woman but you give me your woman. (013:12) (004b, 987.8000,

995.6600)

§6.4.5. Realis/Irrealis

The categories of realis and irrealis are central to most utterances in South Efate. As discussed above,

pronominal proclitics have separate paradigms for realis and irrealis (as well as perfect) (§5.1.4.2.) which

largely correlate with encoding events that are realised or unrealised, but also with broader notions of

transitivity such as specificity of the object (§6.4.6.below). A further process that bears on the discussion

of aspect is stem-initial mutation (§6.4.5.1.) which distinguishes realis and irrealis forms only for a

small group of p initial verbs. We use the terms realis and irrealis (despite Bybee's (1998) conclusion that
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small group of p initial verbs. We use the terms realis and irrealis (despite Bybee's (1998) conclusion that

"the term 'irrealis' is simply too general to be useful") both to conform to other descriptions of languages

of the region (e.g. Lynch 2000b, Hyslop 2001, François 2002, 2003), and because they are suitable

labels for the features we will outline in this section.

§6.4.5.1. Stem-initial mutation

A number of verbs and one particle in South Efate alternate initial /p/ and /f/ in correlation with the

realis/irrealis mood status (respectively) of the frame in which the verb occurs3. No other initial

consonants are involved in this alternation in South Efate unlike in other languages of Vanuatu, as we

will see below4. A set of example verb stems is given in (30a), and the particle is given in (30b).
30a pai / fai fill up, pack

pak / fak go to
pam / fam eat
pamor / famor discover
pei / fei first
preg / freg make

30b po / fo prospective PVC particle

Mutation also applies to some borrowed terms as shown in (31):
31 pas / fas pass

paptais / faptais baptise

A similar process, but typically involving a larger inventory of phonemes has been described for other

Vanuatu languages5 (e.g. Paamese (Crowley 1982), Epi (Tryon 1986), Nguna (Schütz 1968), Ura

(Crowley 1999)) whereby the initial consonant has two forms, called oral and nasal grade (Lynch 1975),

primary and secondary (Crowley 1982, 1991), or base and secondary (Schütz 1969a), among others.

Crowley (1991) comprehensively describes this phenomenon, which he calls verb-initial mutation. With

2We use capitalised forms to reflect Dahl's categories.

3There is one anomalous form in the data for which p/f-initial alternation corresponds to an alternation
between an Actor-oriented verb (plos 'to go around, to avoid') and an Undergoer-oriented verb (flos 'to be
twisted, crooked') and does not reflect a difference in mood.
twisted, crooked') and does not reflect a difference in mood.

4Macdonald (1889:10) notes the presence of stem-initial mutation at the end of the nineteenth century:
"b and f are changed constantly, and often the one or the other is used according to the caprice of the
speaker, or as to his idea of euphony."
speaker, or as to his idea of euphony."

5Clark (1985) suggests that verb-initial mutation is a feature of Central and Northern Vanuatu languages
that could be used to define a subgroup, but Crowley (1991:218) concludes it actually reflects "an almost
remarkable number of cases of independent parallel development in most of the languages of the same
subgroup".

the limited data available to him at the time he speculated that South Efate "possibly does not exhibit any
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pattern of verb-initial mutation" (1991:200).

Lynch (1975:91) suggests that the oral/nasal alternation resulted from the diachronic fusion of the

pre-verbal prefix (*ma - realis, *na- irrealis) and the verb. Languages prefixed either the realis or the

irrealis but whichever was marked in this way became the 'nasal grade'. Thus the 'nasal' grade can

correspond to realis or irrealis in different languages of the region, depending on which prefix was

employed. In South Efate this alternation only involves f/p so we will not use the labels 'oral' and 'nasal'

grade, but simply refer to the realis /p/ form, and the irrealis /f/ form.

Despite diachronic evidence that the irrealis /f/- initial form of the stem is historically basic (Crowley

1991), in South Efate the realis /p/-initial form is synchronically basic. It occurs in unmarked

environments, unlike the irrealis (/f/-initial) form which occurs in the following restricted environments:

i) following an irrealis pronominal proclitic (If the /f/-initial form were basic we would have to

specify that it mutates to /p/ when it does not follow an irrealis pronominal proclitic.)

ii) in reduplicated forms. There are very few examples of reduplicated forms involving stems

eligible for stem-initial consonant mutation, but any that do occur have a lenited initial

consonant in the reduplicated form.
pes to speak fesfes to cheep (of a bird)
pol to behave folfol to behave
pul to sling fulful to twirl, spin (e.g. rope)

As a reduplicated form is derived from a stem form that is /p/-initial, it is preferable to see the

/p/-initial form as being more basic rather than trying to establish a rule of fortition in

unreduplicated forms.

iii) in nominalised forms. The general process of nominalising verbs is discussed in §5.4. Several

examples will illustrate the fact that it is the lenited form of the stem-initial consonant that

occurs in the nominalised form.
paptais to baptise nfaptaiswen baptism
paos to ask nfaoswen question
pes to speak naf(e)san language

It is more elegant to explain the morphological process of nominalisation that lenites an initial

consonant than it is to claim fortition of nominalisable stems in citation form.

There are thus convincing synchronic reasons for selecting /p/ as the basic initial consonant for this set of

verbs in South Efate, and so we use /p/ initial citation forms in the dictionary (in Appendix B) and

cross-reference the /f/-initial form.
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cross-reference the /f/-initial form.

Before proceding, however, we need to state a rule that governs the use of irrealis forms within the

pre-verbal complex. When an auxiliary and main verb are both eligible for stem-initial mutation only the

auxiliary uses the irrealis f-initial form, as we see in example (32), where the verb preg 'make' would

appear in the irrealis form freg were it not for the presence of the auxiliary fa 'go:IR'.

32 Pa=fa=n preg.ptak-ki pano.
2sgIRR=go:IR=DST make.ready-TR panel

You go and prepare the panel. (98018az, 2254.9400, 2257.8800)

In (33a) pes 'talk' follows the modifier mailum 'quiet' and not the proclitic subject, unlike in (33b) where

the verb directly follows the irrealis proclitic and is in the irrealis form. An explanation could be that

there is assimilation of the irrealis feature from the proclitic to the verb stem, but only if no other lexical

item intervenes. The first part of the pre-verbal complex (PVC1) contains particles and not lexical items

and so does not prevent stem-initial mutation.

33a Radio ke=mailum pes.
" 3sgIRR=slow talk:R
The radio spoke quietly. (elicited)

33b Radio ke=fes mailum.
" 3sgIRR=talk:IR slow
The radio spoke quietly. (elicited)

The irrealis form of the prospective marker does not block the appearance of an irrealis form of the

following verb, as we see in (34).

34 Ke=fo fam
3sgIRS=PSP:IR eat:IR

He will eat. (98007bz, 69.4800, 70.24)

The only other items permitted between the irrealis subject proclitic and the stem-initial mutated verb

stem in the data are the negative marker ta(p), as we see in a hortative example in  (35), and the perfect

marker pe, which only occurs with the irrealis form of the verb in several examples, as in (36).

35 Komam rak=tap fam mau me rak=to.
1p.ex 1d.IRR=NEG eat:IR NEG2 but 1d.IRR=stay

We won't eat, but we'll stay. (Let us not eat but let us stay)  (20001az, 1656.3471, 1659.5748)

36 Me ag kui=pe fam ko i=tik?
but 2sg 2sgPS=PF eat:IR or 3sgRS=not

But have you eaten or not? (004a, 279.7322, 281.3149)

We can further generalise that if an element of the second part of the pre-verbal complex (PVC2) follows
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We can further generalise that if an element of the second part of the pre-verbal complex (PVC2) follows

the proclitic it blocks stem-initial mutation, as can be seen in (37a), where the verb is not contiguous

with the proclitic and so is in the realis form, unlike (37b), where the verb directly follows the proclitic

and is in the irrealis form.

37 (a) Tuk=nomser pak elau  (b) Tuk=fak elau.
1p.inIRR=all go.to sea 1p.inIRR=go.to.IR sea

(a) We all go to the sea.    (b) We go to the sea. (elicited)

§6.4.6. Correlation of mood and transitivity

There is evidence in the data that realis/irrealis stem mutation correlates with features of transitivity. All

else being equal, the realis form of the verb occurs in clauses which have an overt expression of an object

while the irrealis form occurs when there is no object in the clause.  The set of sentences in (38) illustrate

this correspondence, with the main verb in each case being eligible for stem-initial mutation. Other

possible triggers for stem-initial mutation, such as an irrealis form of the proclitic, have been excluded

from these elicited sentences to allow us to illustrate the effect of the type of object.

If there is no expression of an object in a clause then the verb occurs in the irrealis f-initial form as in

(38a).6

38a Ag kui=pe fam mes pulpog.
2sg 2sgPS=PF eat:IR today morning

You ate this morning. (elicited)

The lack of an object in (38b) means that the realis form is ungrammatical as it is the irrealis that is used

when there is no object.

38b *Ag kui=pe pam mes pulpog.
2sg 2sgPS=PF eat:R today morning

*You ate this morning. (elicited)

When the object is salient and individuated, having been mentioned in the previous discourse, it can be

referenced by the transitive suffix and object suffix, as in (38c), using the realis form of the stem.

Example (38d) shows that the irrealis form of the stem is ungrammatical when there is a highly

individuated object.

38c Ag kui=pe pam-i-r mes pulpog.
2sg 2sgPS=PF eat:R-V-3p.O today morning
You ate them this morning. (elicited)

subgroup".

6 The same structure was tested using other eligible verb stems (pes 'talk'/paos 'ask' /pakot 'pay'/ preg
'make'/ pnut 'close') with the same result.
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38d *Ag kui=pe fam-i-r mes pulpog.
2sg 2sgPS=PF eat:IR-TS-3p.O today morning
*You ate them this morning. (elicited)

The same holds for (38e) where there is a lexical object and the realis form is used.

38e Ag kui=pe pam ntal mes pulpog.
2sg 2sgPS=PF eat:R taro today morning

You ate taro this morning. (elicited)

A textual examples of this correlation is given in (39) where the first use of the verb pam 'to eat' is in the

irrealis form with no object, and the second is in the realis form with an object that is not highly

individuated ('some of this food').

39 Ra=fam su tefla=n, ra=pam tete nafnag ne, ra=slat-i-ø pa.
3d.RS=eat:IR PF thus=DST 3dRS=eat:R some food this 3d.RS=take-TS-3sgO thither

They finished eating, they ate some of this food, they took it and went.  (20001az, 1289.9800,

1294.7600)

The correlation of mood and transitivity is not unexpected following the observations of Hopper and

Thompson (1980) that transitivity correlates with a number of features, including mood distinctions and

individuation of the object among others. In the Mayan language Jacaltec, Frawley (1992:389) finds

similarly that "nonspecific entitites are more likely associated with irrealis modalities". The interplay of

the various factors involved in determining mood marking in South Efate require further investigation.

§6.5. Aspect

The morphological encoding of time is mainly carried out by particles in the pre-verbal complex (po

'prospective:realis', fo 'prospective:irrealis', pe 'perfect') that are covered in more detail in the discussion of

the Verb Complex in chapter 10. Past time is also encoded in one of the proclitic paradigms which are

discussed in §5.1.4.2. In this section we will first demonstrate the grammatical encoding of aspect and

then show how this grammatical encoding interacts with lexical temporal framing and other discourse

strategies for talking about the past, present and future.

Basic unmarked clauses in South Efate can have a past or present reading. A sentence with past time

reference, established by context or by the use of lexical items with temporal meaning, can have the same

morphological marking as a sentence with present time reference as can be seen in the following

examples. Example (40) discusses the number of villages that made up Erakor in the early days (nrakpei

'long ago') and the copula in this past timeframe is in the same form as in sentence (41) where the time

reference is the present, indicated by the framing with mes 'today'.
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reference is the present, indicated by the framing with mes 'today'.

40 Nrakpei natkon ni Erakor Efat ru=pi natkon i=laru.
formerly village of p.name 3p.RS=be village 3sgRS=seven

Long ago the village of Erakor on Efate was seven villages. (98002bz, 835.1800, 841.5200)

41 Mes i=pi nalelewen neu kin i=tefla.
today 3sgRS=be opinion 1sgPOS REL 3sgRS=thus

Today it is my opinion that it is like this. (98007bz, 259.55, 264.2200)

Similarly, in example (42) the verb min 'to drink' has no morphological marking to indicate that it

encodes an event that occurred in the past, as indicated by tetwei 'long ago'.

42 Tetwei ga apu neu i=min nmalok tefla kai=pe pa=n matur.
long.ago 3sg g.father 1sgPOS 3sgRS=drink kava thus ES=PF go=DST sleep

Long ago, my grandfather drank kava like that and went to sleep. (98007bz, 730.1914,

734.8599)

In (43) there is no aspect marking or temporal expression and both a past and present reading are possible.

The narrative context suggests a past interpretation, but out of context an equally valid translation could

be "The owl (mlapuas) stays and drinks the owl (sokfal)'s medicine".

43 Me mlapuas i=na i=to kai min nalkis ni sokfal.
but owl 3sgRS=want 3sgRS=stay ES drink medicine of owl

The owl (mlapuas) stayed and drank the owl (sokfal)'s medicine. (005a, 1579.7001,

1591.6781)

§6.5.1. Aspect in the pre-verbal complex

In Table 6:1 (page 154) we listed the particles in the pre-verbal complex that encode temporal

information, and in Table 6:6 (page 162) we showed how they are used to express various TMA

categories. Examples of each of these particles can be found in chapter 10 on the Verb Complex, where

the discusssion focusses on their function within the pre-verbal complex. Examples below illustrate the

temporal relations encoded by each of these particles in turn. We take the realis as the basic or unmarked

category (as discussed in §6.4.5.1.). As we see in Table 6:4 (page 160), realis can be used to encode a

wider range of timeframes than irrealis.

The perfect marker pe encodes events that are completed, as in (44), in which the action of breaking the

houses has occurred in the past, and as a result the houses are now broken.

44 Nlaken nasum rui=pe maui saprek.
because house 3p.PS=PF everyone broken

Because the houses were all broken. (081:75) (98010az, 1586.3, 1589.4000)
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Similarly, in (45) pe is used to mark that the event (both the parents dying) is completed.

45 Me apap me iak rai=pe mat.
and father and mother 3d.Ps=PF die

And their father and mother were dead.  (98002bz, 646.8599, 650.8400)

The particle pe can also encode an ongoing state that has been achieved. Example (46) comes from a

discussion of the speaker's family who went to Queensland and 'became white' through intermarriage.

Now, he says, using the perfect marker together with the perfect form of the proclitic, they are white

(ruipe tar).

46 Me famle neu rui=pe tar taos ag. Ga i=mer ta
but family 1sgPOS 3p.PS=PF white like 2sg 3sg 3sgRS=in.turn NEG

slat nask-o-k mau, rui=pe tar.tar.
take skin-V-1sgDP NEG2 3p.PS=PF white.white

But my family are white like you. He didn't get my skin, they are really white. (98017bz,

935.5668, 942.6999)

We call po/fo the prospective marker since it functions to encode events taking place after the utterence in

which they occur, or after the timeframe established by the sentence or the discourse context. The irrealis

prospective fo is used for all unrealised future events. The realis prospective marker po is used for future

events that have been realised, that is, those that have occurred but are in the future in relation to the

timeframe of the utterance. In encoding a prospective event that is known to have occurred po often acts a

sequential marker, as we also see in its use as a sequential clause marker in clause chaining in §12.3.2.

47 Go a=po pi steward, steward gar.
and 1sgRS=PSP:R be " " 3p.POS

And I was to become their steward. (98002az, 2028.1, 2030.5600)

Similarly, in (48), the event of passing a sixth grade exam, now over, is described from the perspective of

the preceding three years, and the realis future marks the passing of the exam.

48 Go ntau katol nen a=to klas siks, go a=po pas examination.
andyear third that 3sgRS=stay class six and 3sgRS=PSP:R pass "

And the third year that I was in class six I was to pass the examination.  (20003az, 964.3200,

970.7200)

Example (49) shows fo encoding a possible future event, the making of leaf medicine. The irrealis form

of both the particle (fo rather than po) and the proclitic (ke= rather than i=) are used in this statement

about a hypothetical situation.
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about a hypothetical situation.

49 Me i=piatlak natamol nen kin ke=fo mer gag preg naulnkas
but 3sgRS=have person that REL 3sgIRR=PSP:IR in.turn 2sgBEN make leaf
[S [REL

nen ke=tu-o-k pa=min-gi-ø, go pa=f mer mol.
REL 3sgIRR=give-TS-2sgO 2sgIRR=drink-TS-3sgO and 2sgIRR=CND again healthy
[REL REL]  REL]  S]

There is a man who will make leaf medicine for you to drink and you might get better.

(98007az, 596.1400, 604.7600)

The realis form of the prospective marker (po) often has a subjunctive sense as does 'would' in English

rather than 'will', as shown in (50).

50 I=ptal tesa.nmatu na ruk=tu-a-ø tesa.nmatu ke=skei.
3sgRS=choose girl PURP 3p.IRR=give-TS-3sgO girl 3sgIRR=one

Go ru=po tu-a-ø tesa.nmatu i=skei.
and 3p.RS=PSP give-TS-3sgO girl 3sg=one

He (the spirit) chose a girl so that they would give him a girl. And they would give him a

girl. (98009b, 381.4999,  398.4001)

The realis form of the prospective marker po also encodes a kind of epistemic modality, reflecting the

speaker's opinion of the possibility of an event occurring. Thus in (51) the speaker uses po when talking

of the possibility of seeing black people on the High Court today, which could be interpreted as a future

event, but has more of a sense of the possibility of seeing black people on the Court.

51 Mes ne, a=po lek namer got ru=po to na Joint Court7.
today this 1sgRS=PSP:R see man black 3p.RS=PSP:R stay DET joint court

Me tetwei ga i=tik, te-tar mas.
but before 3sg 3sgRS=not det-white only

But today I could see black people on the Joint Court. But before, no, white people only.

(98011a, 2324.5800, 2331.0200)

The particle to encodes a state or habitual action, as in (52), where the habitual action is gardening and

praying.

52 Or selwan nalotwen ke=mai top, tiawi ru=to preg talmat, ko
yes when prayer 3sgIRR=come big old.people 3p.RS=HABIT make garden or

'make'/ pnut 'close') with the same result.

7 The Joint Court is the pre-independence name for what is now the High Court. Its name is due to it
being jointly presided over by France and England.
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ru=to preg nalotwen mas. Ru=mal-ki nafkal.
3p.RS=HABIT make prayer only 3p.RS=don't.want-TR fight

Yes, when Christianity became big, the old people would only work in their garden or

pray. They didn't want to fight.  (98011az, 1029.5000, 1039.9599)

The durative particle ta is used for an activity that keeps on going, as in (53), from a council meeting in

which the speaker makes a plea for the provincial governmeent to keep providing tools for the Erakor

council.

53 Gakit kaonsil tu=fla rekwes totur provins nen ru=ta
1p.inc council 1p.incRS=CND request through province that 3p.RS=DUR

gakit sat krupa me safel me serale fserser ne.
1p.incBEN get crowbar and shovel and everything different this

We, council, we could request through the province that they keep getting us crowbars,

shovels and all that sort of thing.  (98016bz, 1712.0600, 1724.8200)



Chapter 7,  Verbs and verb classes

In this chapter we describe the subclasses of verbs that can be identified in South Efate. Verb stems can

be distinguished at the morphological level from other form classes because they are prefixed by subject

pronouns directly or else either (1) the subject clitic attaches to the first element of the pre-verbal

complex, or (2) the verb is part of a compound (§9.1.1) in which only the first verb bears any subject or

TMA marking. Verbs may take bound object suffixes (if they are not intransitive verb stems) and can be

marked for mood and polarity in a pre-verbal complex. A verb (with its obligatory subject proclitic) can

serve as a minimal sentence in South Efate.

Previous research on languages of the region suggests that verb classes could include: a morphological

distinction between transitive and intransitive verbs; a distinction between intransitive verbs with

experiencer subjects (U-verbs) and with actor subjects (A-verbs) (Ross 1998), see (1) below where the

two types of A- and U- verbs are shown together with the two subtypes of U-verbs, that is U-type ( for

which the intransitive subject (S or Patient) becomes the O in a derived transitive form) and A-type

verbs.

1 A-verbs Actor subject

U-verbs Experiencer subject

U-type S>O when transitivised

A-Type S>A when transitivised

Further we could look for a subclass of U-verbs called stative (Ross 1998:22), or stative-inchoative

(Hyslop 2001) which have no corresponding transitive equivalent (but do have a corresponding causative).

Finally there is often a lack of clear distinction between adjectives and verbs, so that adjectives are a

subset of stative verbs.

All of these features have reflexes in South Efate. Verb classes also show the historical development of a
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All of these features have reflexes in South Efate. Verb classes also show the historical development of a

small group of distinct transitive and intransitive forms based on reanalysis of earlier transitive suffixes

as part of the root (§7.1.6.). A key consideration in the description of Oceanic languages is the interplay

between semantic features of transitivity and their morphosyntactic expression, and it is in the analysis of

verbs that this is brought into focus.

§7.1. Morphosyntactic classes of verbs in South Efate

Verbs can be classed morphologically on the basis of those that can and cannot take an O suffix (see the

discussion of the form of the suffix in §8.1.3.1). Intransitive verbs cannot take an O suffix. 320 of the

820 verbs in the current data can take an O suffix1 and as underived verbs can appear in both transitive and

intransitive constructions2 so we group these together in a class that we call morphosyntactically

ambitransitive. A small group of eleven verbs can only appear in transitive constructions and a further

small group of four underived verb stems can appear in ditransitive constructions. A further two small

verb classes are auxiliary verbs (§7.1.1.) and the copula (§7.1.2.). Traditionally the verb is considered the

locus for transitivity, and in some analyses it is the sole part of speech considered in a discussion of

transitivity  (eg Tallerman 1998:35 ff). However, as we will see, in South Efate we need to consider the

morphosyntactic context to determine the transitivity status of a verb.

Underived verb stems in South Efate fall into five morphosyntactic classes: intransitive, semitransitive

ambitransitive, transitive, and ditransitive. The basis for this classification follows. Underived verb stems

occur in the slots outlined in Table 7:1. An NP following a verb stem is the object of that verb if it can

be substituted by an O suffix.

Table 7:1 Constructions in which each of the four major verb classes occurs
Slot Intransitive Semitransitive Ambitransitive Transitive Ditransitive
1) S V + + + - -
2) S V=OBL - + - - -
3) S V O - - + + -
4) S V O1 O2 - - - - +

If an underived verb stem occurs only in slot 1 then it is intransitive (§7.1.3.); if it occurs in slot 2 then

it is semitransitive (§7.1.4.), if it occurs in both slots 1 and 3 then it is ambitransitive (§7.1.5.); if it
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only occurs in slot 3 it is transitive (§7.1.6.), and finally, if it can occur in slot 4 it is ditransitive

(§7.1.7.). The O in slot 3, and the O1 in slot 4 can be specified by either a suffix or by a lexeme.

Table 7:2, Verb classes in South Efate

Class

Auxiliary

Copula

Intransitive

Semi
transtive

Ambi
transitive

Transitive

Ditransitive

Sub-class

Stative: cannot derive 
transitives with the 
transitivising suffix -ki . Do not 
require the stative particle to to 
encode states.  Cannot form 
imperatives.

Active, require the stative 
particle to  to encode states. 
Cannot derive transitives with 
the transitivising suffix -ki. 

Active: can derive transitives 
with the transitivising suffix -ki 

Active, unable to derive 
transitives with the 
transitivising suffix -ki.  Most 
take the OBL pronominal 
object. 

Stem can occur in both 
intransitive and transitive 
constructions. Take a transitive 
suffix and O clitic. 

Only occur in transitive 
constructions. Couplets of 
transitive  and intransitive  
stems. 

Underived verb takes two 
objects.

Examples

cf §XREF in VC 
chapter

pi  'be'

Adjectives

U- verbs

115 of the 212 stative 
verbs in the data can 
act as nominal 
modifiers (adjectives)

ftin 'to be hot'
mas 'to be cooked'
sa   'to be bad'

fit 'to run'
krak 'to crawl'
pul 'to dance'
sak 'to come ashore'
tigtig 'to hop'

A-type

U-type

siwer    'to walk' 
tapsik   'to clean'

ler  'to return'       
nom  'to be finished' 

siwer-ki 'to walk on'
tapsik-ki  'to clean sthg'

ler-ki  'to return sthg'
nom-ki  'to finish sthg'

fafat   'to have faith in'
nrokot  'to cross'
sralesok  'to believe'

A-type

U-type

smanr  'to slap'
pus  'to put'
tai  'to cut'
mul  'to slough skin' 
plag 'to open, be 
open'

smanr-i-ø 'to slap it'
ps-i-ø 'to put it'
tai-r  'to cut them'
muls-i-ø 'to peel it'
plagt-i-ø 'to open sthg'

fe  'to read'
kait  'to cry for'

nep 'to throw'
nrik  'to tell'
sos  'to call'
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§7.1.1. Auxiliary verbs

A closed set of auxiliary verbs can appear before the main verb in the pre-verbal complex. While the

same forms can function as both auxiliary and main verbs, a distinction can be made such that auxiliary

verbs can occur before the benefactive phrase within the pre-verbal complex, which  shows their

grammaticalised status as auxiliary verbs. They are ordered in four groups, as shown in §10.1.5, where

the reader will find a list of auxiliary verbs together with a discussion of their status as a distinct class.

§7.1.2. The copular pi

The copula in South Efate, pi/ fi  (realis and irrealis forms), functions to introduce a predicate nominal as

in (2) or adjective as in (3). It is like an intransitive verb stem in that it can take temporal or modal

particles in the pre-verbal complex (PVC) as in (2), and undergoes stem-initial mutation as in (5),

however, unlike intransitive verbs, it never occurs without a following NP or adjective.

2 Kai=pe mai pi afsak
ES=PF come be turtle

Then she became a turtle. (071:40) (98009a, 1816.8846, 1817.77) (KP)

3 I=trau mai pi boring a?
3sgRS=really come be boring INT

It really got boring, a? (20003az, 1536.4, 1538.5000)

4 Nafnag nen i=ta pi nafnag wi mau, a?
 food that 3sgRS=NEG be food good NEG2 INT

That food wasn't good food eh? (98002bz, 931.1, 932.9)

5 Ke=fi mes ke=fi mes
3sgIRR=be:IR today 3sgIRR=be:IR today

That it be today, that it be today. (045:42) (98003az, 586.36, 588.1056)(JK)

The copula pi occurs in the expression pi atlak 'be owner' which has become fused to pitlak and now

means 'to own' or 'to exist' as in the following examples.

6 Go malfane ru=po pitlak mani.
and now 3p.RS=PSP have money

And now they will have money. (095:33)

7 Erontpau i=piatlak natiel i=skei i=tok.
" 3sgRS=have vine 3sgRS=one 3sgRS=stay

At Rentapau there is a vine there.  (032:11)  (98001az, 1772.7400, 1777.2001)
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8 I=piatlak nfal ses i=skei, i=to san kin
3sgRS=have cave small 3sgRS=one 3sgRS=stay place COMP

ru=soso-ø ki Epunsal.
3p.RS=call-3sgO PREP p.name

There is a small cave, it is at the place that they call Epunsal. (98007bz, 1935.5601, 1941.4201)

§7.1.3. Intransitive verbs

Intransitive verbs are those which cannot host an O suffix underived by the transitivising suffix -ki

(described in §8.1.1). There are some 590 intransitive stems in the current lexicon. Active intransitive

verbs (about a third of the intransitive stems in the data) are divided into those that can and those that

cannot derive transitive verbs with the transitivising suffix -ki . Active intransitive verbs can co-occur

with the habitual/continuous to to encode states. Stative intransitive verbs cannot derive a transitive form

with -ki and cannot participate in imperative constructions. Some stative intransitive verbs can function

as nominal modifiers (adjectives).

There is a negative intransitive verb3 tik  'to not be'. Here we will show that it functions as a verb and we

then give more examples of its use in §11.6 on negation. In the following two examples tik occurs

preceded by parts of the pre-verbal complex, showing it behaving predicatively. In (9) tik  is preceded by

the durative marker ta 'DUR'.

9 Me i=ta ta nom mau. Ofisal opening i=ta tik.
but 3sgRS=DUR NEG finish NEG2 official opening 3sgRS=DUR not.be

But it still isn't over. The official opening has not yet happened.  (98002az, 1101.2400, 1104.1776)

In (10) tik  occurs following the perfect marker pe 'PF' which can only be used with verbs.

10 Mes Erakor respek ki=pe tik.
today p.name respect 3sgPS=PF not.be

Today there is no respect in Erakor. (98010az, 2087.3199, 2092.9600)

Tik can be transitivised to mean 'not have' as in (11).

11 Ru=tik-ki kram. Ru=tik-ki sernale fserser
3p.RS=not.have-TR axe 3p.RS=not.have-TR everything different

They had no axes. They didn't have all the different things. (076:35) (98009b, 812.0800, 819.3400)

§7.1.3.1. Object incorporation

There are examples in the data of intransitive verbs that appear to take objects. Sugita (1973) observes

that apparently intransitive verbs (which he calls semitransitive) in Micronesian languages can
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that apparently intransitive verbs (which he calls semitransitive) in Micronesian languages can

nevertheless occur with lexical objects, when the object is an indeterminate noun phrase. Margetts

(1999a:255) uses the term 'discord' to describe transitive clauses with intransitive verbs as their heads.

These objects are also non-specific and unindividuated which is shown by a strong preference for discord

objects of intransitive verbs to be less modified than objects of transitive verbs (ibid: 277). Following

Lichtenberk (1997:308) and Lynch et al (2002: 46) we will call this object incorporation (see the related

discussion of the transitive suffix and its role in marking increased transitivity in §8.1.3.2.)

In South Efate there is no cross-referencing within the clause as arguments are represented by either

verbal clitics or suffixes, or lexical items, so the tests used in Saliba don't apply. Distinguishing adjuncts

from objects in South Efate is not always straightforward as adjuncts can also appear paratactically with

no adposition. Semantics can provide a clue to adjunct status in the absence of morphosyntactic clues as

locatives are typically adjuncts in South Efate, even when they appear unmarked by locational

morphology.

In (12), sak 'to ascend, to raise' is an intransitive verb which has an object, mani 'money'. The object in

this example corresponds to the subject of the intransitive verb but it is not derived by -ki as we would

expect. The object, 'money', is not highly individuated and we therefore regard it as being incorporated.

12 Kano tar i=to wok i=to wok, i=to wok. I=to sak mani.
man white 3sgRS=STAT wok RED RED 3sgRS=STAT raise money

The white man works, he works, he works.  He piles up money.  (98017bz, 498, 502.4599)

In the few examples where there is an incorporated object of an intransitive verb it is typically generic

and non-specific. In example (13) the intransitive verb mes 'to play' occurs with the incorporated object

'music'.

13 A=risain nlaken a=mur ka=mes music.
1sgRS=resign because 1sgRS=want 1sgIRR=play music

I resigned because I wanted to play music. (063:27)

In (14) the verb lek, 'to see' has no transitive suffix as its object taligter 'eel sp.' is incorporated. The

following verb mtak takes a zero 3sgO coreferential with the incorporated object.

14 (tagiter) Ga i=pi naik me malran kin akit tu=lek taligter
3sg 3sgRS=be fish but when COMP 1p.inc 1p.IncRS=look eel sp.

tu=fo mtak-ki-ø
1p.inRS=PSP:IR fear-TR-3sgO

(tagiter) that is a fish, but when we see eels we are scared of them. (31:6)

In (15) pu 'to pull' is followed by the incorporated object flaik 'flag', and then from the same text
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In (15) pu 'to pull' is followed by the incorporated object flaik 'flag', and then from the same text

example (16) shows the transitive stem puet  occurring with the same object, but in this case the object

is possessed, suggesting that a possessed object is more individuated than a generic object and requires a

more highly transitive fom of the verb.

15 Nasonal Pati ruk=ta pu  flaik mau.
national party 3p.IRR=NEG pull flag NEG2

The National Party didn't pull down  the flag. (98014az, 1507.6199, 1509.8801)

16 Ko=flok-ki Nasonal Pati ru=ta puet flaik gar mau.
1p.exIRR=block:IR-TR national party 3p.RS=NEG pull flag 3p.POS NEG2

We blocked the National Party they didn't pull their flag. (98014az, 1659.1400, 1665.9400)

§7.1.3.2. Undergoer / Actor -type intransitive verbs

We distinguish U(ndergoer)-type (following Ross 1998:21; also known as O-type (Dixon 1988)) from

A(ctor)-type intransitive verbs (as outlined in the chart in (1) above). U-type verbs are those for which the

subject is in the role of undergoer or experiencer, and their corresponding derived transitive form has an

undergoer corresponding to the subject of the intransitive. The additional role introduced when a U-type

verb is transitivised is the Actor (the causer of the action encoded in the verb). U-type verbs need to be

distinguished from U-verbs for which the subject is in the role of undergoer. Thus all intransitive forms

of U-type verbs are U-verbs, but all derived transitive forms of U-type verbs are A-verbs, or Actor subject

verbs.

17 U-type Intransitive Derived transitive
fif to be twisted, curly fif-ki to twist sthg.
ler to return ler-ki to return sthg.
tapo to capsize tapo- ki to capsize sthg.
tare to turn tare- ki to turn sthg.
tarpek to fall tarpek-ki to drop sthg.
tut to drown tut-ki to drown sthg.

In example (18) ler 'to return' is transitivised and so means 'to return something', in this case the speaker

in a court case is saying he will present (i.e. 'return') his version of events to the hearing.

18 Me neu ka=fo mer ler-ki nafsan neu.
but 1sg 1sgIRR=PSP:IR again return-TR story 1sgPOS

And I will give them my side of the story. (98018az, 645.2400, 647.1672)

In example (19) the verb tapo 'to capsize' is transitivised and so means 'to tip something over'

19 Ale i=sel kai pan i=na i=nom mer tapo-ki fat.
OK 3sgRS=take cockles until 3sgRS=say 3sgRS=finish in.turn capsize-TR stone

Okay, she took the cockles until she was finished, then she put the rock in the water. (98003bz,

2065.9303, 2068.7178)
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2065.9303, 2068.7178)

A-type intransitive verbs are those for which the subject is in the role of actor and the transitivising

suffix -ki  adds a patient (see the discussion in §8.1.2.4.). Three examples of A-type intransitives found in

the data are presented in (20).

20 A-type Intransitive Derived transitive
lefek to spin lefek-ki to go around sthg.
siwer to walk siwer-ki to walk on (e.g. ground)
tapsik to clean tapsik-ki to clean sthg

In example (21) the verb lefek 'to spin' appears with its derived transitive meaning of 'to go around

(something)'. The sentence is an extract from a kastom story about a whale, and explains why a certain

type of rock is found at the end of points on the coast of Efate.

21 Selwan ku=lefek-ki Efat negakit pa=fo lek nasi tafra
when 2sgRS=around-TR p.name 1p.inclPOS 2sgIRR=PSP:IR look shit whale

When you go around our Efate, you will see whale shit. (005a, 1136.3401, 1155.5200)

The remaining two verbs are presented in examples where they occur as derived transitive verbs.

22 I=tototo panpan malnen ru=pes tapsik-ki Erontpau
3sgRS=stay-RED until that.time 3p.RS=start clean-TR p.name
It stayed until the time they started to clear Rentapau.  (032:17)

23 Me natopu ne ga i=siwer-ki mpag-o-n.
but spirit this 3sg 3sgRS=walk-TR end-V-3sgDP
But this natopu, he walks around on his bottom. (073:19) (98009a, 2181.2401, 2190.4599)

§7.1.3.3. Stative intransitive verbs

Stative verbs cannot derive a transitive form with -ki and do not participate in imperative constructions.

As they typically encode ongoing states they do not require the stative particle to (see section

§10.1.5.10.) to express habitual activities or states. For example, mel 'to float' encodes a state and does

not use the stative to in (24). Further examples of stative intransitive verbs are given in Table 7:3.

24 Go selwan elau i=mu go raru i=mel ...
and when saltwater 3sgRS=hightide and boat 3sgRS=float

And when the high tide came in, and the boat floated... (021:9)

A subgroup of stative verbs can act as nominal modifiers or adjectives as discussed in §4.8.
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Table 7:3 Examples of stative intransitive verbs (that are not adjectives)

arleg skilful mapor broken

armatu right handed, be right maspok undercooked

arum nearly ripe masrot slip

arworksu ambidextrous mat die

fanei dissolve, be consumed matuktuk withered

fkofuk marked, scarred mer numb, cramped, to be

flak pregnant mlag break, like a wave in the ocean

fum flower mrer die down (of fire)

funfnoi fade, disappear msak sick, be

kanin mad mtastes scratched

kano cannot, to be unable mukalkal itch, be itchy

ki ring, of ears pawer stand, hands held behind the back

latlat froth, as of water boiling pier noisy, to make a lot of noise

liksal hang, like a bat pilo wake up, to be awake

liu piled, to be heaped up pkal care for child

mel escape, slip out of one's pkot spoiled

mol live, alive. pnut quiet

maf open, as of a flower ptol hungry

malier shame, be ashamed semsem happy, be happy

malig spilled, to be spilled sin finish (only of rain)

manreu thirsty, be thirsty sirsir drizzle

§7.1.3.4. Active intransitive verbs

Active intransitive verb stems are those which require the stative particle to to encode habitual activity. In

(25) we see the active intransitive verb sari 'to wander' with the preceding habitual particle to, as sari on

its own would not include a stative meaning.

25 Ru=to sari pan ru=preg tent gar.
3p.RS=HAB wander go 3p.RS=take tent 3p.POS

They would wander around, they take their tent.  (TK, 98013)
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Contrast (25) with (26) in which sari occurs with no stative particle as the action encoded is not habitual.

26 U=na ko=pa=n sari, u=pa=n sari.
1p.exRS 1p.exIRR=go=DST wander 1p.exRS=go=DST wander

If we wanted to go wandering we would go wandering. (98003az, 1811.3, 1815.0799)

Similarly, in (27) the habitual action of walking around the country can be encoded for the verb siwer

'walk' by use of the habitual marker.

27 Gar ra=to siwer userek-ki nlaun ni Vanuatu.
3p. 3duRS=HAB walk around-TR land of p.name

They(2) would walk around the country of Vanuatu.  (98007az, 340.0800, 347.5600)

Active intransitive verbs can further be divided into those which cannot (Table 7:4) and those which can

(Table 7:5) derive transitive verbs with -ki.
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Table 7:4 Examples of active intransitive verbs that cannot derive transitive forms

with -ki

fit run pkasus breastfeed

frafer scatter psai clap hands

fu blow hard ptom grow

fusuer growl puk cough

gor snore pul dance

kai cry, children's crying sak land, come ashore

karkar be itchy sal drift ; float ; swing ; hang

kau row a boat sari wander

kel hold sek paddle following the tide or wind

krak crawl ser flow, melt, circulate

los bathe, wash oneself sok jump, leap (once)

mai come suar paddle against the tide or wind

maon sweat sursap miss

matur sleep sus suck at the breast

me flood taamel crouch, squat

mla yawn taf exit, leave

mlil roll taamel squat

mra bleed tap lean

na say tfarer break, of waves breaking on the shore

net come and meet tiei start weaving

nrig groan ; growl tiel laugh loudly

nrir fly tigtig hop

pakor appear ; arrive ; to be born waf swim

papolplo walk with legs apart waser cough, clear one's throat

pil blink wes reply
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Table 7:5 Active intransitive verbs that can derive transitive forms with -ki

fainte show something you are proud of pelpel tack on, baste on

fakfukal comfort pes talk

farfar shake, start to move pir scream, yell, shout

fe read pkal give birth (usually of animals)

fekfek show something you are proud of pko interested, be interested in something

fetkasu jealous, be jealous ple fight, dispute

fiar be unafraid of plim

folfol move safeu whistle

folfolmak rub sak ascend (a hill)

ftil gossip salia throw into the water, to make float

kaimes create, invent satsok hold firmly

kal dress sef escape

katsok hold between one's teeth seltra go and meet someone

kitsa against, to be against siwer walk

lewi admire su descend (from a hill) ; get out of a canoe

lofir rub tan bury

lot pray tapo capsize, tip over

mal refuse, not want to tarup fall, drop

mermer rule, as of a chief ruling a village tau bear

mes play, as in play a game, or play music tauso commit adultery

mro think tefra line up, put things in a line

mtak fear tigpiel exchange

mur smile ; laugh tik no, nothing

nom finish tit dry by sunlight

nrogtesa sad tkar take something that someone gives you

nrogtiawi well, healthy, feel good tmalu depart

nrus move a littleofa toos slip, drag

pag climb tupek send

paketan low, below tut drown

palus paddle userek go around

pel bend, fold (bend or fold an object) wol flatten leaves to make a plate or a mat
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§7.1.3.5. Cognate subject verbs

There are two intransitive verbs that can only occur with cognate subjects. Crowley (1982:72) calls these

'required subjects': "some nominal phrase that refers to the thing most typically associated with the

ambient state or action." We prefer the term 'cognate subject' because of its resonance with the generally

used term 'cognate object' (e.g. Austin 1982). In South Efate these verbs, which both require the subject

us 'rain', are wo 'to fall, of rain', and sin 'to stop falling, of rain'. There are no textual examples of sin in

the data.

28 I=nag wik faum go us ke=fo wo
3sgRS=say week new and rain 3sgIRR=PSP:IR fall

He said next week the rain would fall.  (053:50)

§7.1.4. Semitransitive verbs

A small group of active verbs take neither the transitivising suffix -ki, associated with intransitive verbs,

nor the other transitive suffix associated with ambitransitive verbs discussed in §7.1.5. below4. As they

are neither intransitive nor ambitransitive we call them semitransitive. These verbs, all listed in (29),

take O suffixes only from the OBL suffix paradigm.

29 en to lay mag to stare at

fafat to believe nrokot to cross

faitau to learn pak to go to

kon to be stuck pan to cook

krakpel to miss (when throwing) sak to sit

krokur to shake, fear toknak to tempt

kursmanr to slip trok to agree

lekor to look after tuk to carry

lel to look ur to follow

mok to pull

The evidence for these verbs taking only an OBL suffix is mainly from elicitation, as most occurrences

in the data do not have OBL suffixes. Examples of the few that do occur are presented below.

30 Ru=fafat-wes mal ses me ki=mer tik pa.
3p.RS=believe-3sgOBL time small but 3p.IRR=again not go

They believed him for a little while, but he didn't go again. (98009a, 924.4200, 934.4800)

31 Nlaken ru=kano lekor-wer.
because 3p.RS=unable look.after-3p.OBL

Because they couldn't look after them. (98017az, 733.8800, 735.8572)
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Because they couldn't look after them. (98017az, 733.8800, 735.8572)

32 Namer lap ru=maui mag-wes.
peopl many 3p.RS=all stare-3sgOBL

Many people were astonsihed (Lit: Many people stared at it).  (20001az, 1061.2801, 1063.36)

33 Akam council ko=trok-wes nen ke=mai.
2p. council 2p.IRR=agree-3sgOBL REL 3sgIRR=come

You, council, agree with him that he should come. (98016bz, 1201.5, 1203.3401)

Four semitransitive verbs appear only with the 3sgO from the OBL paradigm encoding location, and they

occur with no other person. They are presented below together with the suffix 3sgO, which, in each of

these cases is -es. As we observe in the discussion of pronominal forms in §5.1.4.3.2., oblique suffixes

usually encode a locational meaning.

en to lay en-es to lay on it

pak to go to pak-es to go there

sak to sit sak-es to sit on it

ur to follow ur-es to follow it

§7.1.5. Ambitransitive verbs

Ambitransitive verbs are those which can, as underived stems, appear in both transitive and intransitive

constructions. They further differ from intransitive verbs in that most can take a transitive suffix (the

form of which is described in §8.1.3.1.) and O suffix.

Examples of ambitranstive verb stems in both intransitive and transitive constructions follow. In (34) the

ambitransitive stem taulu 'to marry' occurs first with an object ag 'you', thus acting as a transitive verb

and then intransitively without an object.

34 I=tae taulu ag, ko ku=tae mur-i-n  taulu.
 3sgRS=know marry 2sg or 2sgRS=know want-TS-3sgO marry

He can marry you, or you may want to marry.  (98009az, 1417.3599, 1422.2060)

In (35) the stem welu 'to help' acts intransitively.

35 Tuk=mas klia-ki sernale,  ke=welu.
1p.inRS=must clear-TR everything 3sgIRR=help

We must be clear about everything, that it helps/ it will help.  (98018az, 1049.2563, 1050.8079)

Example (36) shows the same stem welu 'to help' acting transitively followed by a lexical object.

36 Go malpei komam ko=fo tae welu tiawi.
and long.ago 1p.ex 1p.exIRR=PSP:IR know help old.people

And long ago we would help the old people. (98003bz, 736.5, 740.6799)
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Contrast (36) with (37) in which welu 'to help' acts transitively with a transitive suffix and object suffix.

37 Tenen ru=to meltig ki tete ale ru=tae
those 3p.RS=STAT near PREP some then 3p.RS=be.able

welu-e-r, tu-e-r nafnag.
help-TS-3p.O give-TS-3p.O food

Those that were close to some (of them), they could help them, give them food. (JC  98012)

In the following examples the underived ambitransitive stem pam 'to eat' functions first as an intransitive

verb, then as a transitive verb with a lexical object (natamol ilatol 'eight men'), then as a transitive verb

with an O suffix.

38 A=pam skot=ir.
1sgRS=eat with-3p.O

I eat with them. (EW 98005)

39 Kineu kai=pe pam natamol ki=pe pi eit ki
1sg IsgPS=PF eat man 3sgPS=PF be eight TOP

I have eaten eight men.  (019:42) (004a, 396.4764, 398.2599)

40 Tak=to panpanpan na pa=matur go ka=fo pam-i-k.
1d:IRR=stay until-RED COMP 2sgIRR=sleep and 1sgIRR=PSP:IR eat-TS-2sgO

We (2) will wait until you are asleep and then I will eat you.  (019:26) (004a, 251.34, 253.9800)

The following three examples show the ambitransitive stem mtir 'to write' acting first as an intransitive

verb and then as a transitive verb with both lexical and pronominal objects.

41 I=pa i=kano mtir ko i=kano preg nagi-e-n
3sgRS=go 3sgRS=cannot write or 3sgRS=cannot make name-V-3sg

He went, he couldn't write, he couldn't sign his name. (087:83) (98017az, 2610.7401, 2614.6673)

42 Ka=fo mtir natus
1sg=PSP:IR write paper

I would write a letter. (066:90) (98003bz, 1325.87, 1327.0596)

43 Ag ku=pitlak ntaewen, ag  pa=fo tmo-m mtir-i-ø
2sg 2sgRS=have knowledge 2sg 2sgIRR=PSP:IR RR-2sgDP write-TS-3sgO

You have knowledge, you will write it yourself. (98009az, 1937.6490, 1940.3600)

These examples all show that ambitransitive stems can occur in both transitive and intransitive

constructions, thus distinguishing them from both intransitive and transitive stems.
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constructions, thus distinguishing them from both intransitive and transitive stems.

Table 7:6 Examples of ambitransitive verbs

fakis decorate nre turn

fis whip nrog feel, hear

fnau preach of bear, wear

kam walk on something pam eat, taste

kamti take rocks from the fire with tongs plak accompany

kar scratch, grate, peel preg make

kasar grab pus put

kat bite si blow

kil dig sor sell

kin pinch tanre stir

kul cover, cover tae know, be able to

lag sing tai cut

lao plant ; spear ; gouge taos follow, be similar to

lek look tnol swallow

lelu avoid tp$ek send

min drink tp$il burn

mot bind traus tell

mropir dislike walu take off

mtalu choose wat hit, kill

mtir write welu help

m$ul peel, strip bark, slough wes work

§7.1.6. Transitive verbs

There is a small set of verbs that have different stems when acting as intransitive and transitive verbs.

This alternation identifies the small group of transitive verbs, which would otherwise be classified as

ambitransitive verbs with the ability to act in both transtitive and intransitive constructions. Each of

these stems is part of a couplet, related in form, but by irregular means, made up of a transitive and

intransitive form. This is similar to the situation in Anejom, where Lynch (2000:68) notes "a number of

intransitive/transitive pairs of verbs, the members of each pair being formally different from each other."

In South Efate, unlike Anejom, there are only a handful of verbs in this set and all examples in the data

are listed below (there are two ditransitive verbs that also have intransitive counterparts and they are

discussed in §7.1.7.1.)
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discussed in §7.1.7.1.)

44 fe to read (tr) fef to read (intr)

fis to whip (tr) fisfis to masturbate (intr)

kait to cry for (tr) kai to cry  (intr)

kop to chase (game) (tr) fkop to chase (intr)

lek to look (tr) le to look  (intr)

me to urinate  (tr) mem to urinate  (intr)

pnut5 to close something (tr) pon to be closed (intr)

si blow something (tr) sisi to blow (intr)

til to tell (tr/ ditr) ftil to gossip (intr)

tup to hit  (tr) ftup to hit (intr)

wes to work (tr) weswes6 to work (intr)

While there is no overall pattern to the relationship between these forms, several intransitive forms are f

initial, suggesting a relic detransitivising prefix. Reduplication derives three intransitive stems: fis /

fisfis, si / sisi and wes / weswes (these are the only examples in the data of reduplication reducing the

valency of a verb). We give examples of these transitive/intransitive pairs below. As we would expect,

since there is a transitive form of these verbs, the intransitive form cannot derive a transitive with -ki,  so

that ki is a preposition introducing a peripheral role when following an intransitive stem from this set.

As we will see in §7.1.7.1., -ki can derive a transitive verb from an intransitive form of a ditransitive

stem.

fe / fef 'to read'

The first set of examples illustrate the difference between fe  'to read sthg' and fef  'to read'. In (45) fef  acts

as an intransitive verb ('just read').

45 Ke=fas pano, ke=fef mas, ki=pe tae.
3sgIRR=face noticeboard 3sgIRR=read only 3sgPS=PF know

He should look at  the noticeboard, just read, then he would know.  (98016az, 638, 643.6401)

In (46) the intransitive stem fef  is followed by ki , which, as we will show in the next chapter (§8.1.2.),

is, in this position, a preposition introducing the oblique argument (the language in which the read item

is written) and not the object (which would be the book read) which cannot occur with the intransitive

form of the verb.
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46 Kineu malran a=fef ki Bislama, e-sa=n i=pitlak konfiusen.
1sg when 1sgRS=read PREP B. LOC-place=DST 3sgRS=have confusion

Me, when I read Bislama, that's where there is confusion.  (98012 MK)

Example (47) shows the transitive stem fe  'to read' with an object suffix encoding the text read,

contrasting with the previous example in which the object of the derived transitive is the language of the

text.

47 I=pitlak natus iskei, nen kin kineu a=ius-ki-n skul malpei,
3sgRS=have book one that REL 1sg 1sgRS=use-TR-3sgO school once

kineu a=to fe-a-ø nen i=pi nafsan ni Erakor mas.
1sg 1sgRS-HAB read-TS-3sgO that 3sgRS-be story of Erakor only

There is this book which I used at school long ago, I would read it, it was in Erakor language only

(98012 MK)

kop / fkop 'to chase'7

Since fkop 'to chase' is intransitive it cannot take an O as kop does in (48a), hence (48b) is

ungrammatical.

48a Pa=fa=n  kop wak.
2sgIRR=go=DST chase pig

You chase the pig. (elicited)

48b *Pa=fa=n fkop wak  (elicited)

However, in (49) a noun (ntas 'sea') acting as adjunct following the intransitive stem is permitted.

49 Pa=fa=n fkop ntas
2sgIRR=go=DST chase sea

You go and chase (fish) at the sea. (elicited)

tup / ftup 'to fight'

In (50) ftup naitklab cannot be 'hit the nightclub', which it would be with the transitive version tup. As

the verb ftup is intransitive, this sentence means that some men went to fight at the nightclub.

50 Tete nanwei ru=fla pan ru=fla pnak te-naor ko ru=fla pan
some man 3p.RS=CND go 3p.RS=CND steal DET-place or 3p.RS=CND go

ftup naitklab tenen i=pi nawesien nen i=sa.
fight night.club that 3sgRS=be work that 3sgRS=bad

Some men might go and might steal someplace, or they might  fight at the night club, that's bad

work.  (086:22)
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pon / pnut 'to close'

In (51) the intransitive stem pon 'closed' occurs in the intransitive construction, followed by the transitive

stem pnut 'to close sthg' in a transitive construction in (52).

51 Sto ki=pe pon.
shop 3sgPS=PF shut

The shop was shut.  (elicited)

52 Natamol ki=pe pnut sto.
man 3sgPS=PF shut shop

The man shut the shop.  (elicited)

§7.1.7. Ditransitive verbs

The following small group of four underived verb stems all occur in ditransitive constructions. These

verbs can all function as transitive verbs but are distinguished from transitive verbs by allowing two

objects to follow them.

nep to throw

nrik to tell

Two ditransitive verbs have a related intransitive as we saw was the case for transitive verbs in the

preceding section, they are discussed in §7.1.7.1. below.

tu/tao8 to give (tr/ ditr) ptu to give (intr)

sos to call someone (tr/ditr) pios to call (intr)

A ditransitive verb in South Efate encodes the recipient (including the goal and addressee) either as a

pronominal or lexical O. The theme or instrument may be encoded as a pronominal suffix on the

preposition ki , as we will see below. Only  ditransitive verbs allow the following preposition ki  to take

an O suffix. Ditransitive verbs occur in the following frame.

53 V O1 (ki) O2

Recipient/Goal/Addressee Theme/Instrument

Both O1 and O2 may be encoded either by a lexical or suffix O. As both objects can be encoded by

suffixes, we consider them (following Van Valin and LaPolla 1997:26) to be core arguments,

distinguishing the direct core argument which is encoded directly on the verb stem, and the oblique core

argument which is encoded on the adposition ki .
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argument which is encoded on the adposition ki .

O1 can appear directly following the verb with no adposition intervening as in (54), which further

suggests that it functions as a core argument, as discussed in §11.1.

54 I=tu ag ntaewen i=tu kineu ntaewen.
3sgRS=give 2sg knowledge 3sgRS=give 1sg knowledge

O1 O2 O1 O2

He gave you knowledge, he gave me knowledge. (087:64) (98017az, 2466.8106, 2470.7801)

Example (55) shows the two objects of the verb tu 'to give', directly following the verb with no

adpositions.

55 Iwelkia ru=min top go ru=tu chief problem.
thus 3p.RS=drink big and 3p.RS=give chief problem

V O1 O2

As they drink too much and they give the chief problems. (059:15)

In (56) O1 is referenced by the 3sgO suffix on the verb stem, and O2 follows the preposition -ki.

56 Go i=mer np-a-ø ki fnagot pan pan pan.
and 3sgRS=in.turn throw-TS-3sgO PREP shellfish until:RED

And he then he kept on  throwing  shellfish. (20003bz, 437.8200, 440.8681)

In (57) we see nrik  'to tell' with O1 following the verb and O2 following the preposition ki.

57 Ke=fo nrik-mam ki napet nafsan nag i=til-i-ø.
3sgIRR=PSP:IR tell-1p.O PREP meaning language COMP 3sgRS=tell-TS-3sgO

He will tell us the meaning of this story that he told us. (023:12) (005Ax, 1036.9242, 1043.1429)

In example (58) the theme is referred to by the 3sgO in the second clause.

58 Ga ke=fo pei nrik namer lap ki-ø.
3sg 3sgIRR=PSP:IR first tell people many PREP-3sgO

He will first tell everyone about  it. (051:20) (98007az, 678.5, 681.7200)

In (59) both objects are referenced by a zero 3sgO following the verb nrik 'to tell'.

59 Imag raki natrauswen gakit nen a=mur-i-n
3sgRS=open for story 1p.inPOS REL 1sgRS=want-TS-3sgO

ka=nrik-i-ø ki-ø.
1sgIRR=tell-TS-3sgO PREP-3sgO

(talking about a place that is now closed, but used to be open) It is open at the time of our story

that I want to tell you.   (98007bz, 1482.1607, 1488.7400)
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§7.1.7.1. Ditransitive verbs with intransitive counterparts

As we noted in the previous section, transitive verb stems are defined by the existence of a corresponding

intransitive stem. There are two ditransitive verbs (tu 'to give' and sos 'to call') which also have an

intransitive counterpart. The following examples show the intransitive stem ptu 'to give' with -ki

introducing its object. The two intransitive forms of these verbs can derive a transitive verb with -ki

which does not compete with the ditransitive form of the verb.

That the intransitive and ditransitive stems are to be analysed as separate forms is further shown by the

unacceptable *a-ptu-o-k ('I give (intr) you') which, as an intransitive stem, cannot take an O suffix, but

a-tu-o-k ('I give (tr) you'), the ditransitive stem, does take an O suffix.

60 Gar mit mas kin ru=to ptu-ki-ø.
3sg mat only REL 3p.RS=HAB give-TR-3sgO

They gave mats only. (058:24) (98002bz, 441.98, 444.3200)

61 I=mur-i-n na ka=traus, ko ka=tae ptu-ki evidens kot
3sgRS=want-TS-3sgO that 1sgIRR=speak or 1sgIRR=know give-TR evidence court

He wanted me to talk, or to give evidence in court. (98006 TK)

The only example of ptu occurring without the transitivising suffix -ki was elicited as part of a

discussion of the role of the intransitive form and its potential use in a habitual as in (62).

62 I=pi natamol nen i=to ptu.
3sgRS=be man REL 3sgRS=HAB give

He is a man who gives. (elicited)

Contrast the above intransitive forms with the ditransitive tu which takes an O suffix as in (63) and (64)

or lexical objects as in (65).

63 Pa=tu-mam tete nat ke=fei-ki-mam pak Lefenpis.
2sgIRR=give-1p.exO some man 3sgIRR=lead:IR-TR-1p.exO to Lefenpis.

You give us some men to guide us to Lefenpis. (022)

64 Ka=fo tu-o-k nalkis pa=fo min=gi-ø.
1sgIRR=PSP:IR give-TS-2sgO grass 2sgIRR=PSP:IR drink-TS-3sgO

I will give you medicine, you will drink it . (024:7)(005Ax, 1548.6200, 1563.6400)

65 Nafet naot nig Maniuro ru=po tu Roy Mata kastom nagi.
group chief of Maniuro 3p.RS=PSP:R give Roy Mata kastom name

A group of chiefs at Maniuro gave a kastom name to Roy Mata.  (58:78)

Comrie (nd) observes that the verb 'give' has a cross-linguistic propensity to include suppletive forms.

While his examples are mainly of suppletion of 2/3 person recipients, he does include some of first
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While his examples are mainly of suppletion of 2/3 person recipients, he does include some of first

person recipients. In South Efate there is a suppletive form (tao 'give me') for 1sgO, as shown in the

following examples.

66 Te-pei na ku=tao ki-n ki=pe pur.
det-first REL 2sgRS=give_me PREP-3sgO 3sgPS=PF big

The first one that you gave me is full. (EK handwritten note)

67 Dokta i=po nrik-wou ki spray, i=po tao-ki-ø.
dokta 3sgRS=PSP tell-1sgO PREP spray 3sgRS= PSP give.me-TR-3sgO

The doctor told me to use a spray. He gave it to me. (040:82) (98003az, 1468.959, 1472.5799)

The transitive sos 'to name, to call out for' takes a transitive suffix -o and O suffix and can also take a

lexical O directly, as in example (68) where the O is the NP tesa nanwei ga 'his son'.

68 Ke=fo mer ler pa=n ke=fo sos tesa nanwei ga.
3sgIRR=PSP:IR again return go=DST 3sgIRR=PSP:IR call child man 3sgPOS

He will go back, he will call his son. (98003bz, 1441.1799, 1445.2000)

Example (69) shows the transitive form with an O suffix.

69 Pa=sos-o-r ru=mai.
2sgIRR=call-TS-3p.O 3p.RS=come

Call them to come.  (98016az, 1040.9200, 1043.5)

In the next example we see sos with a 3p.O suffix encoding the people named and the name appearing as

a following NP.

70 I=piatlak natamol kerkerai nig nafkal i=nru nag
3sgRS=have man strong of fight 3sgRS=two REL

ru=sos-o-r ki mau.
3p.RS=call-TS-3p.O PREP giant

There are two strong fighting men who they call giants. (98009b, 1685.7801, 1695.6401)

Example (71) shows the intransitive verb pios 'to call out' which can never take an O.

71 Me tiawi ru=pato eut me ru=pios.
but old.people 3p.RS=be.at shore and 3p.RS=call.out

The old people were on the shore and they called out. (98011a, 1664.6473, 1667.7400)

One example in the data, spoken by a woman in her eighties, suggests that the verb stem may originally

have been piosos (c.f. pioso in Ngunese, Facey 1988:336), and has been reanalysed as sos for the

ditransitive and pios for the intransitive form.

72 Naot nen kin i=tk=os i=piosos namer ni ser natkon.
chief that REL 3sgRS=stay-3sgOBL 3sgRS=call people of every village

The chief who was there called people from each village.  (20001az, 985.2805, 989.2231)
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The chief who was there called people from each village.  (20001az, 985.2805, 989.2231)

§7.2. Inherent O verbs

Inherent object verbs are those for which an O is implied in the semantics of the verb. For example, the

verbs far 'to pick pandanus leaves', or mol 'to hunt for coconut crabs' 9 both entail an O, but none is

overtly mentioned (but this is not the same as O incorporation (see below §8.1.3.2.) where the form of

the nominal O is combined with the verb and is still apparent in the incorporated form). Inherent O verbs

could be considered to have an inherent argument (LaPolla and Van Valin 1997:123) rather than an

explicit O. While the inherent object is unstated, it can in some cases be made more specific, so for

example, the inherent object of the verb kof  'to cook meat', can be narrowed as in kof fnagot 'cook-meat

shellfish' where the type of meat being cooked is explicitly mentioned. Furthermore, two ambitransitive

inherent O verbs can take O suffixes where the suffix cross-references the inherent O, thus lei-r  'to pick

fruit (plural)', safei-r  'to pick bananas' (plural). Typically, however, these are intransitive verbs, requiring

only a subject.

73  List of inherent O verbs

Those for which an object cannot be added are:

fanfan wash one's face pak delouse

far pick pandanus leaves pankot burn garden

fkop to hunt for fish by chasing plakori hunt animal(s)

them through the water puri prepare laplap

kamti take rocks from the fire sul fish by torchlight

kot cut laplap tir hunt for fish from a boat

liglig shake one's head tkau hunt for fish, go fishing with a hook

mol hunt for coconut crab tlei steer canoe

nrafi blow one's nose torwak to anchor a boat

oraik to go fishing um clear a garden patch

Those for which an O suffix can be added to indicate definiteness of the object are:

lei to pick fruit (e.g. lei-r 'pick fruit (plural)')

safei pull or twist a banana from a bunch (safei-r  'twist off bananas')

There is one inherent object verb in the data for which an object can be added to specify the kind of noun

that is inherent in the verb.

kof cook meat
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§7.3. Verb reduplication

Reduplication of verb stems serves several functions in South Efate. These are summarised under the

following headings, and examples are given below. There are two semantic processes reflected in

reduplication:

i Diminution

ii Iteration / intensification

If a stem is eligible for stem-initial consonant alternation (§6.4.5.1.) then both parts of the reduplicated

form will have the f- initial form.

(i) Diminution. The reduplicated form seems to express a smaller or reduced version of the non-

reduplicated form, as shown in the following examples.
pes speak fesfes cheep (of a bird)
lom wet lomlom moist
pon stuck to, fast ponpon to be together (i.e. not stuck)

(ii) Iteration / intensification. The reduplicated form emphasises the activity of the base form. If the base

involves an activity that is punctual, then the reduplicated form is iterative.
fek show fekfek to show off
fis to whip fisfis to masturbate
liu to heap up liuliu to be choppy (of the sea)
mai to come maimai to keep coming / an ongoing activity
mar to breathe marmar to have a break, rest
mat to die matmat to die and die (of many dying)
nrer to shine nrenrer to really shine
por to break porpor to break everything
pan to go panpan to go and go, until
pul twirl fulful to spin
ser to flow serser to flow and flow
sog to hug sogsog to encircle fish

In addition to the above groupings there are reduplicated forms for which there appears to be no difference

in meaning to the stem (iii) , or the semantic relationship to the stem is unclear (iv).

(iii) reduplicated forms for which there appears to be no difference in meaning to the stem.
pol to behave folfol to behave
kus to hide kuskus to hide
sef to escape sefsef to escape

(iv) the semantic relationship of the reduplicated form to the stem is unclear.
skar to add skarskar to scratch (of a chicken)
sok to jump soksok emphasises a verb
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sok to jump soksok emphasises a verb

to to stay, be at toto to grope around
lig to pour liglig to shake

There are also some derivational implications for reduplication which can result in detransitivising (i), or

nominalising (ii) of a stem.

(i) Detransitivising
fis to whip (tr) fisfis to masturbate (intr)
wes to work (tr) weswes to work (intr)
si to blow (tr) sisi to blow (intr)

(ii) Nominalising
si to blow/ shoot sisi rifle
sup to stab, stick supsup horn/ spine of sea urchin
sif to sling sifsif slingshot



Chapter 8, Valency changing processes

In Chapter 7 we saw that verb-class membership in South Efate is determined by both morphological and

morphosyntactic criteria. One of these criteria is the kind of transitivising strategies that the verb stem can

enter into, and that is the subject of this chapter. South Efate transitivising processes are disccussed  in

§8.1. The few detransitivising strategies in South Efate, all of which appear to be unproductive relics of

earlier processes, will be discussed in §8.2. Finally, we compare the Proto Oceanic forms *-i / *-akini

with present South Efate forms in §8.3.

§8.1. Transitivising strategies in South Efate

There are two transitivising strategies in South Efate. Intransitive stems are transitivised by means of the

suffix -ki (which we call the transitivising suffix, glossed as 'TR')1. Ambitransitive stems take a different

transitive suffix which has a number of shapes (see §8.1.3.) and which we call the transitive suffix. This

transitive suffix (glossed as 'TS') is a reflex of the POc 'close' transitive *-i . Its main function is

facilitating expression of an O suffix pronoun, although we will see examples where there is still a

transitivising function associated with this suffix (§8.1.3.2.). Both the transitive suffix (TS) and the

transitivising -ki can be followed by an O suffix, and so can occur in one of the following patterns.

1 Vintr-ki (-O)

Vintr-ki O lexical

Vambi-TS (-O)

Vambi O lexical

Vambi-TS O lexical

§8.1.1. The transitivising suffix -ki

The transitivising suffix -ki derives transitive verbs from intransitive verb stems. Intransitive verb stems

1Ki is also a preposition that introduces peripheral roles.

are those which cannot take an object without -ki (as discussed in §7.1.3.).  Objects introduced by -ki
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are those which cannot take an object without -ki (as discussed in §7.1.3.).  Objects introduced by -ki

typically have the role of patient, theme, or stimulus (see §8.1.2.1.).

In example (2a) the intransitive verb mtak 'to fear' can only take the O marik nen 'this man' after being

derived by the transitivising -ki, with the transitive meaning 'to be scared of'. Contrast this with the

intransitive use of mtak in (2b).

2a I=mtak-ki marik nen ki2.
3sgRS=fear-TR man this  TOP

He was scared of that man. (019:47)

2b Me nmatu ne ki=pe mtak.
but woman this 3sgPS=PF scared

But this woman was scared.  (20001az, 1246.6401, 1250.7200)

Bislama or English derived verbs are treated as intransitive verb stems requiring the transitivising suffix to

form transitive verbs as the following examples show.3

3 Government i=rilis-ki mani ni kastom ona i=taf
government 3sgRS=release-TR money of kastom owner 3sgRS=exit

The government released the custom owners' money, it came out. (98017a, 321.4, 324.23)

4 Ru=to misius-ki propeti nig nafinaotan.
3p.RS=STAT misuse-TR property of chiefly.line

They misuse the chiefly property.  (053:76)

In (5) the verb salem appears with the Bislama transitive suffix (-em), but nevertheless functions as an

intransitive verb stem in South Efate, requiring the transitivising -ki when in a transitive construction.

5 Ru=mai salem-ki kopra gar.
3p.RS=come sell-TR copra 3p.POS

They came and sold their copra.  (JC:98012)

In (6) we see -ki  transitivising the loan verb lan 'to learn' and taking the 3p.O suffix representing the

patient of the learning. As lan 'to learn' is a U-type verb its S becomes an O in the derived transitive form

1Ki is also a preposition that introduces peripheral roles.

2Note the use of ki  here as an emphatic or topic marker.

2Note the use of ki  here as an emphatic or topic marker.

3 Other attested Bislama or English derived forms used as intransitive verbs are: ansa (answer), aplae

(apply), bildap (build up), biliv (believe), deliva (deliver), dipend  (depend),  fines (finish), handova

(handover), ius (use), jaj (judge), joen  (join), klin  (clean), kompenset (compensate), konfius (confuse),

kopi  (copy), lid (lead), mit (meet), sapot (support), saspent  (suspend), skul  (school, teach), solv  (solve),

stat (start), tren  (train), welkam (welcome), wok  (work), woning (warn).

(see §8.1.2.5. ). The preposition ki  then introduces the theme (the language learned).
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6 A=lan-ki-r ki nafsan gag.
1sgRS=teach (learn)-TR-3p.O PREP language 2sgPOS

I taught them your language. (98012 MK)

Finally, in (7) we see the same O argument, first with the intransitive loan verb kens 'to be against' and

the transitivising suffix -ki,  and second with the ambitransitive verb mur 'to want' which requires no

transitivising suffix to take the O, independen 'independence'.

7 Go karu i=kens-ki independens, karu i=mur independen.
and other 3sgRS=against-TR independence other 3sgRS=want independence

And one was against independence, the other wanted independence. (98003az, 527.9399, 538.2599)

§8.1.2. Distinguishing the transtiviser -ki from the preposition ki

Ki is a preposition homophonous with the transitivising suffix -ki , and they can occur in similar

contexts. They both appear to derive from the same historical source (see §8.3.) but to have become

reanalysed into two distinct morphemes. We can distinguish them using the following morphosyntactic

criteria:

Transitivising -ki:

- is suffixed directly to the intransitive verb stem

- can never follow an object

Preposition ki:

- can follow an object

- can occur without a preceding verb

They reflect a semantic distinction such that:

Transitivising -ki:

- serves to add an Undergoer (or Actor with U-verbs, see §8.1.2.5. )

Preposition ki:

- introduces an instrument

- introduces the second object of ditransitive verbs

A diagnostic for distinguishing the preposition ki  from the transitiviser -ki is the presence of an O suffix.

In (8) the environments in which ki  can take an O suffix are set out.

8a) Vintr-ki(-O)

8b) V-N[compound] ki(-O)

8c) Vditrans O[Recipient] ki(-O[Theme])

Of all tokens of the type ki-O suffix in the corpus, almost all represent the transitivising -ki, suffixed to

an intransitive verb, as in (8a).
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There are very few examples of the construction given in (8b) of the form ki+O suffix following

verb-noun combinations based on preg 'to make' plus a noun. This context is highly restricted and as it

represents an intransitive verb formed by a verb + noun compound (discussed as an asymmetrical verb

compound in §9.1.1.2) we regard it as a variant of an intransitive verb as in (8a) and hence the form ki  in

this context is an instance of the transitivising -ki . Two examples of verb + noun compounds follow.

9 I=pitlak natkon nen ru=preg-nafkal tme-r preg-nafkal-ki-r
3sgRS=have village that 3p.RS=make-war RR-3p.O make-war-TR-3p.O

There are villages which make war, make war on each other . (98017az, 749, 752.8400)

10 I=fla til tete preg-suker-ki-r.
3sgRS=CND tell some make-sugar-TR-3p.O

He might tell someone to take sugar to them. (091:45) (98017bz, 868.7011, 871.1)

In (8c) the O suffix attaches to ki  introducing the second object of a ditransitive verb. The role of the O so

encoded is the theme, not the recipient or patient of the verb. So, in (11) the addressee of the verb nrik

'say' is referenced by a 3sgO suffix directly on the verb stem. The theme is referenced by the 3sgO suffixed

to the preposition ki .

11 Me ntuam i=ta nrik-i-n ki-n mau.
but devil 3sgRS=NEG say-TS-3sgO PREP-3sgO NEG2

But the devil didn't tell him about it at all. (004a, 257.3888, 259.3318)

In (12) the preposition ki  follows the lexical O natopu 'spirit' and the theme is referenced by the 2sgO

suffix on the preposition.

12 Ga kin i=tu natopu ki-k.
3sg COMP 3sgRS=give spirit PREP-2sgO

He is the one who gave you to the nature spirit. (98009bz, 1086.04, 1092.74)

Having distinguished these three contexts for ki+O suffix, and shown that (8a) is the typical context for

the transitivising -ki we will establish the semantics associated with the object in constructions of the

type shown in (8a) and use that information in distinguishing the prepositional ki  from the transitivising

-ki  in structurally ambiguous contexts. This will be relevant, in particular, for cases where an intransitive

verb is followed by ki  without a following O suffix, as discussed in §8.1.2.3. below.

§8.1.2.1. Object roles with the transitiviser -ki

Listed below are the semantic roles of objects introduced by the transitiviser -ki4. From these examples we

stat (start), tren  (train), welkam (welcome), wok  (work), woning (warn).

4Verbs sourced from English and Bislama are excluded.

can see that -ki selects objects that have the roles of Patient, Theme, and Stimulus. In the next section we
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can see that -ki selects objects that have the roles of Patient, Theme, and Stimulus. In the next section we

will show that the roles introduced by the preposition ki  do not overlap with those of -ki and so semantics

can be used as part of the diagnostic for distinguishing the two homophonous forms.

1. Patient / Theme (Agentive verb)

13 I=pitlak namor e-maloput ale ru=po sai-ki nmarit-wes.
3sgRS=have hole LOC-middle okay 3p.RS=PSP push=TR string-3sgOBL

There is a hole in the middle so they would push string through it. (076:41) (98009b, 860, 863.6262)

14 I=tarpek-ki napor.
3sgRS=drop-TR handle

She dropped the handle. (98002bz, 525.6, 528.23)

15 Me malnen kin i=na ke=lao-ki tper faum.
and then COMP 3sgRS=want 3sgIRR=plant-TR fence new

And then he wanted to build a new fence.  (087:70) (98017az, 2532, 2539.4600)

2. Stimulus (verb of perception and cognition)

16 I=siwer raki elau ga i=mro-ki esan ga i=pakor-wes.
3sgRS=walk for saltwater 3sg 3sgRS=think-TR place 3sg 3sgRS=born-3sgOBL

He walked to the sea, he thought about the place where he was born. (074:15)

17 To ki=pe lewi-ki kom ni tapes.
fowl 3sgPS=PF covet-TR comb of swamphen

The chicken coveted the swamphen's comb.  (078:10) (98009b, 1570.5, 1574.7201)

18 U=mal-ki independent.
1p.exRS=not.want-TR independence

We didn't want independence. (068:13)

19 Ru=putkau-ki-wou i=top.
3p.RS=-be.against-TR-1sgO 3sgRS=big

They were against me a great deal.  (095:2)(98017az, 77.9, 79.1854)

20 Nlaken i=paketan-ki nanwei.
because 3sgRS=respect-TR man

Because she respects men. (065:23) (98003bz, 896.9400, 900.8200)

21 Mes ne ru=ple, ru=ple-ki ntan.
today this 3p.RS=fight 3p.RS=fight-TR ground

Today they fight, they fight about ground.  (98009az, 1858.5201, 1864.3600)
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§8.1.2.2.  Roles introduced by the preposition ki

In this section we will determine what roles are introduced by the preposition ki. As there are some

contexts in which it is unclear if ki  is acting as a preposition or a transitivising suffix we will begin by

listing examples with ki  in the unambiguously prepositional slot following the object, as in (22) and

22 V O ki

Examples of roles introduced by the preposition follow:

1. Instrument

23 Te-nrak i=smanr-i-ø ki stokwip
some-time 3sgRS=whip-TS-3sgO PREP stockwhip

me tenrak i=pes-kerkrai-ki-k mas.
but some-time 3sgRS=talk-hard-TR-2sgO only

Sometimes he hits with a stockwhip, but sometimes he just shouts at you. (98017az, 2370.7801,

2379.6400)

24 A=lek-a-ø ki namt-a-k.
1sgRS=look-TS-3sgO PREP eye-V-1sgDP

I saw it with my own eyes.  (98001az, 1775.6639, 1777.2001)

25 I=paktof-i-ø ki mani ses.
3sgRS=buy-TS-3sgO PREP money small

He sold it for very little. (087:84) (98017az, 2623.3219, 2625.6752)

26 I=fla nrog-o-ø ki radio.
3sgRS=CND hear-TS-3sgO PREP radio

Maybe they heard it on the radio. (072:20)(98009a, 1977.5800, 1983.7600)

2. Location (typically following adjectives like meltig 'near', emae 'far', leg

'straight')

27 Ra=preg nasum gar i=tok emae ki talmat.
3d.RS=make house 3p. 3sgRS=stap longway PREP garden

They made their house a long way from the garden. (019:2) (004a, 15.4800, 21.6599)

28 Meltig ki wan milion kin a=pakot.
near PREP one million COMP 1sgRS=pay

(It's) nearly a million that I paid. (Lit: near to one million)  (98016bz, 508.4, 510.68)

29 Ru=pamor-i-ø na a=lag leg ki  mal.
3p.RS=find-TS-3sgO say 1sgRS=sing straight PREP time

They found that I sing in time. (063:81)
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§8.1.2.3. Ambiguous contexts: ki as preposition or transitiviser

Not all instances of ki  following an intransitive verb stem are the transitivising -ki . As stated above, we

can use semantic evidence to distinguish the transitiviser from the prepositional use of ki in cases where

the morphosyntactic evidence is ambiguous, i.e. when a form ki  directly follows an intransitive verb stem

but without a following object suffix.

When the nominal introduced by ki  is not acting as the object of the verb, but rather as a peripheral (e.g.

the instrument) then ki  is acting as a preposition. For example, siwer 'to walk' with transitivising -ki

means 'to walk on', e.g. the ground, but with the preposition ki  it means the instrument used to walk,

e.g. shoes.
+ Transitivising -ki + Preposition ki

siwer to walk siwer-ki to walk on siwer ki to walk with (e.g. shoes)
weswes to work weswes-ki to work at weswes ki to work with

In example (30)5 the intransitive verb siwer 'to walk'  is followed by the preposition and the added

participant is an instrument. The intransitive stem tik  'to not be' with -ki  becomes a transitive verb

meaning to 'not have something' and the added object is the theme. Finally the sentence ends with the

preposition ki  and the zero 3sgO referring back to the buttocks on which the natopu walks.

30 Me natopu ne, ga i=siwer ki mpag-o-n.
but spirit this 3sgS 3sgRS=walk PREP buttock-V-3sgDP

Nlaken i=tik-ki natu-en ga i=siwer ki-ø.
because 3sgRS=no-TR leg- 3sgDP 3sg 3sgRS=walk PREP-3sgO

But that natopu (spirit), he walks around on/ with his bottom. Because he has no legs, he walks

on/with  it.  (98009az, 2202.7401, 2212.4400)

Similarly, in (31) the instrument is introduced by the preposition ki.

31 U=weswes ki nar-mom u=weswes  ki masmes pur.
1p.exS=work PREP hand-1p.exDP 1p.exS=work PREP knife big

We worked with our hands, we worked with big knives.  (98003bz, 500.8200, 509.0200)

However, as we established in the preceding section, when the nominal introduced by ki  is the object of

the verb then -ki  is the transitivising suffix, as in (32), where the noun nawesien 'work' is the object of

the transitive verb weswes 'to work'.

32 Go a=weswes-ki nawesien ni emrom sumtap.
and 1sgRS=work-TR work of inside church

4Verbs sourced from English and Bislama are excluded.

5Extracted from text 1:18 in Appendix A.

And I worked the job inside the church. (MK 98012)
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And I worked the job inside the church. (MK 98012)

§8.1.2.4. -ki and A-type intransitives

With A(ctor)-type intransitives (§7.1.3.2), -ki  adds the theme as the O, so that, for example in (33), maet

'to be angry', has kineu '1sg' as O, introduced by -ki .

33 Go tete mal Mama neu i=to maet-ki kineu.
and some time mother my 3sgRS=STAT angry-TR 1sg

And sometimes my mother would get angry with me. (20003az, 2059, 2065)

In (34) -ki adds atol 'egg' as the theme of the verb psol, 'to lay.'

34 (Mantu nen) i=psol-ki atol inru.
flyingfox that 3sgRS=lay-TR egg two

(That flying fox) it laid two eggs. (048:3)(98007az, 259.8, 261.34)

§8.1.2.5. -ki and U-type intransitives

With U(ndergoer)-type intransitive verb stems (those for which the subject is the undergoer rather than the

actor, §7.1.3.2), -ki  adds the Agent, while the O corresponds to the S of the intransitive form, as shown

in Table 8:1. In these cases -ki is acting in the same way as a causativiser, which generally adds an A

argument.

Table 8:1 Intransitive and corresponding derived transitivised verbs
Intransitive Derived (causativised) transitive
lan to learn lan-ki to teach sthg
ler to return ler- ki to return sthg
tapo to sink (e.g. the boat sank) tapo-ki to sink sthg
tarpek to fall (e.g. it fell) tarpek-ki to drop sthg
tut to drown tut-ki to drown sthg

In example (35) we see -ki  transitivising the verb pei, 'to be first' with the new meaning 'to lead'.

35 Natopu kin i=pei-ki-r pak nafkal.
spirit COMP 3sgRS=first-TR-3p.O to fight

It is the natopu which will lead them into battle. (98009az, 2531.5400, 2535.8200)

In (36) the intransitive stem tarpek, 'to fall' is transitivised by -ki with the derived meaning 'to drop'.

36 I=trau gag tarpek-ki natus pur etan.
3sgRS=just 2sgBEN fall-TR book big down

He just dropped the big book down for you.  (98002az, 2189.3, 2191.2399)

§8.1.3. Transitive derivation of ambitransitive verb stems

Ambitransitive verbs in South Efate (§7.1.5) can take either a lexical O or a suffix O (for 2sg, 3sg and

3p., see §8.1.3.1.). When they take a suffix O most ambitransitive verbs require a transitive suffix. The

suffix varies considerably in form as shown in Table 8:2a & Table 8:2b below. Like epenthetic elements
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suffix varies considerably in form as shown in Table 8:2a & Table 8:2b below. Like epenthetic elements

in other languages (cf Manam, Lichtenberk 1983:123) or thematic consonants (cf Lichtenberk 2001), and

similar in function to the 'construct suffix' in Sye (Crowley 1998:35) and Anejom (Lynch 2000) the

transitive suffix in South Efate is mainly required to facilitate the affixation of an O suffix but also has a

role in indicating increased transitivity as we will see in §8.1.3.2. below.

The transitive suffix only occurs in a restricted environment with an object suffix encoding 2sg, 3sg and

3p. (this limited distribution apparently conforms to a pattern extending back to Proto-Oceanic, see

§5.1.4.3).

There are three rules governing the distribution of the transitive suffix and object suffix, given in (37).

Examples justifying these rules follow.

37a The object pronoun cannot co-occur with a coreferential lexical object in the same clause.

37b The transitive suffix occurs as a base for the object suffix which, in 3sg, is typically expressed by

a zero except for some cases where it may be referenced by the suffix -n (also discussed with

pronominal suffixes in §5.1.4.3.1.1.).

37c The transitive suffix may appear on its own (that is, without a pronominal suffix) with a lexical

object when the object is referential.

Following these rules, the object in South Efate can be expressed either as a pronominal suffix or as a

lexical O, but not both in the same phrase as in (38).

38 S V-(TS)-O

S V-(TS)-O1  *O1 (lexical) (where the objects are coreferential)

S V-(TS) O (lexical) (discussed in §8.1.3.2.)

S V O (lexical)

Topicalised O1  S V-(TS)-O1 (where the objects are coreferential)

Examples of these types are given below.

In (39) -k is the 2sgO pronoun and when it occurs, as we would expect from (37a), there is no

coreferential lexical O.

39 Ka=fo wat-gi-k tete nrak.
1sgRS=PSP:IR hit-TS-2sgO some time

I am going to hit you sometime. (13:21) (004b, 1111.9, 1114.1200)

In (40) the 3p.O suffix (-r) is present on the verb tae  'to know' in the subordinate clause referring back to

the O ('many old people') in the main clause, again showing that reference to the same object occurs only

once in the clause.
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once in the clause.

40 Go tiawi lap nen kin i=tae-r.
and old people many that REL 3sgRS=know-3p.O

And the old people that he knew. (98003bz, 335.9800, 339.5800)

In (41a) nmalok 'kava', is topicalised and so the verb bears a cross-referencing 3sgO as there is no

coreferential object in the same clause. Where nmalok follows the verb as in (41b) there is no cross-

referencing or transitive suffix on the verb as the object is present as a lexical noun, as discussed in

§8.1.3.2. below, on object incorporation.

41a Nmalok a=to min-gi-ø.
kava 1sgRS=HAB drink-TS-3sgO

Kava, I drink it (habitually).  (98003a, 1391.7152, 1392.9824)

41b A=to min nmalok.
1sgRS=HAB drink kava

I drink kava / I am drinking kava. (constructed)

In (42) we see welu 'to help' with a lexical object and no transitive suffix, and in (43) with a transitive

suffix and 3sgO referring back to nmatu 'wife'.

42 Go malpei komam ko=fo=tae welu tiawi.
and long ago 1p.ex 1p.exIRR=PSP:IR=know help old people

And long ago we would know to help the old people. (98003bz, 737.1, 740.6799)

43 I=lek-a-ø nmatu i=maos go nanwei i=po welu-a-ø.
3sgRS=look-TS-3sgO woman 3sgRS=tired and man 3sgRS=FUT help-TS-3sgO

He sees that the wife is tired and the husband will help her. (98003bz, 952.895, 957.0200)

§8.1.3.1. Forms of the transitive suffix

The current form of the transitive suffix is due to a historical process, similar to that seen in other

Oceanic languages (Ross 1998:24) whereby the stem-final consonant of verbs was lost in word-final

position but retained in non-final position and reanalysed as part of the transitive suffix. Due to the

unpredictable form of the suffix, the relic consonant is often called the thematic consonant6. Hence South

Efate tag, 'to cry' (intr) has the transitive form tag-isi 'to cry for s/one', from an earlier form of *tagis plus

transitive suffix *-i  (see Table 8:3 below). These former verb endings and suffixes have been reanalysed

as part of the transitive suffix which is required to facilitate the further suffixation of the O suffix in

5Extracted from text 1:18 in Appendix A.

6Lynch (1998:140) outlines a similar argument for the appearance of the thematic consonant in Fijian

transitive suffixes. He notes that the form of the suffix is unpredictable. Lichtenberk's (2001:146)

conclusion is that the thematic consonants in Manam and To'aba'ita are best analysed as empty morphs.

South Efate today.
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Table 8:2a and  Table 8:2b list most forms of the transitive suffix in the data. Recall from §5.1.4.3 that

there are O suffixes only for 2sg, 3sg and 3p. and they are typically of the form -k, -ø/-n, -r respectively.

Objects representing any other person/number have been recruited from the OBL paradigm (see Table 8:4

below).

Table 8:2a Allomorphs of the TS occurring with consonant-final stems

With 
2sg

With 
3sg

With 
3pl

Number of 
occurrence

Examples

i i i 128 slat-i-k,  take you, slat-i-ø,  take him, slat-i-r ,  take them

o o o 29 sos-o-k,  call you, sos-o-ø,  call her,sos-o-r, call them

a a e 20 of-a-k, bear you, of-a-ø,  bear him, of-e-r,  bear them

e e e 8 piatlak-e-k,  own you, piatlak-e-n, own her,  piatlak-e-r, own 
them

ti ti ti 7 kin-ti-k,  pinch you, kin-ti-ø,  pinch him, kin-ti-r, pinch them

u u u 5 mok-u-k,  pull you, mok-u-s, pull her,  mok-u-r, pull them

a a a 4 tanre-a-k,  turn you, tanre-a-ø,  turn him, tanre-a-r,  turn them

a i 3 sk-a-ø,   throw it, sok-i-r, throw them

u i i 3 mur-u-k,  want you, mur-i-n,  want him, mur-i-r, want them

ei ei ei 3 tanu-ei-k,  spit on you, tanu-ei-ø,  spit on her,  tanu-ei-r, spit 
on them

isi isi isi 1 tag-isi-k,  cry for you, tag-isi-ø, cry for him, tag-isi-r, cry for 
them

si si si 1 mul-si-ø,  peel it, mul-si-r, peel them

ie e e 1 pkal-ie-k, care for you,  pkal-e-ø,  care for her, pkal-e-r, care for 
them

ai ai ai 1 suer-ai-k,  shit on you,suer-ai-ø,  shit on him, suer-ai-r, shit 
on them 

gi gi gi 3 min-gi-ø,  drink it, min-gi-r  drink them
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Table 8:2b Allomorphs of the TS occurring with vowel-final stems

With 
2sg

With 
3sg

With 
3pl

Number of 
occurrences

Examples

- - - 58 psi-k, psi-ø, psi-r
to put you, put her, put them

o a e 8 lelu-o-k, lelu-a-ø, lelu-e-r
to avoid you, avoid him, avoid them

- - e 4 tia-k, tia-ø, tia-e-r
to turn you, turn her, turn them

- i - 2 palkau-k, palkau-i-ø, palkau-r
to step over you, step over her, step over 
them

As can be seen from the tables above, the transitive suffix following a consonant-final stem is

predominantly a single vowel, and of those, it is predominantly -i. The majority of vowel-final

ambitransitive verbs do not take a transitive suffix, since the O suffix attaches directly to the stem. The

vowel in the transitive suffix is not predictable, as seen in the following examples which illustrate the

lack of phonological conditioning for the transitive suffix. A number of variant forms of the transitive

suffix occur in phonologically similar environments, suggesting that the variation is not conditioned by

phonological factors.

44 lag lag-a-k, lag-a-ø, lag -a-r to sing (you, it, them)

plag plag-ti-k,  plag-ti-ø, plag-ti-r to open (you, it, them)

tag tag-isi-k, tag-isi-ø, tag-isi-r to cry for (you, it, them)

tfag tfag-i-k, tfag -i-ø, tfag-i-r to build (you, it, them)

A further example of the lack of phonological conditioning for the transitive suffix can be seen in the the

homophonous stems sor 'to sell', and sor 'to scrub'. Despite their identical phonological shapes they take

distinct suffixed forms: sor-i-k , sor-i-ø, sor-i-r  ('to sell you, it, them') and sor-o-k, sor-o, sor-o-r ('to

scrub you, it, them') reflecting different historical source words.

By combining the stem and transitive suffix we can observe the similarity of their form to the

reconstructed POc verb stems and transitive suffixes (from Ross et al 1998) listed in Table 8:3 below.

This strong similarity supports the diachronic explanation for the variability in forms of the transitive

suffix.
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suffix.

Table 8:3 Comparison of forms of verb stem + TS with POc7

Intransitive 
stem

Stem + TS / 
3sgO

POc stem + 
transitive

Meaning

kin kin-ti=ø *kinit-i to pinch

min min-gi=ø *mwinum(w)-i to drink

pnak pnak-o=ø *panako- to steal

tag tag-isi=ø *tagis-i to cry, mourn

tef tf-ei=ø *tepa-i to circumcise

wat wat-gi=ø *qatug-i to hit

The dominant pattern of transitive suffixes has a fixed form regardless of the person or number referenced

by the O suffix. For a group of exceptions this does not hold and the form of the transitive suffix is not

the same in all person forms for the same stem, for example, alternating between o, a and e with lelu 'to

avoid', and between i and e in masel 'to soften', as shown in (45). The gaps in the list reflect the absence

of examples in the data.

45 2sg 3sg 3p.
lelu lelu-o-k lelu-a-ø lelu-e-r to avoid (you, it, them)
masel masel-i-ø masel-e-r to soften (it, them) in the fire
mtalu mtalu-o-k mtalu-a-ø mtalu-e-r to choose (you, it, them)
pofu pofu-a-ø pofu-e-r to puncture (it, them)
sok s(o)k-o-k s(o)k-a-ø s(o)k-e-r to collide with (you, it, them)
sraletu sraletu-o-k sraletu-a-ø sraletu=u-r to confess to  (you, it, them)
tanu tanu-ei-ø tanu-e-r to spit on (it, them)
taulu taulu-o-k taulu-a-ø taulu-e-r to marry  (you, her, them)
tem t(e)m-a-ø t(e)m-a-r to point at (it, them)
tia tia-ø ti-e-r to stretch (it, them)
tpolu tpolu-o-k tpolu-ø tpolu-e-r to send a message to  (you, it,

them)
walu walu-o-k walu-a-ø walu-e-r to take  (you, it, them) out
welu welu-o-k welu-a-ø welu-e-r to help  (you, it, them)

conclusion is that the thematic consonants in Manam and To'aba'ita are best analysed as empty morphs.

7In some forms the medial vowel is lost by a regular process (§3.6.1.2.) when stress is reassigned in the

word following affixation of a new word-ending, eg tur > tr-usu, tef  > tf-ei .
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A second set of verbs (all listed below) have completely idiosyncratic transitive forms:
46 2sg 3sg 3p.

lu lutu-o-k lut-uer to vomit on you, them
lu-e-ki-ø lu-e-ki-r to vomit it, them

per pratu-o-k  pratua-ø pratu-e-r to fart on you, it, them
tu tu-o-k  tu-a-ø  tu-e-r to give you, it, them (1sgO = tao)

When lu is transitivised with -ki the transitive suffix -e is used, eg lu-e-kir - 'I vomit them' (eg all the

prawns I ate), as illustrated in (47). This is idiosyncratic, as no other verb stem takes a transitive suffix

together with the transitivising suffix -ki.

47 Kai=pe lu-e-ki nmalok.
1sgPS=PF vomit-TS-TR kava

I vomited the kava. (elicited)

It is not totally unexpected that this last group of verbs patterns differently to the rest, as for example, in

Paamese (Crowley 1982) several verbs of bodily function, including 'to fart', have anomalous transitive

forms.

§8.1.3.2. The residual transitivising function of the transitive suffix.

We have seen that the main function of the transitive suffix (TS) is to host an O suffix. We have also

established the rules governing the use of the transitive suffix and O suffix, in (37) above. Since the

transitive suffix generally occurs with an object suffix, and the object suffix and lexical object cannot

co-occur, we would not expect to find the transitive suffix and lexical object co-occurring. There are,

however, a few examples in the data where the transitive suffix co-occurs with a lexical O. Examples

below display this co-occurence and suggest that there is a correlation with degrees of transitivity (as

discussed by Hopper and Thompson 1980).

First, let us recap on the normal pattern. In the next two examples the verb tpil 'to burn' appears in (48)

with a non-specific O (nasum ni namer tar 'white people's house') and no O suffix, and then, in (49) with

a specific O, in which case it takes the transitive and object suffix.
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48 Ru=tpil nasum ni namer tar nlaken SDA i=tok-es.
3p.RS=burn house of men white because SDA 3sgRS=stay-3sgOBL

They burned the houses of the white people  because the SDA were there. (022)

49 Napu nen ku=pa. Ku=pu na serpal ni naniu.
road that 2sgRS=go 2sgRS=pull ART coc.flower of coconut

Nen pa=fa=n. Ke=malik pa=tpil-i-ø, lel-e-ø ki-n.
that 2sgIRR=go=DST 3sgIRR=dark 2sgIRR=light-TS-3sgO see-TS-3sgO PREP-3sgO

On this road you must carry a torch made from a coconut flower pod. When it is dark, you light it

and you can see with it. (043)(98003a, 1714.0600, 1722.8399)

The issue that concerns us in this section is that the transitive suffix can also appear with an object, as we

see in (50a) which contrasts with (50b) in which there is no transitive suffix on the verb and the object is

present. The distinction is that the object in (50a) is individuated, unlike (50b) where the object is generic

and is incorporated into the verb (see §7.1.3.1). 

50a A=mtir-i natus nen.
1sgRS=write-TS book that

I'm writing that book/ I wrote that book.  (elicited)

50b A=mtir natus i=skei.
1sgRS=write book 3sgRS=one

I'm writing a book/ I write a book. (elicited)

The distinction between nre-a 'turn-TS' (51) and nre in (52) also appears to relate to the affectedness of

the object. In (51) the action is achieved and has the transitive suffix, unlike in (52) in which the turning

of the rock has not yet been achieved, and is part of a desiderative complement, which, as we note in

§12.2.3.6 is usually marked by irrealis mood marking correlating with low transitivity.

51 I=fa=n i=nre-a fat.
3sgRS=go:IR=DST 3sgRS=turn-TS stone

She went and turned the stone.  (071:18) (98009az, 1735.9800, 1744.4800)

52 I=na i=pak e-luk ses nen i=nre fat.
3sg=want 3sgRS=go LOC-hole small that 3sgRS=turn stone

He wanted to go to that small well and turn the stone (Lit: to stone-turn).  (029:17)

A further example of the use of the transitive suffix with a specific object can be see in (53) where nrog-o

'hear-TS' co-occurs with a specific object.
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'hear-TS' co-occurs with a specific object.

53 Go i=nrog-o ntuam nen i=mer mla.
and 3sgRS=hear-TS devil that 3sgRS=again howl

And she heard the devil howl again. (094:22) (98017b, 2664.1600, 2676.1000)

Contrast (53) with (54) in which the hearing is a habitual action and the object is non-specific ('stories

from long ago'), encoded by the verb having no transitive suffix.

54 Neu a=to nrog natrauswen ni mal pei.
1sg 1sgRS=HAB hear story of time first

I used to hear the old stories./ I hear the old stories. (083:22)(98010az, 2034.4698, 2037.0916)

In the following example the object kai 'shellfish' is first mentioned as a generic object incorporated into

the intransitive form of the stem sol 'to take'. In the next clause the transitive form of the stem sat 'to

take' has a transitive and 3sgO suffix, as its referent kai 'shellfish' is already mentioned in the immediate

discourse and so is salient.

55 I=sol kai. I=sat-i-ø pan.
3sgRS=take shellfish 3sgRS=take-TS-3sgO go

i=nom. Mer tau fat ga. I=sol kai pa.
3sg=finish again leave stone 3sg 3sgRS=carry shellfish go

She went and turned the stone, she took shellfish, she took it until she was finished, then she

turned her stone over, she took the shellfish and went.   (98009az, 1727.2599, 1735.7800)

In example (56) fat pur 'big stone' is established and highly individuated in the discourse prior to its

mention following the transitive suffix. Thus lelu-a 'to avoid-TS' contrasts with the later use of lelu

which has no object and describes the general act of avoiding, rather than the specific avoidance of a rock.

56 Ku=lelu-a fat pur nen ku=pan lelu teflan pan.
2sg=go.round-TS rock big that 2sgRS=go go.round thus go

You go around that big rock, you go around like that and go. (015:42-43)

From all of the preceding examples we can see that an object can be incorporated into the verb if it is

non-referential or non-individuated. This kind of object incorporation conforms to Mithun's (1984) Type 1

incorporation and her 'Incorporation by juxtaposition', in which a verb and noun combine to form a new

verb. The few lexicalised examples of incorporated nouns are discussed with reference to their role in

nominalisation in §5.4.2., and see also §7.1.3.1. on incorporation.

Lichtenberk (1997:308) observes that backgrounded and usually, but not necessarily, non-referential

objects are incorporated in To'aba'ita. Further, if the object is not incorporated then the verb carries the

suffix -a, which appears cognate with the transitive suffix in South Efate. In Sye, (Crowley 1998:191)

older speakers distinguish generic objects in a way that looks similar to the South Efate system, that is
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older speakers distinguish generic objects in a way that looks similar to the South Efate system, that is

they use the 'construct suffix' (which appears to be cognate with the South Efate transitive suffix) when

an object is referential, but do not use it when the object is generic.

Clark (1973:564) suggests that the Proto Eastern Oceanic verb only took a transitive affix when the

object was specific, but not when the object was generic or incorporated into the verb. In South Efate

there is a small (perhaps residual) functional load for the transitive suffix which correlates with increased

salience of the object. With 2sg and 3p. the transitive suffix functions solely to host the O suffix.

§8.1.3.3. Verbs taking only the OBL suffix paradigm

Semitransitive verbs, like kon 'to be stuck', krokur 'to be scared', faitau 'to learn' (§7.1.4.), exclusively

take OBL pronominals (which are set out in Table 8:4) for objects of all person/ number combinations

rather than the regular object suffixes discussed above. Of interest in the current discussion of valency-

changing processes is the fact that, unlike ambitransitive verbs, this group does not take a transitive

suffix and the OBL suffix attaches directly to the stem.

In (57) the 3sgO wes  is from the OBL paradigm, unlike the pattern we have seen previously, where 3sgO

is -ø/-n from the O paradigm. There is no transitive suffix on the verb stem.

57 Ru=fafat-wes mal ses.
3p.S=believe-3sgOBL time small

They believe him for a little while.  (98009az,  939.4, 941.2)

In (58) the 2sgO wok  is from the OBL paradigm and again there is no transitive suffix on the verb.

58 Mailum siwer nrokot-wok.
slowly walk cross-2sgOBL

Slowly walk in front of you. (98003bz, 859.4399, 861.3)

Table 8:4  Forms of O and OBL suffixes

1 sg 2sg 3sg 1p. 
(excl)

1p. 
(incl)

2p. 3p.

Object suffix
used with 
ambitransitive 
verbs

-wou -k -ø / n -mam -kit -mus -r

Oblique (OBL) 
suffix used with 
semitranstive 
verbs

-wou -wok -wes -mam -kit -mus -wer

As discussed in §5.4.3.2., the OBL paradigm includes a locational sense (especially in 3sg). When a
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As discussed in §5.4.3.2., the OBL paradigm includes a locational sense (especially in 3sg). When a

non-semitransitive verb takes an OBL in contrast to an O suffix (that is with a 2sg, 3sg, or 3p. O) then

the OBL pronoun typically has a locational meaning, regardless of whether the root has a locational

meaning itself. The following two examples show verbs which can contrast a 3sgO with 3sgOBL, unlike

semitransitive verbs. In (59) the ambitransitive verb traus 'to tell' takes the OBL wes '3sgOBL',

indicating the location of the speaking, rather than the topic talked about, which would be traus-i-ø

'tell-TS-3sgO' ('to tell it').

59 Nasara i=pi naor nen kin ru=to pan traus-wes.
d.ground 3sgRS=be place this REL 3p.RS=STAT go talk-3sgOBL

The dancing ground, it is the place where they went to talk (at it).  (092:47) (98017bz, 1987.8,

1990.4402)

In (60) we see pam wes 'to eat there' which contrasts with the object form which would be pam-i-ø

'eat-TS-3sgO', 'to eat it'.

60 Napkas i=nom mes ka=fo pam-wes.
meat 3sgRS=end today 1sgIRR=PSP:IR eat-3sgOBL

The meat is finished, today I will eat there.  (98017bz, 2620.83, 2622.4)

Finally, the use of the oblique pronoun wes  '3sgOBL' in (61) indicates that the fronted aplikesen neu 'my

application' is the location on which the signing occurred rather than the object of the signing, which

would be encoded with the transitivser -ki 'TR'.

61 Aplikesen neu, nas kin a=po saen-wes.
application 1sgPOS day.before.yesterday COMP 1sgRS=PSP:R sign-3sgOBL

My application, I signed it the day before yesterday.  (98017az, 307.0599, 309.4337)

§8.2. Relic detransitivising processes in South Efate

§8.2.1. Relic anti-causatives

Ross (1998:25) discusses the anti-causative as a detransitivising strategy in POc. This took the form *ma-

prefixed to a transitive root and resulted in the transitive O becoming the intransitive S. Pawley (1969:38)

refers to POc *ma- as a prefix deriving stative from non-stative verbs. Both Schütz (1969:33) on Ngunese

and Early (1994:142) on Lewo note that the current reflex of POc *ma- in those two languages has only

relic status. Similarly there are very few relic reflexes of POc *ma- in South Efate today. The following

examples show the verbs derived with m(a)- having a subject corresponding to the O of the underived

verb. Several of the forms detransitivised by ma- can reduplicate, but only on the stem, showing that the

ma- prefix is not fused to the stem. In most cases the derived form is a stative verb encoding the expected

result of the underived verb's action (e.g. 'be sharp', 'be broken').
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result of the underived verb's action (e.g. 'be sharp', 'be broken').

62 lig to pour malig to flow
lil to roll sthg mlil to roll
pel to bend mapel to be bent
prai  (porai) to break mapor/ ma-prapor to be broken
pkal  to sharpen mkal to be sharp
sulsli to soften in the fire masulsli to be softened

The fifth example in (62) shows an alternation between a p-initial form and an m-initial form which

suggests that, in addition to the relic anti-causative that is the topic of this section, there is also a p-initial

relic causative derived from POc *pa(ka)-8.

Example (63) shows the underived form (a), and the derived form (b).

63a Welkia respek i=tik ru=prai  pano.
Thus respect 3sgRS=none 3sgRS=break board

As there is no respect, they break the noticeboard.  (98016az, 542.58, 544.5)

63b Akam u=mai me pano  ki=pe ma-por.
2p.in 2p.inRS=come but board 3sgIRR=PF MA-break

You come along but the noticeboard is broken.  (98016az, 684.3199, 686.0875)

There are several further examples of verbs marked by a prefix m- but these verbs do not have a subject

corresponding to the O of the underived verb, rather the subject of the m-initial form is the same as the

subject of the underived form. If we assume that the anti-causative function of the m(a)- prefix ceased

being productive some time ago then it is not unexpected that there are variously grammaticalised relics of

this prefix today.
64 pkot to be spoiled   makot/ makotkot to be broken

ptal to ask for mtal to choose
sal/ salsal to drift msal/ msalmsal to be different

In the absence of textual examples of the pairs under discussion, example (65a) is included here with the

caveat that it is unclear that it includes a reflex of *paka, but that (65b) does seem to be formed by the

reflex of the anti-causative *ma.

65a I=pul-ki naml-e-n tefla i=pa-kot naur i=skei.
3sgRS=throw-TR tail-V-3sgDP similar 3sgRS=PA-break island 3sgRS=one

Then she threw her tail like this and cut an island. (055:22)(98002b, 739.3, 742.47)

65b A=tap tae natu-e-n maur ko matu mau me natu-e-n i=ma-kot.
1sgRS=not know leg-V-3sgDP left or right NEG2 but leg-V-3sgDP 3sgRS=MA-break

word following affixation of a new word-ending, eg tur > tr-usu, tef  > tf-ei .

8 This form of the causative is given in a discussion of Proto Oceanic in Lynch et al 2002:83.

I don't know if it was his left or right leg, but his leg was broken.  (030)
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I don't know if it was his left or right leg, but his leg was broken.  (030)

66a Ku=po=pamor naplel ses ne ...ga i=to sal ur elau.
2sgRS=PSP:R=find wood sp. small this 3sg 3sgRS=STAT drift follow sea

You will find this piece of wood, it floats around the sea. (98007bz, 1969.8600, 1979.9200)

66b Natopu, natap, go potut go ru=msal.
spirit spirit and sacred.stone and 3p.RS=different

Natopu (spirit of place), natap (spirit) and potut (stone arrangement) are different. (98017bz,

1818.4399, 1826.8799)

There are also m-initial stative forms for which there are no transitive equivalents in the data, that is, the

corresponding non-stative forms of these verbs are no longer in current use.

67 mankotik to be wounded

manopnop to be round, filled out

matuktuk to be withered, dry

mlag to stand (as of a wave in the sea)

mra to bleed (note nra 'blood')

mrara to be shallow

msak to be sick

mtar to set (of sun)

mtet to be rotten, e.g. of wood

mukalkal to be itchy

§8.2.2.  The detransitivising prefix ta-

The prefix ta- occurs on only a few verbs, and is not productive.9 Hyslop (2001:319) notes similarly that

ta- is no longer a productive prefix in Lolovoli on Ambae. In the small group of verbs to which it applies

in South Efate it is best characterised as a detransitivising prefix, with some exceptions. While in some

pairs there is a difference in the meaning of the derived and underived form (although the semantic

relationship between them is unclear) in others there appears to be no difference in meaning. In one verb

(pas 'to adopt') ta- derives a stative from an active verb, as shown in (68) and (69) where the S of the

derived form corresponds to the O of the underived form (A->ø, O->S ).

68 pas to adopt (ambi/ active) tapas to be adopted (intr/ stative)

69 I=pi tesa tapas neu.
3sgRS=be child adopted 1sg

He is my adopted child. (017)

8 This form of the causative is given in a discussion of Proto Oceanic in Lynch et al 2002:83.

9POc *ta- was an 'anticausative intransitive' marker (Lynch, Ross and Crowley, 2002:83)

It appears that what may have been a detransitivising prefix has been reanalysed as part of some stems. At
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It appears that what may have been a detransitivising prefix has been reanalysed as part of some stems. At

least two other apparently derived forms appear in the data with no corresponding underived form: tapas

'to wave' and talag 'to shine'.

In (70) the Actor subject becomes the Undergoer subject of the derived form. (S (Actor) ->S (Undergoer))

70 mel to fall (ambi/ active) tamel to crouch, squat (intr/stative)

fif to spin, twist (ambi/ active) tafif to be boiling, to be twisted (intr/stative)

sak to land, ascend (ambi/ active) tasak to land on the shore (of inanimate things,

e.g. a canoe)  (intr/stative)

70a I=ler mai kai tasak nagis ni Elakatapel.
3sgRS=return come ES land point of "

She died and was thrown ashore at Elakatapel.  (029:26)

70b Ki=tl-i-ø na ke=fo sak mai.
3sgIRR=tell-TS-3sgO say 3sgIRR=PSP:IR ascend come

He said he would come up.  (094:23) (98017b, 2676.1400, 2677.6563)

In (71) the arguments of the derived forms have no different roles to those of the underived forms (A->A).

71 nre to turn (ambi/ active) tanre to stir (ambi/ active)

fnau to teach (ambi/ active) tafnau to teach (ambi/ active)

sok to collide (ambi/ active) tasok to hug (ambi/ active)

The verbs nre 'to turn', and fnau 'to teach/preach' appear to have the same meaning as their respective ta-

prefixed forms, but tanre  is more specific in the type of turning, that is stirring. The derived forms of all

three of the following are ambitransitive verbs capable of taking a suffix O. They show that the ta- initial

form has been reanalysed as an ambitransitive verb in at least three cases, as there appears to be no

difference in the function of the ta prefixed and unprefixed forms.

72 Ki=pe tafnau kori i=na "Mal-en ke=mai
3sgPS=PF teach dog 3sgRS=say time-this 3sgIRR=come

ag kin pa=kat-i-ø.
2sg REL 2sgIRR=bite-TS-3sgO

He taught his dog, he said, "When he comes you will bite him".  (094:24)

§8.3. Comparison of POc *-i/ -akini semantic roles with South Efate

Transitivising strategies in South Efate reflect the well known POc close and remote transitives *-i /

-akini, but with significant differences to the pattern exemplified by Pawley and Reid (1980). Intransitive

verb stems can derive transitive verbs by means of the transitivising suffix -ki (§8.1.1.). Ambitransitive

verb stems can act as transitive verbs either alone, or by taking the transitive suffix (TS) and an O suffix

(§8.1.3.).
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(§8.1.3.).

Table 8:5 Comparison of POc -i/ -akini semantic roles with South Efate

POc South Efate

-TS -ki Preposition ki Other 
preposition

*-i

i)    patients or products of agentive verbs + +

ii)   stimuli/targets of psychological verbs + +

iii)  location/goal of verbs of motion and 
        posture

+ +

*-aki(ni)

iv)   instrument with agentive verbs + +

v)   concomitant (with posture and motion 
       verbs)

+

vi)  cause or concomitant (with psychological 
        verbs)

+

The functions associated with POc *-i  and -akini have spread in South Efate so that those functions

associated with POc *-i (patients, stimuli, locations) are now shared by reflexes of both *-i and *-akini

(that is by current transitivising and prepositional forms). Further, those functions associated with *-akini

are now shared by the preposition ki  and other prepositions. Examples illustrating  (i)- (vi) in Table 8:5

follow.

i) patients or products (of agentive verbs):

73 I=lao-ki npau-n pak ntas tefla.
3sgR=plant-TR head-3sgDP to sea thus

He put his head into the sea. (98007az, 489.8, 491.7200)

74 Selwan raru i=pur-ki nai ku=saulu-a-ø.
when canoe 3sgRS=full-TR water 2sgRS=bail-TS-3sgO

When water fills up the canoe you bail it out.  (002a elicited)

ii) stimuli/targets (of psychological verbs):

75 Ku=fla maet-ki nat.
2sgRS=CND be.angry-TR man

You may be angry with someone.   (98009az, 2292.6, 2295.3481)

76 Nat i=gag traus-i-ø?
man 3sgRS-2sgBEN tell-TS-3sgO

Someone has told you about it? (20001az, 1942.4, 1944.1827)
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iii) location/goal (of verbs of motion and posture):

77 Go malfanen kai=pe tap siwer pak talmat mau.
and now 1sgPS=PF NEG walk to garden NEG2

And now I don't walk to the garden.  (98010az, 426, 433.8399)

78 I=pan-lfek-ki Franis.
3sgRS=go-around-TR Franis

He went around France. (061:15)

iv) instrument (with agentive verbs):

79 Me masta nen i=sa tete nrak i=fs-ei ki stokwip.
but masta that 3sgRS=bad some time 3sgRS=whip PREP "

But the master who was no good would sometmes whip you with a stock whip. (087:49) (98017a,

2342.5001, 2347.8401)

80 Komam u=ta weswes skot loto mau.
1p.ex 1p.exRS=NEG work with car NEG2

We didn't work with cars. (064:19) (98003bz, 492.5200, 496.7001)

v) concomitant (with posture and motion verbs):

81 Go kineu kin a=po to plak America ur ser naor.
and 1sg COMP 1sgRS=PSP:R HAB with America follow every place

I took the Americans around all over the place.  (040:13)(98003a, 1067.5101, 1072.59)

82 Ru=lek kineu a=pag skot namer ne.
3p.S=look 1sg 1sgRS=climb with man this

They saw me climb (into a car) with this man.  (063:95)

vi) cause or concomitant (of a psychological verb);

83 Me ke=fo mer traus skot akam.
but 3sgIRR=PSP:IR again speak with 2p.

But he will talk with you again.  (98007az, 1011.8200, 1014.6200)

The cause or concomitant of a psychological verb can be expressed by a benefactive phrase (see §11.4.2.)

84 A=semsem ni natkon preg tenamrun.
1sgRS=happy BEN village make something

I am happy to do something for the village.  (98009az, 987.1600, 996.6800)

The literature on POc *-i/ -akini clearly distinguishes the semantics of objects introduced by each of these

suffixes. In South Efate the POc close transitive suffix is reflected by the transitive suffix which only

occurs on ambitransitive verbs. The reflex of the remote transitive (-ki) acts to transitivise intransitive

verbs. In South Efate there has clearly been a shift away from the typical functions associated with the
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verbs. In South Efate there has clearly been a shift away from the typical functions associated with the

POc suffixes as illustrated in Table 8:6. The semantics associated with POc *-akini (introducing

peripheral arguments) now include adpositionals in South Efate.

Table 8:6  Change in function of the POc close and remote suffixes in South
Efate

Functions associated with POc Funcctions currently carried out in South Efate

POc *-i South Efate TS+O
-ki  (TR)
ki (PREP)
other prepositions (e.g. plak, skot)

POc *-akini ki (PREP)
other prepositions (e.g. plak, skot, ni)



Chapter 9, Verb combinations

Verb combining in Oceanic languages is the subject of an extensive literature, and is usually analysed as

verb serialisation within a theoretical framework based on nuclear, core and clause-layer predication. As

we will see in this chapter, South Efate has no serial verbs constructions, but rather, has traces of what

may once have been serial verbs but are now auxiliary verbs, adverbs or directional particles.

Work on serial verbs of languages of Vanuatu includes that on Paamese (Crowley 1987), Lewo (Early

1993, 1994), Namakir (Sperlich 1991, 1993), Tamambo (Jauncey 1997), Lolovoli (Hyslop 2001), Araki

(François 2002) and Mwotlap (François, to appear). Crowley's (2002) general survey of serial verbs in

Oceanic languages also focuses on several languages of Vanuatu. These studies all reflect the need to deal

with multi-predicate structures but there is no single approach that satisfies each of these authors.

Essentially, all of these approaches reveal a distinction between contiguous verbs which, for South Efate,

we call compound verbs, and less tightly bound structures (illustrated in (1)) which are usually called

core-layer serial verbs by the authors listed above. François (2002, to appear) is the exception as he treats

contiguous verb stems as serialised, but then regards any combination of verbs that each bear subject

marking as being a clause chain rather than a core-layer verb series. This is an attractive approach as it

dispenses with the need to distinguish clause chains from the sequence of structures as schematised in (1),

in which any number of sequential inflected verbs can occur with subjects and, optionally, objects.

1 S=V(-O)  (S=V(-O))n

In South Efate we regard any structure of the type outlined in (1) as representing two or more clauses. We

see a predicate (made up of a simple or compound verb) as being the head of a verb complex which makes

up a clause. In general, the presence of the subject argument in the form of a subject proclitic is

diagnostic of a clause boundary. However, its absence does not necessarily preclude the presence of a
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diagnostic of a clause boundary. However, its absence does not necessarily preclude the presence of a

clause boundary, as, in the absence of a subject argument (by what we call subject omission), there is a

further diagnostic for clause boundaries in the pre-verbal complex (PVC) (see §9.1.2.1. below) which

initiates a new clause. We identify sequential clauses with subject omission (which we call clause-chains)

as having a structure like (2) because we know when a new preverbal complex begins.

2 S=(PVC) V  Ø=(PVC) V

The reason that other studies have included core-layer serial verbs in their analysis rather than regarding

them as sequences of clauses is that these structures are regarded as having commonalities that would be

missed by treating them as separate clauses. Some of these commonalities, summarised from Jauncey

(1997:368) and Aikhenvald (1999:470), are reproduced in (3).

3 Features of verb series include that they:

a encode sub-parts of a single overall event

b share at least one core argument

c share the same TMA and polarity value

d have the intonational properties of a mono-verbal clause

e can be distinguished from complex predicates and other Verb+Verb sequences, neither verb of

which can be a predicate on its own (e.g. compound verbs).

None of these criteria have provided a diagnostic tool for the structures under discussion in South Efate,

as Aikhenvald (1999:470) points out: "no one of these characteristics is defining per se, since exceptions

can be found to each of them".

It is unclear how we can define an 'event' (a) that is described differently by mono-clausal or multi-clausal

elements. Crowley (2002:263) discusses the problem of equating events with individual predicates and

Foley (2003), in a careful analysis of the notion of 'event' in a cross-linguistic survey of SVCs suggests

that SVCs (however defined) cannot be considered to express a single event. His example of the verb 'kill'

in four languages shows that it is encoded as a lexicalised root, a serial verb construction and as

coordinated clauses, and he concludes that these formal differences cannot be equated to the number of

events encoded. In none of these languages, he argues, is the semantic structure of 'kill' a single event.

Distinct clauses can also share core arguments and TMA and polarity values (features b and c above), so

this criterion does not distinguish sub-clausal verb linkage unless the arguments are obligatorily shared.

Intonation (d) is notoriously fickle as a correlate of syntactic structure (cf Himmelmann 2000), and even

with an accessible audio-corpus as developed for this data it is not possible to state that there is an

intonation contour associated with what could be considered to be core-layer SVCs that is distinct from
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intonation contour associated with what could be considered to be core-layer SVCs that is distinct from

that found with separate clauses.

Crowley (2002) observes that there is great variation in the way serial verb constructions are expressed

within particular languages. He contrasts a language like Kalam (PNG), in which serial verbs are highly

productive and very common in discourse, with Paamese, which he characterises as being in the middle

ground between having no serialisation at all, and expressing pervasive serialisation. Within Vanuatu he

points to the difference between northern languages (including Paamese) which display comparatively rich

serialisation, and the southern languages of Tanna and Erromango where serialisation plays a relatively

minor role. Between these lies South Efate, in Central Vanuatu, in which functions associated with

SVCs in other languages are carried out by non-SVC constructions. For example, South Efate has

developed a set of auxiliary verbs (§9.1.2.1.) that performs functions associated with SVCs in other

languages (including modality and directionality), but which is now in a syntactically distinct slot that

cannot be regarded as participating in a verb series.

The frequency of use of types of verb combinations, compared to simple verbs, is presented in §9.2.

where we find that predicates occur most often as simple verb stems (around 94%), with compound verbs

accounting for just under 6% of occurrences. There were 544 predicate positions in this dataset, and there

were an additional 107 occurrences of auxiliary verbs, which, together with the low counts for anything

other than simple or compound verbs, supports the observation in our discussion of pseudo-serialisation

below (§9.1.2.1.) that auxiliary verbs perform functions otherwise associated with SVCs in other

languages. Compare the South Efate results with Crowley's figures for Paamese where about 25% of

verbs appear in a serial verb construction (Crowley 2002:22).

Crowley's discussion of the 'dissolution' of SVCs in Oceanic (2002:169) points to several means by

which historical SVCs have become grammaticalised into other constructions. We are not in a position

to posit diachronic evidence for the current state of South Efate verbal constructions, but it is significant

that features that Crowley cites as being indicative of the move away from verb serialisation are reflected

in South Efate today, specifically: the development of compound verb forms (§9.1.1.) which exhibit

morphological grammaticalisation (Crowley 2002:176); the use of auxiliary verbs (§9.1.2.1.) to encode

modality, direction and other features associated with serial verb constructions in other languages; the use

of an echo-subject marker (cf §5.1.4.2.3.) which is a means of concatenating verbs and clauses (Crowley

2002:201-208); and the use of directional particles that occur after locational nouns rather than in verb

sequences (§9.1.2.4.).
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§9.1. Types of verb combinations in South Efate

Before proceeding we need to outline what kinds of verb combinations occur in South Efate. By doing

this we can eliminate a number of candidates for serial verb constructions, which we will see are not a

feature in the South Efate corpus. In Table 9:1 we list types of verb combinations to be addressed,

starting from compound verbs (1), which are formed by two contiguous verb stems.

Auxiliary verbs (2) can also form contiguous verb sequences, but with a structural boundary between

them and the main verb that prevents them being treated as serial verbs. Adverbial modification of verbs

(3) can also be distinguished from verb+verb combinations as adverbs form a distinct class (cf §4.9).

Prepositions and directional particles (4) have collocational and distributional characteristics which make

it clear that they are not serial verbs. Categories (2) to (4) are discussed below under the heading 'Pseudo

serial verbs' (§9.1.2.); each plausibly originated as serial verb constructions, but now invlove distinct

categories.

The final two categories (5) & (6) are types of clause-level linkage which are included here for

comparison, but are discussed in the chapter on complex sentences (§12.3).

Table 9:1 Types of verb combinations

Compounds

Pseudo-serial 
verbs

Clause linkage

1

2

3

4

5

6

Structure Type

Verb+Verb Asymmetrical compound

Symmetrical compound

(Auxiliary Verb)n+Verb Auxiliary

modifier + Verb
Verb+modifier

Adverbial modification

S=V de-verbal adjunct V+Directional particles

V+Preposition/ prepositional verb

S=V(O) V O Clause chain (see §12.3.2F) 

S=V(O) (S=V(O))n Juxtaposed clause (see §12.3.1) 
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§9.1.1. Verb compounds

Verb compounds consist of two stems in sequence (verb1+stem2), occupying the same slot as a single

verb stem and with a single PVC and O suffix as in the following schema:

4 S=PVC V1 X2 -(TS =O)

For example, the compound verbs fis-ktof 'to break by whipping', and preg-sa 'to do bad' in (5) have one

subject marker and take a single object suffix.

5 Me tewan i=fis-ktof-i-ø boy.  I=kano preg-sa-ki-ø.
and so 3sgRS=whip-break-TS-3sgO boy 3sgRS=can't make-bad-TS-3sgO

And so he whipped the boy, he (the boy) can't make trouble for him ( the boss).  (98017az, 2397.6601,

2402.3879)

We use X for the second part of a compound, as that slot is not restricted to verbs but may be a noun

(preg-nafnag 'make food') or a preposition (e.g. to-reki 'wait for') or an adverb (mro-perkat  'really think

> remember'). The word class of the resulting compound is a verb. This level of verb combining is

similar to that called nuclear-layer in descriptions of other Oceanic languages (see Crowley 2002 and

others discussed above).

A defining characteristic of compound verbs is that no TMA or polarity item can intervene between the

verb stems. A corollary is that both verbs in these constructions share TMA and polarity. Thus the

compound verb pes-top 'talk-big' in (6a) cannot be separated by the second part of the discontinuous

negation as in (6b).

6a Ssst. Ku=ta pes-top mau. Nlaken kin i=min nmalok.
Shh 2sgRS=NEG talk-big NEG2 because REL 3sgRS=drink kava

Shh. Don't talk loudly! Because he is drinking kava.   (98007bz, 719.8, 724.3)

6b *Ku=ta pes mau top
   2sgRS=NEG talk NEG2 big

We can further divide the group of compound verbs on the basis of syntactic symmetry, that is, what

kinds of verbs can fill each verb slot. We define symmetrical compounds as those in which both parts of

the compound come from an open class of verbs and so both verbs can operate in other contexts as verbs

on their own (following Aikhenvald 1999:472). Asymmetrical compounds are made up of a verb plus a

second morpheme which cannot function as a verb on its own. These second parts of asymmetrical

compounds can include nouns and adverbs as will see in §9.1.1.2. below.

Compounds function as single phonological words. An illustration of this degree of compounding is that
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Compounds function as single phonological words. An illustration of this degree of compounding is that

medial vowel reduction (see §3.6.1.) applies to eligible compounds when the second verb has a transitive

suffix and O suffix. The addition of these suffixes creates new syllable boundaries which indicates that the

compound is acting as a single word for stress assignment purposes. For example, the destressed non-low

medial vowel /o/ is elided in (7a), where the compound form 'kul-kor takes the 3p.O suffix -or and thus

becomes resyllabified as 'kul.ko.ror undergoing MVR to become 'kul-kror.

7 a) kul 'to blanket' + kor 'to enclose' -o-r '3p.O'  'kul-kor-o-r > kulkror

b) mro 'to think' + pir 'dis-, negative' -i-k '2sgO' 'mro-pir-i-k > mroprik

c) wat 'to hit' + pun 'to kill', -i-ø '3sgO' 'wat-pun-i-ø > watpni

This diagnostic only works occasionally since not all of the V2 stems in Table 9:2 are eligible

environments for MVR. Thus the compounds in (8) form phonological words which take a single object

suffix, but do not provide an eligible environment for MVR. For example in (8a) MVR is blocked by the

presence of a consonant cluster /gt/, in (8b) MVR does not apply as the unstressed syllable contains a

low vowel (ta), and in (8c) MVR is blocked by the presence of a consonant cluster /mnr/.

8 a) nrog 'to hear' + tae 'to know'  +-r '3p.O' 'nrog-tae-r

b) ta 'to hug' + sok 'to collide'  + -i-ø '3sgO'  'ta-sok-i

c) pam 'to eat' + nrog 'to hear' + -o-ø '3sgO' 'pam-nrog-o

§9.1.1.1. Symmetrical compounds

Symmetrical compounds are those for which both verbs are attested as occurring as main verbs. A list of

some common types of symmetrical compounds is given in Table 9:2. The first verb in these compounds

can be intransitive (mro 'to think', kal 'to dress'), semitransitive (sak 'to ascend') or ambitransitive (kat  'to

bite', nrog 'to hear'). The second verb in the present data is always ambitransitive.

Table 9:2, Examples of symmetrical verb compounds
Verb1 Verb2 Compound form
kal to dress +nrog to feel, hear kalnrog to try clothes
kam to step on kamnrog to feel by stepping on
kat to bite katnrog to try by biting
min to drink minnrog to taste by drinking
pam to eat pamnrog to taste by eating
preg to make, do pregnrog to try
kat to bite +sok to jump, katsok to bite hard
kel to hold tight    to collide kelsok to hold tight
mot to tie motsok to tie well
mro to think mrosok to think carefully
nep to throw nepsok to weigh sthg down with stones
pes-a (psa) to talk +TS psasok to encourage
ta to hug tasok to hug tightly
til to tell tilsok to promise
wes to take wesok to take and hold
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wes to take wesok to take and hold

le to look +tae  to know letae to recognise by seeing
mro to think mrotae to recognise
nrog to feel, smell nrogtae to recognise by smelling
kis to pinch +prai to break kisprai to pinch-break
mas to cut masprai to cut in pieces
sak to climb sakprai to climb and break
kul to blanket +kor to cover, kulkor to cover with a blanket
kus to hide    to block kuskor to cover-hide
lao to stand up laokor to obstruct
pai to lie in wait paikor to hide in wait for game
pal to be empty palkor to mourn
sra to hang(?) srakor to hide
suek to put wood in a fire suekor to smoke
kam to step +por to break kampor to step on and break
lao to leave laopor to leave and break
por to break porpor to break everything
prei to wash +tao  to leave preitao to wash clothes
mol to squeeze moltao to rinse clothes
naonao to scrape vegetables naonaotao to clean vegetables
ser to sweep sertao to sweep and clean
sur to weed surtao to weed and clean
wat to hit +sraf to miss watsraf to hit at but miss
pi to kick pisraf to kick at but miss

We give examples of some of these compound verbs below, but first, to show that the second verb can

act as a main verb in its own right, we give examples of the second verb in Table 9:2 acting as a main

verb.

9 Pa=nrog-o-ø? Pa=nrog nal-e-n? I=tl-i-ø na
2sgIRR=hear-TS-3sgO 2sgIRR=hear voice-V-3sgDP 3sgRS=tell-TS-3sgO COMP

mes ke=fo pam-kit.
today 3sgIRR=PSP:IR eat-2p.O

Do you hear?Do you hear his voice? He says he will eat you today.  (98017bz, 2627.3, 2631.0800)

10 Ntuam i=lek-a-ø me i=na ke=sok.
devil 3sgRS=look-TS-3sgO and 3sgRS=begin.to 3sgIRR=jump

The devil looked at him and began to jump. (98017bz, 2775.9241, 2777.9496)

11 Go ku=tae na i=pi naflak gag.
and 2sgRS=know COMP 3sgRS=be clan 2sgPOS

And you know that it is your clan (naflak). (98007bz, 1681.5731, 1683.9200)

12 Ale te-nen ku=prai  i=seserik ru=sos-o-ø ki patrik
ok det-that 2sgRS=break 3sgRS=small 3p.RS=call-TS-3sgO PREP p.name

Okay, the one that you break into small pieces they call it patrik (a kind of mat). (98010az, 506.0999,

511.6199)
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511.6199)

13 Fat i=skei i=tu kor  namt-e-n.
stone 3sgRS=one 3sgRS=STAT block eye-V-3sgDP

A stone blocked his eye. (20001b, 773.7600, 779.8401)

Examples of symmetrical compound forms follow.

14 I=ta=pi cost ni ntan mau, te-nen tuk=mas mro-tae.
3sgRS=NEG=be cost of land NEG2 DET-that 1p.inRS=must think-know

It is not the cost of the land, that is what we must recognise. (98016bz, 424.2799, 430.7801)

15 Nala, ku=slat-i-ø. Ku=mai, ku=mot-sok lak ki-n
vine 2sgRS=take-TS-3sgO 2sgRS=come 2sgRS=tie-jump pin PREP-3sgO

The vine, you take it. You come, you tie the lak (pin holding the canoe's outrigger to the

cross-member) with it. (004a, 650.5200, 658.2600)

16 Go ntawot-in ne ra=mer kul-kr-o-ø ki nkal.
and bone-3sgDP this 3dRS=again blanket-cover-TS-3sgO PREP blanket

And his bones, they covered them with a blanket. (98009b, 722.3600, 731.5400)

There are two distinct compounds which are made up of the same two verb stems: pes wi 'to talk well',

and psawi  (pes-a wi 'talk-TS good') 'thankyou' in which the latter has a transitive suffix on the first

stem, and has become the conventionalised way of saying 'thankyou'. It is the only example in the data in

which a transitive suffix occurs on the first stem in a compound.

17 A=psawi awo Waia, pulpog-wi akam kaonsil.
1sgRS=thank uncle p.name day-good 2p. council

Thankyou Uncle Waia, good day to you, Council.  (98016az, 1419.0400, 1423.3999)

18 A=mrokin neu nafsan ses, a=tae nen  a=kontribiut-ki-n 
1sgRS=think 1sgPOS story small 1sgRS=know COMP 1sgRS=contribute-TR-3sgO

mas, me, a=psawi-ki akam, nafsan gamus.
only but 1sgRS=thank-TR 2p story 2p.POS

I think that  my small story is my contribution but I thank you for your stories.  (98018a, 1084.7,

1088.9399)

§9.1.1.2. Asymmetrical compounds

The second stem in an asymmetrical compound cannot occur independently as a verb, but combines

productively with a number of verbs, often with a predictable meaning as can be seen in Table 9:3. Some

of these compounds occur frequently and are conventionalised so that they behave as lexical items in their

own right (and should be treated, for example, as headwords in the lexicon). Others are less

conventionalised and allow for a certain amount of speaker creativity. The resulting compound verb is
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conventionalised and allow for a certain amount of speaker creativity. The resulting compound verb is

ambitransitive, regardless of whether the first verb is intransitive or ambitransitive. In some cases the

second stem is an adverb (perkat 'really'), or a preposition (reki 'for') and in a small sample the second

part can be a noun as we will see below.

In some cases we can call the second part of these compounds a verb because of the distributional pattern

they share with known verbs, and because some have relic verbal status. For example, the form pun does

not occur as a main verb in the data, but it is found (as fun) in the deverbal noun nafunwen 'killing fish

by poisoning', suggesting either that it may still function as a verb, but not in the current data, or that

the earlier verbal function is now only evident in compounds and this deverbal noun1.

Table 9:3 Asymmetrical verb compounds

(As the meaning of the individual parts of the compound verb is not always transparent, a gloss can not

always be provided)
Stem 1 Stem 2 Compound form
mro to think +pir negative (?) mropir to dislike
nrog to hear nrogpir to disobey
fis to whip +ktof to break fisktof to whip and break
sak to jump saktof to jump and break
kam to step kamktof to step on and break
kat to bite katktof to bite and break
kis to press +pun to kill kispun to abort a foetus
pi to kick pipun to kick kill
pan to burn panpun to burn and kill
sif to club sifpun to club and kill
sok to spear sokpun to spear and kill
tai to cut taipun to stab and kill
wat to hit watpun to hit and kill
lup to pour +lu completely luplu to pour out completely
wes to take out weslu to take out completely
po +fu through pofu to puncture
preg to make pregfu to pierce (eg an abcess)
sup to pierce supfu to pierce right through
mro to think + perkat  really mroperkat to remember
le to look leperkat to look after
nrog to hear nrogperkat to recognise
to to stay +reki for toreki to wait for
pa to go pareki to go for
le to look lereki to depend on
lelu ro avoid +kau over (?) lelukau to avoid (?)

1The verb pun has widespread cognates in Austronesian and is reconstructed as *punuq for Proto
Malayo-Polynesian (Blust 1993).
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There are some compounds, listed below, for which the first stem is not attested in the data.
nril +kau over (?) nrilkau to jump over
pal palkau to step over
ta takau to trip over
lu + pir negative (?) lupir to unroll
tka tkapir to comb
sig sigpir to ignore

Some examples of these compound verbs follow.

19 I=lelu-kau kori me kori i=tap leg-ki napu mau.
3sgRS=avoid-cover dog but dog 3sgRS=NEG be.straight-TR road NEG2

He avoided the dog, but the dog was not right on the road. (98017b, 2766.1187, 2769.0691)

20 Ku=kano lek tesa i=sigpir2.
2sgRS=be.unable see child 3sgRS=ignore

You couldn't see a child ignore (its parent's voice). (98007bz, 527.2600, 532.3201)

21 Go naur nra nen, me mat i=na i=fis-ktof-i-r.
and island two that and snake 3sgRS=begin.to 3sgRS=whip-break-TS-3p.O
And those two islands, the snake began to split them. (98002az, 1833.92, 1838.08)

22 Pa=freg-pun te-ne me tak=fo to mailum traus.
2sgIRR=make:IR-kill DET-this and 1p.incIRR=PSP:IR STAT slow talk

You turn off (=make dead) this (tape recorder) and we will talk a little. (KN 98007b, 1900.1459,

1903.0896)

23 Ra=tok wat-pun namer nig Erakor kat ntan negar
3d.RS=STAT hit-kill people of Erakor due.to ground 3p.POS

They kill Erakor people because of their land. (98009b, 1701.7001, 1712.4800)

The verb lu encodes increased affectedness of the object, typically its relocation, consumption or

destruction, and so it is glossed as 'completely'

24 Katom i=po to eut po=mai pam-lu namt-e-n.
h.crab 3sgRS=PSP:R STAT shore PSP:R=come eat-completely eye-V-3sgDP

The hermit crab would be at the beach, would come and eat its eye (the fish's eye) right  up.

(98010az, 262.2362, 267.2000)

25 Pa=wes-lu polet, pa=fai nal.
2sgIRR=take-completely bullet 2sgIRR=fill basket

You take out bullets, you fill the bag. (98003a, 1625.0199, 1628.1303)

Malayo-Polynesian (Blust 1993).

2As the meaning of both parts of this compound are unknown it is provided here unsegmented.
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26 I=mai pkafu naniu panpan i=nom i=sur-a-ø.
3sgRS=come split coconut until 3sgRS=finish 3sgRS=scoop-TS-3sgO

He split coconut completely. (20003bz, 757.1599, 759.7065)

27 Ale a=mer mro-perkat na century pur i=skei kin i=mer
then 1sRS=again think-really DET century big 3sgRS=one REL 3sgRS=again

tu naur tetwei 1954.
stay island long.ago "

Then I remembered the centennial that was at the island in 1954.  (98007az, 1627.9200, 1638.7000)

The semantic relationship between a stem and its compounded form is not always clear, as shown by the

following examples with krak. While krak occurs as an independent verb stem meaning 'to crawl', this is

not transparent from most of the following compound forms.

28  krak + prai break krakprai to break by crawling
+ fu through krakfufu to mash
+ funfnoi fade, disappear krakfunfnoi to erase, rub out
+ mal ? krakmal to clean a grave (archaic)
+ pel ? krakpel to miss, when throwing
+ pes speak krakpes to make a noise
+ puel  be absent krakpuel to lose, to forego
+ pun  kill krakpun to kill
+ sa bad kraksa to spoil
+ smanr to whip kraksmanr to miss, when catching
+ sok collide, jump kraksok to understand
+ ktof to break kraktof to break

As we noted above, the second member of a compound can also be a noun, as we see in the examples in

(29).

29 oraik to fish (by spear or bow and arrow) (or3 'to follow' aik 'fish'4)

pakmalep to mourn (pak 'go to' malep 'widow')

plakori to hunt for wild animals (plak  'with' kori 'dog')

30 U=panpan patu oraik ur elau panpan tpil 46 kaitau ru=mat.
1p.RS=until stay fishing follow saltwater until blow.up 46 fish.sp. 3p.RS=die

They went fishing in the sea until we had dynamited 46 karong. (021:27)

2As the meaning of both parts of this compound are unknown it is provided here unsegmented.

3 or is a variant form of ur 'to follow'.

3 or is a variant form of ur 'to follow'.

4Note that naik , fish occurs without the article n- in this compound showing either that the compound
preserves a relic form, or that the article is analysable and is not fused (see §5.2 on the degree of fusion of
the article (na-/ n-) in South Efate). Lyncch (pc) observes that the  POc form is *na ika so that fusion as
naik has led to reinterpretation as n-aik rather than na-ik.
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31 Komam u=to pakmalep.
1p.exS 1p.exRS=STAT mourn

We are mourning. (elicited)

32 Nrak-pei wak mil i=lap pe lap pe lap.
time-first pig wild 3sgRS=many INT many INT many

Kau mil ru=lap pe lap. U=pan plakori.
cow wild 3p.RS=many INT many 1p.exS=go hunt

In the early days there were very many wild pigs. There were very many wild bullocks. We went

hunting.  (98017bz, 1169.44, 1175.40)

In example (33) pi asel is a compound form which is transitivised with -ki  to introduce the Patient of the

verb 'being friend' to.

33 Iwelkia a=po pi-asel-ki tete nanwei ni natkon.
 well 1sgRS=PSP be-friend-TR some men of village

Well I became friends of some boys in the village. (98007az, 2474.0201, 2480.6200)

34 To go tapes ra=tme-r pi-asel-ki-r.
fowl and swamphen 3d.RS=RR-3p.O be-friend-TR-3p.O

The chicken and the swamphen were friends. (078:1)

Several V+N compounds are based on the verb preg 'to make', resulting in intransitive verbs as in

examples (35) and (36).

35 Namer got ru=tok preg-nasum ki lop.
people black 3p.RS=HAB make -house PREP bamboo

Black people make houses from bamboo. (17:35 written example)

36 I=piatlak natkon nen ru=mer preg-nafkal-ki-r.
3sgRS=have village that 3p.RS=again make-fight-TR-3p.O

There are villages who keep fighting each other (make fight to them).  (089:16)

The South Efate verb-noun compounds are not highly productive but they are lexicalised via

nominalisation5. In fact, nominalisation provides further evidence in favour of the verb+noun acting as a

unit (see §5.4), for example  pi asel can be nominalised as a unit (nafiaselwen 'friendship') which

suggests that it forms a V+N compound.

naik has led to reinterpretation as n-aik rather than na-ik.

5Pawley (1986) comments on Fijian verb- noun compounds acting as non-specific objects, saying that
they provide "an economical and productive means for lexicalisation - for creating standardised expressions
for referring to recurrent types of action." (1986:99-100).
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§9.1.1.3. pe verbal conjoiner, intensifier

The semantics of a verb can be emphasised by conjoining one or more copies of the verb stem with pe

'intensifier'. Only the first verb is inflected in this construction as seen in example (37).

37 Rait to ses i=pios pe pios.
mother fowl small 3sgRS=call.out IF call.out

The chicken's mother called and called.  (98003bz, 1874.5, 1877.8)

38 I=kerkrai, nafsan gar kin i=kerkrai pe kerkrai sa.
3sgIRR=hard story 3p.POS REL 3sgIRR=hard IF hard bad

It is hard, their story is hard, very hard (lit: 'badly hard').  (98012 JC)

The meaning encoded by pe and the repeated stem typically results in an emphatic meaning with stative

verbs (e.g. top pe top 'very many'), and a durative meaning with the one active verb with which it occurs

in the data (e.g. nrir pe nrir 'to fly and fly').

lap to be many lap pe lap to be very many

nrir to fly nrir pe nrir to fly and fly

pios to call out pios pe pios to call out loudly

pram to be long pram pe pram to be very long

rog to be wrong  < English rog pe rog to be really wrong

sa to be bad sa pe sa to be really bad

top to be too much top pe top to be very much

wi to be good wi pe wi to be very good

The construction can be extended to more than two identical verb stems (39) for additional emphasis.

39 U=to e-sum ni natamol iskei, me
1p.exRS=stay LOC-house of man one but

u=lap pe lap  pe lap pe lap.
1p.exRS=many IF many IF many IF many

We stayed at this man's house, but there were lots and lots and lots of us. (98010az, 1505.3399,

1511.6599)

Such iteration is usually accompanied by distinctive intonation involving lengthening of the vowel in

each of the verbs (in this case lap 'be many') and successive downstepping in frequency as shown in the

spectrogram below where there is a decrease in the size of the waveform with each successive utterance of

pe lap.
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Figure 5 Spectrogram of intonation associated with the verbal intensifier pe

§9.1.2. Pseudo-serial verbs

As we discussed in the introduction, there are four types of verb combinations which can be excluded

from consideration as serial verbs on distributional grounds. In this section we will outline what form

these verb combinations take under the headings: Auxiliary verbs (§9.1.2.1.); Adverbial modification of

verbs (§9.1.2.2.); Prepositional verbs (§9.1.2.3.); and, Directional verbs and particles (§9.1.2.4.).

§9.1.2.1. Auxiliary verbs

There is a closed set of thirteen verbs (listed in (40)) which occur in auxiliary position and which do not

participate in compounds or in serial verb constructions. The same verbs can also function as main verbs,

but as auxiliary verbs they occur in a clearly defined auxiliary position which distinguishes them from

their occurrence as main verbs. Some of these occur as auxiliary verbs with higher frequency than as main

verbs. Auxiliary verbs are part of the pre-verbal complex that precedes both the main verb and the

position in which a benefactive phrase may appear. The structure of the auxiliary is discussed in detail in

§10.1.5. Significant for our current discussion is the fact that auxiliary verbs encode features of ability

(tae 'be able to', kano 'be unable to', mal 'not want to'), modality (lakor  maybe, mas 'must', nrus 'just',

traem 'try'), direction (ler  'return', mai 'come', pan 'go', to 'stay', be at) and sequentiality (mer 'again', pei

'first') which are typical of the semantics of serial verb constructions (e.g. the categories of directional,

sequential, and manner as outlined in Crowley 2002, or Lynch et al 2002:47). As typological discussions

of serial verbs often refer to the semantic types of verbs that can be serialised it is important to note that

these features are encoded by the auxiliary in South Efate and not in serial verb constructions.

40 Auxiliary verbs:
kano be unable to, can't nrus just

lakor maybe pan go

ler return pei first

mai come traem try

mal not want to tae know, be able to

mas must to do habitually, stative

mer again, in turn
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mer again, in turn

To illustrate the function of auxiliary verbs consider (41) in which the benefactive phrase is present,

represented by the pronoun gag '2sgBEN', showing that the auxiliary verb kano 'be unable to' occurs in

the pre-verbal complex distinct from a main verb position.

41 A=kano gag saen.
1sgRS=be.unable 2sgBEN sign

I can't sign for you. (98017az, 176.1464, 177.7206)

Now consider the following examples in which a hash (#) indicates the position at which a benefactive

phrase could occur and so is the rightmost boundary of the pre-verbal complex. In (42) the direction of the

motion encoded in the verb lek 'to look' is given by the auxiliary mai 'come'.

42 Ru=preg munwei ru=mai # lek-a-ø.
3p.RS=make healer 3p.RS=come look-TS-3sgO

They got the healer, they came to look at it (the spirit  that would be exorcised). (98011a, 1525.5001,

1528.0005)

In South Efate the auxiliary has a major role in encoding directions, as in (43) where each of ler mai

'return come' (43a), ler pa 'return go' (43b) and mai to/tu6 'stay' (43c) occur as auxiliary verbs

43a U=ler mai pak Emlakul malnen u=pareki Efat.
1p.exRS=return come to p.name when 1sgRS=go.to p.name

We came back tto Malakula when we went to Efate. (98007bz, 2043.0132, 2047.7401)

43b Ru=ler pa.
3p.RS=return go

They came and then returned. (98009b, 434.7800, 443.7601)

43c Go ru=mai tu elau Egis e-sa.
and 3p.RS=come stay beach p.name LOC-here

And they came and stayed at the coast at Egis here. (98002bz, 958.8800, 961.4000)

§9.1.2.2. Adverbial modification of verbs

Adverbial modification of verbs is manifested by two contiguous forms, one of which is a verb and the

other an adverb. There is a general discussion of adverbs in §4.9 where examples of various kinds of

adverbs are given and which show that adverbs are a wordclass independent of verbs and that adverbs

cannot function as verbs on their own. In this section we will give some examples to show that adverbial

modification cannot be considered verb serialisation in South Efate.

for referring to recurrent types of action." (1986:99-100).

6The forms tu and to vary freely as the stative verb.
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The adverb prakot  'anyhow' follows the verb pes 'to speak' in (44).

44 Tija i=kano pan pes prakot, ke=mas pes taos nafsan leg
teacher 3sgRS=cannot go speak anyhow 3sgIRR=mustspeak like language right

The teacher can't speak any old how, he must use the right language. (20001b, 648.1400, 651.9606)

Some adverbs precede the verb and some follow. One that always precedes the verb it modifies is trau

'really, just, only', as seen in (45)

45 Tu=pitlak grup ru=trau lap.
1p.exRS=have group 3p.RS=really many

We have many groups. (98009a, 1434.0600, 1435.4)

The adverb termau 'for good' cannot occur on its own, but only ever functions as a modifier, as in (46).

46 Tete-nrak ra=preg-i-ø nen kin ke=fo mat.
some- time 3d.RS=make-TS-3sgO that REL 3sgIRR=PSP:IR die

Ke=fo mat termau.
3sgIRR=PSP:IR die properly

Sometimes they would make him die. He would die for good. (98007az, 403.1599, 414.2600)

In (47) pelpel is an adverb modifying the preceding verb sef  'to escape' which follows the auxiliary verb

tae  'be able'. This is the only example that has a different adverbial (pelpel 'quickly) and verbal (trapelpel

'be quick') form (compare this example with 63 below).

47 I=tae sef pelpel me katom i=kano.
3sgRS=be.able escape quickly but crab 3sgRS=unable

He can escape quickly, but the hermit crab cannot. (98009az, 57.4200, 60.2238)

These examples, together with the discussion of adverbs in §4.9, show that verb + adverb combinations

can be identified in South Efate and that we need not regard them as operating as serial verb constructions.

§9.1.2.3. Prepositions and deverbal prepositions

Prepositional verbs form a class which has been recognised for many Oceanic languages, and which has

been reconstructed by Pawley (1973:142ff) for Proto Oceanic. Durie (1988) suggests these verbs result

from a diachronic drift from serial verb constructions. In South Efate the group of verbs shown in (48)

can function as prepositions7 and so when they follow another verb there is some difficulty in identifying

6The forms tu and to vary freely as the stative verb.

7Schütz (1969:59-59) identifies 'verbal prepositions' in Ngunese, which have the ability to function as
both prepositions and verbs. It is interesting that the cognates of some of these forms only function as
prepositions in South Efate, e.g. tefla 'like', while others only function as verbs or directional particles
e.g. to(k) 'to stay'.

them as either prepositions or as the second verb in series. The task of identifying prepositions in this
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position is made more difficult because prepositions can take an object suffix in South Efate which

makes them even more verb-like. These forms occur mainly in the position following a verb in the data8.
48 skot with / be with

plak with, accompany / to take
toklos in front of / to be in front of
pak to / go to
nrokot across / to cross
taos like / to be like

In the three next examples we see skot 'with/be with' first in (49) acting clearly as a main verb (following

a reflexive/reciprocal particle and so in a position that can only be filled by a verb), then in an

environment in which it could be analysed either as part of a compound verb or as a preposition

following a verb stem (50), and finally as a preposition (51).

49 Tesa nmatu me tesa nanwei te-lap ru=tme-r skot-i-r
child female and child male DET-many 3p.RS=RR-3p.DP be.with-TS-3p.O

to me ru=ta lak mau.
stay but 3p.RS=NEG marry NEG2

Lots of girls and boys stay with each other, but they don't marry. (98009a, 1178.0399, 1188.0600)

50 Ku=matur skot tm-a-m go rait-o-m
2sgRS=sleep (be)with father-V-2sgDP and mother-V-2sgDP

You sleep at your father and mother's. (20003az, 2047.1645, 2048.9001)

51 Ale u=pak namlas skot armi.
ok 1p.exRS=go.to bush with army

Okay, we went to the bush with the army. (98002az, 109.2800, 112.8200)

In (52) plak  functions as a preposition and has no subject proclitic.

52 Praem minista, Presiden, plak, a, minista go nafet na bisnisman
prime minister presiden with hesit mnister and group ART businessmen

nen ru=to taon go aotsaed ru=nomser mai.
REL 3p.RS=stay town and ouside 3p.RS=all come

The Prime Minister, President, with Ministers and many businessmen  who are in town and

outside, they all came. (98002az, 1158.9400, 1183.8800)

e.g. to(k) 'to stay'.

8An idiosyncratic prepositional verb is formed with pen (meaning unclear) preceding a location and -e
following, e.g.

 Nafteme marik tme-r i=pen Ermag-e.
whatsit mister father-3plDP 3sgRS=? Erromango-LOC?

But, who here, their father was at  Erromango. (98002bz, 1163.4001, 1169.9600)
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In (53) plak  is used first as a preposition and then as a verb with a subject proclitic.

53 Bourgeois plak loia ga. Bourgeois i=plak loia.
p.name with lawyer 3sgPOS B 3sgRS=be.with lawyer

Bourgeois with his lawyer. Bourgeois took/ was with a lawyer. (98002az, 957.0604, 964.0800)

In the following example, pak 'to go to' functions as a verb immediately following the the prospective

PVC particle.

54 Me nanwei ga ke=fo pak e-talmat i=slat nafnag i=paunamru,
but man 3sgPOS 3sgIRR=PSP go.to LOC-garden 3sgRS=carry food 3sgRS=carry

ke=mai pus=i e-sum me nmatu kin ke=fo preg nafnag.
3sgIRR=come put-3sgO LOC-home but woman COMP 3sgIRR=PSP make food

The man goes to the garden, gets food, carries it, and puts it in the house  (065:32) (98003b, 969.8800,

983.4600)

In (55) we see pak following a verb of motion, pan 'go', and as it has no verbal marking such as a

subject proclitic or pre-verbal complex, we consider pak to be functioning as a preposition.

55 Go namrun nen ru=sef ler pan pak Ermag pa.
and something this 3p.RS=escape back go to Erromango go

And these things ran away back to Erromango. (032:18) (98001az, 2126.1599, 2131.8400)

In summary, when a deverbal preposition occurs immediately following a verb we regard it as acting as a

preposition and not as a verb in series.

§9.1.2.4. Directional verbs and particles

There are three directional verbs (using terminology from Durie 1988:11):  pa 'go', mai 'come', and to

'stay' which are distinguished as, in addition to acting as main and auxiliary verbs, these can occur

following a locational object, or directly following a main verb. They can thus occur in a range of

positions that is more extensive than that of other verbs. In this position following a main verb or a

noun they specify a location or direction and do not act as a verb, which is why we then call them

particles. In this section we will give examples of each in both positions, first as a verb, and then as a

directional particle.

56 U=sil mai pak emrom ale malfane u=kwarantin.
1p.exRS=enter come to inside then now 1p.exRS=quarantine
We came inside, then we were quarantined.  (98007bz, 2130.6200, 2136.4799)
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In (57) mai acts as a directional particle following the noun raru 'canoe'.

57 Namer nen ru=pa raru mai.
people that 3p.RS=drive canoe hither

Those people bring canoes. (20003az, 29.9000, 34.7000)

In (58) we see pa as a directional particle in siwer pa  'walk go', and then following 'British police'.

58 I=to siwer pa, go i=to siwer pareki British police pa.
3sgRS=STAT walk thither and 3sgRS=STAT walk go.for " thither

He walked away, and he walked off  for the British police. (98014az, 1568.1401, 1571.3)

While we use the label 'directional' for these forms, they also include a stative tu/to as in (59) and (60).

59 Go malnen ru=pak Erakor pa=n, Erakor ga i=pi namlas tu.
and when 3p.RS=go.to p.name go=DST p.name 3sg 3sgRS=be bush stay

And, when they went  to Erakor, Erakorwas just bush.  (98002bz, 988.4200, 990.72)

In (60) the directional particle to 'stay' occurs twice, once following the verb mat 'die' and then following

the location, elau 'the sea'.

60 Ru=si-r. Ra=mat to elau to.
3p.RS=shoot-3p.O 3d.RS=die stay sea stay

They shot them. They died at  sea. (005a, 255.3400, 273.4400)

To express the direction 'from', the combination of to 'stay' and mai 'come' is used, as in (61), an extract

from a traditional story which tells of mackeral coming 'from' the forest or the bush.

61 Go naik gar ru=to namlas mai. Napum. Ru=to namlas mai.
and fish 3p. 3p.RS=stay bush hither mackerel 3p.RS=stay bush hither

The fish came from the bush. Mackerels. They came from the bush. (98007bz, 1589.0200, 1595.6830)

62 Kotfak mane ko=fo sat-i-ø ler mai.
half money 1p.exIRR=PSP:IR take-TS-3sgO return hither

We took half of the money back. (98003bz, 694.2285, 696.1992)

There is one example in the data, given in (63), where trapelpel acts as a verb, but sef 'hurry escape' acts

as a directional particle. This could reflect a broadening of the word class of directional particles but there

are too few examples to generalise more at present.

63 Me selwan i=ur nmalnawen i=trapelpel sef nag ke=kus.
but when 3sgRS=follow beach 3sgRS=hurry escape so.that 3sgIRR=hide

But when he followed along  the beach he hurried to escape (020:3)

The current analysis treats directional particles as modifiers when they occur following another verb, and

not as verbs in series. Lynch et al (2000:46) observe that directional particles of the kind discussed here
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not as verbs in series. Lynch et al (2000:46) observe that directional particles of the kind discussed here

are common in Oceanic languages and are "presumably derived from earlier directional serialisations",

which is quite possibly also the case for South Efate.

§9.2. Enumeration of verbal constructions in South Efate

To show that verbs in South Efate overwhelmingly occur as single stems we present the results of a

count in five texts (Table 9:4) which shows that, of the 544 predicates in the texts, 94% were represented

by single verbs, and 6% are expressed by compound verbs (combining the two kinds enumerated in

Table 9:4). A count of the number of auxiliary verbs in the same text sample is given on the right of the

chart. As auxiliary verbs do not function as predicates the figures are not given as percentages of the total,

but are included to show how common auxiliary verbs are in the data considering that they play a role

that would, in other languages to the north (e.g. Namakir (Sperlich 1993) and Lewo (Early 1994)), be

played by serial verb constructions.

The texts counted are made up of five monologic narratives by five different speakers (texts 1, 2, 3, 5 and

7 in Appendix A) and a 16 minute extract of natural conversation from a court hearing9 with multiple

interlocutors. In all cases there is an overwhelmingly strong preference for single verb stems.

Table 9:4 Sample texts, predicate types

Single 
main verb

Compound - 
asymmetrical

Compound - 
symmetrical

Totals AUX

Narratives 263 7 13 283 54

92.98% 2.49% 4.63%

Court 
hearing

252 0 11 263 53

95.82 0.00% 4.18%

Total 515 7 24 546 107

94.30% 1.29% 4.41%

But, who here, their father was at  Erromango. (98002bz, 1163.4001, 1169.9600)

9 From tape 98016b, recorded at an Erakor Council Village Court hearing in 1998 with multiple
participants.



Chapter 10,  The Verb Complex

The verb in South Efate occurs within a discontinuous constituent that we call the verb complex. The

usual TMA marking associated with a verb phrase in Oceanic languages is readily separated from the verb

in South Efate by a benefactive phrase occurring immediately before the verb. Subject pronominals are

obligatorily proclitic to the verbal complex (except in clause chaining §12.3.1.)

. The subject proclitic attaches to whatever follows, which will be one of (a) an

element of the pre-verbal complex, or (b) a benefactive phrase, or (c) the verb stem. Pronominal proclitics

are described in the section on pronominals (§5.1.4.2.) where a list of all forms is presented.

The verb complex can stand as the minimal sentence which can be made up simply of a subject proclitic

and verb. The verb slot can be filled by a single verb stem or a compound verb (§9.1.1.). Similarly, the

verb complex can constitute a minimal clause. The object of the verb follows, encoded by a suffix or by a

nominal (but not by both, see §8.1.3.). The final element in the Verbal Complex is the perfective, as

shown in the schema in (1). Each of the elements of the verb complex will be discussed in turn below.

1 S= (PVC)  (Benefactive Phrase) V
  

= O Pron

O NP
 
 
 

 
 
 

(PF)

In descriptions of other Oceanic languages, a constituent, usually called the verb phrase (VP) is taken

either to include both the verbal head and associated material (typically modifers and TMA markers) and

the subject and object markers (eg Hyslop 2001:23), or else just the associated material, excluding the

nominal arguments associated with the verb (eg Crowley 1982:118). Lynch et al (2002:43), in their

overview of Oceanic VPs include enclitic pronominals as part of the VP. It has been necessary in these

cases to distinguish the VP under discussion from the VP known from transformational syntax and its

descendants. For example Crowley (1998:189) observes that "the verb phrase as it is described in
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descendants. For example Crowley (1998:189) observes that "the verb phrase as it is described in

Erromangan does not correspond to what is often referred to in the same way in grammars of other

languages." Partly because of that potential confusion, but mainly because of the facts of South Efate

grammar, we do not use the tern 'verb phrase' for a constituent in South Efate.

§10.1. The pre-verbal complex (PVC)

We call the cluster of particles in the slots following the subject pronoun the pre-verbal complex. The

maximal pre-verbal complex is made up of the following components:

2
  

(ASP)(DUR)(NEG )

(NEG )(CND / may)
 
 
 

 
 
 

(AUX )
RR + RO

QUANT
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

PVC1 PVC2

We also need to distinguish two constituents within the pre-verbal complex that we will call PVC1 and

PVC2, as only members of PVC1 are permitted between the proclitic and the irrealis form of a stem-

initial mutating verb (see §6.4.5.1.).

PVC1

ASP Aspect

DUR Durative

NEG Negation, formed by two parts, the first preceding the negated
proposition and the second (NEG2) following it. The first part
of the negation may also occur within the AUX, depending on
the scope of the negation.

CND / may Conditional / may

PVC2

AUX Auxiliary verb

RR+ DP Reflexive/reciprocal and direct possessive suffix

QUANT Quantifier

A small group of modifiers or adverbs occur directly adjacent to the main or auxiliary verb that they

modify. As their distribution depends on the verb they are modifying they are not included in the general

schema above but are discussed in §4.9.

The conditional particles (CND / may) can only occur directly following the subject proclitic (and NEG if

present) and can only be followed by the auxiliary verb or later material.
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Some examples of the pre-verbal complex follow, each with a third line showing how the elements relate

to the schema in (2):

3 Ale kai=pe mai to esum
ok 1sgPS=PF :R come stay house

S=ASP AUX VERB

Okay, I came and stayed at home. (98010bz, 1034.6400, 1038.0200)

4 Tiawi ru=ta to mtir natus mau tetwei.
old.people 3p.RS=NEG HAB write book NEG2 long.ago
S S=NEG AUX VERB

The old people didn't write books (didn't write in books/on paper) in those days.

(20003az, 474.3559, 476.8401)

5 Mama ga ke=fo tae tme-n lekor-wes.
mother 3sgPOS 3sgIRR=PSP:IR know RR-3sgDP look.after-3sgOBL

S=ASP AUX RR-DP VERB

Her mother would be able to look after her herself. (98003bz, 1199.9680, 1202.4599)

6 Me tete nat ru=ta tu mai lek kineu, tete nat ko=tae.
but some people 3p.RS=DUR HAB come see 1sg some people 1p.exIRR=know

S=DUR AUX AUX VERB

But some people would still come and see me, some people we know. (98016bz, 860.3473,

864.8)

Auxiliary verbs can also occur as main verbs, and their role as either a main verb or a member of the

pre-verbal complex can be distinguished on the basis of the position they occupy, often with an

accompanying semantic difference as exemplified in §10.1.5. A diagnostic of the status of a verb as a

main or auxiliary verb is the possible presence of a benefactive phrase immediately preceding the main

verb, thus separating the main verb from the pre-verbal complex.

Each of the elements of the pre-verbal complex is described in turn below, but first we need to consider

the status of the PVC and its parts. There is a tight bond between elements of PVC1 such that pauses

typically occur before or after but not within PVC1, depending on the number of its parts. That is, a short

pre-verbal complex of only one or two parts is more word-like than is a longer pre-verbal complex (e.g. 5

above). The process of medial vowel reduction (cf §3.6.1) does not apply within the PVC, which suggests

that the PVC is not functioning as a single unit, but is a collection of morphologcally distinct units.

§10.1.1. Aspect

There are two particles in the PVC that encode aspect, pe perfect (glossed as PF  ) and po/ fo  prospective

(glossed as PSP). The prospective marker has a realis (p-initial) and irrealis (f-initial) form whose
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(glossed as PSP). The prospective marker has a realis (p-initial) and irrealis (f-initial) form whose

distribution is discussed in §6.4.5.1. Aspect is also encoded in pronominals (§5.1.4.2.1.) and the

interaction betweeen aspect markers and pronominals is discussed in §6.3.

Example (7) illustrates the perfective aspect marker pe in a sentence in which the action (eating eight

men) was completed in the past.

7 Kai=pe pam natamol ki=pe pi eit ki.
IsgPS=PF :R eat man 3sgPS=PF:R be eight TOP

I have eaten eight men (Lit: Ihave eaten men  they were eight). (019:41)(004a, 392.9400,

398.2599)

Example (8) illustrates the prospective aspect marker. It is part of a life story in which the speaker talks

of a time when he was arrested. Despite the event occurring in the past, the prospective marker is used to

show that the arrest would occur after the other events in the story.

8 Neu me ru=po ares-ki kineu.
1sg but 3p.RS=PSP:R arrest-TR 1sg

Me, they would arrest me. (98002az, 671.0600, 675.2200)

§10.1.2. Negation

In this section we will outline the role of negation in the pre-verbal complex. A more general discussion

of various types of negation can be found in §11.6. The negative particle in the PVC, ta(p)1' NEG',

precedes the proposition it is negating, in either PVC1 or PVC2. In the auxiliary in PVC2, NEG can

only occur following the first item, mer 'again', in the data.  It is the first part of a discontinuous negation

construction of which the second, and sentence-final, part is mau NEG22. Discontinuous negation is a

feature of Oceanic languages (Lynch et al 2002:51). The second part of the negation must occur sentence

finally as shown in (9b). In (9c) the second part of the negation follows the auxiliary and is not

grammatical in this position.

9 a Ki=mai pi as.
3sgPS=come be coconut-crab

He became a coconut-crab. (elicited)

9 b Ki=ta mai pi as mau.
3sgPS=NEG come be coconut-crab NEG2
He didn't become a  coconut-crab. (elicited)

1 Tap also acts as a main verb as outlined in §11.6 on negation.

1 Tap also acts as a main verb as outlined in §11.6 on negation.

2 In Ngunese Schütz (1969:40) calls mau a limiting element which is apparently not obligatory in this

position.
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9 c *Ki=ta mai mau pi as.
3sgPS=NEG come NEG2 be coconut-crab

He didn't become a  coconut-crab. (elicited)

Similarly, example (10a) shows the normal placement of NEG2 sentence-finally, while (10b) shows an

unacceptable version with NEG2 directly following the verb, and (10c) shows an unacceptable version

with NEG2 directly following NEG.

10 a Me i=tap metpakor nafsan nig apap nega mau.
but 3sgRS=NEG forget story of father 3sgPOS NEG2

But he didn't forget his father's story. (014:12) (004b, 831.1001, 838.5400) (KN)

10 b *Me i=tap=metpakor mau nafsan nig apap nega.
but 3sgRS=NEG=forget NEG2 story of father 3sgPOS

But he didn't forget his father's story. (elicited)(005Ax, 2615.5400, 2667.9400)

10 c *Me i=tap mau metpakor nafsan nig apap nega.
   but 3sgRS=NEG NEG2 forget story of father 3sgPOS

   But he didn't forget his father's story. (elicited )(005Ax, 2615.5400, 2667.9400).

Further examples of the discontinuous negation marker follow:

11 Ru=ta trok mau.
3p.RS=NEG agree NEG2

They don't agree. (98001b, 1083.5200, 1084.5972)

12 Me malpei tiawi ru=tap preg nasum ki kapa mau.
but long.ago ancestors 3p.RS=NEG make house PREP tin NEG2

But long ago the old people didn't make houses from tin. (20001az, 312.9201, 323.4995)

13 Ru=ta involv top pak nanre ni sapot, ko enkarij-ki nafet
3p.RS=NEGinvolve much to side of support or encourage-TR group

tesa reki nanre skul mau.
child for side school NEG2

They are not involved as far as support or encouragement for the children at school.

(20001b, 431.4400, 440.7000)

14 Ru=ta nrik kineu ki gas kin ka=fo jenj-ki-n mau.
3p.RS=NEGtell 1sg PREP when COMP 1sgIRR=PSP:IR change-TR-3sgO NEG2

They didn't tell me when I would change it. (063:21)

The only example of mau 'NEG2' not occurring sentence finally is (15) in which it is followed by the

temporal adjunct tkal mes  'until today', possibly added as an afterthought.
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temporal adjunct tkal mes  'until today', possibly added as an afterthought.

15 Me a=ta ta jenj-ki-n mau tkal mes
but 1sgRS=DUR NEG change-TR-3sgO NEG2 touch today

But I still haven't changed it until today. (63:21)

There is free variation between tap and ta as we see in example (16) where there are two sentences from

the same speaker, with the same phonological environment, the first expressed by ta and the second by

tap.

16 Komam u=ta weswes skot loto mau.
1p.ex 1p.exRS=NEG work with car NEG2

Komam u=tap weswes skot enjin mau.
1p.ex 1p.exRS=NEG work with engine NEG2

We didn't work with cars. We didn't work with engines. (98003bz, 492.5200, 500.7600)

While most examples in the data include both parts of the negation, there are examples where the second

part of the negation is absent, usually in questions, and typically in the casual speech of younger people.

The following examples (all spoken by a young woman) show the absence of mau NEG2, which we

would expect to appear at the end of these sentences.

17 Wel kia ki=pe ta wi taosi kin tetwei a?
thus DEM 3sgPS=PF NEG good like COMP old INJ

Well it is not good like before. (070:29) (98009az, 614.9400, 619.)

18 Rui=pe ta mur na ruk=nrog a?
3p.PS=PF NEG want say 3p.IRR=hear INT

They don't want to hear, they don't believe, eh? (070:32) (98009az, 635.3, 638.1)

It is more common for the second part of the negation to be absent when the first part of the negation is

pronounced tap, as in (19).

19 Me komam ni Efat te-pur ru=tap weswes.
but 1p.ex of Efate DET-big 3p.RS=NEG work

But we from Efate, many don't work. (98017az, 2100.4288, 2103.0284)

As tap is also the negative verb meaning  'to not do sthg' it is possible that conversion between the verb

and particle accounts for the lack of the second negative marker with tap more often than with ta.
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§10.1.3.  ta Durative

The durative marker ta encodes an activity that is ongoing, and is best glossed as 'still'. In (20) the

context is a discussion of the merits of independence for Vanuatu, and the speaker says that the two

governments of the Condominium should have been still  left to still  continue educating the people, to

still  give them knowledge.

20 U=tl-i-ø i=wi tuk=ta tao kafman nranru
1p.RS=tell-TS-3sgO 3sgRS=good 1p.incIRR=DUR leave government two

rak=ta tu-kit ntaewen ke=ta lakor pa.
d.IRR=DUR give-1p. knowledge 3sgIRR=DUR maybe go

We said it is good (that)  we still  leave the two governments to keep giving us education,

that it might still go on. (045:46)

In (21) the speaker notes that, even though the main plaintiffs have died, a court case they brought is still

coming, using the durative ta to express the fact that it has still not occurred.

21 S. i=mat, R. i=mat, me kes nen i=ta to mai.
S 3sgRS=dead R 3sgRS=dead but case that 3sgRS=DUR STAT come

S. died, R. died, but that case still kept coming. (98016bz, 1088.8400, 1092.7200)

We need to distinguish the durative ta from the homophonous negative ta 'NEG'. Negation is

discontinuous and the negation markers usually occur in pairs of the form ta(p) .. mau (as discussed above

in §10.1.2.). In example (22) there are two ta particles but only one NEG2 particle mau. Thus we know

that only one ta can be the negative marker and the other ta must be the durative marker. The scope of the

negation in (22) could be the whole proposition (if the first ta is the negative), as in reading (22a), or a

potential and equally valid reading (out of context) would be (22b), where the scope of negation is only

over the final verb rather than the whole complement of the verb mro 'to think'.

22a A=ta mro-ki-n na ruk=fo mer ta puet kineu mau.
1sgRS=NEG think-TS-3sgO say 3p.IRR=PSP:IR in.turn DUR take 1sg NEG2

I don't think that they would still take me. (98014az, 591.8, 594.4400)

22b A=ta mro-ki-n na ruk=fo mer ta puet kineu mau.
1sgRS=DUR think-TS-3sgO say 3p.IRR=PSP:IR in.turn NEG take 1sg NEG2

I still think that they would not take me.  (98014az, 591.8, 594.4400)

The following examples also show the co-occurence of the negative and durative markers. In each case the

translation is the one given in context.

23 Nasum ru=ta ta pelgat-i-ø  mau.
house 3p.RS=DUR NEG open-TS-3sgO NEG2

The house, they still haven't opened it yet. (98002az, 1107.9600, 1115.5799)
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The house, they still haven't opened it yet. (98002az, 1107.9600, 1115.5799)

24 Malnen i=ta ta mramwi mau, a.a.
then 3sgRS=DUR NEG light good NEG2 INJ

Back then it still wasn't light (ie Christianity wasn't established). (98010az, 1158.1399,

1167.5400)

The combination of the durative particle and negative verb tik  'to not be' gives the reading of 'not yet' as

in example (25), where the speaker discusses a man who has a girlfriend, but does not yet have any

children.

25 Ki=pe pitlak asel ga me i=ta tik-ki tesa.
3sgIRR=PF have friend 3sgPOS but 3sgRS=DUR not.have-TR child

He had his girlfriend, but he still doesn't have any children. (98007az, 2557.5201, 2569.7400)

§10.1.4. f / fla  Conditional (CND) and 'may'

The conditional particles are f, glossed as conditional (CND) and  fla, glossed as 'may'. In the data they do

not co-occur with any other PVC particles except negation following the subject proclitic, and are

themselves followed only by the auxiliary and/or the main verb. While they share the same

morphosyntactic slot and can both function within a clause to express conditionality, they differ in that f

encodes a condition such that the clause (the protasis) often requires a following contingent main clause

(the apodosis), while fla 'may' does not require a following clause encoding the consequences of the

action.

We may expect that a conditional statement would correlate with irrealis mood as it encodes the

possibility of an event occurring rather than its actual occurrence. However, all examples in the data show

that the realis and not the irrealis form of the pronoun is used with both f and fla (see also the discussion

of mood marking in §6.4.4. Example (26) shows both particles in the same sentence and illustrates their

respective functions. It is a reflection on the speaker's time as a soldier in World War Two when he was

deciding whether to go to the Solomons with the US army. The first clause frames the condition ('If I

went') and the second clause encodes the consequence.

26 A=f mer pa me a=fla lakor wel Jimmy Steven.
1sgRS=CND in.turn go but 1sgRS=may maybe like p.name

If I had gone, I might be like Jimmy Stevens. (Jimmy Stevens who went to the Solomons

and came back alive). (041:22) (98003a, 1845.2000, 1851.4200)
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Example (27) shows two tokens of the conditional. The first is in a conditional main clause, while the

second occurs in a subordinate clause and functions to reinforce the conditionality and to jointly form the

protasis with its matrix clause which has its apodosis in the third clause ilakor wi 'it may be good'.

27 I=f=wel kin ta=f tigpiel i=lakor wi.
3sgRS=CND=thus COMP 1d.RS=CND exchange 3sgRS=maybe good

If we were to exchange it would be good. (Lit:If that if we exchange it would be good.)

(004b, 1002.4400, 1009.4801) (KN)

Turning to the second conditional particle, example (28) illustrates the use of fla 'may' in discussing the

number of residents in villages before Europeans came.

28 Tete gar ru=ta fla tkal fifti mau. Gar ru=nrfal mas.
some 3p. 3p.RS=NEG may touch fifty NEG2 3p. 3p.RS=few only

Some may not have reached fifty. They were only a few.  (090:21)(98017bz, 188.0999,

196.8000)

Sentence (29) was said to encourage an old man who was unsure about telling a story on tape. He was

told that that he 'may forget' (using fla 'CND') some parts of the story but that that should not stop him

from telling it.

29 Nlaken ku=fla supneki sef ntau go nana me pa=traus-i-ø.
because 2sgRS=may not.know what year and whatever but 2sgIRR=tell-TS-3sgO

Because you may not know which year or whatever, but you tell it. (98002az, 2043.0599,

2054.2799)

In a discussion about courtship the following sentence includes two conditionals, ifla pan 'he may go',

and ifla mal, 'he may not want to'.

30 Me wel-ki-n tem tesa nanwei i=fla pa=n me tem tesa
but thus-TR-3sgO father child male 3sgRS=may go=DST but father child

nmatu i=fla mal ke=fo mer ler.
female 3sgRS=may not.want 3sgIRR=PSP:IR again return

And the boy's father may go (to ask for the girl) but the girl's father may not want it, he

(the boy's father) will go back again. (066:106)(98003bz, 1426.4999, 1441.1400)

§10.1.5. Auxiliary verbs

We use the term auxiliary for the group of verbs that appear within the PVC. In South Efate the

immediately pre-verbal position is a slot for the benefactive phrase (discussed in §11.4.2.) and the

preceding verbal elements have become grammaticised into auxiliary verbs. Following Steele (1999:50)

we use the positional and morphological resemblance of the auxiliaries to verbs as the main reason for not

treating these elements simply as pre-verbal particles. In fact, as each of these stems can also occur as

main verbs it appears that their function as auxiliary verbs results from a reinterpretation of an earlier
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main verbs it appears that their function as auxiliary verbs results from a reinterpretation of an earlier

serial verb construction3. The auxiliary position can be distinguished structurally by its position before

the slot in which a benefactive phrase can occur (as shown in (31)).

31 S=(PVC) (AUX)  (Benefactive phrase) V

A further proof of the status of auxiliary verbs is the distribution of the couplet pelpel 'quickly' and

trapelpel 'to be quick'. The adverb pelpel only occurs modifying a main verb and cannot act as a main

verb by itself as we see in (32b), unlike trapelpel which can only appear as a main verb and is never a

verbal modifier. While the translation of (32a) uses the adverb 'quickly', in fact trapelpel 'to be quick' is

the main verb following the auxiliary verb mai 'come'.

32a Go tuk=fo tae preg nawesien gamus nen ke=mai trapelpel.
and 1p.incIRR=PSP:IR know make work 2p.O that 3sgIRR=come be.quick

And we would be able to do your work so that it would come quickly.  (98018az, 1336.2400,

1340.3400)

32b I=tae sef pelpel me katom i=kano.
3sgRS=be.able escape quickly but h.crab 3sgRS=unable

He can escape quickly, but the hermit crab cannot. (98009a, 62.6800, 65.2313)

Using trapelpel 'be quick' as a diagnostic of a main verb position in the Verb Complex we can show that

tae  'be able to' is part of the auxiliary in (33) because it is followed by trapelpel and not pelpel as it

would if tae  were acting as a main verb.

33 Rak=fregnrog-o-ø nen [rak], rak=tae trapelpel.
2/3d.IRR=try:IR-TS-3sgO that 2/3d.IRR 2/3d.IRR=be.able be.quick

They try to[they], they can hurry.  (98010az, 128.8400, 139.4000)

The set of verbs that can appear in the auxiliary position is quite small, as shown in Table  10:1.

Auxiliary verbs occur with ordering restrictions that identify four groups, with the first group ordered

before the second and so on when they co-occur, although there is no example of all four co-occurring.

position.

3 For example, consider these equivalent structures, (i) in Namakir (Sperlich 1991) which uses a

core-layer SVC, and (ii) South Efate which uses an auxiliary and main verb.

i) Ko marisa ko daliw / 2sg cannot 2s walk

ii) Ku=kano siwer  / 2sgRS=be.unable walk
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Table  10:1  Auxiliary verbs

1* 2 3 4

mer again, in 
turn

kano be unable to ler return mai come

lakor maybe pan go

mal not want to

mas must

nrus just

pei first

traem try

tae know, be able to

to** do habitually (HAB)

* In the data the negative particle ta  only appears in this position in the auxiliary,

following the first element of the auxiliary mer 'again'.

** The habitual to  can occur after some members of its own group 2 (tae to, mal to) which

may, with further examples, require the specification of a further slot between 2 and 3 in

Table 1.

Some examples of the ordering of auxiliary verbs follow. In (34) we can see that mer ler  are both in the

auxiliary rather than main verb position because the benefactive ga '3sgBEN' intervenes before the main

verb traus:

34 Pa=mer ler ga traus-i-ø  teflan fat nen i=mai.
2sgIRR=again return 3sgBEN tell-TS-3sgO how rock that 3sgRS=come

You tell him again how that rock came.  (MW 28/9/98)

In the next example we see the ordering of three (bolded) auxiliary verbs.

35 Go ra=mer ler mai nrik kafman ki-ø
and d.RS=again return come tell government PREP-3sgO

And we(2) went back to tell the government about it. (022)

Examples of each auxiliary verb in turn follow, and for each item the first example includes a benefactive

phrase, illustrating the point that these verbs can occur in the pre-benefactive position, and hence are

acting as auxiliary verbs.
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§10.1.5.1.  mer 'again', 'in turn'  (Group 1)

The following examples illustrate the auxiliary mer 'again', which can also be mean 'in turn' (39), or 'too'

(38)4.

36 I=mer ga preg timen i=lim.
3sgRS=again 3sgBEN make arrow 3sgRS=five

He again got five arrows for him. (98017bz, 2601.1651, 2602.8588)

37 Ru=mer ta lek kineu mau.
3p.S=again NEG look 1sg NEG2

They didn't see me again.  (063:95)

38 Nafet tija plak Sante skul a=mer lekor-wer ntau
group teacher with Sunday skul 1sgRS=again look.after-3sgOBL year

i=laru nen a=mer lekor  tesa skul e-sa.
3sgRS=seven that 1sgRS=again look.after child skul LOC-here

All the teachers and the Sunday School, I looked after them too for seven years and the

children too at the school here.  (040:40, 98003a, 1232.4, 1239)

In addition to meaning 'again' mer can also mean 'in turn'. In the following example the chief is

suggesting to his village that maybe they should marry some foreigners. There is no suggestion that the

addressees were married before and are getting remarried, hence the reading of mer as 'in turn':

39 A=mro-ki-n nag akam u=f mer taulu tete.
1sgRS=think-TR-3sgO say 2p. 2p.RS=CND in.turn marry some.

I think that  you should now marry some.  (012:26)

The following example is from a discussion of the visit of an anthropologist who stayed at Erakor in the

1960s. The speaker refers to my (ie the addressee's) visit in 1998 saying kumer mai to 'you again come

stay'. As I had not visited before, the event that occurs 'again', or perhaps, 'in turn' is the (extremely rare)

visit of an interested white person.

40 Me namolien ni mes, kin ag ku=mer mai to,
but life of today COMP 2sg 2sgRS=in.turn hither stay

namolien ni mes i=kerkerai.
life of today 3sgRS=hard

But life today, which you have in turn come  to, life today is hard.  (98003bz, 355.1600,

362.7400)

ii) Ku=kano siwer  / 2sgRS=be.unable walk

4For a discussion of the scope of 'again' see Evans (1995:239) also with specific reference to the

Australian language Mayali.
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§10.1.5.2.  kano 'be unable'  (Group 2)

The following examples illustrate the auxiliary kano 'to be unable to', 'cannot'.

41 A=kano gag saen.
1sgRS=unable 2sgBEN sign

I can't sign for you. (98017az, 175.69, 177.5105)

42 Me i=kano pan pai nasok, i=kano pan kuk, pan ke=fei
but 3sgRS=unable go fill rubbish 3sgRS=unable go cook go 3sgIRR=first:IR

piatlak wik i=nru i=tol.
have week 3sgRS=two 3sgRS=three

But she can't collect the rubbish, she can't cook, until there's been two weeks, three

weeks [after she has given birth]. (98003bz, 1175.8, 1183.5999)

43 Go nmatu i=kano taos mes.
and woman 3sgRS=unable be.like today

And a women couldn't (do what she does) like today. (065:54) (98003bz, 1124.0799, 1129.8399)

44 Ku=kano lek tesa i=sigpir. Ku=kano lek tesa i=til nafsan sa.
2sgRS=unable see child 3sgRS=disobey 2sgRS=unable see child 3sgRS=tell language bad

You wouldn't see a child disobey. You wouldn't see a child use bad language. (in the

good old days) (98007bz, 527.2600, 537.8599)

45 Ru=kano totan skot apap me iak reki natrauswen.
3p.RS=unable sit with father and mother for story

They can't sit with their father and mother for stories. (20001b, 348.7556, 351.3600)

§10.1.5.3.  lakor 'maybe'  (Group 2)

The following examples illustrate the auxiliary lakor  'maybe'.

46 Tete ru=lakor gag traus-i-ø?
some 3p.RS=maybe 2sgBEN tell-TS-3sgO

Maybe someone  told you it?  (PW 98014b)

47 Matol ga ke=fo lakor mer mai go?
tomorrow 3sg 3sgIRR=PSP:IR maybe again come tag

Maybe tomorrow he'll come again, or what? (98005a)

48 A=lakor pitlak ntau twelev mas.
1sgRS=maybe have year twelve only
Maybe I was only twelve years old. (98017bz, 1116.4991, 1118.4599)
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Maybe I was only twelve years old. (98017bz, 1116.4991, 1118.4599)

§10.1.5.4.  mal 'not want'  (Group 2)

The following examples illustrate the auxiliary mal 'to not want'.

49 Ru=mal neu ps-i-ø.
3p.RS=not.want 1sgBEN put-TS-3sgO
They didn't want to put it (there) for me.  (98016bz, 478.5800, 484.1400)

50 Ru=mal mai ripot-ki-ø.
3p.RS=not.want come report-TR-3sgO

They don't want to come and report it. (98018b, 1088.2, 1089.5199)

The next example includes a common collocation, mal + to 'stative', which means 'don't want to'. The use

of to'stative, habitual' in this expression breaches the ordering of auxiliary verbs given in (33). However,

the use of to in this expression is best treated as idiomatic, and so not governed by the normal ordering

restrictions given in (33).

51 Ru=mal tl-i-ø, i=pitlak tete nen ru=tae tl-i-ø,
3p.RS=not.want tell-TS-3sgO 3sgRS=have some that 3p.RS=know tell-TS-3sgO

go tete nen ru=mal to tl-i-ø.
and some that 3p.RS=not.want STAT tell-TS-3sgO

They don't want to say. There are some that can say, and some that will not say.  (98010az,

2215.6350, 2220.7139)

§10.1.5.5.  mas 'must'  (Group 2)

The Bislama-derived mas 'must' is well established as an auxiliary verb in South Efate. Some examples of

its use follow. There is no example in the data of mas occurring with a following benefactive phrase.

52 Tesa ruk=mas tae mes.
child 3p.IRR=must know today

Children must know today. (98016bz, 545.9, 547.5779)

53 Go tuk=mas preg tefla, vernacular nen kin nafsan
and 1p.IRR=mustmake thus " that REL language

ke=mas ler mai pak natkon.
3sgIRR=must return come to village

And we must do this, the vernacular, the language, must come back to the village.

(20001b, 509.9600, 519.3800)

§10.1.5.6. nrus 'just' (Group 2)

There are few examples of nrus 'just' acting as an auxiliary verb, and no examples in the data of it
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There are few examples of nrus 'just' acting as an auxiliary verb, and no examples in the data of it

occurring before a benefactive phrase (where it would prove its position in the auxiliary).

54 Ru=mer nrus mai pak Ekasufat.
3p.RS=in.turn just come to p.name

Then they just came to Ekasufat. (98007az, 63.4364, 66.7399)

55 Atlag ni November 1999 mai, a=nrus pan sat experience nanre ni public service.
month of " " come 1sgRS=just go take " side of " "

In November 1999 I just went and got experience in the public service. (20003az, 1411.8999,

1424.2303)

§10.1.5.7.  pei 'first'  (Group 2)

The following examples illustrate the auxiliary pei 'first'.

56 Kineu kai=pei gamus preg nag i=to.
1sg 1sgPS=first 2p.BEN make that 3sg=stay

I first got it for you (Lit: I first for you made that it existed)   (98018az, 1668.7, 1670.6565)

This example is from text 6 in Appendix A, which is part of a demonstration of roof thatch making in

which the rowat 'sago palm' leaf is first pinned to hold it to the coconut spathe, before the rest of the

thatch construction can be undertaken.

57 Ka=fo mer pei mas, mas pin.
1sgIRR=PSP:IR again first must must pin

I must then first pin (it). (20001az, 84.1800, 87.4891)

§10.1.5.8.  traem 'try'  (Group 2)

The following examples illustrate the auxiliary traem 'to try'. Traem  is a Bislama form that is now well

incorporated into South Efate. The equivalent in South Efate is pregnrog 'try', and the two can co-occur as

we see below, but the South Efate form does not function as an auxiliary verb in the data.

58 A=mur-i-n na pa=traem ga preg tete nalkes gag.
1sgRS=want-TS-3sgO say 2sgIRR=try 3sgBEN make some medicine 2sgPOS

I want you to try to make some of your medicine for him. (20001b, 2471.3018, 2478.1613)

59 Tuk=traem pamor tete solusen preg nen proplem ke=nom.
1p.IincRS=try find some solution make that problem 3sgIRR=finish

We try to find a solution so that there are no problems. (98018az, 1054.69, 1057.4200)

There are several examples of both the Bislama traem and the South Efate pregnrog occurring together,

always with traem in the auxiliary position and pregnrog in the main verb position (there are no

examples of either form co-occurring as both auxiliary and main verb in the one sentence).
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examples of either form co-occurring as both auxiliary and main verb in the one sentence).

60 Ko=traem pregnrog-o-ø nen kin sernale tefla ne
1p.exIRR=try try-TS-3sgO that COMP everything like this

pa=tap tkal-i-ø mau.
2sgIRR=NEG touch-TS-3sgO NEG2

We try (to try?) so that you don't touch everything like this. (98018az, 2046.7188, 2045.8600)

61 Pa=traem pregnrog-o-ø nen kin pa=freg-i-ø.
2sgIRR=try try-TS-3sgO that REL 2sgIRR-TS-3sgO

You try to attempt to do it.   (98018az, 2304.3, 2306.0601)

§10.1.5.9.  tae 'be able to' (Group 2)

The following examples illustrate the auxiliary tae  'to be able to'. As a main verb tae  typically means 'to

know', as we see in (65). The semantic range of tae is similar to that of save in Bislama.

62 I=lel na, tete munwei nen ke=tae ga
3sgRS=look ART some healer that 3sgIRR=be.able 3sgBEN

pamor nlak namsaki ga.
find trunk sickness 3sgPOS

He looks for some healer that can find the cause of his sickness for him. (98009b, 1080.8035,

1085.7400)

63 Go ru=preg boe ru=tae weswes nanre ni planter.
and 3p.RS=make boy  3p.RS=know work side of planter

And they make some boys know how to work with the planters. (98017az, 2470.7199,

2480.4799)

64 I=f=wel ku=f tae neu pakot tete namrun ni nasum
3sgRS=CND=thus 2sgRS=CND know 1sgBEN pay some thing of house

If you could buy me some household things...  (98016bz, 115.7909, 118.4729)

65 Me ku=tae wak pur nen i=ta pi wak mau.
but 2sgRS=know pig big that 3sgRS=NEG be pig NEG2

But you know that big pig is not a pig at all. (004a, 211.5600, 215.9000)
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§10.1.5.10.  to 'habitual' (HAB) (Group 2)

The auxiliary to means 'to do habitually' (HAB) while the main verb to usually means 'to be in the state

of'' (STAT) as shown in (69).

66 Ru=f to nigmam traus-i-ø, ko=fo tae, me gar i=tik.
3p.RS=CND HAB 1p.exBEN tell-TS-3sgO 1p.exR=PSP:IR know but 3p. 3sgRS=not

If they had told it to us, we would know, but they didn't. (20001az, 771, 777.4000)

67 Go sernale nen ru=to ler pa.
and everything that 3p.RS=HAB return go

And everything there would go back. (98001az, 2126.1599, 2128.0473)

68 Gar nen ru=to lekor nmatu e-sum.
3p. REL 3p.RS=HAB watch.over woman LOC-house
They look after women at home. (98003bz, 1073.3799, 1076.0999)

In (69) we see the stative use of the main verb to, describing the activity of looking from up high in a

tree (similar to the use of stap in Bislama).

69 Pa=fa=n pag-ki natog  to elag to, ku=tae to lek nait.
2sgIRR=go=DST climb-TR mangrove at high at 2sgRS=be.able STAT see figtree

You go and climb the mangrove up high, you will be able to see the fig tree. (98007bz,

1796.4001, 1801.4400)

§10.1.5.11.  ler 'return'  (Group 3)

The following examples illustrate the auxiliary ler 'to return', which usually occurs following the

auxiliary mer 'again'. Even when it occurs without mer, ler  'return' can mean 'again', as it refers to

something that returns, which can include an event. In (70) the child's homesickness makes him return to

thinking about his own place.

70 Tesa i=na i=kai go ki=ler mro pak esan ga.
child 3sgRS=begin.to 3sgRS=cry and 3sgIRR think to place 3sgPOS

The child began to cry and his thoughts returned to his place/ he again thought about his

place. (98009b, 101.9800, 110.6601)

71 Pa=mer ler ga traus-i-ø teflan fat nen i=mai.
2sgIRR=again return 3sgBEN tell-TS-3sgO how rock that 3sgRS=come

You tell him again how that rock came to be there. (98002bz, 1986.7, 1988.44)

72 I=f wel kin tuk=mer ler sat kastom gakit.
3sgRS=CND thus COMP 1p.exIRR=again return take custom 1p.incPOS

If we went back to taking our custom. ....  (98010a, 2372.9, 2376.3251)
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73 Malnen u=ler mai pak Efil, naintin torti-eit.
then 1p.exRS=return come to p.name nineteen thirty-eight

Then we returned to Vila, 1938. (98011a, 224.3800, 234.8000)

§10.1.5.12. mai 'come'  (Group 4)

The following examples illustrate the auxiliary mai 'to come'. The use of the auxiliary mai, and pa/pan

in the same group, is, together with directional particles (§9.1.2.4.), the main means of encoding

direction. Verb serialisation does not play this role in South Efate.

74 Pa=mai ni Kaltog preg nalkis.
2sgIRR=come for p.name make medicine

You bring medicine for Kaltong. (20001b, 2445.1, 2451)

75 Ru=mai tao Baibol.
3p.RS=come leave bible

They came and left the Bible. (98002az, 787.5063, 790.1599)

76 Kai=pe mai matur e-sum.
1sgPS=PF come sleep LOC-house

I came back to sleep at home. (20003az, 1052.3, 1053.7000)

§10.1.5.13. pa/pan 'go'  (Group 4)

The following examples illustrate the auxiliary pa/pan 'to go', which has the same meaning as when it is

used as a main verb.

77 Komam natamol  kerkerai ko=fo tae pan gar slat-i-ø mai.
1p.ex people  strong  1p.exIRR=PSP:IR know go 3p.BEN carry-TS-3sgO come

We strong people would be able to carry it for them. (98003b, 740.7001, 746.0200)

Example (78) is about a spirit who needs to be given a woman as an offering. The villagers will go and

give him a live woman, so the sentence includes a benefactive, providing the diagnostic environment for

the auxiliary status of pan 'go'.

78 Go ru=po pan  ga ps-i-ø i=mol.
and 3p.RS=PSP go 3sgBEN put-TS-3sgRS 3sgRS=live

And they would go and put her there, alive, for him. (98009b, 461.9656, 464.2800)

When pan 'go' is reduplicated it means 'to keep on going', or 'until'

79 Ra=pan pan pan i=mer lao-ki-ø nagis ni Erueti.
d.RS=go:RED 3sgRS=again plant-TR-3sgO point of p.name

They went and went until he placed (shellfish) at Erueti point.  (20003bz, 397.6799, 401.3741)
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§10.1.6.  tme/tmo 'reflexive/reciprocal, emphatic' (RR)

The reflexive/reciprocal (RR) particle tmo5 can occur when there is identity between the subject and the

object, or to emphasise that the subject is the actor. A pronominal suffix to the RR particle indexes the

object which is coreferential to the subject. These pronominal suffixes are almost all identical to the

(nominal) direct possessive forms rather than the (verbal) object suffix forms which suggests a nominal

origin for the reflexive particle (see the discussion on types of reflexives and reciprocals in Lichtenberk

1994).

There are no examples of the RR occurring with a benefactive construction, and it appears that it is

simply not possible to have a structure like that in (80). It may be that the reflexive/reciprocal and

benefactive compete for the same position.

80 *Ru=tme-r nigneu preg nafnag.
  3p.RS=RR-3p.DP 1sgBEN make food

 They made food for each other for my benefit. (constructed example)

The RR construction is transitive in South Efate even though the subject and object of the verb are

identical.  Thus, in (81) the transitive form of the verb lel  'to look for' is used in an RR construction

rather than the intransitive le 'to look'.

81 Ke=fa=n tme-n lel nrau ke=tme-n lel nmarteu.
3sgIRR=go:IR=DST RR-3sgDP look.for laplap.leaf 3sgIRR=RR-3sgDP look.for dry.coconut

She would herself  go and look for laplap leaves, herself  look for dry coconut.  (98003bz,

991.0800, 999.5599)

Similarly, in (82) the ambitransitive verb mtir 'to write' takes the transitive suffix and O suffix, indicating

it is acting in a transitive construction. The reflexive/reciprocal particle in this example is acting to

emphasise the 2sg subject.

82 Ag ku=pitlak ntaewen, ag pa=fo tmo-m mtir-i-ø.
2sg 2sgRS=have knowledge 2sg 2sgIRR=PSP:IR RR-2sgDP write-TS-3sgO

You have knowledge, you will write it yourself. (98009a, 1917.0189, 1920.5800)

The relative ordering of the durative, stative and RR particles can be seen in the following example.

83 1941 me natamol ru=ta to tme-r si-r.
" but people 3p.RS=DUR STAT RR-3p.DP shoot-3p.O

In 1941 people were still shooting at each other. (98003a, 1583.0199, 1586.5)

Australian language Mayali.

5The reflexive/reciprocal marker has the form tme in 3sg and 3pl.
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Lichtenberk (1994:3506) discusses the use of reflexives when a part rather than the whole of a participant

is affected by his or her action and the part that is affected is specified in addition to the reflexive marker.

Example (84) shows that nraekit 'our foreheads/ faces' further specifies the reflexive object.

84 Preg tak=tmo-kit lek nrae=kit i=tik.
make 1d.IRR=RR-1p.DP look face-1p.DP 3sgRS=not

Look face to face, no. (Lit: Make we(2) to ourselves look at our faces, no) (066:89)

Reciprocity can be seen in the next example in which a reflexive reading would imply that each person

chose themself instead of the correct reading in which some of those spoken about chose each other.

85 Tete ru=tme-r mtalu-e-r.
some 3p.RS=RR-3p.DP choose-TS-3p.O
Some chose each other. (98017az, 2271.6600, 2274.02)

In (86) the participants paint themselves, and the location of the painting is further specified by the

directly possessed nakor 'their faces'. A reciprocal reading is possible here in which each participant

painted another's face.

86 Ru=sat nas timen ru=tme-r mtir nak-o-r.
3p.RS=take bow arrow 3p.RS=RR-3p. write face-V-3p.DP

They took bows and arrows, they painted their faces. (Lit: they painted themselves (on)

their faces) (089:35) (98017az, 898.4600, 904.8800)

The RR particle also emphasises the subject, as in the use of 'self' in English expressions like 'I did it

myself'. This emphatic use of the reflexive is illustrated in the following examples.

87 Ag ku=pitlak ntaewen, ag pa=fo tmo-m mtir-i-ø.
2sg 2sgRS=have knowledge 2sg 2sgIRR=PSP:IR RR-2sgDP write-TS-3sgO
You have knowledge, you will write it yourself  (98009az, 1937.6490, 1940.3600)

Example (88) comes from a story about choosing marriage partners.  The subject is an impersonal 2sg

(similar to 'one' in English) and the RR particle emphasises that one chooses one's partner oneself.

88 Ag ku=tmo-m jus-ki-n.
2sg 2sgRS=RR-2sgDP choose-TR-3sgO

You choose him yourself. (070:102) (98009az, 1310.4535, 1311.8)

When both an emphatic and reflexive/reciprocal meaning are possible we can use the context to determine

which is intended. For example, only an emphatic meaning is sensible in (89) for which the reflexive

reading would be that the witness should come and talk to himself. This example also shows the ordering

of the reflexive/reciprocal following an auxiliary verb.
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of the reflexive/reciprocal following an auxiliary verb.

89 Me witness ke=mas mai tme-n pes.
but witness 3sgIRR=must come RR-3sgDP talk

The witness must come and speak him/herself. (98018az, 1676.6, 1679.0800)

§10.1.7. Quantifiers

Quantifiers that can occcur in the PVC are:
mau(i) all, big group
nomser all, every one
nru two, both
skei one, alone

Each of the quantifiers is exemplified in turn below. In example (90) the AUX mer 'again' precedes the

quantifier maui 'all'.

90 Selwan ntas i=ler pan go u=mer maui to wi.
when sea 3sgRS=return go and 1p.exRS=again all stay good

When the sea went out again, we all were good again (after a cyclonic high tide).

(98007az, 1458.6844, 1463.1001)

In example (91) the quantifier nomser 'all' precedes the main verb mai  'come'.

91 Katom ru=nomser mai pak naor i=skei.
h.crab 3p.RS=all come to place 3sgRS=one
The hermit crabs all came to one place. (98009az, 264.6, 266.5503)

In example (92) the quantifier nru 'two' follows the AUX tae  'to know, be able to' and precedes the main

verb  pa 'go'.

92 Pa=tae nru pa.
2sgIRR=be.able two go

You can both go.  (98002az, 1330.5000, 1332.2341)

In (93) the quantifier skei precedes the verb ler 'to return'.

93 Ka=mur na ka=fo skei ler.
1sgRS=want COMP 1sgIRR=PSP:IR one return

I want to return by myself. (20001az, 1134.6, 1136.3599)

§10.2. Object in the verb complex

The object is encoded either as a pronominal suffix, or as an NP. Two examples are given here, and a

more detailed treatment of pronominal suffix objects can be found in the discussion of the NP in

§5.1.4.3.1. and in the discussion of the form of the transitive suffix that hosts the O suffix in §8.1.
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The plural suffix -r '3p.O' occupies the slot immediately following the transitive suffix as seen in (94)

94 Ru=po pa=n msag-i-r nanre nawen i=pen.
3p.RS=PSP go=DST fetch-TS-3p.O side sand 3sgRS=heap

They would go and get them from where the sand heaped up. (98002b, 2179.6, 2181.5)

The lexical O follows the verb, as in (95) and never co-occurs with the suffix O.

95 I=pa=n min nalkis.
3sgRS=go=DST drink medicine

He went and drank medicine. (005a, 1596.0599, 1598.8164)

§10.3. su Perfective

The perfective su6 encodes a completed action, and occurs at the end of the Verb Complex, either directly

after the verb, or following the object.

96 Ru=fla pan fam su ru=mer mai.
3p.RS=may go eat PF 3p.RS=again come

If they finished eating they came back again. (98010bz, 336.9199, 343.7000)

97 Kineu  a=pam natamol i=tol su.
1sg IsgRS=eat man 3sgRS=three PF

I have eaten three men. (004a, 371.8400, 391.9201)

98 Komam u=skul pan u=skul su.
1p.ex 1p.exRS=school go 1p.exRS=school PF

We schooled until we finished school. (98010bz, 1465.3, 1468.9)

Su is also a verb meaning 'to go down' as shown in (99) and Hopper and Traugott (1993:79) note that the

grammaticalisation of terms for 'down' to a completive or perfective is not uncommon in languages of the

world.

99 Ale ku=siwer su mai pak napu nen i=nran i=pat-wes.
ok 2sgRS=walk down come to road REL 3sgRS=divide 3sgRS=four-3sgOBL

Okay, you walk down, come to the road that divides four ways.  (98017az, 1012.9799,

1026.7200)

5The reflexive/reciprocal marker has the form tme in 3sg and 3pl.

6 Crowley (1998:128) calls the identical perfective suffix -su a post-Object suffix in Sye.



Chapter 11,  Simple sentences

Having described key constituents in the grammar of South Efate we now move on to observe how they

combine into larger units. In this chapter we will provide a definition and examples of core arguments and

adjuncts before describing simple sentences, including topicalisation, question formation and negation.

§11.1. Arguments in South Efate

South Efate is a head-marking language (Nichols 1992), in which core arguments are encoded by

pronominals attached to the Verbal Complex. Core syntactic arguments encoded in this way in South

Efate are S, the subject of transitive and intransitive verbs, and O. There has been some discussion in the

literature concerning the status of pronominal affixes and whether they encode or cross-reference arguments

(Austin and Bresnan 1996, Bresnan and Mchombo 1995, Lichtenberk 1997). As the subject proclitic is

obligatory (except for the special construction of clause chaining §12.3.2.) we regard it as representing the

subject argument, so any other nominals acting in the role of subject are considered to be co-indexing the

argument. As the object suffix can alternate with a lexical1 object either can be considered the head of the

object NP.

1We distinguish bound from lexical instantiation of arguments, and for this purpose regard any free

form that can stand as an argument as lexical, including free pronouns.
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In Table 11:1 we set out  criteria to distinguish S, O, and oblique arguments as well as adjuncts in South

Efate.

Table 11:1 Criteria for distinguishing S, O, Obliques and adjuncts
Subject - proclitic and lexical subject precede the verb.

- proclitic is the only obligatory argument.

First object - suffix and lexical O follow the verb.

- presence of suffix is subject to certain conditions (see §8.1.3.)

- required with transitive and ditransitive verbs.

Second Object - typically introduced by prepositions (ki, ni), but may not be

as in the case of some double object constructions.

- required with ditransitive verbs.

Adjunct - optional elements not required by the verb.

We can test the argument status of the nominal following a verb by ascertaining if it can be encoded by a

suffix on the verb. For example, in (1a) there are two double object constructions (in bold face). To

determine which of the two nominals acts as the first object of the verb tu 'to give' we can construct an

alternative formulation for the last part of this sentence as in (1b) in which the recipient is encoded by a

suffix (-k '2sgO')2 which indicates that the recipient functions as an O. There is no equivalent way of

encoding the theme (ntaewen 'knowledge' ) directly on the verb.

1a I=tilmori i=pitlak sup kerkrai me i=piatlak iwelkia
3sgRS=tell-true 3sgRS=own habit strong but 3sgRS-own so

i=tu ag ntaewen i=tu kineu ntaewen.
3sgRS=give 2sg knowledge 3sgRS=give 1sg knowledge

It's true he was a hard man, but he gave you some knowledge, he gave me knowledge. (087:64)

(98017a, 2459.2800, 2470.7801)

1b ...i=tu-o-k ntaewen i=tao ntaewen.
... 3sgRS=give-TS-2sgO knowledge 3sgRS-give.1sgO knowledge

.... he gave you knowledge, he gave me knowledge (elicited)

Adjuncts occur as either a juxtaposed NP expressing the time or location of the action encoded in the verb,

form that can stand as an argument as lexical, including free pronouns.

2 The second verb in (1b) tu 'to give' has a suppletive 1sgO form tao in (1b) which also indicates

that the object can be encoded on the verb here, but not as a suffix in this case due to the

idiosyncratic nature of this verb.

or as an instrumental or comitative prepositional phrase. In (2) the temporal adjunct kotfan  'afternoon' is
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or as an instrumental or comitative prepositional phrase. In (2) the temporal adjunct kotfan  'afternoon' is

juxtaposed and follows the intransitive verb matur 'to sleep'.

2 U=pak  Tanna pulpog u=pa mai matur kotfan.
1p.exRS=go.to Tanna morning 1p.exRS=go come sleep afternoon

He worked for the tribunal, we went to Tanna in the morning, would go and come back in the

afternoon to sleep. (060:44) (98002az, 543.2399, 551.2400)

In (3) there are two adjunct NPs, the first Sak Bei 'Shark Bay' indicates the location, and the second

namba faef 'number five' indicates the time of the event which is encoded in the intransitive verb matur

'to sleep'.

3 U=mai matur Sak Bei namba faef.
1p.exRS=come sleep p.name number five

We came and slept at Shark Bay on the fifth. (021:31) (004b, 1476.7200, 1481.0371)

In example (4) we see two prepositional phrases, skot apap me iak 'with father and mother' and reki

natrauswen 'for stories'. Both follow the verb but neither is required by the intransitive verb totan 'to sit'

4 Ru=kano totan skot apap me iak reki natrauswen.
3p.RS=cannot sit with father and mother for story

They can't sit with father and mother to hear stories. (20001b, 349.2386, 351.3600)

Example (5) shows the position of the NP expressing location following the verb and marked by the

locative prefix (e-).

5 Ru=wat-gi=r, e-mrom nana, prison.
3p.RS=hit-TS-3p.O LOC-inside HESIT prison

They hit them, inside prison.  (98014az, 1946.6, 1948.7599)

It is not uncommon for location NPs (e.g. Tontar in 6) to occur following the verb with no locative

marker.

6 U=pa-n torwak Tontar.
1p.excRS=go=DST anchor p.name

We went and dropped anchor at Tontar. (005a, 214.5600, 217.5)

§11.2. Simple sentences

As discussed in the introduction to chapter 10, the basic sentence in South Efate is often realised simply

as a Verb Complex with bound pronominal arguments. Arguments can be reinforced for discourse

purposes by the use of lexical nouns which may be topicalised or left-dislocated for greater prominence. In

the following sections we will discuss basic clause structure, then the use of topicalisation, dislocation

and clefting as methods to increase discourse prominence, and finally we will discuss question formation

and negation. Complex sentences are discussed in Chapter 12.
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and negation. Complex sentences are discussed in Chapter 12.

§11.2.1. Verbal clauses

The basic order within verbal clauses is SVO. The subject proclitic is obligatory (except in chained

clauses §12.3.2.) and the subject may additionally be expressed by a lexical noun. The O may be

expressed by a pronominal suffix. A minimal sentence consists of a verb stem with a  subject (and

object suffix). Thus iskotir 'she was with them' in (7) is a grammatical South Efate sentence on its

own.

7 Ra=pitlak tesa nmatu iskei. I=skot-i-r to.
3d.RS=have child girl one 3sgRS=be.with-TS-3p.O stay

They had a daughter. She stayed with them. (98009b, 1180.8999, 1187.4000)

Where a subject is expressed lexically it usually has the function of emphasising the subject in the

sentence, as in (8) where tesa 'children' is the subject of a command, 'eat the bananas!'.

8 Tesa, ko=pam nanrmem!
children 2p.IRR=eat banana

Children, you eat the bananas!  (98017bz, 648.54, 650)

In (9) natrauswen 'story' is the subject which is further marked on the verb by the proclitic i= '3sgRS'.

9 Go natrauswen nen i=nom esa.
and story that 3sgRS=finish here

And that story finishes here. (98003bz, 211.5600, 214.8400)

An O may be expressed by a pronominal suffix (-k '2sgO') as in (10), or by a lexical item as in (11) where

it is the free pronoun kineu 'me' which acts as the O.

10 Ka=fo kano pestaf-i-k ke=top.
1sgIRR=PSP:IR be.unable talk-TS-2sgO 3sgIRR=much

I won't be able to speakt to you too much. (98018az, 2098.3124, 2101.4)

11 Mama neu i=to maet-ki kineu.
mother 1sgPOS 3sgRS=STAT angry-TR 1sg

My mother would be angry with me. (20003az, 2060.4266, 2064.7634)

With ditransitive verbs (§7.1.7.) the verb is followed by the Recipient and then the Theme both of which

can be unmarked NPs, as in the following two examples.
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12 Ra=to tu tesa tete nanromien.
3d.RS=STAT give child some present

They would give children some presents.  (005a, 915.6766, 919.6292)

13 Malfane ke=fo tu-kit naik.
now 3sgIRR=PSP:IR give-1p.inclO fish

Now he will give us fish. (98011a, 1960.1599, 1968.0400)

§11.2.1.1. Equative and existential clauses

Equative and existential clauses make use of the copula verb pi 'be'.  As an illustration of the verbal nature

of the copula in South Efate it can appear in irrealis form as in (14). Recall from §6.4.5.1. that only

particles of the PVC and verb stems permit stem-initial mutation.

14 Go gar ru=mai kleim nen ru=freg nen ke=fi dispiut.
and 3p. 3p.RS=come claim that 3p.RS=make:IR that 3sgIRR=be:IR dispute

And they made a claim so that there would be a dispute. (20003az, 706.7001, 709.7400)

As further proof of the verbal status of pi consider example (15) where pi is preceded by the PVC particle

lakor  'maybe', which can only precede verbs.

15 Go i=lakor pi te-wan natrauswen mas nen a=pitlak-e-n ki.
and 3sgRS=maybe be det-one story only that 1sgRS=have-TS-3sgO FOC

And that is about the only story that I have.  (98007az, 2009.5400, 2012.9)

The copula in South Efate is used in equative structures to assert the identity of two entities (Payne

1997:114), one being the subject and the other being in the predicate. Examples of such structures are

given below.

16 Me nmatu nen ru=pi nmatu ni nafet ofisa.
but woman that 3p.RS=be woman of group officer

But those women are the wives of all the officers. (98003az, 1767.3399, 1773.9799)

17 Me natamol i=skei i=pi natamol ni Banks.
but man 3sgRS=one 3sgRS=be man of p.name

But this man, he is a man from the Banks Islands. (20001b, 1199.6000, 1203.6808)

In (18) the pronominal subject equates to the NP 'the husband of the child of a man from Bufa' by use of

the copula pi.

18 Ga i=pi marik ni tesa ni marik ni Epuf.
3sg 3sgRS=be man of child of man of p.name

He is the husband of the child of a man from Bufa.  (20003az, 239.2201, 242.5)

In (19) pi introduces a temporal, ntau ten 'ten years', equating the time today with the ten years that
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In (19) pi introduces a temporal, ntau ten 'ten years', equating the time today with the ten years that

the speaker was a teacher.

19 Mes  i=pi ntau ten nen a=teach.
today 3sgRS=be year ten REL 1sgRS=teach

Today it is ten years that  have taught.  (20001b, 74.7599, 78.9771)

A final example of an equative structure is given in (20), where the speaker uses the copula to equate the

proclitic tu= '1p.inRS' with naflak iskei  'one clan'.

20 Me tu=pi naflak i=skei.
but 1p.inRS=be clan 3sgRS=one

And we are one clan. (98017az, 370.5, 373.9200)

Similar to the sentences described above are those formed with pato 'to be at' which specifies the location

of the subject.

21 I=pato Kwinslan to, nmatu ga kin, Jeannie.
3sgRS=be.at p.name at woman 3sgPOS REL p.name

He was in Queensland, his wife was Jeanie. (98017bz, 567.7458, 573.3999)

22 Naliati nen kin a=pato Forari, a=to weswes maen Forari.
days that REL 1sgRS=be.at p.name 1sgRS=STAT work mine p.name

Those days I was at Forari, I worked in the mine at Forari.  (98017bz, 899.1, 902.4499)

Existentials typically serve a presentative function (Payne 1997:123), introducing new information into

the discourse, but also, as the name implies, asserting its existence. In South Efate the verbs used in

existential structures are the copula pi 'be' and piatlak/pitlak 'to have', both typically occurring with a

third person proclitc to express a general, non-specific subject, as we see in the next examples.

23 Kaltog ki=pe pi natamol pur.
p.name 3sgIRR=PF be man big

Kaltong was a big man. (20001b, 1162.6675, 1164.3)

24 Go i=piatlak nasum e-san nalotwen i=pakor-wes.
and 3sgRS=have house LOC-place christianity 3sgRS=appear-3sgOBL

And there is a house at the place where Christianity first appeared.  (005a, 1923.5496, 1928.84)

Existential sentences are similar to equative sentences in employing the copula pi, but existential

sentences can also use piatlak or pitlak 'have' to encode general existence. Thus, in (25) pitlak is used to

encode the existence of a devil.
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25 Nlaken a=kano kuk aliat nlaken kin i=pitlak ntuam i=skei
because 1sgRS=unable cook day because COMP 3sgRS=have devil 3sgRS=one

kin i=to pam-kit.
REL 3sgRS=HAB eat-1p.inO

Because I can't cook in the day because there is a devil who keeps eating us.  (98017b, 2557.7124,

2563.6)

In (26) the copula introduces the names of two islands created by a snake in a traditional story. The use of

a copula with placenames as in this example conforms to Payne's (1997:123) observation that "existential

constructions typically require a locational or temporal adjunct".

26 I=pakotkot naor ne, go i=pi Ekapumlep go Ekapumrik.
3sgRS=split island this and 3sgRS=be p.name and p.name

It (a snake mentioned earlier) split this island, and (now)  it is Ekapumlep and Ekapuumrik.

(20003bz, 866.8, 872.4400)

§11.2.2. Non-verbal clauses

Non-verbal clauses are not common as a type in South Efate, because equational and existential clauses

are typically expressed with the copula pi 'be' and piatlak 'have' as we saw above in §11.2.1. Verbless

clauses using a directly possessed noun and its named referent are found in the data, as in the next two

examples.

27 Nmatu ne nagi-e-n Litapurog.
woman this name-V-3sgDP p.name

This woman, her name is Litapurong.  (98009b, 1299.2, 1302.3999)

28 Nagi kor-e-n Emi.
name sister-V-3sgDP p.name

The name of his sisster was Emi. (98001b, 1249.8400, 1255.2801)

It is possible to have a fronted subject, as in (29), and then refer back to it by non-verbal means, in this

case using the expression gaki which occurs a few times in the data with the sense of 'that's the one'.

29 Cost ni sernale ne ga ki 3.5.
cost of everything this 3sg PREP 3.5

The cost of all this is  3.5 (million vatu).  (98016bz, 459.3600, 462.3269)

Locational non-verbal clauses similarly juxtapose the elements, as in (30), where the date and day precede

the event that occurs on that day, but without a verb as we would normally find in a topicalised adverbial

phrase of manner or time (discussed in §12.2.5.).
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phrase of manner or time (discussed in §12.2.5.).

30 Namba twentitri, 1934 aliat tap, miting ni Eratap.
number twenty-three " day sacred meeting of p.name

The twenty-third, 1934, Sunday, there was a meeting at Eratap. (005Ax, 146.6000, 152.9201)

In what may be better called a sentence fragment than a verbless sentence, example (31) is in answer to a

question about the location of a house in the village. The speaker says it is "down, down, down, at its

end", using direct possession on the noun nametpag 'end' to refer to the contextual possessor, the village.

31 Etan, etan etan, nametpag-on wi.
down down down end-3sgDP good

Down, down, down, at its very end.  (98017bz, 1060.9999, 1063.1062)

§11.3. Topicalisation, left dislocation and cleft constructions

The three constructions of topicalisation, left dislocation and cleft are discussed in this section due to their

shared function of placing information in a more discourse prominent position at the front of the sentence.

All three constructions can involve NPs functioning as either core or as peripheral arguments. All three

typically involve an intonational offset, indicated by a comma, in which the fronted material is

distinguished from the remainder of the sentence.

We follow Foley and Van Valin (1985:355) in observing that both topicalisation and left-dislocation

result in an "external topic NP followed by a sentence which it relates to in some way." They distinguish

the two constructions by noting that a pronominal trace in the sentence shows that the element has been

left dislocated. Topicalisation, on the other hand, leaves a gap in the sentence. As lexical representation of

arguments is optional in South Efate we cannot always observe a gap when NPs encoding arguments are

topicalised, since the usual representation of arguments is by pronominal affixes. Hence topicalisation

plays a more reduced role than does left-dislocation in South Efate.

In the following sections we will present examples first of topicalisation (§11.3.1.), left -dislocation

(§11.3.2.) and finally of clefting (§11.3.3.). The core arguments of subject and object need only be represented

by pronominal elements so it is possible that any lexical reference to the subject or O occurring at the

front of the sentence could be considered to occur in a discourse prominent position. Furthermore, as the

object suffix provide a trace of left dislocated elements we distinguish (33), which has no object suffix and

so exhibits topicalisation, from (36), which does have an object suffix (albeit one with zero representation)

and so exhibits left-dislocation.

§11.3.1. Topicalisation
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§11.3.1. Topicalisation

South Efate allows topicalisation of the first and second objects and adjuncts, any of which can be

represented by the NP at the left in (32). By definition, as the subject proclitic is obligatory, it

cannot be topicalised, as any sentence-external reference to the subject has a trace (the subject

proclitic) within the sentence.

32 NP  [ sentence S=V-O (NP)]

The O NP (natrauswen ga 'his story') is topicalised in (33) with no trace left in the sentence. The gap

here is the lack of a cross-referencing O suffix on the verb traus 'to tell', which would be trausi-ø

'tell-TS-3sgO' were this a left-dislocated structure.

33 Kat natrauswen ga nrak lap i=to neu traus.
because story 3sgPOS time many 3sgRS=STAT 1sgBEN tell

Because, his story, many times he told it to me. (004a, 1740.4128, 1743.3459)

Sentences like (34) show a peripheral NP, in this case a temporal noun naliati ne  'this day', fronted to

increase its prominence. The alternative position for this NP, were it not given discourse prominence,

would be following the O NP nafnag pur iskei 'feast' (lit:'this big food').

34 Naliati ne ko=fo preg nafnag pur iskei.
day this 1p.exIRR=PSP:IR make food big one
This day we will make a big feast. (98017bz, 2287.8600, 2297.0399)

§11.3.2. Left-dislocation

The location from which a left-dislocated NP emanates is marked as shown in (35), that is, subject NPs

have a cross-referencing focal pronoun (37) (since the proclitic is obligatory it can't be used as diagnostic

of left-dislocation), object NPs have a cross-referencing O suffix (36), and O2 have a cross-referencing

suffix on a preposition (38).

35 S NP1  [sentence (Pron1) S1=V-O (NP)]

O NP1  [sentence S=V-O1]

O2 NP1  [sentence S=V-O1 PREP-O21]

In (36) the O naot negamus 'your chief' is left-dislocated and the 3sgO suffix on the verb encodes a

reference to the external O. If the O were in post-verbal position there would be no object marking on the

verb.

36 Naot negamus,ka=fo puet-i-ø pak elau Busmans Bei.
chief 2p.POS 1sgIRR=PSP:IR take-TS-3sgO to sea p.name

Your chief, I will take him to the sea at Bushman's Bay. (022)

In (37) the subject NP mane nen 'that money' is left-dislocated, and is then reiterated by a lexical pronoun

(ga 'it'), and then by the proclitic subject (i= '3sgRS').
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(ga 'it'), and then by the proclitic subject (i= '3sgRS').

37 Mane nen, (3.6 secs) ga i=pi kos ni imprufmen.
money that 3sgRS 3sgRS=be cost of improvement

That money (3.6 sec pause) that is the cost of improvements. (98016bz, 414.7399, 424.2999)

In example (38) the peripheral second object is left-dislocated leaving the 3sgO, suffixed to the preposition

ki, to mark the position in which a non-dislocated second object would occur.

38 Assembly ne a=mur-i=n na ka=nrik-i-k ki-ø.
" this 1sgRS=want-TS=DST COMP 1sgIRR=tell-TS-2sgO PREP-3sgO

This assembly, I want to tell you about it. (98007bz, 1249.3080, 1251.8800)

In (39) it is the location that is left-dislocated and then referenced by the 3sgOBL form wes .

39 Pandanus restaurant, a=weswes-wes mal ses,
" " 1sgRS=work-3sgOBL time small

The Pandanus restaurant, I worked there for a short  time. (98010bz, 1161.8, 1164.8)

In (40) the phrase nafet nawesien ne 'all this work' is referenced in the following clause by the 3sgO -n

suffixed to the preposition ki .

40 Nafet nawesien ne mal i=lap a=slat janis
group work this time 3sgRS=many 1sgRS=take chance

nen kin a=paus-ki-r ki-n.
that REL1sgRS=ask-TR-3p.O PREP-3sgO

All this work, many times I took the chance to ask them about it. (063:118)

In (41) we see two verbless clauses, each with a left-dislocated subject and reference to the subject by use

of the directly possessed nagi-e-n 'name-V-3sgDP'.

41 Te-plaksok neu, nagi-e-n i=tefla=n naot Samuel.
DET-teach 1sgPOS name-V-3sgDP 3sgRS=like=DST chief p.name

Natamol nen nagi-e-n, a, (3 .7 secs) Fakalomara.
man that name-V-3sgDP hesit p.name

My teacher, his name was like chief Samuel. That man his name was (3.7 sec pause)

Fakalomara. (98007az, 101.7400, 109.7848)

§11.3.3. Cleft

Clefts in South Efate can be formed with ipi 'it is' and with kin  'relativiser'. Those formed with i=pi 'it is'

take the structure in (42).

42 3sgS=be NP Clause
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42 3sgS=be NP Clause

Examples of clefting follow. In (43) the O NP marik nen 'that man' is clefted.

43 I=pi marik nen ru=tanwei-ø pulpog.
3sgRS=be man that 3p.RS=bury-3sgO morning

He is the man that they buried in the morning.  (98017az, 881.8487, 885.0199)

44 Go i=pi stori ses mas a=tae tl-i-ø.
and 3sgRS=be story small only 1sgRS=know tell-TS-3sgO

And it is just a small story I can tell.  (005Ax, 2065.9200, 2068.1136)

Kin-cleft is of the following form:

45 NP kin clause

In (46) and (47) the clefted constituent is the subject which is tenen 'those' in (46), and Joseph in (47).

46 Te-nen kin ru=pi na tija nigmam.
DET-that COMP 3p.RS=be DET teacher 1p.exPOS

Those who were our teachers. (98011a, 79.8000, 88.9000)

47 Joseph kin i=preg report.
p.name REL 3sgRS=make report

It is  Joseph who made a report.  (98018az, 5.77, 7.7199)

In (48) the clefted constituent is the O (what the chief wore).

48 Te-nen kin naot i=ofa -ø mal-pei.
DET=that COMP chief 3sgRS=wear-3sgO time-first

That which the chief wore formerly.  (98009b, 604.2200, 610.4600)

In (49) and (50) the location is clefted.

49 Etmat kin i=pi klates.
p.name COMP 3sgRS=be sixth

It is Etmat which is the sixth.  (98002bz, 864.9412, 867.2600)

50 San kin ku=tu-wes tu, ku=to tu wak.
place COMP 2sgRS=stay-3sgOBL stay 2sgRS=STAT give pig

The place which you stay at, you give (food) to the pig.  (98001b, 16.3200, 20.1600)

§11.4. Adjuncts

Adjuncts are distinguished from complements in that they are always optional (Tallerman 1998:93). The

functions encoded by adjuncts include instrument, location, beneficiary and time. An adjunct may be

simply juxtaposed (51) and (52) or represented by a prepositional phrase (§11.4.1.).
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simply juxtaposed (51) and (52) or represented by a prepositional phrase (§11.4.1.).

In example (51) there is an adjunct (kotfan  'afternoon') specifying the time of the event in the preceding

sentence and note that there is no adposition here preceding the adjunct.

51 Tu=fo lakor siwer kotfan.
1p.incRS=PSP:IR maybe walk afternoon

Maybe we'll walk this afternoon. (98018az, 1291.8599, 1298.1800)

Similarly, in (52) the day and date of the event require no morphological marking and simply occur before

the clause to which they are adjoined. The adjunct here is topicalised, but could equally appear following

the main clause.

52 Namba twenta fo aliat Mande , u=tu Ajen.
number twenty-four day Monday 1p.exRS=stay p.name

On the twenty-fourth, Monday, we were at Atchin.  (005Ax, 154.1600, 159.1463)

§11.4.1. Prepositional phrases

A prepositional phrase is headed by a preposition (§4.7) with the following structure:

53 PREP  NP

The NP can also be a pronominal form (free or bound) representing the peripheral role that is introduced

by the preposition. The prepositional phrase usually follows an NP as in the next examples. Possessive

prepositional phrases follow the possessed NP as discussed in §5.3.1.

54 Ale u=pak namlas skot armi.
okay 1p.exRS=go.to bush with army

Okay, we went to the  bush with the army. (98002az, 109.2800, 112.8200)

55 Ra=tok wat-pun namer nig Erakor kat ntan negar.
3d.RS=HAB hit-kill people of p.name due.to ground 3p.POS

They would kill people from Erakor because of their land. (98009b, 1701.7001, 1712.4800)

56 Ru=tik-ki nfaktanwen pak-, toklos tiawi a?
3p.RS=not.have-TR respect to towards old.people eh

They don' have respect for the old people, eh? (98009a, 765.2600, 772.4800)

57 Fiuja nigmam  ni Erakor, taos nafet tesa nanwei fsofus.
future 1p.exPOS of p.name like group child male young

Our future in Erakor, like all the young men. (98010bz, 727.9800, 734.8364)

58 I=tae paktof-i-ø ki mane ses.
3sgRS=be.able buy-TS-3sgO PREP money small

He can buy it for little money. (98016bz, 552.4800, 554.8494)
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59 Ke=mas involv-ki lanwis nafsan,  nafsan emrom praemari skul.
3sgIRR=must involve language language language inside primary school

Erakor language must be involved in the primary school.  (20001b, 544.1, 548.9)

§11.4.2. Benefactives

A prepositional phrase in pre-verbal position has an exclusively benefactive reading3. The following

examples, both from the same text, contrast the benefactive with the possessive construction. In (60) ni

sokfal  'of the owl' occurs with a possessive reading, and in (61) the same possessive morphology is used

in pre-verbal position to express the beneficiary.

60 Mlapuas kin i=min nalkis ni sokfal.4

owl sp. COMP 3sgRS=drink herbs of owl sp.

Mlapuas who drank sokfal's herbs.  (24:14) (005Ax, 1649.7199, 1668.0001)

61 Ki=ni sokfal ut nai.
3sgIRR=of owl sp. pour water

He poured water for sokfal.  (24:10)(005Ax, 1591.62, 1594.7401)

Example (62a) shows the pronominal possessor ga '3sgPOS' following the noun nafumkas 'flowers' in

canonical possessive construction word order.

62a U=sat nafumkas ga mai.
1p.exRS=take flower 3sgPOS hither

We brought his flowers  (elicited)

Contrast (62a) with (62b) in which the same pronoun ga '3sgPOS' in pre-verbal position encodes the

beneficiary of the flowers being brought.

62b U=ga sat nafumkas mai.
1p.exRS-3sgBEN take flower hither

We brought flowers for him.  (98005)

idiosyncratic nature of this verb.

3 It is interesting to observe that the pre-verbal pronominal position is recorded in MacDonald's

1907 dictionary, where he says, "thus instead of ka fano, ke fano  we have aga fano, iga fano, in

exactly the same sense, but, literally, 'I to go,' 'he to go.' This variation in Ef. of the order of the

three elements of the expression in no way varies the sense, and seems to be purely for euphony."

(ibid:84-85). If his conclusion about the sense of these forms is correct, it indicates that the

grammaticalisation of the benefactive was only incipient at the end of the nineteenth century.

However, it is more likely that the benefactive was already a functioning construction that was not

taken into account by Macdonald's analysis.
taken into account by Macdonald's analysis.

4The terms for two kinds of owl are used in the translation to distinguish them and are not proper

names. I have not yet been unable to identify the two species of owl named here.
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While the benefactive and the possessive are expressed by the same oblique marker, they do not compete

for the same slot as shown in example (63). The two constructions can co-occur which provides evidence

of the grammaticalised status of the benefactive construction.

63 Ru=gamus preg na naftaurwen gamus.
3p.RS=2p.BEN  make ART wedding 2p.POS

They will make your wedding for you.   (98009a, 1406.55, 1410.1200)

Possessed beneficiaries are encoded as a complex phrase in the benefactive position. The extent of the

potential complexity of the benefactive phrase is shown in (64) where it consists of a relative clause

dependent on a possessive NP all occurring within the slot between the possessive preposition nig

(signalling the beginning of the benefactive phrase) and the main verb slat.

64 I=nig tesa taklep nanwei nig marik pal-u-n nag i=pi
3sgRS=of child firstborn male of mister brother-V-3sgDP REL 3sgRS=be

naot pur marik Nmak Kalmtapil slat ki nafinaotan.
chief big mister Nmak Kalmtapil take PREP chiefly.line

He, for the firstborn son of his brother who was the big chief Nmak Kalmtapil, took the chiefly

line. (053:46)

We can further distinguish the possessive from the benefactive construction by showing that benefactives

can occur with intransitive verbs, in a construction in which possession is not a possible reading, as in

(65), where the intransitive verb traus 'to tell' has no object, but does have a beneficiary, neu '1sgBEN'.

65 Kat natrauswen ga nrak lap i=to neu traus.
because story 3sgPOS time many 3sgRS=STAT 1sgBEN tell

Because he told his story to me many times. (Lit: Because, his story, many times he would to me

tell). (004a, 1740.4, 1743.2373)

§11.4.2.1. The position of the benefactive phrase in the pre-verbal complex

In this section we explore posssible explanations for the location of the benefactive phrase in the

pre-verbal complex. The grammaticalisation of a benefactive from a possessive construction is widely

attested (see Song 1997). Grammaticalisation leads to the benfactive being morphologically or

syntactically distinct from the possessive (Margetts in prep). In South Efate the benefactive is fully

grammaticalised and distinct from the possessive construction on the basis of the position each can

occupy. In South Efate the benefactive construction is the only phrasal element permitted between the

pre-verbal complex and the verb. That position may have become available by 'verbal attraction', a form

of morphosyntactic grammaticalisation by which "various dependents on the verb - adverbs, auxiliaries,

pronominal subjects and objects, etc. -  move to a position next to the verb". (Croft 1990:233-234)
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The pre-verbal position in South Efate is also the slot in which the reflexive/reciprocal (RR) marker tmo

occurs. As the reflexive/reciprocal object can occur in the position before the verb, and the

reflexive/reciprocal is semantically similar to a prepositional phrase, this may have provided a pathway to

the pre-verbal position for the benefactive prepositional phrase. There are no examples of the benefactive

and reflexive/reciprocal co-occurring, as they could be expected to. Further work may reveal such

examples, but at the moment it appears that the benefactive competes for the same position as the

reflexive/reciprocal marker.

Another reason for the immediately pre-verbal slot being available for the benefactive prepositional phrase

could be that an ambiguously pre-verbal position before deverbal directional particles is open to a

prepositional phrase. There are three directional particles which are derived from homophonous verbs as

can be seen in (66). These particles occur sentence finally and thus follow the verb and its object.

66 Verb meaning directional particle meaning
mai to come mai hither, to here
pa/pan to go pa/pan thither, to there
to to stay to stay

When a prepositional phrase follows a verb and precedes the deverbal directional particle, as in the schema

in (67), it could be interpreted as occurring in a pre-verbal position, if the directional particle is interpreted

as being a verb.

67 PVC  VERB  PP  directional particle

In (68) the prepositional phrase skot tiawi 'with old people' occurs immediately before the directional

particle mai 'hither'.

68 Ka=fo siwer skot tiawi mai
1sIRR=PSP:IR walk with old.people hither

I will walk here with the old people. (elicited)

§11.5. Question formation

Content questions can be formed by use of an interrogative lexeme. Polar (yes/no) questions are formed

either by interrogative intonation, or by use of a post-clausal tag. Each is discussed in turn in the

following sections.
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§11.5.1. Content questions

Content questions are formed by use of an interrogative proform (see 4.6), which can also stand as a

sentence in its own right, for example Fei?, 'Who?' (71) or Eswa 'Where?''. While these forms do not

constitute a morphosyntactic class they do share the function of forming questions and so they are grouped

together here. As is the case in Ambae (Hyslop 2001:103) these forms are "members of the class of words

which the form is functioning to seek information about". Thus eswa  'where' functions as a locational

noun; fei  'who' functions as a noun and so on.

Table 11:2 Interrogative lexemes
(e)swa/wa where nominal
fei who nominal
gas when temporal
iku, nlaken iku why ?
ipi how many / how much quantifier
nafte what nominal
sef  which adjective
tfale how adjective
tkanwan how adjective

Examples of each interrogative form follow.

Eswa 'where' usually occurs after the proposition of which it is seeking the location.

69 Mtulep nen to ga i=to pan sel nana, kai eswa?
woman that STAT 3sg 3sgRS=STAT go get hesit shellfish where

That woman, where does she get shellfish from? (98009a, 1682.0177, 1686.9550)

A reduced form of eswa , wa 'where' is commonly found in the data. In (70) the speaker is calling out for

his wife, Limas, using the tag o following her name. He then asks his granddaughter where her

grandmother is, using wa.

70 Limas, e, Limas o! E ati wa?
p.name hey p.name oh hey g.mother where

(calling) Limas, hey, Limas ooo. (to granddaughter)  Hey, where's grandma? (98007bz, 1566.2800,

1571.8000)
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Example (71) is from a court hearing in which the clerk announces that the next witness is missing. The

second speaker says fei 'who', showing that the interrogative can form a sentence on its own.

71 <Speaker 1> Kes karu i=pi te-ni, Emten, me iwelkia I. i=puel
case other 3sgRS=be DET-of p.name but 3sgRS=hesit p.name 3sgRS=absent

<Speaker 2> Fei?

  who

(Speaker 1) The next case is about Emten, but, um, I.  isn't here. (Speaker 2) Who? (98016az,

1177.6400, 1183.5800)

Fei can head an interrogative relative clause, as in (72).

72 Fei kin i=preg te-ne?
who REL 3sgRS=make DET-this

Who is it that did this?  (98016az, 58.7746, 60.0707)

73 Pa=fo ler-ki-ø gas?
2sgIRR=PSP:IR return-TS-3sgO when

When will you return it? (98017bz, 502.4400, 510.8999)

Nlaken iku as a statement means 'because' as in (74), but with question intonation it means 'why' (Lit:

'because why') as in (75).

74 I=na "Nlaken nafte?" Go a=na "Nlaken iku"
3sg=say because what and 1sgRS=say because why

He said "Why". And I said "Because".  (98017az, 177.5210, 179.7)

75 Nlaken iku? Nlaken nanwei ga i=pi naot.
because why because man 3sg 3sgRS=be chief

Why? Because the man is the chief. (98007bz, 339.6800, 346.6600)

76 Iku kin ku=to kai go?
why SUB 2sgRS=STAT cry and

Why are you crying? (98003az, 2464.9, 2466.3400)

The interrogative ipi 'how many' occupies the same position as would a quantifier in (77) (e.g. namer

inru, 'two people'  namer lap 'many people').

77 Namer ipi? Namer ni natkon nen ru=to?
people how.many people of village REL 3p.RS=stay

How many people? People in the villages that were there?  (98017bz, 165.0199, 171.4799)

78 Ku=to lel nafte?
2sgRS=STAT look.for what

What are you looking for?  (20003b, 1351.0, 1351.89)
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What are you looking for?  (20003b, 1351.0, 1351.89)

79 Sef ntau kin u=po nrokot go?
which year COMP 1p.exRS=PSP cross and

Which year did we cross over? (98010az, 1696.57, 1698.3200)

80 Komam ko=sat desison tfale?
1p.ex 1p.exIRR=take decision how

How will we take this decision? (98016az, 310.7800, 312.6982)

81 E, mama, me tkanwan kin ag ku=to maet kuk pog tefla?
hey mother but how COMP 2sg 2sgRS=STAT fear cook night thus

Hey mother, but how come you are afraid to cook at night like that? (98017bz, 2534.9701, 2540.5888)

§11.5.2. Polar questions

Polar (yes/no) questions are formed by interrogative intonation and by the use of tag questions.

§11.5.2.1. Interrogative intonation

Interrogative intonation is characterised by rising-falling on the last syllable of a statement which marks it

as being a question as shown in the following examples. In (82) there is no morphosyntactic question

marking but, as can be seen from the pitch trace in (82a), there is a rise in pitch on the final syllable, as

is also the case in (83).

82 Ka=tl-i-ø pak nafsan?
1sgIRR=tell-TS-3sgO to language

Should I tell it in language? (98001az, 1881.4, 1882.7092)

82 a

83 Tete nat i=fla traus-i-ø?
some person 3sgRS=CND tell-TS-3sgO

Has someone told you? (20003bz, 1131.7399, 1133.6399)

83 a

Tete			   	   			nat	      	i=     fla=   traus    -i? 		

Ka=         tl-i									         pak	      naf		    san? 
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§11.5.2.2. Tag-questions

Three tags can be appended to a sentence to form polar questions. These tags typically accompany a

change from statement to question intonation as will be illustrated below. Tags observed in the data are:

ko 'or', a/e 'eh' and go 'and'.

The counter-factual tag ko 'or' (see §12.1.4.) is used to indicate that the opposite of the statement could be

the case, similar to the tag 'or what' in English.

84 Ag ku=lakor lek-a-ø  na-map, ko?
2sg 2sgRS=maybe look-TS-3sgO ART-map or

You might have seen a map, or what? (98017bz, 778.5372, 780.3765)

85 U=trok nen ka=net pak eut ko?
1p.exRS=agree COMP 1sgIRR=meet to sea or

We agree that we'll meet at the sea, or what? (98001b, 1061.7059, 1064.4238)

The tag a 'eh', or 'isn't it?' can be used on its own, for example, asking a speaker to repeat what they have

just said, as in (86) which is a fragment of the end of a question asked by speaker 1 of speaker 2. Speaker

2 responds with A?  seeking clarification of the question. In sentence-final position, a is the most

common form of tag question marker.

86 <1> Ko i=ta tik <2> A?
or 3sgRS=DUR not what

Speaker 1: Or hasn't he come yet?  Speaker 2:   What?  (005a, 1459.9473, 1463.2400)

87 O natrauswen gag i=wi a?
oh story 2sgPOS 3sgRS=good INT

Oh your story is good, eh? (98001b, 243.8, 245.5603)

88 U=mtak-ki taos nkal ni nanwei a?
1p.exRS=scared-TR follow clothes of man INT

We were scared to dress like a man, eh? (98003bz, 797.5, 801.1399)

89 Sef mal gag go?
what time 2sgPOS and

What is your time?  (005Ax, 1475.7000, 1477.5683)

90 Pa=fo pak sto go?
2sgIRR=PSP:IR go.to Vila and

Are you going to town? (20001az, 2362.8599, 2364.5800)
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The intonation patterns associated with a question using ko 'or' are illustrated in the two following

examples. As can be seen, ko has falling intonation contrasting it with the rising question intonation

which precedes it.

91 Ku=pilo to  ko?
2sgRS=awake stay or

Are you awake? (elicited) (20001az, 2354.3400, 2357.1599)

92 Ag ku=pilo ko?
2sg 2SGRS=awake or

Are you awake? (elicited) (20001az, 2350.9800, 2353.5399)

A tag-question formed with go has different intonation to that with ko. Whereas ko is used as a

counterfactual with downward intonation following an utterance using question intonation, go follows a

statement made with declarative intonation and forms a question with rising intonation, as we see in (93).

93 Ag  ku=pilo to go?
2sg 2sgRS=awake stay and

Are you awake?(elicited) (20001az, 2348.5600,2350.7599)
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§11.6. Negation

Mosel 1999 establishes a list of functions of negatives in a sample of Oceanic languages. For the sake of

comparability with that typology we outline these functions and their realisation, where appropriate, in

South Efate below.

South Efate uses a negative verb (tik ) with the same form as that used in negative existential

constructions. It can be used either on its own, or with the generic subject 3sgRS proclitic, i=.

94 Go Ririal i=mer nrik Ririel ki na, "Tik, ag pa=fag."
and " 3sgRS=in.turn tell " PREP say no 2sg 2sgIRR=climb:IR

And Ririal, in turn, said to Ririel, "No, you climb." (98003bz, 29.9799, 33.2001)

95 Akit tu=po tl-i-ø na namer tar ru=pnak-kit. Tik.
1p.inc 1p.incRS=PSP tell-TS-3sgO say people white 3p.RS=steal-1p.inc no

We would say that white people stole from us. No. (20003az, 656.2400, 659.4801)

In answer to a question about whether anyone was killed in an accident, the speaker answered as in (96).

96 I=tik, nanromien, nat i=ta mat mau.
3sgRS=no blessing man 3sgRS=NEG dead NEG2

No, thankfully no one was killed. (081:86) (98010az, 1668, 1671.6091)

Example (97) is part of a discussion by a young woman about her ability to choose her own marriage

partner. She says she is able to say itik 'No' to a man who has asked her parents for the right to marry

her.

97 Ka=fo tae nrik-i-n ki na, "I=tik.
1sgIRR=PSP:IR know say-TS-3sgO PREP say  3sgRS=no

Kineu a=kano taulu ag"
1sg 1sgRS=can't marry 2sg

I can say to him, "No, I can't marry you."  (98009az, 1119.9, 1124.3401)

South Efate existential constructions are negated by use of the negative verb tik  as in the following

examples.

98 Esa=n i=tik-ki nawesien nen, go kai=pe to preg carpenter.
here=DST 3sgRS=not-TR work that and 1sgPS=PF STAT make "

Here there was none of that  work and I had to work as a carpenter. (98007az, 798.7000, 803.9398)

These constructions can also negate the existence of a possessive relationship, as in (99), where the

intransitive tik  is transitivised by means of the suffix -ki and encodes the lack of a possessed item ('they

had no axe'). Mosel (1999:11) notes a similar pattern for other Oceanic languages.
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had no axe'). Mosel (1999:11) notes a similar pattern for other Oceanic languages.

99 Ru=tik-ki kram. Ru=tik-ki sernale fserser.
3p.RS=no-TR axe 3p.RS=no-TR everything different

They had no axe. They didn't have all those different things. (98009b, 812.0800, 818.3647)

Another way of negating possession in South Efate is by use of the negative particle (discussed in

§10.1.2.) and the verb piatlak 'to have or own'.

100 Koi=pe tap pitlak naor napelwen mau.
1p.exPS=PF NEG have place shelter NEG2

We didn't have anywhere to shelter. (98010az, 1604.9200, 1612.1124)

Simple existence, as encoded by the copula pi, is negated  in the same way, so that the equative object

nafsan neu 'my language' in (101) is negated just a verb would be.

101 Taosi kin a=til "problem" i=po ta pi nafsan neu mau.
like REL 1sgRS=say " 3sgRS=PSP NEG be language 1sgPOS NEG2

Like,  I say, "problem", it is not my language at all. (98010az, 1978.5600, 1982.3181)

Negation of predicates is also achieved by use of the discontinuous negative particles ta ...  mau. The first

part of the discontinuous negative marker occurs in the pre-verbal complex (PVC) described in §10.1.2.

The second part, mau, follows at the end of the sentence. Example (102) shows negation of a simple verb

and object suffix.

102 I=tap mur-i-n mau.
3sgRS=NEG want-TS-3sgO NEG2

He doesn't want it.  (98003bz, 1479.1799, 1480.6)

South Efate makes no distinction between negation of predicates and of whole propositions (as Mosel

1999:13 notes is also the case for other Oceanic languages).  As discussed in §10.1.2., the placement of

the initial negative particle determines the scope of the negation, but in no case does the negative particle

occur outside the PVC, as it does, for example in Saliba (Margetts 1999b:25-26).

In (103) the scope of negation is over an embedded relative clause.

103 U=tap tae fei kin ke=fo mos-mam pak HogHaba mau.
1p.exRS=NEG know who REL 3sgIRR=PSP:IR take-1p.exO to p.name NEG2

We didn't know who would take us to Hog Harbour.  (004b, 1272.4601, 1281.1599)

Imperatives (and hortatives, see §6.4.3) are negated in the same way as other predicates. The next two

examples illustrate negated imperatives.

104 Pa=ta mtak mau.
2sgIRR=NEG fright NEG2

Don't be scared! (98017bz, 2633.0, 2634.2150)
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Don't be scared! (98017bz, 2633.0, 2634.2150)

105 A i=tik pa=ta kat-i-ø mau.
ah 3sgRS=no 2sgIRR=NEG bite-TS-3sgO NEG2

Ah no, don't you bite him! (98017bz, 2686.1623, 2687.78)

Example (106) illustrates a negated hortative.

106 Komam rak=ta fam mau me rak=to.
1p.ex 1d.IRR=NEG eat:IR NEG2 but d.IRR=stay

Let us not eat, let us just stay. (20001az, 1656.4124, 1659.5)

Fronted NPs are negated by the same particles as negate predicates, as in most of the Oceanic languages

studied in Mosel (1999).

107 I=ta pi mal leg nen kin tuk=kraksok independent mau.
3sgRS=NEG be time straight that REL 1p.incIRR=catch independence NEG2

It wasn't the right time that we get independence.  (98010az, 2300.2782, 2303.6822)

108 I=ta pi kineu kin a=mtir-i-ø mau.
3sgRS=NEG be 1sg REL 1sgRS=write-TS-3sgO NEG2

It is not me who wrote it. (20003az, 437.1107, 438.4756)
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Chapter 12,  Complex sentences

In this chapter we will discuss clause linkage types in South Efate. In this discussion the elements that

we consider to be sentences usually have some syntactic unity reflected in clauses that are linked to each

other by morphemes such as conjoiners or subordinators. Where no such morphemes are present there are

other features such as prosodic cues showing the unity of the sentence or utterance unit. In this analysis of

complex constructions we will see how clauses can be combined under three main headings: Coordination

(§12.1.), Subordination (§12.2.), and Other clause linkage (§12.3.). In Table 12:1 we show the

identifying features of different kinds of clause linkage and includee compound verbs for comparative

purposes.

Table 12:1 Characteristics of verb combinations compared to clause linkage

compound 
verbs

clause 
chain

clause 
juxta-
position

clause co-
ordination

clause sub-
ordination

V1 V2 Explicit markers 
of 

Pro
clitic 

S

TMA O Lexical 
O

Lexical 
S

Pro
clitic 

S

TMA O Subor
dination

Coor
dination

Linkage 
type

+ + - - - - - + - -

+ + + + - - + - -

+ + + + + + + + - -

+ + + + + + + + - +

+ + + + + + + + + -
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§12.1. Coordination

There are several types of coordinators in South Efate. Payne (1985:5) distinguishes coordinating particles

on the basis of the type of constituents that they can conjoin. He notes, for example, that and in English

conjoins sentences, VPs, adjectival phrases, prepositional phrases and NPs. He contrasts this with Fijian

in which ka conjoins sentences, VPs, adjectival phrases and prepositional phrases, but a distinct form kei

is used to conjoin noun phrases. There conjoiners in South Efate are: me 'but', 'and' (§12.1.2.) (which

also has a sequential reading 'and then'); go 'and' (§12.1.3.); ko 'or' (§12.1.4.), all three of which can join

sentences, clauses and NPs. A fourth conjoiner is ale  'then' (§12.1.5.), which joins clauses and sentences.

Each is illustrated in turn in the following sections.

The particle kai  which is glossed as the echo-subject (ES) could be analysed as either a conjoiner or an

echo-subject marker. It shares features with the conjoiners discussed in this section but as it is closest in

function and form to a subject proclitic it is discussed together with the pronominals in §5.1.4.2.3.

Numerals can be conjoined in the same way as other nominals, but the special case of numeral formation

with atmat is discussed in §4.5. Verb stems can be conjoined by the particle pe for emphasis, as discussed

in §9.1.1.3.

§12.1.1. Unmarked (asyndetic) coordination

Not all coordinate constructions have an explicit conjoiner. Lists of nouns can, as in English, be

presented paratactically without any conjunction, as in (1), or with a conjunction before only the last

noun in the list, as in (2).

1 I=piatlak Lias,  Limat, Ana, Sera, Pali.
3sgRS=have p.name p.name p.name p.name p.name

There was Lias, Limat, Ana, Sera, Pali.  (98003bz, 1058.3199, 1073.2400)

2 Lanskoprel Jimmy T., praivet Jon L., go Naser.
lance corporal p.name private  p.name and p.name

Lance corporal Jimmy T, private John L. and Naser.  (005Ax, 47.2000, 58.3401)

When clauses are concatenated with no conjoiners they are treated as juxtaposed clauses (§12.3.1.) or

clause chains (§12.3.2.).
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§12.1.2. me 'but', 'and'

Me is a conjunction meaning either 'but' or 'and'. Its most common use is as the adversative (Payne

1985:6) 'but' which is only found in clause or sentence linking and never in linking of NPs. In this

section we will see examples of me conjoining sentences, clauses and NPs. In example (3) me 'but'

conjoins two clauses1.

3 Spray, ru=traem nrik-wou ki-n me a=mal-ki-ø.
Spray 3p.RS=try tell-1sgO PREP-3sgO but 1sgRS=not.want-TR-3sgO

They tried to get me to use spray, but I didn't want to. (040:77) (98003az, 1452.1740, 1454.8200)

Similarly in (4) me functions as the adversative conjoining two clauses.

4 Tete ru=tae, me tete ru=tap tae mau.
some 3p.RS=know but some 3p.RS=NEG knowNEG2

Some know, but some don't know. (20001b, 845.5599, 847.9012)

In (5) me conjoins two clauses in which the speaker is discussing his past of drinking and smoking.

Rather than being opposed the two events are are complementary and the conjoiner can only mean 'and'.

5 A=min  me a=smok paket inru naliati i=skei.
1sgRS=drink  and 1sgRS=smoke packet two day 3sgRS=one

I drank and I smoked, two packets a day. (040:68) (98003a, 1395.8199, 1403.1200)

In example (6) we see me encoding sequential action with no adversative reading. There is no suggestion

that the speaker's departure here contradicts signing up with the Army. Clearly it is the logical outcome of

signing up for the army that the speaker should then depart for battle.

6 Nlaken kai=pe sain reki Army nafkal me a=pa.
because 1sgPS=PF sign for army fight and 1sgRS=go

Because I had signed with the Army to fight and then I went. (040:17)  (98003a, 1086.9600, 1092.9199)

Similarly in (7) the two clauses joined by me are in a temporal sequence.

7 Pa=freg-pun te-ne me tak=fo to mailum traus.
2sgIRR=make:IR-kill DET-this and 1p.incIRR=PSP:IR STAT slow talk

You turn off (Lit: make dead) this (tape recorder) and then we will talk a little. (KN 98007b,

1900.1459, 1903.0896)

1There are examples in the data of the Bislama borrowing pe occurring as the adversative conjoiner 'but',

e.g. I=kerkerai pe ku=mur-i=n na pa=fitlak mani ses
3sgRS=strong but 2sgRS=want-TR=3sgO say 2sgIRS=have.IR money small

It was hard, but you wanted to have some money. (98017a, 2245.2800, 2253.3600) (087:37)
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While there is a strong likelihood of switching subjects with an adversative (as it is used to contrast two

situations) the use of me has no switch-subject implications (as discussed by Moyse-Faurie & Lynch in

press for languages of the region), that is, the subject of the clauses preceding and following me may or

may not be identical. So, in (8) the subjects of the two clauses are coreferential, and in (9) they are not.

8 Mal na ku=mai me ku=lek nasum kapa...
time ART 2sgRS=come but 2sgRS=see house tin

When you come and you see a tin house.... (98002bz, 1028.2200, 1029.86)

9 I=po kat nmart-er me ru=suer-ki-n.
3sgRS=PSP:R bite guts-3p.POS but 3p.RS=shit-TR-3sgO

It would burn their guts and/but they shat it out.  (98002bz, 938.8, 940.79)

When me conjoins two NPs it has no adversative meaning, as in the following two examples where it is

used to list items.

10 Go ru=to ru=tu-a-ø na mit me nkal me te-namrun.
and3p.RS=STAT 3p.RS=give-TS-3sgO ART mat and cloth and det-thing

And they were there, they gave mats, cloth, and other things. (20001az, 1141, 1142.8200, 1147.2473

11 Pako me afsak, me fai, me evri kain bikfala fis i=kam so.
shark and turtle and stingray and every kind big fish 3sgS=come shore

Sharks and turtles and stingrays and [switch to Bislama] every kind of big fish came ashore.

(98011a, 1811.7800, 1818.5799)

In a less common construction, me occurs between a lexical subject and the following Verb Complex as

in examples (12) to (14). It is unclear what function is served by me in these examples.

12 Go i=pi eswan kafman me i=tl-i -ø na natamol
and 3sgRS=be where govt. ? 3sgRS=tell-TS-3sgO say people

ruk=fo mai pak Efat.
3p.IRR=PSP come go.to p.name

And that is where the government said that people would come to Efate (to escape the cyclone

that destroyed the small Erakor island).  (98007az, 1805.3800, 1813.0200)

13 Me ga i=po wi me ag ku=mai
but 3sg 3sgRS=PSP good but 2sg 2sgRS=come

nlaken kineu me a=po supneki.
because 1sg ? 1sgRS=PSP not.know

And he would be okay, but you came because I didn't know (that he would be okay).  (WW

conversation)
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14 Malnen u=na u=pa go Litrapog me i=mai.
as 1p.exRS=want 1p.exRS=go and name ?  3sgRS=come

As we wanted to go Litrapong also came. (Kalsarap.mov, 31.6802, 37.6801)

§12.1.3. go 'and'

The conjoiner go is an equivalent of English 'and' in joining clauses (15 and 16) and NPs (17). Go is also

used in tag question formation (see §11.5.2.2). In (15) we see clauses joined by go 'and' which links both

same- and switch-subject clauses. The first two clauses have the same subject and the third has a different

subject (as indicated by index numbers on the subjects in the translations).

15 Ru=to pan sor kai go ru=sor pamkin go ru=tu-er pret.
3p.RS=STAT go sell shellfish and 3p.RS=sell pumpkin and 3p.RS=give-3p. bread

They1 sold shellfish, they1 sold pumpkin, and they2 gave them1 bread. (030)

In the following, go links two clauses with the same subject.

16 Go naliati i=skei i=pa=n go ki=piatlak atol.
and day 3sgRS=one 3sgRS=go=DST and 3sgPS=have egg

And one day he went and he had egg(s).  (048:3)(98007az, 234.8999, 249.4999)

In (17) the two NPs apap nigmam 'our father' and mama nigmam 'our mother' are joined by go.

17 U=mer taos apap nigmam go mama nigmam pak talmat.
1p.exRS=in.turn follow father 1p.POS and mother 1p.POS to garden

We then followed our father and our mother to the garden. (20001az, 552.3242, 559.5201)

§12.1.4. ko 'or'

The disjunction ko 'or' can join clauses and NPs. Ko is also used in tag question formation (see

§11.5.2.2). Example (18) shows ko joining two clauses.

18 Ru=pi na natamol iskei ko ru=pi ntuam
3p.RS=be ART person one or 3p.RS=be devil

They are men or they are  devils. (98001b, 1032.9, 1042.9601)

In (19) a sequence of nouns is listed with the final pair conjoined with ko.

19 Gar ru=ptu.kompenset-ki paep, stik tabak ko botel ram.
3p. 3p.RS=give.compensate-TR pipe stick tobacco or bottle rum

They compensated (the theft of land) with a pipe, stick tobacco or a bottle of rum.  (20003az,

639.2200, 652.2600)
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In example (20) ko 'or' conjoins first three clauses and then two NPs.

20 I=tu-a-ø mit, ko i=tu-a-ø tete nafnag,
3sgRS=give-TS-3sgO mat or 3sgRS=give-TS-3sgO some food

ko i=tu-a-ø tete nkal ko mane.
or 3sgRS=give-TS-3sgO some cloth or money

He gave him a mat, or he gave him some food or he gave him some cloth or money. (98003bz,

1226.5346, 1233.1000)

§12.1.5. ale 'then'

The conjoiner ale  'then' is from Bislama (and ultimately from the French allez 'go!') where it performs a

similar function to the one it performs in South Efate. As a sentence introducer it is often glossed as

'okay', but it also has the sequential meaning of 'and then'. Example (21)2 shows ale  used to introduce the

first sentence, and then to conjoin the two sentences.

21 Ale i= tup na metotel ga ale
then 3sgRS= get hesit maître.d'hôtel 3sg okay

ru=preg-i-ø i= pak eut.
3p.RS= make-TS-3sgO 3sgRS=go.to:R shore

Then he got his job as a maître d'hôtel. So they sent him ashore. (98002az, 392.6000, 399.0600)

§12.2. Subordination

Subordinate clauses are those which occur as part of a larger unit, unlike independent clauses which are

complete utterances. Cross-linguistically there are four common markers of subordination as outlined by

Huddleston (1999:338). These are listed below with indications of their occurrence in South Efate.

1) particular verb forms are characteristic of subordinate clauses, typically nonfinite and subjunctive

forms. South Efate uses a subjunctive-like form in some examples of complementation

(§12.2.2.3.).

2) a closed class of words act as subordinators or relators. South Efate uses a small set of

subordinators (kin , nen, and na(g)) to link subordinate clause to main clauses (see §12.2.1.).

3) distinctive word order in subordinate clauses (not a feature in South Efate).

4) omission of elements in subordinate clauses that would be present in corresponding main clauses.

There is no example of omission in subordinate clauses in South Efate but subject proclitics can

2 Taken from Text 7:13 in Appendix A.

be omitted in clause-chains (see §12.3.2.).
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Subordinate clauses in South Efate are typically identified by their position following a subordinator

except in those cases where a complement occurs following a complement-taking predicate with no

marker of subordination. Except with some complement-taking predicates for which an irrealis form of the

verb or proclitic is commonly required (for example desiderative predicates, §12.2.3.6.), there are no

specific requirements on the modal status of the verb in the subordinate clause. So, in example (22), the

relative clause following the relativiser nen has the realis proclitic ru= '3p.RS' and not the irrealis form

ruk=  '3p.IRR'. The realis form of the proclitic is the most common form for the subject of a relative

clause introduced by nen.

22 I=mer fit mai pak nagis esanie nen ru=sos-o-ø ki Emetper.
3sgRS=in.turn run hither to point place REL 3p.RS=call-TS-3sgO PREP p.name
[Main clause [Relative  clause ]]

She then ran to the point at this place that they call Emetper. (98002bz, 554., 557.59)

Contrast (22) with (23) in which the subject proclitic in the relative clause (ke '3sgIRR') is in the irrealis

form. The choice of a singular form for the subject of the relative clause (we would expect the pronoun to

be ruk '3p.IRR') is an example of number agreement mismatch as discussed in §5.1.4.1.

23 Go, ru=kano lekor tiawi nen ke=to emrom to.
and 3p.RS=unable watch old.people REL 3sgIRR=stay inside at

And they couldn't watch over the old people that were. (98017a, 752.9399, 758.3953)

It is commonly observed typologically that subordinate clauses fall into three types (e.g. Vincent

1999:353, Longacre 1985:237) which we will use as a framework for the following discussion. The three

types are complement clauses (§12.2.2.), relative clauses (§12.2.4.), and adverbial clauses (§12.2.5.),

which we will turn to after a discussion of South Efate subordinators.
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§12.2.1. Subordinators kin, nen, na(g)

There are three morphemes which introduce subordinate clauses: kin 'SUB', nen 'that', and na(g) 'say' also

functioning as a complementiser. Each is discussed in turn in the following sections. The distinction

between them is unclear, although certain tendencies in their distribution are outlined in Table 12:2.

Table 12:3 Distribution of subordinating particles

Clause type introduced

Subor-
dinator

meaning Complement clauses Adverbial 
clauses

Relative 
clauses

kin ? less common common common

nen 'that' few none common

na(g) 'say' common none common

All three forms, kin, na(g) or nen can function as relativisers with animate and inanimate head nouns as

shown in the following examples where inanimate nouns and animate nouns head a relative clause

introduced by kin, nag  and nen respectively.

24 Ku=pamor nafumnkas na nua nkas kin i=tk-os to.
2sgRS=find flower tree HESIT fruit tree REL 3sgRS=stay-3sgOBL stay

You find the flower, the fruit that is there.  (98007bz, 1555.4400, 1559.5366)

25 Me tesa gar kin ru=lap tu.
but child 3p.POS REL 3p.RS=many stay

But  it is their children who stayed on.  (20001az, 738.5600, 742.2200)

26 Ke=fo nrik-mam ki napet nafsan nag i=til-i-ø.
3sgIRR=PSP:IR say-1p.exO prep meaning story REL 3sgRS=tell-TS-3sgO

He will tell us the meaning of the story that he told. (005Ax, 1035.2600, 1045.0800)

27 Iakop nag tesa nanwei karu  nig Pomalfus Marik Nmak Kalmtapil i=slat-i-ø.
p.name REL child male other  of p.name 3sgRS=take-TS-3sgO

Jacob, who Pomalfus Marik Nmak Kalmtapil's second son took the name of.  (98009b, 1816.1,

1825.5600)

28 Ku=tai nkas nen ru=sos-o-ø ki Naplil.
2sgRS=cut tree REL 3p.RS=call-TS-3sgO PREP tree sp.

You cut the tree that they call Naplil. (004a, 604.9846, 607.3859)
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You cut the tree that they call Naplil. (004a, 604.9846, 607.3859)

29 Malen i=pes go namer nen ru=preg nafkal, ruk=fo pak etan.
as 3sgRS=speak and people REL 3p.RS=make war 3p.IRR=PSP:IR go.to down

When he talks, the people who are making war will pay him respect.  (98009b, 793.9000, 802.5000)

§12.2.1.1. kin relativiser, complementiser

The morpheme kin  follows the noun head and precedes the relative clause. A relative clause introduced by

kin  is most likely non-restrictive as in (30).

30 I=mer pakot, nafteme, naur ses kin ru=sos-o-ø ki Emal.
3sgRS=again split whatsitsname island small REL 3p.RS=call-TS-3sgO PREP "

He then split the, whatchamacallit, small island which they call Emal. (98002bz, 759.5601, 763.9)

31 Nmatu kin i=kuk, nmatu kin i=puri, i=preg kapu.
woman REL 3sgRS=cook woman REL 3sgRS=grate 3sgRS=make laplap

It is women who cook, women who grate food, make laplap. (98003bz, 963.1999, 969.8799)

Example (32) shows kin  preceded by nanwei 'men' as the head and followed by the relative clause ('who

cut down trees').

32 Me reki nen u=pul nkas, go nanwei kin ru=to pul nkas.
but as.for that 1p.exRS=cut tree and men REL 3p.RS=STAT cut tree

But as for cutting trees, it is men who cut down trees. (98009az, 573.7801, 577.0399)

Examples (33) and (34) further illustrate the use of kin .

33 Me akam kin u=preg-sa-ki napu i=pi nlaken a=lok.
but 2p. REL 2p.RS=make-bad-TR road 3sgRS=be because 1sgRS=lock

But it is you who spoiled that way of doing things, that is why I locked (it). (98017az, 373.9600,

378.1586)

34 Kai=pe metpakor atlag i=pi kin a=weswes.
1sgPS=PF forget month 3sgRS=be REL 1sgRS=work

I have forgotton how many months I worked. (Lit: how many months that I worked)  (98002az,

2124.4965, 2127.5605)

We see that kin  also functions as a complementiser following some complement-taking predicates in the

following examples, and further discussed in §12.2.1.1.

35 Me a=mal kin tu=sat tete desison.
but 1sgRS=not.want COMP 1p.IncRS=take some decision

But I don't want us to make some decision.  (98018b, 232.9200, 234.54)
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36 U=nrog-o-ø kin apu me ati nigmam
1p.exRS=hear-TS-3sgO COMP g.father and g.mother 1p.POS

ru=to nigmam traus-i-ø.
3p.RS=STAT 1p.BEN tell-TS-3sgO

We hear that our grandfather and grandmother tell it to us. (98007az, 439.7120, 443.547)

§12.2.1.2. nen 'that', relativiser

As is the case with kin  as a relativiser, nen 'that' stands between the head and the following relative

clause, as in the next two examples. In (37) the relative clause nen ruur elag 'that they put up' follows the

head noun waia 'wire'.

37 Go a=mer pakot waia nen ru=ur elag.
and 1sgRS=in.turn pay wire REL 3p.RS=follow above

And then I bought wire that they put up. (98016bz, 527.7800, 529.65)

38 Ale naminwen kineu a=pi natamol i=skei nen a=min.
okay drinking 1sg 1sgRS=be man 3sgRS=one REL 1sgRS=drink

O, natamol i=tik nen i=tol neu naminwen.
O person 3sgRS=not REL 3sgRS=beat 1sg drink

Drinking, I am a man who can drink. Oh, there is no-one that can beat me at drinking. (98003a,

1371.6600, 1381.7799)

There is a common collocation of nen 'that' and kin  'subordinator', as in (39), in which the forms are

intonationally linked and equate to something like 'that which' in English. They appear to be fused

together in many cases, but where there is a pause between these two forms it indicates that nen is likely

to be acting as a demonstrative modifying the head NP and thus functioning as part of the head NP.

39 I=tau-ø pak nanre, nen kin pal-u-k nen imat wik
3sgRS=carry-3sgO to side that REL brother-V-1sgDP REL 3sgRS=dead week

nen pa i=tk-os.
that go 3sgRS=stay-3sgOBL

He took her to the side, that (place) which my brother who died last week stayed at. (98011a,

1647.4, 1651.5)

It is not always possible to establish if nen is functioning as a demonstrative or a relativiser as there are

contexts in which it could function as either. In (40) there are two readings of the sentence provided in (a)

and (b) which are differentiated by intonation. A pause preceding nen, or no pause at all, would suggest

reading (a), while a pause after nen would suggest reading (b).
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reading (a), while a pause after nen would suggest reading (b).

40a Mes ne, nawesien pur, nen a=to preg-i-ø, mes ne tewanki.
today this work big that 1sgRS=STAT make-TS-3sgO today this thus
a) [NP [REL ]]

a) Today, the big work that I do, that's it.

40b Mes ne, nawesien pur nen, a=to preg-i-ø, mes ne tewanki.
today this work big that 1sgRS=STAT make-TS-3sgO today this thus
b) [NP ] [Verb Complex ]

b) Today, that big work, I do it, that's it.  (98011a, 680.8401, 684.6518)

The next two examples distinguish the uses of nen as a relativiser and a demonstrative. In (41) nen

introduces a relative clause modifying the subject and so requires a Verb Complex following it to

complete the sentence.

41 Natamol [nen i=mur ag] ....
man REL 3sgRS=want 2sg

A / The man who wants you. ... (elicited)

In (42) a pause after nen 'that' distinguishes the subject NP formed by natamol 'man' and the

demonstrative nen 'that' from the subject headed relative clause in the previous example.

42 [Natamol nen] i=mur ag.
man that 3sgRS=want 2sg

That man wants you.  (elicited)

In (43) the subject NP is the same as in the previous example but here it is followed by the clause

introduced by kin .

43 [Natamol nen] [kin i=mur ag].
man that REL 3sgRS=want 2sg

That man who wants you / It is that man who wants you.  (elicited)

In (44) there is a pause following nen 'that' that indicates that the subject which is in a topicalised

position is tesa nen  'those children' and not just tesa  'children'.

44 Tesa nen, ra=na rak=fa=n lel gkafik.
child that 3d.RS=want 3d.IRR=go:IR=DST look.for tree.sp

These two children wanted to look for nakavika fruit.  (98003bz, 15.7000, 18.7)

Example (45) is from a story in which a man emerges from hiding. The pause indicated by the comma

shows that nen israkro 'that hid' modifies the noun natamol 'person' as a relative clause.

45 I=to panpan go natamol nen i=srakr-o-ø, i=po mai.
3sgRS=stay go:RED and person that 3sg=hide-TS-3sgO 3sgRS=PSP:R hither

She stayed and stayed and that man who hid came close. (20003bz, 1344.7000, 1347.8999)
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The two functions of nen can be seen when both the deictic and relativiser nen co-occur, as in (46). This

sentence follows a discussion of Europeans who had been in Erakor and who had built the school

(Mr.Waily is mentioned together with another person in the preceding discourse, hence the dual

pronominal subject). The head of the second relative clause is the modified noun, skul nen 'that school'.

46 Mr.Waily, nen ra=preg skul nen nen i=to natkon.
p.name REL d.RS=make school that REL 3sgRS=STAT village

Mr. Waily, who made that school that is in the village.  (98003a, 357.8799,  365.2200)

§12.2.1.3. na, nag relativiser and complementiser

The complementiser used with most complement-taking predicates (CTPs) is na(g) which is identical to

the verb 'to say' and which has a range of other functions in South Efate including: the expression of a

purposive (meaning 'in order to', see §12.2.5.6.); marking inchoative or incipient action; and acting as the

verb 'to want'. A morpheme with a similar range of functions is noted for Lolovoli by Hyslop

(2001:386), and the verb ika  in Anejom means both 'say' and 'to want' (Lynch 2002b:162). The

grammaticalisation of the verb 'say' as a complementiser is not uncommon (cf Lord 1976, Saxena 1988)

and its use marking subordinate clauses is widespread in Oceanic (Lynch et al 2002:53). Example (47)

shows nag functioning as a complementiser following the verb mur 'to want'. The use of nag as the

complementiser is associated with older speakers and is considered more classical than na which is used by

younger speakers.

47 A=mur-i-n nag ka=mer-til naliati nag komam u=tok  plisman.
1sgRS=want-TS-3sgO COMP 1sgIRR=in.turn-tell days REL 1p. 1p.exRS=stay  police

I want to tell you about the days when we were police. (005Ax, 29.1000, 36.7702)

Example (48) shows the complementiser following the verb lek 'to see'. Further examples can be found in

§12.2.2.

48 Ru=lek-a-ø nag rak=fo krakpun silu namer nig Erakor.
3p.RS=see-TS-3sgO COMP 3d.IRR=PSP:IR kill all people of p.name

They saw that they would kill everyone in Erakor. (98009b, 1735.27, 1739.8800)

While most relative clauses are introduced by nen, there are also a number of relative clauses introduced

by na(g) as in the examples below. In example (49) we see nag acting as a relativiser modifying the object

tete kako ni raru 'some boat cargo'. Other examples of the relativisers na and nag follow.

49 Ru=preg tete kako ni raru nag ru=to nakpei.
3p.RS=take some cargo of boat REL 3p.RS=STAT front

They took some cargo from the boat that were in the  front.  (004b, 1233.5000, 1242.3399)
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50 Nagi natkon nag ru=tok elag emaloput Lipilo go Tawa.
name village REL 3p.RS=stay above middle p.name and p.name

The name of the villages (on Maewo) that were up in the middle were Lipilo and Tawa.  (98001b,

1422.7000, 1434.5000)

51 Ka=fo=sol natus na ka=traus-i-ø pan naor nen i=takel
1sgIRR=PSP:IR=take paper REL 1sgIRR=tell-TS-3sgO go place REL 3sgRS=crooked

go ka=fo leg-ki-ø.
and 1sgIRR=PSP:IR straight-TR-3sgO

I will take the story that I told until where I made a mistake and I will correct it.  (98001b, 429.4399,

437.4200)

Following this overview of subordinating particles we now turn to the three types of subordinate clauses

found in South Efate.

§12.2.2. Complement clauses

Complementation is the "syntactic situation that arises when a notional sentence or predication is an

argument of a predicate" (Noonan 1985:42). It is thus distinguished from other complex structures

discussed in this chapter in that the complement is required as an argument of the verb, either as the

subject or object. We will first discuss complement types and then outline complement-taking predicates

(CTPs) in South Efate.

§12.2.2.1. Complement types

Verbs that take subject or object complements are referred to as complement-taking predicates (CTPs)

which, in South Efate, occur with the following morphological complement types (adapted from a list by

Noonan 1985).

1 Sentence-like complements

2 Subjunctive-like complements

3 Paratactic complements

4 Nominalised complements

These are discussed in turn below.
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§12.2.2.2. Sentence-like complements

Sentence-like complements are those in which the predicate has the same form as in a main clause. For

example, in (52) the clause tesa i=sigpir  'the child disobeys' could stand as a sentence by itself.

52 Ku=kano lek tesa  i=sigpir.
2sgRS=unable look child 3sgRS=disobey

(In the olden days) You wouldn't see a child disobeying. (98007bz, 527.2600, 532.3201)

Here the complement of the verb mrokin 'to think that' is the whole following sentence-like clause, with

no markers of the relationship between the clauses.

53 A=mro-ki-n nafsan ki=pe lakor leg, go i=tlas-i-ø.
1sgRS=think-TR-3sgO story 3sgIRR maybe straight and 3sgRS=enough-TS-3sgO

I think the story is about right, and that's enough. (98016bz, 871.9800, 876.8400)

As discussed in the introduction to this section on subordination, in general, subordinate clauses display

no features that distinguish them from other clauses, apart from the subordinators that link them to the

preceding main clause. While the irrealis mood may be required in the PVC of the complement clause, as

in (54) (which is the type of clause we will call a subjunctive-like complement in the following section),

this is not unique to complement clauses as irrealis forms may also occur in independent clauses. On the

other hand, as example (55) shows, the realis form can also occur in the complement of some

complement-taking predicates (CTPs). The determining factor is the semantics of the verb. Irrealis

ccomplement clauses follow verbs encoding events that are not yet achieved as discussed below in

§12.2.3.

54 A=tae nag ke=fo=nrik-mam ki napet nafsan.
1sgRS=know COMP 3sgIRR=PSP:IR=tell-1p.exO PREP meaning story

I know that he will tell us the meaning of the story. (005Ax, 1035.2600, 1045.0800)

55 Nlaken ru=mro na gar ru=metmatu tol tiawi.
because 3p.RS=think COMP 3p. 3p.RS=wise beat old.people

Because they think they are cleverer than the old people. (98003bz, 396.7801, 401.1599)

§12.2.2.3. Subjunctive-like complements

Some complements of CTPs in South Efate take an irrealis pronominal subject when the semantics of the

verb involve an action that is desired or otherwise not yet achieved. If the verb in the complement clause

can mark irrealis itself (by stem-initial mutation, see §6.4.5.1), then it will often be the irrealis form that

occurs in this context, as can be seen in the complement clause in (56) where both the 1sg subject (ka)

and the verb (festaf 'to talk') are irrealis forms. We consider these to be 'subjunctive-like' in Noonan's

(1985) terms. (A discussion of the role of mood marking can be found in §6.4).
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(1985) terms. (A discussion of the role of mood marking can be found in §6.4).

56 A=mur-i-n na ka=festaf-mus.
1sgRS=want-TS-3sgO say 1sgIRR=talk:IR-2p.O

I want to tell you. (Lit: I want that I tell you).  (98001b, 725.45, 726.7599)

57 Ke=fo pregnrog-o-ø nag ke=wat mau nranru nig Efil.
3sgIRR=PSP:IR try-TS-3sgO COMP 3sgIRR=hit giant two of p.name

He would try to hit the two warrior giants from Vila. (98009b, 1752.4, 1757.6201)

These complements are unlike those described in the preceding section as they typcially cannot occur as

main clauses in their own right. Thus the clause kafestaf-mus 'that I speak to you' can not stand as a

main clause.

§12.2.2.4. Nominalised complements

Nominalised complements (like 'His shooting of the dog') do not exist in South Efate, but deverbal nouns

can act as complements when expressed by a possessed nominalised verb whose possessor corresponds to

the subject of the non-nominalised verb, as in example (58) where namroan gar, 'their thinking', acts as

the subject. Nominalisation is discussed in §5.4.

58 Ko namroan gar i=wi, ru=pak talmat.
or thinking 3p.POS 3sgRS=good 3p.RS=go.to garden

Or if their thinking is good, they go to the garden. (98010bz, 540.9728, 544.5799)

Nametmatuan  'wisdom' (from metmatu 'to be clever') is the nominalised subject of (59).

59 Me nametmatuan ga i=pi nlaken kin.
but wisdom 3sgPOS 3sgRS=be because REL

a=mur-i-n na ka gakit traus.
1sgRS=want-TS-3sgO COMP 1sgIRR 1p.inclBEN tell.story

But his wisdom is the reson I want to tell you this story.  (98001b, 707.8000, 718.3800)

Namtirwen 'writing' (from mtir 'to write') is the nominalised subject of (60).

60 Namtirwen ga , i=pi te-ni namer ni etog.
writing 3sgPOS 3sgRS=be det-of people of elsewhere

His writing, it belongs to foreigners. (20003az, 477.3801, 480.4478)
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The nominalised objects in (61) are nameswen 'game' (from mes 'to play') and nlauwen dance (from lau

'to dance').

61 Ruk=mur ru=preg- ruk=freg nameswen elau,
3p.IRR=want 3p.RS=make 3p.IRR=make:IR game beach

ko ru=freg nlauwen.
or  3p.RS=make:IR dance

They want to have a game on the beach, or they may have a dance. (98009a, 1448.7273, 1454.7399)

The object of the verb lek 'to see' in (62) is nafsirwen 'falsehood', the nominalised form of psir 'to lie'.

62 Tetwei a=pi[-], a=ni nafet  tiawi pi polis panpan mes
long.ago 1sgRS=be[-] 1sgRS=of group old.people be police until today

a=pi kaonsil. Me a=lek nafsirwen.
1sgRS=be councillor but 1sgRS=see lie

Before I was one of  the village police for the old people until today I  am a councillor.  But  I see

falsehood  (Lit: I see lying).  (98016az, 250.1881, 255.8400)

§12.2.3. Complement-taking predicates (CTPs)

Complement-taking predicates (CTPs) are verbs that take a clausal complement with or without a

complementiser. In English, examples are the verb know  which can occur both with and without a

complementiser that in "I know that you are sick / I know you are sick", and the verb want which does

not take a complementiser ("I want him to go"). In South Efate the complement clause is typically, but

not necessarily, introduced by the complementiser na (discussed in §12.2.1.3.).  There are many examples

both with and without a complementiser in which the same relationship holds between the predicate and

its complement. In example (63a) the verb mur 'want' takes the complement pasol nalenan knen 'you get

the truth of it' directly (which we call an unmarked complement), and in (63b) the same verb mur 'want'

takes the complement na rukfreg namrun 'that they do anything', this time using the complementiser na.

While the unmarked complement may appear structurally similar to a core-layer serial verb construction,

we regard the relationship between the clauses to be one of dependency between the complement-taking

predicate and its complement. The irrealis form of the complement is further evidence that it is acting as a

subordinate clause.

63a Tetwei i=f-wel ku=mur pa=sol nalenan knen.
long.ago 3sgRS=CND-thus 2sgRS=want 2sgIRR=take truth of.it

Long ago, if you want to get the truth of it.  (20001b, 793.3400, 799.4400)

63b Ru=ta mur na ruk=freg namrun mau.
3p.RS=NEG want COMP 3p.IRR=make something NEG2

They don't want to do anything. (98009a, 730.2, 733.1000)
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They don't want to do anything. (98009a, 730.2, 733.1000)

Example (63b) also shows that the scope of negation covers the verb and the entire complement clause

which indicates that the complement clause and the verb are tighly associated.

Noonan (1985) provides a set of semantic classes of CTPs. Listed below are those that have South Efate

equivalents, which are exemplified in the following sections.

1. Utterance predicates nrik  'tell'; til 'say'; paos 'ask'; trok  'agree'
2. Propositional attitude predicates mrokin 'believe'; mro 'think'
3. Commentative predicates (factitives) wi 'to be good'
4. Predicates of knowledge and acquisition of knowledge tae 'to know'; mroperkat 'to remember';

mrotae 'to understand'; pamori 'to discover'
5. Predicates of fearing krokur 'to shake'
6. Desiderative predicates mur 'to want'
7. Achievement predicates traem, 'pregnrogo 'to try'
8. Immediate perception predicates lek 'to see'; nrog 'to hear'
9. Negative predicates tap 'negative'

It is not always clear which category a South Efate verb falls into, and some may have different senses

that place them into more than one category. Noonan's 'manipulative predicates' do not occur as CTPs

(they are typically dealt with by serial verb constructions) and his 'modal' and 'phasal' predicates are

encoded by auxiliary verbs in South Efate (see §10.1.5).

Complements that include desire for or comment on a future event, or on the negative possibility of

events occurring (commentative predicates (factitives), desiderative predicates, achievement predicates, and

negative predicates) typically use irrealis forms.

§12.2.3.1. Utterance predicates

Utterance predicates usually introduce reported or direct speech (see also §12.3.4.) as can be seen in the

following examples. Typical of utterance predicates in South Efate are nrik  'tell', til 'tell', paos 'ask' and

trok  'agree'.

64 Me pa=lek apu go ati go pa=nrik-i-r ki
but 2sgIRR=look g.father and g.mother and 2sgIRR=tell-TS-3p.O PREP

na "Awo ni Erakor ki=pato."
COMP uncle of p.name 3sgIRR=stay

And you see grandfather and grandmother and you tell them, "Uncle from Erakor is there." (004a,

1648.8415, 1654.3600)
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65 Te-pafpof ru=na ru=to ru=mai paos-ki-ø na,
det-old 3p.RS=want 3p.=STAT 3p.RS=come ask-TR-3sgO COMP

"Iku kin ku=to=kai go?"
why REL 2sgRS=STAT=cry INT

The adults came and asked "Why are you crying?"  (98003az, 2461.9697, 2466.3400)

66 Go tiawi wan kin ru=tl-i-ø na, "Mes i=pi mal gamus".
and old.people TOP REL 3p.RS=tell-TS-3sgO COMP today 3sgRS=be time 2p.O

And the old people said, "Today it is your time." (i.e. it is up to you what you do) (98016az, 62.1,

65.5681)

When the complement of an utterance predicate is not direct speech then the complement clause usually

has irrealis marking, as in (67) and (68).

67 Ku=trok na tesa nanwei neu ke=fo taulu tesa gag?
2sgRS=agree COMP child male 1dgPOS 3sgIRR=PSP:IR marry child 2sgPOS

Do you agree that my son will marry your daughter?  (98003bz, 1415.5505, 1419.7713)

68 Malfanen ra=pusrek pan pan pan, ra=tl-i-ø na rak=fes nawesien.
now 3d.RS=discuss until.RED 3d.RS=tell-TS-3sgO COMP 3d.IRR=start:IR work

Now they talked until they said they would start work. (98010az, 125.1838, 128.7199)

§12.2.3.2. Propositional attitude predicates

The only propositional attitude CTP in the data is mro 'to think' acting as an intransitive verb in (69) and

as a derived transitive mrokin in (70). The irrealis in the complement clause in (70) is due to it acting as a

hortative, and is not a feature of its complement clause status.

69 Nlaken ru=mro na gar ru=metmatu tol tiawi.
because 3p.RS=think COMP 3p. 3p.RS=wise beat old.people

Becuase they think they are wiser than the old people. (98003bz, 396.7801, 401.1599)

70 Tu=mro-ki-n na tuk=sat mal gakit ni indipendent.
1p.inRS=think-TR-3sgO COMP 1p.inIRR=take time 1p.in of independence

We believe we should choose our own time for independence. (20003az, 759.6801, 763.0226)

A semantically related form sertepal 'to disbelieve' appears to only take object NPs in the data and not

complement clauses (71).

71 Ru=sertepal nale rait-e-r, tm-e-r.
3p.RS=disbelieve voice mother-V-3sgDP father-V-3sgDP

They don't believe the voice of their mothers or fathers.  (98009a, 633.4, 636.9999)
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§12.2.3.3. Commentative predicates (factitives)

The CTP wi 'to be good' is the only commentative CTP in the data. A semantically related form sa 'to be

bad' does not take a complement clause in the data. Examples with wi 'good' in the data take an irrealis

subject in the complement clause.

72 Go malfane te-nen kin i=wi na natamol ruk=freg-i-ø....
and now det-that REL 3sgRS=good COMP people 3p.IRR=make:IR-TS-3sgO

And now what it would be good for people to do....  (98014az, 992.9399, 997.6001)

73 I=wi na akit tuk=pei infom-ki sesin.
3sgRS=good COMP 1p.ex 1p.inIRR inform-TR session

It is good that we inform the session (of the church).  (98018b, 208.2799, 215.8200)

§12.2.3.4. Predicates of knowledge and acquisition of knowledge

Predicates of knowledge and acquisition of  knowledge are the most common CTPs in South Efate and

include letae 'to recognise', tae 'to know',, mrotae 'to understand' and pamori 'to discover'.

74 Ku=tae na tiawi gag ru=weswes-wes.
2sgIRR=know COMP ancestors 2sgPOS 3p.RS=work-3sgOBL

You know that your ancestors worked there. (98014az, 2026.0000, 2027.7597)

75 Ku=pamor-i-ø na pislama ru=tik.
2sgRS=find-TS-3sgO COMP bêche-de-mer 3p.RS=not

You find that there are no bêche-de-mer.  (98018b, 313.3, 316.5783)

76 Me a=tap letae na i=trog-wes ko i=tfale mau.
but 1sgRS=NEG recognise COMP 3sgRS=drunk-3sgOBL or 3sgRS=how NEG2

But I didn't  see  that he was drunk there, or how (he came to be drunk). (98007bz, 650.8599, 656.9799)

The second verb in (77) has an 'ambient' subject represented by the 3sg proclitic and referring to the

preceding proposition (the situation which by the chief finds to be too hard).

77 Go chief i=pamor-i-ø i=kerkerai nen ke=pestaf-i-r.
andchief 3sgRS=find-TS-3sgO 3sgRS=strong this 3sgIRR=talk-TS-3p.O

The chief finds it hard to talk to them. (059:20)

§12.2.3.5. Predicates of fearing

The only verb of fearing that takes a complement is krokur 'to fear', 'to shake'. Other verbs expressing

fear, such as mtak 'to be scared', are not attested with complements in the data.

78 Me i=krokur kin namer nen ru=pakor mas.
but 3sgRS=shake COMP people that 3p.RS=appear just

But he shook that the people just appeared.  (98017az, 828.7, 830.35)
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79 I=tap tae teflan kin Kaltog i=taf mau, i=krokur kin
3sgRS=not know how REL p.name 3sgRS=exit NEG2 3sgRS=shake COMP

Kaltog ki=pe patu elag.
p.name 3sgPS=PF stay above

He didn't know how Kaltong got out, he was scared that Kaltog was up  there. (20001b, 1355.89,

1368.1001)

§12.2.3.6. Desiderative predicates

There are two desiderative predicates, mur and na which both mean 'to want'.The predicate mur 'want' takes

the complementiser na and requires an irrealis subject in the complement clause. In (80) mur also takes a

3sgO, and so means literally 'I want it that I talk to him.'

80 Taos a=mur-i-n na ka=festaf-i-ø a=kano pestaf-i-ø.
like 1sgRS=want-TS-3sg COMP 1sgIRR=talk:IR-TS-3sgO 1sgRS=unable talk-TS-3sgO

If I want to talk to him, I can't talk to him. (98003bz, 1315.2399, 1321.4399)

81 Ore kineu a=mur na ka=traus tete natrauswen ses.
yes 1sg 1sgRS=want COMP 1sgIRR=tell some story small

Yes, I want to tell some short stories.  (98002az, 35.5600, 40.2001)

Of the CTPs it is with the verb mur 'to want' that unmarked complements are most common as we see in

(82) where the complement clause is katae 'I know' or (83) where the complement clause is palis kin 'you

lease it'.

82 Go a=ta mur ka=tae mau.
and 1sgRS=NEG want 1sgIRR=know NEG2

And I didn't  want to know. (20003az, 1469.1545, 1471.0199)

83 Naor i=pi namlas tu me ku=tu nat ki=n,
place 3sgRS=be bush stay but 2sgRS=give man PREP-3sgO

na ku=mur pa=lis-ki-n.
PURP 2sgRS=want 2sgIRR=lease-TR-3sgO

The place is bush, but you give it to a man so that you can lease it. (Lit: so that you want to lease

it). (98016bz, 547.4844, 552.2999)

The predicate na 'to want' does not take a complementiser as we see in (84)3 where na is used in the first

clause with the complement ke=fak '(that) he go'. The speaker needs to resituate the action of the story

and so breaks off before the end of the first clause to tell us the point of reference for the character is 'here',

3 Taken from Text 2:3 in Appendix A.

and then goes on to the second clause in which the verb mur 'to want' is used (with a complementiser).
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and then goes on to the second clause in which the verb mur 'to want' is used (with a complementiser).

84 Malnen  i=na ke=fak[-].  I=tu sa
when 3sgRS=want 3sIRR=go.to:IR[-] 3sgRS=stay here

 i=mur na ke=fak Ermag.
3sgRS=want COMP 3sgIRR=go.to:IR p.name

When he want s to go-. He is here and he wants to go to Erromango. (98007az, 447.9600, 452.8401)

Again, in (85) we see an unmarked complement following the verb na 'to want'.

85 Me selwan ku=na pa=to nrog-o-ø, pa=to nrog-o-ø.
but when 2sgRS=want 2sgIRR=STAT hear-TS-3sgO 2sgIRR=STAT hear-TS-3sgO

But when you want to hear it, you hear it. (98009a, 1943.3800, 1950.6199)

There are many examples in the data of the desiderative na occurring in a collocation of the form

"subject=na co-referential subject=V", as in (86).

86 Go namer ni Ermag ru=na ruk=wat-gi-ø.
and people from p.name 3p.RS=want 3pRS=hit-TS-3sgO

And the people fom Erromango wanted to hit him.  (98007az, 267.4401, 272.0200)

A further common collocation is of na with the verb to, as in (87). Its meaning in these constructions is

unclear, but is glossed as 'to want to stay'.

87 Ntuam i=na i=to kai=slatlu nua nait iskei kai=pam-i-ø.
devil 3sgRS=want 3sgRS=stay ES=take.out fruit fig 3sgRS=one ES=eat-TS-3sgO

The devil wanted to stay and it took out  a fig and ate it. (004a, 343.7600, 348.2000)

§12.2.3.7. Achievement predicates

The verb pregnrog 'to try' (together with its Bislama counterpart traem) occurs in only a few examples in

the data in which it acts as a CTP. In two of them it takes the complementiser nag as in (88).

88 Tete nat ru=tok pregnrog-o-ø nag ruk=lao-ki political empire iskei.
some people 3p.RS=STAT try-TS-3sgO COMP 3p.IRR=build-TR political empire one

But some people keep trying to establish a political empire. (98009b,  2075.7194, 2081)

There are several examples of pregnrog 'to try' followed by nen kin  as in (89) which seem to be

functioning as a fused or compound complementiser (see §12.2.1.2.).

89 I=pregnrog-o-ø nenkin ke=fa=n, me mtulep
3sgRS=try-TS-3sgO COMP 3sgIRR=go:IR=DSTbut wife

i=tap trok nenkin ke=fo pa=n mau.
3sg=NEG agree COMP 3sgIRR go:R=DST NEG2

He tried to go, but his wife didn't agree that he could go. (20001b, 1284.9400, 1291.23)
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§12.2.3.8. Immediate perception predicates

Immediate perception predicates are lek 'to see' and nrog 'to hear'.

90 Ku=lek-a-ø na te-lap ru=ta pak skul i=top mau a?
2sgRS=see-TS-3sgO COMP det-many 3p.RS=NEG go.to school 3sgRS=much NEG2 INT

You see that many don't go to school eh?  (20001b, 121.4400, 128.9001)

91 Go ka=fo lek-a-ø na nakte nasum i=nom i=pon.
and1sgIRR=PSP:IR look-TS-3sgO COMP 1sgPOS house 3sgRS=finish 3sgRS=close

And I'll see that my house is finished, (the roof) is closed. (20001az, 164.2599, 172.4801) (Toukelau.mov,

135.8999, 144.1201)

92 I=wel a=nrog-o-ø na i=tik-ki nafolprakotwen.
3sgRS=thus 1sgRS=hear-TS-3sgO COMP 3sgRS=not-TR bad.behaviour

Well, I heard there was no bad behaviour. (98011a, 2266.9400, 2279.5000)

Structures like the second part of (93) could be analysed as a sentential complement: 'You will hear [the

devil will speak]".

93 Pa=fo nrog ntuam ke=fo pes.
2sgIRR=PSP:IR hear devil 3sgIRR=PSP:IR speak

You will hear the devil speak (Lit: You will hear the devil, he will speak). (095:15) (98017b, 2612.8,

2614.5399)

§12.2.3.9. Negative predicates

The only negative predicate is the verb tap 'to be taboo', also used as a general negator.

94 Me ag ku=kano pak narfat. I=tap nen pa=fa.
but 2sg 2sgRS=unable go.to cave 3sgRS=taboo COMP 2sgIRR=go:IR

But you can't go to the cave. It is taboo that you go. (98007bz, 1801.5800, 1804.4400)

95 I=tap nen rak=mer tmo-mus wat-mus.
3sgRS=taboo COMP 2d.IRR=again RR-2p.DP hit-2p.O

It is taboo that you hit yourselves again.  (98017bz, 2411.8578, 2413.9200)

§12.2.4. Relative clauses

Relative clauses restrict "the possible items that the head noun refers to" (Tallerman 1998:82). A relative

clause in South Efate is formed by use of the relativisers kin , nen, or nag following the head. Like other

modifiers, the relative clause follows the noun it modifies which is 'external' to the relative clause (in

Keenan's 1985 terms). Structural defining features of relative clauses in South Efate are:

- the presence of one of the relativisers kin , nen, na(g)

- the presence of a pause between the head noun and the relativiser
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- the presence of a pause between the head noun and the relativiser

- the position after the modified nominal

Examples of relative clauses formed with each of the three relativisers follow.

96 Emelfat, naot ke-nen ga kin ru=sos-o-ø ki marik Tapau.
p.name chief of-that 3sg REL 3p.RS=call-TS-3sgO PREP mister p.name

The chief of Emelfat, he whom they call Mister Tapau.  (98017bz, 96.76, 100.4)

97 Me tiawi nen runa ru=to ru=pak Epag pa.
but old.people REL 3p.RS=want 3p.RS=stay. 3p.RS=go.to p.name go

But the old people who wanted to stay, they went to Pango.  (98017az, 845.1937, 849.6)

98 Nagi natkon nag ru=tok e-lag e-maloput.
name village REL 3p.RS=stay LOC-high LOC-middle

The name of the villages that are up in the middle (of the island). (98001b, 1422.7000, 1427.6369)

A relative clause can modify a nominal acting as S, O1, or O2 as we will see below. Sentences where the

head of the relative clause is its subject can be seen in the following two examples.

99 Ku=lek mes te=lap nen ru=to taon, te-fsofus.....
2sgRS=look today DET-many REL 3p.RS=STAT town DET-youth

You see today, many that are in town, young  people....(20003a, 1497.2433, 1499.2)

100 Tete nanwei nen i=mur na ke=taulu-wou, tewan kia.
some man REL 3sgRS=want COMP 3sgIRR=marry-1sgO that's it

(Suppose there's) Some man who wants to marry me, that's it. (98009a, 1068.1404, 1073.4400)

The next two sentences are examples where the head of the relative clause is its object.

101 Pa=fo leg-ki nafsan neu
2sgIRR=PSP:IR straight-TR story 1sgPOS

nen i=to rikod-ki-n i=to natus.
REL 3sgRS=SAT record-TS-3sgO 3sgRS=STAT paper

You will correct my story that it (the cassette recorder) recorded to go on paper. (005Ax, 1893.2,

1900.9)

102 Go i=pi nametpag na natrauswen nen a=traus-i-ø.
and 3sgRS=be end DET story REL 1sgRS=tell-TS-3sgO

And it is the end of the story that I told.  (004b, 1147.1000, 1155.6799)

In (103) the head of the relative clause, natrauswen gakit  'our story', acts as the O2 of the relative clause.

103 I=mag reki natrauswen gakit
3sgRS=stare as.for story 1p.exPOS
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nen a=mur-i-n ka=nrik-i-ø ki-ø.
REL 1sgRS=want-TS-3sgO 1sgIRR=tell-TS-3sgO PREP-3sgO

He was in wonder about our story that I want to tell about. (98007bz, 1485.2519, 1488.7400)

Similarly, in (104) it is the O2 of the relative clause, ntan 'land', that is its head.

104 Gar ru=pitlak na- ntan nen naot nig Efil i=tu-e-r ki-n.
3p. 3p.RS=have HES ground REL chief of p.name 3sgRS=give-TS-3p.O PREP-3sgO

They had the ground that the chief of Vila had given them. (98002az, 417.9600, 423.6)

In (105) the head of the relative clause, ntau ten 'ten years', acts as its adjunct.

105 Mes i=pi ntau ten nen a=tij.
today 3sgRS=be year ten REL 1sgRS=teach

Today it is ten years that I teach. (20001b, 75.5, 79.0074)

A relative clause can modify the head of a benefactive phrase as in (106), represented from example (64) in

Chapter 11. Here the relative clause is dependent on a benefactive NP occurring within the slot between

the preposition nig (signalling the beginning of the benefactive phrase) and the main verb slat.

106 I=nig tesa taklep nanwei nig marik pal=un nag i=pi naot
3sgRS=of child firstborn male of mister brother-3sgDP REL 3sgRS=be chief
    [BEN [POS [REL

pur marik Nmak Kalmtapil slat ki nafinaotan.
big mister p.name take PREP chiefly.line

]]]

He, for the firstborn son of his brother, who was the big chief Nmak Kalmtapil, took the chiefly

line. (053:46)

§12.2.5. Adverbial clauses

Longacre (1985:237) defines adverbial clauses as modifiers of verbs and propositions, and notes that they

function as sentence margins. By sentence margins we understand that adverbial clauses are adjuncts.

Examples of adverbial clause types follow, but note that adverbial clauses can also be formed with

temporal nouns (§5.2.3) and temporal adverbs (§4.9). The adverb in these clauses can introduce the clause

either alone, or followed by the subordinating particle kin  as shown in the second example in each of the

following sections.4

In all cases, the adverbial clause is introduced by an adverbial form, as will be seen in the following

sections. With the exception of the purposive clause (§12.2.5.6.) adverbial clauses can precede or follow

3 Taken from Text 2:3 in Appendix A.

4There are no examples of the purposive na followed by a subordinator kin .

the main clause.
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the main clause.

§12.2.5.1. malnen 'when'

In adverbial clauses malnen 'when' is used to encode an activity occurring at the time of that of the main

clause. Malnen means literally 'that time'.

107 Malnen rukoi=pe laosok silua ru=tur pek,
when 3p.PS=PF pound all 3p.RS=sew bag

natamol kin ke=fo slat-i-ø.
man REL 3sgIRR=PSP:IR take-TS-3sgO

When they have pounded it all (copra) they sew a bag, a man will come and get it. (98003bz,

595.6599, 602.9400)

108 Malnen kin i=nrog nai i=ser tefla=n i=tarpek-ki napor.
when SUB 3sgRS=hear water 3sgRS=flow thus=DST 3sgRS=fall-TR basket

When she heard the water running like that she dropped her basket.  (98002bz, 523.1600, 526.6178)

109 Ore natrauswen i=til-i-ø tefla=n malnen nalotwen i=mai.
yes story 3sgRS=tel-TS-3sgO thus=DST when prayer 3sgRS=come

Yes that's what the story says about  when Christianity came. (98002bz, 881.5400, 884.6867)

§12.2.5.2. selwan 'while', 'when'

An adverbial clause introduced by selwan 'while', 'when' encodes an event which occurs at the same time

as the event encoded in the main clause.

110 Selwan a=piatlak ntau ipat a=stat pak skul.
when 1sgRS=have year four 1sgRS=start go.to school

When I was four I started going to school.  (98003az, 2126.3799, 2133.1199)

111 Selwan kin ku=na ku=tai panpan i=nomser
when SUB 2sgRS=want 2sgRS=cut until 3sgRS=every

ale i=mai pi raru.
ok 3sgRS=come be canoe

When you want to cut (the wood) until it is all cut, then it becomes a canoe.  (004a, 588.6331,

593.2800)

§12.2.5.3. eswan 'where, the place that'

An adverbial clause introduced by eswan  'where, at the place that' describes the location of an event which

is encoded in the following clause. The form eswan  is made up of the locative prefix e-, the question

morpheme swa 'where' (illustrated in 114) with the distant clitic =n, which is obligatory when eswan

functions to introduce an adverbial clause.
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functions to introduce an adverbial clause.

112 Eswan Dick Leo i=pakor-wes ru=sos-o-ø ki Tasmatloru.
where p.name 3sgRS=born-3sgOBL 3p.RS=call-TS-3sgO PREP p.name

(The place) Where Dick Leo was born they call Tasmatloru. (98001b, 1278.6600, 1286.3801)

113 I=pi eswan kin sup nig sautog i=po pakor-wes.
3sgRS=be where SUB fashion of rent 3sgRS=PSP appear-3sgOBL

It is where the custom of rent first appeared.  (98009b, 2019.2400, 2025.4000)

114 Me ag ku=pi te-ni swa?
but 2sg 2sgRS=be DET=of where

But where are you from?  (20001az, 921.7800, 924.1171)

§12.2.5.4. taos/taosi 'like, in the manner of'

In adverbial clauses taos 'like' encodes similarity to or comparison with an activity or object in an

adjoining clause.

115 Taos tiawi i=skei go tiawi i=nru ra=fla to pusrek.
like ancestors 3sgRS=one and ancestors 3sgRS=two 3d.RS=may STAT discuss

Like one or two old people may have been talking. (98010az, 2094.6450, 2097.4867)

In example (116) the speaker is answering a question about the prevalence of wife-beating in the society

today. She answers that her opinion is that such violence is 'something from today', not something that

happened in the past.

116 Or taosi kin ku=paos-ki nalelewen neu i=pi te-ni mes.
yes like SUB 2sgRS=ask-TR view 1sgPOS 3sgRS=be det-of today

Yes, as you are asking for my opinion, it is something from today.  (98007bz, 506.2000, 519.9)

§12.2.5.5. nlaken, reason 'because'

Reason clauses use nlaken 'because'. The preposition kat  'due to' has a similar meaning, but can not

function as the head of an adverbial clause. In example (117) the speaker is telling about missionaries who

used writing to trick local people and so the book is used to hide information because the old people

couldn't read or write.

117 I=to natus nlaken tiawi ru=ta to mtir natus mau tetwei5.
3sgRS=stay paper because old.people 3p.RS=NEG STAT write book NEG2 before

It is in a book because the old people couldn't write in books in those days.  (20003az, 472.8999,

476.8401)

118 Ku=ta pes-top mau nlaken kin i=min nmalok.
2sgRS=NEG talk-much NEG2 because SUB 3sgRS=drink kava

4There are no examples of the purposive na followed by a subordinator kin .

5 The sentence-final tetwei 'long ago, before' occurs following NEG2 as an afterthought in this example.

Don't talk too loud because he is drinking kava.  (98007bz, 721.1, 724.3065)
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Don't talk too loud because he is drinking kava.  (98007bz, 721.1, 724.3065)

§12.2.5.6. na purposive, 'in order to'

Unlike the other adverbial clauses discussed in this section, purposive clauses always follow the main

clause. Purposive clauses are introduced by the purposive subordinator na. In example (119) a devil seizes

a mouth organ and the na purposive clause encodes the fact that he took it 'in order to blow it'.

119 Ntuam i=na i=sat nalag na i=si
devil 3sgRS=want 3sgRS=take m.organ PURP 3sgRS=blow

trau sat-i-ø sef.
just carry-TS-3sgO escape

The devil took the mouth organ to blow it, just took it and ran away. (98003a, 2452.93, 2456.3512)

In (120) the action of sitting down is performed in order to eat.

120 Ku=totan na ku=fam.
2sgRS=sit PURP 2sgRS=eat

You sit in order to eat.  (98007bz, 979.1249, 981.4875)

The purposive is used to encode a devil's intention to appear in front of some people whose food he wants

to eat.

121 I=mai na i=pakor ki-r.
3sgRS=come PURP 3sgRS=appear PREP-3p.O

He came in order to appear in front of them.  (20001az, 1644.5800, 1646.2)

§12.2.5.7. fwel, fla conditional 'if'

The conditional particle f is discussed in §10.1.4 and here we observe the forms with which it combines

to introduce an adverbial conditional clause. The two most common conditional forms are fwel and fla 'if'.

The first form includes the verb stem wel often glossed as 'thus' in fixed expressions such as welkia 'and

thus', or just as a filler. The second form includes a particle la which does not appear independently and so

we consider it to form a single unit, fla, glossed as 'may'. As la is not a verb stem itself fla requires a

following verb stem to form a Verb Complex.

In a discussion about marriage partners, the speaker in (122) notes that, if the man and the woman are

close relatives then their parents cannot agree to a marriage between them, but if they are more distant

relatives then they are able to be married. The whole sentence is framed using the conditional ifwel.

122 Me i=f wel i=nrus pi emae, go iwi,
but 3sgRS=CND thus 3sgRS=just be far and 3sgRS=good

But if it (the relationship)  was a little distant it was good.  (98009a, 1381.2201, 1386.8400)
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123 I=f wel kin ru=f trok go rak=fo gar preg nlakwen.
3sgRS=CND thus REL 3p.RS=CND agree and 3d.IRR 3p.BEN make wedding

If they agree, then they would prepare their wedding for them. (98009a, 1210.6705, 1214.7601)

124 I=f wel kin ku=pakot i=pitlak namer
3sgRS=CND thus SUB 2sgRS=pay 3sgRS=have people

nen kin gar ru=to tur rowat.
that REL 3p. 3p.RS=STAT sew thatch

And if you pay there are people who will sew thatch.  (20001az, 357.5000, 362.8414)

While fwel is itself a predicate and can be followed by the subordinator kin  as in (124), this is not the

case for fla which requires a following verb, as can be seen in (125). There are no examples in the data of

fla occurring independently of a following verb.

125 Ko ga i=fla mur-i-n na ke=tau tete nanromien ses,
or 3sg 3sgRS=may want-TS=DST COMP 3sgIRR=leave some present small

i=kano trau leg mai tau.
3sgRS=unable just straight hither leave

Or if he wanted to leave a small present he couldn't just come and leave it.  (98003bz, 1340.5399,

1348.3400)

126 Go i=taos malpei welkin u=fla.....  u=fla salem-ki kopra.
and 3sgRS=like first.time HES 1p.exRS=may 1p.exRS=may sell-TR copra

And,as in the old days, like, we would, we would sell copra. (98003bz, 661.5200, 668.9799)

§12.3. Other clause linkage

There are several strategies for linking clauses or sentences without morphosyntactic markers of

coordination or subordination. Clause juxtaposition (§12.3.1.) involves two (or more) clauses each with a

fully inflected Verb Complex but with features that suggest a tighter link than that between separate

sentences.

Clause chaining (§12.3.2.) consists of sequential clauses headed by verbs without explicit subject

marking. Tail-head linkage (§12.3.3.) is a discourse strategy that links independent sentences within a

paragraph or larger discourse unit by repeating elements of the first in the second. Finally we will consider

the framing of direct speech (§12.3.4.) as another way in which clauses are linked.

§12.3.1. Clause juxtaposition

Clause juxtaposition involves two (or more) clauses in sequence in which there is no morphosyntactic
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Clause juxtaposition involves two (or more) clauses in sequence in which there is no morphosyntactic

marker of the relationship between them. As was discussed in Chapter 9 on verb combinations, there is

no reason to identify in South Efate what are called 'core-layer' serial verb constructions in northern

Vanuatu languages. We treat them as clauses exhibiting semantic features of linkage, but with no distinct

structure. This avoids having to account for clause-like elements at a sub-clausal layer. However, the issue

of identifying the relationship between these units remains. In the current description we have analysed

some structures that could be regarded as juxtaposed clauses as being complement-taking predicates. The

remaining clause-clause sequences can be categorised into three types: (1) topic-comment (2) cause-result;

(3) directional clause juxtaposition.

§12.3.1.1. Topic-comment juxtaposition

Topic-comment juxtaposition involves two clauses in which the second modifies or comments on the

content of the first, as in (127) where the second clause itop 'too much' modifies the whole preceding

clause.

127 Ru=po kop namurien gar i=top.
3p.RS=PSP:R chase desire 3p.POS 3sgRS=much
[clause ] [clause ]

They follow their own desires too much. (98010bz, 1616.2, 1618.8552)

§12.3.1.2. Cause and result juxtaposition

A causal relationship between clauses is encoded by use of the verb preg 'to make' in the first clause

whose object is the subject of the second clause which encodes the resultant situation. So, in (128), the

object of the first verb (preg 'to make') and the subject of the second verb (msak 'be sick') is Kaltog who

is 'made sick'. Further examples follow.

128 I=pamor-i-ø na mtulep nen kin i=preg Kaltog i=msak.
3sgRS=discover-TS-3sgO COMP woman that REL 3sgRS=make p.name 3sgRS=sick
[clause ] [[clause ] [clause ] [clause ]]

He found out that that woman had made Kaltog sick. (20001b, 1267.0, 1271.3399)

129 Charlie i=preg-i-ø a=pi polis ga ni natkon 1960.
Charlie 3sgRS=make-TS-3sgO 1sgRS=be police 3sg of village 1960
[clause ] [clause ]

Charlie made me his village policeman in 1960. (060:36)  (98002az, 182.0599, 188.1799)
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130 Go missionary ki=preg-i-ø ru=mtalu marik nig Epag.
and missionary 3sgPS=make-TS-3sgO 3p.RS=choose man of Pango
[clause ] [clause ]

And the missionary made them choose a man from Pango. (Lit: he made it they chose) (053:50)

131 Skot-i-r me ru=po sel tesa ru=lekor-wer  e-sum.
with-TS-3p.O but 3p.RS=PSP:R take child 3p.RS=look.after-3p.OBL LOC-house

(I was) With them,but they took children, they looked after them at home. (98003bz, 1082.2859,

1087.1399)

In (132) the situation of being made to come ashore is encoded by clausal juxtaposition where the object

of the verb preg 'to make' is the subject of the second clause. This is an example of both cause/result and

directional clause linkage (§12.3.1.3.).

132 Ale ru=preg-i-ø i=pak eut.
okay 3p.S=make-TS-3sgO 3sg=go.to ashore

[clause ] [clause ]

Then they made him come ashore. (061:16)

Cause and effect are not always marked by the verb preg 'to make', but can use other verbs, as in (133),

which follows a discussion of special stones which are used to magically increase a crop. The action of

turning and dropping this stone is part of the ritual. The object of the first clause is the subject of the

second.

133 Ku=nre-a-ø i=tarpek.
2sgRS=turn-TS-ø 3sgRS=fall
[clause ] [clause ]

You turn it, it falls. (98017bz, 1662.9399, 1673.2200)

§12.3.1.3. Directional clause juxtaposition

Where the second clause is constituted by a directional verb we consider the clause linkage to be of a type

we call directional clause linkage.

134 Ru=pan sos-o-r ru=mai.
3p.RS=go call-TS-3p.O 3p.RS=come
[clause ] [clause ]

They1 called them2 to come. (Lit: They1 went called them2 they2 come.) (98003bz, 1076.2599,

1080.5400)

In (135) the object of the verb in the first clause is the 'yams' that are then the subject of the second clause

and the direction of motion is encoded in the second clause ru=ur 'they follow'.
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and the direction of motion is encoded in the second clause ru=ur 'they follow'.

135 A=kil nawi. Ale a=mot-i-r ru=ur e-talmat.
1sgRS=dig yam then 1sgRS=tie-TS-3p.O 3p.RS=follow LOC-garden
[clause ] [clause ] [clause ]

I dig yams. Then I tie them,  they are at the garden. (Lit:I tie them they follow the garden)  (MK

98012)

In (136) the second clause is the complement of the first clause and the third clause specifies the direction

(kafak Nume 'that I go to Noumea').

136 Me mal-ne ru=na ruk=sent-ki kineu ka=fak Nume.
but time-this 3p.RS=want 3p.IRR=sent-TR 1sg 1sgIRR=go:IR Noumea
[clause ] [clause ] [clause ]

Then they wanted to send me to Noumea. (063:17)

Example (137) shows a complement taking predicate mur 'to want' and its complement clause pasosor

'you call them' followed by the directional clause rusil 'they enter'.

137 Ga i=tap mur pa=sos-o-r ru=sil mau.
3sg 3sgRS=NEG want 2sgIRR=call-TS-3p.O 3p.RS=enter NEG2
[clause ] [clause ] [clause ]

He doesn't want you to call them to come inside. (98016az, 866.4799, 868.5222)

The second object, mane neu 'my money', of the first verb, tao 'give me', in the first clause in (138), is

then the subject of the following verb, ler 'return', which specifies the direction of the activity  first clause

'leaving my money').

138 Go  ru=tao mane neu ke=ler.
and 3p.RS=give.me money 1sgPOS 3sgIRR=return
[clause ] [clause ]

And they give me my money back (They gave me my money it returned) . (98016bz, 212.4600,

215.1400)

§12.3.2. Clause chaining

Longacre (1999) notes that clause chaining typically involves a series of clauses in which one or more is

deficient in TMA marking. In the SOV Papuan languages in which chaining is best known (e.g. Yimas,

Foley 1991) the last verb in the chain is inflected, while the preceding verb has reduced or absent TMA

marking. In VSO and SVO languages the first verb in a clause chain is typically more fully inflected and

subsequent verbs are called 'sequential' or 'consecutive' (Longacre 1999:176). In South Efate, which is an

SVO language, the latter kind of clause chaining does occur. While sequential verbs in South Efate

typically have reduced PVC marking, there is no prohibition on PVC particles in sequential clauses as

will be seen below. The feature distinguishing clause chains from other clause linkage types in South

Efate is the absence of subject marking on sequential or chained clauses, which we call subject omission.
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In the following examples from South Efate the second verb and subsequent verbs have no subject

marking. The position where we would expect to see a subject proclitic is marked with a null (Ø) in the

present section, but not in the usual representation of such clauses in other parts of this thesis. In these

examples there is an understood subject that carries through from an earlier clause.

In (139) there is a pause before the verb mai 'come' which indicates that mai is not functioning as a

directional particle ('hither', see §9.1.2.4) but as a verb without a subject. Similarly in all of the

following examples there are one or more chained clauses preceded by a clause which has subject marking.

139 A=pan tai lop, Ø=mai, a=preg-ptak-ki, Ø=tai-ptak-ki.
1sgRS=go cut bamboo Ø=come 1sgRS=make-ready-TR Ø=cut-ready-TR

I go and cut bamboo, come, I make it ready, cut it ready.  (20001az, 58.0827, 60.6691)

In (140) the final clause (preg nalotwen 'make prayer') has no subject proclitic and is intonationally linked

to the preceding sentence in a clause chain.

140 Go malfanen iwelkia i=to siwer-ur ser natkon Ø=preg nalotwen.
and now so 3sgRS=STAT walk-follow every village Ø=make prayer

And now, she walked to each village to pray. (Lit: And now, she walked to each village  take

prayer).  (081:35) (98010az, 1182.9800, 1193.3)

Similarly, in (141) the clause beginning with nrokot mai  'cross hither' follows the O of the first clause

(raru 'canoe') and has no subject marking and so is considered to be chained.

141 Ale u=po pa raru Ø=nrokot-mai pak Efat gakit ne.
okay 1p.RS=PSP:R go canoe Ø=cross-come to Efate 1p.inclPOS this

Okay, we would take the canoe across to this, our Efate. (081:42) (98010az, 1237.0800, 1244.7199)

In (142) there are two clauses chained following the clause ru panpan pato oraik 'they went fishing'. The

first is ur elau 'go on the sea' and the second is panpan tpil fotasiks kaitau 'blow up forty-six fish' in

which a subject would be expected on the verb tpil 'to blow up'. Both the second and third clause in the

sentence have no subject proclitic and so are considered to be chained.

142 Ru=panpan pato oraik Ø=ur elau panpan Ø=tpil fotasiks kaitau ru=mat.
3p.RS=go.go stay fishing Ø=follow sea until Ø=blow.up 46 fish 3p.RS=die

They went fishing in the sea until they had dynamited 46 karong (type of  fish). (021:27) (004b,

2127.4999, 2137.8800)

In the following short text there are several examples of verbs occurring without explicit subject marking.

Again, a null (Ø) indicates where a subject proclitic would be expected and each subject is tracked by

alphabetic characters, followed by a number representing each mention or each absence of mention of the

subject where we would expect it. The change of subject at B1 is followed by a reiteration of the original
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subject where we would expect it. The change of subject at B1 is followed by a reiteration of the original

subject with a pronominal reference at A4. In this example we see clause chaining used to maintain a

constant reference without needing to restate the subject with each successive verb.

143 Jubilee pei a=mit-ki te-ni Samoa, ga kin Ø=pato sanpe,
" first 1sgRS=meet-TR DET-of p.name 3sg REL Ø=stay there

A1 B1 B2

The first jubilee I met the Samoans, they were over there

foto k-nen kin i=pato. Ø=preg sain, a?
photo PREP-that REL 3sgRS=stay Ø=make sign INT

A2

a photo of them is there. Made (them) sign (it), eh?

Ale Ø=mit-ki-r elau. Ru=mai tau Baibol. A=sat-i-ø.
then Ø=meet-TR-3p.O beach 3p.RS=come give.me bible 1sgRS=carry-TS-3sgO

A3 B3 A4

Okay, meet them on the beach. They came and gave me  the Bible.

plak na Mobail Miusik. Ø=Plak krup natamol Ø=plak-e-r.
with DET mobile music Ø=with group people Ø=with-TS-3p.O

A5 A6

I took it with the army band. With a group of people, with them

mai pa=n pak elag nmet ni sumtap ale Ø=ptu-ki-ø na Baibol.
DP go=DST to above window of church then Ø=give-TR-3sgO DET bible

A7

came up to the window of the church, then gave the Bible.  (98002az, 775.3800, 802.9601)

In example (144) there are three chained clauses without subjects, each taking its subject referent from the

first mention of mal 'hawk' and its proclitic on the first verb (nrirlfek 'fly around').

144 Ru=lek-a-ø go mal  i=mai nrir-lfek-i-r panpan.
3p.RS=look-TS-3sgO and hawk 3sgRS=come fly-go.around-TS-3p.O until

i=nom Ø=pan pato emae Ø=trau preg
3sgRS=finish Ø=go be.at longway Ø=just make

nafar-u-n teflan Ø=trau nrir pe nrir.
wing-V-3sgDP thus Ø=just fly  IF fly

They watched and the hawk flew down around them until he finished and flew a long way away,

just trimmed his wings and flew and flew.  (052:51) (98001b, 927.5454,  937.0769)
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The auxiliary verb trau 'just' occurs as the first element of the chained clause in (144) and other parts of

the PVC can also precede the verb in a clause chain. In example (145) the sequential clause is introduced

by mer 'in turn' in a tail-head-linkage (discussed in the following section) which, in this case, copies the

preceding clause minus the subject proclitic.

145 Go a=mer mai to e-sum, Ø=mer mai to e-sum to
and 1sgRS=in.turn hither stay LOC-house Ø=in.turn hither stay LOC-house stay

And then I came back home, came back to stay at home. (98010bz, 1302.7, 1306.4)

The realis prospective marker po also functions as the first element in a chained clause. The three next

examples all show clause chaining in which the first element of the PVC is po 'realis prospective'. (There

are no examples in the data where a sequential clause begins with the irrealis prospective marker fo or with

the perfect marker pe).

146 A=po su net pan pato sum ni Paster pato pan Ø=po mai kia.
1sgRS=PSP descend meet go stay house of pastor stay go Ø=PSP:R come here

A=mai kia Ø=po to los.
1sgRS=come here Ø=PSP:R STAT swim

I would go to the pastor's house, then come here. I come here then wash. (98005 - conversation)

147 Apu gar i=pakor Epag, i=to Epag, Ø=po pak Efil.
g.father3p.POS 3sgRS=born p.name 3sgRS=stay p.name Ø=PSP:R go.to p.name

Their grandfather was born at Pango, he stayed at Pango then went to Vila. (98001az, 214.4800,

220.0968)

148 Ko=fa=n lek-a-ø ke=nom su Ø=po preg desison.
1p.exIRR=go:IR=DST look-TS-3sgO 3sgIRR=end PF Ø=PSP:R make decision

We would see it was finished and would make a decision. (98018az, 1450, 1453.4000)

§12.3.3. Tail-head linkage

Tail-head linkage is a discourse strategy in which the flow of information is supported by a reiteration of a

clause at the beginning of the following sentence. This strategy is well known in languages of the region,

e.g. Lolovoli (Hyslop2001:426), Lewo (Early 1994:454), Sye (Crowley 1998:282). In example (149) it

is the clause i=puel  'he disappeared' that is repeated in (149b).

149a Malen i=pak ektem i=puel.
when 3sgRS=go.to:R outside 3sgRS=disappear

b Me i=puel me i=fak i=nrir.
and3sgRS=disappear but 3sgRS=go.to:IR 3sgRS=fly

When he went outside he disappeared. He disappeared but he flew away. (98017bz, 635.5, 639.0800)
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A number of instances of tail-head linkage can be seen in example (150) which is from text 6 (Appendix

A) and is part of a description of making thatch for roofing. In these examples we can see that it is the

final clause (consisting of subject proclitc, main verb and O, if present) which is repeated. Example (150f)

shows tail-head linkage as part of a clause chain (a=preg-pta-ki, Ø=tai-pta-ki 'I made it ready, cut it

ready').

150a Malen a=mur-i-n na ka=tur rowat go a=po
when 1sgRS=want-TS-3sgO COMP 1sgIRR=sew thatch and 1sgRS=PSP:R

When I want to cut thatch and I will

b pa=n slat rowat, ka=fa=n slat rowat. A=ler mai,
go=DST take thatch 1sgIRR=go:IR=DST take thatch 1sgRS=return hither

go get thatch, I would  go get thatch. I come back,

c ka=fo pei masel rowat, a=masel rowat i=nom
1sgIRR=PSP:IR first derib thatch 1sgRS=derib thatch 3sgRS=end

I will first take out the ribs (of the sago leaves), I take out the ribs, finish.

d A=mer pel-ki-ø, a=pel-ki-n i=tu.
1sgRS=in.turn bend-TR-3sgO 1sgRS=bend-TR-3sgO 3sgRS=stay

I then bend it, I bend it, it is there

e Me a=po mer pa=n tai lop.
but 1sgRS=PSP in.turn go=DST cut bamboo

But I then go and cut bamboo

f A=pa=n tai lop, mai, a=preg-pta-ki-ø, Ø=tai-pta-ki-ø.
1sgRS=go=DST cut bamboo DP 1sgRS=make-ready-TR-3sgO Ø=cut-ready-TR-3sgO

I cut bamboo, come, I get it ready, I cut it  ready. (20001az, 28.3600, 62.9200)

§12.3.4. Direct and reported speech

Another type of complex sentence structure is used in quoting speech in which a sentence is embedded

within another framing sentence. We can distinguish reported speech (e.g. They told us that there was a

fire yesterday) from direct speech (e.g. They said, "There was a fire yesterday") by using both

grammatical and intonational cues. Both direct and reported speech are typically encoded as a complement

of a CTP (§12.2.3.), but may also appear paratactically (as in example 152).

The indicators usually associated with direct or reported speech are one or more of: (a) the use of a verb of

locution preceding the speech; (b) a change in the reference point from that of the speaker to that of the

person who is the subject of the discourse (only with direct speech); (c) a pause preceding the quoted
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person who is the subject of the discourse (only with direct speech); (c) a pause preceding the quoted

speech. For example, in (151) we know there is direct speech because of the verb of locution (na 'to say);

because of a change of subject from 3sg in the framing sentence to 1sg in the quoted speech; and because

of the pause preceding the quoted speech.

151 I=trau na, "Ka=tmalu-ki-ø".
3sgRS=just say 1sgIRR=depart-TR-3sgO

He just said "I'm leaving".  (20001az, 1326.7200, 1331.6400)

In example (152) there is no verb of locution and the quoted speech is simply inserted into the discourse

paratactically, with a change in the reference point to 1sg (ka=  1sgRS) in the quoted speech.

152 Ra=to wi. "Nta ka=fo tu-o-k gag mit."
3d.RS=stay good  ok 1sgRS=PSP:IR give-TS-2sgO 2sgPOS mat

They were good. "Okay, I will give you your mat". (98003bz, 1223.0599, 1228.5270)

In example (153) the reported speech has an irrealis proclitic subject and follows na with no pause, both

features suggesting that the speech is encoded as the complement of the verb til 'to tell' and so is reported

rather than direct speech.

153 Ru=totan ru=tl-i-ø na ke=fo pitlak hotel naur.
3p.RS=sit 3p.RS=tell-TS-3sgO COMP 3sgIRR=PSP:IR have hotel island

They sat down, they said that there would be a hotel on the island. (98014az, 2634.2800, 2638.9200)

In the short text in (154) we see the same event described by the speaker first using direct speech (154a)

and then reported speech (154b) in a tail-head linkage pattern (§12.3.4.). The pause indicated by a comma

in (154a) introduces direct speech, while the switch of subject proclitic from first person to third person in

the second signals reported speech.

154a Menal i=nrik katom ki-n na, "Tak=fo res."
barracuda 3sgRS=tell h.crab PREP-3sgO COMP 1d.IRR=PSP:IR race

154b Menal i=nrik katom ki-n na rak=fo res.
barracuda 3sgRS=tel l h.crab PREP-3sgO COMP 3d.IRR=PSP:IR race

The barracuda said to the hermit crab, "Let us race."  The barracuda said to the hermit crab that

they should race.  (98009az, 24.4000, 36.5399)

Example (155) shows how the framing of the reported speech can be determined pragmatically from the

context, here a woman talks about passing a letter to a boyfriend via an intermediary. The reported speech

is presented from the perspective of the woman speaking to the intermediary. There is no morphosyntactic

marking of the direct speech, but the subject switch to 2nd person indicates the start of the reported

speech.
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speech.

155 Ka=fo preg leta ke=skei. Ale a=tu nat,
1sgRS=PSP:IR make letter 3sgIRR=one ok 1sgRS=give man

"Pa=fo neu tu-a-ø ki."
2sgIRR=PSP:IR 1sgBEN give-TS-3sgO prep

I will prepare a letter. Okay, I give it to a man, "You will give it to him for me". (98003b, 1334.7999,

1340.5399)



Appendix A - Texts in South Efate

The following eight texts were recorded with seven speakers. All texts are extracted from audio files and

are playable. These texts are all extracted from fieldtapes in which I am the primary interlocutor. The

audio corpus accompanting thi thesis inccludes 18 hours of transcribed data from which these texts are

extracted.

Punctuation is to be interpreted as follows: a comma indicates a slight pause where there is reason to

expect the speaker to continue. A fullstop indicates the end of an utterance unit usually accompanied by

sentence-final downward intonation.

Texts 1-5 recount kastom stories that are well known to South Efate speakers. Text 6 is from a video of

thatch making. Text 7 is a personal history that also discusses links between Erakor and Mare in New

Caledonia. Text 8 was recorded to provide advice to young people in the future.

1. Natopu karu, 'Another spirit’, by Tokelau Takau.

2. Asaraf and Erromango, by John Maklen.

3. Litrapong, a natopu, by Kalsarap Namaf

4. The origin of coconuts, by Kalsarap Namaf

5. Ririel and Ririal, by John Kalfau (child’s speech)

6. Making roof thatch, by Toukelau Takau

7. Links to Mare, by Chief Waia Tenene

8. The need for respect, by Iokopet

Text 1 Natopu karu, 'Another spirit'

Told by Tokelau Takau in 1998. The natopu is the spirit of a particular place.

Audio source 98009bz, 985.1800, 1149.1600

1:1  There is (a natopu1 at) Tasiriki, the Radison. Tasiriki has a woman spirit there.

1:2  She is there. Her name is Lisau.

1:3  She looks after this place.

1:4  They are natopu (spirits) but they know people, they know the people of the village, look after the
people.

1:5  Anyone who does something crooked, they show him so that he knows that he is doing something
crooked, they show him it.

1:6  And the man will recognise that what he did is not good.

1:7  NT) But are there people who give them some presents?

1:8  Yes. Yes. Like, bad thoughts, a man wishes bad things on someone, he wishes bad things on some
friend.

1:9  He takes a present, he goes and gives it to her. He says, "You will hit him for me."

1:10  She will do it, as that man brought a small present and gave it to her.

1:11 Then that other man might get sick, because the other one went and made an offering to the natopu
a present.

1:12  If he is sick, eventually he will go and see a healer (munwei) who will be able to find out for him
the cause of his sickness.

1 The natopu is a spirit associated with a particular location.

1:13  Then he will tell him, "He is the one who sooled the natopu onto you. (Lit: who gave the natopu
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1:13  Then he will tell him, "He is the one who sooled the natopu onto you. (Lit: who gave the natopu

to you)"

1:14  And he would then be able to tell him, "You now go and get a present and give it to me, and I will
go and give it to her and we will come back."

1:15  That's it. There are some people who don't think straight.

1:16  But it is not a good way, it's a bad way.

1:17  NT) But is the natopu bad or good?

1:18  She is good, she loves all people, but when a man gets angry with his friend and he gives her a
present, she will

1:19  do as he wants. (Lit: she will follow the present that they gave her)

1:20  It's like that. The natopu is like that.

1:1

Ipiatlak, Etasrik, Ratison. Etasrik
i=     piatlak Etasrik  Ratison  Etasrik

3sgRS= have    p.name   p.name   p.name

ipiatlak mtulep iskei itkos.
i=     piatlak mtulep i=     skei i=     tok  -os

3sgRS= have    wife   3sgRS= one  3sgRS= stay -3sgOBL

There is (a natopu at) Tasiriki, the Radison. Tasiriki has a woman spirit there.

1:2

Ga me itkos. Nagien ipi Lisau.
ga  me  i=     tok -os     nagi -e   -n     i=     pi Lisau

3sg and 3sgRS= HAB -3sgOBL name -V   -3sgDP 3sgRS= be Lisau

She is there. Her name is Lisau.

1:3

Ga me itu lekor ga esa.
ga  me  i=     to  lekor ga  e-   sa

3sg and 3sgRS= HAB watch 3sg LOC- here

She looks after this place.

1:4

Rupi natopu me rutae
ru=    pi natopu me  ru=    tae

3p.RS= be spirit but 3p.RS= know

namer, rutae natamol ni natkon, lekor ptaki natamol.

namer   ru=    tae  natamol  ni   natokon lekor   pta       -ki natamol

people  3p.RS= know person   of   village  watch  make.good -TR person

They are natopu (spirits) but they know people, they know the people of the village, look after the
people.

1:5

Tenen kin ipreg tenamrun itakel,
te-  nen   kin i=     preg te-  namrun    i=     takel

DET- that  REL 3sgRS= make DET  something 3sgRS= crooked
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DET- that  REL 3sgRS= make DET  something 3sgRS= crooked

rufeikin kin teflan kin itae na
ru=    fei  -ki -n    kin  tefla =n   kin  i=     tae  na

3p.RS= show -TR -3sgO COMP tefla =DST COMP 3sgRS= know COMP

ipreg namrun itakel, rufeikin ki.
i=     preg namrun    i=     takel   ru=    fei  -ki -n    ki   -ø

3sgRS= make something 3sgRS= crooked 3p.RS= show -TR -3sgO PREP -3sgO

Anyone who does something wrong, they show him so that he knows that he is doing something wrong,
they show him it.

1:6

Go natamol ito mrotae na tenen kin

go  natamol  i=     to    mrotae    na   tenen kin

and person   3sgRS= HAB   recognise COMP that  REL

ipregi, ita wi mau... [ga itu].
i=     preg -i  -ø    i=     ta  wi   mau    ga  i=     tu

3sgRS= make -TS -3sgO 3sgRS= not good NEG2   3sg 3sgRS= stay

And the man will recognise that what he did is not good.

1:7

NT) Me ipiatlak natamol nen rutuer tete nanromien?

    me  i=     piatlak natamol  nen  ru=    tu   -e  -r     tete  nanromien

    but 3sgRS= have    person   that 3p.RS= give -TS -3p.O  some  present

NT) But are there people who give them some presents?

1:8

TT) Or. Or. Wel, namroan sa ni natamol, natamol imro.saki tete
    ore ore wel  namroan  sa  ni natamol natamol i=     mro-sa    -ki tete

TT) yes yes like thinking bad of person  person  3sgRS= think-bad -TR some

natamol imrosaki tete aslen,

natamol  i=     mro-sa    -ki tete  asel   -e -n

person   3sgRS= think-bad -TR some  friend -V -3sgDP

Yes. Yes. Like, bad thoughts, a man wishes bad things on someone, he wishes bad things on some friend.

1:9

isel tete nanromien ipan tua ki. Ina
i=     sel tete nanromien i=     pan tu      -a  -ø    ki   -ø    i=     na

3sgRS= sel some present   3sgRS= go  1p.inRS -TS -3sgO PREP -3sgO 3sgRS= say

 "Pafo neu, pafo neu watgi."
pa=     fo    neu    pa=     fo     neu    wat -gi -ø

2sgIRR=SP:IR  1sgBEN 2sgIRR= PSP:IR 1sgBEN hit -TS -3sgO

he takes a present, he goes and gives it to her. He says, "You will hit him for me."
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1:10

Kefo pregi taosi kin, taosi
ke=     fo    preg -i  -ø    taos  -i  kin  taos -i

3sgIRR= PSP:R make -TS -3sgO like  -TS COMP like -TS

kin natamol nen isel nanromien ipan tua ki.

kin  natamol nen  i=     sel nanromien i=     pan tu   -a  -ø    ki    -ø

COMP person  that 3sgRS= sel present   3sgRS= go  give -TS -3sgO  REP -3sgO

She will do it, as that man brought a small present and gave it to her.

1:11

Malen kin natamol karu nen ifla tu msak, nlaken kin

malnen kin  natamol  karu  nen  i=     fla tu   msak  nlaken  kin

as     COMP person   other that 3sgRS= may stay sick  because COMP

tekaru kipe pan tu natopu ki.
te- karu  ki=    pe pan tu   natopu ki   -ø

DET other 3sgPS= PF go  give spirit PREP -3sgO

Then that other man might get sick, because the other one went and made an offering to the natopu a
present.

1:12

Iflatu msak, panpan ale ilel
i=     fla to   msak  panpan ale  i=     lel

3sgRS= may stay sick  until  okay 3sgRS= look for

na, tete munwei nen ketae ga pamor nlak namsaki ga.

na   tete munwei nen  ke=     tae  ga     pamor  nlak namsaki  ga

COMP some healer that 3sgIRR= know 3sgBEN find   stem sickness 3sgPOS

If he is sick, eventually he will go and see a healer (munwei) who will be able to find out for him the
cause of his sickness.

1:13

Pan kefo tli na, kefo tae nrikin
pan   ke=     fo     til -i  -ø   na    ke=     fo     tae  nrik -i  -n

until 3sgIRR= PSP:IR say -TS -3sgO COMP 3sgIRR= PSP:IR know tell -TS -3sgO

ki na, "Ga kin itu natopu kik".
ki   na    ga  kin i=     tu   natopu ki   -k

PREP COMP  3sg REL 3sgRS= give spirit PREP -2sgO

Then he will tell him, "He is the one who sooled the natopu onto you. (Lit: who gave the natopu to you)"

1:14

Go ga kefo mer tae nrikin ki na,
go  ga  ke=     fo     mer   tae  nrik -i  -n    ki   na

and 3sg 3sgIRR= PSP:IR again know tell -TS -3sgO PREP COMP
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"Pamer sel tete nanromien mai tao kin,

pa=     mer     slat  tete nanromien mai  tao     ki   -n

2sgIRR= in.turn carry some present   come give.me PREP -3sgO

me kineu kafo pan ga psi,
me  kineu ka=     fo     pan ga     pus -i  -ø

but 1sg   1sgIRR= PSP:IR go  3sgBEN put -TS -3sgO

me kafo plakek ler"
me  ka=     fo     plak -e -k    ler

but 1sgIRR= PSP:IR with -V -2sgO return

And he would then be able to tell him, "You now go and get a present and give it to me, and I will go and
give it to her and we will come back."

1:15

Tefla. Ipitlak tete
tefla     i=     piatlak tete

like.that 3sgRS= have    some

natamol nen kin namroan gar itakel, ruto.

natamol  nen  kin namroan  gar    i=     takel   ru=    to

person   that REL thinking 3p.POS 3sgRS= crooked 3p.RS= stay

That's it. There are some people who don't think straight.

1:16

Me ita pi sup wi mau, ipi sup sa.
me  i=     ta  pi sup     wi   mau  i=     pi  sup     sa

but 3sgRS= not be fashion good NEG2 3sgRS= be  fashion bad

But it is not a good way, it's a bad way.

1:17

NT) Me natopu ipi natopu sa, ko iwi?
    me  natopu i=     pi natopu sa  ko i=     wi

    but spirit 3sgRS= be spirit bad or 3sgRS= good

NT) But is the natopu bad or good?

1:18

TT) Iwi inrom, inrom ser
    i=     wi   i=     nrom i=     nrom ser

    3sgRS= good 3sgRS= love 3sgRS= love every

natamol, me malen kin nat iskei

natamol   me  malnen kin  nat    i=     skei

person    but as     REL  person 3sgRS= one

imaetki aslen, me ipan
i=     maet  -ki asel   -en     me  i=     pan

3sgRS= angry -TR friend -3sgDP  and 3sgRS= go
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3sgRS= angry -TR friend -3sgDP  and 3sgRS= go

tua tete nanromien ga kefo pregi
tu=     -a  -ø    tete nanromien ga  ke=     fo     preg -i  -ø

1p.inRS -TS -3sgO some present   3sg 3sgIRR= PSP:IR make -TS -3sgO

She is good, she loves all people, but when a man gets angry with his friend and he gives her a present,
she will

1:19

taosi kin nanromien nen rupan tua kin
taos -i  -ø     kin  nanromien nen ru=    pan tu   -a  -ø    ki   -n

like -TS -3sgO  COMP present   REL 3p.RS= go  give -TS -3sgO PREP -3sgO

do as he wants. (Lit: she will follow the present that they gave her)

1:20

TT) Itefla. Natopu itefla.
  i=     tefla     natopu i=     tefla

  3sgRS= like.that spirit 3sgRS= like.that

It's like that. The natopu is like that.
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Text 2 Asaraf and Erromango,
Story told by John Maklen.
Recorded in 1998. Text id 049.
Audio source 98007a, 434.2999,  541.0799

2:1 Asaraf, he is a man from long ago.

2:2 We have heard our grandfather and grandmother tell us that he was tall, really tall.

2:3 When he wanted to go-. He was there (on Efate) and he wanted to go to Errromango.

2:4 When he crossed the sea to Erromango, the sea came to his knee.

2:5 Around here [indicating his chest] wasn't wet.

2:6 He went to Erromango and he came back, and one day, well, Erromango it was-, you could be on
Efate and you could see Erromango.

2:7 Really close.

2:8 But those from Erromango, (corrected to) those from Efate made him angry.

2:9 And he went to Errromango, he went, and, well, he put his head into the water like this.

2:10 He did that with (his head) and the sea rose.

2:11 Well, he put his head in the water and he twisted his head like this so that the water rose.

2:12 And then you couldn't see Erromango.

2:13 And now that he stayed there, he stayed on Efate until the time that he died, and the old people of
that place buried him.

2:14 But because he was so tall, they bent him in three.

2:1

Asaraf, ga ipi natamol ni tetwei.

Asaraf  ga   i=     pi natamol  ni   tetwei

Asaraf  3sg  3sgRS= be person   of   long.ago

Asaraf, he is a man from long ago.

2:2

Go komam unrogo kin apu me
go   komam  u=       nrog -o  -ø    kin  apu         me

and  1p.exS 1p.exRS= hear -TS -3sgO COMP grandfather and

ati nigmam ruto nigmam trausi na
ati         nigmam ru=    to    nigmam traus -i  -ø    na

grandmother 1p.POS 3p.RS= HABIT 1p.BEN tell  -TS -3sgO say

ipi natamol nen ipram, ipram kotkot.

i=     pi natamol  nen  i=     pram i=     pram kotkot

3sgRS= be person   that 3sgRS= tall 3sgRS= tall really

We have heard our grandfather and grandmother tell us that he was tall, really tall.

2:3

Malnen ina kefak.[-] Ito sa
malnen i=     na    ke=     fak      i=     to    sa

as     3sgRS= want  3sgIRR= go.to:IR 3sgRS= stay  here
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as     3sgRS= want  3sgIRR= go.to:IR 3sgRS= stay  here

imur na kefak Ermag.
i=     mur   na    ke=     fak      Ermag

3sgRS= want  say   3sgIRR= go.to:IR Erromango

When he wanted to go-. He was there and he wanted to go to Errromango.

2:4

Malnen isiwer ur ntas kin
malnen i=     siwer ur     ntas      kin

as     3sgRS= walk  follow saltwater COMP

ipak Ermag, go ntas ipamor naputwen.
i-     pak     Ermag     go   ntas      i=     pamor naput-we -n

3sgRS- go to:R Erromango and  saltwater 3sgRS= find  knee -V  -3sgDP

When he crossed the sea to Erromango, the sea came to his knee.

2:5

esan mana rutalom mau
e-  sa    =n   mana   i=      ru=    ta  lom mau

LOC here- =DST and.so 3sgRS=  3p.RS= not wet NEG2

Around here [indicating his chest] wasn't wet.

2:6

Me ina ipak Ermag pan kai merler
me  i=     na   i=pak       Ermag     pan kai mer   ler

but 3sgRS= want 3sgRS=go.to Erromango go  ES  again return

mai go naliati iskei welkia Ermag, ipi [..]
mai  go  aliat   i=     skei  welkia  Ermag     i=     pi [..]

come and day     3sgRS= one   thus    Erromango 3sgRS= be [..]

kutae to Efat go kuto lek Ermag.
ku=    tae  to   Efat  go  ku=    to   lek  Ermag

2sgRS= know stay Efate and 2sgRS= stay look Erromango

He went to Erromango and he came back, and one day, well, Erromango it was-, you could be on Efate
and you could see Erromango.

2:7

Emeltig mas.
e-  meltig  mas

LOC close   only

Really close.

2:8

Me, teni, teni Ermag[..], teni Efat rupregi imaet
me  te- ni te- ni Ermag     te- ni Efat  ru=    preg -i  -ø    i=     maet

but DET of DET of Erromango DET of Efate 3p.RS= make -TS -3sgO 3sgRS= angry

But those from Erromango,(corrected to) those from Efate made him angry.
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2:9

Go itrau to nruski Ermag ipak [..], inrus pa,
go  i=     trau to   nrus -ki Ermag     i=     pak     i=     nrus pa

and 3sgRS= just stay move -TR Erromango 3sgRS= go.to:R 3sgRS= move go

me welkia ina ilaoki npaun pak ntas tefla.

me  welkia i=     na   i=     lao   -ki npau-  -n     pak ntas      tefla

but thus   3sgRS= want 3sgRS= plant -TR npau-  -3sgDP to  saltwater like.that

And he went to Errromango, he went, and, well, he put his head into the water like this.

2:10

Me ipregi teflan ki [nana] go ntas ipo puk.
me  i=     preg -i  -ø    tefla     ki   nana   go  ntas      i=     po     puk

but 3sgRS= make -TS -3sgO like.that PREP HESIT  and saltwater 3sgRS= PSP:R  swell

He did that with (his head) and the sea rose.

2:11

Welkia, ipreg na paun pak ntas tefla me ipulki

welkia  i=     preg na  pau  -n     pak ntas      tefla     me  i=     pul   -ki

thus    3sgRS= make ART head -3sgDP to  saltwater like.that but 3sgRS= twirl -TR

npaun tefla, nen kin ntas ina ifuk.
npau  -n    tefla   nen  kin  ntas      i=     na   i=     fuk

npau  -3sgO similar that COMP saltwater 3sgRS= INCH 3sgRS= swell:IR

Well, he put his head in the water and he twisted his head like this so that the water rose.

2:12

Go, kupo kano lek Ermag.
go  ku=    po    kano   lek  Ermag

and 2sgRS= PSP:R unable look Erromango

And then you couldn't see Erromango.

2:13

Go malnen kin itu san tu, itu Efat
go  malnen kin  i=     tu   san   tu   i=     tu   Efat

and as     COMP 3sgRS= stay there stay 3sgRS= stay Efate

to to pan pan mal nen kin imat, go
to    to    pan   pan   mal  nen  kin  i=     mat go

stay  stay  go    go    time that COMP 3sgRS= die and

tiawi ni esan rupo tanki
tiawi     ni e-  sa   =n   ru=    po    tan  -ki -ø

ancestors of LOC here =DST 3p.RS= PSP:R bury -TR -3sgO

And now that he stayed there, he stayed on Efate until the time that he died, and the old people of that
place buried him.
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2:14

Me nlaken ipram top go rupo pelkin itolwes.

me  nlaken  i=     pram top  go  ru=    po    pel  -ki -n    i=     tol   -wes

but because 3sgRS= tall much and 3p.RS= PSP:R bend -TR -3sgO 3sgRS= three -3sgO

But because he was so tall, they bent him in three.
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Text 3 Litrapong a natopu, by Kalsarap Namaf

Story from tape 20001b told by Kalsarap Namaf. Transcribed and translated into Bislama by Manuel

Wayane. The story concerns a natopu or spirit called Litrapong, also known in Bislama as a Lisepsep.

The telling of this story is also recorded on video.

Audio source is 20001b, 1133.54, 1396.22.

3:1 We all know that place, and this Litrapong, I want to tell you about.

3:2  Litrapong. She is of grandfather's clan. Those two, grandfather and Litrapong, would talk every
now and then.

3:3 Every time they would talk, they would be at one place. I know one day

3:4 we went up a hill, me with some children. Kaltong was small. Kaltong was already a big man, but

3:5 when we went Litrapong also came. She might have come to visit Grandfather.

3:6 over there, because they are the same naflak (clan), naflak kram, the clam clan.

3:7 Maybe she came to see him, then go back. We went to the garden, and she was holding Kaltong.

3:8 We came to go to the house. Kaltong was sick. I waited until he felt better, we got him herbal
medicine.

3:9 All along the road I got him medicine, but he didn't feel better.

3:10 There was this man from the Banks Islands, called Selwin.

3:11 At this time, that man was with Paul and Alec by the sea at Emtapenr.

3:12 I went to see him and I said, "Hey, I would like you to come and make some medicine for Kaltong,
if you can do it." And he said "Okay."

3:13 And he came, I told him, "Kaltong is there but he is sick

3:14 I don't know what caused his sickness.

3:15 I want you to try to make some of your medicine for him as you know how to."

3:16 So he tried, he said, "Okay". He went and brought leaf medicine, gave it to Kaltong to drink. And
he looked, the medicine made him walk.

3:17 When he went, he went to Eratap. Kaltong was in this cave that I am talking about.

3:18 He walked about for (or because of)  the leaf medicine. He found out that this woman (Litrapong)
made Kaltong sick.

3:19 That's why he went, he went but this old woman (Litrapong)  was in this place I talked about, she
was right at the end of it.

3:20 Her police were at the door, but she was at the end of the cave.

3:21 He tried to go, but the old woman didn't want him to go. She said, this old woman looked at him
and said, "It is just today  that I see you."

3:22 She said this to Selwin, and Selwin said, "I come on behalf of Kaltong,

3:23 If you agree to it, then I will go back with him". And the old woman said to him,

3:24 the old woman said to him, "I don't agree that you take Kaltong back."

3:25 He stopped and thought and thought. "I'm going to try." He went and saw a small vine.

3:26 He pulled this rope, and he climbed a rock that was up above.

3:27 He threw the rope down the rock. The rope went to the bottom (of the cave).

3:28 When he had made the rope go down, Kaltong was down, he looked up again like this, and Selwin
said to him,

3:29 "You take hold of the rope." When Kaltong took hold of the rope and

3:30 Selwin slowly pulled he came and came. The old woman was doing her own things, she didn't know
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3:30 Selwin slowly pulled he came and came. The old woman was doing her own things, she didn't know

how Kaltong got out.

3:31 She was surprised that Kaltong got up out of the cave. Selwin said to Kaltong, "You hold my
back."

3:32 Then [they held his back , and-]  Kaltong held Selwin's back like this and they came back to the
house at Erakor.

3:33 And it is the end of my story. Kaltong is alive to this day.

3:1

Akit tumaui tae esan ipi, go
akit  tu=      mau tae  esan  i=     pi go

1plin 1p.inRS= all know place 3sgRS= be and

Litrapog ne, amurin na kanrikmus ki,
Litrapog ne   a=     mur  -i  -n    na   ka=     nrik -mus  ki    -ø

name     this 1sgRS= want -TS -3sgO COMP 1sgIRS= tell -2plO PREP  -3sgO

We all know that place, and this Litrapong, I want to tell you about.

3:2

Litrapog ne, ipi naflak ni apu.
Litrapog ne   i=     pi naflak ni apu

name     this 3sgRS= be clan   of grandfather

Gar apu rato pusrek ser tete nrak.
gar apu         ra=      to    puserek ser   tete nrak

3pl grandfather 2/3d.RS= HAB   talk    every some time

 Litrapong. She is of grandfather's clan. Those two, grandfather and Litrapong, would talk every now
and then.

3:3

Ser nrak rato pusrek rato ur naor iskei.
ser   nrak ra=      to    puserek ra=      to    ur     naor  i=     skei

every time 2/3d.RS= HAB   talk    2/3d.RS= HAB   follow place 3sgRS= one

Atae naliati iskei
a=     tae  aliat   i=     skei

1sgRS= know day     3sgRS= one

Every time they would talk, they would be at one place.  I know one day

3:4

komam upak elag ntaf, aplak tesa nen upa,
komam u=       pak     elag ntaf a=     plak      tesa  nen  u=       pa

1plex 1plexRS= go.to:R high hill 1sgRS= accompany child that 1plexRS= go
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upan, Kaltog ises, Kaltog kipepi natamol pur, me
u=       pa =n   Kaltog i=     ses   Kaltog ki=    pe   pi natamol pur  me

1plexRS= go =DST name   3sgRS= small name   3sgPS= PERF be person  big  but

we went up a hill, me with some children. Kaltong was small2. Kaltong was already a big man, but

3:5

malnen una upa, go  Litrapog me imai, imai,
malnen u=       na    u=       pa    go  Litrapog me  i=     mai  i=     mai

as     1plexRS= want  1plexRS= drive and p.name   and 3sgRS= come 3sgRS= come

ilakor mai saof apu
i=     lakor       mai   saof  apu

3sgRS= approximate come  visit grandfather

when we went Litrapong also came. She might have come to visit Grandfather.

3:6

sanie nlaken gar rapi nametrau iskei, naflak kram.
sanien nlaken  gar  ra=      pi nametrau i=     skei       naflak kram

there  because 3pl  2/3d.RS  be family   3sgRS= one        clan   clam

over there, because they are the same naflak (clan), naflak kram, the clam clan.

3:7

Ralakor[..], ilakor mai lemsi, mer, na keler.
ra=      lakor i=     lakor       mai  lemis   -i  -ø    mer   na   ke=     ler

2/3d.RS  maybe 3sgRS= approximate come look.at -TS -3sgO again PURP 3sgIRR= return

Mam upak talmat pan go ipuetsok Kaltog.

mam    u=        pak     talmat  pan   go  i=     puetsok Kaltog

1plPOS 2plRealS= go.to:R garden  go    and 3sgRS= hold    name

Maybe she came to see him, then go back. We went to the garden, and she was holding Kaltong.

3:8

Umai na kofak esum. Kaltog imsak

u=       mai   na    ko=        fak      e-  sum   Kaltog i=     msak

1plexRS= come  PURP  1plexIRS=  go to:IR LOC house p.name 3sgRS= sick

Alereki nen kin kenrogtiawi, uga preg nalkis.
a=     lereki nen  kin  ke=     nrogtiawi u=     ga     preg nalkis

1sgRS= depend that COMP 3sgIRR= be.well   2p:RS= 3sgBEN make medicine

We came to go to the house. Kaltong was sick. I waited until he felt better, we got him herbal medicine.

3:9

Ser nawes napu, na, a ga preg nalkis ikano nrogtiawi.
ser   nawes napu  a=    ga     preg nalkis   i=    kano   nrogtiawi

every side  road  1sgRS 3sgBEN make medicine 3sgRS unable well1 The natopu is a spirit associated with a particular location.

2 I have been unable to determine what the speaker means here when he says that "Kaltong was small".

All along the road I got him medicine, but he didn't feel better.
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All along the road I got him medicine, but he didn't feel better.

3:10

Me natamol iskei ipi natamol ni Banks, rusoso ki Selwin,
me  natamol i=     skei i=     pi natamol ni Banks ru=    sos -o  -ø    ki    Selwin

but person  3sgRS= one  3sgRS= be person  of Banks 3plRS= sos -TS -3sgO PREP  p.name

There was this man from the Banks Islands, called Selwin.

3:11

naliati ne, natamol nen iskot Paul go Alick to, elau Emtapenr,

aliat   ne   natamol  nen  i=     skot Paul   go  Alick   to  elau Emtapenr

day     this person   that 3sgRS= with p.name and p.name  at  sea  p.name

At this time, that man was with Paul and Alec by the sea at Emtapenr.

3:12

apan leka anrikin ki na,
a=     pa =n   lek  -a  -ø    a=     nrik -i  -n    ki   na

1sgRS= pa =DST look -TR -3sgO 1sgRS= tell -TS -3sgO PREP say

"E amurin na pamai ni Kaltog preg nalkis,

e   a=     mur  -i  -n    na   pa=    mai  ni  Kaltog  preg nalkis

hey 1sgRS= want -TS -3sgO say 2sgIRR= come BEN p.name  make medicine

ifwel kuf tae pregi." Go ina, "O iwi".
i=     f    wel  ku=    f   tae  preg -i  -ø    go  i=     na  O  i=     wi

3sgRS= COND like 2sgRS= CND know make -TS -3sgO and 3sgRS= say O  3sgRS= good

I went to see him and I said, "Hey, I would like you to come and make some medicine for Kaltong, if you
can do it." And he said "Okay."

3:13

Go ipo mai, anrikin kin, "Kaltog kin to me imsak.
go  i=     po    mai  a=     nrik -i  -n    kin  Kaltog  kin  to   me  i=     msak

and 3sgRS= PSP:R come 1sgRS= tell -TS -3sgO COMP p.name  COMP stay and 3sgRS= sick

And he came, I told him, "Kaltong is there but he is sick

3:14

Atap tae nafte if pi nlaken kin imsak mau.
a=     tap tae  nafte i=     f    pi nlaken  kin  i=     msak mau

1sgRS= not know what  3sgRS= COND be because COMP 3sgRS= sick NEG2

I don't know what caused his sickness.

3:15

Amurin na patraem ga preg tete nalkis gag,

a=     mur  -i  -n    na   pa=     traem ga     preg  tete nalkis   gag

1sgRS= want -TS -3sgO COMP 2sgIRR= try   3sgBEN make  some medicine 2sgPOS

nen ag kutae."
nen  ag   ku=    tae

that 2sgO 2sgRS= know
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that 2sgO 2sgRS= know

I want you to try to make some of your medicine for him as you know how to."

3:16

Go ipo pregnrogo. Ina,"Iwi." Ipan neu wes
go  i=     po    pregnrog-o-ø      i=     na  i=     wi   i=     pa =n   neu    wes

and 3sgRS= PSP:R pregnrogo-TS-3sgO 3sgRS= say 3sgRS= good 3sgRS= go =DST 1sgBEN get

nalkis mai, tu Kaltog kin imingi. Me ipo preg
nalkis   mai  tu   Kaltog ki   -n    i=     min   -gi -ø    me  i=     po    preg

medicine come give name   PREP -3sgO 3sgRS= drink -TS -3sgO and 3sgRS= PSP:R make

nalkis nen ipo pregi ipo siwer.
nalkis   nen  i=     po    preg -i  -ø    i=      po    siwer

medicine that 3sgRS= PSP:R make -TS -3sgO 3sgRS= -PSP:R walk

So he tried, he said, "Okay". He went and brought leaf medicine, gave it to Kaltong to drink. And he
looked, the medicine made him walk.

3:17

Malnen ipa, ipak Ertap pa, ipan patu, ipan,
malnen i     -pa i     pak     Ertap  pa      i=     pan pato   i=    pan

as     3sgRS -go 3sgRS go.to:R Eratap thither 3sgRS  go  be.at  3sgRS go

ipan. Kaltog ito erfale nen ato tli
i=    pan   Kaltog i=     to   erfale nen  a=     to   til -i  -ø

3sgRS go    name   3sgRS= stay cave   that 1sgRS= PROG say -TS -3sgO

When he went, he went to Eratap.  Kaltong was in this cave that I am talking about.

3:18

isiwer ki, nalkis nen pa. Ipamori na, mtulep nen

i=     siwer ki   nalkis   nen  pa i=     pamor    -i -ø    na   mtulep nen

3sgRS= walk  PREP medicine that go 3sgRS= discover -TS-3sgO COMP wife   that

kin ipreg Kaltog imsak.
kin  i=     preg Kaltog i=     msak

COMP 3sgRS= make name   3sgRS= sick

He walked about for (or because of)  the leaf medicine. He found out that this woman (Litrapong) made
Kaltong sick.

3:19

Ipi nlaken ipa, ipan me mtulep nen ipato esan kin
i=     pi nlaken  i=     pa i=     pa =n    me  mtulep nen  i=     pato  esan  kin

3sgRS= be because 3sgRS= go 3sgRS= go =DST  but wife   that 3sgRS= be.at place COMP

ato tli. Ipato mpagon, maumau.

a=     to    til -i  -ø      i=   pato mpag   -o -n     maumau

1sgRS= HAB   say -TS -3sgO 3sgRS= be.at mpag  -V -3sgDP really

That's why he went, he went but this old woman (Litrapong)  was in this place I talked about, she was
right at the end of it.
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right at the end of it.

3:20

polis ga ratu na, nmet, me ga,ga ipato mpagon.

polis nega ra=      tu   na  namet me  nega nega i=     pato  mpag  -o -n

polis 3sg  2/3d.RS  stay ART door  but 3sg  3sg  3sgRS= be at end   -V -3sgDP

Her police3 were at the door, but she was at the end of the cave.

3:21

Ipregnrogo nen kin kefan, me mtulep itap trok
i     pregnrog -o -ø    nen  kin  ke=     fa-    =n    me  mtulep i=     tap trok

3sgRS try      -TS-3sgO that COMP 3sgIRS= go:IR- =DST  but wife   3sgRS= not agree

nen kin kefo pan mau. Ina, mtulep nen
nen  kin  ke=     fo     pa  =n    mau  i=     na  mtulep nen

that COMP 3sgIRS= PSP:IR go  =DST  NEG2 3sgRS= say wife   that

ileka go ina "Mes kin apo pkaskei lemsik
i=     lek  -a  -ø    go  i=     na   mes   kin a=     po    pkaskei lemis   -i  -k

3sgRS= look -TS -3sgO and 3sgRS= say  today REL 1sgRS= PSP:R same    look.at -TS 2sgO

He tried to go, but the old woman didn't want him to go. She said, this old woman looked at him and said,
"It is just today  that I see you."

3:22

Inrik, inrik Selwin kin teflan, go Selwin ina, "Kineu
i=     nrik i=     nrik Selwin kin tefla =n    go  Selwin i=     na  kineu

3sgRS= tell 3sgRS= tell p.name REL tefla =DST  and p.name 3sgRS= say 1sg

amai, apareki Kaltog.
a=     mai  a=     pa-reki Kaltog

1sgRS= come 1sgRS= go-for  p.name

She said this to Selwin, and Selwin said, "I come on behalf of Kaltong,

3:23

Ifwel kuf tae trokwes go kafo plake ler."
i=     f   wel  ku=    f   tae  trok  -wes    go  ka=     fo     plak -e -ø   ler

3sgRS= CND like 2sgRS= CND know agree -3sgOBL and 1sgIRS= PSP:IR with -V -3sgO return

Go mtulep inrikin ki na,
go  mtulep i=     nrik -i  -n    ki   na

and wife   3sgRS= tell -TS -3sgO PREP COMP

If you agree to it, then I will go back with him". And the old woman said to him,

3:24

mtulep nen inrikin ki na, "Atap trok nen
mtulep nen  i=     nrik -i  -n    ki   na  a=     tap trok  nen2 I have been unable to determine what the speaker means here when he says that "Kaltong was small".

3The natopu has their own 'police' who are creatures who will do their bidding.

wife   that 3sgRS= tell -TS -3sgO PREP say 1sgRS= not agree that
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wife   that 3sgRS= tell -TS -3sgO PREP say 1sgRS= not agree that

pafo plak Kaltog mau"

pa=     fo     plak      Kaltog  mau

2sgIRR= PSP:IR accompany p.name  NEG2

the old woman said to him, "I don't agree that you take Kaltong back."

3:25

Ito mro panpan inom. "Kafo pregnrogo." Ito
i=     to    mro   panpan i=     nom    ka=     fo     pregnrog -o   -ø   i=     to

3sgRS= HAB   think until  3sgRS= finish 1sgIRS= PSP:IR try      -TS -3sgO 3sgRS= stay

ipan lek nmarit ses iskei.
i=     pa  =n   lek   nmarit ses   i=    skei

3sgRS= go  =DST look  rope   small 3sgRS one

He stopped and thought and thought. "I'm going to try." He went and saw a small vine.

3:26

Ipuet nmarit nen, me iur elag fat pan patu elag
i=     puet nmarit nen  me  i=     ur     elag fat   pa =n    pato   elag

3sgRS= pull rope   that but 3sgRS= follow high stone pa =DST  be.at  high

He pulled this rope, and he climbed a rock that was up above.

3:27

me ipo pus fif ki fat nen
me  i=     po    pus fif   -ki  fat   nen

but 3sgRS= PSP:R put twist -TR  stone that

ipak etan pa. Nmarit nen ipak etan
i=     pak     etan pa      nmarit nen  i=     pak     etan

3sgRS= go.to:R down thither rope   that 3sgRS= go.to:R down

He threw the rope down the rock. The rope went to the bottom (of the cave).

3:28

malnen ina ipregi ipan go Kaltog ina ito
malnen i=     na   i=     preg-i  -ø    i=     pan go  Kaltog i=     na   i=     to

as     3sgRS= want 3sgRS= make-TS -3sgO 3sgRS= go  and p.name 3sgRS= want 3sgRS= stay

etan imer le sak tefla, go Selwin inrikin kin na,
etan i=     mer   lek  sak    tefla   go  Selwin i=     nrik -i  -n    kin  na

down 3sgRS= again look ascend similar and p.name 3sgRS= tell -TS -3sgO COMP say

When he had made the rope go down, Kaltong was down, he looked up again like this, and Selwin said to
him,

3:29

"Pa fuetsok nmarit." Malnen Kaltog ina ipuetsok nmarit go

Pa   fuetsok nmarit   malnen Kaltog i=     na   i=     puetsok nmarit go

Pa   hold:IR rope     as     p.name 3sgRS= want 3sgRS= hold    rope   and

"You take hold of the rope." When Kaltong took hold of the rope and
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"You take hold of the rope." When Kaltong took hold of the rope and

3:30

Selwin imailum pueti imai mai mai mai.
Selwin i=     mailum  puet -i  -ø    i=     mai  mai  mai  mai

p.name 3sgRS= slow    pull -TS -3sgO 3sgRS= come come come come

Mtulep ne itu preg namurien ga, itap tae teflan kin Kaltog
mtulep ne   i=     tu    preg namurien nega   i=     ta  tae  tefla   kin  Kaltog

wife   this 3sgRS= HAB   make desire   3sgPOS 3sgRS= not know similar COMP p.name

itaf mau.
i=     taf  mau

3sgRS= exit NEG2

Selwin slowly pulled he came and came. The old woman was doing her own things, she didn't know how
Kaltong got out.

3:31

Ikrokur kin Kaltog kipe pato elag. Selwin inrikin ki
i=     krokur kin  Kaltog ki=    pe pato  elag Selwin i=     nrik -i  -n    ki -ø

3sgRS= fright COMP p.name 3sgPS= PF be.at high p.name 3sgRS= tell -TS -3sg -TR-3sgO

na, "Pakel ntakuk

na  pa=     kel  ntak -u -k

say 2sgIRR= hold back -V -1sgDP

She was surprised that Kaltong got up out of the cave. Selwin said to Kaltong, "You hold my back."

3:32

Malnen [rakel ntakun go-] Kaltog ikel ntak Selwin teflan go
malnen ra=      kel  ntak -u -n     go  Kaltog i=     kel  ntak Selwin tefla   go

as     2/3d.RS= hold back -V -3sgDP and p.name 3sgRS= hold back p.name similar and

rakailer mai pak esum, Erakor.

rakai= ler    mai  pak e-    sum    Erakor

2d.PS= return come to  LOC-  house  p.name

Then [they held his back , and-]  Kaltong held Selwin's back like this and they came back to the house at
Erakor.

3:33

Go ipi nametpag natrauswen neu. Kaltong imol tuk mes

go  i=     pi nametpag  natrauswen neu    Kaltong i=     mol  tup  mes

and 3sgRS= be end       story      1sgPOS p.name  3sgRS  live until today

And it is the end of my story. Kaltong is alive to this day.
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Text 4 The origin of coconuts

2/4/97 Kalsarap Namaf recorded at Erakor

Text 014

This story is well known in Erakor. It tells of the first coconut, which grows out of a man's head, which

is why coconuts have eyes and a mouth today.

Audio source 004b, 728.6799, 879.8600

4:1 He said that there was this ancestor who had a son, he and his wife.

4:2 But his wife died, and the father and son were left.

4:3 Until this old man became old and he called his son.

4:4 His father said, "Come here, I want to talk to  you." The boy went to see his father.

4:5 And his father said to him,

4:6 We are both here but when [you corrected to 'I'] I may die.

4:7 Some day you will bury me.

4:8 And you will come to look after my grave.

4:9 If you see a tree growing from my grave.

4:10 don't pull it out. But look after it until it bears fruit."

4:11 While they waited the father died, and the child went to bury his father.

4:12 But he didn't forget his father's story.

4:13 He waited while then he went to his father's grave. But he didn't see any tree growing out of the
grave.

4:14 He stayed until he went back to the grave and saw a small tree.

4:15 growing from his father's head.

4:1

Itili nag tiawi iskei itok kai piatlak tesa nanwei
i=     til -i  -ø    na   tiawi     i=     skei i=     tok  kai piatlak tesa  nanwei

3sgRS= say -TS -3sgO COMP ancestors 3sgRS= one  3sgRS= stay ES  have    child man

iskei nega go nmatu nega.
i=     skei nega   go  nmatu  nega

3sgRS= one  3sgPOS and female 3sgBEN

He said that there was this ancestor who had a son, he and his wife.

4:2

Me nmatu nega imat, me tmen go tesa nen ranru to.
me  nmatu  ga     i=     mat me tem     -e  -n     go  tesa  nen  ra=    nru to

but female 3sgPOS 3sgRS= die but father -V  -3sgDP and child that 3d.RS= two stay

But his wife died, and the father and son were left.
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4:3

Panpan go tiawi nen itok pitiawi go kisos tesa nega
panpan go  tiawi     nen i=     tok pi tiawi     go  ki=    sos  tesa  nega

until  and ancestors REL 3sgRS= HAB be ancestors and 3sgPS= call child 3sgPOS

Until this old man became old and he called his son.

4:4

Tmen inag "Pamai na kafo pestafik" Tesa nen

tem    -e -n     i=     na  Pa=mai   na   ka=    fo     pestaf  -i  -k    tesa  nen

father -V -3sgDP 3sgRS= say Pa=mai   PURP 1sgIRR PSP:IR talk to -TS -2sgO child that

ito kai pan lek tmen.
i=     to   kai pan lek  tem    -e -n

3sgRS= PROG ES  go  look father -V -3sgDP

His father said, "Come here, I want to talk to  you." The boy went to see his father.

4:5

Go tmen kinrikin ki nag
go  tem    -e -n     ki=    nrik -i  -n    ki   na

and father -V -3sgDP 3sgPS= tell -TS -3sgO PREP say

And his father said to him,

4:6

"Akit tanru tok me selwan ag [correctedto] kineu afla mat.
akit   ta=      nru tok  me  selwan ag    kineu a=     fla mat

1p.in 1p.exRS  two stay but when   2sg   1sg   1sgRS= may die

We are both here but when [you corrected to 'I'] I may die.

4:7

Tete naliati ag kin pafo tankiwou.

tete aliat   ag  kin  pa=     fo     tan  -ki -wou

some day     2sg COMP 2sgIRR= PSP:IR bury -TR -1sgO

Some day you will bury me.

4:8

Me pafo to mai leperkat emat nigneu.

me pa=      fo     to  mai  leperkat   emat  nigneu

and 2sgIRR= PSP:IR HAB come watch.over grave 1sgPOS

And you will come to look after my grave.

4:9

Ifwel kuf lek tete nkas iftom emat nigneu,
i=     f   wel  ku=    f   lek  tete nkas i=     ftom emat  nigneu

3sgRS= CND like 2sgRS= CND look some tree 3sgRS= ftom grave 1sgPOS

If you see a tree growing from my grave.
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4:10

patap mokus mau. Me paleperkati panpan ketau."

pa=     ta  mok  -us    mau  me  pa=     leperkat   -i  -ø    panpan ke=      tau

2sgIRR= not pull 3sgOBL NEG2 but 2sgIRR= watch over -TS -3sgO until 3 sgIRR=  bear

don't pull it out. But look after it until it bears fruit."

4:11

Selwan ratorik go temen kimat go tesa nen ipo pan
selwan ra=   torik go  tem    -e -n     ki=    mat go  tesa  nen  i=     po    pan

while  d.RS= wait  and father -V -3sgDP 3sgPS= die and child that 3sgRS= PSP:R go

ofakin temen.
ofa  -ki -n    tem    -e -n

bury -TR -3sgO father -V -3sgDP

While they waited the father died, and the child went to bury his father.

4:12

Me itap metpakor nafsan nig apap nega mau.

me  i=     ta  metpakor  nafsan ni  apap   nega   mau

but 3sgRS= not forget    story  of  father 3sgPOS NEG2

But he didn't forget his father's story.

4:13

Itok rik go kipak emat temen pan. Me itap
i=     tok  rik   go  ki=    pak     emat tem    -e -n     pan  me  i=     ta

3sgRS= stay small and 3sgPS= go.to:R die  father -V -3sgDP go   but 3sgRS= not

lek tetenakas iftom emat temen mau.
lek  tete  nakas i=     ftom emat tem    -e -n     mau

look some  tree  3sgRS= ftom die  father -V -3sgDP NEG2

He waited while then he went to his father's grave. But he didn't see any tree growing out of the grave.

4:14

Itok panpan mer pak emat nig temen pan, kai lek nkas
i=     tok  panpan mer   pak     emat  ni tem    -e -n     pan  kai lek  nkas

3sgRS= stay until  again go.to:R grave of father -V -3sgDP go   ES  look tree

He stayed until he went back to the grave and saw a small tree.

4:15

ses nen iftom tok epau temen.

ses   nen  i=     ftom tok  e-   pau  tem    -e -n

small that 3sgRS= ftom stay LOC- head father -V -3sgDP

growing from his father's head.

4:16

Go kitok leperkati panpan go
go  ki=    to  leperkat   -i  -ø    panpan go

and 3sgPS= HAB watch over -TS -3sgO until  and
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and 3sgPS= HAB watch over -TS -3sgO until  and

nkas nen kitau ipi nuan go ipi naniu.
nkas nen  ki=    tau  i=     pi nua   go  i=     pi naniu

tree that 3sgPS= bear 3sgRS= be fruit and 3sgRS= be coconut

And he looked after it until that tree bore fruit, and it was coconuts.
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Text 5 Ririel and Ririal,

John Kalfau, a primary school child, tells a kastom story called  Ririel and Ririal. Recorded in 1998.

Audio source 98003bz, 2382.3999, 2457.2199

5:1 My name is John Kalfau. I want to tell a custom story from the village.

5:2 The title of it is Ririel and Ririal.

5:3 They were walking and they saw an almond tree.

5:4 They climbed the almond tree, Ririel climbed this almond, he climbed high and looked for almonds
until he was done.

5:5 So he threw them down to Ririal. But Ririel wanted to hold on to a branch.

5:6 He put his feet on a dry branch and broke the wood, and fell to the ground.

5:7 He died straight away. Then Ririal cried and cried, then he sang until it was over.

5:8 Ok, they took him and followed the road and came back to the house.  Then he came and saw his
mother and others.

5:9 They cried for him until they stopped They put flowers on him. Then they buried him by the side of
his house.

5:10 And that's the end.

5:1

Nagi kineu John Kalfau Ana katil na kastom stori ni natkon
nagi kineu John Kalfau a=     na   ka=     til na  kastom stori ni natkon

name 1sg   John Kalfau 1sgRS= want 1sgIRR= say ART custom stori of village

My name is John Kalfau. I want to tell a custom story from the village.

5:2

Me taitel, taitel knen, taitel taetel
me  taitel  taitel knen  taitel taetel

and taitel  taitel of.it taitel taetel

knen ina, ipi teni Ririel go Ririal.
knen  i=     na   i=     pi te- ni Ririel go  Ririal

of it 3sgRS= want 3sgRS= be DET of Ririel and Ririal

The title of it is Ririel and Ririal.

5:3

Me gar rato siwer pan, rasiwer pan ale ratrau lek ntali
me  gar ra=    to   siwer pan   ra=    siwer pan   ale  ra=    trau lek  ntali

and 3p. 3d.RS= stay walk  until 3d.RS= walk  until okay 3d.RS= just look almond

ale ramai
ale  ra=    mai

okay 3d.RS= come

They were walking and they saw an almond tree.
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5:4

rapag-saki ntali Ririel ga
ra=      pag-sak      -ki ntali  Ririel ga

2/3d.RS= climb-ascend -TR almond Ririel 3sg

ipagki ntali ne, me ipag pato elag, ale ruto
i=     pag   -ki ntali  ne   me  i=     pag   pato  elag  ale  ru=    to

3sgRS= climb -TR almond this and 3sgRS= climb be at high  okay 3p.RS= HAB

le, le ntali pan pan ina inom.
le   le   ntali  pan   pan   i=     na   i=     nom

look look almond until until 3sgRS= PURP 3sgRS= finish

They climbed the almond tree, Ririel climbed this almond, he climbed high and looked for almonds until
he was done.

5:5

Ale itonpakin isu mai pak
ale  i=     to   nep   -ki -n    i=     su      mai  pak

okay 3sgRS= HAB  throw -TR -3sgO 3sgRS= descend come to

etan ito tu Ririal kin. Me Ririel ina
etan i=     to  tu   Ririal ki   -n    me  Ririel i=     na

down 3sgRS= HAB give Ririal PREP -3sgO and Ririel 3sgRS= want

ipuetsok nra-nkas iskei
i=     puetsok nra-nkas i=     skei

3sgRS= hold    branch   3sgRS= one

So he threw them down to Ririal. But Ririel wanted to hold on to a branch.

5:6

Ale me imer pus
ale  me  i=     mer     pus

okay and 3sgRS= in.turn put

natuen nranru ipak nkas nmarteu ale ina ito
natu-e -n     nranru i=     pak     nkas nmarteu ale  i=     na   i=     to

foot-V -3sgDP two    3sgRS= go.to:R tree dry     okay 3sgRS= want 3sgRS= stay

teflan trau prai nkas teflan trau tarpek mai pak etan.

tefla   trau prai nkas tefla   trau tarup  mai  pak etan

similar just prai tree similar just fall   come to  down

He put his feet on a dry branch and broke the wood, and fell to the ground.

5:7

Trau mat nrak iskei. Ale Ririal itrau kai teflan ale
trau mat nrak i=     skei ale  Ririal i=     trau kai tefla   ale

just die time 3sgRS= one  okay Ririal 3sgRS= just cry similar okay
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itrau kai teflan ale ikai pan ina ilag pan pan pan inom.
i=     kai pan    i=     na   i=     lag  panpanpan i=     nom

3sgRS= cry until  3sgRS= want 3sgRS= sing until:RED 3sgRS= finish

He died straight away. Then Ririal cried and cried, then he sang until it was over.

5:8

Ale rusati elag mai mer us napu mai mai mai pak
ale  ru=    slat  -i  -ø    elag  mai  mer   us     napu mai  mai  mai  pak

okay 3p.RS= carry -TS -3sgO above come again follow road come come come to

esum. Ale imai lek mama mana.

e-   sum   ale  i=     mai  lek  mama   mana

LOC- house okay 3sgRS= come look mother group

Ok, they took him and followed the road and came back to the house.  Then he came and saw his mother
and others.

5:9

Ale gar ru kaiten pan na inom rupus nafum nkas

ale  gar ru=    kait  -e  -n    pan   na i=     nom   ru=    pus nafum nkas

okay 3p. 3p.RS= cry   -TS -3sgO until COMP 3sgRS= finis 3p.RS= put flower tree

kin pan inom. Rupo tankin nanre, nanre nasum gar.

ki   -n    pan   i=     nom    ru=    po    tan-ki -n    nanre  nanre nasum negar

PREP -3sgO until 3sgRS= finish 3p.RS= PSP:R tan-TR -3sgO side   side  house  3p.POS

They cried for him until they stopped They put flowers on him. Then they buried him by the side of his
house.

5:10

Ale ipo nom
ale  i=     po    nom

okay 3sgRS= PSP:R finish

And that's the end.
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Text 6 Making roof thatch

This text gives a description of using sago leaves ('rowat') for thatching houses. It was recorded while

Tokelau Takau was preparing thatch, as seen on the video extract. Picture 5 in the front matter of this

thesis shows Tokelau standing outside her thatched house in Erakor village.

Audio source is (20001az, 28.3600, 132.4000)

6:1 When I want to sew thatch

6:2 And I would go and get thatch, I go and get thatch

6:3 I return, I will first soften the thatch, I soften the thatch, it's done

6:4 I then fold it, I fold it it is there

6:5 I will then go and cut bamboo. I cut bamboo and bring it, I get it ready

6:6 It is right for me to make thatch, I get it , I measure them to the same length. Bamboo the same
length.

6:7 He tells me to make my thatch the same length. It's done.

6:8 I then cut the bamboo into short pieces.

6:9 I will then carve a pin, they call it a 'pin'

6:10 I cut the pin until it is finished

6:11 And I will sew the thatch

6:12 I sew like this, finish, and then I can, I can sew

6:13 fifty, I can sew fifty

6:14 Or I can sew a hundred

6:15 And I can put fifty on one side of the house

6:16 And fifty I can put on the other side of the house

6:1

Malen amurin na katur rowat
malnen a=     mur  -i  -n    na   ka=     tur rowat

as     1sgRS= want -TS -3sgO COMP 1sgIRR= sew sago.palm

When I want to sew thatch

6:2

go apo pan slat rowat,  kafan slat rowat,
go  a=     po    pan slat  rowat     ka=     fan   slat  rowat

and 1sgRS= PSP:R go  carry sago.palm 1sgIRR= go:IR carry sago.palm

And I would go and get thatch, I go and get thatch

6:3

Aler mai, kafo pei masel

a=     ler    mai  ka=     fo     pei   masel

1sgRS= return come 1sgIRR= PSP:IR first derib

rowat, amasel rowat inom

rowat     a=     masel  rowat     i=     nom

sago.palm 1sgRS= derib  sago.palm 3sgRS= finish

I return, I will first soften the thatch, I soften the thatch, it's done
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I return, I will first soften the thatch, I soften the thatch, it's done

6:4

Amer pel ki, apel kin itu.
a=     mer   pel  -ki -ø    a=     pel  -ki -n    i=     tu

1sgRS= again bend -TR -3sgO 1sgRS= bend -TR -3sgO 3sgRS= stay

I then fold it, I fold it it is there

6:5

Me apo mer pan tai lop. Apan
me  a=     po    mer   pan tai lop    a=     pan

and 1sgRS= PSP:R again go  cut bamboo 1sgRS= go

tai lop, mai, apreg ptaki, tai ptaki
tai lop    mai  a=     preg pta       -ki -ø    tai pta        -ki -ø

cut bamboo come 1sgRS= make make.good -TR -3sgO cut make.good  -TR -3sgO

I will then go and cut bamboo. I cut bamboo and bring it, I get it ready

6:6

Ileg nen kin kafo tur rowat, apreg,
i=     leg      nen  kin  ka=     fo     tur rowat     a=     preg

3sgRS= straight that COMP 1sgIRR= PSP:IR sew sago.palm 1sgRS= make

aton kin rupitkaskei. Lop rupitkaskei
a=     ton     -ki -n    ru=    pitkaskei lop    ru=    pitkaskei

1sgRS= compare -TR -3sgO 3p.RS= equal     bamboo 3p.RS= equal

It is right for me to make thatch, I get it, I measure them to the same length. Bamboo the same length.

6:7

Inrikwou kin na kafo preg namtampe neu ru fitkaskei.
i=    nrik -wou  ki   -n    na   ka=     fo     preg namtampe neu    ru=    fitkaskei

3sgRS=tell -1sgO PREP -3sgO COMP 1sgIRR= PSP:IR make thatch   1sgPOS 3p.RS= same:IR

Inom
i=     nom

3sgRS= finish

He tells me to make my thatch the same length. It's done.

6:8

Amer pei takotkot lop ruto mit
a=        mer     pei       takotkot    lop       ru=       to     mit
1sgRS= again first cut      bamboo 3p.RS= stay  short

I then cut the bamboo into short pieces.

6:9

Kafo mer pei mas, mas pin, tenen rusoso ki 'pin'
ka=     fo     mer   pei   mas  mas pin  te- nen  ru=    sos  -o  -ø    ki   'pin'

1sgIRR= PSP:IR again first saw  saw pin  DET that 3p.RS= call -TS -3sgO PREP  pin

I will then carve a pin, they call it a 'pin'
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I will then carve a pin, they call it a 'pin'

6:10

Amas pin ina inom
a=     mas pin i=     na   i=     nom

1sgRS= saw pin 3sgRS= INCH 3sgRS= finish

I cut the pin until it is finished

6:11

Go apo tur rowat.
go  a     -po    tur rowat

and 1sgRS -PSP:R sew sago.palm

And I will sew the thatch.

6:12

Atrus tefla inom go malfane atae na, atae tur
a=     tur -us    tefla     i=     nom go  malfane a=     tae  na[..] a=     tae  tur

1sgRS= sew  -3sgO like.that 3sgRS= end and then    1sgRS= know COMP   1sgRS= know sew

I sew like this, finish, and then I can, I can sew

6:13

fifti, {correction} atae tur tur ralim ilim,
fifti a=     tae  tur tur ralim i=     lim

fifty 1sgRS= know sew sew ten   3sgRS= five

fifty, I can sew fifty

6:14

ko atae tur tifli iskei.
ko a=     tae  tur tifli iskei

or 1sgRS= know sew hundred

Or I can sew a hundred

6:15

Go kafo tae na ralim ilim kefo tae pakor nanre nasum

go  ka=     fo     tae  na   ralim i=     lim  ke=     fo     tae  pakor nanre nasum

and 1sgIRR= PSP:IR know COMP ten   3sgRS= five 3sgIRR= PSP:IR know cover side  house

And I can put fifty on one side of the house.

6:16

Go ralim ilim kin atae pakor nanre nasum.

go  ralim i=     lim  kin a=     tae  pakor nanre nasum

and ten   3sgRS= five REL 1sgRS= know cover side  house

And fifty I can put on the other side of the house.
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Text 7 Links to Mare

Chief Waia Tenene talking about the people from Mare, in New Caledonia, who

came to live in Erakor, including his father. French police were brought to the New

Hebrides around the 1920s to assist in subduing the Malakulans.

Recorded 27/9/1998 at Waia Tenene's house in Erakor (Text 032)

Audio source is 98002az, 279.9400, 434.6400

7:1 Ah, those people from Mare (in New Caledonia) who came here long ago in the time of the
Colonial Government.

7:2 The French government sent them to come as police.

7:3 They came to be police on Efate. On the side of the French, the French government.

7:4 There was fighting on Malakula, and it sent them to Malkula.

7:5 Fight with the people from Malakula.

7:6 And me, well, my father. My straight father, his brother, they shot him.

7:7 Those from Mare that came, those from Caledonia came here because the French government called
them. A group of police came, they came here.

7:8 Okay, they went to fight with those from Malakula when there was a civil war.

7:9 And me, as my father's brother was there. And they went to Malakula and shot him. He was dead at
Malakula.

7:10 They called him Nano. My father was a nurse at the big hospital in Noumea.

7:11 He went on leave and they sent him to France.

7:12 He went on the boat of the Messageries Maritimes. The ship. It went around to France and he came
back here.

7:13 Then he got his job as a matre d'hotel. So they sent him ashore.

7:14 He wanted to come ashore, he came, then those that were there became police. They were there and
he joined them.

7:15 My father, Tenene. Then he was married and he stayed here.

7:16 He married my mother and he stayed here.

7:17 They had land that the chief of Ifira gave them at Emlapo,  where Kawenu (college) was.

7:18 Those from Mare they stayed there, those from Caledonia. When they married, they came to Erakor.
And they moved here.

7:1

A, teni Emar nen kin rumai pak san
a  te- ni Emar nen  kin ru=    mai  pak san

ah DET of Mare that REL 3p.RS= come to  there

tetwei mal ni, na, kolonial kafman.
tetwei   mal  ni  na  kolonial kafman

long.ago time of  ART colonial government

Ah, those people from Mare (in New Caledonia) who came here long ago in the time of the Colonial
Government.
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7:2

Franis kafman isent kir rumai reki na polis.
Franis kafman     i=     sent -ki -r    ru=    mai  reki na  polis

French government 3sgRS= sent -TR -3p.O 3p.RS= come for  ART polis

The French government sent them to come as police.

7:3

Rumai pi polis ni Efat. Nanre ni Franis, Franis kafman.
ru=    mai  pi polis ni Efat  nanre ni Franis Franis kafman

3p.RS= come be polis of Efate side  of France French government

They came to be police on Efate. On the side of the French, the French government.

7:4

Go ipiatlak nafkal nen ito
go  i=     piatlak nafkal nen i=     to

and 3sgRS= have    war    REL 3sgRS= stay

Emlakul go isent kir pak Emlakul.
Emlakul  go  i=     sent -ki -r    pak Emlakul

Malakula and 3sgRS= sent -TR -3p.O to  Malakula

There was fighting on Malakula, and it sent them to Malkula.

7:5

Preg nafkal skot namer nig Emlakul.

preg nafkal skot namer  ni  Emlakul

make war    with people of  Malakula

Fight with the people from Malakula.

7:6

Go, neu welkia papa neu. Papa neu nen
go  neu welkia papa   neu    papa   neu    nen

and 1sg thus   father 1sgPOS father 1sgPOS that

kin ipi tmak leg palun rusi.

kin i=     pi tem    -a -k      leg      pal     -u -n     ru=    si    -ø

REL 3sgRS= be father -V -1sgDP  straight brother -V -3sgDP 3p.RS= shoot -3sgO

And me, well, my father. My straight father, his brother, they shot him.

7:7

Teni Emar nen kin rumai, teni Caledoni
te- ni Emar nen  kin ru=    mai  te- ni Caledoni

DET of Mare that REL 3p.RS= come DET of Caledoni

nen rumai pak esa nlaken Franis kafman isosor. Nafet polis
nen ru=    mai  pak e-  sa   nlaken  Franis kafman     i=     sos  -o  -r

REL 3p.RS= come to  LOC here because France government 3sgRS= call -TS -3p.O
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rumai rumai pak esa.
nafet polis ru=    mai  ru=    mai  pak e-   sa

group polis 3p.RS= come 3p.RS= come to  LOC- here

Those from Mare that came, those from Caledonia came here because the French government called
them. A group of police came, they came here.

7:8

Ale rupan preg nafkal skot teni Emlakul malnen ipiatlak na sifil wo
ale  ru=    pan preg nafkal skot te- ni Emlakul   malnen i=     piatlak na  sifil wo

okay 3p.RS= go  make war    with DET of Malakula  as     3sgRS= have    ART sifil war

Okay, they went to fight with those from Malakula when there was a civil war.

7:9

Go neu taos pal papa neu iskei

go  neu taos pal     papa   neu    i=     skei

and 1sg like brother father 1sgPOS 3sgRS= one

ga ipato sanpen mai. Go rupak Emlakul go rusi.
ga  i=     pato  sanpe =n   mai  go  ru=    pak     Emlakul  go  ru=    si-ø

3sg 3sgRS= be at there =DST come and 3p.RS= go.to:R Malakula and 3p.RS= shoot-3sgO

Imat, imat Emlakul.
i=     mat i=     mat Emlakul

3sgRS= die 3sgRS= die Malakula

And me, as my father's brother was there. And they went to Malakula and shot him. He was dead at
Malakula.

7:10

Rusoso ki Nano. Me papa neu ga ga
ru=    sos  -o  -ø    ki   Nano  me  papa   neu    ga  ga

3p.RS= call -TS -3sgO PREP Nano  and father 1sgPOS 3sg 3sg

ipi anfermie ni Nume, ospital pur.

i=     pi anfermie ni Nume   ospital pur

3sgRS= be nurse    of Noumea ospital big

They called him Nano. My father was a nurse at the big hospital in Noumea.

7:11

Ale ga imarmar, a iliv, go rusent kin ipak Franis.
ale  ga  i=     marmar a i=     liv   go  ru=    sent -ki -n    i=     pak     Franis

okay 3sg 3sgRS= rest   a 3sgRS= leave and 3p.RS= sent -TR -3sgO 3sgRS= go.to:R France

He went on leave and they sent him to France.

7:12

Ipa na Messageries Maritimes raru a? Raru
i=     pa na  Messageries Maritimes raru    raru

3sgRS= go ART Messageries Maritimes ship    ship
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pur. Ipan round Franis na imai, imai pak esa.

pur   i=     pan round Franis na   i=     mai  i=     mai  pak e-  sa

big   3sgRS= go  round France PURP 3sgRS= come 3sgRS= come to  LOC here

He went on the boat of the Messageries Maritimes. The ship. It went around to France and he came
back here.

7:13

Ale itup na metotel ga. Ale

ale  i=     tup     na    metotel        ga  ale

okay 3sgRS= achieve hesit matre.d'hotel 3sg okay

rupregi ipak eut.
ru=    preg -i  -ø    i=     pak     eut

3p.RS= make -TS -3sgO 3sgRS= go.to:R shore

Then he got his job as a matre d'hotel. So they sent him ashore.

7:14

Ina ipak eut imai ale,tenen kin
i=     na   i=     pak     eut   i=     mai  ale  te-nen    kin

3sgRS= want 3sgRS= go.to:R shore 3sgRS= come okay DET-that  REL

rupato rumai pi polis. Rutu san tu go kipe skotir
ru=    pato  ru=    mai  pi polis ru=    tu   san   to go  ki=    pe skot -i  -r

3p.RS= be at 3p.RS= come be polis 3p.RS= stay there at and 3sgPS= PF with -TS -3p.O

He wanted to come ashore, he came, then those that were there became police. They were there and he
joined them.

7:15

Kin papa neu Tenene. Me ito pan
kin  papa   neu    Tenene  me  i=     to   pan

COMP father 1sgPOS p.name  but 3sgRS= stay until

na ilak ale kipe to san to.
na   i=     lak     ale  ki=    pe to   san   to

COMP 3sgRS= married okay 3sgPS= PF stay there at

My father, Tenene. He stayed until he was married, then he stayed here.

7:16

Itaulu iak neu go kipe to san to.
i=     taulu iak    neu    go  ki=    pe to san   to

3sgRS= marry mother 1sgPOS and 3sgPS= PF stay there at

He married my mother and he stayed here.

7:17

Gar rupitlak na ntan nen naot nig Efil
gar ru=    piatlak na-   ntan   nen naot  ni  Efil

3p. 3p.RS= have    HESIT ground REL chief of  Vila
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ituer kin Emlapo, san kin Kawenu itkos.

i=     tu   -e  -r    ki   -n    Emlapo   san   kin Kawenu i=     tok  -os

3sgRS= give -TS -3p.O PREP -3sgO p.name   there REL p.name 3sgRS= stay -3sgOBL

They had land that the chief of Ifira gave them at Emlapo,  where Kawenu (college) was.

7:18

Teni Emar rutuwes. Teni Caledoni
te- ni Emar ru=    tu   -wes    te- ni Caledoni

DET of Mare 3p.RS= stay -3sgOBL DET of Caledoni

me malnen gar runa rulak, go
me  malnen gar ru=    na   ru=    lak     go

and as     3p. 3p.RS= want 3p.RS= married and

rulak mai pak Erakor. Go ruipe   muf mai.
ru=    lak     mai  pak Erakor go  rui=   pe muf  mai

3p.RS= married come to  p.name and 3plPS= PF move come

Those from Mare they stayed there. Those from Caledonia. When they married, they came to Erakor.
And they moved here.
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Text 8 The need for respect

Recorded with Iokopet 3/10/1998, Text 038

Audio source 98007bz 940.8000, 1003.5

8:1 Children, I want to tell you that respect is a good thing.

8:2 Respect your father and your mother.

8:3 And your sister and your brother.

8:4 As long ago, in my view, when I was first there, a  Sunday.  It wasn't noisy.

8:5 You went to church, you sat to eat and you rested, you ate.

8:6 And for many days you will do your work, but you will remember it.

8:7 First, hear the voice of your father and mother. And your days will be many.

8:8 That is a little story that  wanted to tell you. It is finished here.

8:1

Tesa lap amurin nrikmus kin na nfaketanwen ipi tewi.
tesa  lap  a=     mur  -i  -n    nrik -mus  kin  na  nfaketanwen i=     pi te-  wi

child many 1sgRS= want -TS -3sgO tell -2p.O COMP say respect     3sgRS= be DET- good

Children, I want to tell you that respect is a good thing.

8:2

Kofaketanki tem mus go rait mus.
ko=       faketan    -ki  tem    -mus   go  rait   -mus

2p.exIRR= respect:IR -TR  father -2p.DP and mother -2p.DP

Respect your father and your mother.

8:3

Go na kor mus go pal mus.

go  na    kor    -mus   go  pal     -mus

and hesit sister -2p.DP and brother -2p.DP

And your sister and your brother.

8:4

Taos tetwei, nalelewen neu, kineu
taos tetwei    nalelewen neu    kineu

like long.ago  opinion   1sgPOS 1sg

apei tkos, taos aliat tap. Nakrakpeswen itik.
a=     pei   tok  -os     taos aliat tap Nakrakpeswen i=     tik

1sgRS= first stay -3sgOBL like Sunday    noisiness    3sgRS= no

As long ago, in my view, when I was first there, a  Sunday.  It wasn't noisy.

8:5

Kuto. Kupak sum tap. Kumai. Kutotan na kufam

ku=    to   ku=    pak     sum   tap   ku=    mai  ku=    totan na   ku=    fam

2sgRS= stay 2sgRS= go.to:R house taboo 2sgRS= come 2sgRS= sit   PURP 2sgRS= eat:IR
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2sgRS= stay 2sgRS= go.to:R house taboo 2sgRS= come 2sgRS= sit   PURP 2sgRS= eat:IR

kumarmar panpan inom
ku=    marmar panpan i=     nom

2sgRS= rest   until  3sgRS= finish

You went to church, you sat to eat and you rested, you ate.

8:6

Ale naliati mol kupreg nawesien negag, me pamroperkati,
ale  aliat  mol  ku=    preg nawesien negag   me  pa=     mro-perkat  -i  -ø

okay day    live 2sgRS= make work     2sgPOS  but 2sgIRR= think-truly -TS -3sgO

And for many days you will do your work, but you will remember it.

8:7

tepe panrog nale tmam ko raitom. Go naliati gag

te- pei   pa=     nrog nale  tem    -a -m     ko rait   -o -m     go  aliat   gag

DET first 2sgIRR= hear voice father -V -2sgDP or mother -V -2sgDP and day     2sgPOS

rukfo lap.
ruk=    fo     lap

3p:IRR= PSP:IR many

First, hear the voice of your father and mother. And your days will be many.

8:8

Ipi nafsan ses wan amur wan
i=     pi nafsan ses   wan a=     mur  wan

3sgRS= be story  small one 1sgRS= want one

kanrik mus ki. Inom esan.
ka=     nrik -mus  ki    -ø   i=     nom    esan

1sgIRR= tell -2p.O PREP -3sgO 3sgRS= finish place

That is a little story that  wanted to tell you. It is finished here.
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Appendix B

A dictionary of South Efate

This dictionary has been the product of collaborative work with a number of speakers of

South Efate. In particular I would like to thank the following for their help in this work:

Silas Alban; Endis Kalsarap; Kalsakar Wayane and Manuel Wayane. Thanks also to

Kalsarap Namaf, and William Wayane.

Jean-Claude Rivierre kindly provided the wordlist of South Efate he produced in 1965 with

Maxime Carlot.

Identification of plants and animals has been conducted over time with a number of

individuals to check names as best as possible. However, it may be that a name, for

example for a shellfish, is given for a specific shell when in fact the name may refer more

generally to shells of the same type or appearance.

Plants whose English or botanical names have not been identified have been included with

a description. To assist in plant identification the disk version of the dictionary includes
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hyperlinks1 to photographs of the named plant. A future version will use this same linking

strategy to allow example sentences to be heard.

Where a verb permits alternation between initial p/f, it is the p initial form that is listed in

the lexicon.

Some archaic terms are included for reference and because older speakers expressed the

wish that all words possible should be available for younger speakers.

This dictionary was prepared initially on the basis of recordings of narratives prepared

during 1996 and 1997 primarily with Kalsarap Namaf and Silas Alban. A first working

version was produced for a fieldtrip in 1998 and was subsequently revised and presented to

a dictionary workshop run over two sessions of about a half day each in Erakor village in

2000. The large group of villagers who attended provided invaluable corrections and I hope

the resulting work matches their expectations. It is part of my sautog for the forbearance of

those members of the village who were willing to share information with an outsider.

This version of the dictionary is derived from a lexical database prepared using Shoebox

lexicographic software and presents 2,338 out of 2,603 headwords. The items excluded

from the current dictionary are made up of placenames (most of which are presented in

maps 1& 2 in the front of this thesis), borrowed terms of low frequency, and paradigmatic

affixal forms. For each relevant entry the lexical database includes paradigmatic

information such as the form of transitive and object suffixes taken by individual verbs, and

the form of direct possession suffixes taken by individual nouns. This information is not

presented in the current dictionary.

There is a great deal that still needs to be done to improve the dictionary and it is presented

here as a work in progress.

                                                

1 These hyperlinks are derived from the structure of the dictionary. A separate field lists

picture names and, when exported as an rtf file, this field can be converted to either an MS
Word or an HTML hyperlink globally in the text of the rtf. This arcane process is preferable
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to manually creating hyperlinks throughout the document and demonstrates that a

predictably structured dataset facilitates global changes being made to the document.
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A  -  a

af n. fish sp. Anthiases (small

Groupers, Perchlets, Basslets,

Soapfishes). Serranidae.

af ni nariuriu n. fish sp. Cigar wrasse.

Cheilio inermis. See: patru.

afam n. fish sp. Humphead wrasse;

Napoleonfish. Cheilinus undulatus.

See: patru.

afoka n. avocado. Persea americana.

From: Bislama.

afsak n. turtle (generic).

ag pron. you (2sg).

akam pron. you (2pl).

akit pron. we (1pl inclusive Subject).

al n. shellfish sp. kind of Turbo. Turbo

chryostomus, petholatus.

al n. sun. See: mtar ; pakor.

al imel n. eclipse.

al imtar n. sunset, mal is an archaic

form.

alak n. Honeyeater, incl. Silver-eared

Honeyeater, Vanuatu Mountain

Honeyeater. Lachmera incana.

ale conj. and then.

◆ Menal inrik katom kina, "Rak fo

res". Ale katom ina, "Iwi". The

barracuda said to the hermit crab,

"Let's race". Then the hermit crab

said, "Good". From: Bislama.

aliat Variant: naliati. n. day.

aliat motu n. midday.

mau naliati n. day, whole day.

aliat fnau n. Wednesday (court day).

aliat ftoumlap Variant: aliat faitoumlap;

aliat fetoumlap. n. Thursday

(learning day).

aliat karu n. Tuesday.

aliat pei Variant: aliat monte. n. Monday.

aliat pot n. Friday (day for dividing

things).

aliat tap n. Sunday.

aliat toknak n. Saturday.

alkur vintr, adj. dry, be dry of leaves, any

kind of dry leaves (naul alkur).

altuk n. cabbage, island cabbage.

alu n_inposs. uncle (mother's brother).

See: awo.

anisakel n. plant sp., Bougainvillea.

From: Bislama.

anrar n. fish sp. Cardinalfishes.

Apogonidae. See: popor.

apap n. father, FB (address term, used by

those in naflak other than kram and

namkanr). See: tem, tata, gka.

apu n. grandfather, as with most

relatives, there can be a big (apu

pur) or small (apu ses) grandfather,

being elder brother or younger

brother to the 'straight' grandfather.

Note: added to last syllable of some

names e.g. apu + Kalorip = apu Rip.

apu motu n. great grandfather. See: ta

'aunt'.

ara n. yam sp., red inside, sweet.

arkau Variant: leel (Eratap). n. shellfish

sp. trochus.

arleg vintr. skilful.

armafaf n. Box crab. Calappidae.

armatu vintr. right handed, be right

handed. See: maur, arworksu.

arum vintr. nearly ripe.

arworksu vintr. ambidextrous, be

ambidextrous, someone who can

use both hands. See: maur, armatu.

as n. coconut crab. Birgus latro.

as n. day after tomorrow. See: nas.

asel n_inposs. friend, aslak nmatu

'girlfriend'.

aslel n. fish sp. Striped mackerel.

Rastrelliger kanagurta.

aslot n. worm.

ataf n. helper, chief's assistant.

atat n. albino.

◆ Atat nen nalun itar ko naskon itar

ko imiel. An albino has white hair

and his skin is white and red.
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ati n_inposs. grandmother, as with

most relatives, there can be a big

(ati pur) or small (ati ses)

grandmother, being elder sister or

younger sister to the 'straight'

grandmother.

ati motu n. great grandmother.

atlag Variant: ligal. n. moon, month. Two

women in the moon, Leiriki (small

one) and Leilepa (big one). Ligal is

an old name for the moon.

atlag faum n. new month, next month.

Same as atlag nen to.

atlag karu n. month after next month.

atlag pei n. first month, (e.g. last month,

the month just past) same as atlag

nen pa.

atol n_inposs. egg.

atol kanr n. rice. Lit: black ant egg. Oryza

sativa.

atua n. God.

awe excl. exclamation, used to show

surprise.

awo n. uncle, (address term). See: alu.

E  -  e

efare n.

1) dancing ground.

2) men's house.

ekate n. side of a canoe away from the

outrigger (left hand side). See: esem.

ektem adv. outside.

elag adv. above; high, top, up.

◆ Man inrir ur elag. The bird flies

above.

elagsau n. heaven.

elau n. sea. See: namos, ntas.

elkao n. pig fence.

elol n. yard.

emae adv.

1) distant.

◆ Panrus kin ke fak emae. Move it

away.

◆ Emae top. Further, a long way.

2) away.

◆ Selwan kafak emae patamai pak

esum neu mau. When I go away

don't you come to my house.

2) apart, far, distant.

emat n_inposs. grave, cemetary.

emau n. clearing, a cleared piece of

ground. See: limuti.

emeromen Variant: emermen. n. earth,

world.

emlel n. dancing ground.

emrom adv. inside.

en vsemi. lay, stay.

◆ Naik seserik ruen fam. The small

fish stayed and ate.

◆ Marik tmer ipen Ermage ien pan

pan pan. Their father was at

Erromango, he stayed and stayed.

enflos vintr. sleep badly, toss and turn in

sleep.

◆ Tesa i entan sa, i enflos. The chid

lays uncomfortably, it sleeps badly.

ensok vambi. sleep on, brood (of a fowl).

◆ To ito ensok atol. The chicken is

brooding the egg.

◆ Ku ensok narun. You sleep on his

arm.

entak vintr. sleep on the side.

entan vintr. lay down.

erfale n. cave.

esan n. place.

◆ Nagi esan kutkos sef naur ko sef

natkon? Where do you stay, which

island or which village?

esem n. outrigger side of a canoe (usually

the right hand side).

◆ Maloput raru go nsem ipi esem.

Between the canoe and the

outrigger is called 'esem'. See:

nsem, ekate.

eslaor See main entry: slaor ; eslaor.

etak n. toilet ; place for throwing rubbish.

◆ Ka fak etak. I will go to the toilet.

etan Variant: tan. adv. underneath ;
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down.

etan ntaf downhill.

eut n. inland or the shore when you are

on a boat, but also the bush when

you are on the land.

◆ Selwan kukano los ku pato eut

mas to. When you can't swim, you

stay on the shore.

F  -  f

fa See main entry: pa.

fafat vsemi. believe.

◆ Afafat itilmori. I believe he

speaks the truth.

fag vintr. sore, to be sore.

◆ Tesa nen mpagon ifag. This child

has buttocks that are sore.

nfag n. sore.

fag See main entry: pag.

fag vintr. riddle, tell riddles.

fai See main entry: pai.

fai n. fish sp. stingray, general term.

fai kul n. fish sp. Bluespotted ribbontail

ray. Taeniura lymma.

fai mantu n. fish sp. ray sp. Black skin

can be scraped off. Identified as

both Manta ray (but see roktar) and

Devil ray.

fai pog n. fish sp. Spotted eagle ray.

Aetobatus narinari.

fai pumat n. fish sp. Bluespotted

stingray. Dasyatis kuhlii.

fai swar n. fish sp. eagle ray.

failuk vintr. tie a loop to hold an animal.

fainte vintr. show something you are

proud of. See: fekfek.

faitau vsemi. learn.

fak See main entry: pak.

fakelag See main entry: pakelag.

faketan See main entry: paketan.

fakfak n. shellfish sp. (no poison).

Conidae....

fakfukal Variant: fakfkal. vintr. comfort.

fakis Variant: faksi. vambi. decorate.

fakor See main entry: pakor.

fakot See main entry: pakot.

falkor See main entry: palkor.

falus See main entry: palus.

fam See main entry: pam.

fan See main entry: pan.

fanei vintr. dissolve, be consumed, e.g.

by fire.

fanfan vintr. wash the face.

fanikoro n. tree sp. Fruit like vanilla,

pretty flowers, firewood.

faos See main entry: paos.

far vintr. pick pandanus leaves.

◆ Kumrokin nen pa freg mit, go pa

fo pei pak nlak naki, ale pa fo far.

You want to make a mat, and you

first go to a pandanus tree, then you

will pick pandanaus leaves.

fare See main entry: pare.

fareki See main entry: pareki.

faresor n. tree sp. Used for timber posts,

firewood, burns well.

farfar vintr. shake, start to move.

farfar n. White-bellied graybird; Little

cuckoo-shrike. Coracina papuensis

perpallida.

faria vintr, adj. poor.

fat n.

1) stone.

2) vatu, money.

fat ftak n. bottom stones of an oven.

fat ni um n. top stones of an oven.

◆ Nafet fat ni um ru miel malen ru

ftin. The top stones are red when

they are heated.

fatkao n. barb.

◆ Kutae preg fatkao timen gag. You

can put a barb on your arrow.

fatma n. grater for making laplap with root

crops and bananas. See: skitrai.

fatmama n. stone for sharpening blades.

fato See main entry: pato.

fatsal n. stone that floats.

fau See main entry: pau.
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fe vintr. read. See: nafeifeien.

fef vtr. count, read something.

fei interrog. who.

◆ Talmat ni fei? Whose garden?

◆ Fei mana? Who (all)?

fei See main entry: pei.

fek n. cockroach.

fekfek vintr. show something you are

proud of. See: fainte.

ferfer vintr. mark rythm.

◆ Ag ku ferfer ukelele gag. You

keep rythm on your ukelele.

fes See main entry: pes.

fesfes vintr. cheep, of birds.

festaf See main entry: pestaf.

fetkasu vintr. jealous, be jealous.

fgan n. bait, used for fishing or hunting.

fi See main entry: pi.

fiar vintr. be unafraid of.

◆ Me kineu afiar kin, kat

natrauswen ga inrak lap ito neu

traus. But I wasn't scared of it

because he told his story to me

many times.

fiet vintr, adj. fierce, good fighter.

fif vintr. twisted, to be ; rolled up ; curly

(e.g. of hair), to be. With -ki it
means to tie up.

◆ Napas ifif. The grain (meat) of

the wood is twisted.

◆ Npaun ifif. His head spins (he is

drunk, dizzy).

◆ Ag pa fif ki string. Kineu ka fo

palus. You roll up the line, I'll paddle

the canoe.

◆ Tukfif ki naniu su po slatir pelpel

pak esum. Let us tie up the

coconuts, then take them home

quickly. See: lefek.

fikot vambi. fasten a mat around your

body, a sign of high rank.

fios See main entry: pios.

fis Variant: fsei. vtr. whip, with a rope.

See: fisfis.

fisfis vintr.

1) fight.

2) masturbate, whip yourself.

fit vintr. run.

◆ Pafit pelpel. You run fast.

◆ Pafit! Go away! See: pelpel.

fitkaskei See main entry: pitkaskei.

fitlak See main entry: pitlak.

fkal See main entry: pkal.

fkar vintr. cheeky, be cheeky.

fkaskei See main entry: pkaskei.

fket vintr, adj. sour, to be spicy (like

chilli), food which 'bites' you.

fkofuk vintr. marked by insect bites, to

be.

fkop vintr. chase, follow fish.

◆ Pafan fkop ntas. You chase fish

at the sea. See: pas.

fla PVC. conditional particle, 'may'.

◆ Tete gar rutafla tkal fiftimau. Gar

runrfal mas. Some may not have

reached fifty. They were only a few.

flak vintr. pregnant. See: tien.

flak See main entry: plak.

fle See main entry: ple.

flefil n. shellfish sp. Pearl Oyster.

Pinctada margaritifera.

fleslu n. shellfish sp. shell is white, flesh is

white, black operculum, lives in the

sand, not in the water.

flik See main entry: plik.

flor See main entry: plor.

flos vintr, adj. twisted, crooked, to be.

See: plos.

flos See main entry: plos.

fnagot n. shellfish sp. Turbo shell (small

one).

fnak See main entry: pnak.

fnau vambi. preach, judge, teach.

◆ Kufnau natamol. You judge the

man. See: pespot, aliat fnau.

fnut See main entry: pnut.

fo See main entry: po.

folfol vintr. move.

folfol sa vintr. bad behaviour ;

copulate.

folfolmak vintr.

1) rub.

◆ Ifolfol ki namten. He rubs his

eyes.
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2) shake out, like a tablecloth, or

clothes being washed, or shaking

hands to dry them.

◆ Ku folfolmak ki nkal. You wash

the cothes.

folig n. coconut branch.

folig araskei n. coconut branch split and

leaves woven together to make a

mat that is used for the wall or roof

of a house.

folsa See main entry: polsa.

fon vintr. cover oneself. See: pisplolo,

nafon, nasieg.

foum Variant: faum. vintr, adj. new.

fra vambi. beg.

◆ Kufra nat nen ke welwok. You

beg that man to help you.

frafer vintr. scatter.

◆ Upreg nalotwen inom kin me

kofo frafer pak klas fserser. We

finished praying and we scattered to

our different classes.

frak vintr. slow ; late, to be.

◆ Ku frak nafnag. You are late with

the food.

◆ Ku siwer frak. You walk slow.

frapo n. beetle (generic).

fraru n. banana sp.

freg vintr. carry basket on head, or

hanging from a rope around the

forehead (only of women).

◆ Ifreg ki napor. She carries a

basket.

freg See main entry: preg.

fregnrog See main entry: pregnrog.

frofur n. bushy country.

fsar vintr. grab, wrestle.

fser n. fish sp. Vermiculate rabbitfish or

Forktail rabbitfish. Siganidae. See:

tof, tofkas, smos.

fserser vintr, adj. different, to be.

fsofus vintr, adj. young, to be. Also

'pregnant' of a woman, nakon

ifsofus, 'face is young', means 'she

is pregnant'.

fsup vintr. pointed, to be pointed, pitch,

summit, pointed ; something sticking

up.

◆ Nasu ifsup pak elag. The roof

pitches high.

◆ Nawi nen iftom kai fsup pak elag.

This yam grew and pointed

upwards.

◆ Namlame i pakor nafsup ntaf.

Dew fell on the mountain top.

fti n. fish sp. Scorpionfishes.

Scorpaenidae.

ftil vintr. gossip.

◆ Aftil skot ag. I gossip with you.

ftin vintr, adj.

1) hot, to be.

2) angry, be angry.

ftir n. fish sp. Stonefish, small one

(Smallscale scorpionfish).

Scorpaenidae.

ftok n. cane called nasul when

straightened and ready to make

arrows (timen). See: naus.

ftom See main entry: ptom.

ftup vintr.

1) punch.

2) fight. See: nafkal, tup.

fu vintr. blow hard.

◆ Nlag i fu. The wind blows hard.

fu vintr. quick, go quickly.

fu n. fish sp. Triggerfishes, but see

also parpor. Balistidae. See: parpor.

fuelig n. basket. large basket made of

woven coconut branches with two

folding shutters (to carry grass or

rubbish).

fuet vintr. marked, to be. The way skin is

marked after it is hit by something.

fuet See main entry: puet.

fuknra n. fish sp. Twinspot snapper; Red

snapper. Mangrove jack.

Lutjanidae. Not eaten as it may

have fish poison (ciguetera).

fuknrei n. wriggler, baby mosquito.

fum vintr. flower.

◆ Namlas nen ifum. The bush is

flowering. See: nafum.

fumasei n. fish sp. Picassofish, strong skin,

or Brush-sided filefish.
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fumatol n. fish sp.

fumos n. fish sp. strongskin dark coloured

(Orange-lined triggerfish?).

fumos n. fish sp. Large-scaled

leatherjacket. Cantheschenia

grandisquamis.

funfnoi vintr. fade, disappear. See:

surfunfnoi, krakfunfnoi.

funre n. ant sp. white ant, termite.

fupel n. fish sp. Sand bass.

Centropomidae.

furfur n. bundle of coconuts.

fusur tol n. competition.

fuswer vintr. growl.

◆ Apap imaet ki iak go ito fuswer.

Dad was angry with mum and he

was growling.

fweik n. fish sp. Batfish. See: kalmat.

G  -  g

ga pron. Variant: nega.

1) he / him, she / her, it, (3sg).

2) his/her (3sg possessive).

3) for his/her benefit (3sg

benefactive).

gaf n.

1) metre, one metre, length of one

arm.

2) packet of material given at a

wedding (not including mats).

3) material, piece of material.

gafgef n. packet of mats.

◆ Ru pakot lu nmatu nen ki gafgef

iskei. They paid for the woman with

a large packet of mats.

gag pron.

1) your (2sg possessive).

2) for your benefit (2sg benefactive).

gakit pron.

1) our (1pl inclusive possessive).

2) for our benefit (1pl inclusive

benefactive).

gamus pron. Variant: negamus.

1) you (2pl).

2) your (2pl possessive).

3) your (2pl benefactive).

gar vintr, adj. dry, to be.

gar pron.

1) they, them (3pl).

2) their (3pl possessive). Variant:

negar.

3) for them (3pl benefactive).

Variant: negar.

gar pron. theirs (3plPOS).

gas Variant: ngas. interrog. when. See:

sefmal.

gawankia excl. so, like that, used at the

beginning or end of a sentence.

gik pron. you (2sg Object).

gir pron. them (3pl Object).

gka n. father (address term used by

members of the namkanr naflak).

See: teman, apap, tata.

go conj. and.

golgol vintr, adj. toothless, to be (baby or

old person).

◆ Tesa nen ipi golgol ito pam

kumol nen ru krakfufua. A toothless

baby only eats kumala that they

have mashed.

gor vintr.

1) snore.

2) grunt, the noise a pig makes.

See: oror.

got vintr, adj. black, to be.

◆ Namtir nen igot. That colour is

black.

I  -  i
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iak n. mother, mother's sister, father's

sister (but she is usually ta), father's

mother's sister's daughter (address

term). See: rait.

ifmertik idiom. otherwise.

iku interrog. why.

◆ Ku ftup nlaken iku? Why are you

fighting? See: nafte.

inrok adv. after, behind, later, used to talk

about the next event in a story.

inror n. pig too old to have piglets.

K  -  k

kaf n. crab.

kafer n. crab, brown sea crab, not eaten.

kafkaf vintr. search by moving things

around.

kaflag vambi. lift up something that is

covering something else, like lifting

up a tablecloth to see what is under

it.

kafrag n. scab.

kafrali n. crab, big brown crab.

kaftal vintr. separate (to make a path).

kaftan n. crab, sea crab, not eaten.

kai vintr. cry, children's crying.

kait vtr. cry for.

kai conj. then, clause linker.

◆ Raslat sernale ni talmat kai pa.

Those two carried everything from

the garden and they went.

kai n.

1) shellfish sp. cockle. Different

kinds of seashells: kaikuk, kainmet,

kaifar, kaiflu, kaitlak, kaiuwi.

Arcidae.

2) vagina.

kai araskei n. shellfish sp. abalone

(general term).

kaifar n. knee cap.

kaimes vintr. create, invent. Note: kaimes

is used for Biblical creation, use

preg for construction or craftwork.

kaipar n. shellfish sp. Venus clams

(general term). Veneridae.

kaisur n. shellfish sp. Ornate Mactra.

Mactra ornata.

kaitao n. fish sp. Jacks and Trevallys.

Carangidae. Middle one is kopapun,

big one is maur, Kaitao ni karkor

hides among jellyfish.

kaiwi n. shellfish sp. Virgate Tellin. Tellina

virgata.

kak Variant: kak naniu. n. coconut mat,

mesh formed around the base of the

coconut palm, used for straining

liquids.

kakas vintr, adj. sweet, to be.

kal vintr. dress, be dressed, to dress

oneself.

◆ I kal su. She is dressed.

◆ Me komam malpei ukano kal ki

nkal ni nanwei. But back then we

couldn't dress in men's clothes.

kal n. digging stick.

kalafiei n. fish sp. parrotfish.

kalapog n. fish sp. Bumphead parrotfish.

Bolbometopon muricatum. See:

nuo.

kalmat n. fish sp. Batfish (also naik nasok,

when young, like a piece of rubbish

floating in the water).

kalnrog vambi. try clothes.

◆ Nkal nen ises pape kalnrogo. This

shirt is small, try it first.

kalo male name marker, old fashioned.

This cannot be used as a pronoun.

Variant: kei.

◆ Kaloku wan go ipa? Who is that

(man) going there? See: lei.

kalsar n. stick, for husking coconut.

kalsiu n. small women's spear, made of

various kinds of hard wood: black

palm (nma), hardened in fire; also

nagi and tapir.

kaltag n. dragonfly.

kalum n. spider.
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kalus n. shellfish sp. Cockles (general

term). Cardiidae. There are red

(kalus pam) and white ones.

kaluspam n. fish sp. Spengler's Mactra.

Scissodesma spengleri.

kam vambi. walk on something.

◆ A tap lek mat nen mau, a siwer

pan trau kamti. I didn't notice the

snake, I walked on it as I went

along.

kamnrog vambi. feel with the foot.

◆ Pa pe kamnrog nakirles nen i

mkal ko itik. Feel this coral with

your foot and see if it is sharp or not.

kampor vambi. stand on and break.

◆ Pa kampor nkas nen kipe mtet.

Stand on this tree and break it, it is

rotten.

kamsok vambi. brake, stop quickly.

kamti vambi. take rocks from the fire with

tongs.

◆ Fat nen ki pe ftin tlasi, pa kamti

ke fak etik. This stone is hot

enough, take it out and put it to the

side.

kanin vintr. mad.

◆ Ag ku kanin to ki! You are mad!

kano n. man ; person.

◆ kano ni nafkaruen; joker. See:

namer.

kano vintr.

— aux. cannot, to be unable.

◆ Nat nen ikano pes. That man

can't talk.

kanr n. ant, black ant, fire ant.

kanrsip n. tube of bamboo (for carrying

water).

kap n. Ghost crab. Ocypode

cerathopthalma.

kapil n. scar on skin.

kapkap n. Swift.

kapo n. fish sp. catfish. Plotosidae,

Ophidiidae.

kapu n. laplap, pudding made of grated

vegetable (e.g. manioc, yam, taro,

banana) mixed with coconut milk

and baked underground on hot

stones.

kapu nmarteu n. bread, also bret.

kapuenrar n. fish sp. flounder. Bothidae.

kapuer n. old person.

kar vambi. scratch.

◆ Pa neu kar ntakuk. You scratch

my back.

kareo n. shellfish sp. Strombidae,

Strombus gibberulus gibbosus (?).

karkar vintr. itch ; scratch ; fiddle (like a

chicken scratching).

karkor n. jelly-fish.

karo vintr, adj. grey, to be.

karo vintr. topless, have no shirt on.

karo usrek vintr. naked.

karu vintr, adj. other, two.

◆ Aliat fnau karu. Next

Wednesday.

◆ Pamer pan slat tekaru mai. You

go and get another person.

kasar vambi. grab a pig or child as it runs.

kasfas n. cicada.

kastom n. custom. See: sup. From:

Bislama.

kat prep. because of.

kat vambi. bite.

◆ Kori ikat nat. The dog bit the

man.

kat soksok npatin close one's mouth,

refuse to drink ; grind one's teeth,

also a sign of anger.

katporpres npatin grind one's teeth,

usually in anger.

kat naniu vambi. husk a coconut with

one's teeth.

◆ Kalsar kefla tik go pa trau kat

naniu mas. If there is no wooden

stake (to husk coconuts) then just

use your teeth.

katnam n. mosquito.

katnrap n. soursop ; custard apple is

katnrap ni namer tar ('whiteman's

soursop').

katnrog vambi. taste.

katom n. Hermit crab, land hermit crab.

Coenobitidae. See: katpar.

katpar n. Hermit crab that lives in the sea.
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Diogenidae. See: katom.

katpo vintr, adj. selfish, to be.

◆ Kano nen i tae katpo top, i to

preg naik lap me i to mal ptu kir to

natamol. This man is so selfish that

he catches many fish but still doesn't

share them with people.

katsok vintr. hold between one's teeth.

kau n. cow.

◆ kau ses; calf.

kau vintr. row a boat.

kefi interrog. how much.

◆ Kumurin magko kefi? You want

how many mangoes?

kel vintr. hold.

kelsman vintr. drive, hold steering wheel.

See: pusman.

kelsok vintr. cling.

kerkerai Variant: kerai; kerkrai. vintr,

adj , adv.

1) strong, to be.

◆ natamol kerkerai; a brave man.

— vintr, adj.

2) hard.

nakerkraian n. labour, giving birth.

kfet vintr, adj. dry taste, like an unripe

banana. Astringent.

ki prep. to ; with ; of.

ki vintr. ring, of ears.

◆ Ku los top ntas go ntalgem ru ki.

You swim alot in the sea so your

ears ring.

kia dem. here, this one.

◆ A, me kineu ana kafo pam akam

kia me akam rasef. Ah, but I wanted

to eat you two here, but you ran

away.

kig n. fish sp. unidentified fish.

kil vambi. dig the ground (with a tool).

See: traf.

kilkil n. bird sp. seagull.

kin COMP. that, which

(complementiser) when following a

verb.

kin REL. that, which (relativiser) when

following a noun.

kin vambi. pinch.

◆ Ku kinti. You pinch it.

◆ Ku kin nat. You pinch the man.

kineu pron. I, me (1sg) (S & O). wou is

1Sg Object, ot used as much as

kineu. Variant: neu.

kinlep n. thumb.

kinliu n.

1) finger, middle finger.

2) middle toe.

kinmat n.

1) finger, index finger.

2) big toe.

kinrik n.

1) finger, little finger.

2) toe, little toe.

kintapul n.

1) finger, ring finger.

2) toe, second toe.

kipui n. bird sp. Indian mynah.

Acridontheres tristis.

kirkis vambi. tickle.

◆ Tesa i mur selwan ku kirkisi. The

child laughs when you tickle her.

kis vambi.

1) press.

◆ Kis ntafatun. Hold hips.

2) turn on (lamp).

kispuen n. middle of a mat, where the two

parts join.

kispun vambi. abort, kispun tesa.

kistup vambi. tickle quickly.

kit pron.

1) we (1pl inclusive Subject).

2) our (1pl inclusive Direct

possessive).

kitsa vintr. against, to be against.

◆ Selwan nat ipreg namrun wi tete

nat rukitsa kin. When a man does

something good, some people go

against him. See: ktekit.

klat n. germinated coconut.

klet n. shellfish sp. general term for

Conchs. Strombidae.

klet n. sow, female pig.

klop n. knot in bamboo or cane. The

piece of cane between the knots is

called malmal.
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knen prep. of it, its own.

◆ Natrauswen karu, imer pi, ipitlak

nalag knen. The next story has its

own song.

knopun n. fish sp. Balloonfish.

ko conj. or. Also used to form

questions.

◆ Iwi ko? Are you good?

kof vambi. roast meat on the stones

separate from laplap. See: tanum.

kof n. hut , shelter in the garden,

temporary shelter made for special

occasions.

kokon vintr, adj. bitter, to be.

kol vintr. shout.

kol vintr, adj. cripple, to be.

◆ Ipi kol. He is crippled.

kol n. coral sp.

kom vambi. suck.

kom n. fish sp. Groupers. See: pautop.

komam pron. we, us (1pl exclusive).

kon vsemi. stuck, be stuck, bump.

◆ Ikon fat. It is stuck to a stone.

konafnako n. fish sp. Goatfish (general

term). Mullidae. See: sus.

konr n. shellfish sp. Strombus....

konrkai n. pig, female pig which has no

piglets.

kop vtr.

1) chase.

◆ Ikop napel. He chases sardines.

2) follow.

◆ Ito kop namurien ga. He follows

his own thinking. See: fkop.

kopnan n. plant sp. used as ringworm

medecine.

kor n_inposs. sister.

kor n. fence, fishtrap. See: lak.

kor vambi. parry, block a blow.

◆ Ku kor ki narum selwan nat ina

ke nrpagik. You block with your arm

when the man wants to hit you.

kori n. dog.

kortas n. washstrake, wooden rail built

onto the upper rim of a canoe to

strengthen the side and to keep out

water.

kos vintr, adj. dense (namlas kos, dense

forest); strong, of wood; strong, of a

smell.

◆ ntuam kos; strong (i.e. smelly)

devil.

koser n. fish sp. Crescent-banded grunter.

kot vintr. cut laplap.

koteu n. piece of laplap.

kotfak n. leftover food.

kotfan adv. afternoon, evening.

◆ Ipi kotfan selwan al ito na ke

mtar. Afternoon is when the sun

starts to go down.

kotkot adv. really, emphasises a verb or

adjective.

◆ pramkotkot; very long

◆ malpei kotkot; very long ago

krak vintr. crawl.

krakfufu vambi. mash.

krakfunfnoi vambi. erase, rub out. See:

funfnoi, surfunfnoi.

krakpel vsemi. miss when throwing.

krakpes vintr. make noise.

krakpun Variant: krakpni. vambi. kill.

◆ Akrakpun natamol iskei. I killed a

man. See: wat.

tmen krakpni vambi. suicide.

kraksmanr vambi. miss, e.g. not hit a

target.

kraksok vintr.

1) catch, as in catch a disease.

2) understand, catch on.

kraktof vambi. break (a branch).

kram n. axe (originally made of clam,

kram).

◆ Tukprai nkas ki kram. We

(inclusive) split firewood with an axe.

kram n. shellfish sp. Clams and Miters ;

shellfish, generic name for several

types including Giant clams.

Tridacnidae, Mitridae. See: lisan.

kram pel n. adze, flat blade. See: limur.

kram pog n. sugarcane (sp.), also the

name of one of the naflak, dark red

colour, nearly black. Each section is

short but thick.

kram teu n. sugarcane (sp.).
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krip n. whip, made of hibiscus (naplel)

twine for example, used to control

animals.

krokur vsemi. frightened, to be; to be

surprised.

◆ Nat ikrokur selwan kukol nat kin.

The man shakes (with surprise)

when you shout for him. See: mtak,

plak.

kruk vintr. collect, gather, pick up off the

ground.

krum vintr. cross one's arms.

krusperi n. wild berry. Passiflora foetida.

ksakes vintr, adj. green, to be. Also used

for blue.

ktekit vintr. against, to be against.

◆ Aktekit kik. I'm against you. See:

kitsa.

kuf n. arrow for killing birds, flat or round

end. Variant: kuuf.

kuk vintr. shrink.

kukumper n. cucumber. Cucumis sativus.

kul vambi. cover, as in a blanket.

kulkor vambi. cover, as in covering laplap

before cooking. See: kul.

kulmer n. light-skin.

kulru n. clever, in a psychic sense, a

healer.

kulsa n. skin sickness, black spots.

kumol n. kumala, sweet potato. Ipomoea

batatas. Other kinds are kumol tar,

kumol nawi, kumol rok, kumol

mnamon.

kursmanr vsemi. slip. See: soksmanr.

kus vintr. hide.

kuskor vambi. hide from someone, hide

while approaching (as in prey), hide

and watch.

kusu n. rat, mouse.

kut n_inposs. louse. Pediculidae...

kut vambi. squeeze; squeeze, press in

one hand, hold firmly.

kut porprai vambi. crush in one's hand.

◆ Pa kut porprai pur atol me pa

npakin ke fa. Crush that egg shell

and throw it away.

kuyaf n. guava. Psidium guajava.

L  -  l

lag Variant: laglag. vambi. scale, to

take the scales off a fish.

nalag n. scale.

lag vambi. sing.

lag n. fly.

lagarof n. mourner.

◆ Lagarof itagis natmat. The

mourner cries for the dead man.

lagi vintr, adj. fancy, proud.

laglaga vintr. cast spell.

◆ Ilaglaga kik. He casts a spell on

you.

lagsu n. wind, east wind (Lit: 'up wind').

See: toklau.

lai vambi. spit out.

◆ A lek napre ki ntuam iskei i to lai

nuasog. I dreamt of a devil that spits

fire.

lailaipako n. fish sp. Fiveband flagtail.

lak vintr, adj. married, to be; to be wed.

See: taulu, tousok, ptour; ptour.

kano lak n. bridegroom.

nlakwen n. marriage.

lak n. peg used to hold the outrigger

(nsem) to the cross-member (nakiat)

on a canoe.

lak n. well, water source, spring.

lak n. fence.

laketik n. vine which has no roots, has

green fruit and grows at Etmat.

lakle n. sores, thick large sores (not

boils).

lakor aux. approximate.

◆ Ilakor pi ipat ko ilim. There

might be four or five.

◆ Ke fo lakor mai. Maybe he'll

come.

◆ Alakor pes sa. I might have said
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the wrong thing.

laktao n. vine sp.

lalu vintr. absent, of an octopus, when

you look at the octopus's home in

the rock and it has gone.

lao n. fish sp. Sandperch.

Pinguipedidae.

lao vambi.

1) stand up.

◆ Alaotu. I stand up.

◆ Tete nat rutok pregnrogo ruk lao

ki political empire. Some people

tried to establish a political empire.

2) plant.

◆ Alao nua nkas. I plant fruit trees.

3) spear (lao naik, 'spear a fish'; lao

ki ola, ' stick with a spear').

4) gouge, for example as in cutting a

canoe (lao raru).

lao vintr. drip.

2) fall, of water over a waterfall.

lao ki nasusu n. fish sp. Nebulous

wrasse. Halichoeres nebulosus.

First fish to some in with the tide,

also identified as Bluntheaded

wrasse. See: patru.

laokor Variant: laokro. vambi. obstruct,

block.

◆ Loto isef toklos wou go a laokro

ki nmal nkas iskei. The truck was

coming towards me so I put out a

log to block it.

laokot vambi. break.

◆ laokot nanuen; break one's neck.

laolao n. table ; seat.

laopor vambi. break.

◆ Ikursmanr kai laopor narun. He

slipped and broke his arm.

laorpek n. fish sp. fish, small white fish

which lives in the mangroves and

seaweed.

laosok vambi. pound (e.g. copra, kava) ;

spear fish.

lap Variant: telap. quantifier vintr, adj.

many, more.

laru num. seven.

klaru adj. seventh.

las n. cup.

◆ las naniu; coconut shell.

◆ las pur; basin.

lat vambi. cut (e.g. using scissors) hair,

clothes, paper.

latana n. lantana, use the leaf on cuts,

crush and spit on it. From: English.

lates num. six.

klates adj. sixth.

latlat vintr. froth, as of water boiling, or in

a stream, or with soap.

◆ nai latlat; beer (frothy water) See:

nlatlat.

latol num. eight.

klatol adj. eighth.

lau vintr. dance. See: nlauwen.

laufal n. pineapple.

le vintr. look, see.

lek Variant: lesoksok. vtr. look at,

see something.

le sapsap Variant: le sap. vintr. don't

recognise. See: sap.

le sulsul vintr. squint, like when the sun is

too bright.

le wi vintr. covet ; desire.

◆ Alewi ki nasum gag. I like your

house.

lefek Variant: lfek. vintr.

1) around, to go around.

◆ Pafa me pafo mer lfek mai. You

go but you will have to turn around.

◆ Kulfek ki Efat. You go around

Efate.

◆ Taos, tetwei gar ru to preg tper

ilfekor natkon. As in the old days

they built a fence around the

villages.

2) spin, as in pau kilfek, my head is

spinning. See: fif.

leg vintr. straight, correct.

◆ Sernale ruipe nom ser leg.

Everything is alright.

lei vambi. pick fruit.

lekor vsemi. watch over, beware, care for.

◆ Palekor mat ke fo katik. Watch

out or that snake will bite you.

◆ Palekor nanrogtesan! Watch out
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for the accident!

lel n. turtle shell.

lel n. bracelet, rolled pandanus leaves.

lel vsemi. look for.

◆ Ag ku to lel naul nkas reki

nalkis? Are you looking for leaves

for medecine?

lelep n. black stone used for cooking in a

ground oven.

lelu vambi. avoid.

◆ Ku lelua kai pa. You avoid it and

go.

lemis Variant: lems. vambi. look at ; visit.

◆ Aliat tap nen pan a pan lemis

raitok nasum namsaki. Last Sunday

I went to visit my mother in hospital.

lep vintr, adj. big (archaic form, still

used in placenames, top is used for

'big' today). See: pur.

leperkat vambi.

1) copy.

2) watch over , as in a child, or a

cooking pot.

3) check if someone is there.

ler vintr. return, repeat; repay.

◆ ler ki nafsan; answer.

◆ A tok lerikir nen ruk fo mer ler ki

nafsan. I'm waiting for them to

answer.

◆ ler pakor; reappear.

◆ ler pakot; repay.

◆ Nalag nen iwi, ku pe ler wes?

That's a good song, can you repeat

it?

lereki vintr. depend.

◆ Ato lereki pa fo mai. I depend on

you to come.

les n. pawpaw. Carica papaya.

leskes n. tree sp. Kind of pawpaw with

small seeds, trunk can be smashed

and used to poison fish.

let n. epilepsy.

letae vambi.

1) realise.

2) identify.

lewi vintr. admire.

◆ Malnen ipreg nawesien alewi kin.

When he has a meeting I admire

him.

lfot num. nine.

kilfot adj. ninth.

lgaru n. double or cross-weave of a mat.

See: lgaskei.

lgaskei n. single weave of a mat. See:

lgaru.

li female name marker, old fashioned.

This cannot be used as a pronoun.

Variant: lei.

◆ Liku wan go ipa? Who is that

(woman) going there? See: kalo.

lia vintr. together, be in one place.

lig vambi. pour out.

liglig vintr. shake (as in one's head),

refuse.

likat n. basket made from coconut leaf

and used to carry garden produce.

See: nlafkir, napor.

liksal vintr. hang, as in a bat or flying-fox

hanging, or a person hanging by

their hands.

lim num. five.

◆ Amur ke lim. I want five.

◆ Me naliati ilim inom go ipo los

go ipo fam. And after five days were

over she would wash and she would

eat.

kalim adj. fifth.

limnai vambi. lick.

limtak n. girl, small girl.

limur n. adze, curved blade. See: kram

pel.

limuti n. cleared piece of land. See: emau.

lipep n. butterfly.

lipeslilip n. Staghorn, plant that lives on

branches of a tree.

lisan n.

1) shellfish sp. clam, Hippopus clam.

Hippopus hippopus. See: kram.

2) vagina.

lisepsep n. spirit.

lit n. wasp.

litas n. Box jellyfish. Chironex fleckeri.

litot Variant: pislama. n. beche-de-mer ;

sea cucumber ; this is a general
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term for all kinds of sea-cucumber.

Holothuriidae.

◆ Litot ilap esan ipi nlel go nawen.

There are lots of bêche-de-mer

where there is soft mud or sand.

See: naplai pako ; naplai.

liu vintr. piled, to be heaped up.

◆ Naniu ru mel mai kai liu tu etan

tu. The coconuts fell and piled up

here.

liuliu vintr. rough (of the sea).

lmes n. top stone of a ground oven.

lof n. sword, made of wood, used in

fighting.

lof vintr. walk in the bush.

◆ Ko mai tuk fan preg lof. Come let

us go and walk in the bush.

lofir vintr. rub.

lom vintr, adj. wet, to be.

lom vambi. take a photo.

lop n. bamboo. Bambusa.

◆ Namer got rutok preg nasum ki

lop. Black men make their house

from bamboo.

lor n. coconut cream.

los vintr. bathe, wash oneself.

◆ Selwan ku milo ku los. When you

are dirty you take a bath.

◆ Ku preg tesa ilos. You bathe the

child.

◆ Tiawi ru po los mai pak naor nen

kin i gar. The old people swam and

came to a place that was dry. See:

waf.

lot n. sores, athlete's foot, tinnea.

lot vintr. pray.

loto n. car, vehicle. See: raru (nintan).

ltia vintr. end a mat.

◆ Ku pau mit na ku pak

nametpagon ale ku ltiaki. You

weave the mat to the end, then you

ltiaki (weave the ending).

lu vintr. vomit.

◆ Kaipe lue ki nmalok. I vomited

the kava.

◆ A lu tuer. I vomit on them.

luk n. well, pool, hole, lagoon.

lukot n. curtain.

luksal n. place at the top surface of the

wood being cut to make a canoe

which will become the dugout part of

the canoe.

lul vintr. poke ; insert.

lul vintr. roll fibre to make string from

coconut, hibiscus etc.

lumnria vambi. turn inside-out.

lup vambi. pour.

◆ Ku lup ti. You pour tea.

◆ Tu lup nakir nen tu pan pai elau.

We pour out the coral that we filled

at the beach. See: ut; lig, saprei, pi.

lupir vambi. unroll e.g. fishing line.

M  -  m

ma vambi. grate using fatma e.g. grate

vegetable onto leaves to make

laplap. See: trai.

maet vintr. angry, to get angry with.

◆ Amaet ki nat selwan ito tilusus

kineu. I'm cross with a man when he

talks about me.

nmaeto n. anger.

◆ Selwan nmaito imai kumur na

pawat nat. When you get angry you

want to hit someone.

maf vintr. grow into.

maf vintr. open, as of a flower, or an egg

hatching; start, as of a war ; burst,

as of a boil.

mag vsemi. stare, look at (e.g. a

performance) ; admire (and see mag

'to be open').

◆ Ato magwes nlaken itrau

ponptae. I admire it because it is so

different.

mag vintr. open, be open, of a door, or a

clam shell, or one's mouth.

magko n. mango. From: Bislama.
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mai vintr.

1) come.

◆ Mai! Come in!

◆ Rupo mai sok malfanen mas.

They just arrived now.

2) until, used to express the extent

of a location or a time as in English,

'it comes to here'.

◆ Nasum nigmam ito mai pak elau.

Our house comes down to the sea.

◆ Go komam nen kin upi tiawi ulek

namolien pei mai pakor namolien ni

mes. And we who are the old

people, we look at life before

becoming life today.

— aux. come.

— DirPart. hither (directional

particle). Follows a location

specified by the verb.

mailum Variant: mailumlum. vintr, adj.

1) quiet, slow. mailum fkar, giggle;

mailum tkali, dab.

2) soft, weak.

3) easy.

mak vintr. peep.

makol n. sugarcane sp. See: naprai,

trares, tukmel, nafakton.

makos n. sandalwood. Santalum

austrocaledonicum.

makot vintr. broken.

◆ Natuen i makot. His leg is

broken.

mal n.

1) time.

◆ Mal ni tetwei. Ancient.

◆ Pa mai mal prakot mas. You

come anytime.

mal ses n. awhile.

◆ Pa pepei to raki kineu mal ses.

Wait here awhile with me.

◆ Tete mal kefomai. Some time

that will come (ie the future).

2) hour.

◆ Mal inru. Two o'clock.

3) weather.

◆ Mes mal isa. Today the weather

is bad.

mal vintr. refuse, not want to.

◆ Amal totae. I don't want to know.

mal n. hawk.

mal vintr, adj. smooth, of a coconut, the

outside cleaned well.

◆ Ipan kai tak naniu nen imal. He

husked the coconut until it was

clean.

malmal vintr, adj. clear.

pau malmal bald. See: paukaplat ;

paumosu.

malamal n. grass skirt.

malep vintr. observe five days after death.

See: uplim.

malep n. widow. See: put; pakmalep.

maler vintr, adj. calm (of the sea).

malfa adv. short time.

malfane adv. then, at that time.

malfanen adv. now.

malier vintr. shame, be ashamed.

◆ Ku malier nafte ku pregi isa. You

are ashamed of the bad thing you

did.

malig vintr. spilled, to be spilled.

◆ Apreg nai imalig. I made the

water spill.

malik vintr. dark.

— n.

nmalko n. darkness.

malit vintr. bang.

◆ Ku kraksmanr namrun imel mai

tik ntan imalit. You dropped

something and it exploded on the

ground.

malmal n. section.

◆ Ntas islakot naur ses ipi malmal

ipat. The sea split the small island

into four sections.

malnen Variant: malran; malnran; malen.

adv. as, at the time when.

◆ Malnen ru mur kapu go ru to gar

preg kapu. When they want laplap,

they would get them laplap.

malogot n. fish sp. Blackspot snapper.

maloput prep. middle.

malosak vintr. look up.

malpa n. clearing, space between things.
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malpal n. coward.

malpei adv. before, a long time ago.

malperik Variant: mlaperik. n. goshawk

or falcon, which flies very quickly, up

and down.

maltotae vambi. avoid, ignore.

◆ A maltotae namsaki gag. I don't

want to know about your sickness.

mam vintr, adj. ripe, to be.

◆ Nuankas ru mam. The fruit are

ripe.

mam vintr. poisoned, to be poisoned by,

e.g. ciguetera.

◆ Ipam naik me imam wes. He ate

the fish and then he was sick from it.

See: nmal.

mama vintr. sharpen.

◆ fat mama. sharpening stone. See:

pkal.

mama n. mother.

mamis vintr, adj. nearly ripe, to be. See:

mam.

mampok vintr, adj. half ripe, to be. See:

mam.

man num. uncountable, too many, also

used in the idiomatic expression

man go man, 'very many'.

man Variant: mal. n. bird (generic).

◆ Ipiatlak man ni ntas, man ni

namlas, man ni esum. There are

saltwater birds, bush birds and

house birds.

man got n. blackbird.

◆ man ntas ; maninagis; sea bird

(generic?).

man naplo n. bird sp., Rufus brown

pheasant dove. Macropygia ???

man ni nmalfa n. aeroplane.

man seserik n. insect (general term).

mana quantifier.

1) group, follows a noun to define an

expected group: apap me iak mana,

'dad and mum and them' ati mana,

grandparents.

◆ Fei mana pa traem tli. Who all (is

it), you try and tell who it is.

2) approximately, used after a time

for example to say 'roughly at that

time': tri klok mana - around three

o'clock.

3) 'and so on', or 'like that'.

◆ Me mes nen i wel kia, tesa ru to

preg nalag mana. But today, like, the

kids make songs and so on.

mane n. money.

manimat n. bird, white sea bird, maybe

albatross.

maniot n. manioc, cassava. The roots, but

not the leaves are eaten. Manihot

esculenta.

mankerkrai n. hawk, eagle (strong one).

mankotik vintr, adj. wounded, to be.

manmun n. prisoner, someone who is

punished for a certain period of time

but still has their rights as

landowners, unlike nafit. See: nafit.

manopnop vintr, adj. round, perfect, to

be. As of rocks for the oven, a fat

child or an orange without marks on

it.

manreu vintr. thirsty, be thirsty.

◆ Ku manreu kafo tuok nai pa min.

You are thirsty I will give you water

you drink.

mantaparpar num. million.

mantas n. Brown booby. Sula leucogaster

plotus.

mantilsei n. bird sp. White breasted wood

swallow. Pachycephala pectoralis

chlosurs ?

mantu n. flying fox.

maomao vintr.

1) tame, make quiet.

2) mediate.

maon vintr. sweat. See: nmaono.

maos vintr. tired, to be; tiredness.

mapel vintr. bend knees up to the chest.

maper n. fish sp. fish, small, good to eat

but not everyone likes it, not good

for asthmatics, has black and white

markings. Swims with wel.

maperiat n. fish sp. Angelfishes.

Pomacanthidae. See: tiftif.

mapor vintr. broken.
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◆ Nuan imapor. The fruit is broken.

maprapor vintr. broken. See: por.

mapul n. Pacific Imperial Pigeon. Ducula

pacifica.

mapul ni ntaf n. Pacific Mountain

Pigeon. Ducula bakeri.

mar vintr.

1) breathe. See: nmar; maronmit.

2) smell.

mar n. fish sp. Fusilier (Common

mojarra).

mar n. vine sp., Rosary pea.

marak vintr, adj. clever ; work hard.

◆ Imarak nawesien nega. He works

hard at his job.

marik n.

1) mister, term of respect.

2) spirit of a particular place.

◆ Selwan ku preg sap namrun

Marik ke fo pei tuok suptap ses

welkia nen kin i tuokin i pregi ku

msak. When you make a mistake

the spirit (marik) will punish you,

what he gives you will make you

sick. See: natopu, mtulep.

marik n. husband.

mariktaku n. brother-in-law.

marikwi n. fish sp. Indo-Pacific bonefish.

Albula glossodonta.

marmar vintr. rest.

maromit n. asthma.

mas vambi.

1) saw.

2) circumcise. See: tfei.

3) clean, peel (e.g. yam).

mas vintr. sweep.

mas aux. must.

mas vintr, adj. cooked, to be.

◆ Nafnag ki pe mas. The food is

cooked.

mas det. only.

◆ Kineu mas. Myself.

masei n. star.

masei lep ni pulpog n. morning star.

masei lep ni kotfan n. evening star.

masel vambi. take out the rib of a leaf,

prior to using it to wrap food for

example.

masenrsenr vintr, adj. slippery, to be.

maser vintr. hiccup.

mases n. match.

masmas vintr. empty, nothing.

◆ Raru imasmas to itik namrun

wes. The canoe is empty, there is

nothing there.

masmes n. knife.

masoksok vintr, adj. firm, to be. As in a

well-built house.

maspok vintr. undercooked.

masprai vambi. cut in half (e.g. peeled

banana which one cooks).

masrot vintr. slip.

◆ ntan imasrot; landslip.

mat vintr. die. nmaten - the dead body,

mat karkar - really dead, matpel -

half dead.

emat n. grave.

mat vintr. low tide. See: mu.

mat n. snake.

mateu n. fish sp. Boxfishes, Trunkfishes

and Puffers. Ostraciidae,

Tetraodontidae.

matit vintr, adj.

1) smooth, to be.

2) flat.

matmal vintr. faint ; be unconscious.

matoktok n. strong, brave man.

matol vintr, adj. thick, to be. As in a thick

pile of things, but also as in a thick

soup, or kava that has not been

strained properly.

matol n.

1) tomorrow ; the future.

2) afternoon.

◆ Go ipi nawesien gar ni ser matol,

pulpog ruk fo pak talmat, aliat petog

mas. It is their work every afternoon,

in the morning they would go to the

garden, in the day, just petanque.

matu vintr, adj. ripe, to be.

◆ Pa kil nawi ki pe matu. Dig out

the yam it is ripe.

matu vintr, adj. right side. See: metmatu;

nmatu.
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matuktuk vintr. withered.

matuktukurik n. insect, black beetle-like

insect with an orange back which

eats whitewood of canoes.

matur vintr. sleep.

◆ Serpog natamol ru nomser matur.

Every night everyone sleeps.

◆ Namtek imatur selwan apilo

pram. My eyes sleep when I've been

awake for a long time.

maturkor vambi. care for, watch over.

mau Variant: maui. vintr, adj.

1) whole.

◆ Nua imau. The fruit is whole

(unbroken).

2) all, everyone. Used as a

quantifier in the preverbal complex.

◆ Rumau to rusef. Everyone was

escaping.

mau particle. not. Used as the second

part of a negation.

◆ Atap tae mau. I don't know.

◆ Me itap metpakor nafsan nig

apap nega mau. But he didn't forget

his father's story.

mau n. giant, strong man.

maumau particle. used to emphasise the

noun it follows, as in mpagon

maumau 'at its very end'.

maur vintr, adj. left side, left handed. See:

armatu, arworksu; nmaur.

maur n. fish sp. Slipmouth.

Leiognathidae.

maurkat n. mangrove, a small kind of

mangrove.

maus vintr, adj. half dry, to be. As of

wood.

me conj. but ; after ; and.

me vintr. flood.

mel n. shade, shadow.

mel vintr. float.

◆ Go selwan elau imu go raru imel

go uto tmalu raki Tangoa Santo.

And when the high tide came in, and

the boat floated and we left for

Tangoa, Santo.

mel vintr. escape, slip out of one's

hands, fall off.

melmel vintr, adj. weak, to be.

meltig prep , adv. close, soon.

◆ Emeltig ki 10 klok. Nearly 10

o'clock.

mem vintr. urinate, piss.

◆ Selwan amin nai top, amur

kamem. When I drink too much

water I need to piss.

me vtr. urinate, piss.

◆ A me nkas. I piss on the tree.

See: name.

memelim n. shellfish sp. Mauritian Conch,

also general term for Cones.

Strombus decorus decorus,

Conidae.

menal n. fish sp. Barracudas also

menalmiel. Sphyraenidae.

mer vintr. again, in turn, then.

◆ mer ler psi; return something.

◆ mer ler lak; remarry.

◆ mer ler mag; re-open.

◆ Komam ra mer tuer tete

nanromien ses. We two then gave

them some small present.

mer vintr. numb, cramped, to be.

mermer vintr. rule, as of a chief ruling a

village. See: mrag.

mes vintr. play, as in play a game, or

play music.

◆ Kineu ames skot tesa. I play with

the child. See: nameswen.

mes n. today.

◆ mespog; tonight.

met vintr, adj.

1) raw, to be.

2) unripe.

◆ Nua nkas ita met. The fruit is still

unripe.

met vintr. choose, as in choosing a wife.

◆ Me gar ra mur rak neu met. They

wanted to choose for me.

metmakur vintr, adj. selfish, braggart.

metmat n. pussy eyes (Lit: dead eyes).

metmatu vintr, adj. wise, to be.

◆ Imetmatu ki sernale ni namlas.

He knows about everything to do
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with the bush.

◆ I metmatu pregi. He got wise.

nametmatuan n. knowledge. See: tae,

ntaewen.

metmatur vintr, adj. sleepy.

◆ A weswes nanom pog a pi

metmatur. I worked yesterday and I

have sleepy eyes.

metmatur n. sensitive grass. Mimosa

pudica.

metpakor vambi. forget.

metu vintr. sneeze.

miel vintr, adj. red.

mil vintr, adj. wild.

◆ Wak mil, to mil. Wild pig, wild

fowl.

milo vintr, adj. dirty, to be. namilo is

'dirt'.

mimi vintr. suckle.

◆ Rait tesa itu tesa imimi. The

mother feeds her child. See: sus.

min vambi. drink.

minrog vambi. taste a drink. See:

pamnrog.

mir vintr. dye hair.

misleo n. voice, tune.

mit n. mat.

mit vintr, adj. short, to be.

mitei Variant: mutrei. n. fermented

breadfruit (archaic form not known

today but found in writing on South

Efate from the 1950s).

mkal Variant: mkal. n. ant.

◆ Mkal miel i to preg nasum naplau

ntan. Red ants make their house in

the garden.

◆ Mkal tar sesrik ru to krakpun

nkas. Small white ants eat tree

trunks. See: tupror.

mla vintr, adj. bad, to be; of food.

◆ Nafnag nen ku psi ito ektem kefo

mla. Food that you leave outside will

go bad.

mla vintr.

1) yawn.

2) noise a devil makes when talking.

mlag vintr. break, like a wave in the

ocean. See: tfarer.

mlakes vintr, adj. blue, to be.

mlanr Variant: namlanr; melanr. vintr,

adj. cold, cool.

mlap vintr, adj. final, last, to be.

mlaperik n. owl, kind of owl. See:

mlapuas, sokfal.

mlapwas n. owl, kind of owl. See:

mlaperik, sokfal.

mlatkon vintr. sour, not as bitter as

kokon. See: kokon.

mlato n. bird, Vanuatu Fruit dove.

Ptilinopus tannensis.

mlau n. bird, Incubator bird, likes hiding

under napukmokul tree, building its

nest in the rotten tree trunk.

Megapodius freycinet.

mles vintr, adj. pink, to be.

mletik Variant: muletik; mletik. vintr.

walk on tip toes.

mlil vintr. roll.

◆ Nkas imlil su ki ntaf. The wood

rolled down the hill.

mnamnon vintr, adj. yellow, to be.

mnamon pok vintr, adj. orange colour.

mok vsemi. pull out.

mokur Variant: makur. vintr, adj. skinny,

also makur. See: mrara; Elak

makurmat.

mol vintr. hunt (for coconut crab only).

mol n. orange, mol fes is the native

orange (Macroptera). Citrus

sinensis.

mol vambi. squeeze, like squeezing

kava or oranges.

mol vintr.

1) live, alive. Can also be used of a

volcano.

◆ Fat nen rusoso ki fat Kalosik. Go

apu nen itua nagien. Ga imol to mes

ne. That rock is called Kalosik. And

that grandfather named it. It is alive

today.

2) healthy.

molmol n. testicles.

moltao vambi. rinse clothes. See: preitao,

pnultao.
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mom pron. ours (1pl exclusive direct

possessive).

◆ Uslasol ki ntak mom. We took it

on our backs.

mon n. fish sp. recorded in the 1960s by

Korman, but not known today.

mon vintr. swim under water.

mor vintr. submerge, as in a canoe filled

with water but still floating. See: tut.

mori n. true. See: til, tilmori.

mormrom vintr. stage of growth of plant

just before buds.

◆ Nawi nen imormrom ser ntau.

That yam buds every year.

mos vambi. carry inside something, like

in a canoe, a wheelbarrow, or a car.

◆ Atak naniu ore amosi pak esum. I
husked the coconut then carried it

home.

mosus vintr. withdraw, pull back, like an

anemone.

mot vambi. bind.

◆ Kumot nkap po slati. You tie up

the firewood then you take it. See:

motsok.

motsok vambi. tie. See: mot.

motu vintr, adj. old, established.

◆ Ag kui pe pi tiawi motu. You are

already an old person.

◆ Ipitlak namlas motu iskei itu

natik naum. There is old forest near

the river.

mpag n_inposs.

1) buttocks.

◆ Tesa nen mapgon ifag. This child

has sores on his buttocks.

2) end, furthest point of something.

mpak n. banyan, varieties of banyan are

called mpakaul, mpak mau.

◆ Mpak i pi nkas pur nen nakon ru

lap. Banyons are big trees with

plenty of roots.

mpaklep n. Anemone that lives in the

sand. See: nrimen.

mpakur Variant: npakur. n.

mpakur ni elau tree, Tamanu.

Calophyllum inophyllum.

mpakur ni eut tree, 'false Tamanu'.

Note: fruit may be eaten (Tanna,

Paama and Vanua Lava) but in

other parts it is not eaten. Garcinia

pseudoguttifera.

mpakus n. bush (generic).

mpal Variant: npal. n. tree, Milkwood

Tree. Tall tree used to make

canoes. Bark used to be used for

making cloth. Antiaris toxicaria.

mpar n_inposs.

1) side.

2) side of face. MacDonald (late

1800s) has bora as the sides of the

face and temple which women used

to cut and tear open with sharp

shells during mourning.

mpasok vambi. to hold a mat flat using a

rock while weaving.

mpat n. club.

mpauwak n. shellfish sp. Tuberose Rock-

shell. Thais bitubercularis.

mra n. eel (generic). mra panuk lives

among stones. mra mtamok is

eaten. (No further identification for

these two named eels).

mra ni nai n. freshwater eel.

mra ni ntas n. moray eel, (also: mra

mat, mra tfei, mra panuk). See:

takto.

mra vintr. bleed.

◆ Kano nen ito mra. The man is

bleeding.

mra napu n_inposs. spinal column.

mra nmap n. Giant moray eel.

Gymnothorax javanicus.

mra tfei n. banded snake eel which lives

in the sand and is not eaten.

mrag vambi. rule, as of a chief ruling a

village. See: mermer.

mrakor Variant: mirakor. n. trap, animal

trap.

◆ Ka fan preg mrakor reki wak. I
will go and make a pig trap.

mram vintr, adj.

1) light, clear.

2) having knowledge.
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mrara vintr, adj. thin, to be; shallow, also

of a thin person. See: mokur.

mrer vintr. die down (of fire).

◆ Malnen ku preg kapu nkap ina

imrer go ku pan, go ku po nrak.

When you make laplap the fire dies

down and you can roast vegetables,

then take out the stones.

mro vintr. think.

◆ Ku to mro ki nafte? What are you

thinking about? See: mroperkati.

mroperkati vintr. imagine, remember.

See: mro.

mropir vambi. dislike.

◆ Amroprik. I don't like you.

mroput vintr. worry.

◆ Amroput top selwan anrog

kumsak. I worry when I hear you are

sick. See: namroputwen.

mrotae vambi. recognise by thinking

about something. See: letae,

nrogtae.

msag vambi. take a person somewhere.

msak vintr. sick, be. namsaki is 'sickness,

disease'.

msal vintr, adj. different, to be.

mtafus vintr, adj. stupid.

mtak Variant: mtaki. vintr. fear, be

scared.

◆ Ku mtak ki nat nen ina ke wat

gik. You're scared of the man who

wants to hit you. See: krokur, plak.

mtakseu n. carpenter.

mtal vambi. harvest.

mtalu vambi. choose.

◆ Kineu amtaluok nen pafi naut. I
choose you to become the chief.

mtapes n. orphan.

mtar vintr. set, go down (of sun or moon

only).

◆ Al imtar. Sunset.

mtastes vintr. scratched, skin scratched by

something.

mtatak vambi. look after.

mten vintr, adj. heavy.

namtenwen n. weight.

mtet vintr, adj. rotten, of wood, or tin

roof, but not of food. See: napo.

mtir vambi. write.

mtirtir vintr, adj. coloured, striped.

mtulep n.

1) wife, also nmatu.

2) spirit of a place. See: marik.

mu vintr. to be high tide. See: mat.

mukal Variant: mkal. vintr, adj. sharp.

◆ Masmes imkal. The knife is

sharp. See: pkal.

mukalkal Variant: mkalkal. vintr. itch, be

itchy.

namkalkal n. itch.

mul vambi.

1) peel ; strip bark. As in stripping

burao (naplel) to make string.

2) slough.

◆ As imul. The coconut crab

changes its shell.

munwei n. doctor, healer, magician.

mur vambi. want.

◆ Amur ka tae nafsan gamus. I
want to learn your language.

◆ Amurin. I want it. See: namurien.

mur vintr. smile ; laugh.

mtamurmur vintr. smile a little ; giggle.

mus pron.

1) you (2pl Object).

2) your (2pl inclusive possessive).

mut vambi. greedy (for something).

◆ Raf mut ntaewen go akit tu kano

preg namrun. They were greedy for

knowledge, and we couldn't do

anything.

N  -  n

na Variant: nag. vintr. say.

na Variant: nana. hesit. hesitation.

na vintr. want, to want.

na COMP. complementiser, used after
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other verbs of speaking or feeling as

in Bislama, 'se'.

◆ Amurin na ka gakit traus tete

natrauswen ses. I want to tell us a

small story.

naf n. pumice stone.

naf n. liquid.

nafakton n. sugarcane species, green

(ksakes) and red (miel). See: naprai,

trares, tukmel, makol.

nafanu Variant: nfanu. n. country.

nafanu sa n. hell.

nafanu n. tree sp. Leaves used as a

medecine.

nafar n_inposs. wing.

nafarifa n. tree sp. Neisosperma sp.?

nafeifeien n. omen.

nafen n_inposs. armpit.

nafenga n_inposs. flesh that is inside a

shell, e.g. coconut or shellfish, also

the pith around a nut, like nafil.

nafenu n. tree with a furry leaf, used to

cover fish when you cook them,

gives them a nice taste. Also now

used to clean diving goggles.

nafer n. bits, crumbs.

nafet quantifier. group, used of plants,

animals or trees.

nafet n. spleen.

nafetfet n.

1) seat of canoe.

2) platform between canoe and

outrigger.

nafi n. taro sp.

nafiefi n. tree, like a small palm with a

grooved leaf, the heart is used to

roast with fish.

nafil n. navele, Bush Nut tree, smaller

one, compare with napkor or nafil

pokor which has a bigger pith

(nafengan) around the nut.

Barringtonia edulis.

nafilsanr n. tree sp. Leaves used for

decoration as they smell good. Tree

used for firewood, birds eat the fruit.

nafinaotan n. chiefliness, also the chiefly

line. See: naot.

nafinr n_inposs. rib.

nafit n. slave. This could be someone

who has had their land taken away

as punishment and is sent away

from their own village. See:

manmun.

nafitiawian n. old age. See: tiawi.

nafkal n. battle, war.

◆ Selwan inlaun rupakruk rutae

preg nafkal. They can come

together for big battles.

nafkou n. messenger.

◆ Pa fi nafkou pak Eton. You be

the messenger to Eton.

naflak n. clan. Note: you are in the same

clan as your mother. You have to

marry someone from another clan.

Some clans no longer exist because

of no children in the line. Some of

the clans and their characteristics

are: kram a shell which sits on the

beach in good time but buries itself

in the sand in bad times; nmal a wild

yam.The shoots don't follow the

rope you put to train it. namkanr a

plant which grows quickly, takes firm

hold, but dies soon after; ntal taro,

skin is a little bitter but the inside is

good; nawi yam, these people

control their feelings; wit, the

octopus who changes colour

depending on its surroundings.

naflel n. dry leaves (after cooking on the

hot stones).

nafnag n. food (veg).

◆ Nafnag ni talmat; garden food.

◆ Nafnag ni aliat; dinner.

◆ Nafnag ni pulpog; breakfast.

nafnag ni afsak n. plant which grows near

the sea, succulent, eat it with dry

coconuts or pickle it with chilli.

nafofon n. vine sp. Strong vine which was

used to make whips.

nafolflon Variant: naflon. n. behaviour.

See: folfol.

nafon n. pubic cover, woven cloth attached

by the belt and passed between
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men's thighs. See: fon, nasieg,

pisplolo.

nafrofur n. scrub.

nafrofursa n. plant, small plant with three

leaves, one large, two small, leaf

used.

nafsan n.

1) story.

2) language.

nafsik n. flesh (of fruit or animal).

nafsup nar n_inposs. elbow.

nafte interrog. what. See: iku.

naftog n_inposs. stem of a plant.

naftuan n. gift.

nafum Variant: nafume, nafumkas. n.

flower. See: fum.

nafut n. bubble.

nagal n_inposs. gum.

nage n. almond. Note: nut tree, resin once

used for caulking canoes. Canarium

indicum, Canarium harveii.

nagi n_inposs. name.

nagi n. tree, strong ironwood, grows on

rocks by the sea, trunk can be 2 ft in

diameter, succulent leaf and small

flower with yellow centre. Medicinal

uses. Leaves can be used to make

your teeth strong. Also use it to

decorate your house.

nagis n. point, cape, headland.

nagitpar n. tree, looks like cabbage tree,

grows near the sea, smells good.

Leaves used for medecine.

nagor n_inposs.

1) nose.

2) end of a mat, tassle or special

weaving.

nagrof n. tree, New Guinea Rosewood.

Timber used for canoes.

Pterocarpus indicus.

nai n. water. See: ntas 'salt water'.

nai kokon n. bitter, alcoholic drink, wine,

spirits and so on.

◆ Selwan kumin nai kokon nen,

ipreg npaum ilefek. When you drink

this alcohol it makes your head spin.

nai latlat n. beer (bubble water).

nai miel n. wine.

nai tar n. semen.

naik n. fish (generic).

naik man n. fish sp. Lion fish ; Butterfly

fish. Pterois spp.

naik nrimen n. fish sp. Damselfishes,

Anemonefishes. Pomacentridae.

See: tametpel.

naik taos n. fish sp. Remoras.

Echeneidae.

naikmetpuk n. Priacanthus

mauracanthus.

naiknrir n. fish sp. kind of flying fish.

nainom n. tree sp. Fruit eaten by flying-

foxes.

naipir n. Chinese Lantern tree. Hernandia

nymphaeifolia, Hernandia peltata.

nairo n. yam sp.

nais n_inposs.

1) breast. See: mimi, sus.

2) prickle, thorn: (naisun); naismol

orange thorn; naislaim;

naismandrin.

naiser n. river. See: naum.

naisig n. bush with red berries, fruit is

sweet. Malopia scondens.

nait n. Fig tree, figs wrap around the

trunk of the tree. Ficus wassa.

naitarpes n. yam sp.

nak n_inposs. inside leg.

nakanr n_inposs. mouth.

nakfakof n. tree sp. Good for firewood.

naki n. pandanus, cultivated. Hanging

roots are used to make tongs (gkur)

for taking stones out of the fire.

Pandanus tectorius ? See: nfak.

nakiat n. cross-member of a canoe, joins

the canoe to the outrigger.

nakik n. poles attached to top of a canoe

used as handle for carrying the

canoe.

nakin n_inposs. finger, toe.

nakir n.

1) coral.

2) gravel, made from coral.

nakirles n. soft coral (some is edible).

naklak n. tree sp. Comb tree; tree sp.
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Comb tree, small fruit eaten by flying

foxes. Planchonella grayana.

nakmau n. tree sp. Big tree, wood used

for houses.

nakmou n. tree, Island Teak. Intsia

bijuga.

naknot n. tuber.

naknrae n_inposs. brain.

nako Variant: nako nkas. n. root.

nako n_inposs.

1) face.

2) prow of a canoe.

nakof vintr. soft, of ground, in ntan nakof.

nakoi n. boundary. See: nmakot.

nakoinrok adv , prep. back, behind.

◆ Paler pak nakoinrok. Go back

behind!

◆ Selwan kuna paweswes patale

pak nakoinrok mau. When you want

to do something, don't look behind.

nakompak n. yam sp. Sweet, like

arrowroot.

nakon n. share, half.

nakrik n. Fig tree. Ficus virgata.

nakrok n. vine sp. Strong vine.

nakser n. wild kava, creeping thick vine,

leaf eaten, but not the root. Leaves

can stop a devil that is following you.

nakte pron. my (1sg possessive).

nakul n_inposs. skin, of people only. See:

nasok; nasok.

nakur n. Indian Mulberry, not used as a

dye today, but it was used as a

yellow dye for mats and hair. Layard

(1915) says it was used for

sickness, and that it was mixed with

lime to make a red paint. Also

known for medicinal uses (currently

marketed as 'Tahitian noni').

Morinda citrifolia.

nakwak n. coleus, used as medecine

and to decorate the house. Coleus

spp.

nal prep. inside.

nal n_inposs. hair, moustache, beard,

body hair. Different kind of hair is

specified with reference to its

location: nal nfas namet (kit) - our

eyebrows.

nal Variant: al. n. basket.

◆ Nal nen kutae pai nkal wes. A
basket in which you can put clothes.

See: nrog.

nal n_inposs. front of the body.

nal ni tesa n. womb, ('basket for child')

afterbirth?

nala n. vine, lawyer cane, used for

binding, for example the outrigger to

the cross-members. Flagellaria

spp.

nalag n. song.

nalamlame Variant: namlame. n. dew.

nalapul n. web, spider web.

nalauna Variant: nlaun. n. nation.

nale n_inposs. voice.

nalelewen n. opinion. See: lel.

nalenan n. truth.

nalepleptau n. skin disorder, spots on

skin, itchy, white and black varieties

; leaf disease.

nalewen wi n. something beautiful.

◆ Selwan kupreg namrun iwi itrau

nalewen wi. When you do

something good, it is beautiful.

nali Variant: enali. n. clearing for a

house.

naliel n. vine sp. Used for temporary

binding, sap hurts your eyes.

nalik n. tree sp. Small tree (3-4 metres),

firewood.

nalkis n. medecine ; leaf magic.

nalnatu n_inposs. arch of foot.

nalo n. dust ; smoke.

nalo n. tree, small tasty nuts, wood also

used for house construction and

fuel. Finschia chloroxantha.

nalof n_inposs. track.

nalomlom n. moss.

naltelit n. spark.

nalwaniksu n. sea urchin. See: somkol.

nam n. vine, and yam, fruit hangs down

and can be eaten, it is like a potato.

Kalsarap says it is not eaten today

as it is too bitter. Some are sweet,
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some are bitter, red, yellow, white

ones. Layard (1915) says it is fruit of

a wild yam skinned and scraped and

put in a basket in which it is soaked

for a day in salt water, then for

another day in fresh water. It may be

eaten without further preparation, or

else cooked with coconut scrapings.

nam n_inposs. heart.

nam n. coconut, green, no flesh inside,

but you can drink it. First stage at

which you can consume a coconut.

nam n_inposs. lung.

namal nkas n. log of wood.

namalko ni us Variant: nmalko nius. n.

cloud, storm cloud.

namalmil n. tree sp. Garuga floribunda.

namamao n. tree, also known as nkas ni

Esanr 'wud blong Santo', used for

tree posts. Pipturus argenteus. See:

nametal.

namamwen Variant: nmamwen. n.

poisoning, food poisoning. See:

mam 'to be poisoned'.

namaniu n. bunch.

◆ Namaniu naniu; bunch of

coconuts.

namapmap n. Looking-glass tree, has

fruit with a ridge along the top,

commonly found washed up on

beaches. Heritiera littoralis.

namas Variant: nmas. n. harvest, food

from the garden.

namaser n. grass skirt.

namatal n. tree, Puzzle Tree. Note: bark

used as cord, leaves medicinal.

Kleinhovia hospita.

name n_inposs. urine, piss. See: mem.

namel n_inposs. tail (of fish). See: napu

'animal's tail'.

namel n. namele, cycad palm. Leaves

used as a sign of peace. Fruit not

eaten today.

namel natu n_inposs. heel.

namelfer n. charcoal.

namen n_inposs. tongue.

namenkori n. gut, a part of the guts that

looks like a dog's tongue.

namer n. tree, Bead Tree. Note: bright

red hard seeds used for necklaces.

Wood used for canoe paddles.

Adenanthera pavonina.

namer n. people.

◆ namer malik; heathen.

◆ namer nafkal; soldier.

◆ namer prakot; civilian.

◆ namer pafpof; adult.

◆ Namer pafpof mas ki rutae mai

takinrog. All adults only can come

and listen. See: kano.

namermra n. tree, bark scraped and

rubbed in the hair to make

dreadlocks. The wood is not good to

burn as its fumes are bad for

asthmatics. Leaves used as

medecine (taken every five days)

and to wrap things, but not for

cooking.

namernra n. wood used by men to start

fire. See: tman.

namespal n. desert, place with no

vegetation.

nameswen n. game. See: mes.

namet Variant: nmet. n_inposs. eye.

See: tkau (namet tkau); nmet,

window, dor.

namet nafsan n. verse.

namet nai n. spring.

namet pur Variant: nmet pur. n. door.

namet ses Variant: namet klas; nmetlele.

n. window.

nametal n. tree sp. Also called 'wud blong

Santo'. Used for building, but rots if

put in the ground. See: namamao.

nametfai n. fish sp. Emperors.

Lethrinidae. See: nsul.

nametfau n. hole drilled in the side of

canoe used to attach cross-

members.

nametmet n. banana for cooking, a white

one (nametmet tar), and red one

(nametmet miel).

nametmetmiel n. coconut, type of

coconut.
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nametpag n_inposs. end, conclusion.

◆ Itik ki nametpagon. There is no

end.

nametrau n.

1) family, line. Close family.

◆ Nametrau neu ruto natkon karu.

All my family live in another village.

See: naflak.

2) ancestor.

3) type.

◆ Ipiatlak nametrau naik ilap.

There are many types of fish.

namgalgal n. tree sp. Timber, strong

wood.

namgar n.

1) coconut disease.

2) white spots in the throat and on

the tongue.

namgar n. plant sp. Small plant that grows

to 20cm, along the seashore. The

leaves are roasted and then drunk

as a cure for coughs.

namiel n. rust.

namir n. tree, Island Walnut. Used for

spear wood, especially good

because the wood is strong but

floats.

namir ni eut n. tree sp. Used to be used

to make candles as it has a natural

kind of kerosene. The fruit can be

used for dancing rattles.

namkanr n. plant, grows quickly, takes

firm hold, but dies soon after. Grows

to about 1 metre, like a weed. Also

known as wild arrowroot. Name of

the clans (naflak). Food eaten after

cyclone has damaged all other food.

Two kinds, red and white. The red

one has no leaves and produces a

bad smelling flower.

namlak n. dregs, small amount of drink left

in a glass.

namlas n. bush. See: namlaskos.

namlaskos n. jungle. See: namlas.

namle n_inposs. place ; space, plenty of

room.

namlenatu n_inposs. footprint.

namles n. plant, eaten in laplap, has white

flowers. There is a white (tar), red

(miel) and green (ksakes) variety.

Graptophyllum spp.

namnam n. grass.

namok n. tree. Rosewood, used for

making canoes, paddles, carving.

Prized for its colour. Fruit eaten raw.

Cordia subcordata.

namol n_inposs. body.

namol nasum n. body/outside of house.

namolien n. life.

namor n. hole ; deep place in the sea.

namoru n. deep sea.

◆ Tete nasum nlag isat itut kin

namoru. Some houses the wind

took and drowned in the deep (sea).

See: paketan.

namos n. ocean. See: elau, ntas.

namos n. tree used to make the outrigger

(nsem) of a canoe, and the cross-

members (nakiat).

namou n. tree sp. Bark once used to

make barkcloth.

namrem n. light.

namroan n. thinking.

namrom n_inposs. leaf, new leaf growth.

◆ namrom naniup; spear at the top

of the coconut palm (young leaves

still rolled up)

namroputwen n. burden. See: mroput.

namrun n. something.

◆ namrun prakot; anything, any

kind of rubbish.

◆ Patap tkali mau ipi namrun

prakot, papalekor. Don't touch it, it's

rubbish, you lookout! See: nmatun.

namsaki n. sickness.

namtagot n. tree sp. Elattostachys falcata.

namtame n. crab (general term).

namtamiel n. tree sp. wood used to make

the frame of a thatch house.

namtamot n.

1) dust on the spear of the coconut

palm.

2) sawdust.

◆ namtamot ni naniu; pollen from
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coconut. See: nalo.

3) rubbish.

namtampe Variant: namtape. n. thatch,

usually sewn up from sago (rowat)

leaves, one row of thatch.

namtau n. anchor.

◆ Selwan ana katkau atut ki namtau

ipusok raru go apotkau. When I

want to fish I throw in the anchor to

hold the canoe, then I start to fish.

namtel n_inposs. segment, as found in a

pawpaw which has five segments,

or an orange's segments.

namtun n. tree sp. Ornamental, latex

leaves used in medicinal

preparations and poison. Used as

fish poison. Cerbera odollam.

namul n_inposs. skin, hide (of animals).

namurien n. desire, wanting something.

See: mur.

nan n_inposs.

1) shadow.

2) photo.

◆ Alek nanik. I'm looking at my own

image. See: tipot.

nan n_inposs. child.

nan n. ringworm.

nanan n. goat.

naniu n. coconut, palm and fruit. Cocos

nucifera.

naniu n. dolphin. Delphinidae.

naniu motu n. green coconut with a shell

just starting to dry.

nanom n. yesterday.

nanr Variant: naanr. n. fish sp.

Needlefish, Halfbeaks.

Hemirhamphidae, Belonidae. See:

pagpag.

nanr n. banana, generic.

◆ Selwan nanr imam kutae pami ko

kupreg kapukin. When banana is

ripe you can eat it or you can make

laplap with it.

nanra n. tree sp. used to make nawes

(paddles), has exposed buttressed

roots.

nanrau namet n_inposs. eyelashes.

nanre n. side, turn.

◆ Nanre ni maur. Left side.

◆ Nanre ni matu. Right side.

nanrepnrep n. lavalava.

nanreu n. fish bones, bones of small

animals, like snakes.

nanrma n. tree, used for rough house

posts. Poisonous wood, and smoke

from its fire is an irritant. Eaten only

by children. Also used as a

medecine for asthma. Pipturus

argenteus.

nanrmanipun n. tree sp. good wood for

making the canoe cross-member

(nakiat).

nanrmem swit n. banana sp.

nanrmempot n. banana sp.

nanrognrogon n. news.

nanrogtesan n. trouble.

nanromien n. present ; feeling of love.

See: nrom.

nanrum n_inposs. chest.

nanrup n. plantation.

◆ nanrup naniu; coconut plantation.

See: naroi.

nanrur n. earthquake. See: nrur.

nanrwor n. banana sp.

nanrwor n. yolk, egg-yolk.

nanu n_inposs. neck.

nanu n. pearl, bead.

nanumtapes n. tree sp., green fruit that

goes grey or black and then can be

used to make necklaces.

nanwei n. man ; male.

nao Variant: naonao. vambi. grate the

skin (of roasted yams and taro).

nao n. wave.

naor n. place.

◆ psi naorpotai; displace.

◆ naor prakot; anyplace.

◆ Esan ipi naor prakot. This is just

any place.

◆ Pamai patlas kineu naor prakot

mas. You come and meet me any

place.

naot n. chief, boss, captain, leader.

nap n. pumice, a light porous stone.
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nap n_inposs. cheek.

nap n. tree. Note: seeds ground up with

sand and water and placed into

pools to kill fish. Leaf used for

roasting food. Barringtonia

asiatica.

napa n. tree, with hard nut seeds.

napapak n. banana species (like a

niuslan).

napas n. fish sp. Pipefish, Shrimpfish.

napas n. coconut branch, middle of the big

coconut from which the leaves (naun

naniu) grow.

nape n. slitgong.

napei prep. ahead, forward, front.

◆ Kulek napei selwan kuna pafreg

namrun. You look ahead when you

want to do something.

napei luk n. puddle of water left at low

tide.

napel n. fish sp. sardine, herring, sprat.

Clupeidae.

napel n. yam sp., metre long (or more)

white yam.

napel n_inposs. page of a book.

napel n_inposs. belly.

◆ Naplen iptin. His belly is sore.

napelial n. fish sp. Indo-Pacific Tarpon.

Megalops cyprinoides.

napenr n. arrowroot.

napenr n. food made from dried manioc,

grate the manioc and then squeeze

the water from manioc and leave it

to dry, mix with coconut milk and

cook.

naper n. side.

napes n. tree sp., young leaves eaten

together with ntali fruit. Also use the

wood to make fish traps by planting

sticks vertically in the water to

create a fence.

napet n. meaning.

◆ Atae nag kefo nrik mam ki napet

nafsan nag itili. I know he will tell us

the meaning of the story that he told.

napiau n. swell, surge in the sea.

napil n. lightning.

napirkit n_inposs. stalk of coconut. Part

of one type of coconut tree that

holds the coconuts. Can be used as

a rake.

napis n_inposs. bottom, rear end of

person. See: nselpot.

napkal n. hibiscus sp. Hibiscus rosa-

sinensis.

napkas n_inposs. meat.

◆ napkas wak; pork.

napkor n. bush nut, longer than nafil.

There is also a red one napkor miel.

Barringtonia procera.

napkun n. knot (in wood).

naplai n. belt, made of hibiscus bark or

similar material, traditionally worn by

both men and women, but women

hung a skirt (nasieg) as a pubic

covering from the naplai.

naplai pako Variant: naplai. n. sea

cucumber which is long and has an

anemone-like end. Synapta

maculata. See: litot.

naplaki n. feast held after placing namele

leaves to show that a dispute has

been resolved. Today more

commonly called nafnag pur.

naplaso n. tree, Puzzle-nut. Xylocarpus

granatum.

naplau n_inposs. inside, e.g. undergound,

underwater.

naplau nkas heartwood of tree.

naplel n. tree, Hibiscus. Hibiscus tilaceus.

naplip n. fig variety. Bud and fruit is good

to eat. Ficus granatum.

napo n_inposs. smell; decay, stink.

napog kafat n. day after day after

tomorrow.

napoi n. tree, Blackbean. Note: Big seed

pods. Castanospermum australe.

napoi n. yam, a strong yam.

napor n. basket, made from weaving a

coconut leaf for carrying crops. See:

likat, nlafkir.

napos n. pudding made of roast breadfruit,

pounded with coconut milk. See:

woi.
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napot n_inposs. navel.

naprai n.

1) wildcane, two varieties:

freshwater and saltwater. See: naus,

makol.

2) sugarcane, variety called kram

pog has stripes of purplish colour.

See: trares, tukmel, makol,

nafakton.

naprairei n. tree sp. Grows in the sea like

a mangrove.

naprairei n. cane variety where wild ducks

make their nests.

napraksa n_inposs. gill of fish.

napre n. dream.

◆ Kuto lek napre. You are

dreaming.

napri n. tree sp. Large tree, good timber.

naptam n. breadfruit. Burn the dry leaves

to keep mosquitoes away.

Atocarpus altilis.

napu n_inposs. tail (of an animal). See:

namlen 'fish's tail'.

napu n. road.

napu toran n. fork in the road.

napuk n. tree species, Whitewood, used

for making the hull of canoes.

Gyrocarpus americanus.

napukmokul n. tree sp. Pisonia

umbellifera. sticky seeds used as

bird traps. Kalsarap says the mlau

(Incubator bird) lays its eggs in the

rotten debris under napukmokul.

See: pul 'stick'.

napukror n. tree sp. Endospermum

medullosum.

napum n. fish sp. Scombridae spp. See:

mar.

napum mnamon n. fish sp.

napum ni fat n. fish sp. Fusiliers.

Caesionidae.

napumalom n. tree. Fruit not eaten by

people. The bark was once used to

make barkcloth. Mimusops elengi.

napumas n. property.

napupus n. plant sp. round leaf.

napures n. fish sp. Milkfish. Chanos

chanos.

napus n. wart.

naput n_inposs. knee.

nar n_inposs. hand, arm.

◆ Narum ikerkrai top. Your arm is

very strong.

nar n. tide ; current.

nar n. tree, Sheoak. Casuarina

equisetifolia.

nareo n. tree sp. Homolanthus nutans.

narfat n.

1) rocks heaped up by people to

mark a tabu place ; stone

arrangement.

◆ Me ag ku kano pak narfat. Itap

nen pa fa. But you can't go to that

stone arrangement. It is tapu that

you go there. See: potut; parfat.

2) bridge.

nariu n. lemongrass, used to make tea.

nariuriu n. seagrass.

nariwak n. tree sp. Has good glue that

you find when you break off the fruit.

narka n. tree sp., strong wood, firewood.

narkamet n. tree sp. The bark was used

to be used to make barkcloth.

naro n. brideprice, paid by a man to the

family of his prospective wife in

order to marry her.

naroi n. plot, allotment of land.

◆ Kutapoptai nmakot seserik ko

naroi seserik. You divide the yard to

make a small yard. See: nmakot.

narom n. beam holding a cross-member,

nsol, that holds the roof of a house.

See: surnaot, npou, nkas peltakot,

nsol.

naromet n_inposs. tears.

narup n. chief's wives, a group of women

of whom one is the head (npau

narup) who will bear the chief's

successor.

narut n. fern, use the root to prepare a

cure for dyssentry.

narwaro n. tree sp. A big tree used for

firewood, and for paddles.

nas n. day before yesterday.
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nas n_inposs. jaw, chin.

◆ nasim ni entan; my lower jaw.

nas n. bow. Kalsrap's bow is made of

mangrove (natog) with a string made

of banyan (mpak). The top of the

bow is called its head (npau) and the

bottom is called nakoinrok. The bow

and arrow should always be carried

with the head up, ready to use. See:

pu.

nasap n. foreigner, stranger to this country.

naselslam n. tree, seeds of fruit are

roasted and eaten. Sterculia

tannensis.

naser Variant: nasir. n.

1) root, tap root, sucker.

2) bud.

nasi n_inposs. smell, unpleasant smell.

nasieg n. skirt, piece of bark material

traditionally used by women to hang

off a belt (naplai) as a pubic

covering. Men traditionally wore a

nafon. See: nafon, pisplolo.

nasin n. bushfire.

nasitafra n. rock, like pumice (Lit: whale

shit). See: nap.

nasnaki n. fibre dye, dye for pandanus

leaves.

nasok Variant: nask. n_inposs. skin, of

animal or plant. See: nakul.

nasoknkas n. bark.

◆ Kutae preg nkal ki nasoknkas.

You can make clothes out of tree

bark.

nasok nkanr n_inposs. lips.

◆ Kat pelpelki nakanron. Close

one's lips (as when holding

something in them).

nasoksok n. rubbish, mess.

nason n. fish sp. Silver pompano.

Trachinotus blochii.

nason n. sores around the mouth.

nasralesokwen n. faith. See: sralesok.

nasu n. roof, and roofbeam of house. See:

npou, surnaot.

nasukefik Variant: nkafik mil. n. tree.

The fruit is white, pink and red.

Syzygium richii.

nasul n.

1) reed used to build things, also

used as a torch. When processed

for making arrows it is called ftok.

2) light, lamp.

nasulop n. grass, speargrass.

nasum Variant: sum. n. house.

nasum malik n. cell.

nasum ni fat n. bank.

nasum ni pi n. beehive.

◆ Nasum ni pi ikakas wi. A beehive

is sweet.

esum ni temsak n. hospital.

sumtap n. church.

nasun n. juice.

nasusu n. tide starting to come in.

naswaf n. tree sp. Poisonwood. Kids use it

to make slingshots because the

branches grow in the right shape.

Sweet smelling white flowers.

nat n_inposs. soul, spirit.

nat n. someone, a definite but non-

specific person.

nat prakot n. anybody. somebody.

◆ Nat prakot ke mai slati pan.

Somebody came and took it away.

nat n. tree sp. Nut inside the fruit, eaten

only by flying fox. Terminalia

sepicona.

natamol Variant: nat. n. person.

natamol lot n. Christian.

natamol psir n. liar.

natap n. idol, image, tamtam. See: natopu.

natatok n. citizen, native.

naten n. spirit.

naten n. flat country.

natfer n. plant sp., small grass like

pampas-grass.

nati n_inposs.

1) saliva, dribble.

2) sap of a tree.

natiel n. vine, St.Thomas bean, tapu plant

with large disk-shaped seeds which

are made into necklaces. Vine milk

causes burning on skin. Entada

phaseoloides.
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natik prep. edge ; side.

◆ natik naum; bank, riverbank.

natik Variant: natik (ni raru). n. pole

used to push a boat.

natik elau n. coast.

natir n. mast of sailing canoe.

natlag n. tree sp. Good timber.

natmat n. fruit fly.

natmat n. corpse. See: temat.

nato Variant: naton. n. sap.

nato n. invitation to bring food or

something else to an event.

natog n. mangrove (generic). natog pram

grows tall; natog mit has shorter

leaves; natog ni eut grows on the

shore away from the water.

natok Variant: natoknawi. n. yam sp.

White, bottle-shaped yam. One of

the clans (naflak).

natokon Variant: natkon. n. village.

naton n.

1) ashes.

◆ San kupreg nkap wes sernaliati

naton ilap wes. The place where

you make fire everyday is full of

ashes.

2) cement.

natopu n. spirit, a permanent animist

presence at a place. This spirit may

be an ancestor or a creature from

'before'. See: marik, mtulep.

nator n. heartwood.

natot n. tree sp. The milk from the leaves

is used if your skin is scraped by a

stingray or stonefish, for example.

natpaupis n. tree sp. Sweet leaf, used for

medecine, good for the blood.

natpaupis n. plant.

natpolnra n. plant sp. shrub with lower

leaves that are green, higher leaves

are red. The leaf is fed to sows to

help them get pregnant.

natran n. twin.

natrauswen n. story, conversation.

◆ natrauswen ni tetwei; legend.

natret n. tree, grows on the shoreline,

good firewood and used for making

handles of tools. Bark once used to

make barkcloth.

natu n_inposs. foot.

natu n. tree sp., small, wood for handles

of axes, small leaves,.

natu n. poisonous vine for poisoning fish.

Crush the stem and throw it in a

pool to stun (pun) the fish. The vine

can also be used for tying things.

natumau n.

1) yam, strong yam.

2) constellation of stars.

natunr n_inposs. nape of neck (his).

naturiai n. lad, unmarried man. See:

nmatuerik.

naturmos n. raindrop, e.g.. leak in the

roof.

natus n. book, text, paper.

◆ (na)tus ni telumlum,

nalumlumwen; album. See: natus.

tustap n. bible.

◆ Kufe tustap ni atua. You read

God's bible.

natut n. date.

◆ Ku npaki natut/ ku preg natut.

You make an appointment.

nau n.

1) pan flute.

2) mouth organ.

naul n. credit.

naul n. leaf.

◆ naul nanr; banana leaf.

naul nmariu n. crescent moon. Literally

'leaf of namariu', a crescent shaped

leaf.

naulalas n. small bush. Eaten mixed with

animal blood or pig's guts. Polipcias

spp.

naulum n. pillow.

naulum ni afsak n. seaweed with big

leaves (Lit: turtle's pillow).

naum n. fish sp. Humpnose unicornfish.

Naso tuberosus. See: us, reru.

naum n. river. See: naiser.

naun n. husk.

naupo n. pus.

naur n_inposs. top of tree or plant.
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naur n. island.

naures n. grater made by cleaning some

coconut shell and wrapping it with

wild cane.

naus n. wild cane. See: ftok.

naustap n. bone used for making

weapons, especially arrow tips.

Made from the bones of special

people (chiefs or those of naflak

nmal). Even the slightest scratch

from these bones will kill.

naut n_inposs. penis.

naut puluk n. dried bullock's penis

(pizzle) used as a cudgel.

naw n. inside of the mouth.

nawen n. sand.

nawes n. paddle.

nawesien n. duty, job, labour. See: wes.

naweskin kafat n. south.

naweskin karu n. west.

naweskin katol n. north.

naweskin pei n. east.

nawi n. yam sp., also general term for all

yams. When whales swim around

close to shore you know yams are

ready. You make a bundle of yams

(tafra nawi) to take to a feast.

nawol n. bed, also grave, 'place to lie in'.

See: wenr.

nawos n. coconut, green, young (soft

inside). Fourth stage at which you

can eat a coconut. See: pagrap.

nayam n. yam, spiky wild yam sp.

ne dem. this (close). See: nen.

nega Variant: ga. pron.

1) his, her, its, (3sg possessive).

2) for him, her, it (3sg benefactive).

negamus Variant: gamus. pron.

1) your (2pl possessive).

2) for you (2pl benefactive).

negar Variant: gar. pron.

1) their (3pl possessive).

2) for them (3pl benefactive).

nen dem. that. See: ne.

nenpa adj , quantifier. last, as in last year

ntau nenpa.

nentu adj , quantifier. next, as in ntau

nentu, next year.

nep Variant: npa; mpa. vditr. throw to.

◆ Anpa ki fat. I throw a stone at it.

See: sif.

nepsok vambi. weigh down, place a

weight on something to stop the

wind blowing it away.

◆ Selwan nlag inag ke silua ku

nepsoki ki fat. When the wind wants

to blow everything, you put a rock

on things to hold them down.

neslu n. shellfish sp. Moon shells (general

term). Naticidae.

net vintr. come and meet.

◆ Kineu a net lek ag. I came to see

you.

◆ Kineu ka fo net. I will come and

meet you. See: seltra, saisei, patlas.

neu pron.

1) my (1sg possessive).

2) for me (1sg benefactive).

nfa n. plant, leaf used for wrapping

laplap (kapu). Types include fv:

nfamiel, nfapram, nfaliu, nfamil.

See: nrau 'leaf laplap'.

nfa n. tree with wood that burns very

well, used to carve idols (natap).

nfag See main entry: fag.

nfak n. pandanus, tall one with long

leaves and big fruit. The fruit can be

eaten without preparation.

Pandanus dubius ? See: naki,

nparom.

nfaketanwen See main entry: paketan.

nfal n. hole.

nfan n. tree, fragrant flowers. Guettarda

speciosa.

nfar n. navara, coconut, nutty inside of

sprouted coconut. Eighth stage at

which you can eat a coconut. See:

nmarteu.

nfas namet n_inposs. eyebrow.

nfasu n_inposs. parts, e.g. all parts of the

body, parts of a car.

nfat n. ridge-cap, of roof, last thatch

placed on roof.

nfato n. tree with fruit. Two types, one
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round, one long. The wood is used

to make canoe paddles (nawes).

The bark can be used for diabetes.

Neisosperma oppositifolia.

nfer n_inposs. handle (e.g. of spear,

paddle).

◆ Nfer ola nen itrau kerkrai wi.

This spear handle is very strong.

See: nkar.

ni Variant: nig. prep.

1) of.

2) benefactive, introduces a

benefactive phrase.

nier n. broom. For example, made from

the tapir tree, or from coconut

spathes (nikniser).

◆ Pa tau nier ka ser nasok. Give me

the broom, I'll sweep the rubbish.

nies n. bailer, canoe bailer.

nif n. fan usually made of coconut leaf.

◆ Pa tao nif kafo nif nkap. Give me

the fan, I'll fan the fire.

nif vambi. fan, to fan.

nigmam Variant: mam. pron.

1) our (1pl possessive) (inclusive

and exclusive).

2) for us (1pl benefactive). See:

mom.

nikniser n. coconut spathe, spine of a

coconut leaf, commonly used to

make brooms (nier).

nimar n. tree sp. Layard (1915) says the

leaves were eaten before drinking

salt water to make the salt water

taste sweet.

nipu n. palmtree, heart of palm is eaten.

Veitchia spp.

niuslan n. banana sp.

nkafik n. tree, known as nakavika in

Bislama. The fruit is white, pink and

red. Nkafik mil or 'wild nakavika' is

smaller than nkafik. Also known as

nasukefik. Syzygium malaccense.

nkafikmil n. tree sp. Syzygium

clusiaefolium.

nkal Variant: gkal. n. clothes, cloth.

◆ nkal ni namlanri; cardigan,

jumper (lit: clothes for the cold).

◆ nkal ni nmatu; dress, (lit:

woman's clothes). See: kal.

nkap n. fire, firewood.

nkar Variant: gkar. n_inposs. handle of

basket. See: nfer.

nkar n. tree, Devil nettle. Stinging nettle

tree. Dendrocnide latifolia. See:

nkraful.

nkari n. bush, like croton, red top leaves.

nkas n. tree (generic), wood.

nkas mel n. tree sp. 'shade tree'.

nkas mulmul n. tree sp. Grows in the

sea like a mangrove, used as

firewood.

nkas ni nape n. drum beater.

nkas peltakot n. beam, crossbeam on the

short end of a house. See: surnaot,

npou, raus.

nkas slasol n. posts holding up a house.

nkasakien n. seat ; chair.

nkasapo n_inposs. throat.

nkasgot n. tree, Blackbean. Note: ebony

heartwood. Diospyros sp.

nkasnial n. tree sp. Wood used for

paddles, and the sap is used as

glue.

nkaso n. necklace, made of beads, seeds

or stones.

nkaspau n. climbing creeper, any kind of

climber, like yams for example.

nkaspau n. stake used for plants to grow

up on.

nkaspaulep n. tree sp. Firewood.

nkaspo n. tree sp. Big fruit, wood used as

firewood. Dysoxylum

gaudichaudianum.

nkau Variant: gkau. n. croton. Red low

bush, cough medecine.

nkaukofua n. tree sp. Sterculia

banksiana.

nkem Variant: gkem. n.

1) plant, like cane, used for making

baskets, trays.

2) tongs, made by bending a piece

of wood, used for picking up cooking

stones. Made from the cane of the
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same name.

3) constellation shaped like tongs,

with Orion's belt the lower right side

of the tongs.

nkis excl. man! Term used to call out to

someone.

nkok Variant: gkok. n. tree sp. Java

Cedar. Bischofia javanica.

nkraful n. vine, nettle, which you brush

and only notice has pricked you

when you rub your skin or wash.

Dendrocnide spp. See: nkar.

nkur Variant: gkur. n.

1) rake, small tree whose roots are

used as a rake to level an oven

before laplap is put in.

2) constellation of stars.

nlae n. shellfish sp. Bicolor Pen Shell.

Pinna bicolor.

nlae n_inposs.

1) fin.

2) sail.

3) sail-like objects.

nlafkir n. basket, made from coconut leaf,

a big likat. See: likat, napor.

nlag n. wind.

nlag kerkerai n. gale.

nlagwat n. cyclone, storm.

◆ Nlagwat ipurpur nasum neu. The

cyclone wrecked my house.

nlak n_inposs. trunk, stem.

nlaken conj. because.

◆ Ipreg namrun isa nlaken itap tae

mau. He did something bad

because he didn't know.

◆ Apan nlaken kin ana kalek Silas.

I go because I want to see Silas.

nlaketik n. vine which you can't find the

trunk of (epiphyte) as it grows above

the ground. If you do find the trunk it

is bad luck. Head bands are made

from it.

nlaknait n. ankle.

nlakotao n. vine which grows by the sea.

nlap n_inposs. tentacle, octopus arm.

nlas n_inposs. genitals.

nlas ni nmatu n. vagina.

nlas n. tree sp. Largely avoided as a

timber source due to its poisonous

sap. It has spines that fly in the wind

and cause itching if you pass near it.

Semecarpus vitiensis.

nlasopuk natu n_inposs. calf of leg.

nlatlat n. foam. See: latlat.

nlaun n. country.

nlauwen n. dance.

nlel n. mud.

nlik n.

1) snare.

2) cord tied to a pig's foot.

nma n. black palm, used to tip arrows

and make them poisonous.

nmae n. string, twine.

nmaf Variant: namaf. n. fog.

nmak Variant: nmap. n. Tahitian chestnut,

can be cooked on the fire, or boiled

in water, nut tree. Inocarpus fagifer.

nmak n. hammock, enclosed swing used

to rock babies.

nmakoran n. red dirt, of the ground in

ntan nmakoran.

nmakot n. border, boundary. See: nakoi.

nmakou n. shrimps, clawed small

crustaceans.

nmal n_inposs. waist.

nmal n. tree, Hog plum, fruit is eaten, leaf

can be used against ciguetera

poisoning (mam). Place the leaf in

the fish before cooking it. Spondias

dulcis, S. cythera, S. edulis.

nmal Variant: nmaal sau. n.

1) yam which grows with one leaf

and has strong thorny roots. Sweet

yam like a potato.

2) one of the naflak, members of

which are tabu and must be buried

in a hidden place so that their bones

cannot be found by accident. These

bones are used as weapons as they

have special powers for injuring the

victim. See: naustap.

nmalfa n. space, sky.

nmalko n.

1) cloud.
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2) dark.

nmalmil n. tree sp. Namalaus wood used

for houses, small fruit eaten by

birds. Garuga floribunda.

nmalmol n. vine sp. A thick vine that has

water that can be drunk.

nmalnar n_inposs. forearm.

nmalnatu n_inposs. calf of leg.

nmalnawen n. beach.

◆ Selwan kumur panrog nlag natik

ntas kupan marmar nmalawen.

When you want to feel the wind you

can go and rest on the beach.

nmalok n. kava. Piper methysticum.

nmanuk n. boil.

nmao n_inposs. crotch, thigh.

nmaono n. sweat. See: maon.

nmaota prep. between.

◆ Kapu ito nmaota akit. The bread

is between us (you and me).

◆ Pa fo nmaota kir. You get

between them.

nmaota n. gap in teeth.

nmap n. tree sp.

nmar n. tree, red bean tree. Adenanthera

pavonina.

nmar n_inposs. breath. See: mar.

nmarit n. rope, vine.

nmarit n_inposs. guts, intestines.

nmarit mat n. vine sp. Not useful, the

sap can burn your eyes.

nmariu n. tree, Wattle tree. The smell of

the leaves keeps flies away. The

bark was once used to make

barkcloth. Acacia spirorbis. Layard

(1915) says it is used for diarrhoea.

"The bark is skinned and an infusion

made and drunk. Coconut root

prepared in a similar way is more

frequent remedy for this sickness."

Kalsarap says it is still used today.

nmariwenr n. tree sp. Acacia simplex.

nmarteu n. dry coconut. Seventh stage at

which you can eat a coconut. See:

numamkop.

nmasil Variant: namasil. n_inposs. piece

of something, piece of wood (nmasil

nkap).

nmaslesil n. tree sp. wood used for spears.

nmaten n. death.

nmatu n. woman, female. See: mtulep.

nmatu n_inposs. right side, its right side.

See: matu.

nmatu lak n. bride.

nmatu ni napu n. loose woman,

prostitute.

nmatuerik n. young woman, virgin. See:

naturiai.

nmatun Variant: nmatun. n. thing.

◆ tenmatun; something.

nmatupes n. wood used by women to

start fire. See: tman.

nmau n_inposs. feather.

nmaur n_inposs. left side. See: maur.

nmer n. shellfish sp. Strawberry Conch.

Strombus luhuanus.

nmot n. bundle.

nmraksul n. centipede.

nom vintr. finish.

◆ Kuipe nom ko? Have you

finished?

◆ Wik nen i po nom pa. Last week.

nomser quantifier. every ; all.

nop n. puddle of water.

npakor n_inposs. lid, its.

npalo n. cliff.

npam n_inposs. shoulder.

etan npam n_inposs. scapula,

shoulderblade.

nparfat Variant: fat. n. rock, boulder, in

the sea.

nparom Variant: mparom. n. pandanus,

sp. that lives near the sea. The

leaves are used as thatch and to

make grass skirts. Varieties: nparom

wal, mil, ksakes, tar. See: naki, nfak.

npasil vintr. knock away, as in a ball

knocking another in petanque.

npat n_inposs.

1) tooth.

◆ Npatik iptin. My tooth is sore.

See: wos 'back tooth'.

2) seed.

3) tusk (of boar) horn (of cow).
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4) heart of pimple or boil.

npatwak n. tusk.

npat n. stick, hitting stick, club.

◆ Tiawi nig tetwei ruto preg nafkal

go ruto fisfis ki npat. The old people

used to have battles using hitting

sticks.

npatlep n. claw, npatrik is the little claw

(e.g. of crab).

npatnkafik n. adam's apple.

npatsfir n. clitoris.

npau n_inposs. head.

les npaun n. skull.

npet n_inposs. meaning.

npip n. throwing wood, any small useful

piece of wood (for throwing at fruit or

flying-foxes or other such uses).

See: pi.

npou n. pole, main pole of a house.

Vertical pole that holds up the

crossbeam (surnaot) at ceiling level,

and the top roof beam (nasu). The

beams (narom) that rest on the npou

hold the crossmembers (nsol) to

which the roof is attached. See:

surnaot, npou, nkas peltakot.

nra n_inposs. blood.

◆ Selwan kutai natuom, nra itro.

When you cut your leg, it bleeds.

nra n. tree, False Nutmeg. Myristica

fatua.

nra quantifier. two.

◆ Tesa nra nen nagier karu kin ipi

Ririel go karu ipi Ririal These two

children, their names, one was irriel,

theother was Ririal. See: nru. See

main entry: nru.

nra nkas n.

1) branch.

2) stick.

nrae n_inposs.

1) face.

2) forehead.

nraenatu n_inposs. shin, front of lower leg,

tibia.

nraf vambi. weave, of weaving a fence,

using e.g. wild cane (ftok, or naus).

nraf vintr. bush bash, go through the

bush where there is no track.

nrafi n_inposs. phlegm, snot.

nrafi vintr. blow one's nose.

nrafkor vintr. ring, like a halo.

◆ Atlag inrafkor. Moon is ringed

(by a halo).

nrag n_inposs. claw.

nrag vambi. heat up.

nraglaion n. shellfish sp. Cock's-comb

Oyster. Lopha cristagalli.

nragnrag n. twigs.

nrak Variant: nraklu. vambi. take hot

rocks out of the fire using tongs

(gkem).

nrak n. time, occasion, as in 'that time'.

◆ nrak iskei; one time.

◆ nrak karu; twice, another time.

nrakat vambi. lift up, like an eagle

grabbing its prey.

nrakpei adv. long ago.

nrali n. plate.

nran vintr. divide.

nraopet n. tree sp. Big shady tree,with red

fruit, round, bigger than nrau (called

nakatambol in Bislama). Good

timber.

nrap n. oily liquid in a germinated

coconut.

nrar n. tree sp. African tulip, tree used to

build the outrigger (nsem) of a

canoe. Erythrina variegata.

nras vambi. select, as in choosing the

best of something.

nrat vambi. untie.

nrat vambi.

1) confess.

◆ Kineu anrat pak ag. I confess to

you.

2) forgive (also nrat tapar).

◆ Inegag nrat. He forgives you.

nrau Variant: nraufam; nraupet. n. tree,

Dragon Plum. Yellow fruit, but the

nraupet has red fruit.

Dracontomelon vitiense.

nrau n_inposs. pubic hair.

nrau n. leaf, used to wrap laplap for
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cooking underground in a stone

oven. Old name was nfa, varieties

include nfa miel; nfa pram, nfa ni

Epi, nfa liu, nfa mil. Heliconia

indica. prai nrau, suer nrau both

mean 'to marry too close within the

family'.

nre vambi. turn. See: tare.

nreapis vintr. somersault.

nremet vintr. look from the side.

nrepnrpag Variant: nrepnrepag. vambi.

pat, console.

◆ nrepnrep nanrum; beat one's

chest. See: nrpag.

nrernrer vintr. shine, like the sun or an

angel.

nres vintr. noise of water.

nrfal quantifier. few. See: warik.

nri vambi. dig out tree.

nrig vintr. groan ; growl.

nrik vditr. tell.

nriksoksok vintr. command.

nrilkau vambi. jump over.

nrimen n. Anemone that lives on rock.

See: mpaklep.

nrir vintr. fly.

nrog n. basket for food, made of

pandanus leaf with hibiscus

handles.

nrog vambi. feel; hear, also used in

compound foms like pamnrog 'taste',

minrog 'tast by drinking'.

◆ Ata nrog wi kin mao. Pa pe mer

ler tli? I didn't hear well. Could you

say it again?

nrog napo smell.

nrogpir vambi. disobey.

nrogtae vambi. recognise by hearing

something.

nrogtesa vintr.

1) sad.

◆ Selwan tesa imat tmen go raiten

ranrogtesawes. When a child dies its

father and mother are sorry.

2) disappointed.

nrogtiawi vintr. well, healthy, feel good.

nrogtor Variant: nrogtror. vambi. speed,

be quick.

nroi vambi. strain, as in coconut milk

strained through coconut mesh

(kak), or material.

nrok vintr. bend (of a person bending) ;

bow.

◆ Kunrok na pa slat namrun. You

bend in order to get something.

◆ Apreg kunrok. I make you bend

over.

nrokos vambi. follow.

◆ Ag pafei me kafo nrokosik. You

lead and I will follow you. See: taos.

nrokot vsemi. cross.

nrom vambi. love. See: nanromien.

nrop vintr. drunk.

nros vambi. drag.

nrotik vintr, adj. silly. See: pautik.

nrpag vambi. slap. See: nrepnrpag.

nrpasok vambi. nail.

◆ Kunrpasok rowat elag nasum.

You nail the thatch on top of the

house.

nrpei Variant: nrepei. vambi. bark ; scold.

◆ Selwan kur esum ni nat kori ga

runrpei ag. When you go past that

man's house then dogs bark at you.

nru Variant: nra; nranru. num. two.

karu adj. second, other. See: nra.

nru vintr. tree losing its leaves when the

flower is about to set.

◆ Nmal inru su to ki. The naos (hog

plum) has lost all its leaves.

nrup Variant: nruk. vambi. dive; dive for

sthg.

◆ Aponrup masmes. I will dive for

the knife.

◆ Kunrup pak etan. You dive down.

nrur vintr. shake. See: nanrur.

nrus vintr. move a little ; change into.

Inrus miel; it is reddish.

nsag n. forked piece of wood, used in

building.

nsan n. valley, gorge, cliff.

nsat nawi n. rotten yam.

nsau n. sky.

nsel nai n. river bed.
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nselpot n. anus.

nsem n. outrigger of canoe.

nsem n. chip of wood from cutting a

canoe. See: esem.

nser n. comb.

nser n. tree sp. Used to make the cross-

members of a canoe (nakiat) and for

firewood.

nsfen n. 'something like that'.

◆ Rupreg kram ko nsfen kia. They

made axes and things like that.

nsik n. pole for knocking down coconut.

nsilfren n. blade.

nskau n. reef.

nslawos n. channel in the reef, small

enough to step over.

nsol n. cross-member, beam to which the

roof is attached. Is attached on top

of narom. See: surnaot, npou, nkas

peltakot, narom.

nsul n. fish sp. Emperors. Lethrinidae.

See: nametfai.

nsulnkanrpram Variant: nsulgkanrpram.

n. fish sp. Long-nosed emperor,

Longface Emperor. Lethrinus

olivaceus.

nta interject. expression of agreement.

nta n. tree, Taun. Note: small fruit

(yellowish/ reddish green). Pometia

pinnata.

ntae n_inposs. excrement, shit.

ntae n. paint, also the name of a plant the

flower of which is used to make face

paint or mat dye.

ntaenlag n. cloud.

ntaewen n. knowledge. See: tae.

ntaf n. mountain, hill.

ntafat n_inposs. midrif, above the waist.

ntafwen n. diarrhoea.

ntai n. fish sp. Soldierfish.

Holocentridae.

ntak n_inposs. back ; also used to

describe the back of something, e.g.

ntak nanuen 'back of his neck'.

◆ Selwan ntakum iptin, ru mosik ko

pa fo nrog tiawi. When your back is

sore they massage it and then you

feel better.

ntakun n. behind, after. (Lit: it's back).

ntaknatu n_inposs. heel.

ntal n. taro. Other kinds of taro : ntal

mol, a small plant with a red stalk;

ntalifiti, large leaf fiji taro; nafia;

nafimas, has marks on the stem and

leaf; naplit, a blue nafi ; ntal

nafumkas, multi coloured leaf.

ntalfen n.

1) deep ocean.

2) horizon.

ntali n. tree, Tropical almond. Good wood

for canoes. Terminalia catappa.

ntalig n. fungus, mushroom (lit: 'ear').

ntalig n_inposs. ear.

◆ ntalig nrir; ears sticking out.

◆ Ntaligek ipar. Ears are blocked

(he is deaf). See: ntaligpar.

ntaligkusu n. plant sp. leaf is serrated,

stamen is long with violet flowers.

ntaligpar n. deaf.

ntalimil n. tree sp. Terminalia sepicana.

ntalitas n. tree, sweet fruit. Terminalia

samoensis.

ntame n. Reef crab, Red-eyed crab, 8

cm. Crabs which retract their claws

close to their shells. Xanthidae.

ntan n. ground. See: nmakoran, nakof.

ntankep n. firestick.

ntankep n. liver.

ntapaun n. tree sp. Wood used for

canoes.

ntaprai n_inposs. hip.

ntapukor n_inposs. shell cover,

operculum. Closes the opening of

the shellfish when the animal is

retracted.

ntas n. saltwater ; salt. See: elau, namos.

ntau n. fish sp. Insular halfbeak (top of its

mouth is short, bottom is long).

Hyporhamphus affinis.

ntau n. year.

ntaul n. yam sp. (strong yam).

ntaul pram n. yam sp.

ntawot n_inposs. bone ; skeleton.

ntawotmal vintr, adj. lazy.
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nteu n. green leaves for covering laplap.

ntmat Variant: ntamat. n. peace (no war),

calm.

ntuam Variant: nutuam. n. devil.

ntuk n. rope made of hibiscus; the inner

bark of a green branch of hibiscus

(Hibiscus tilaceus) that is stripped,

soaked in salt water for over a week,

then carded and made into string or

rope.

ntur n. fish bound together (ntur naik).

◆ Ku pan kraksok nafet naik ku sati

mai ku laglaga inom, ku trus ipi

ntur. You catch fish, you bring them

back and clean them, you tie them

together. See: tur.

nua n_inposs. vein.

nua Variant: nuankas. n. fruit.

nua pontau n. banana sp. white when

ripe.

nual n. coconut, white, different leaf.

nuanagmos n. shellfish sp. Venus Comb

Murex. Murex pecten.

nuanpakur n. coconut, smallest coconut

like fruit of Napankura or Tamanu in

Bislama (hence the name, fruit of

npakur ).

nuasa n. fish sp. Short dragonfish,

flatheads. Eurypegasus draconis,

Platycepalidae.

nuasog vintr. smoke.

nuasog n. cigarette.

nugolmam n. coconut. The skin of the top

of a young one can be eaten.

nugot n. coconut, black leaf and black

coconuts.

nuk n_inposs. nest.

numam n. coconut. You can eat all of it.

Chew the outside husk, it is sweet

all through. Your mouth goes brown.

numamkop n. coconut, flesh is starting to

get dry. Sixth stage at which you

can eat a coconut. See: numotu.

numlakes n. coconut, blue. The coconut

liquid can make you sick.

numotu n. coconut, flesh is strong, water is

starting to get fizzy. Fifth stage at

which you can eat a coconut. See:

nawos.

numtapilkap n. coconut, eye is red when

you cut it.

nuo n. fish sp. Parrotfishes. Nuo mlakes,

Redlip parrotfish: Nuo tao,

Bluebarred parrotfish: Nuo marteu,

Bridled or Ember parrotfish.

Scaridae.

nuof n. harbour, wharf.

nusoksok n. coconut, small fruit and lots in

one bunch.

nutag n. coconut, coconut tree with no

flower, but no napirkitin, easy to get

down by stoning since the coconuts

are not held strongly.

O  -  o

of n. coconut shell, dry and empty of

flesh.

of vambi.

1) bear burden, as in a chief bearing

his people.

2) wear clothes.

3) carry on your back (e.g. a child).

of n. heron.

ofa vintr. bury.

ofag n. gecko. Gekkonidae spp.

ofet n. termite-like grub.

ola n.

1) spear.

2) penis.

ola ntu n. spear with three tips.

ola nuol n. spear with one tip.

olif n. shellfish sp. Olives (general

term). Olividae.

ona Variant: onag. vintr. do it, as in Ka

fo ona, "I will do it", also used as a

hesitation like 'nana'.

oraik vintr. fish using a spear or bow and
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arrow. See: tir.

ore Variant: or. interject. yes.

oror vintr. grunt, noise made by a pig.

orpak n. fish sp. Gobies. Gobiidae.

os nintas n. sea horse (literally 'horse of

the sea'). Hippocampus.

P  -  p

pa Variant: fa. vambi. drive, also ride

e.g. in a canoe or truck.

◆ Utap pa loto mana mau, usiwer.

We don't drive a car or anything, we

walk.

◆ Linsi Makmilen ipa lons nega

mai po mos mam pak Kanal.

Lindsay McMillan drove his launch

and came and took us to Kanal

(Lougainville).

◆ Pa fa raru me pa falus pak elau

namos. Take the canoe and paddle

out to the sea.

pa Variant: fa; pan. vintr. go. See:

mai.

pa DirPart. thither (directional particle).

Follows a location specified by the

verb.

◆ Go namrun nen ru sef ler pan pak

Ermag pa. And these things ran

away back to Erromango.

pafpof vintr, adj. adult ; big.

◆ Ipiatlak raru seserik go raru

pafpof ruto ser ur namos ko ntas.

There are small boats and big boats

that go in the ocean and the sea.

pag Variant: fag. vintr.

1) climb.

2) copulate (of animals).

◆ Wak ito pag ki wak nmatu. The

pig is mating the sow.

pag timetin vintr. climb with feet and

hands.

pagos n. beetle.

◆ Pagos ito tur prai nkas. The

beetle drills and breaks the wood.

pagpag n. fish sp. Cornetfish. Fistularia

commersonii. See: nanr.

pagrap n. coconut with flower, no meat

inside it. Third stage of a coconut.

See: porlap.

pai Variant: fai. vambi. fill up, pack up

(as in suitcases).

◆ Me ikano pan pai nasok, ikano

pan kuk, pan ke fei piatlak wik inru

itol... But she can't pack up rubbish,

she can't cook, until two or more

weeks...

pai n. bird sp.

pai n. Swallow sp.

paikor vambi. hide to catch prey ; stalk.

pak Variant: fak. vsemi. go to, towards

(realis). See: fak 'go to.IR'.

pak prep. to.

pak vintr. delouse.

paka interject. exclamation, like 'kala', or

'kas' in Bislama. From: Bislama.

pakankan vintr. bowlegged. See:

papolplo.

pakelag Variant: fakelag. v. ascend,

increase.

◆ Selwan Yesu kemai nrakaru, ke

fo mer ler pakelag. When Jesus

came back a second time, he

ascended again.

pakemae vintr. astray.

◆ Natkon ito preg nawesien wi me

kumai plak susrir nrus pakemae ki

natkon ko nawesien wi. The village

is doing good things and you come

and lie to them and they go astray

from the good work.

paketan Variant: faketan. vintr, adj.

1) low, below.

2) cheap.

3) deep. See: nagmoru.

— vintr, adj.

1) descend.

2) 
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— vintr, adj. obey, honour, be

humble.

4) 

— vintr, adj. respect. See: etan.

pakmalep vintr. mourning.

◆ Komam uto pakmalep. We are

mourning. See: malep.

pako n. shark.

pakofai n. hammerhead shark.

pakofam n. tiger shark.

pakokapo n. ray sp. Giant reef ray.

Taeniura melanospilos.

pakor n. cover. See: plakor.

pakor Variant: fakor. vintr. appear ; arrive

; to be born.

◆ Al ipakor. Sunrise.

pakosgal n. fish sp. Puffers, e.g.

Guineafowl puffer, Star puffer (but

see also pnopun). Tetaodontidae.

pakot vintr. trap fish by encircling them.

pakot Variant: paktof; fakot. vambi. pay,

buy.

◆ Apato Efilmai na ka fakot wak. I
came from Vila to buy the pig.

nfakoton n. payment, bribe, brideprice.

See: naro.

pakruk vintr. assemble, combine.

◆ Tuk mai pakruk naur iskei raki

nsaseiwen ko nmaten. We come to

one place for a meeting or for a

death.

pal n_inposs. brother.

pal vintr, adj. blank, empty.

◆ Itik ki namrun esum, esum ipal.

There's nothing in the house, it is

empty.

◆ Kutok palto. You do nothing.

◆ Tepal mas. It is easy. (It's

nothing.).

tepalpal n. for no reason.

◆ Kori runrpei tepalpal mas. The

dogs are barking for nothing.

palak vintr. creep, walk so that no-one

sees you.

palkau vambi. step, to step over.

palkias vintr. mourning; period of

mourning (five days, or could be

longer).

palkor Variant: falkor. vambi. observe.

◆ Malnen nat imat kupalkro. When

a man dies you observe five days.

◆ Tukfalkor aliat tap nlaken ipi

Sabat. Observe Sunday because it

is the sabbath.

palo n. valley, gorge, cliff. See: nsan.

palsmin Variant: palsam. n. plant, fruit is

not eaten, only the flower is used for

decoration. Elaeocarpus spp.

palus Variant: pals; falus. vintr. paddle.

pam Variant: fam. vambi. eat, consume.

◆ Ag kufam top. You eat too much.

◆ Kineu afam top. I eat too much.

pamaot vintr. separate.

pamnrog vambi. taste food. See: minrog.

pamor vambi. discover, find.

pan Variant: fan. vsemi. cook.

pankot vintr. burn (garden).

panpan Variant: pan. prep. until.

panrer vintr. coo, of a dove.

panuk n. shellfish sp. Nautilus.

Nautilidae..

pao malagot n. fish sp. Snapper (with

black dot on side). Lutjanidae.

paos Variant: faos. vintr. ask.

◆ Ku murin paos ki naik kefo tuok

ki. If you want to ask for fish, he will

give it.

paosus vintr. ask too many questions.

papa n. shellfish sp. The spines of this

shellfish can be used to write on

slate, instead of chalk. Guildfordia

triumphans.

papnun vambi. end, close, as in a

meeting.

papolplo vintr. walk with legs apart. See:

pakankan.

par vintr, adj. stuck, closed. ntaligpar,

'ear-closed', deaf. See: ntaligpar.

pare Variant: fare. vintr. get someone.

pare vintr, adj. blind, to be.

◆ Natamol nen ikano lele ipi met

pare ko ipare. A man who can't see

has blind eyes, or he is blind.
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pareki Variant: fareki. vambi. go

towards.

parfat n. rocks heaped up along the sea

shore. See: narfat.

parik n. tree sp. Cassis. Leucaena

leucocephala.

paror n.

1) fool, crazy.

2) dumb.

parpar vintr. wrap a piece of material

around your waist, for example a

sarong.

parpar vintr, adj. bland, not enough taste,

as in tea with not enough sugar or

meat with no salt.

parpor n. fish sp. Triggerfishes (general),

but see also fumor, fu. Balistidae.

See: fu.

parpormol n. fish sp. Strongskin. Fu is the

adult of parpormol.

parsor n. fish sp. Surgeonfish sp,

including White-freckled, Lieutenant,

Striped bristletooth, Twospot

bristletooth. Acanthurus.

paru vintr, adj. fat. See: pol, temit.

parut vintr. take water (boat).

pas vambi. adopt.

◆ Kupas tesa ni nat. You adopt

someone's child .

◆ Ipi tesa tapas neu. He is my

adopted child.

pas vambi. chase.

pas n. cicada, large black one that hurts

if it bites you.

pasa vintr. limp.

paseo n. shellfish sp. Horse Conch

(general term). Fasciolariidae.

pasprut n. passionfruit, used both of the

wild variety (mil) which has white

fruit, and the introduced variety.

pat num. four.

kafat adj. fourth.

patan vintr. disembark, get out of a boat

or plane.

patfat n. iron.

patlakor vambi. be astride.

patlas vambi. meet without planning to

meet. See: seltra, net, saisei.

patlep n. mat, big single weave pandanus

mat.

pato Variant: fato. vintr , prep. be at.

patru n. fish sp. Wrasses. Labridae.

pau Variant: fau. vambi. weave, sew.

Also used to describe the joining of

boards in canoe making.

◆ Rupau napor. They weave the

coconut leaf (pieces tied together).

◆ Nmatu runa rukfau mit. The

women want to weave a mat.

pau vintr. creep, like a vine.

◆ Nmarit ipau ki nkas. The vine

creeps up the tree.

pau n_inposs.

1) head.

2) leader, head of group (also

napau).

3) top of something, e.g. a bow.

pau n. fish sp. Snapper (Onespot or

Yellow-margined).

paufif n. drunk, a drunken person.

paukap n. fish sp. Paddletail Snapper.

paukaplat vintr. bald, be bald. See:

paumosu, mal.

paukerkerai Variant: pau kerai. vintr,

adj. wilful, strong head.

paulum ni afsak n. Cushion star. Culcita

novaguineae.

paumosu n. bald patch on top of the head.

◆ Selwan kuto pi nmaloput natamol

npaum ke fo pi paumosu. When you

become middle-aged your head

becomes bald. See: mal, paukaplat.

paumra vambi. slaughter an animal to

eat it.

paunamru vintr. carry two bundles of

food on a stick over the shoulder.

◆ Nsag nen kin ku pau nafnag ito

nametpagon ranru, ale ku po slati

nmpamum rusosoki paunamru. You

carry a stick on your shoulders that

you tie food to both ends of, and it is

called paunamru.

paupal n. fish sp. Grouper, big one is

kom. This one named for not having
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meat in its head (Lit: 'empty head').

Serranidae. See: kom.

pautik vintr, adj. foolish.

◆ Natamol nen itap tae namrun mau

rusoso ki nrotik. A man who doesn't

know something is foolish. See:

nrotik.

pautop n. fish sp. Groupers. See: kom.

pawer vintr. stand, hands held behind

the back.

pe particle. intensifier, used to increase

the intensity of a verb or adjective,

e.g. maon 'to sweat', maon pe maon

'to really sweat'.

pe conj. but.

pei Variant: fei. vintr. show.

◆ Pa fei ki wou ki nkal foum gag.

Show me your new clothes.

◆ Kafo pei ki natamol nen ki napu.

I will show this man the road.

pei Variant: fei. vintr, adj.

1) lead.

2) win.

— adj. first.

pek n. bag.

pel vintr. bend, fold (bend or fold an

object).

◆ Kupel ki nas na pamoti. You

bend your bow to tie it.

◆ Apel ki natus. I fold the paper.

pel vintr. shelter, refuge.

pel n. taboo.

◆ I puspel talmat. He put a taboo

on the garden.

pelgat vambi.

1) open (e.g. window or door).

2) turn a page.

3) turn on a switch. See: plag.

pelpel adv. quickly.

◆ Ag ku siwer pelpel. You walk

quickly.

trapelpel vintr. hurry.

pen vintr. whistle.

pepelau n. bird, sings two notes high/low

and answers if you whistle.

pepep n. slipper lobster. Parribacus

caledonicus.

per vintr. fart.

perat vtr. fart on.

perik vintr. fly magically.

perkat Variant: perkati. adv , adj. truly,

used for emphasis. Nlag nen ipi

nlag pur perkati. That wind was a

really strong wind. Neu ata tae

perkati mau. I don't really know.

pes Variant: fes. vambi. start,

commence.

◆ Go a pes skul 1986. And I started

school in 1986.

pes Variant: fes. vintr. talk (nafsan

(na-fes-an) is language).

◆ Gar ru pes ki nafsan gamus. They

speak our language.

pes pur, psa pur vintr. boast.

◆ Ipiatlak natamol nen rutae pes

pur me rukano preg namrun. There

are people who know how to boast

but they don't know how to do

anything. See: srosro; nafsan.

pes fkar joke.

pes nromnromi comfort, speak kindly.

◆ Ipes nromnromi selwan

runrogtesa. He gives comfort when

they feel bad.

pes sa vintr. curse, insult.

pespot vintr. investigate or discuss a

problem.

◆ Akam upespot ki ntan. You

discuss who is the landowner. See:

fnau.

pestaf Variant: festaf. vambi. tell ; talk to.

pet vintr, adj. other, different.

petog n. petanque, a popular game in

Erakor.

pi Variant: fi. v. be.

pi n. bee.

pi vambi. pour, as in watering a plant

or drizzling coconut milk onto laplap.

pi vambi. throw a small piece of wood.

◆ A pi naniu. I throw a stick at

coconuts (to make them fall down).

See: npip.

pi vambi.

1) kick, with top of the foot.
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2) the action of an outrigger rolling

over the canoe. See: tapo.

pia n. sweet banana.

pialoal n. crab, red and black small crab

which lives in holes on the beach.

piam n. fish sp. Damselfishes (Onespot,

Twospot, King...). Pomacentridae.

piatlak Variant: pitlak; fitlak. vambi.

own, have. With a third person

subject it also refers to general

existence, ipiatlak, there is.

◆ Kupiatlaken ko? Do you have it?

◆ Ag kupiatlak sernale. You have

everything.

pier vintr. noisy, to make a lot of noise.

pil vambi. blink.

pilpil vintr. close one's eyes.

◆ Ku pilpil me tuklot. You shut

your eyes then we can pray.

pilmet vintr. blink.

pili n. banana, long kind of banana.

Twist it to take off its skin which is

hard to get off.

pilo vintr. wake up, to be awake.

pilpuk n. Soldier crab. Mictyris sp.

pines n. tree sp. green long fruit, yellow

when ripe, sweet-cotton like inside

that is eaten, black seeds.

pios Variant: fios. vintr. call out.

◆ Ko redi me kunrogo na menal ke

fios elau, go akam ko fios eut. You

get ready and when you hear Menal

call out from the water, you call out

from the shore. See: sos.

pir vambi. braid, tie, as in weaving;

arrange your hair.

pir vintr. scream, yell, shout.

pirsai vambi. drill.

pismalit n. Mantis shrimps (named for the

popping noise they make on the

reef). Stomatopoda.

pisplolo n. loincloth, made of bark. See:

nasieg, nafon.

pit n. fish sp. Frogfishes. Float on top of

the water when they miss catching a

fish to eat. Antennariidae. See: ftir.

pitar Variant: ptar. vintr. lost, be lost.

pitkaskei Variant: fitkaskei. vintr.

1) same.

2) alike, balance, equal.

◆ Selwan kupus sernale raru kupsi

pitkaskei nen raru keta tapo mau.

When you put things in a canoe you

must keep balance so that the

canoe won't tip over.

◆ Me ntaewen go nasupnekien gar

ra tapitkaskei mau. But knowledge

and ignorance are not the same at

all.

pka n. fish sp. Porcupinefishes, burr fish,

puffer fish with nail-like covering on

skin. Diodontidae, Tetrodontidae.

pkafu vambi. split, e.g. split open a

coconut (nmarter).

pkal Variant: fkal; pukal. vambi.

sharpen, especially wood.

◆ Tukfkal masmes. We sharpen the

knife.

◆ Apkal masmes. I sharpen the

knife.

◆ Atopkal masmes. I am

sharpening the axe. See: mama,

mukal.

pkal vintr. care for child.

pkal vintr. give birth (usually of animals).

See: psol 'give birth'.

pkapun vambi. kill.

◆ Papkapni. You kill him.

pkasai vambi. poke a hole in something.

pkaskei Variant: fkaskei. v. double. See:

pura.

pkastes n. dugong. Dugong dugon.

pkasus vintr. breastfeed.

pko vintr. interested, be interested in

something.

◆ Kupko ki nawesien gag. You are

interested in your work.

pkot vintr. spoiled, unusable anymore.

Can refer to bread that is mouldy for

example.

plag vambi. open something. See: pelgat.

plak Variant: flak. vambi. accompany.

◆ Ku plak esua? Where are you

going with him?
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◆ Paflaker pan. Take them and go.

plak n. bird sp. Rail. Gallirallus

philippensis.

plak vintr. scared, to be scared. See:

mtak, krokur.

plakes n. green tree lizard.

plakor vambi.

1) cover.

— n.

2) cover, of a pot. See: pakor.

plakori vintr. hunt.

plaksok vambi. teach.

teplaksok n. teacher.

planr n. fish sp. tuna, Dogtooth tuna.

Gymnosarda unicolor.

ple Variant: fle. vintr. fight, dispute.

◆ Nat inru raple. Two men are

fighting.

◆ Mes ne ru ple, ru ple ki ntan.

Today they fight, they fight about

ground.

plik Variant: flik. vambi. peel.

plim vintr. change, transform, as in a

magical transformation.

◆ Munwei iplim pi kori. The 'kleva'

(wise man) changed into a dog.

plog n. coconut fruit that is bad.

plolep n_inposs. stomach.

plor Variant: flor. vambi. turn, e.g. a

tap.

◆ Ag pa flor nai. Turn on the water!

◆ Ku plor lam pak elag. Turn the

light up!

plos Variant: flos. vambi. avoid, as in

being angry with someone, you

avoid them, unlike lelu which means

to go around. See: flos.

plos Variant: flos. vambi. do something

bad to someone.

plos vambi. wring clothes.

pnak Variant: fnak. vambi. steal;

adultery.

◆ pnak nmatu, pnak nanwei;

adultery.

◆ Kupnak nmatu nen itapi nmatu

gag mau. You take a woman who

doesn't belong to you.

◆ kano pnak, natamol pnak; thief.

◆ Nat nen ito slat sernale pet ipi

natamol pnak. A person who steals

things is called a thief.

pnol Variant: pnoltao. vambi. wash ;

rinse. See: preitao, moltao.

pnopun Variant: knopun. n. fish sp.

Filefishes, Puffers (but see pako

sgal). Monacanthidae.

pnultao vintr. wash.

pnut Variant: fnut. vintr.

1) quiet.

2) stop.

◆ Preg nra ke fnut. Stop the

bleeding.

◆ Pafnut, patapes top mau. You be

quiet, don't talk so much.

pnut vtr. close, shut. See: pon; pon.

pofu vambi. puncture, put a hole in

something.

◆ Nkas ipofu polom. The wood

punctured your ball.

pog n. night.

pok adv. half, something not completed.

pok n. bougna. Food, typically different

vegetables, cut up and prepared in a

ground oven.

pokes n. box (from English).

pokor vintr. brood, a hen sitting on its egg.

pol n_inposs. testicles. See: paru, temit.

pol vintr. fool.

pol vintr, adj. blunt.

◆ Fatmama ne kipe to pol ki. This

sharpening stone is almost blunt.

poler n. pot, saucepan. From: English

boiler.

polfai n. fish sp. Mullet, paurik, small one;

naumet, middle one; rutiyaf old grey

mullet. Mugilidae.

polkirkir vintr, adj. active, of a person.

◆ Nat nen itae preg namrun pelpel

ipi natamol polkirkir nen iwi. A
man who can do something quickly

is an active man.

polplo vintr, adj. wide.

polpol n. basket, big one.

polpol koplog n. penis. See: ola.
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polsa vintr. Variant: folfolsa.

1) spoil, destroy.

2) bad behaviour. See: polwi, folfol.

polul n. Reef crab, red shell, 15 cm.

Etisus splendidus.

polwi vintr. behave well, do good. See:

polsa.

pon num. thousand.

pon vintr.

1) shut, to be shut.

2) end, finish.

3) webbed, of toes, fingers, feet like

a duck's feet.

◆ Natu dakdak ipon. Foot of a duck

is closed (webbed). See: pnut.

ponpon vintr. together, be together.

ponptae vintr, adj. different.

pontekon n. flower, yellow, leaf is useful in

treating ringworm.

ponti num. million.

pop n. spirit, feeling.

◆ Napop iwi. I feel happy.

pop pak elag n. proud.

pop pak etan n. quiet, contemplative;

feeling.

popor n. fish sp. Cardinalfish sp.

Apogonidae. See: anrar.

popot n. crab sp. small white crab that

lives in the sand. Good to eat.

por Variant: prai. vambi. break,

something with your hands.

◆ Pa pori pami. You break and eat

it.

porlaf n. coconut, flower breaking open.

Second stage at which you can eat

a coconut. See: nam.

porpor vambi. break everything.

plak porpor break wood in the bush,

like a pig running through the bush.

pot n. banana, plantain banana for

cooking.

pot v. share out.

◆ Aliat pot Friday, the day for

sharing out the work for the

weekend

pot vintr. explain.

potpotak ideophone. chicken's cry as it

lays an egg.

potut n.

1) stone arrangement.

2) altar. See: narfat.

prai Variant: porai. vambi. chop, break

(of objects).

prakot vintr, adj. any.

◆ Paslat teprakot mas mai. Take

anything and come!

◆ Natamol nen itrau prakot mas.

The man seems ordinary only. See:

naor (prakot).

pram Variant: param; fram. vintr, adj.

long, tall.

naframwen n. length, depth.

pras n. plank of wood, a piece of wood

that has been shaped for use.

preg Variant: freg. vambi. make, cause.

Used with a following verb as a

cause of the action of that verb.

Note: kaimes is used for Biblical

creation, preg for construction or

craftwork.

◆ Ruto sursur natamol rupregi

natamol rusapot kir. They tricked

people and made people support

them.

◆ Kai pe preg nawesien su. I've

finished the work.

◆ Kupe pregi su talmat. You've

already made a garden.

pregfu vambi. pierce (an abcess).

pregnrog Variant: fregnrog. vambi.

attempt, try.

◆ Pape pregnrogo nen paslat fat.

◆ Kupregnrogo nen pawelu aslam.

You make an effort to help your

friend.

◆ Pregnrogo na pa weswes. Try to

start your work.

pregsa vintr. spoil, damage.

pregwel vambi. imitate.

prei Variant: frei. vintr.

1) wash, using your hands to splash

water over yourself.

2) baptise.

preitao vambi. wash (of people). See:
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pnultao, moltao.

pres vambi. untie.

proro vintr, adj. hard food, like gristle.

prot vambi. eat something hard.

◆ Nafnag nen iproro, pa tao kin ka

proti. This food is hard, give me

some and I will crunch it.

psai vintr. clap hands. See: psapos.

psakor Variant: psakro. vambi. hide, to

keep secret.

psaplil vintr. argue.

psapos vintr. clap.

psasok vambi. encourage.

◆ Kupsasok nat nen ke kerkrai ki

nawesien ga. You encourage him to

be strong in his work.

psawi vintr. thanks (faftai is also used,

from Mele). See: ta.

psig vintr. disobey.

◆ Kuleka atli na pa fato me ku psig.

You see, I told you to stay but you

disobeyed. See: sigpir.

psir vintr, adj. lie, pretend.

◆ Ipiatlak tete nat nen rutae psir wi.

There are some people who know

how to lie well.

tepsir n. lie.

psol vintr. give birth to (of animal). See:

pkal 'give birth (of humans)'.

pta vintr. make good.

ptae 

1) vintr, adj. other, different,

belonging to someone else (not me).

See: karu.

2) divide, share.

ptal vambi. ask for something.

ptan vintr. accompany.

ptin vintr, adj. sore, pain.

ptol vintr. hungry.

ptom vintr. grow.

◆ nawi ftom; germinated yam.

◆ Ipo to ftom. It will grow.

pton n. coral sp.(Ascidian) with meat that

can be eaten.

pton vintr. compare.

ptour Variant: ftour. vambi. marry (of the

pastor marrying a couple). See: lak,

tousok, taulu.

ptu See main entry: tu.

ptur vintr. squirt, spit ; spurt, spit nalkes

(leaf medecine).

pu Variant: fu. vambi.

1) pull, as in bow and arrow.

2) breahte in.

3) hold e.g. bundle of spears.

pu vintr, adj. naked.

puel vintr. absent ; lost.

◆ Mal nawesien me ga ipuel. Time

for work but he is gone.

puet Variant: fuet. vambi. pull; suck;

take, carry.

◆ Ipuet nasu magko. S/he sucks the

mango.

◆ Ku puet nmaeto gag ipram/

kefram. You get really angry.

◆ Ki pe puet valis ni brother neu

teflan. Ki pe pueti mai me ito pai

nkal wes That's how he brought my

brother's suitcase. He brought it and

he filled it with clothes.

puetsok Variant: fuetsok. vambi.

1) hold. See: sarsok.

2) catch, capture (as in a ball or a

prisoner).

pug vambi. wake.

puk Variant: fuk. vintr.

1) swell, to be full (of food).

2) high tide, (ntas i puk 'the water is

full').

puk vintr. cough.

nafukwen n. cough.

pukok n. bud.

pukos Variant: fukos. vambi. unfold, open

up laplap, or a mat, or some cloth.

— vintr. uncover (esp laplap).

pul vintr. make a sign with the hand.

◆ Ipul ki narum na ke mai. She

waved for him to come.

pul vintr. prune, cut branches off a tree.

◆ Natamol ru um, go ru pul nkas.

The people cleaned the garden and

pruned the tree.

pul vintr. twirl (sling), throw a net ;

shake your head ; thrash tail (of a
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fish).

fulful vintr. twirl, spin from one's

hands.

pul vintr. dance.

pul n. shellfish sp. cowrie shell, general

term. Cypraeidae.

pulmatelen n. dawn. See: pulpog (sasa).

pulpau Variant: kulpau. n. hat.

pulpog n. morning.

pulpog rik Variant: pulpog sasa. n.

dawn.

pulsok n. webbed toes. See: pon.

pultau n. shellfish sp. Ovulas (general

term). Ovulidae.

pun n. bird sp. Small green bird with a

pointy beak.

pun vambi. fish using poison.

◆ Ruto pun naik ki natu. They

would kill fish using that vine.

nafunwen n. fish poisoning.

punopun Variant: knopun. n. fish sp.

Pufferfish. Tetrodontidae.

pup vintr. can't swim.

pupu n. shellfish sp. Tritons (general

term). Cymatiidae.

pupu vintr. gargle.

◆ Ku pupu ki nai. You gargle with

water.

pur Variant: pron. n. shell, as in empty

egg, coconut.

pur vintr. empty- handed, to be.

pur vintr, adj. big, to be big.

◆ Net gakit ipur ki naik. Our net

was big with fish.

◆ Fat ses inrik fat pur kin na, "E, ag

pafei me kineu ka fo inrok. The

small rock told the big rock, "You go

first and I will follow."

pura vintr, adj. double, be double, as in

fruit when there are two joined

together.

pura n. testicles.

puri vintr. prepare laplap.

◆ Pa fan sat maniot nen tuk fo puri.

Get the manioc which we'll make

into laplap.

purkum n. bat.

◆ Purkum rupreg nasum gar emrom

erfale. Bats make their home inside

caves.

pus Variant: ps; fus; fsi. vambi. put.

◆ Pafsi keleg. You put it straight.

◆ Pa fus nkas keto nmaota nasum

go fat. You put wood between the

house and the rock.

pus vint. dumb, be unable to speak ;

shy, be shy.

puser vintr. look for something.

puserek Variant: pusrek. vintr. talk. See:

traus.

pusman v. drive.

◆ Kutae pusman loto. You know

how to drive a car. See: kelsman.

puspta vintr. arrange, put in order.

put vambi. pluck.

◆ Kafan put nmau to. I will pluck

the chicken's feathers.

put n. widower. See: malep.

putkau vintr. against, to be against.

putmak vintr. withhold information when

someone asks you a question even

though you know the answer.

putsak Variant: futsak. vintr. emerge, as

in from the water.

◆ Ku nrup pak etan me ku mer mai

putsak nen pa fuet nmarom. You

dive down but you come back up to

breathe your air.

pwok n. boar. Sus scrota.

◆ Ipiatlak wak nen rusoso ki pwok

mil. There is a pig which they call a

wild boar. See: wak, klet.

R  -  r

raeru n. fish sp. Bluespine unicornfish.

Naso unicornis; Balistidae..

rait n_inposs. mother. See: iak.

rakum n. crab, general word.
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rakum ntas n. crab type called krab

kaledoni in Bislama.

ralim Variant: ralim iskei; kanralim. num.

ten.

ralim inru num. twenty. ralim iskei

atmat inru twelve

raolae n. mat, special decorated mat for

weddings.

raru n. canoe, ship.

◆ Ipiatlak raru seserik go raru

pafpof ruto ser ur namos ko ntas.

There are small boats and big boats

that go in the ocean and the sea.

raru nintan n. car, vehicle. See: loto.

raru mol n. canoe without a platform.

raus n. beam, crossbeam on top of the

walls on the long side of a house.

See: surnaot, npou, nkas peltakot.

reki Variant: raki. prep.

1) for.

◆ Rutok palus reki eut. They paddle

to shore.

◆ Ku slati reki nafte? What did you

bring it for?

◆ Ke fan preg naik, imai ale isori,

ko ke sati reki esum nen ruk fami.

He would go and get fish, come and

sell them or take it for the house for

them to eat.

2) as for.

◆ Apu neu, Apu neu kin atae tli, me

reki Apu ptae akano tli. I can talk

about my own grandfather, but as

for other people's grandfathers, I

can't say.

◆ Me ke fo mer kuk pog reki matol.

Then he would cook at night for the

next day.

reru n. fish sp. Bluespine unicornfish.

Naso unicornis. See: us, naum.

rik vintr, adj. small ; also used for

'early', pulpog rik, early morning.

roktar n. fish sp. Manta ray. Manta

birostris.

rom n. fish sp. Striped surgeonfish, also

Sohal surgeonfish. Acanthurus

lineatus, Acanthurus sohal.

ros n. yam, sp. red one and white one.

rowat n. sago palm, used for making

thatch for rooves. Metroxylon

warburgi.

rum n. shellfish sp. Black Wing Oyster.

Pteria avicula.

rutiei vintr. first weaving on a coconut

leaf.

S  -  s

sa Variant: esa. dem. here. See: sago,

san.

sa vintr, adj.

1) bad.

◆ Mes atrau nrogo isa. Today I

don't feel good.

2) very, used idiomatically to

intensify an adjective or verb, e.g.

ifsofus sa 'he is very young', ipios sa

'he cries out loudly', pulpog sasa

'early morning'.

safei vintr. pull or twist a banana from a

bunch.

safeu vintr. whistle.

sago Variant: sagope; esago. dem. there,

that one close to the hearer. See:

sanien, sa.

sago n. shellfish sp. shellfish, triton.

Charonia tritonis.

sai vintr. push.

◆ Asai ki naruk na ka talof. I give

my hand to shake.

◆ Amai sai ki raru. I will come by

canoe (pushing the canoe). See: tu.

sai suek vintr. poke the fire.

sai vintr. creep, way in which a plant

grows along the ground (like kumol

'kumala' for example).

saisei vintr. meet, have a meeting. See:

seltra, net, patlas.
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sak n. yam sp, a 'strong' one, good for

laplap, has prickles on the vine.

Kalsarap has grown one that

weighed 75 kg.

sak vsemi. sit.

sak vintr. ascend (a hill).

sak vtr. increase.

sak vintr. land, come ashore.

sal vintr. drift ; float ; swing ; hang.

◆ Raru ni nat isal. The man's canoe

is drifting. See: salia.

salsal vintr, adj. light, to be light (not

heavy).

pregi ke salsal vintr, adj. enlighten,

show someone how to do

something.

san dem. there, a place.

sanie Variant: sanien. dem. there (middle

distance). This place (sanie). That

place (sanien). See: esa, sanpe,

sago.

sanpe dem. there (long way). See: sanien,

esa, sago.

sao vambi. bale, scoop out.

saof vambi. visit.

◆ Ipan saof William. He visits

William.

saotog n.

1) gift given with no obligation to

repay it.

2) rent. See: tigpiel 'exchange'.

sap Variant: sua. interrog. where. See:

sua.

sap vintr. mistake.

◆ Ku preg sap namrun. Ku sap

napu. You make a mistake. You

miss the road.

sapre vintr. discard, chuck out.

saprei vambi. splash, throw water onto

something. See: lup, lig.

sar v. mix, combine.

◆ Go, usar a, komam nmatu go

nanwei usar, wel kia u mix, usar.

And, we mix, us women and men

we would mix.

sari vintr. wander.

sarpotpot n. basket, round basket, made

of coconut leaf.

sarsok vambi. hold tight. See: puetsok.

sarti vambi. hug ; immobilise, an animal

for example. See: sog.

sasan vintr. sick, deformed.

saspe prep. behind, there.

sasu n. fish sp. Humpback grouper;

Pantherfish; also Sweetlips.

Cromileptes altivelis ; Haemulidae.

sasupra n. fish sp. Lesson's Sweetlips.

Plectorhinchus lessonii.

satsok vintr. hold firmly.

saulu vambi. remove, bail (water).

◆ Selwan raru ipur ki nai kusaulua.

When water fills up the canoe you

must bail it out.

sef interrog. escape.

sefmal interrog. when.

◆ Kipe pi sefmal ko? Emeltig ki

tenklok. What's the time? Nearly ten

o'clock. See: ngas.

sek vintr. paddle following the tide or

wind ; surf.

◆ Ku sek us nlag. See: suar.

sekska vintr. shake. See: krokur.

selsel vambi. rub.

seltra vintr. go and meet someone. See:

saisei, net, patlas.

selwan adv. while, at the time that.

semsem vintr. happy, be happy.

◆ Asemsem top selwan kumai sauf

kineu. I am very happy when you

come to visit me.

senae n. intestines of an animal.

ser n. coconut frond.

ser pre nom quantifier. every. See: silu.

ser vambi. hang.

◆ Ku ser nal. You hang the basket.

ser vambi. sweep.

ser vintr. flow, melt, circulate.

sernale n. everything.

sernrak adv. always.

◆ Sernrak ruple ko ruftuk. They

argue or fight all the time.

◆ Kupes sernrak kupes top senrak.

You talk all the time, you talk too

much all the time.
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serpal n. part of coconut tree shaped like a

boat in which the flower grows. Can

be burned to use as a torch.

sertepal vintr. ignore, disobey,

disbelieve.

◆ Asertepal nafsan ni raitok. I
ignore my mother's words.

ses n. shellfish sp. shellfish, general

term for Nerites, snail-shaped shells.

Neritidae.

ses vintr, adj. small, narrow.

ses n. Shellfish sp. General term for

Nerites.

seserik vintr, adj. small.

seskanrpon n. shellfish sp. Costate

Nerite. Nerita costata.

sespal vintr, adj. tiny.

sestau n. sore, big head on the sore.

sfir n. Lorikeet (Green palm and

Rainbow). Trichoglossus

haematodus.

sfirmer n. Waxbills, Mannekins, and

similar birds. Estrildidae.

sfiu n. Whimbrel, bird sp. Gallicolumba

bacarii solomonensis.

sger n. joint, small piece of wood that

holds two house beams running in

different planes or at right-angles to

each other.

si vtr.

si blow; shoot (bullet).

◆ Pasi nkap nen ke sor. You blow to

make the fire light. See: sisi.

si vambi. divide a leaf using a knife,

for example to make a coconut

broom (nier).

sif Variant: sfa. vambi. flick with

fingers ; sling, using a slingshot.

◆ Jacop isifpun mau nig Efil Kalros

panpan watpni. Jacob hit the Ifira

mau Kalros with a stone and killed

him. See: sifsif.

sifsif n. slingshot.

sigpir vambi. ignore, don't listen to. See:

psig.

sik n. Kingfisher. Alcedinidae.

sik n. banana sp.

sik vambi. raise, lift.

siksik vintr. play a game, using a large

stick to hit a smaller stick out of a

hole in the ground, a game that is

not played much now.

sikskar vintr, adj. messy hair.

sikskei vintr, adj. individual, separate,

each. See: skei.

sil n. shellfish sp. Turritellas (general

term). Turritellidae.

sil vintr. enter.

silf vambi. hug.

silu Variant: silua. quantifier. all, every

one. See: ser.

sin vintr. finish (only of rain).

◆ Us i sin. The rain is ending.

sinrakat vambi. frighten someone.

sipol Variant: sikpol. v. carry balanced

on the shoulder.

siriu vintr. give a gift in return for a gift

brought (for example to a wedding).

sirsir vintr.

1) drizzle.

2) sow (seeds).

3) germinating seed, shoot sprouting

(e.g. hibiscus stick planted in the

ground).

sisi n. gun.

sisi pur n. rifle.

sisi ses n. revolver. See: si.

sisi vintr.

1) blow.

◆ Nlag isisi kerkrai. The wind

blows strongly.

2) shoot.

siti vambi. carry something heavy. See:

wes, slat.

siwer vintr. walk.

skar vambi. add.

skarskar vintr. scratch, of a chicken

scratching the ground.

skasok vintr. jump around, more than

once. See: sok.

skatur vintr. pass through.

skei vintr, adj.

1) one.

2) same, as in malskei one time, at
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the same time.

◆ Iur nagis ne nafsan skei ne. He

went to this point (on the coast), in

this same story (this one story).

3) one, also used following a noun

to indicate indefinite specificity (but

not definiteness) of the noun.

◆ Go ipi premium lis iskei. And it is

a premium lease. See: sikskei.

skitrai n. coconut grater. See: fatma.

skof vambi. catch something as it falls.

◆ Pa skofir. You catch them.

skosuk vintr. backward.

◆ Paskosuk pak nakoinrok. You

walk backwards.

◆ Ku kal ki skosuk ki siglet gag.

You put your t-shirt on backwards.

skot vambi. with, along, attached.

◆ Kumer skotir ler. You go back

with them.

◆ Ag kuskot nat pak elau. You go

with him to the sea.

slaor Variant: eslaor. n. route, passage,

for example the way through coral to

get around the lagoon or to get to

shore.

slat Variant: selat; sol; sat; sel. vambi.

carry.

◆ Slati mai; bring See: siti, wes.

slei vambi. action of wedging a door or

window open, or a table leg to make

it balance.

◆ Kuslei ki nsem. You wedge the

wood chip.

slo n. plate used for pounding laplap.

smai vambi. chew (kava, chewing gum).

sman n. rudder.

sman vambi. cut with one blow.

smanr vambi. slap.

smokle n_inposs. echo.

smol vambi. close a hole, plug, mend.

◆ Pa smol nkal gag. You mend your

clothes.

smol vintr. make a noise with your mouth

to call, usually a long kissing noise

to call an animal or a person.

smos n. fish sp. Rabbitfish. Siganidae.

See: tof, tofkas, fser.

snom n. fish sp. Spotted halfbeak.

Hemiramphus far.

sog vambi. fall, of a tree.

sog vambi. hug. See: sarti.

sogsog vambi. encircle fish, pushing it to

the shore.

sok Variant: ska. vambi. throw.

sok vintr. child who is not growing.

sok vambi. collide.

sok vintr.

1) jump, leap.

◆ Ku sok nkas. You jump from the

tree. See: skasok.

2) rise (star).

◆ Al ipregnrogo nen isok. The sun

is trying to come out.

sokfal n. owl. Tyto alba. See: mlapuas,

mlaperik.

soklep vintr, adj. rich.

soklkau vambi. jump over.

soksmanr vambi. slip. See: kursmanr.

soksok vambi. used to emphasise a verb.

e.g. mro soksoki - think carefully.

◆ Mam upo tap tae soksoki na ga

ipi marik naot mau, nlaken ru po ta

tli mau. We didn't really know that

he was the chief, because they

hadn't told us.

solsol Variant: solsla. vambi. caress.

somkol n. sea urchin (long black spines).

Diadema savignyi. See: nalwaniksu.

soptao n. shellfish sp., small shells like

Olive-shaped Imbricaria. Imbricaria

olivaeformis.

sor vambi. sell.

sor vambi. scrub, e.g. with coconut

husk.

sor vintr. light, to be alight, as of fire.

◆ Nkap isor. The fire is alight.

◆ Ka si ke sor. I blow (the fire) to

light it.

sos n. grasshopper. Orthoptera spp.

sos vditr.

1) call, name.

— vtr.

2) call out to someone. See: pios.
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spil n. small length of cord.

sapel ; saple ; spil vambi. tie.

spol n. basket (for the garden).

sputan Variant: sput seserik. n. dwarf,

dangerous creature which lives in

the bush and may eat people.

sraf vintr. miss.

srafnoi vambi. mix.

srak n. insect, stick insect.

srakor vambi. hide something.

sralesok vsemi. believe.

◆ Kusralesok atua pafo mol. You

believe in God so you will be safe.

sraletu vambi.

1) confess.

2) sorry, be sorry.

sreniu n. fish sp. Squirrelfish.

Holocentridae. See: trakap.

srof vambi. suck, breathe in.

srosro vambi. praise.

sto n.

1) store.

2) Vila, also known as sto pur, 'big

store'.

su vambi. catch (as in sickness).

su vintr.

1) descend (from a hill).

2) get out of a canoe.

suan n. fish sp.

suar vintr. paddle against the tide or

wind. See: sek.

suarip n. Common Waxbill. Estrilda

astrild.

suek vintr. put wood in fire.

suekor vambi. smoke, as in drying copra,

or smoking a fish.

suer vambi. shit, excrete.

◆ Kineu asuer. I'm shitting.

◆ Pafan suer. Shit! (Imp).

sul n_inposs. grandchild.

sul karu n. great grandchild.

sul vambi. cut the eye out of a coconut.

sul vintr. fish by torchlight.

sul vintr. hesitate.

sul vintr. pull the head back, to duck.

sulkor vambi. glare, blind by light.

sulok n. umbrella.

sulprog n. lizard that you find under rocks.

sulsul Variant: masulsul; sulsli. vambi.

soften something in the fire.

◆ Kumasulsli nkap. You soften it in

the fire.

◆ Kusulsli ki tok. You soften the

wild cane (to straighten it).

sum n. See main entry: nasum.

suman Variant: smani. vambi.

1) praise.

2) thanks. See: psawi, faftai.

sumat n. vine.

sumkai n. yam, dark red inside, under the

outside skin is white.

sun vintr. carry on the head.

sunra n. Red-bellied fruit dove, bird which

cries out when someone has died.

Ptilinopus greyii.

sunref vintr. sniff.

sup n. fashion, habit.

sup vambi. stab with something sharp.

See: tnus.

suplu vambi. take out by stabbing (e.g.

the head of a boil).

supfu vambi. pierce boil.

supneki vambi. not know sthg to be

ignorant of sthg. The other way of

saying 'don't know' is to use tae 'to

know', as in tap tae mau.

supotunr vintr. bow one's head in shame.

suprai vambi. stab and break.

supsup n.

1) horn.

2) sea urchin spine.

suptap n. punishment.

sur vambi. take out flesh of coconut,

also surlua.

sur vambi. cut grass, weed the ground.

surfunfnoi vintr. erase, obliterate. See:

funfnoi, krakfunfnoi.

surnaot n. beam, crossbeam at ceiling

level of a house. See: npou.

surosur n. tool for taking coconut meat out

of the shell.

sursap vintr. miss.

◆ Ku sursap napu. You missed the

road (went the wrong way).
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sursur Variant: sursri. vambi. deceive.

surwel vambi. replace.

sus vintr. suck at the breast. See: mimi.

sus n. fish sp. Yellowstripe goatfish,

Yellowfin goatfish. Note that the

Yellowtail barracuda is suspwok.

Mullidae. See: konafnako.

sus mraknaniu n. fish sp. Goatfish

(Goldband, Blackstriped,

Yellowbanded). Upeneus. See:

konafnako.

susa n. jaw harp.

suskei n. caterpillar.

susu vintr. cradle a child.

susu natog n. Robin.

swa Variant: wa; sua. interrog. where.

swit n. banana, lady's finger.

T  -  t

ta Variant: tap. vintr. not. Used with

mau as the second part of the

negation.

◆ Pa ta tao man kinrir pa mau.

Don't let the bird go.

ta n. aunt, father's sister (mother's

sister is iak) Note: added to last

syllable of some names e.g. ta +

ana = tana, ta + lilo = talo. See: apu

'grandfather'.

ta vintr. wrap a part of the body, as in

wrapping a scarf around the head.

ta excl. thanks. See: psawi.

ta PVC. still.

tae vambi. know. Used as second part

of a compound, e.g. nrog tae

recognise (hear), mro tae

understand (know). Also used as an

auxiliary verb when it means 'to be

able to'.

◆ Itae preg namrun. He knows how

to do something. See: metmatu,

nametatuen 'wise, wisdom'.

taf vintr. exit, leave.

tafafu vintr. hatch (an egg).

tafesfes vintr. pray.

tafif vintr. boiling, of water nai itafif ;

whirlpool.

tafif nlag n. whirly wind.

tafin n. woman servant, slave (archaic).

tafnau vambi. teach. See: fnau.

tafra n.

1) whale.

2) bundle of yams, used to take to a

feast. See: nawi.

tafrafer vintr. disperse.

taftaf vintr. have diarrhoea. See: ntafwen,

taf.

tafusfusrek vintr. whisper.

tafut n. fish sp. Hawkfishes (travel with

big fish). Also identified as

Prettyfins. Cirrhitidae, Plesiopidae.

tag n. banana, plantain banana for

cooking. See: tagmetkes, tagsus,

tagmol.

tag vambi. cry, mourn.

◆ Itagsi. He cries for him.

tagiter n. White-eyed moray. Siderea

grisea.

tagmetkes Variant: tagmtakes (Eratap).

n. banana, cooking banana.

tagmol n. banana species.

tagsus n. banana species.

tai n. brother (address term).

tai vambi. cut, taiktof - cut down.

tak Variant: tkan. vambi. husk a

coconut.

tak n. age-mate, someone the same

age as you.

◆ Tene ipi tak neu. He is my age-

mate (he is the same age as me).

tak vambi.

1) kick with your toes ; stub your

toes.

2) trip.

takau vambi. trip.

takel Variant: takelkel. vintr. crooked, be

crooked.
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◆ Patap tai nkas nen itakel mau isa

ki nasum. Don't cut crooked wood, it

is not good for housebuilding.

takerker n. Grey fantail.

takinrog vintr. listen ; concentrate.

taklep n. child, first born.

takmaloput n. child, middle born.

takot n. axe, curved axe used in battles.

takotkot vambi. cut ito small pieces.

takotpau n. wreath.

takrik n. child, last born.

taktak vintr, adj. balance against the

rolling of a boat.

taktak n. duck.

taktak n. fish sp. Bird wrasse.

Gomphosus varius. See: patru.

taktak ninai n. Australian grey duck. Anas

superciliosa.

takto n. river eel. See: mra.

takto ninai ; nmra n. fish sp. saltwater

eel.

takuer n. ray sp. Dark ray.

takuer n. sea-snake, black and white.

Sea krait. Laticauda colubrina.

talag vambi. shine.

talaklak n. whisper.

talau n. yam sp., sweet, has spines along

the ground around the root.

talel vintr. spread apart ; dodge, avoid.

talgolig n. headstrong, follow one's own

thinking.

talig ftin n. otitis, inflammation of the ear.

taligme n. fish sp. Surgeonfishes, big one

is called parsor. Acanthuridae. See:

tiftif, wel, rom.

taligter n. eel (not identified). an omen of

impending death. When you hear

the voice of taligter calling at sea,

someone has died. Taligter has

ears and is a spirit (ntuam).

talmat n. garden.

◆ Kupepak talmat ko? Have you

been to the garden or not?

talmat faum n. newly planted garden.

talmat tau, talmat fus n. garden left

fallow.

talof vintr. jump out of the way of

something.

talof vintr. shake hands.

talpuk n. crowd, group.

taltel n. roll of pandanus (naki) leaves.

After pandanus leaves have been

cured in an earth oven and dried in

the sun, the edges are stripped and

rolled into large (300mm) rolls.

tamas n. halo, ring around the moon

(archaic).

tamel vintr. crouch, squat.

tametpel n. fish sp. Starck's demoiselle or

Blackvent damsel. Chrysiptera

starcki; Dischistodus melanotus.

See: naik nrimen.

tamra n. starfish. Ophidiasteridae.

tan Variant: tanwei. vintr. bury. See:

ofa.

tanre vambi. stir.

tanu vambi. spit.

ntanu n_inposs. spit.

tanum vintr. put meat (of any kind,

including seafood) on laplap. See:

kof.

tao vambi.

1) leave, let.

◆ Patao man kinrir pa. You let the

bird go.

2) divorce.

tao vambi. bake.

◆ Kefo wasirlu namten me taon

plak kapu nega me kefo pami . He

would take out his eyes and bake

them with his laplap and he would

eat them.

◆ Kutao nafnag taus nanr, ntal,

nawi. You bake food like banana,

taro, yam.

tao See main entry: tu (give me).

tao vditr. give me. See main entry: tu.

taos vambi.

1) follow.

◆ Kataosi mas to. I keep following.

2) similar to.

◆ Ga ita taos sisi gamus namer tar

mau. It is not like your, white man's,

guns.
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taos prep. like.

tap vintr, adj. taboo, forbidden.

tap vintr. lean.

◆ Atap nkas. I lean on the wood.

tapam vintr. carry under the arm.

tapar n. sin, also used of an act which

could be considered 'sinful'.

tapas vintr. wave, call someone over with

a hand gesture.

tapes n. swamphen. Porphiryo porphyrio

samoensis.

tapetu vintr. kneel.

tapiak vintr.

1) lean something against another,

like leaning a piece of wood against

the wall.

2) beginning weaving a mat with

crossed pair.

tapir n. tree used to make lak, joints

between the outrigger (nsem) and

the cross-member (nakiat) on a

canoe. Small tree, less than 10ft tall,

also used to make a rough broom.

Leaves used to numb the mouth

when you have a toothache.

tapmarin Variant: tamarin. n. tree sp.

Glochidion ramiflorum.

tapo vintr. capsize, tip over.

tapol vintr. steer a canoe by paddling.

See: tlei, wal.

tapos vintr, adj. curved.

tapou n. heap.

tapsik vintr. clean ground.

tapuerkot n. plant sp. used as a hedge,

leaves eaten.

tar vintr, adj. white.

tar vintr. crow, to crow (like a rooster).

tarag n. net.

tare vintr. turn, as in an object turning, or

being turned.

◆ Itare ki glas. He turned over the

glass.

◆ Ku tare nanre ni matu gag. You

turn to your right side. See: nre.

tarim n. coloured armlet for a chief.

taro n. bird which eats chilli and so its

meat is spicy to eat.

tarpek See main entry: tarup.

tarpotik vintr, adj. noisy.

tartar vintr. walk crooked, stagger.

tarup Variant: tarpek. vintr. fall, drop.

tas vambi. shave, plane (wood).

tasai vambi. cut the way through bush.

tasak vintr. come to the shore from the

sea.

◆ Raru isal mai tasak eslaor Elkau.

The canoe came ashore at Elkau

passage.

tasal n. basket (made of pandanus or

coconut).

tasar n. fish sp. deep sea fish.

tasil n. chief's assistant, warrior.

tasok vambi. hug, hold against the chest,

like a child.

tasoklas n. crab's lowest legs which cover

its rear end.

tastes n. plane, spokeshave.

tasur n. king tide.

tata n. father, address term used by

members of the sea clam clan

(naflak kram). See: tem, apap, gka.

tatakal n. plant with flower which opens at

11.00 am, about a foot high, single

leaves. Flower can be used as

medecine when you spit blood. A

white variant can be used as a

broom.

tataras n. plant sp. Medecine made of the

leaves.

tatu vambi. load.

tatur vambi. meet someone on their way

to your house and come back with

them.

tau vintr. bear.

◆ Nua nkas rutau top. Fruit trees

bear lots of fruit.

◆ Talmat tau. Garden at the time of

harvest, (also used to describe a

fallow garden).

tau v. stay.

taulu vambi. marry, of a man marrying a

woman. See: lak, tousok, ptour.

taurua n. fish sp. Whitespotted

surgeonfish. Acanthurua striatus,
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Acanthurus olivaceous.

tauso vintr. commit adultery.

tef Variant: tfei. vambi. circumcise.

tef vambi. carve (wood, or meat).

tef vintr. call of the Kingfisher, it brings

luck if you hear it.

tefkau n. mat, made from coconut leaf,

used for walls of houses.

tefla adv , adj. similar.

tefra vintr. line up, put things in a line.

tego dem. that, near addressee.

tekatpi n. meat, any kind. Refers to meat

needed to balance a meal which is

otherwise vegetables.

tekor n. shield, made of wood.

telekor n. guard.

telomlom n. camera.

tus ni telomlom n. photo album.

tem n_inposs. father, FB. See: apap,

gka, tata.

temanrogon vintr. alone, to be on one's

own.

◆ Kineu atemanrogon mas to. I
stayed alone. See: skei.

temat n. corpse.

temit n. balls, testicles. See: pol, pura,

tepal; tepal.

temokmok n. dentist.

temol n. animal (generic), creature.

◆ Namer tar rupiatlak temol lap.

White people have got lots of

animals.

temotmot Variant: mot ni nfag. n.

bandage.

◆ Selwan kupi atlak nfag kutae mot

nfag ki temotmot. When you have a

cut, you put a bandage on it.

tempalun n. brothers, a group of brothers

(men whose parents are siblings).

temtmen n. father and his child.

tenen dem pron. that one.

teni dem pron. of.

◆ Sernale nen rupi teni naut.

Everything here belongs to the boss.

◆ Teni fei; whose.

tenrtenr vintr. dream, sleep walk.

tep vintr. empty ; dried up.

tepal n. balls, testicles. See: pol, pura,

temit.

teplag vintr, adj. warped.

teplas n. coconut wadding ; split coconut

from which one has taken the

germinated coconut.

teplasnak n_inposs. fingernail.

tepsirsir n. toy, plaything.

ter vambi. iron.

ter vintr. glide, as of a bird.

termau adv. for good.

◆ Pa fan kai pan termau. You go

and go for good.

tesa Variant: tsa; teesa. n. child.

◆ Selwan tesa ses ruta pi tesaserik

ruto mimi mas. When kids are small

they only drink breast milk.

tesa ses n. child, baby.

tesa nanwei n. boy.

tesa napu n. bastard.

◆ Nmatu nen ipan skot nanwei

prakot ipiatlak tesa napu. A woman

who goes with any man has a

bastard child.

tesa nmatu n. girl, daughter.

tet n. sister (address term).

tetau n. small baby.

tete Variant: te. quantifier. some.

◆ tete mal ; tete nrak; sometime.

◆ tete naur; someplace.

tetrasfiu n. shellfish sp. Astraea

rhodostoma.

tetwei adv. before.

◆ Tetwei tiawi rutaptae man ni

nmalfa mau. Before, the old people

did not have aeroplanes.

tfa n. thunder.

tfag vambi. build, pile up.

tfale vintr. how. Variant: tefale.

◆ Imapor tfale? How did it break?

tfale interrog. which.

tfarer vintr. break, of waves breaking on

the shore. See: mlag.

tfarfar n. fat, grease.

tfei vambi.

1) cut, small cut.

2) circumcise. See: mas, tef.
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tgof vambi. push away, like getting up off

a chair and pushing away from it.

tia vambi.

1) turn.

2) stretch oneself.

◆ Pa tia nkas ke leg. Turn the wood

(on the fire) to make it straight (for a

spear).

◆ Pa tmok tiak. Stretch yourself.

tiawi n. ancestors, old people.

◆ Ntag ni tetwei tiawi rupiatlak

namolien wi. In past generations

the old people had a good life.

tiei vintr. start weaving.

tiel vintr. laugh loudly.

tien vintr. pregnant (of animals). See:

plak.

tifli iskei num. hundred, one hundred.

tiftif n. fish sp. Butterflyfishes and some

Angelfishes. Any fish with long

dorsal fins can be called nlae: sail,

hence tiftif nlae for Bannerfish.

Chaetodontidae, Pomacanthidae.

See: maperiat, taligme.

tigpiel Variant: tinpiel. vintr. exchange.

tigtig vintr. hop.

tik vintr. no, nothing.

◆ Itik ki namrun. There is nothing.

◆ Ru tik ki nfaktanwen toklos

tiawi. They don't respect their

elders.

tik vintr. bang.

tikfu vambi. split, as in a nut or hard fruit.

See: pkafu.

tikor n. fence, small fence to keep

animals out ; wall of house.

tiktik n. shellfish sp. shellfish, like a

trochus, but green.

til vtr. say, tell.

◆ tilsa; criticise.

◆ tilsoksok; promise. promis

◆ tilusus; talk about, gossip.

◆ til nafsan sa; insult. See: pes, na.

tilmar n. shellfish sp. Hebrew Cone,

cone shellfish, distinguished by

black squared marking. Also

identified as Nielsen's Cone. Conus

ebraeus, Conus nielsenae.

tilmar vintr. spin.

tilmori vintr. tell truth, honest, to be

honest.

tilsei vintr. admit, declare.

◆ Atilsei nafte kin apregi isa. I
admit that what I did was no good.

◆ Kutilsei nasaiseiwen pur ni

natokon. You announce it to a big

meeting in the village.

timen n. arrow.

◆ Paslat nas mai, mepafotuk ki

timen. You take the bow and then

shoot with the arrow.

tip vintr.

1) lean on a walking stick.

2) push a boat from the bottom with

a pole.

tiparu vintr. give birth, bear a child.

◆ Selwan nmatu ipiatlak tesa itok

naplen, imaos top, me selwan

itiparu, pkal kin, go ipo nrogo iwi.

When a woman is pregnant it is hard

work, but when the baby is born she

feels good.

tipek n. Boobook owl.

tipel n. basket type.

tipot n. picture.

◆ Tipot ipi nan natamol. The

picture is a photo of a man. See:

nan.

tir vintr. fish from a boat.

◆ Ka fan tir ur elau. I will go fishing

in the sea. See: oraik.

tir vintr. put something into a

container.

tisoksok vintr, adj. crowded; be full (as of

a fat person); be full (as of a

basket).

tit vintr. dry by sunlight.

tkal vambi. touch.

tkalnrog vambi. feel.

tkanwan excl. so, that's the way, how.

◆ Tkanwan kin ku tae pes ki

Erakor? How come you can speak

Erakor language?

tkapir vambi. comb.
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tkar vintr. take something that someone

gives you.

tkarkar vintr, adj. restless, can't stop

quiet.

tkas Variant: totkas. n. rooster.

tkau n.

1) fish hook.

namet tkau n. eye of the fish hook.

— vambi.

2) fish, to fish.

tkau vambi. cut, e.g. grass with a scythe.

tkau vambi. pull, e.g. on the trigger of a

rifle (tkau sisi).

tlai vintr. warm oneself at a fire.

tlas vambi. enough, to be.

tlei vintr. steer canoe by holding paddle

still in the water. See: tapol, wal.

tma vambi. point, show by finger.

tmakoren n. sisters, group of sisters

(including women whose parents

are siblings).

tmalu Variant: tmalu. vintr. depart.

tman n. stick, used as the drill stick in for

fire making. Use a hard wood, for

example naplel. See: nmatupes;

namernra.

tmanruk n.

1) blister.

◆ Selwan kutai namnam tmanruk

ipakor. When you cut grass blisters

come out.

2) shellfish sp. chiton.

Polyplacophora.

◆ Ipi atlak tmanruk nen itok elau

ito pulsok fat. There's a chiton in

the sea that sticks to rocks.

tmat vintr.

1) calm, no wind.

2) peace.

tmawot n. couple, husband and wife, two

spouses.

tmo Variant: tme. PVC.

reflexive/reciprocal marker, formed

by tmo (or tme for 3rd person) in the

preverbal complex and then the

direct possessive suffix.

◆ Komam utmom tumam nafnag.

We gave ourselves food.

tmotum Variant: tumtum. vintr. knock,

e.g. on a door.

tnol vambi. swallow.

◆ tnolsa; choke.

tnus vintr. sting, to be stinging, an insect

bite stings. See: sup.

to Variant: tok; tu. vambi. stay.

◆ Ito America mai. He came/ had

come from America.

to aux. habitual.

to DirPart. at (directional particle).

Follows a location specified by the

verb.

to n. fowl.

to mil n. wild fowl.

to nmatu n. hen.

to ses n. chicken.

to waipit n. chicken with ruffled

feathers, or whose feathers aren't

straight.

tof Variant: tofi. vambi. push.

◆ Atof nkas. I push the wood.

◆ Atofi. I push him. See: kis.

tof n. fish sp. Rabbitfish. Siganidae.

See: fser, tofkas.

tofkas n. fish sp. Peppered rabbitfish or

Coral rabbitfish. Siganidae.

togtog n. yam, red, white, big, small

(togtogmit) etc.

togtogmit n. yam sp, also togtogmiel,

togtogtar.

tok Variant: tkon. vambi. burn.

tokape n. Green-winged ground dove.

Chalcophaps indica.

toklau n. wind from the sea. Kalsarap

says it is a west wind. See: lagsu.

tokleg vintr. wake up ; get up.

toklos vambi. facing.

toknak vsemi. tempt.

◆ Kineu a toknak wok. I tempt you.

See: aliat toknak 'Saturday'.

toknimakil n. yam sp, shaped like a bottle,

small at the top and large at the

base.

tokomai n. cricket.

tokor vambi. block.
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◆ Nkas itarup itokor napu. The tree

fell and blocked the road. See: kor.

tol Variant: tul. num. three.

katol adj. third.

tol vambi. pass.

◆ Kineu a kraksok naik atol ag. I
caught more fish than you.

tom vambi. suck (e.g. lolly in mouth).

◆ Tesa itom nasu magko. The child

sucks the mango juice.

ton vintr. compare ; measure.

◆ Aton ki lop rupitkaskei. I
measure the bamboo, they are the

same.

top quantifier.

1) big, to be big.

◆ Iwi top. It is very good.

2) swell (also toptop).

◆ Ku pregi ketop. You make it big,

enlarge it.

topi n. bird, Vanuatu white-eye.

Zosterops flavifrons.

topup vintr. full mouth.

tor vambi. fill with liquid.

tor n. shellfish sp. Pearl Oyster (general

term). Pteriidae. See: flefil, rum.

toreki Variant: torik. vambi. wait.

tortor n.

1) heat.

2) steam.

torwak vintr. anchor.

tos vintr. slip, drag.

totan Variant: toktan. vintr. sit.

toto vintr. grope, in a place you can't see

in, like in a basket, or in the dark.

totogmal n. fish sp. Reef needlefish,

garfish, red mouth. Strongylura

incisa.

totoluk vintr. turn your back on someone.

totur vambi.

1) through, go through, e.g. a door.

2) by means of.

tousok vambi. marry, of the pastor

marrying the couple.

◆ Nmatu go nanwei ru to tousok

kir. The woman and man married

each other.

◆ Ru paptais, go ru tousok natamol.

They baptised and they married

people. See: lak, ptour.

tpak vintr. frizzy (hair).

tpek vambi. send.

◆ Nanre ni Franis kafman go

ipiatlak nafkal nen ito Emlakul go i

tpekir pak Emlakul. On the French

government side there was a fight in

Malakula and it sent them to

Malakula.

tper n. fence.

tper vintr. break, as of a wave on the

beach.

tpil vambi. burn, light (as in fire), blow

up.

tpokor vambi. stop someone doing

something.

tpolu vambi. send someone to take a

message.

◆ Atpoluok. I send a message to

you.

tposok n. high tide.

traf vambi. dig. See: kil.

trafseo vintr. dig a hole to plant in.

trai vambi. grate, using kai shell, or

skitrai for coconuts. See: ma.

trakap n. fish sp. Squirrelfish (Threespot

squirrelfish and similar).

Holocentridae. See: sreniu.

tralosak vintr. on one's back, be.

trares n. sugarcane sp. red one. See:

naprai, tukmel, makol, nafakton.

trau Variant: terau. preverbal modifier.

1) seems, looks. Followed by an

adjective, itrau sa it looks bad, itrau

miel it looks red, or verb itrau mur.

◆ Mes itrau sa nlag ke fo wat

kerkrai. Today is awful, the wind will

blow hard.

◆ Ag ku trau wi ki kineu. You

seem good to me.

◆ Ratrau mtak. They seem scared.

2) very.

3) just, only.

traus vambi. tell.

trok vsemi.
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1) agree.

◆ Akam nat rapreg natrokwen nen

rakfreg namrun. You make an

agreement that you will do

something.

2) amen.

◆ Selwan kulot mai pak

nametpagon nafsan kutrok. At the

end of your prayer you say amen.

tu vditr. give (note that 'give me' is

tao). Variant: tao.

◆ Tuer rukmin. Give them drink.

◆ Patuakin. You give it to him.

◆ Ag pafo tao nai kamin. You give

me water to drink.

◆ Kineu kafotuok nai pamin. I give

you water to drink. See: ptu; sai,

naftuan.

ptu vintr. give. See: tu.

tu See main entry: to (stay).

tual vintr. stay for the whole day, as at a

funeral.

tue vintr. make, as in making tools or

craft.

tuk Variant: tkus. vsemi. carry on the

back, like a child, or firewood ; tow

behind, like a canoe.

tukmel n. sugarcane sp. See: naprai,

trares, makol, nafakton.

tuktau vambi. wipe.

tuleg vintr. stand, arise.

◆ Patuleg me pafa. You get up then

you go.

tum vambi.

1) aim, point with finger.

◆ Kutum man na pasi. You aim at

the bird in order to shoot it.

— vintr.

2) erect, be erect, of a penis.

tumas n. yam sp.

tunr vintr. bow.

tuntun vintr, adj. delicious.

◆ Nafnag ituntun wi. The food

tastes good.

tup Variant: tuk. vambi.

1) hit, punch.

2) shoot (arrow).

◆ Tukfan tup. Let's go shoot fish.

— prep.

3) until, in the sense of 'shoot to

the time'.

◆ Ru patok naur ses kin go ru po

mer pes preg natamol ru lap pan pan

tup ntag ni mes nen. They went to

the small island and there started to

be many people until this

generation. See: ftup.

4) achieve, get to.

◆ Ipan lfek ki Franis imai imai

pak esa ale i tup na maitre d'hotel

ga. He went around France, then

came back here and became a

maitre d'hotel.

tup vintr. prop, support a tree branch by

placing a prop of wood under it.

tupek Variant: tpek. vintr. send.

◆ Kutpeki. You send it. See: tpolu.

tuper n. fence, larger than lak, for bigger

animals, like cattle.

tupror n. ant sp. red ant.

tupur n. elephantiasis, 'fat leg'.

tuput n. rainbow.

tur vambi.

1) drill.

◆ Pagos ito tur prai nkas. The

beetle drills and breaks the wood.

2) sew, sew thatch, bind fish

together into a bundle (ntur). See:

ntur.

tur n. fish sp. Flagtail. Kuhliidae.

tur vintr. leak.

tut vambi. tie knot; tie a band of cloth

around the chest in which to carry a

baby.

tut vintr. drown. See: mor.

twei vintr, adj. long time, old.
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U  -  u

uli n_inposs. bladder.

ulikokon n. gall bladder.

ululu vintr. hairy.

um n.

1) oven.

2) Name of a constellation, the

Pleiades.

um vintr. clear a garden patch.

uplim n. The fifth day after a person dies

(uplim), the day their body changes.

The five days are observed by

relatives eating together.

◆ Ru pak malep panpan uplim.

They mourn together until the fifth

day.

ur vsemi. follow.

— PREP. along.

ur n. lobster.

urtaiak n. large crayfish or lobster.

ures n. fish sp. Wrasse, Sixbar Wrasse?

us n. rain.

us walep n. heavy rain.

us vambi. follow ; track.

us n. fish sp. Orangespine unicornfish.

Naso lituratus. See: reru, naum.

userek vintr. go around.

usog vintr. concentrate, to be

determined, to focus on something.

ut vambi. fetch water.

uti n. skink with a blue tail.

utikaro n. skink, grey coloured.

W  -  w

waf vintr. swim. See: los.

wailu n. yam sp, said to be from New

Caledonia, kinds include a yellow

one and a white one. Has prickles

on its vine.

wair n.

1) tree sp. Pangi. Pangium edule.

2) rattle made from the seed pods of

the wair tree.

wak n. pig. Sus scrota. See: pwok, klet.

wakmakur n. fish sp. Drummers.

Kyphosidae.

wal n. nation, team, group of people.

walptae enemy.

walgakit allies, our allies.

wal vintr. steer a canoe, action of the

person at the back of the canoe who

steers.

◆ Ag kuwal raru. You control the

canoe. See: tapol, tlei.

walsem vintr. chew, grind.

walu squid ; cuttlefish. n.

walu vambi. take off, take out.

◆ Walu gkal. Take off one's

clothes.

wamos vambi. tatoo.

wanar n. fish sp. Monocle breams and

Spinecheeks. Nemipteridae.

wanru n. bird, Least Frigatebird. Known

as 'Adanman's child' from a

traditional story. When it flies there

will be a cyclone.

warik Variant: tewarik. quantifier. few, to

be few. See: nrfal.

warof n. fish sp. Emperor fish. Lethrinus

spp.

was vintr, adj. burned, to be burned.

wasau n. bird sp. Rufous-brown pheasant

dove. Macropygia mackinlayi.

waser vintr. cough, clear one's throat.

wasir vambi. scoop, take out, (of shellfish,

ses; eye or a tooth).

wasket n. moustache.

◆ Me wasket ga ipram mai pak etan
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tepla. But his moustache was long,

went to the ground like this.

wat vambi. hit.

◆ Nat ruwat nat napu ruwatgi imat.

They attacked him and killed him.

◆ Selwan kumaet ki nat kuwatgi.

When you are cross with someone

you hit them.

watiam n. kidney.

watpun vambi. kill. See: krakpun.

wel n. fish sp. fish, keeps company of

maper. Has black and white

markings. Convict surgeonfish?

Acanthurus triostegus.

wel vintr. like, thus.

◆ Rupausi iwel mit ru motsoki

nater nasum. They weave it like a

mat, they tie it to the walls of the

house.

welkia interject. thus.

welu vambi. help, assist.

◆ Selwan rupus nat ipi npaukit

rukfopus tekaru nen iwelua ataf

preg nawesien. When they make a

man our chief they make another

man help do the work.

wenr n.

1) bed. See: nawol.

2) shelter for seedling yams.

3) copra dryer.

wer pron. them (3pl Object).

wes vambi. take, carry something.

◆ Itok kai wes tuluk nen mai. He

stayed and brought the tuluk. See:

siti, slati.

wes vintr. reply.

wes vambi. work.

◆ natamol weswes; hard worker.

See: nawesien.

weswes vintr. work.

wi vintr, adj. good.

◆ Iwi ko? How's it going? (literally

'good or').

◆ Selwan ruslat sernale pak naur

iskei, iwi top. When they take

everything to one place it is very

good.

◆ Nanromien gag iwi top. Your

present is the best.

◆ Neu nafnag kiwi. I've had enough

to eat.

wik n. week.

wimesmes vintr, adj. excellent. See: top.

wit n. octopus. Octopodidae.

wit ni to n. brittle star, eaten by

chickens on the beach. Ophiothrix

purpurea.

wo vintr. fall, as in rain.

◆ Us i wo. Rain is falling.

woi n. pudding made with breadfruit and

green coconut. See: napos.

wol vintr. flatten leaves to make a plate

or a mat.

◆ Pa wolki nrau reki kapu. You

flatten the plate for laplap.

wolul vintr. pull your legs back (e.g. so

someone can pass).

wor vintr. look, appear. Wor wi 'to look

nice', worponpet, worptae'to look

different' .

wor vintr. noise of two trees rubbing

together.

woro vintr, adj. brown.

◆ Nkas iworo. The wood is brown.

wos n. back tooth.

wou pron. me (1sg Object).
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Appendix B

English – South Efate finderlist

A  -  a

abalone kai araskei.
abort kispun.
above elag.
absent lalu; puel.
Acacia simplex nmariwenr.
Acacia spirorbis nmariu.
Acanthuridae taligme.
Acanthurua striatus, Acanthurus olivaceous

taurua.
Acanthurus parsor.
Acanthurus lineatus, Acanthurus sohal

rom.
Acanthurus triostegus wel.
accompany ptan.
achieve tup .
Acridontheres tristis kipui.
active polkirkir.
adam's apple npatnkafik.
add skar.
Adenanthera pavonina namer; nmar.
admire lewi.
adopt pas.
adult pafpof.
adze kram pel; limur.
aeroplane man ni nmalfa.
Aetobatus narinari fai pog.
after me.
after, behind inrok.
afterbirth? nal ni tesa.
afternoon kotfan; matol .
again mer.
against kitsa; ktekit; putkau.
age-mate tak.
agree trok .
aim, point with finger tum .
albino atat.
Albula glossodonta marikwi.
Alcedinidae sik.
alike pitkaskei .
all mau .
allies, our allies walgakit, see: wal.
almond nage; ntali.
alone temanrogon.
along ur.
altar narfat ; potut .

always sernrak.
ambidextrous, someone who can use both

hands arworksu.
amen trok .
Anas superciliosa taktak ninai.
ancestor nametrau .
ancestors tiawi.
anchor namtau; torwak.
and go; me.
and then ale.
and.so mana .
Anemone mpaklep; nrimen.
anger nmaeto, see: maet.
angry ftin ; maet.
animal (generic) temol.
ankle nlaknait.
ant, black ant kanr.
ant sp. white ant, termite funre.
Antennariidae pit.
Antiaris toxicaria mpal.
anus nselpot.
any prakot.
anybody nat prakot, see: nat.
apart emae .
Apogonidae anrar; popor.
appear pakor.
approximate lakor.
arch of foot nalnatu.
Arcidae kai .
argue psaplil.
arise tuleg.
arm nar.
armlet tarim.
armpit nafen.
around lefek .
arrange puspta.
arrive pakor.
arrow timen.
arrow for killing birds. kuf.
arrowroot napenr.
as malnen.
as for reki .
ascend pakelag; sak.
ashamed malier.
ashes naton .
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ask for something ptal.
ask too many questions paosus, see: paos.
ask paos.
assemble pakruk.
asthma maromit.
Astraea rhodostoma tetrasfiu.
astray pakemae.
astride, be patlakor.
at to

Atocarpus altilis naptam.
aunt ta.
avocado afoka.
avoid lelu; maltotae; plos.
away emae .
awhile mal ses, see: mal.
axe kram; takot .

B  -  b

back nakoinrok; ntak.
back tooth wos.
backward skosuk.
bad mla; sa .
bad behaviour folfol sa, see: folfol; polsa .
bag pek.
bail (water) saulu.
bailer nies.
bait fgan.
bake tao.
balance pitkaskei .
balance against the rolling taktak.
bald pau malmal, see: mal;

paukaplat.
bald patch paumosu.
bale sao.
Balistidae fu; parpor.
Balistidae.. raeru.
balls, testicles temit; tepal.
bamboo lop.
Bambusa lop.
banana, generic nanr.
banana sp. fraru; nanrmem swit;

nanrmempot; nanrwor; napapak;
niuslan; nua pontau; pia; pili;
sik; tagmetkes; tagmol; tagsus.

banana sp. for cooking nametmet.
banana sp. lady's finger banana swit.
banana sp. plantain pot; tag.
bandage temotmot.
bang tik.
bank nasum ni fat, see: nasum.
banyan mpak.
baptise prei .
barb fatkao.
bark nasoknkas, see: nasok; nrpei.
Barringtonia asiatica nap.
Barringtonia edulis nafil.
Barringtonia procera napkor.
basket fuelig; likat; nal; napor; nlafkir;

nrog; polpol; sarpotpot; spol;
tasal; tipel.

bastard tesa napu.

bat purkum.
battle nafkal.
be pi.
be at pato.
beach nmalnawen.
Bead Tree tree namer.
beam narom; surnaot.
beam, crossbeam nkas peltakot; raus.
bear of ; tau.
beard, body hair nal.
because nlaken.
because of kat.
beche-de-mer litot.
bed nawol; wenr .
bee pi.
beehive nasum ni pi, see: nasum.
beer nai latlat, see: nai kokon.
beetle frapo; pagos.
before malpei; tetwei.
beg fra.
beginning weaving tapiak .
behave well polwi.
behaviour nafolflon.
behind nakoinrok; saspe.
behind, after ntakun, see: ntak.
believe fafat; sralesok.
belly napel.
below paketan .
belt naplai.
bend nrok; pel.
bend knees up to the chest mapel.
between nmaota.
be.well nrogtiawi.
big lep; pur; top .
big toe kinmat .
bind mot.
bird manimat.
bird (generic) man.
bird sp farfar.
bird sp. pepelau; pun; taro.
bird sp. Goshawk or falcon malperik.
bird sp. Rail plak.
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bird sp. Rufous-brown pheasant dove
wasau.

bird sp. Vanuatu white-eye topi.
bird sp. Waxbills, Mannekins sfirmer.
bird sp. Whimbrel sfiu.
Birgus latro as.
birth pkal.
Bischofia javanica nkok.
bite kat.
bits nafer.
bitter kokon.
bitter drink nai kokon.
black got.
black ant kanr.
black bird man got, see: man.
black palm nma.
black stone lmes.
Blackbean tree napoi; nkasgot.
bladder uli.
blade nsilfren.
bland parpar.
blank pal.
bleed mra.
blind pare.
blink pil; pilmet, see: pil.
blister tmanruk .
block tokor.
blood nra.
blow si, see: si; sisi .
blow hard fu.
blow one's nose nrafi.
blue mlakes.
blunt pol.
boar pwok.
boast pes pur, psa pur, see: pes.
body namol.
body/outside of house namol nasum, see:

namol.
boil nmanuk.
boiling, of water nai itafif tafif.
Bolbometopon muricatum kalapog.
bone naustap; ntawot.
Boobook owl tipek.
border nmakot.
born pakor.
boss naot.
Bothidae kapuenrar.
bottom napis.
bottom stones of an oven fat ftak, see: fat.
bougna pok.
boundary nakoi; nmakot.
bow nas; nrok; supotunr; tunr.
bowlegged pakankan.
box pokes.

Box crab armafaf.
Box jellyfish litas.
boy tesa nanwei.
bracelet, rolled pandanus leaves lel.
brain naknrae.
brake kamsok.
branch nra nkas .
bread kapu nmarteu.
breadfruit naptam.
break kraktof; laokot; laopor; mlag;

por; tfarer; tper.
break everything porpor.
breast nais .
breastfeed pkasus.
breath nmar.
breathe mar .
breathe in pu .
bride nmatu lak.
bridegroom kano lak, see: lak.
brideprice naro.
bridge narfat .
brittle star wit ni to, see: wit.
broken makot; mapor; maprapor, see:

mapor.
brood pokor.
broom nier.
brother pal; tai.
brother-in-law mariktaku.
brothers, a group of brothers tempalun.
brown woro.
Brown booby mantas.
bubble nafut.
bud naser ; pukok.
build tfag.
bullock's penis naut puluk, see: naut.
bunch namaniu.
bundle furfur; nmot.
bundle of yams tafra .
burden namroputwen.
burn tok; tpil.
burn (garden) pankot.
burned was.
bury ofa; tan.
bush frofur; mpakus; namlas; nkari.
bush bash nraf.
bush nut napkor.
Bush Nut tree nafil.
bush with red berries naisig.
bushfire nasin.
but me; pe.
butterfly lipep.
buttocks mpag .
buy pakot.
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C  -  c

cabbage altuk.
Caesionidae napum ni fat.
Calappidae armafaf.
calf nmalnatu.
calf of leg nlasopuk natu.
call sos ; sos ; tef.
call out pios.
calm tmat .
calm (of the sea) maler.
Calophyllum inophyllum mpakur ni elau,

see: mpakur.
camera telomlom.
Canarium indicum, Canarium harveii

nage.
cane ftok; naprai ; naprairei.
canoe raru; raru mol, see: raru.
canoe, inside of canoe hull luksal.
can't swim pup.
Cantheschenia grandisquamis fumos.
capsize, tip over tapo.
captain naot.
car loto; raru nintan, see: raru.
Carangidae kaitao.
Cardiidae kalus.
care for child pkal.
care for, watch over maturkor.
caress solsol.
Carica papaya les.
carpenter mtakseu.
carry mos; of ; paunamru; sipol; siti;

slat; tuk.
carry basket freg.
carry on the head sun.
carry under the arm tapam.
carve tef.
cassis parik.
cast spell laglaga.
Castanospermum australe napoi.
Casuarina equisetifolia nar.
catch kraksok; skof.
catch (as in sickness) su.
catch, capture puetsok .
caterpillar suskei.
cave erfale.
cell nasum malik, see: nasum.
cement naton .
centipede nmraksul.
Centropomidae fupel.
Cerbera odollam namtun.
Chaetodontidae, Pomacanthidae tiftif.
Chalcophaps indica tokape.
change plim.

channel nslawos.
Chanos chanos napures.
charcoal namelfer.
Charonia tritonis sago.
chase kop ; pas.
chase fish fkop.
cheap paketan .
check if someone is there leperkat .
cheek nap.
cheeky fkar.
cheep fesfes.
Cheilinus undulatus afam.
Cheilio inermis af ni nariuriu, see: af.
chest nanrum.
chew walsem.
chew (kava) smai.
chicken to ses, see: to.
chicken with ruffled feathers, or whose

feathers aren't straight to
waipit, see: to.

chicken's cry potpotak.
chief naot.
chiefliness nafinaotan.
chief's assistant, warrior tasil.
chief's wives narup.
child nan; tesa; tesa ses, see: tesa.
child, first born taklep.
child, last born takrik.
child, middle born takmaloput.
child not growing much sok.
chin nas.
Chinese Lantern tree naipir.
chip of wood nsem.
Chironex fleckeri litas.
choose met; mtalu.
chop prai.
Christian natamol lot.
Chrysiptera starcki, or Dischistodus

melanotus tametpel.
church sumtap, see: nasum.
cicada kasfas; pas.
cigarette nuasog, see: nuasog.
circulate ser.
circumcise mas ; tef; tfei .
Cirrhitidae, Plesiopidae tafut.
citizen natatok.
Citrus sinensis mol.
clam kram; lisan .
clan naflak.
clap psai; psapos.
claw npatlep; nrag.
clean tapsik.
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clean, peel (eg yam) mas .
clear malmal, see: mal; mram ; um.
clearing emau; limuti; malpa; nali.
clever, to be marak.
cliff npalo.
climb pag .
climb with feet and hands pag timetin.
climbing creeper nkaspau.
cling kelsok.
clitoris npatsfir.
close meltig; pnut.
close a hole smol.
close eyes pilpil, see: pil.
close one's mouth, refuse to drink kat

soksok npatin, see: kat.
clothes nkal.
cloud nmalko ; ntaenlag.
cloud, storm cloud namalko ni us.
club mpat; npat.
Clupeidae napel.
coast natik elau.
cockle kai .
cockroach fek.
coconut nametmetmiel; nual; nuanpakur;

nugolmam; nugot; numam;
numlakes; numotu;
numtapilkap; nusoksok; nutag.

coconut 'boat' serpal.
coconut branch folig; napas.
coconut crab as.
coconut cream lor.
coconut, dry coconut nmarteu.
coconut, flesh is starting to get dry

numamkop.
coconut, flower breaking open porlaf.
coconut frond ser.
coconut fruit that is bad plog.
coconut, green nam; naniu motu; nawos.
coconut mesh kak.
coconut, palm and fruit naniu.
coconut shell of.
coconut spathe nikniser.
coconut sprout nfar.
coconut wadding teplas.
coconut weaving folig araskei.
coconut with flower pagrap.
Cocos nucifera naniu.
Coenobitidae katom.
cold mlanr.
coleus nakwak.
Coleus spp nakwak.
collect, gather kruk.
collide sok.
coloured, striped mtirtir.
comb nser; tkapir.

combine pakruk.
come mai ; mai.
come and meet net.
come to the shore from the sea tasak.
comfort fakfukal; pes nromnromi, see:

pes.
command nriksoksok.
commit adultery tauso.
Common Waxbill suarip.
COMP kin; na.
compare pton; ton.
competition fusur tol.
cone shellfish tilmar.
confess nrat ; sraletu .
Conidae.... fakfak.
constellation natumau ; nkem .
constellation of stars nkur .
Conus ebraeus, Conus nielsenae tilmar.
conversation natrauswen.
coo panrer.
cook pan.
cooked mas.
copra dryer wenr .
copulate folfol sa, see: folfol.
copulate (of animals) pag .
copy leperkat .
Coracina papuensis perpallida farfar.
coral kol; nakir ; pton.
cord spil.
cord tied to a pig's foot nlik .
Cordia subcordata namok.
corpse natmat; temat.
correct leg.
cough puk; nafukwen, see: puk.
cough, clear one's throat waser.
count fef, see: fe.
country nafanu; nlaun.
couple tmawot.
cover kul; kulkor; pakor; plakor .
cover, of a pot plakor .
cover oneself fon.
covet, desire le wi.
cow kau.
coward malpal.
crab kaf; kafer; kafrali; kaftan;

namtame; pialoal; rakum.
crab sp. small white crab popot.
crab's lowest legs tasoklas.
cradle a child susu.
crawl krak.
crayfish, large crayfish urtaiak, see: ur.
create kaimes.
credit naul.
creep pau; sai.
creep, walk so that no-one sees you palak.
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crescent moon naul nmariu.
cricket tokomai.
cripple kol.
Cromileptes altivelis sasu.
crooked takel.
cross nrokot.
cross one's arms krum.
cross-member nakiat; nsol.
croton nkau.
crouch, squat tamel.
crow tar.
crowd talpuk.
crowded tisoksok.
crumbs nafer.
crush in one's hand kut porprai.
cry kai; tag.
cry for kait, see: kai.
cucumber kukumper.
Cucumis sativus kukumper.
Culcita novaguineae paulum ni afsak.
cup las.

current nar.
curse pes sa, see: pes.
curtain lukot.
curved tapos.
Cushion star paulum ni afsak.
custom kastom.
customary gift saotog .
cut lat; tai; takotkot; tasai; tfei ;

tkau.
cut grass sur.
cut in half masprai.
cut laplap kot.
cut meat tef.
cut the eye out of a coconut sul.
cut with one blow sman.
cuttlefish walu.
cyclone nlagwat, see: nlag.
Cymatiidae pupu.
Cypraeidae. pul.

D  -  d

dance lau; nlauwen; pul.
dancing ground efare ; emlel.
dark malik; nmalko .
darkness nmalko, see: malik.
Dasyatis kuhlii fai pumat.
date natut.
dawn pulmatelen; pulpog rik, see:

pulpog.
day aliat; mau naliati, see: aliat.
day after day after tomorrow napog kafat.
day after tomorrow as.
day before yesterday nas.
deaf ntaligpar.
death nmaten.
deceive sursur.
decorate fakis.
deep paketan .
deep ocean ntalfen .
deep sea namoru.
delicious tuntun.
delouse pak.
Delphinidae naniu.
Dendrocnide latifolia nkar.
Dendrocnide spp. nkraful.
dense kos.
dentist temokmok.
depart tmalu.
depend lereki.
depth naframwen, see: pram.
derib masel.
descend paketan ; su .

desert namespal.
desire namurien.
destroy polsa .
determined usog.
devil ntuam.
Devil nettle tree nkar.
dew nalamlame.
Diadema savignyi somkol.
diarrhoea ntafwen; taftaf.
die mat.
die down mrer.
different fserser; msal; pet; ponptae.
dig kil; traf.
dig a hole to plant in trafseo.
dig out tree nri.
Diodontidae, Tetrodontidae pka.
Diogenidae katpar.
Diospyros sp. nkasgot.
dirty milo.
disappointed nrogtesa .
discard sapre.
discover pamor.
disease namgar .
disembark patan.
dislike mropir.
disobey nrogpir; psig.
disperse tafrafer.
dispute ple.
dissolve fanei.
distant emae .
dive for nrup.
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divide nran; ptae ; si.
divorce tao .
do it ona.
do something bad to plos.
doctor munwei.
dodge talel.
dog kori.
dolphin naniu.
don't recognise le sapsap.
door namet pur.
double pkaskei; pura.
dove man naplo.
down etan.
downhill etan ntaf, see: etan.
Dracontomelon vitiense nrau.
drag nros.
Dragon Plum tree nrau.
dragonfly kaltag.
dream napre.
dream, sleep walk tenrtenr.
dregs namlak.
dress kal.
dried up tep.
drift sal.

drill pirsai; tur .
drink min.
drip lao.
drive kelsman; pa; pusman.
drizzle sirsir .
drown tut.
drum beater nkas ni nape.
drunk nrop; paufif.
dry alkur; gar; tit.
dry leaves naflel.
dry taste kfet.
duck taktak; taktak ninai.
Ducula bakeri mapul ni ntaf, see: mapul.
Ducula pacifica mapul.
dugong pkastes.
Dugong dugon pkastes.
dumb pus.
dust nalo; namtamot .
duty nawesien.
dwarf sputan.
dye mir; nasnaki.
Dysoxylum gaudichaudianum nkaspo.

E  -  e

ear ntalig.
earth emeromen.
earthquake nanrur.
east naweskin pei.
easy mailum .
eat pam.
eat something hard prot.
Echeneidae naik taos.
echo smokle.
eclipse al imel, see: al.
edge natik.
eel (generic) mra.
eel sp. taligter.
eel sp. Banded snake eel mra tfei.
eel sp. Giant moray eel mra nmap.
eel sp. White-eyed moray tagiter.
egg atol.
eight latol.
eighth klatol, see: latol.
Elaeocarpus spp palsmin.
Elattostachys falcata namtagot.
elbow nafsup nar.
elephantiasis tupur.
emerge putsak.
Emperor warof.
EMPH kotkot; soksok.
empty pal; tep.
empty- handed, to be pur.

encircle fish sogsog.
encourage psasok.
end mpag .
end a mat ltia.
end, close papnun.
end, conclusion nametpag.
end, finish pon .
end of a mat nagor .
Endospermum medullosum napukror.
enemy walptae, see: wal.
enlighten pregi ke salsal, see: salsal.
enough tlas.
Entada phaseoloides natiel.
enter sil.
epilepsy let.
equal pitkaskei .
erase krakfunfnoi.
erase, obliterate surfunfnoi.
erect, be erect, of a penis tum .
Erythrina variegata nrar.
escape sef.
Estrilda astrild suarip.
Estrildidae sfirmer.
Etisus splendidus polul.
Eurypegasus draconis, Platycepalidae

nuasa.
evening kotfan.
evening star masei lep ni kotfan, see: masei.
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every nomser; ser; silu.
everything sernale.
excellent wimesmes.
exchange tigpiel.
exclamation awe; paka.
exit taf.
explain pot.

explode, erupt malit.
eye namet.
eye of the fish hook namet tkau, see: tkau.
eyebrow nfas namet.
eyelashes nanrau namet.

F  -  f

face nako ; nrae .
facing toklos.
fade, disappear funfnoi.
faint matmal.
faith nasralesokwen.
fall mel; sog; tarup; wo.
fall, of water over a waterfall lao .
False Nutmeg tree nra.
family nametrau .
fan nif; nif, see: nif.
fancy lagi.
far emae .
fart per.
fart on perat, see: per.
Fasciolariidae paseo.
fashion sup.
fasten fikot.
fat paru; tfarfar.
father apap; gka; tata; tem.
father and his child temtmen.
feast naplaki.
feather nmau.
feel nrog; tkalnrog.
feel with the foot kamnrog.
feeling pop pak etan, see: pop.
female nmatu.
female name marker li.
fence kor; lak; tikor; tper; tuper.
fermented breadfruit mitei.
fern narut.
fetch water ut.
few nrfal; warik.
Ficus granatum naplip.
Ficus virgata nakrik.
Ficus wassa nait.
fierce fiet.
fifth kalim, see: lim.
fifth day uplim.
Fig tree nait; nakrik.
fig variety naplip.
fight fisfis ; ftup ; ple.
fill tor.
fin nlae .
final mlap.
find pamor.

finger nakin.
finger, index finger kinmat .
finger, little finger kinrik .
finger, middle finger kinliu .
finger, ring finger kintapul .
finish nom.
Finschia chloroxantha nalo.
fire nkap.
firestick ntankep.
firewood nkap.
firm masoksok.
first pei.
first month atlag pei.
first weaving on a coconut leaf rutiei.
fish mon; oraik; namet tkau , see:

tkau.
fish bones nanreu.
fish by torchlight sul.
fish from a boat tir.
fish (generic) naik.
fish hook tkau .
fish sp. kapuenrar; mar; napum; naum;

tasar; taurua; tof; wel.
fish sp. Angelfishes maperiat.
fish sp. Anthiases af.
fish sp. Barracudas also menalmiel menal.
fish sp. Bird wrasse taktak.
fish sp. Bluespine unicornfish raeru; reru.
fish sp. Bluespotted ribbontail ray fai kul.
fish sp. Bluespotted stingray fai pumat.
fish sp. Boxfishes mateu.
fish sp. Bumphead parrotfish kalapog.
fish sp. Butterflyfishes and some

Angelfishes. tiftif.
fish sp. Cardinalfish sp. popor.
fish sp. Cardinalfishes anrar.
fish sp. catfish kapo.
fish sp. Cigar wrasse af ni nariuriu, see: af.
fish sp. Cornetfish pagpag.
fish sp. Damselfishes, Anemonefishes

naik nrimen.
fish sp. Damselfishes (Onespot, Twospot,

King...) piam.
fish sp. Drummers wakmakur.
fish sp. Emperor nsulnkanrpram.
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fish sp. Emperors nametfai; nsul.
fish sp. Filefishes, Puffers pnopun.
fish sp. Flagtail tur.
fish sp. Forktail rabbitfish fser.
fish sp. Frogfishes. pit.
fish sp. Fusiliers napum ni fat.
fish sp. Goatfish (general term) konafnako.
fish sp. Goatfish (Goldband, Blackstriped,

Yellowbanded) sus
mraknaniu.

fish sp. Gobies orpak.
fish sp. Grouper paupal.
fish sp. Groupers kom.
fish sp. Hawkfishes tafut.
fish sp. Humpback grouper sasu.
fish sp. Indo-Pacific bonefish marikwi.
fish sp. Indo-Pacific Tarpon napelial.
fish sp. Insular halfbeak ntau.
fish sp. Large-scaled leatherjacket fumos.
fish sp. Lesson's Sweetlips sasupra.
fish sp. Lion fish naik man.
fish sp. Mangrove jack. fuknra.
fish sp. Monocle breams and Spinecheeks

wanar.
fish sp. Mullet polfai.
fish sp. Nebulous wrasse. lao ki nasusu.
fish sp. Needlefish, Halfbeaks nanr.
fish sp. Orangespine unicornfish us.
fish sp. Parrotfishes nuo.
fish sp. Peppered rabbitfish or Coral

rabbitfish tofkas.
fish sp. Porcupinefishes pka.
fish sp. Pufferfish punopun.
fish sp. Puffers, e.g. Guineafowl puffer, Star

puffer (but see also pnopun)
pakosgal.

fish sp. Red snapper fuknra.
fish sp. Reef needlefish, garfish, red mouth

totogmal.
fish sp. Remoras naik taos.
fish sp. Sandperch lao.
fish sp. sardine, herring, sprat napel.
fish sp. Scorpionfishes fti.
fish sp. Sea horse os nintas.
fish sp. Short dragonfish, flatheads nuasa.
fish sp. Silver pompano nason.
fish sp. Slipmouth maur.
fish sp. small fish maper.
fish sp. Small white fish laorpek.
fish sp. Snapper (with black dot on side)

pao malagot.
fish sp. Soldierfish ntai.
fish sp. Spengler's Mactra kaluspam.
fish sp. Spotted halfbeak snom.
fish sp. Squirrelfish sreniu.

fish sp. Squirrelfish (Threespot squirrelfish
and similar) trakap.

fish sp. Starck's demoiselle or Blackvent
damsel tametpel.

fish sp. Striped mackerel aslel.
fish sp. Striped surgeonfish, also Sohal

surgeonfish rom.
fish sp. strongskin dark coloured fumos.
fish sp. Surgeonfish sp, including

White-freckled, Lieutenant,
Striped bristletooth, Twospot
bristletooth. parsor.

fish sp. Surgeonfishes taligme.
fish sp. Triggerfishes (general), but see also

fumor, fu parpor.
fish sp. tuna, Dogtooth tuna planr.
fish sp. Twinspot snapper fuknra.
fish sp. Vermiculate rabbitfish fser.
fish sp. Wrasses patru.
fish sp. Yellowstripe goatfish, Yellowfin

goatfish. sus.
fish sp.Jacks and Trevallys. kaitao.
fish using poison pun.
Fistularia commersonii pagpag.
five lim.
Flagellaria spp. nala.
flat matit .
flat country naten.
flatten wol.
flesh nafenga; nafsik.
flick sif.
float mel; sal.
flood me.
flow ser.
flower fum; nafum; pontekon.
fly lag; nrir.
fly magically perik.
flying fox mantu.
foam nlatlat.
fog nmaf.
follow kop ; nrokos; taos ; ur; us.
food nafnag.
food made from manioc napenr.
fool pol.
foolish pautik.
foot natu.
footprint namlenatu.
for reki .
for good termau.
for no reason tepalpal, see: pal.
forearm nmalnar.
forehead nrae .
foreign nasap.
forget metpakor.
forgive nrat .
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fork in the road napu toran.
forked piece of wood nsag.
four pat.
fourth kafat, see: pat.
fowl to.
freshwater eel mra ni nai, see: mra.
Friday aliat pot.
friend asel.
fright krokur.
frighten sinrakat.
frizzy (hair) tpak.

front napei.
front of the body nal.
froth latlat.
fruit nua.
fruit fly natmat.
fuck, have sex with polsa .
full mouth topup.
fungus ntalig.
future matol .

G  -  g

gale nlag kerkerai, see: nlag.
gall bladder ulikokon.
Gallicolumba bacarii solomonensis sfiu.
Gallirallus philippensis plak.
game nameswen.
gap nmaota, see: nmaota.
Garcinia pseudoguttifera mpakur ni eut,

see: mpakur.
garden talmat.
gargle pupu.
Garuga floribunda namalmil; nmalmil.
gecko ofag.
Gekkonidae spp ofag.
genitals nlas.
germinated coconut klat.
germinating seed sirsir .
get someone pare.
Ghost crab kap.
giant mau.
gift naftuan.
giggle mtamurmur, see: mur.
gill napraksa.
girl limtak; tesa nmatu.
give pkal; tu; ptu, see: tu.
give a gift in return for a gift brought (for

example to a wedding) siriu.
give birth psol; tiparu.
glare sulkor.
glide ter.
Glochidion ramiflorum tapmarin.
go pa.
go around userek.
go quickly fu.
go to:R pak.
goat nanan.
Gobiidae orpak.
God atua.
Gomphosus varius taktak.
good wi.
gorge nsan.
gossip ftil.

go.to pareki.
gouge lao .
grab kasar.
grab, wrestle fsar.
grandchild sul.
grandfather apu.
grandmother ati.
Graptophyllum spp namles.
grass namnam.
grass skirt malamal; namaser.
grasshopper sos.
grate ma; trai.
grate roasted yam and taro skin nao.
grater fatma; naures; skitrai.
grave emat, see: mat.
grave, cemetary emat.
gravel nakir .
great grandchild sul karu, see: sul.
great grandfather apu motu.
great grandmother ati motu.
greedy mut.
green ksakes.
green leaves for covering laplap nteu.
Green-winged ground dove tokape.
grey karo.
Grey fantail takerker.
grind katporpres npatin, see: kat;

walsem.
grind one's teeth, also a sign of anger kat

soksok npatin, see: kat.
groan nrig.
grope toto.
ground ntan.
group mana ; nafet; talpuk.
Grouper pautop.
Groupers kom.
grow ptom.
grow into maf.
growl fuswer; fuswer; nrig.
grunt gor ; oror.
guard telekor.
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guava kuyaf.
Guettarda speciosa nfan.
Guildfordia triumphans papa.
gum nagal.
gun sisi.

gut, a part of the guts that looks like a dog's
tongue namenkori.

guts nmarit.
Gymnosarda unicolor planr.
Gymnothorax javanicus mra nmap.
Gyrocarpus americanus napuk.

H  -  h

HAB to, see: to.
habit sup.
Haemulidae sasu.
hair nal.
hairy ululu.
half pok.
half dry maus.
half ripe mampok.
Halichoeres nebulosus lao ki nasusu.
halo tamas.
hammerhead shark pakofai.
hammock nmak.
handle nfer; nkar.
hang liksal; sal; ser.
happy semsem.
harbour nuof.
hard kerkerai .
hard food proro.
harvest mtal; namas.
hat pulpau.
hatch tafafu.
have piatlak.
hawk mal.
hawk, eagle (strong one) mankerkrai.
head npau; pau .
headstrong talgolig.
healer kulru; munwei.
healthy mol .
heap tapou.
hear nrog.
heart nam.
heart of pimple or boil npat .
heartwood naplau nkas, see: naplau; nator.
heat nrag; tortor .
heaven elagsau.
heavy mten.
heavy rain us walep, see: us.
Hebrew Cone tilmar.
heel namel natu; ntaknatu.
Heliconia indica nrau.
hell nafanu sa, see: nafanu.
help welu.
helper, chief's assistant ataf.
Hemiramphus far snom.
Hemirhamphidae, Belonidae nanr.

hen to nmatu, see: to.
here kia; sa.
Heritiera littoralis nemapmap.
Hermit crab katom; katpar.
Hernandia nymphaeifolia, Hernandia peltata

naipir.
heron of.
hesit na.
hesitate sul.
hibiscus napkal.
Hibiscus rosa-sinensis napkal.
Hibiscus tilaceus naplel.
hiccup maser.
hide kus; kuskor; paikor; srakor.
hide, to keep secret psakor.
high elag.
high tide tposok.
hill ntaf.
hip ntaprai.
Hippocampus os nintas.
Hippopus hippopus lisan .
hit tup ; wat.
hither mai.
Hog plum tree nmal.
hold kel; kut; pu ; puetsok .
hold a mat flat mpasok.
hold between one's teeth katsok.
hold firmly satsok.
hold tight sarsok.
hole luk; namor; nfal.
hole drilled in the side of canoe nametfau.
Holocentridae ntai; sreniu; trakap.
Holothuriidae litot.
Homolanthus nutans nareo.
Honeyeater alak.
honour paketan.
hop tigtig.
horizon ntalfen .
horn supsup .
horn (of cow) npat .
hospital esum ni temsak, see: nasum.
hot ftin .
hour mal ses , see: mal.
house nasum; sum.
how tfale.
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how much kefi.
hug sarti; silf; sog.
hug, hold against the chest, like a child

tasok.
humble, be humble paketan.
hundred tifli iskei.
hungry ptol.

hunt mol; plakori.
hurry trapelpel, see: pelpel.
husband marik.
husk kat naniu, see: kat; naun; tak.
hut kof.
Hyporhamphus affinis ntau.

I  -  i

identify letae .
idol, image, tamtam natap.
ignore maltotae; sertepal; sigpir.
imagine mroperkati.
Imbricaria olivaeformis soptao.
imitate pregwel.
in turn mer.
increase pakelag; sak, see: sak.
Incubator bird mlau.
Indian Mulberry nakur.
individual sikskei.
Inocarpus fagifer nmak.
insect man seserik; matuktukurik.
insect, stick insect srak.
inside emrom; nal; naplau.
inside leg nak.
inside of the mouth naw.

insult pes sa, see: pes.
intensifier pe.
interested pko.
intestines senae.
Intsia bijuga nakmou.
investigate pespot.
invitation nato.
Ipomoea batatas kumol.
iron patfat; ter.
island naur.
island cabbage altuk.
Island Teak tree nakmou.
Island Walnut tree namir.
itch karkar; namkalkal, see:

mukalkal.
itch, be itchy mukalkal.

J  -  j

jaw nas.
jaw harp susa.
jealous, be fetkasu.
jelly-fish karkor.
job nawesien.
joint sger.
joke pes fkar, see: pes.
juice nasun.

jump sok .
jump around skasok.
jump out of the way of something talof.
jump over nrilkau; soklkau.
jungle namlaskos.
just nrus; trau .

K  -  k

kava nmalok.
kick pi ; tak.
kidney watiam.
kill krakpun; pkapun; watpun.
king tide tasur.
Kingfisher sik; tef.
Kleinhovia hospita namatal.
knee naput.
knee cap kaifar.
kneel tapetu.
knife masmes.
knock tmotum.

knock away npasil.
knot klop.
knot (in wood) napkun.
know tae.
knowing mram .
knowledge nametmatuan, see: metmatu;

ntaewen.
Kuhliidae tur.
kumala kumol.
Kyphosidae wakmakur.
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L  -  l

labour nakerkraian, see: kerkerai;
nawesien.

Labridae patru.
Lachmera incana alak.
lad naturiai.
land sak.
language nafsan .
lantana latana.
laplap kapu.
last mlap; nenpa.
Laticauda colubrina takuer.
laugh mur; tiel.
lavalava nanrepnrep.
lay en.
lay down entan.
lazy ntawotmal.
lead pei .
leader naot.
leader, head of group pau .
leaf namrom; naul.
leaf fall nru.
leaf, laplap leaf nrau.
leak tur.
lean tap; tapiak ; tip .
leap sok .
learn faitau.
leave tao .
left maur.
left side nmaur.
leftover food kotfak.
Leiognathidae maur.
lemongrass nariu.
length naframwen, see: pram.
Lethrinidae nametfai; nsul.
Lethrinus olivaceus nsulnkanrpram.
Lethrinus spp. warof.
Leucaena leucocephala parik.
liar natamol psir.
lick limnai.
lid npakor.
lie psir; tepsir, see: psir.
life namolien.
lift up kaflag; nrakat.

light namrem; salsal.
light, as of fire sor.
light, lamp nasul .
lightning napil.
light-skin kulmer.
like taos ; taos, see: taos; wel.
like.that tefla.
limp pasa.
line up tefra.
lips nasok nkanr.
liquid naf.
listen nrog; takinrog.
live mol .
liver ntankep.
lizard plakes; sulprog; uti; utikaro.
load tatu.
lobster ur.
log namal nkas.
loincloth pisplolo.
long pram.
long time twei.
long.ago nrakpei.
look le; lek, see: le; wor.
look after mtatak.
look at lemis.
look for lel.
look for something puser.
look from the side nremet.
look up malosak.
Looking-glass tree nemapmap.
looks trau .
loose woman nmatu ni napu.
Lopha cristagalli nraglaion.
Lorikeet (Green palm and Rainbow) sfir.
lost, be pitar.
louse kut.
love nrom.
low paketan .
low tide mat.
lung nam.
Lutjanidae fuknra; pao malagot.

M  -  m

Macropygia ??? man naplo.
Macropygia mackinlayi wasau.
Mactra ornata kaisur.
mad kanin.
magician munwei.

make preg; tue.
make a noise with your mouth to call

smol.
make a sign with the hand pul.
make noise krakpes.
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make.good pta.
male nanwei.
male name marker kalo.
Malopia scondens naisig.
man kano; nanwei.
man! nkis.
mango magko.
mangrove maurkat.
mangrove (generic) natog.
Manihot esculenta maniot.
manioc, cassava maniot.
Manta birostris roktar.
Mantis shrimps pismalit.
many lap.
mark rythm ferfer.
marked fuet.
marked by insect bites fkofuk.
marriage nlakwen, see: lak.
married lak.
marry ptour; taulu; tousok.
mash krakfufu.
mast of sailing canoe natir.
masturbate fisfis .
mat mit; patlep; raolae; tefkau.
match mases.
material, piece of material gaf .
maternal aunt iak.
may fla.
meaning napet; npet.
measure ton.
meat napkas; tekatpi.
medecine nalkis.
mediate maomao .
meet patlas; saisei; seltra; tatur.
Megalops cyprinoides napelial.
Megapodius freycinet mlau.
melt ser.
men's house efare .
messenger nafkou.
messy hair sikskar.
metre gaf .
Metroxylon warburgi rowat.
Mictyris sp. pilpuk.
midday aliat motu, see: aliat.

middle maloput.
middle of a mat, where the two parts join

kispuen.
middle toe kinliu .
midrif ntafat.
Milkwood Tree tree mpal.
million mantaparpar; ponti.
Mimosa pudica metmatur.
Mimusops elengi napumalom.
miss krakpel; kraksmanr; sraf; sursap.
mistake sap.
mister marik .
mix srafnoi.
Monacanthidae pnopun.
Monday aliat pei.
money fat ; mane.
month atlag.
month after next month atlag karu.
moon atlag.
moray eel mra ni ntas, see: mra.
Morinda citrifolia nakur.
morning pulpog.
morning star masei lep ni pulpog, see: masei.
mosquito katnam.
moss nalomlom.
mother iak; mama; rait.
mountain ntaf.
mourn tag.
mourner lagarof.
mourning pakmalep; palkias.
mouse kusu.
moustache nal; wasket.
mouth nakanr.
mouth organ nau .
move folfol; nrus.
mud nlel.
Mugilidae polfai.
Mullidae konafnako; sus.
Murex pecten nuanagmos.
must mas.
Mynah bird kipui.
Myristica fatua nra.

N  -  n

naflak nmal .
nail nrpasok; teplasnak.
Nakavika nkafik.
naked karo usrek; pu.
name nagi; sos .
Name of a constellation. um .
namele namel.
nape of neck (his) natunr.

Naso lituratus us.
Naso tuberosus naum.
Naso unicornis raeru; reru.
Naticidae neslu.
nation nalauna.
nation, team, group of people wal.
Nautilidae.. panuk.
Nautilus panuk.
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navara nfar.
navel napot.
navele nafil.
nearly ripe arum; mamis.
neck nanu.
necklace nkaso.
NEG2 mau.
Neisosperma oppositifolia nfato.
Neisosperma sp.? nafarifa.
Nemipteridae wanar.
Nerita costata seskanrpon.
Neritidae ses.
nest nuk.
net tarag.
new foum.
New Guinea Rosewood tree nagrof.
new month atlag faum.
news nanrognrogon.
next nentu.

night pog.
nine lfot.
ninth kilfot, see: lfot.
no tik.
noise a devil makes when talking mla .
noise of two trees rubbing together wor.
noise of water nres.
noisy pier; tarpotik.
none tasak.
north naweskin katol.
nose nagor .
not ta.
not know supneki.
not want mal.
nothing masmas.
now malfanen.
numb mer.

O  -  o

obey paketan.
observe palkor.
observe five days after death malep.
obstruct laokor.
ocean namos.
Octopodidae wit.
octopus wit.
Ocypode cerathopthalma kap.
of ni ; teni.
of it knen.
oily liquid in a germinated coconut nrap.
ok nta.
old motu.
old age nafitiawian.
old person kapuer.
Olividae olif.
omen nafeifeien.
on one's back, be tralosak.
one skei .
only mas.
open maf; mag; pelgat ; plag.

opened coconut from which one has taken
the navara teplas.

Ophidiasteridae tamra.
Ophiothrix purpurea wit ni to, see: wit.
opinion nalelewen.
or ko.
orange mnamon pok; mol.
orphan mtapes.
Orthoptera spp sos.
Oryza sativa atol kanr.
Ostraciidae, Tetraodontidae mateu.
other karu; pet; ptae.
otherwise ifmertik.
otitis talig ftin.
outrigger of canoe nsem.
outrigger rolling over pi .
outside ektem.
oven um .
Ovulidae pultau.
owl mlaperik; mlapwas; sokfal.

P  -  p

Pachycephala pectoralis chlosurs ?
mantilsei.

pack up pai.
packet gaf .
packet of mats gafgef.
paddle nawes; palus; sek; suar.
page of a book napel.
paint ntae.

palmtree nipu.
pan flute nau .
pandanus naki; nfak; nparom.
Pandanus dubius ? nfak.
Pandanus tectorius ? naki.
Pangium edule wair .
paper natus.
Parribacus caledonicus pepep.
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parry, block kor.
parts nfasu.
pass tol.
pass through skatur.
Passiflora foetida krusperi.
passionfruit pasprut.
pat, console nrepnrpag.
pawpaw les.
pay pakot.
payment nfakoton, see: pakot.
peace ntmat; tmat .
pearl, bead nanu.
Pediculidae... kut.
peel mul ; plik.
peep mak.
peg lak.
penis naut; ola ; polpol koplog.
people namer.
permanently termau.
Persea americana afoka.
person natamol.
petanque petog.
phlegm nrafi.
photo nan .
photo album tus ni telomlom, see: telomlom.
pick fruit lei.
pick pandanus leaves far.
picture tipot.
piece koteu; nmasil.
pierce (an abcess) pregfu.
pierce boil supfu, see: sup.
pig inror; wak.
pig, female pig which has no piglets

konrkai.
pig fence elkao.
pigeon mapul; mapul ni ntaf, see:

mapul.
piled liu.
pillow naulum.
pinch kin.
Pinctada margaritifera flefil.
pineapple laufal.
Pinguipedidae lao.
pink mles.
Pinna bicolor nlae.
Piper methysticum nmalok.
Pipturus argenteus namamao; nanrma.
Pisonia umbellifera napukmokul.
piss mem.
place esan; namle; naor.
Planchonella grayana naklak.
plane tastes.
plank pras.
plant lao ; natpaupis; nfa.
plant just before buds mormrom.

plant sp. nafnag ni afsak; nafrofursa;
namgar; namles; napupus;
natpolnra; palsmin; tatakal;
tataras.

plant sp., bougainvillea anisakel.
plant sp. Staghorn lipeslilip.
plant sp. wild arrowroot namkanr.
plantation nanrup.
plate nrali; slo.
platform between canoe and outrigger

nafetfet .
play mes; siksik.
Plectorhinchus lessonii sasupra.
plot naroi.
Plotosidae, Ophidiidae kapo.
pluck put.
point, cape nagis.
point, show by finger tma.
pointed, to be pointed, to be a summit,

pointed top of something, like
a hill or a roof fsup.

poisoned mam.
poisoning, food poisoning namamwen.
poke lul.
poke a hole pkasai.
poke the fire sai suek, see: sai.
pole natik; npou; nsik.
poles nakik.
Polipcias spp naulalas.
Polyplacophora tmanruk .
Pomacanthidae maperiat.
Pomacentridae naik nrimen; piam.
Pometia pinnata nta.
poor faria.
Porphiryo porphyrio samoensis tapes.
posts holding up a house nkas slasol.
pot poler.
pound laosok.
pour lig; lup; pi.
praise srosro; suman .
pray lot; tafesfes.
preach fnau.
pregnant flak; tien.
PREP ki.
prepare laplap puri.
present nanromien.
press kis .
Priacanthus mauracanthus naikmetpuk.
prickle nais .
prisoner manmun.
PROG to, see: to.
prop tup.
property napumas.
prostitute nmatu ni napu.
proud lagi; pop pak elag, see: pop.
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prow of a canoe nako .
prune pul.
Psidium guajava kuyaf.
Pteria avicula rum.
Pteriidae tor.
Pterocarpus indicus nagrof.
Pterois spp naik man.
Ptilinopus greyii sunra.
Ptilinopus tannensis mlato.
pubic cover nafon.
pubic hair nrau.
pudding napos; woi.
puddle napei luk.
puddle of water nop.
pull pu ; puet; tkau.
pull a banana safei.
pull out mok.

pull the head back, to duck sul.
pull your legs back wolul.
pumice naf; nap.
punch ftup .
puncture pofu.
punishment suptap.
pus naupo.
push sai; tip ; tof.
push away tgof.
pussy eyes metmat.
put pus.
put meat on laplap tanum.
put something into a container tir.
put wood in fire suek.
Puzzle Tree tree namatal.

Q  -  q

quickly pelpel. quiet mailum ; pnut ; pop pak etan,
see: pop.

R  -  r

rabbitfish smos.
Rail plak.
rain us.
rainbow tuput.
raindrop naturmos.
raise sik.
rake nkur .
Rastrelliger kanagurta aslel.
rat kusu.
rattle wair .
raw met .
ray, eagle ray fai swar.
ray sp. Dark ray takuer.
ray sp. Devil ray fai mantu.
ray sp. Giant reef ray pakokapo.
Ray sp., Manta ray roktar.
ray, spotted eagle ray fai pog.
ray, stingray fai.
read fe; fef, see: fe.
realise letae .
really maumau.
recognise mrotae; nrogtae.
red miel.
red dirt nmakoran.
Red-bellied fruit dove sunra.
reed nasul .
reef nskau.
Reef crab ntame; polul.

REFL tmo.
REL kin, see: kin.
remember mroperkati.
remove saulu.
replace surwel.
reply wes.
respect nfaketanwen; paketan.
rest marmar.
restless, can't stop quiet tkarkar.
return ler.
revolver sisi ses, see: sisi.
rib nafinr.
rice atol kanr.
rich soklep.
riddle fag.
ridge-cap of a roof nfat.
rifle sisi pur, see: sisi.
right matu.
right handed armatu.
right side nmatu.
ring ki; nrafkor.
ringworm nan.
rinse moltao; pnol.
ripe matu.
ripe, to be mam.
rise (star) sok .
river naiser; naum.
river bed nsel nai.
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river eel takto.
road napu.
roast meat kof.
Robin susu natog.
rock nasitafra; nparfat.
rocks parfat.
roll mlil; taltel.
roll fibre lul.
roll up fif.
roof nasu.
rooster tkas.
root nako.
root, tap root, sucker naser .
rope nmarit; ntuk.
Rosewood tree namok.

rotten wood mtet.
rotten yam nsat nawi.
rough liuliu.
roughly mana .
round, perfect manopnop.
route slaor.
row kau.
rub folfolmak ; lofir; selsel.
rubbish etak; namtamot ; nasoksok.
rudder sman.
rule mermer; mrag.
run fit.
rust namiel.

S  -  s

sad nrogtesa .
sago palm rowat.
sail nlae .
sail-like objects nlae .
saliva, dribble nati .
saltwater ntas.
saltwater eel takto ninai ; nmra, see: takto.
same pitkaskei .
sand nawen.
sandalwood makos.
Santalum austrocaledonicum makos.
sap nati ; nato.
Saturday aliat toknak.
saw mas .
sawdust namtamot .
say na; til.
scab kafrag.
scale lag; nalag, see: lag.
scar kapil.
scared, be scared mtak.
scared, to be scared plak.
Scaridae nuo.
scatter frafer.
Scissodesma spengleri kaluspam.
scold nrpei.
Scombridae spp. napum.
scoop wasir.
Scorpaenidae fti; ftir.
scratch skarskar.
scratch, grate, peel kar.
scratched mtastes.
scream pir.
scrub nafrofur; sor.
sea elau.
sea cucumber naplai pako.
sea- snake, black and white takuer.
sea urchin nalwaniksu; somkol.

seagrass nariuriu.
search kafkaf.
seat laolao; nkasakien.
seat of canoe nafetfet .
seaweed naulum ni afsak.
second, other karu, see: nru.
second toe kintapul .
section malmal.
seed npat .
seems trau .
segment, as found in a pawpaw namtel.
select nras.
selfish katpo; metmakur.
sell sor.
Semecarpus vitiensis nlas.
semen nai tar.
send tpek; tupek.
send message tpolu.
sensitive grass metmatur.
separate pamaot.
separate (to make a path) kaftal.
Serranidae af; paupal.
set mtar.
seven laru.
seventh klaru, see: laru.
sew tur .
shade, shadow mel.
shadow nan .
shake farfar; liglig; nrur; sekska.
shake hands talof.
shake out folfolmak .
shame malier.
share ptae .
share, half nakon.
share out pot.
shark pako.
sharp mukal.
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sharpen mama; pkal.
shave, plane (wood) tas.
shell pur.
shell cover ntapukor.
shellfish fleslu; sago.
Shellfish sp. ses.
shellfish sp. kareo; konr; papa; tetrasfiu.
shellfish sp. Bicolor Pen Shell nlae.
shellfish sp. Black Wing Oyster rum.
shellfish sp. Cock's-comb Oyster

nraglaion.
shellfish sp. Conch memelim.
shellfish sp. Costate Nerite seskanrpon.
shellfish sp. cowrie shell, general term pul.
shellfish sp. general term for Conchs

klet.
shellfish sp. Horse Conch (general term)

paseo.
shellfish sp. kind of Turbo al.
shellfish sp. Moon shells (general term)

neslu.
shellfish sp. Nerites ses.
shellfish sp. (no poison) fakfak.
shellfish sp. Olives (general term) olif.
shellfish sp. Ornate Mactra kaisur.
shellfish sp. Ovulas (general term) pultau.
shellfish sp. Pearl Oyster flefil.
shellfish sp. Pearl Oyster (general term) tor.
shellfish sp., small shells like Olive-shaped

Imbricaria soptao.
shellfish sp. Strawberry Conch nmer.
shellfish sp. Tritons (general term) pupu.
shellfish sp. Tuberose Rock-shell

mpauwak.
shellfish sp. Turritellas (general term) sil.
shellfish sp. Venus Comb Murex

nuanagmos.
shellfish sp. Virgate Tellin kaiwi.
shelter pel.
shelter for seedling yams wenr .
shield tekor.
shin nraenatu.
shine nrernrer; talag.
ship raru.
shit ntae; suer.
shoot si, see: si; sisi .
shoot (arrow) tup .
shore eut.
short mit.
short.time malfa.
shoulder npam.
shoulderblade etan npam, see: npam.
shout kol.
show pei.

show something you are proud of fainte;
fekfek.

shrimps nmakou.
shrink kuk.
sick msak.
sick, deformed sasan.
sickness namsaki.
side mpar ; nanre; naper.
side of a canoe ekate.
side of canoe esem.
side of face mpar .
Siderea grisea tagiter.
Siganidae fser; smos; tof; tofkas.
silly nrotik.
sin tapar.
sing lag.
sink mor.
sister kor; tet.
sisters, group of sisters tmakoren.
sit sak; totan.
six lates.
sixth klates, see: lates.
skilful arleg.
skin namul; nasok.
skin disorder nalepleptau.
skin of a person nakul.
skin sickness kulsa.
skinny mokur.
skirt nasieg.
skull les npaun, see: npau.
sky nmalfa; nsau.
slap nrpag; smanr.
slaughter paumra.
slave nafit.
sleep matur.
sleep badly enflos.
sleep on ensok.
sleep on the side entak.
sleepy metmatur.
slingshot sifsif.
slip kursmanr; masrot; soksmanr.
slip, drag tos.
slipper lobster pepep.
slippery masenrsenr.
slitgong nape.
slough mul .
slow frak; mailum .
small rik; ses; seserik.
small baby tetau.
small bush naulalas.
smell mar ; napo; nasi; nrog napo, see:

nrog.
smile mur.
smile a little mtamurmur, see: mur.
smoke nuasog; suekor.
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smooth mal; matit .
snake mat.
snare nlik .
sneeze metu.
sniff sunref.
snore gor .
snot nrafi.
so gawankia; tkanwan.
soft mailum ; nakof.
soft coral (some is edible) nakirles.
soften something in the fire sulsul.
Soldier crab pilpuk.
some tete.
someone nat.
somersault nreapis.
something namrun.
something beautiful nalewen wi.
'something like that' nsfen.
song nalag.
sore fag; nfag, see: fag; ptin; sestau.
sores lakle; lot; nason.
sorry sraletu .
soul nat.
sour mlatkon.
soursop katnrap.
south naweskin kafat.
sow klet; sirsir .
space nmalfa.
spark naltelit.
spear lao ; ola .
spear with one tip ola nuol.
spear with three tips ola ntu.
spear, women's spear kalsiu.
speargrass nasulop.
speed nrogtor.
Sphyraenidae menal.
spicy, to be fket.
spider kalum.
spider web nalapul.
spilled malig.
spin fif; lefek ; tilmar.
spinal column mra napu.
spine supsup .
spirit lisepsep; marik ; mtulep ; naten;

natopu; pop.
spit tanu; ntanu, see: tanu.
spit out lai.
splash, throw water onto something saprei.
spleen nafet.
split pkafu; tikfu.
spoil polsa ; pregsa.
spoiled pkot.
Spondias dulcis, S. cythera, S. edulis

nmal.
spread apart talel.

spring namet nai.
squeeze mol.
squid walu.
squint le sulsul.
squirt, spit ptur.
stab and break suprai.
stab with something sharp sup.
stake nkaspau.
stalk of coconut napirkit.
stand tuleg.
stand firm laosok.
stand, hands held behind the back pawer.
stand on and break kampor.
stand up lao .
star masei.
stare mag.
starfish tamra.
start pes.
stay tau; to.
stay for the whole day tual.
steal pnak.
steam tortor .
steer tapol; tlei; wal.
stem naftog; nlak.
step over palkau.
Sterculia banksiana nkaukofua.
Sterculia tannensis naselslam.
stick kalsar; nra nkas ; tman.
stick, digging stick kal.
still ta.
sting tnus.
stir tanre.
stomach plolep.
Stomatopoda pismalit.
stone fat ; fatsal.
stone arrangement potut .
stone for sharpening blades fatmama.
stone used for cooking in a ground oven

lelep.
Stonefish ftir.
stop pnut .
stop someone doing something tpokor.
store sto .
storm nlagwat, see: nlag.
story nafsan ; natrauswen.
straight leg.
strain nroi.
stranger to this country nasap.
stretch tia .
string, twine nmae.
strip bark mul .
Strombidae klet.
Strombidae, Strombus gibberulus gibbosus

(?) kareo.
Strombus.... konr.
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Strombus decorus decorus, Conidae
memelim.

Strombus luhuanus nmer.
strong kerkerai .
strong man matoktok.
Strongylura incisa totogmal.
stuck, be stuck kon.
stuck, closed par.
stupid mtafus.
suck kom; puet; srof; tom.
suck at the breast sus.
suckle mimi.
sugarcane (sp.) kram pog; kram teu.
sugarcane sp. nafakton; naprai ; trares.
suicide tmen krakpni, see: krakpun.
Sula leucogaster plotus mantas.
sun al.
Sunday aliat tap.

sunset al imtar, see: al.
Sus scrota pwok; wak.
swallow tnol.
swamphen tapes.
sweat maon; nmaono.
sweep mas; ser.
sweet kakas.
swell napiau; puk ; top .
Swift kapkap.
swim waf.
swim under water mon.
swing sal.
sword lof.
Synapta maculata naplai pako.
Syzygium clusiaefolium nkafikmil.
Syzygium malaccense nkafik.
Syzygium richii nasukefik.

T  -  t

table laolao.
taboo pel; tap.
Taeniura lymma fai kul.
Taeniura melanospilos pakokapo.
tail (of an animal) napu.
tail (of fish) namel.
take lei; msag; tkar; wes.
take a photo lom.
take, carry puet.
take hot rocks out of the fire nrak.
take off walu.
take out by stabbing (eg the head of a boil)

suplu, see: sup.
take out flesh of coconut, also surlua sur.
take rocks from the fire with tongs kamti.
take water (boat) parut.
talk pes; puserek.
talk to pestaf.
tall pram.
tame maomao .
taro ntal.
taro sp. nafi.
tassle or special weaving nagor .
taste katnrog.
taste a drink minrog.
taste food pamnrog.
tatoo wamos.
Taun tree nta.
teach plaksok; tafnau.
teacher teplaksok, see: plaksok.
tears naromet.
tell nrik; traus.
Tellina virgata kaiwi.
tempt toknak.

ten ralim.
tentacle, octopus arm nlap.
Terminalia catappa ntali.
Terminalia samoensis ntalitas.
Terminalia sepicana ntalimil.
Terminalia sepicona nat.
termite-like grub ofet.
testicles molmol; pol; pura.
Tetaodontidae pakosgal.
Tetrodontidae punopun.
Thais bitubercularis mpauwak.
thanks psawi; suman ; ta.
that nen.
that, near addressee tego.
that one tenen.
thatch namtampe.
their gar ; negar .
them gir; wer.
then kai; malfane.
there sago; san; sanie; sanpe.
thick matol.
thigh nmao.
thin mrara.
thing nmatun.
think mro.
thinking namroan.
third katol, see: tol.
thirsty, be thirsty manreu.
this ne.
thither pa, see: pa.
thousand pon.
three tol.
throat nkasapo.
through totur .
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throw nep; sok; ter.
throw a small piece of wood pi.
throwing wood npip.
thumb kinlep.
thunder tfa.
Thursday aliat ftoumlap.
thus welkia.
tickle kirkis.
tickle quickly kistup.
tide nar.
tide starting to come in nasusu.
tide, to be high, of the tide mu.
tie motsok; sapel ; saple ; spil, see:

spil.
tie a loop failuk.
tie, braid, arrange your hair pir.
tie knot tut.
tiger shark pakofam.
time mal ; nrak.
tiny sespal.
tip toes mletik.
tired maos.
tiredness maos.
to pak, see: pak.
to be shut pon .
today mes.
toe kinrik ; nakin.
together lia; ponpon.
toilet etak.
tomorrow matol .
tongs nkem .
tongue namen.
tool surosur.
tooth npat ; wos.
toothless golgol.
top pau .
top of tree or plant naur.
top stones of an oven fat ni um, see: fat.
topless karo.
touch tkal.
toy tepsirsir.
Trachinotus blochii nason.
track nalof; us.
trap mrakor.
trap fish by encircling them pakot.
tree nkas; nmar.
tree, 'false Tamanu' mpakur ni eut, see:

mpakur.
tree, Hibiscus naplel.
tree, Island Walnut namir.
tree, Java Cedar nkok.
tree, Natapoa ntalitas.
tree, seeds of fruit are roasted and eaten

naselslam.
tree, Sheoak nar.

tree sp. faresor; nafanu; nafarifa;
nafenu; nafiefi; nafilsanr; nagi;
nagitpar; nainom; nakfakof;
nakmau; nalik; nalo; namalmil;
namermra; nametal; namir ni
eut; namos; namou; namtagot;
namtamiel; nanra; nanrma;
nanrmanipun; nanumtapes; nap;
napes; napukmokul; napukror;
napumalom; nareo; narka;
naswaf; nat; natot; natpaupis;
natret; natu; nfa; nfan;
nkafikmil; nkaspo; nkaukofua;
nlas; nmariwenr; nraopet; nser;
pines; tapir; tapmarin.

tree sp. African tulip nrar.
tree sp. Comb tree naklak.
tree sp. Namalaus nmalmil.
tree sp. Pawpaw leskes.
tree sp. Wild Nakavika nasukefik.
tree sp. 'wud blong Santo' namamao.
tree species, Whitewood, napuk.
tree, Tahitian chestnut nmak.
tree, Tamanu mpakur ni elau, see: mpakur.
tree with fruit nfato.
tree, with hard nut seeds napa.
Trichoglossus haematodus sfir.
Tridacnidae, Mitridae kram.
trip tak ; takau.
triton sago.
trochus arkau.
trouble nanrogtesan.
true mori.
truly perkat.
trunk nlak.
truth nalenan.
try pregnrog.
try clothes kalnrog.
tube of bamboo (for carrying water)

kanrsip.
tuber naknot.
Tuesday aliat karu.
Turbo chryostomus, petholatus al.
Turbo shell fnagot.
turn nanre; nre; plor; tare; tia .
turn a page pelgat .
turn inside-out lumnria.
turn on a switch pelgat .
turn on (lamp) kis .
turn your back on someone totoluk.
Turritellidae sil.
turtle afsak.
turtle shell lel.
tusk npatwak, see: npat.
twenty ralim inru, see: ralim.
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twigs nragnrag.
twin natran.
twirl fulful, see: pul.
twirl (sling), throw a net pul.
twist fif.
twisted flos.

twister, whirly wind tafif nlag, see: tafif.
two karu; nra; nru.
type nametrau .
Tyto alba sokfal.

U  -  u

umbrella sulok.
unable kano.
unafraid of, be fiar.
uncle alu; awo.
unconscious, be unconscious matmal.
uncountable man.
uncover pukos.
undercooked maspok.
underneath etan.
understand kraksok .

unfold pukos.
unripe met .
unroll lupir.
untie nrat; pres.
until mai ; panpan; tup .
Upeneus sus mraknaniu.
urinate, piss me, see: mem.
urine, piss name.

V  -  v

vagina kai ; lisan ; nlas ni nmatu, see:
nlas.

valley palo.
Vanuatu fruit dove mlato.
vatu fat .
vehicle loto; raru nintan, see: raru.
vein nua.
Veitchia spp nipu.
Veneridae kaipar.
verse namet nafsan.
very sa ; trau .

Vila sto .
village natokon.
vine laketik; mar; nala; nam; natiel;

natu; nkraful; nlaketik; nlakotao;
sumat.

vine sp. naliel; nmalmol; nmarit mat.
visit lemis; saof.
voice misleo; nale.
vomit lu.

W  -  w

waist nmal.
wait toreki.
wake pilo; pug.
wake up tokleg.
walk siwer.
walk crooked, stagger tartar.
walk in the bush lof.
walk on kam.
walk with legs apart papolplo.
wander sari.
want mur; na.
war nafkal.
warm oneself at a fire tlai.
warped teplag.
wart napus.
wash los; pnol; pnultao; prei ; preitao.
wash the face fanfan.
washstrake kortas.

wasp lit.
watch lekor.
watch over leperkat .
water nai.
Wattle tree nmariu.
wave nao; tapas.
weak mailum ; melmel.
wear of .
weather mal ses , see: mal.
weave lgaru; lgaskei; nraf; tiei.
weave, sew pau.
web nalapul.
webbed, of toes, fingers pon .
webbed toes pulsok.
wedge slei.
Wednesday alyat fnau.
week wik.
weigh down nepsok.
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weight namtenwen, see: mten.
well lak; luk.
west naweskin karu.
wet lom.
whale tafra .
wharf nuof.
what nafte.
when gas; sefmal.
where sap; swa.
which tfale.
while selwan.
whip fis; krip.
whirlpool tafif.
whisper tafusfusrek; talaklak.
whistle pen; safeu.
white tar.
who fei.
whole mau .
why iku.
wide polplo.
widow malep.
widower put.
wife mtulep .
wild mil.
wild berry krusperi.
wild cane naus.
wild fowl to mil, see: to.
wild kava nakser.
wild spiny yam talau.
wilful, strong head paukerkerai.
win pei .

wind lagsu; nlag; toklau.
window namet ses.
wine nai miel, see: nai kokon.
wing nafar.
wipe tuktau.
wise metmatu.
with plak; skot.
withdraw, pull back mosus.
withered matuktuk.
withhold information putmak.
woman servant tafin.
womb nal ni tesa.
wood shaving,wood chip nsem.
wood used by men to start fire namernra.
wood used by women to start fire

nmatupes.
work wes; weswes, see: wes.
work hard marak.
world emeromen.
worm aslot.
worry mroput.
wounded mankotik.
wrap a part of the body, as in wrapping a

scarf around the head ta.
wrap a piece of material around your waist,

for example a sarong parpar.
wreath takotpau.
wriggler fuknrei.
wring clothes plos.
write mtir.

X  -  x

Xanthidae ntame.
Xylocarpus granatum naplaso.

Y  -  y

yam nam; ros; sumkai; togtog.
yam, a strong yam napoi.
yam sp. nawi; nmal ; sak; talau;

togtogmit; toknimakil; wailu.
yam sp., red inside, sweet ara.
yam sp. spiky wild yam nayam.
yard elol.
yawn mla .
year ntau.

yellow mnamnon.
yes ore.
yesterday nanom.
yolk, egg-yolk nanrwor.
you gamus ; gik.
young fsofus.
young woman, virgin nmatuerik.

Z  -  z

Zosterops flavifrons topi.
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Appendix C List of speakers

Name Age when recorded Sex Initials used in thesis

Alban, Silas ~40 M SA

Albert, Kar ~45 M KA

Alfos, Frank 65 M FA

Andre, Russell 79 M AR

Arsen, Tim 8 M TA

Carlot, Binaues 50 F BC

Carlot, Gilou 24 M CG

Carlot, John 65 M JC

Iokopeth 48 F IM

Jinane 67 F JI

Josef, Metu 87 F MJ

Kalfabun, Sailas ~75 M SK

Kalfau, John 9 M JN

Kalkot, Malau 67 M MK

Kalman, Helen 7 F HK

Kalman, Petro 74 M PK

Kalmary, Toutuel Meriam ~79 F MT

Kalmer, Linuk 59 F LK

Kalmet, Nmak 56 M NK

Kalmet, Tim 44 M TK

Kalokis, Apet 30 M AK

Kalopog, Kali 75 M KK

Kalsarap, Endis 20 F EK

Kalsarap, Limaas 82 F LI

Kaltaf, Kaloros 66 M JK

Kaltapau, John ~75 M JJ

Lauto, Dick 63 M DL

Lauto, Harry 26 M HL

Mailei, Kalfapun 77 M KP

Maklen, John ~75 M JM

Milian, Limok ~65 F ML

Namaf, Kalsarap 90 M KN

Nawen, Kalsarur 32 M KRN

Takau, Harris 47 M HT

Takau, Toukelau 67 F TO

Taurua, Winnie 58 F WK

Tenene, Waia 82 M WT

Toufaakal 12 F TW

Waoute, Elsie 57 F EW
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Waoute, Patrick 27 M PW

Waoute, Roger 49 M RW

Wayane, Daisy 45 F DW

Wayane, Kalsakar 21 M KW

Wayane, Manuel ~42 M MW

Wayane, Nancy ~55 F NW

Wayane, William 47 M WW

Wisau, Kalokis 73 M CW

Zachri, George 49 M GZ

Zachri, Peter 21 M PZ
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Appendix D,  List of Texts

This list comprises names of texts extracted from field recordings, many of which were included in
the draft book of texts produced in 2000 for return to Erakor village and deposited with the Vanuatu

National Library (Thieberger 2000). The first twelve are interlinear versions of a previously

published set of stories. The rest of thetexts are monologic (with me as the primary inerolcutor often

providing feedback). Many more narratives and more naturalistic conversations (cf 98005A) and

public discourse in the context of a court hearing are included as unglossed transcripts of tapes,
especially tape 98016, and 98018.

Text number Title Speaker Story type Source

001 Adanman book Kastom Tesa! Mal

Natrausuen

002 Etpeniu book Kastom Tesa! Mal
Natrausuen

003 Mao inru book Kastom Tesa! Mal

Natrausuen
004 Marik Pakotau book Kastom Tesa! Mal

Natrausuen

005 Mariksuepus book Kastom Tesa! Mal
Natrausuen

006 Natrausuen nig tuei book Kastom Tesa! Mal

Natrausuen

007 Naur egun book Kastom Tesa! Mal
Natrausuen

008 Naur Eraniau book History Tesa! Mal
Natrausuen

009 Teflan naum nig Efat ru pakor book History Tesa! Mal

Natrausuen

010 Nua naniu book Kastom Tesa! Mal
Natrausuen

011 Mansal book Kastom Tesa! Mal

Natrausuen
012 Ririal book Kastom Tesa! Mal

Natrausuen

013 Wak nmatu Namaf, Kalsarap Kastom 004

014 Coconuts Namaf, Kalsarap Kastom 004

015 Tata Sailas go tuluk inru Namaf, Kalsarap History 004

016 MCA Namaf, Kalsarap Life story Kalsarap

017 SE examples mainly
constructed

sentence
examples

extracted from
notes and the

dictionary

018 Silas on canoe building Alban, Silas descriptive video / Silas
Alban

019 Silas' story (ntwam) Alban, Silas Kastom Sailas Alban

020 Apu ntan Namaf, Kalsarap Kastom Fieldnotes
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Text number Title Speaker Story type Source

021 Inglis polis Namaf, Kalsarap Life story 005

022 Inglis polis 2 Namaf, Kalsarap Life story 005

023 Tafra Namaf, Kalsarap Kastom 005

024 Sokfal Namaf, Kalsarap Kastom 005

025 Jif samuel Namaf, Kalsarap History 004

026 Nmatu tar Namaf, Kalsarap History Fieldnotes

027 Man got go tar Namaf, Kalsarap Kastom 004

028 Erakor island Iokopeth History 006

029 Katapel Iokopeth Kastom 006

030 Ballande etc Namaf, Kalsarap Life story 006

031 Tafiter and Taligter Alfos, Frank 98008

032 Story about Erromango and
Rentapau

Namaf, Kalsarap Kastom 98001

033 Life story Zachri, George Life story 98004

034 Ririal and Ririel Takau, Harris Kastom 98003

035 Naferkal Takau, Harris Kastom 98003

036 Menal Takau, Harris Kastom 98009

037 The namalao egg Kalman, Helen Kastom 98003

038 Story about respect Iokopeth descriptive 98007

039 Ati inru Kalfau, John Kastom 98003

040 Life story Mailei, Kalfapun Life story 98003

041 Story of the war and America Mailei, Kalfapun History 98003

042 Time of darkness Mailei, Kalfapun History 98003

043 Santo in the war Mailei, Kalfapun History 98003

044 Matleplep Kalopog, Kali Kastom 98008

045 Life story Kaltaf, Kaloros Life story 98003

046 Story of two stones from Ekasufat Namaf, Kalsarap Kastom 98004

047 Emeltafra Maklen, John History 98007

048 Mantu, the flying-fox Maklen, John Kastom 98007

049 Story of Asaraf Maklen, John Kastom 98007

050 Story of Mumu and Kotkot Maklen, John Kastom 98007

051 Story of a natopu Maklen, John Kastom 98007

052 Marik Tapes Kastom 004

053 Story of the chiefly line Kalmet, Nmak History 98006

054 Story of two giants (Maau) Kalmet, Nmak History 98006

055 Matleplep Kalman, Petro Kastom 98002

056 Villages of Efate Kalman, Petro History 98002

057 Early mission days Kalman, Petro History 98002

058 Katapel Kalman, Petro Kastom 98002

059 Life story Zachri, Peter Life story 98004

060 Life story Tenene, Waia Life story 98007, 98002
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Text number Title Speaker Story type Source

061 Erakor and Mare Tenene, Waia History 98002

062 Story of two giants (Maau) Arsen, Tim Kastom 98003

063 Life story Kalmet, Tim Life story 98004

064 Story of the old days Takau, Toukelau History 98003

065 Story of women before and
women today

Takau, Toukelau History 98003

066 Story of girls and boys Takau, Toukelau History 98003

067 Life story Wayane, William Life story 98004

068 Time of Independence Wayane, William History 98004

069 Falea and Tokou Wayane, William History 98004

070 Life story Kalsarap, Endis Life story 98009

071 Liportani and Katapel Mailei, Kalfapun Kastom 98009

072 Story about ground Mailei, Kalfapun History 98009

073 Story of natopu Mailei, Kalfapun Kastom 98009

074 Koaiseno Takau, Toukelau Kastom 98009

075 Litog Takau, Toukelau Kastom 98009

076 Fat ni naur ses Takau, Toukelau Kastom 98009

077 Natopu kaaru Takau, Toukelau Kastom 98009

078 Tapes Takau, Toukelau Kastom 98009

080 Hermit crab and the fish Jinane Kastom 98010

081 Life story Jinane Life story 98010

082 Weaving Jinane descriptive 98010

083 Life story Carlot, Gilou History 98010

084 Life story Wayane, Daisy Life story 98010

085 Life story Kalokis, Apet Life story 98010

086 Life story Lauto, Harry Life story 98010

087 Plantation days Kaltaf, Kaloros Life story 98017

088 Giving directions Kalsarap, Endis descriptive 98017

089 Ntaf ni paror Lauto, Dick History 98017

090 Villages of Efate Kaltapau, John History 98017

091 Kwinsland Kaltapau, John History 98017

092 Story about magic stones Kaltapau, John Kastom 98017

093 Story about Roy Mata Kaltapau, John History 98017

094 Story about Nguna Kaltapau, John Kastom 98017

095 On land and disputes Kaltapau, John descriptive 98017

096 Litapurog Takau, Toukelau Kastom 98009

097 Metu mansal Josef, Metu Kastom 20003

098 Agel ni Ermag Josef, Metu Kastom 20003
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Appendix E,  List of tapes recorded

The following tapes were recorded as part of the fieldwork towards this thesis.  They have all been
digitised by the Pacific And Regional Archive for Digital Sources in Endangered Cultures

(PARADISEC) and digital versions are lodged with that archive for safekeeping.

Cassette

number

PARADISEC id# Content Date

recorded

Recording

device

Mic

001 NT1-001-001A
NT1-001-001B

Sailas Alban reading from wordlist 16/8/95 Marantz Shure

002 NT1-002-002A

NT1-002-002B

Words read by Sailas Alban 4/1/96 Marantz Shure

003 NT1-003-003A
NT1-003-003B

Words and sentences read by Sailas
Alban

4/1/96,
11/1/96

Marantz Shure

004 NT1-004-004A
NT1-004-004B

Sailas Alban telling a story; sound of
canoe making A: Silas story

(21/2/96) giant pig and devil (up to
140) blank to 150 tree chopping with

commentary on canoe making by SA
(to 206)  mike problems - talk with

Kalsrap (Chief Samuel) (to 307)
(transcript) K - Bislama - Chief
Sailas (see transcript) includes story

015.

005 NT1-005-005A
NT1-005-005B

Malakula polis 1934, oknaet, welfis
(tafra)

9/7/97,
9/9/97

Marantz Shure

006 NT1-006-006A

NT1-006-006A

Langtatalof, Katapel, 23/10/97,

11/11/97

Marantz Shure

20001 NT1-20001-20001A
NT1-20001-20001B

a: Toukelau/Harris (rowat) (vid);
Metu Josef; b  Kalsarur; Kalsarap.
Endis intonation

23,
28/3/2000

SONY
Prof
walkman

Audio
Technica
AT 822

Stereo

20002 NT1-20002-20002A
NT1-20002-20002B

a: Toukelau; John Maklen and
William Wayane (rain noise); b Dick

Lauto

31/3/2000,
4/4/2000

SONY
Prof

walkman

Audio
Technica

AT 822
Stereo

20003 NT1-20003-20003A
NT1-20003-20003B

a Dick Lauto; Kalskar; b Metu Josef 4,
7/4/2000

SONY
Prof

walkman

Audio
Technica

AT 822
Stereo

98001 NT1-98001-98001A

NT1-98001-98001B

Kalsarap 21/9/98 SONY

Prof
walkman

Audio

Technica
AT 822

Stereo
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Cassette

number

PARADISEC id# Content Date

recorded

Recording

device

Mic

98002 NT1-98002-98002A
NT1-98002-98002B

A: Tenene; Kali Kalopog; Petro
Kalman; B: Petro Kalman

27/9/98 SONY
Prof

walkman

Audio
Technica

AT 822
Stereo

98003 NT1-98003-98003A

NT1-98003-98003B

A:Kaloros -320; Kalfapun -532;

kindy kids -575; Harris Takau. B:
Harris Takau-102; Toukelau -362;
Kindy kids

29/9/98 SONY

Prof
walkman

Audio

Technica
AT 822
Stereo

98004 NT1-98004-98004A

NT1-98004-98004B

Limas & Kalsarap -165 ; Kalsarap -

253; William -393; Timteo. B:
Timteo; George Zachri; Peter

Zachri.

30/9/98 SONY

Prof
walkman

Audio

Technica
AT 822

Stereo

98005 NT1-98005-98005A
NT1-98005-98005B

William and Kar Albert – 454. Elsie.
B: Linuk

30/9/98 SONY
Prof
walkman

Audio
Technica
AT 822

Stereo

98006 NT1-98006-98006A
NT1-98006-98006B

A & B: Nmak Kalmet - 379 1/10/98 SONY
Prof

walkman

Audio
Technica

AT 822
Stereo

98007 NT1-98007-98007A

NT1-98007-98007B

John Maklen -275; Yokopet &

Kalsarap

3/10/98 SONY

Prof
walkman

Audio

Technica
AT 822
Stereo

98008 NT1-98008-98008A

NT1-98008-98008B

A: Capell's recordings 195?, Kalsei

& Kalagis; Kali ; Kalskar - vowel
length; general conversation and fish

names. B: conversation - 327 Frank
Alfos - tagiter story.

6/10/98 SONY

Prof
walkman

Audio

Technica
AT 822

Stereo

98009 NT1-98009-98009A
NT1-98009-98009B

A:Harris Takau ; Endis; Kalfapun;
B: Toukalau; Nmak Kalmet

12/10/98 SONY
Prof

walkman

Audio
Technica

AT 822
Stereo

98010 NT1-98010-98010A

NT1-98010-98010B

Jinane; Carlot Gilou; Apet; B:

Harry; Daisy

20/10/98 SONY

Prof
walkman

Audio

Technica
AT 822

Stereo

98011 NT1-98011-98011A
NT1-98011-98011B

Russell ; Arnold 26/10/98 SONY
Prof
walkman

Audio
Technica
AT 822

Stereo

98012 NT1-98012-98012A
NT1-98012-98012B

Winnie; John Carlot; Malao 27/10/98 SONY
Prof

walkman

Audio
Technica

AT 822
Stereo
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Cassette

number

PARADISEC id# Content Date

recorded

Recording

device

Mic

98013 NT1-98013-98013A
NT1-98013-98013B

Jinane ; Tautual; B: Endis reading
words

27/10/98 SONY
Prof

walkman

Audio
Technica

AT 822
Stereo

98014 NT1-98014-98014A

NT1-98014-98014B

Roger Waute; Patrick Waoute; B:

Pinawes; Dick Laouto Kalsoog

29/10/98 SONY

Prof
walkman

Audio

Technica
AT 822
Stere

98015 NT1-98015-98015A

NT1-98015-98015B

Endis reading words 31/10/98 SONY

Prof
walkman

Audio

Technica
AT 822

Stereo

98016 NT1-98016-98016A
NT1-98016-98016B

Court 28/10/98 SONY
Prof
walkman

Audio
Technica
AT 822

Stereo

98017 NT1-98017-98017A
NT1-98017-98017B

Dick Lauto; Endis (directions) 30/10/98 SONY
Prof

walkman

Audio
Technica

AT 822
Stereo

98018 NT1-98018-98018A

NT1-98018-98018B

Court 4/11/98 SONY

Prof
walkman

Audio

Technica
AT 822
Stereo

98019 NT1-98019-98019A

NT1-98019-98019B

Toukelau; Kalsarap; Linuk; John

Maklen; Kalta=pau

5,6/11/98 SONY

Prof
walkman

Audio

Technica
AT 822

Stereo

98020 NT1-98020-98020A Lelepa; Kalsaf Malesu; Ruben
Taftuel; B: Douglas Meto reading
Tryon list words

10/11/98 SONY
Prof
walkman

Audio
Technica
AT 822

Stereo

98021 NT1-98021-98021A
NT1-98021-98021B

Kalokis; Toufaakal 13/11; Limok
Milian 13/11

11/11/98 SONY
Prof

walkman

Audio
Technica

AT 822
Stereo

Vid1 Toukelau and Harris weaving sago

palm thatch; Etmat beach; 26/3/00
Church hymn singing; football
singing; 28/3/00 Kalsarur Nawen;

Kalsarap; 31/3/00 Toukelau story;
Kalmer Takau, string figures.

25-31/3/00 SONY

DVCR

inbuilt

Vid2 Dick Lauto ; Kalsakar Wayane ;

string figures : Toufaakal; Endis;

4/4/2000 SONY

DVCR

inbuilt

Vid3 Manuel Wayane & kids playing ;
string band performance

4/2000 SONY
DVCR

inbuilt
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Appendix F

Audiamus  Versions 1 and 2
December 2003

A tool for linking transcripts to digitised audio.

Nick Thieberger

Department of Linguistics and Applied Linguistics, University of Melbourne /
PARADISEC

thien@unimelb.edu.au, nickt@paradisec.org.au

The latest information on Audiamus can be found at

http://www.linguistics.unimelb.edu.au/contact/studentsites/thieberger/audiamus.htm

Rationale
Every time we analyse a part of our data, that analysis should remain available both for our own

ongoing use of the data, and for others who may want to subsequently use it. This allows an

analysis to accumulate over time and can also facilitate cooperative use of the data, especially if

it is held in a web-accessible data store.

To encourage the use of audio data in analysis we need to have a citable archived object. This

implies a persistent object and location, but also implies accessibility of the data within the

media file, typically by means of a textual index, or transcript.

Any derivative part of the archived object should refer to the object. Any stories extracted from

a field tape need to be referenced for their start and end points in the tape. It is unnecessary to

segment the media into small chunks which then become decontextualised and risk causing

problems for citation.

Citability of the data facilitates replicability of our claims. Accessibility of the primary data

facilitates our own analysis and verification of hypotheses.

Perhaps the greatest motivation for those working with languages for which there may be no

speakers in the near future is that the material should be accessible to speakers and their

mailto:nickt@paradisec.org.au
http://www.linguistics.unimelb.edu.au/contact/studentsites/thieberger/audiamus.htm
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descendants. Audio tapes on their own have some value, but with transcripts that value

increases. If we digitise the media files and link the transcripts to the media, then we have

performed a most useful service, one that can now be basic to the profession of a linguist

working with endangered languages.

To be able to work interactively with a corpus of audio data, we need to first transcribe and link

the data with one of several currently available tools. These tools give access to one media file

and its transcript. But for the process of linguistic analysis we rely on a corpus made up of all

the data we have recorded. Concordances of texts are an example of a discovery tool commonly

used in analysis. When I started my research on South Efate I wanted a concordance of my

audio and video data and couldn't find a tool that would simply amass all media files and

transcripts and instantiate the links between them.

After some research the simple answer was to build a tool in HyperCard, far-sighted software

produced in the late 1980s, some 15 years ago now. The tool is called Audiamus (v.1). It is the

main tool I have used for working with field recordings.

Overview

Audiamus is a tool developed in the course of writing a PhD grammatical description of a

language. The need for a special tool arose in the absence of a simple method of working

interactively with digitised ethnographic field tapes via their transcripts. It is designed with the

key principles of reusability of and accessibility to the data, with the basic premise that every

example quoted in the thesis should be provenanced to an archival audio tape if possible. A

sample workflow for using Audiamus is outlined below.

Tape         Digital file         Transcribed and linked     Audiamus

Shoebox

XML
QuickTime

System requirements

Version 1 Macintosh computer running HyperCard (known to work from sys 8 to sys 9.2)

Version 2 Macintosh (include OSX), Windows, Unix (standalone built in Revolution)
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Inputs

Time-aligned transcripts in tab-delimited format: text/ start/ end.

Audio / video files saved as Quicktime movies (Version 1). Version 2 reads common media

formats (e.g. WAV).

Version 2 imports three plain text files for each audio file with the naming convention as

follows:

filename.tab text

filenameST.tab audio start point (seconds.milliseconds)

filenameEND.tab audio end point (seconds.milliseconds)

Functions

Audiamus instantiates the links to digitised audio. It requires no segmentation of the soundfile.

Currently there is no limit to the size of the audio file or the number of transcripts. Each card of

the model represents a single transcript (typically a complete side of a cassette). Time-aligned

transcripts, as produced by SoundIndex or Transcriber are the input for Audiamus.

The transcripts in Audiamus are plain text and can be edited, as can the timecodes. Thus the data

in Audiamus is the master copy of the transcript that is improved incrementally with use. To

avoid the problem of data being locked up in proprietary formats there is a mass export function

that dumps all linked text and timecodes to plain text files, or to whatever format the user

selects.

A concordance of individual lexical items based on Mark Zimmerman's Free Text/ Conc /

qinxr.c / Texas (inverted index) allows access to the data in version 1.

Audiamus allows the user to select an example  and to clip either the time codes or both the text

and the time codes to the clipboard for pasting into a document.

The timecodes are specified as follows:
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(audio filename, starttime, endtime)

(98002b, 1413.9999, 1419.3600)

They can also be clipped in a Shoebox compatible format:

\aud 98002b

\as 1413.9999

\ae 1419.3600

Examples can be added to a playlist, for use in a presentation for example. The playlist itself can

be stored for future use while another playlist is constructed.

Audiamus permits the linguist to check fieldtapes with speakers by having instant  access to

material that needs querying.

Outputs
Export text and time codes as:

- Tab-delimited text
{SPEAKER = Harris Takau}Ipiatlak nmatu iskei, 0.0000 2.3000

nmatu tiawi iskei ipiatlak tesa inru rana rato panpan. 2.9201 7.8799

Go, tesa nra nen nagier karu kin ipi Ririel go karu ipi Ririal 8.1200 13.5599

- XML (currently using Lacito's DTD)
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?>

<TEXT>

<HEADER>

<SOUNDFILE href="98003b" />

</HEADER>

<BODY>
<S id="s1"><TRANSCR>{SPEAKER = Harris Takau}Ipiatlak nmatu

iskei,</TRANSCR><AUDIO start="0.0000" end="2.3000"></AUDIO></S>

<S id="s2"><TRANSCR>nmatu tiawi iskei ipiatlak tesa inru rana rato

panpan.</TRANSCR><AUDIO start="2.9201" end="7.8799"></AUDIO></S>

[....]

- Shoebox format (to allow glossing of texts while maintaining the time-alignment).

\aud 98002b

\as 1413.9999

\ae 1419.3600

\tx [text]
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- Quicktime format (for use in subtitling Quicktime movies)

{QTtext}{font:Geneva}{plain}{size:12}{textColor: 65535, 65535, 65535}{backColor:

0, 0,
0}{justify:center}{timeScale:1000}{width:160}{height:48}{timeStamps:absolute}{lang

uage:0}{textEncoding:0}

[00:00:00.]

{SPEAKER = Harris T}Ipiatlak nmatu iskei,

[00:00:02.920]
nmatu tiawi iskei ipiatlak tesa inru rana rato panpan.

[00:00:08.120]

[....]

Future development
The development path envisaged for Audiamus is a cross-platform version, written in
Revolution, with all of the current functions.

The concordance function may prove more difficult given that the current version relies on an

existing piece of software specifically made in HyperCard.

It is envisaged that the data format that Audiamus uses will also provide the input to a streaming

server to facilitate access to smaall segments of large archival audio files.
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Appendix G, Consent documents signed by speakers of South Efate

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

SCHOOL/DEPARTMENT OF :LINGUISTICS AND

APPLIED LINGUISTICS

Consent form for persons participating in research projects

Name of participant:

Project title: GRAMMAR OF THE LANGUAGE SOUTH EFATE

Name of investigator(s): NICK THIEBERGER

1. Mi save se projek blong Nick Thieberger hem i blong mekem sam wok wetem lanwis
blong Saot Efate. Mi glad blong hem i save yusum infomesen we hem i kasem long mi

sapos hem i no save mekem eni vatu long hem, mo sapos hem i mekem wok blong

univesiti nomo.

2. Naoia mi saenem leta ia blong talem se:

(a) Mi save wanem Nick hem i stap mekem olsem hem i bin eksplenem ol samting ia long

mi.

(b) Mi save se Nick bae hem i mekem wan buk wetem ol storian blong Saot Efate, maet

wetem wan we mi bin talem long hem.

(c) Sapos mi askem, mi save se Nick bae hem i haedem nem blong mi long wok blong

hem.

Signature Date

(Participant)

Sapos man ia i no kasem 18 yia:

Mi agri wetem ol toktok antap mo mi givem pemisen blong

 toktok blong pikinini blong mi i stap long buk ia.

Signature Date

(Signature of parent or guardian)

Signature Date

(Witness to consent)
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Smol toktok ia hem i blong talemaot se Nick

Thieberger bae hem i mekem sam wok wetem

lanwis blong Saot Efate. Wok ia hem i statem finis

long 1996 mo 1997, taem hem i bin wok wetem
Sailas Alban long Eratap, mo Kalsrap N’maf long

Erakor.

Naoia Nick hem i wantem mekem sem wok

bakegen, wetem tufala mo wetem narafala man,
maet long Erakor o maet long Eratap. Ol rikoding

we hem i mekem long lanwis, sam long olgeta bae

oli kam wan buk, olsem hem we Nick mo Kalsrap

mo Sailas oli bin mekem finis. Nick hem i kasem smol vatu, olsem skolasip, blong mekem wok

ia. Eni buk we bae hem i raetem, hem i no save kasem eni vatu long hem.

Taem hem i mekem ol wok ia, Nick hem i mekem sam stadi blong hem tu long saed blong

raetem grama blong lanwis long Saot Efate.Taem hem i mekem wok ia finis bae hem i kam

dokta blong linguistics.

Eni man o woman we hem i wantem giv han wetem wok hem i save. I no gat fulap vatu blong
pem ol wok ia, be i stap long yu sapos yu ting se hem i wan gudfala wok blong rikodem ol

storian olsem.

Festaem Nick hem i bin wok long Kaljoral Senta long Vila, be naoia hem i stap long University

blong Melbourne long Ostrelia. Bos blong hem, nem blong hem hem i Professor Peter Austin

 

This statement says that Nick Thieberger will be working to record the language of South Efate.

He started this work in 1996 and 1997 when he worked with Sailas Alben from Eratap and

Kalsrap Nemaf from Erakor.

Now Nick wants to do the same work again, with the same two men and any others from those

two villages. Some of the stories he records will go into a book like the one he made with Sailas

and Kalsrap before. Nick has a small scholarship to do this work. Any book that he writes won’t

bring him any money.

Nick is also studying the language so that he can write a grammar of the language for his own
study. When he finishes this work he will be a doctor of linguistics.

Anyone who wants to help with this work can do so. There’s not much money to pay people,

but it is up to you whether you think it is a good thing to record stories in this way.

Nick used to work at the Cultural Centre in Vila, but now he is at the University of Melbourne

in Australia. His boss is called Professor Peter Austin.

DEPARTMENT OF LINGUISTICS

AND APPLIED LINGUISTICS

Department of Linguistics and Applied Linguistics
THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE, PARKVILLE, VICTORIA 3052 AUSTRALIA TEL: +61 3 9344 5394

FAX: +61 3 9349 4326
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Appendix H

Listing of contents of the attached DVD and instructions for their use.

A DVD containing electronic data is included as attachment 1 to this thesis. It requires a

computer with a drive capable of reading a DVD. Further installation of QuickTime is required.

Copyright in the data is set out on page iv of this thesis.

Listing of contents of DVD and instructions for their use.

Included on the DVD are the following items:

- A PDF version of this thesis

- Media files

- Audio files, currently 29 sides of cassettes linked using Audiamus.

- Video clips, two short extracts can be accessed via the linking tool.

- Toukelau Takau on weaving thatch for roofs

- Kalsarap Namaf telling a kastom story

To use these files, double-click on the file 'Thesis audio'. The pop-up menu on the right

lists each chapter and all examples for that chapter appear in that screen. Double-

clicking on any line will play the audio or video associated with that line. Example

texts are presented on one screen each and can be played as a whole or line-by-line..

The entire audio corpus can be accessed by double clicking on Audiamus. In this case

the pop-up menu lists all 29 cassette sides and each screen gives a complete transcript

of each of these items.

- Sample of texts from historical sources

- Genesis in South Efate and English (c 1870)

- Stories written by Pastor Sope (c 1950s) (pdf version)

- Rivierre’s wordlist

- Dahl's aspect questionnaire data for South Efate (interlinearised)

- Dictionary of South Efate presented with images linked to entries.

To use the MS Word version:

Double-click on the file 'sefatedic hyperlinked.rtf'
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Appendix I, Examples from Osten Dahl's TMA questionnaire

Examples from Osten Dahl's (1985:198) TMA questionnaire, translated and written by Endis Kalsarap of
Erakor village, 31/4/2000. Typed and glossed by Nick Thieberger, 2003. Questionaire OCRed from the
original. Despite the instruction given by Dahl on that page that "words within parentheses are not  to be
translated", we felt that we could capture the necessary tense and mood marking and keep the
contextualising (parenthetic) items as well. Some examples could not be translated, and others were
skipped because they were the same as the preceding one, two or more. The reader is directed to Chapter 6
on Aspect and Mood for a discussion of this questionnaire.

1
Nasum itop
nasum i=     top

house  3sgRS= big

(1)[Standing in front of a house] The house BE BIG

2
Ipi nasum pur / Nasum gag itop
i=     pi nasum  pur  / nasum  gag    i=     top

3sgRS= be house  big  / house  2sgPOS 3sgRS= big

(2) [Talking about the house in which the speaker lives (the house is out of sight)] The house BE BIG

3
Nasum neu nen to ipi nasum pur
nasum neu  nen  to i=      pi nasum  pur

house  1sg  that at 3sgRS=  be house  big

(3) [Talking about a house in which the speaker used to live but which has now been torn down] The house BE BIG

4
Nasum ne ipi nasum pur
nasum ne   i=     pi nasum  pur

house  this 3sgRS= be house  big

(4) [Talking about a house which the speaker saw for the first time yesterday and doesn't see now:] The house BE
BIG

5
Ito mtir natus
i=     to    mtir  natus

3sgRS= HABIT write paper

(5) [Q: What your brother DO right now? (=What activity is he engaged in?) A by someone who can see him] He
WRITE letters
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6
Ito mtir natus iskei
i=     to    mtir  natus i=     skei

3sgRS= HABIT write paper 3sgRS= one

(6) [C=6] He WRITE a letter

7
Ito mtir natus
i=     to    mtir  natus

3sgRS= HABIT write paper

(7) [A: ] just talked to my brother on the phone. B: What he do right now? A answers:] He WRITE letters

8
Ito mtir natus
i=     to    mtir  natus

3sgRS= HABIT write paper

(8) [C=7] He WRITE a letter

9
Kipe mtir natus / Ito mtir natus
ki=    pe   mtir  natus / i=     to    mtir  natus

3sgPS= PF   write paper / 3sgRS= HABIT write paper

(9) [A: I went to see my brother yesterday. B: What he DO? (=What activity was he engaged in?)] He WRITE letters

10
Kipe mtir natus iskei
ki=    pe   mtir  natus i=     skei

3sgPS= PF   write paper 3sgRS= one

(10) [C= 10] He WRITE a letter

11
Kipe mtir natus
ki=    pe   mtir  natus

3sgPS= PF   write paper

(11) [A: I talked to my brother on the phone yesterday. B: What he DO? (=What activity was he engaged in?)] He
WRITE letters

12
Kipe mtir natus iskei
ki=    pe   mtir  natus i=     skei

3sgPS= PF   write paper 3sgRS= one

(12) [C= 11] He WRITE a letter

13
Kipe mtir natus iskei
ki=    pe   mtir  natus i=     skei

3sgPS= PF   write paper 3sgRS= one

(13) [A: When you visited your brother yesterday, what he DO after you had dinner? ANSWER:] He WRITE letters
(14) [C= 13] He WRITE a letter
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(14) [C= 13] He WRITE a letter

15
Kefo (neu) mtir natus
ke=     fo     neu    mtir  natus

3sgIRS= PSP:IR 1sgBEN write paper

(15) [Q: What your brother DO if you don't go to see him today, do you think? A:] He WRITE a letter (to me)

16
Kefo mtir natus
ke=     fo     mtir  natus

3sgIRS= PSP:IR write paper

(16) [Q: What your brother DO when we arrive, do you think? (=What activity will he be engaged in?)] He WRITE
letters

As above
(17) [C= 16] He WRITE a letter

18
Ser pulpog ito mtir natus
ser   pulpog   i=     to    mtir  natus

every morning  3sgRS= HABIT write paper

(18) [Q: What your brother usually DO after breakfast? A:] He WRITE letters
(19) [C=18] He WRITE a letter
(20) [Q: What your brother usually DO after breakfast last summer? A:] He WRITE letters
(21) [C=20] He WRITE a letter

22
Kafo mtir natus
ka=     fo     mtir  natus

1sgIRS= PSP:IR write paper

(22) [Q: What are you planning to do right now? A:] I WRITE letters

As above
(23) [C=22] I WRITE a letter

24
Imtir natus
i=     mtir  natus

3sgRS= write paper

(24) [Neither A nor B can see B's brother. A: What he DO right now, do you think? (=What activity is he engaged
in?)] He WRITE letters (I think so because he does that every day at this time)

25
Imtir natus
i=     mtir  natus

3sgRS= write paper

(25) [A: My brother works at an office. B: What kind of work he DO?] He WRITE letters
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26
Ito mtir natus
i=     to    mtir  natus

3sgRS= HABIT write paper

(26) [A: Last year, my brother worked at an office. B: What kind of work he DO there?] He WRITE letters

27
Kefo mtir natus
ke=     fo     mtir  natus

3sgIRS= PSP:IR write paper

(27) [A: My brother has got a new job. He'll start tornorrow. B: What kind of work he DO there?] He WRITE letters

28
Selwan paluk ito mtir natus,
selwan pal     -u -k     i=     to    mtir  natus

when   brother -V -1sgDP 3sgRS= HABIT write paper

atorekin pato talmat
a=     toreki -n    pato  talmat

1sgRS= wait   -3sgO be.at garden

(28) [Talking of what happened yesterday] While my brother WRITE the letter, I WAIT in the garden

29
Itik ito mtir frak
i=     tik   i=     to    mtir  frak

3sgRS= no    3sgRS= HABIT write slow

(29) [Q: Did your brother finish the letter quickly? A:] (No,) he WRITE the letter slowly

30
Imlanr
i=     mlanr

3sgRS= cold

(30) [Talking of the water in a lake which is visible to the speaker and the hearer:] (The water is usually warm, but
today) it BE COLD

31
Nai ito mlanr
nai   i=     to    mlanr

water 3sgRS= HABIT cold

(31) [Of a visible lake, what the water is usually like] It BE COLD

32
nanom imlanr
nanom     i=     mlanr

yesterday 3sgRS= cold

(32) [Of a visible lake, in which the speaker swam yesterday] (Today the water is warm, but yesterday) it BE COLD
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33
Malpei nen alos nai ne imlanr
malpei     nen  a=     los   nai   ne   i=     mlanr

time.first that 1sgRS= wash  water this 3sgRS= cold

(33) [Of a visible lake] (The first time I swam in this water many years ago) it BE COLD

34
kipe mlanr
ki=    pe   mlanr

3sgPS= PF   cold

(34) [Of a visible lake, said in the summer] (Usually the water is warm, but this summer) it BE COLD

35
Imlanr
i=     mlanr

3sgRS= cold

(35) [C=34] (Usually the water is warm, but last summer) it BE COLD

36
Nai kefo mlanr
nai   ke=     fo     mlanr

water 3sgIRS= PSP:IR cold

(36) [It's no use trying to swim in the lake tomorrow] The water BE COLD (then)
(37) [Q: Do you know my brother?] (Yes,) I MEET him (so I know him)
(38) [C=37] (Yes,) I just (=a couple of minutes ago) MEET him

39
apatlasi nrak iskei ntau nen ru pan
a=     patlas -i  -ø    nrak i=     skei ntau nen  ru=    pa =n

1sgRS= meet   -TS -3sgO time 3sgRS= one  year that 3p.RS= go =DST

(39) [C=37] (Yes,) I MEET him (once) several years ago

40
Ato patlasi tetemal
a=     to    patlas -i  -ø    tete mal

1sgRS= HABIT meet   -TS -3sgO some time

(40) [C=37] (Yes,) I MEET him often (up to now)

41
Atato patlasi
a=     ta   to    patlas -i  -ø

1sgRS= not  HABIT meet   -TS -3sgO

namolien neu (mau [not supplied by EK])
namolien neu    mau

life     1sgPOS NEG2

(41) [C=37] (No,) I not MEET him  (in my life)
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42
Kuipe patlas paluk?
kui=   pe   patlas pal     -u -k

2sgPS= PF   meet   brother -V -1sgDP

(42) [Q:] You MEET my brother (at any time in your life until now)?

43
Apatlasi nrak iskei mas/ tetemal
a=     patlas -i  -ø    nrak i=     skei mas   tete  mal

1sgRS= meet   -TS -3sgO time 3sgRS= one  only  some  time

(43) [Q: Did you know my father, who died last year?] (Yes,) I MEET him (at least once)

44
Apatlasi nrak iskei mas/ tetemal
a=     patlas -i  -ø    nrak i=     skei mas   tete  mal

1sgRS= meet   -TS -3sgO time 3sgRS= one  only  some  time

(44) [C=43] (Yes,) I MEET him (several times, now and then)

45
Kupo patlas paluk nanom?
ku=    po    patlas pal     -u -k    nanom

2sgRS= PSP:R meet   brother -V 1sgDP yesterday

(45) [Assuming that B was going to meet A's brother, A asks:]You MEET my brother (yesterday, as was planned)

46
Ore, kaipe patlas palum nanom.
ore  kai=   pe   patlas pal     -u -m    nanom

yes  1sgPS= PF   meet   brother -V 2sgDP yesterday

(46) [Answer to (45):] (Yes,) I MEET him (yesterday, as was planned)

47
Itik kaipeta patlasi nanom mau
i=     tik   kai=   pe   ta  patlas -i  -ø    nanom    mau

3sgRS= no    1sgPS= but  not meet   -TS -3sgO yesterday NEG2

(47) [Answer to (45):] (No,) I not MEET him (yesterday, as was planned)

48
Apatlasi tetemal
a=     patlas -i  -ø    tete  mal

1sgRS= meet   -TS -3sgO some  time

(48) [Q: When you came to this place a year ago, did you know my brother?] (Yes,) I MEET him (at least once before I
came here)
(49) [C=48] (Yes,) I MEET him (just before I came here)

50
Itik ata patlasi tetemal mau
i=     tik   a=     ta  patlas -i  -ø    tete  mal  mau

3sgRS= no    1sgRS= not meet   -TS -3sgO some  time NEG2

(50) [Q: Did you know my father, who died last year?] (No,) I not MEET him (at any time)
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(50) [Q: Did you know my father, who died last year?] (No,) I not MEET him (at any time)

51
Ata patlasi tetemal mau
a=     ta  patlas -i  -ø    tete  mal  mau

1sgRS= not meet   -TS -3sgO some  time NEG2

(51) [Q: When you came to this place a year ago, did you know my brother?] (No,) I not MEET him (before I came
here)

52
Ata patlasi mau me apo mailum patlasi
a=     ta  patlas -i  -ø    mau  me  a=     po    mailum patlas -i  -ø

1sgRS= not meet   -TS -3sgO NEG2 but 1sgRS= PSP:R slow   meet   -TS -3sgO

(52) [C=51] (No)  I not MEET him (before I came here but I met him later)

53
Ore kipe fe natus ne
ore ki=    pe   fe    natus ne

yes 3sgPS= PF   read  paper this

(53) [A: I want to give your brother a book to read, but I don't know which. Is there any of these books that he READ
already? B:] (Yes,) he READ this book

54
Itik, kipe fe silu natus ne
i=     tik   ki=    pe   fe    silu  natus ne

3sgRS= no    3sgPS= PF   read  all  paper this

(54) [A: lt seems that your brother never finishes books.] (That is not quite true.) He READ this book (=all of it)

55
Ore ipo fe silu natus ne teflan
ore i=     po    fe   silu  natus ne   tefla

yes 3sgRS= PSP:R read all   paper this similar

runrikin kin ki
ru=    nrik -i    =n       kin  ki

3p.RS= tell -TR   =DST     COMP PREP

(55) [Q: Your brother DO what his teacher told him to do today?] (Yes) he READ (all of) this book (as he was told)

56
Itik, kipe mat
i=     tik   ki=    pe   mat

3sgRS= no    3sgPS= PF   die

(56) [Q: Is the king still alive? A: (No)  he DIE

57
Rukrakpun naot
ru=    krakpun naot

3p.RS= kill    chief

(57) [A: Have you heard the news? B: No, what happened? A:] The king BE KILLED (alt: They KILL the king)
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(57) [A: Have you heard the news? B: No, what happened? A:] The king BE KILLED (alt: They KILL the king)

58
Ore imaos
ore i=     maos

yes 3sgRS= tired

(58) [Q: Do you think the king will go to sleep? ] (Yes) he BE TIRED

59
Us iwo ipo pi malfa
us   i=     wo    i=     po     pi malfa

rain 3sgRS= fall  3sgRS= PSP:R  be short.time

(59) [Looking out of the window, sceing that the ground is wet] lt RAIN (not long ago)

60
Kano pnak isil nasum [...]
kano pnak  i=     sil   nasum  [...]

man  steal 3sgRS= enter house  [...]

(60) [The police are investigating a burglary. Seeing an open window and footprints beneath it, the police
inspector says:] The thief ENTER the house by this window
(61) [lt is cold in the room. The window is closed. Q:] You OPEN the window (and closed it again)?

62
Ore apelgat nmet ses
ore       a=     pelgat  namet ses

yes       1sgRS= open    door  small

(62) [Answer to (61):] (Yes,) I OPEN the window
(63) [Answer to (61):] (No)  I not OPEN the window
(64) [Child: Can I go now? Mother:] You BRUSH your teeth?

65
Kupreg nafte?
ku     preg  nafte

2sgRS  make  what

(65) [A returns home after having been away for a while. B asks:] What you DO?

66
Apakot nafnag
a=     pakot nafnag

1sgRS= buy   food

(66) [Answer to (65):] I BUY food
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67
Naot imat
naot  i=     mat

chief 3sgRS= die

(67) [Q: What did you find out when you came to town yesterday? A:] The king DIE
(68) [C=67] The king BE KILLED
(69) [Q: Why is it so cold in the room? The window is open but the person who asks does not know. The person who
opened the window answers:] I OPEN the window

70
Malpei ga ito pi tetar
malpei ga  i=     to    pi te- tar

before 3sg 3sgRS= HABIT be DET white

(70) [Q: Has this house always been red? A:] (No, earlier) the house BE WHITE

71
Ato pilo pulpog rik
a=     to    pilo  pulpog   rik

1sgRS= HABIT wake  morning  small

(71) [Talking about the speaker's habits: I like to be up carly.] I RISE at six in the morning (alt: at dawn)
(72) [This week I have to go to work early.] I RISE at six in the morning (alt: at dawn)
(73) [Q: What kind of sound do cats make?] They MEOW
(74) [Q: What do your cats do when they are hungry?] They MEOW
(75) If you tease a cat, it MEOW
(76) [Q: Do cats bark?] (No), they not BARK
(77) Whatever you TELL him, he not ANSWER
(78) Whatever you PUT into this bag, it not BREAK
(79) If you PUT a stone into this bag, it BREAK
(80) Even if you PUT a stone into this bag, it not BREAK
(81) [Q: What HAPPEN if I eat this mushroom?] You DIE
(82) (According to the contract) we not WORK tomorrow
(83) [Father to child:] (Please do not disturb me), I WRITE a letter
(84) [Q: -Your brother WRITE a letter right now? (=Is that the activity he is engaged in?)] (No,) he not WRITE a
letter (he's asleep)
(85) [Q: What your brother DO right now? (=What activity is he engaged in?) A:] He SIT in a chair (and) READ a
book
(86) [C=85] He EAT bread and DRINK water
(87) [Q: What your brother DO after breakfast (yesterday)? A;] He GO to the market and/to BUY some apples
(88) [Q: What the boy's father DO when the boy came home (yesterday)? A:] He BEAT him and KICK him (several
times)

89
Ipei pa me komam upo mai pakor
i=     pei   pa    me   komam  u=       po    mai  pakor

3sgRS= first go    and  1plexS 1plexRS= PSP:R come arrive

(89) [Q: Did you find your brother at home? A:] (No, we did not.) He LEAVE (before we arrive)
(90) [C=89] (No, we did not, we were very unlucky.) He LEAVE (just before we came)
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91
Ipuk nrak iskei
i=     puk   nrak i=     skei

3sgRS= cough time 3sgRS= one

(91) [Q: What your brother's reaction BE when you gave him the medicine (yesterday)?] He COUGH once

92
Ipuk nrak inru
i=     puk   nrak i=     nru

3sgRS= cough time 3sgRS= two

(92) [C=92] He COUGH twice
(93) [C=92] He COUGH seven times

94
Ipuk mal lap
i=     puk   mal  lap

3sgRS= cough time many

(94) [C=92] He COUGH many times

95
Ipuk hour iskei
i=     puk   hour i=     skei

3sgRS= cough hour 3sgRS= one

(95) [C=92] He COUGH for an hour

96
Ipuk sermal
i=     puk   ser   mal

3sgRS= cough every time

(96) [C=92] He COUGH often
(97) [Q: Why do you think your brother has caught a cold?] He COUGH often
(98) [Q: Why did you think yesterday that your brother had caught a cold?] He COUGH often
(99) [Q:How long did it take for your brother to finish the letter?] He WRITE the letter in an hour

100
Malnen isat mani ga, go ini tesa nmatu pakot nanromien
malnen i=     slat  mani  ga   go   i=     ni   tesa nmatu pakot nanromien

as     3sgRS= carry money his  and  3sgRS= of   girl       buy   present

(100) [The boy's father sent him a sum of money some days ago and it arrived yesterday] When the boy GET the
money, he BUY a present for the girl

101
Malnen isat mani ga, go ini tesa nmatu pakot nanromien
malnen i=     slat  mani  ga   go   i=     ni   tesa nmatupakot nanromien

as     3sgRS= carry money his  and  3sgRS= of   girl       buy   present

(101) [Last year, the boy's father sent him a sum of money] When the boy GET the money, he BUY a present for the
girl
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102
Malnen isat mani ga, go ini tesa nmatu pakot nanromien
malnen i=     slat  mani  ga   go   i=     ni   tesa nmatu pakot nanromien

as     3sgRS= carry money his  and  3sgRS= of   girl       buy   present

(102) [the boy used to receive a sum of money now and then] When the boy GET the money, he BUY a present for the
girl

103
Malnen kesat mani ke fo ni tesa nmatu pakot nanromien
malnen ke=     slat  mani  ke= fo     ni   tesa nmatu pakot  nanromien

as     3sgIRS= carry money ke= PSP:IR of   girl       buy    present

(103) [The boy is expecting a sum of money] When the boy GET the money, he BUY a present for the girl

104
Ifwel kesat mani kefo ni
i=     f     wel  ke=     slat  mani  ke=     fo     ni

3sgRS= CND   like 3sgIRS= carry money 3sgIRS= PSP:IR BEN

tesa nmatu pakot nanromien
tesa nmatu pakot nanromien

girl       buy   present

(104) [The boy thinks that he will perhaps get a sum of money] If the boy GET the money, he BUY a present for the
girl

105
Ifwel kesat mani nanom ke fo
i=     f     wel  ke=     slat  mani  nanom     ke= fo

3sgRS= CND   like 3sgIRS= carry money yesterday ke= PSP:IR

lakor ni tesa nmatu pakot nanromien
lakor       ni  tesa nmatu pakot nanromien

approximate of  girl       buy   present

(105) [the speaker knows the boy was expecting money, hut he doesn't know if he got itl If the boy GET the money
(yesterday), he BUY a present for the girl

106
Ifwel kin kef-mer sat mani
i=     f     wel  kin  ke=     f    mer   slat  mani

3sgRS= CND   like COMP 3sgIRS= CND  again bring money

ga nanom kefo lakor ni tesa nmatu pakot nanromien
ga     nanom     ke=     fo     lakor       ni  tesa nmatu pakot nanromien

3sgPOS yesterday 3sgIRS= PSP:IR approximate BEN girl       buy   present

(106) [The speaker knows the boy was expecting money and that he did not get it] If the boy GET the money
(yesterday), he BUY a present for the girl
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107
Malnen paler mai me kaipe mtir leta su
malnen pa=      ler    mai   me   kai=   pe   mtir  leta   su

as     2sgIRS=  repeat come  and  1sgPS= PF   write letter PF

(107) [Talking to someone who is leaving in a while] When you RETURN, I WRITE this letter (=I FINISH it already at
that time),

108
Malnen kaler mai me kuipe mtir nawesien nen su
malnen ka=     ler    mai   me   kui=  pe   mtir  nawesien nen  su

as     1sgIRS= repeat come  but  you=  PF   write work     that PF

(108) [Said as an order by a teacher leaving the classroom] When I RETURN, you WRITE this assignment (~You
FINISH it by then)

109
Paluk itli na naiimlanr
pal     -u -k     i=     til   -i  -ø     na   nai   i=       mlanr

brother -V -1sgDP 3sgRS= say   -TS -3sgO  COMP water 3sgRS=   cold

(109) [Assuming that the speaker's brother is trustworthy and speaking of the water in a lake which is not visible
to the speaker and the hearer] My brother SAY (right now) that the water BE COLD

110
Paluk itli na nai
pal     -u -k     i=     til   -i  -ø     na   nai

brother -V -1sgDP 3sgRS= say   -TS -3sgO  COMP water

imlanr me atap fafat wes mau
i=     mlanr me   a=     tap fafat    -wes   mau

3sgRS= cold  but  1sgRS= not believe  -3sgO  NEG2

(110) [Of the water in a lake which is not visible to the speaker and the hearer] My brother SAY (right now) that the
water BE COLD (but I don't believe him)

111
Paluk itli na nai nanomimlanr
pal     -u -k     i=     til   -i  -ø      na   nai   nanom    i=      mlanr

brother -V -1sgDP 3sgRS= say   -TS -3sgO   COMP water yesterday 3sgRS=  cold

(111) [C=110] My brother SAY (right now) that the water BE COLD (yesterday, but I don't believe him)

112
paluk itli na nanom nai
pal      -u -k      i=     til   -i  -ø     na   nanom     nai

brother  -V -1sgDP  3sgRS= say   -TS -3sgO  COMP yesterday water

imlanr nanom me amrokin  [..]
i=     mlanr nanom     me  a=     mro   -ki -n

3sgRS= cold  yesterday but 1sgRS= think -TR -3sgO

(112) [C=110] My brother SAY (yesterday) that the water BE COLD (yesterday, but I think he was wrong)
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113
paluk itli nanom na nai
pal     -u -k     i=     til -i  -ø    nanom     na   nai

brother -V -1sgDP 3sgRS= say -TS -3sgO yesterday COMP water

kipe mlanr nas
ki=    pe  mlanr nas

3sgPS= but cold  day.before.yesterday

(113) [C=110] My brother SAY (yesterday) that the water BE COLD (the day before yesterday, but I think he was
wrong)

114
Nanom paluk itli na nai
nanom     pal     -u -k      i=     til -i  na   nai

yesterday brother -V -1sgDP  3sgRS= say -TS COMP water

kefo mlanr mes, me [...]
ke=     fo     mlanr mes   me  [...]

3sgIRS= PSP:IR cold  today but [...]

(114) [C=110] My brother SAY (yesterday) that the water BE COLD (today, but he turned out to be wrong)

115
paluk imroki na nai imlanr
pal     -u -k     i=     mro   -ki na   nai   i=     mlanr

brother -V -1sgDP 3sgRS= think -TR COMP water 3sgRS= cold

(115) [C=110] My brother THINK (right now) that the water BE COLD (today, but he is wrong)

116
paluk imroki na nanom nai imlanr
pal    -u -k      i=     mro   -ki na   nanom     nai   i=     mlanr

brother-V -1sgDP  3sgRS= think -TR COMP yesterday water 3sgRS= cold

(116) [C=110] My brother THINK (yesterday) that the water BE COLD (yesterday, but he was wrong)

117
paluk itae malfanen na nai imlanr
pal     -u -k     i=     tae   malfanen na   nai   i=     mlanr

brother -V -1sgDP 3sgRS= know  now      COMP water 3sgRS= cold

(117) [C=110] My brother KNOW (now) that the water BE COLD (today)

118
paluk itae nanom na nai kefo mlanr mes
pal     -u -k     i=     tae   nanom     na   nai   ke=     fo     mlanr mes

brother -V -1sgDP 3sgRS= know  yesterday COMP water 3sgIRS= PSP:IR cold  today

(118) [C=110] My brother KNOW (yesterday) that the water BE COLD (today)
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119
paluk nanom ifafat wes na nai ito mlanr
pal     -u -k     nanom     i=     fafat   wes  na   nai   i=     to    mlanr

brother -V -1sgDP yesterday 3sgRS= believe 3sgO COMP water 3sgRS= stay  cold

(119) [C=110] My brother BELIEVE (yesterday) that the water BE COLD (usually)

120
Inrogo malfanen na nai imlanr
i=     nrog -o  -ø    malfanen na   nai   i=     mlanr

3sgRS= hear -TS -3sgO now      COMP water 3sgRS= cold

(120) [C=110] He FEEL (right now) that the water BE COLD

121
Inrogo nai imlanr
i=     nrog -o  -ø    nai   i=     mlanr

3sgRS= hear -TS -3sgO water 3sgRS= cold

(121) [C= 110] (Yesterday when my brother went into the water) he FEEL that the water BE COLD

122
paluk ita mroki na nai ke mlanr mau
pal     -u -k     i=     ta  mro   -ki na   nai   ke=     fo     mlanr mau

brother -V -1sgDP 3sgRS= not think -TR COMP water 3sgIRS= PSP:IR cold  NEG2

(122) [Of the water in an invisible lake - the speaker knows that the water is in fact cold] My brother not THINK
(right now) that the water BE COLD (=he thinks it is warm)

123
paluk ita mrokin na nai imlanr mau
pal      -u -k      i=     ta  mro   -ki -n    na   nai   i=     mlanr mau

brother  -V -1sgDP  3sgRS= not think -TR -3sgO COMP water 3sgRS= cold  NEG2

(123) [C= 110] My brother DOUBT (right now) that the water BE COLD (=he suspects it is warm)

124
paluk imur na nai ke mlanr
pal     -u -k     i=     mur   na   nai   ke=     mlanr

brother -V -1sgDP 3sgRS= want  COMP water 3sgIRS= cold

(124) [C= 110] My brother HOPE (right now) that the water BE COLD

125
Atilsoksoki na ka fo net matol
a=     til  -soksok  -i  -ø      na   ka=     fo     net       matol

1sgRS= say  -EMPH    -TS -3sgO   COMP 1sgIRS= PSP:IR come.meet tomorrow

(125) [Uttered as a promisel ] PROMISE to COME to you tornorrow
(126) [Uttered in a naming eeremony (for NAME, substitute any suitable verb (e.g. CHRISTEN), for X, substitute any
suitable proper name (e.g. JOHN)] I NAME this child X
(127) [Looking at a broken cup, angrily:] Who BREAK this cup?
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128
Fei kin ipreg nasum ne?
fei     kin  i=     preg  nasum  ne

who     COMP 3sgRS= make  house  this

(128) [Looking at a house] Who BUILD this house?
(129) [Looking at a picture of a house which has been torn down] Who BUILD this house?
(130) [Looking at a house, recently painted] Who PAINT this house?

(131)
131 [ couldn't translate](131) You MUST GO to bed before you GET tired (today)

132
Nanom pog apan matur me paluk ipo mai
nanom     pog   a=     pan   matur me   pal     -u -k     i=     po    mai

yesterday night 1sgRS= go    sleep but  brother -V -1sgDP 3sgRS= PSP:R come

(132) (Yesterday evening) I GO to bed before my brother COME home

133
Naot go imai / Naot go ipo mai
naot  go   i=     mai   / naot  go   i=     po    mai

chief and  3sgRS= come  / chief and  3sgRS= PSP:R come

(133) [The speaker has just seen the king arrive (no one had expected this event)](Have you heard the news?) The
king ARRIVE

134
Naot go imai / Naot go ipo mai
naot  go   i=     mai   / naot  go   i=     po    mai

chief and  3sgRS= come  / chief and  3sgRS= PSP:R come

(134) [A persen who has heard (133) but not seen the event says:] (Have you heard the news?) The king ARRIVE
(135) [The king has been expected for weeks. The speaker has just seen him:] The king ARRIVE
(136) [A person who has heard (135) but not seen the event says]The king ARRIVE 137) When I COME home
(yesterday), he WRITE two letters (=first I came and then he wrote the letters)

137
Malnen amai pak esum nanom
malnen a=     mai   pak  e-  sum   nanom

as     1sgRS= come  to   LOC house yesterday

ipoto mtir natus inru
i=     po     to    mtir  natus i=     nru

3sgRS= PSP:R  HABIT write paper 3sgRS= two

138
Malnen amai pak e-sum nanom kipe
malnen a=     mai  pak e-  sum   nanom     ki=    pe

as     1sgRS= come to  LOC house yesterday 3sgPS= PF
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mtir natus inru su
mtir  natus i=     nru su

write paper 3sgRS= two PF

(138) When I COME home (yesterday),  he WRITE two letters (=he finished writing them just before I came)

139
Malnen amai pak esum nanom
malnen a=     mai   pak  e-       sum   nanom

as     1sgRS= come  to   LOC      house yesterday

kipe mtir natus inru su
ki=    pe   mtir  natus i=     nru su

3sgPS= PF   write paper 3sgRS= two PF

(139) When I COME home (yesterday), he WRITE two letters (=that is what he accomplished during my absence)

140
Malnen amai pak e-sum nanom
malnen a=     mai   pak  e-       sum   nanom

as     1sgRS= come  to   LOC      house yesterday

kipeto mtir natus inru
ki=    pe    to    mtir  natus i=     nru

3sgPS= PF    stay  write paper 3sgRS= two

(140) When I COME home (yesterday), he WRITE two letters (=that is the activity he was engaged in)

141
Ore kaipe patlasi mes pulpog
ore kai=   pe   patlas -i  -ø    mes   pulpog

yes 1sgPS= PF   meet   -TS -3sgO today morning

(141) [Conversation takes place in the afternoon. The market referred to is assumed to be situated at a
considerable distance from the place where the conversation takes place Q: Do you know my brother?] (Yes,) I
MEET him at the market this morning

142
Ore kaipe patlasi nanom pulpog
ore kai=   pe   patlas -i  -ø    nanom     pulpog

yes 1sgPS= PF   meet   -TS -3sgO yesterday morning

(142) [C=141] (Yes,) I MEET him at the market yesterday

143
Ore kaipe patlasi esa mes pulpog
ore kai=   pe   patlas -i  -ø    e-    sa   mes   pulpog

yes 1sgPS= PF   meet   -TS -3sgO LOC   here today morning

(143) [Conversation takes place in the afternoon: Do you know my brother?] (Yes,) I MEET him here this morning
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144
Ore kaipe patlasi e-sa nanom pulpog
ore kai=   pe   patlas -i  -ø    e-    sa   nanom     pulpog

yes 1sgPS= PF   meet   -TS -3sgO LOC   here yesterday morning

(144) [C=143] Do you know my brother?] (Yes,) I MEET him here yesterday

145
Ifwel pafeiki wou napu kafo tu ag fat
i=     f     wel  pa=  fei  -ki  -wou  napu ka=     fo     tu   ag   fat

3sgRS= CND   like you= show -TR  -1sgO road 1sgIRS= PSP:IR give 2sgO vatu

(145) [Traveller to local:] If you SHOW me the way, I GIVE you money

146
Ifwel ag pamal to pnut to
i=     f     wel  ag   pa=  mal      to    pnut  to

3sgRS= CND   like 2sgO you= not.want HABIT quiet stay

kafo satlu ag ki pol
ka=     fo     slat   -lu     ag   ki   pol

1sgIRS= PSP:IR carry  -out.of 2sgO PREP ball

(146) [Mother to child:] If you not STOP PLAY with that ball, I TAKE it away

147
Paluk (kin / go) ipreg nasum ne
Pal     -u -k     kin  / go  i=     preg nasum  ne

brother -V -1sgDP COMP / and 3sgRS= make house  this

(147) [Standing in front of a house: Who BUILD this house?] My brother BUILD this house

148
Kipeto puk awa iskei su
ki=    pe    to   puk   awa  i=     skei su

3sgPS= PF    stay cough hour 3sgRS= one  PF

ipuk pi awa iskei
i=     puk   pi awa  i=     skei

3sgRS= cough be hour 3sgRS= one

(148) [(Of a coughing child:) For how long has your son been coughing?] He COUGH for an hour

149
Kuipe patlas paluk ko?
kui=  pe   patlas      pal     -u -k      ko

you=  PF   meet        brother -V -1sgDP  or

(149) [A knows that B was going to meet A's brother but not when. A:] You MEET my brother (yet)?
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150
Ore apatlasi
ore a=     patlas -i -ø

yes 1sgRS= meet   -TS -3sgO

(150) [Answer to (149):] (Yes)I MEET him.

151
Itik, ata patlasi mau
i=     tik a=     ta  patlas -i  -ø    mau

3sgRS= no  1sgRS= not meet   -TS -3sgO NEG2

(151) [Answer to (149):] (No,) I not MEET him

152
Malnen kafi tiawi, kafo pakot nasum pur
malnen ka=     fi    tiawi     ka=     fo     pakot nasum pur

as     1sgIRS= be:IR ancestors 1sgIRS= PSP:IR pay   house big

(152) [Said by a young man] When I GROW old, I BUY a big house

153
Naot kipe mai su
naot  ki=    pe   mai   su

chief 3sgPS= PF   come  PF

(153) [The speaker has just seen the king arrive (carlier than was expected):] The king ARRIVE already

154
Naot ita ta mai mau
naot  i=     ta  ta    mai   mau

chief 3sgRS= not still come  NEG2

(154) [The king is expected to arrivel The king not ARRIVE yet

155
Itik, ito mtiri
i=     tik i=     to    mtir  -i  -ø

3sgRS= no  3sgRS= HABIT write -TS -3sgO

(155) [Q: Has your brother finished the letter?] (No,) he still WRITE it

156
Itli na ito mtir natus
i=     til   -i  -ø     na   i=     to    mtir  natus

3sgRS= say   -TR -3sgO  COMP 3sgRS= HABIT write paper

(156) [Q: What did your brother say yesterday when you asked him if was busy?] He SAY that he WRITE letters

161
Kineu apan sari namlas nanom
kineu a=     pan   sari   namlas nanom

1sg   1sgRS= go    wander bush   yesterday

(161) (B 1) [Do you know what happened to me yesterday?] (161) I WALK in the forest.]
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162
Akrokur kin a-kam mat iskei
a=     krokur kin  a=     kam     mat   i=     skei

1sgRS= fright COMP 1sgRS= walk.on snake 3sgRS= one

(162) Suddenly I STEP on a snake.

163
Ikat natuok. Asat fat ale
i=     kat  natu -o -k     a=     slat  fat   ale

3sgRS= bite leg  -V -1sgDP 1sgRS= bring stone okay

(163) It BITE me in the leg.

164
Anep mat nen kin
a=     nep   mat   nen  ki   -n

1sgRS= throw snake that PREP -3sgO

(164) I TAKE a stone and THROW at the snake.

165
Go imat
go   i=     mat

and  3sgRS= die

(165) It DIE.

166
Nrak iskei me apan sari namlas
nrak i=     skei       me   a=     pan   sari   namlas

time 3sgRS= one        and  1sgRS= go    wander bush

(166) (B2) [1'1l tell you what happened to me once when I was a child.] (166) I WALK in the forest.

167
A krokur kin akam mat iskei
a    krokur kin  a=     kam   mat   i=     skei

ah   fright COMP 1sgRS= step  snake 3sgRS= one

(167) Suddenly I STEP on a snake.

168
Mat nen ikat naruk.
Mat   nen  i=     kat   nar -u -k

snake that 3sgRS= bite  arm -V -1sgDP

(168) It BITE me in the leg.

169
Asat fat iskei go anep mat nen kin
a=     slat  fat   i=     skei go  a=     nep   mat   nen   ki   -n

1sgRS= bring stone 3sgRS= one  and 1sgRS= throw snake that PREP -3sgO

(169) I TAKE a stone and THROW at the snake.
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170
Go imat. Atmok leka kinamtak nanom
go  i=     mat a=     tmo  -k     le   -a  -ø    ki  namet -a -k     nanom

and 3sgRS= die 1sgRS= REFL -1sgDP look -TS -3sgO PREPeye   -V -1sgDP yesterday

(170) It DIE. [I saw it with my own eyes yeseterday]

171
Komam rapan sari namlas
komam  ra=      pan   sari   namlas

1plexS 1dex.RS= go    wander bush

(171) (B3) [Do you know what happened to my brother yesterday? I saw it myself.] (171) We WALK in the forest.

172
Ikrokur kin ikam mat iskei
i=     krokur kin  i=     kam     mat   i=     skei

3sgRS= fright COMP 3sgRS= walk.on snake 3sgRS= one

(172) Suddenly he STEP on a snake.

173
Mat nen ikat natuen
Mat nen  i=     kat   natu -e -n

Mat that 3sgRS= bite  foot -V -3sgO

(173) It BITE him in the leg.

174
Isat fat iskei go inep mat nen kin
i=     slat  fat   i=     skei go   i=     nep   mat   nen  ki   -n

3sgRS= bring stone 3sgRS= one  and  3sgRS= throw snake that PREP -3sgO

(174) He TAKE a stone and THROW at the snake.

175
Go imat
go   i=     mat

and  3sgRS= die

(175) lt DIE.

176
Ipan sari namlas
i=     pan   sari   namlas

3sgRS= go    wander bush

(176) (B4) [Do you know what happened to my brother yesterday? He told it himself.] (176) He WALK in the forest.

177
Ikrokur kin ikam mat iskei
i=     krokur kin  i=     kam     mat   i=     skei

3sgRS= fright COMP 3sgRS= walk.on snake 3sgRS= one

(177) Suddenly he STEP on a snake.
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178
go mat nen ikat natuen
go  mat   nen  i=     kat  natu -e -n

and snake that 3sgRS= bite foot -V -3sgDP

(178) lt BITE him in the leg.

179
Isat fat iskei go inep mat nen kin
i=     slat  fat   i=     skei go  i=     nep   mat   nen  ki   -n

3sgRS= bring stone 3sgRS= one  and 3sgRS= throw snake that PREP -3sgO

(179) He TAKE a stone and THROW at the snake.

180
Go imat
go   i=     mat

and  3sgRS= die

(180) It DIE.

181
Kano iskei ipan sari namlas nrak iskei
kano i=     skei i=     pan   sari   namlas nrak i=     skei

man  3sgRS= one  3sgRS= go    wander bush   time 3sgRS= one

(181) (B5) [Once upon a time there was a man. This is what happened to him one day.] (181) He WALK in the forest.

182
Ikrokur kin ikam mat iskei
i=     krokur kin  i=     kam     mat   i=     skei

3sgRS= fright COMP 3sgRS= walk.on snake 3sgRS= one

(182) Suddenly he STEP on a snake.

183
Go mat nen ikat natuen
go   mat   nen  i=     kat   natu -e -n

and  snake that 3sgRS= bite  foot -V -3sgDP

(183) lt BITE him in the leg.

184
Isat fat iskei go inep mat nen kin
i=     slat  fat   i=     skei  go   i=     nep   mat   nen  ki   -n

3sgRS= carry stone 3sgRS= one   and  3sgRS= throw snake that PREP -3sgO

(184) He TAKE a stone and THROW at the snake.

185
Go imat
go   i=     mat

and  3sgRS= die

(185) It DIE.
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186
Apan sari namlas mai ki
a=     pan   sari   namlas mai     ki

1sgRS= go    wander bush   hither  PREP

(186)(B9) [The speaker is right back from a walk in the forest: Do you know what just happened to me?] (186) I
WALK in the forest.

187
Akrokur kin akam mat iskei
a=     krokur kin  a=     kam   mat   i=     skei

1sgRS= fright COMP 1sgRS= step  snake 3sgRS= one

(187) Suddenly I STEP on a snake.

188
Go ikat natuok
go  i=     kat  natu -o -k

and 3sgRS= bite natu -V -1sgDP

(188) It BITE me in the leg.

189
Asat fat iskei go anepmat nen kin
a=     slat  fat   i=     skei go   a=     nep   mat   nen  ki   -n

1sgRS= carry stone 3sgRS= one  and  1sgRS= throw snake that PREP -3sgO

(189) I TAKE a stone and THROW at the snake.

190
Go imat
go   i=     mat

and  3sgRS= die

(190) lt DIE.

191
Ato lek mat iskei
a=     to    lek   mat   i=     skei

1sgRS= HABIT look  snake 3sgRS= one

(191)(B6) [1'1I tell you what happens to me sometimes when I am walking in the forest.] (191) I SEE a snake.

192
Asat fat iskei me anep mat nen kin
a=     slat  fat   i=     skei       me   a=     nep   mat   nen  ki   -n

1sgRS= carry stone 3sgRS= one        but  1sgRS= throw snake that PREP -3sgO

(192) I TAKE a stone and THROW at the snake.

193
Kafo lek mat iskei
ka=     fo     lek   mat   i=     skei

1sgIRS= PSP:IR look  snake 3sgRS= one

(193) (B7) [I'll tell you what happened to me sometimes, when I was a child and was walking in the forest,] (193) I
SEE a snake.
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SEE a snake.

194
Kafo sat fat iskei go kafo
ka=     fo     slat  fat   i=     skei go  ka=     fo

1sgIRS= PSP:IR bring stone 3sgRS= one  and 1sgIRS= PSP:IR

nep mat nen kin
nep   mat   nen  ki   -n

throw snake that PREP -3sgO

(194) I TAKE a stone and THROW at the snake.

195
Tesa nanwei iskei go tesa nmatu iskei
tesa nanwei i=     skei go  tesa nmatu i=     skei

boy         3sgRS= one  and girl       3sgRS= one

rato mes napu
ra=    to    mes  napu

3d.RS= HABIT play road

(195) (B8) [I'll tell you what I see in the window right now.] (195) A boy and a girl PLAY in the street.

196
(Malfanen) nanwei isat ball go inep kin tu nmatu
malfanen  nanwei i=     sat ball go  i=     nep   ki   -n    tu   nmatu

now       man    3sgRS= sat ball and 3sgRS= throw PREP -3sgO give female

(196) (Right now) the boy TAKE a ball and THROW it to the giri.

197
Nmatu inpakin iler
nmatu  i=     nep   -a  -ø     ki   -n    i=     ler

female 3sgRS= throw -TS -3sgO  PREP -3sgO 3sgRS= return

(197) The girl THROW it back.
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